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CONTINUING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO
WAIVE THE TRADE ACT FREEDOM OF EMIGRATION
PROVISIONS

WEDNESDAY, JULY 12, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITrEET ON IN R.NATIONAL TRADE

OF TUE COmxrrrrz ON FINANCE,
Wastington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room 2221,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Abraham Ribicoff (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Ribicoff, Dole, and Packwood.
[The committee press release announcin this hearing and the

opening statement of Senator Ribicoff follow
[PRESS RELEASE)

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE TO HOLD HEARINGS orf CON-
TINUING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO WAIVE THE TRADE ACT FREEDOM OF
EMIGRATION PROVISIONS

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff (D., Conn.), Chairman of the Subcommittee
on International Trade of the Committee on Finance, today announced that the
Subcommittee will hold public hearings on continuing the President's authority
to waive the application of subsections (a) and (b) of section 402, the freedom
of emigration provision, of the Trade Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-818). The
hearings will be held at 10:00 A.M., Wednesday, July 12, 1978, in Room 2221 of
the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Chairman Ribicoff noted that on June 2, 1978, President Carter transmitted
to the Congress his recommendation, under section 402(d) (5) of the Trade
Act, that the waiver authority be extended 12 months to July 3, 1979. This
recommendation was based on his determination under section 402(d) (5) of
the Trade Act that the extension of the waiver authority will substantially
promote the objective of freedom of emigration in general and, in particular, in
the cases of the Socialist Republic of Romania and the Hungarian People's
Republic.

The Socialist Republic of Romania is the only nonmarket economy country
which has been granted nondiscriminatory, or most-favored-nation, trade treat-
ment under the authority of the Trade Act of 1974, Chairman Ribicoff said.
He noted that the granting of most-favored-nation trade treatment was condi-
tioned on compliance with the freedom of emigration provision of that law
but that the law permitted the President to waive the emigration condition
subject to Congressional review. The trade agreement providing for most-
favored-nation treatment for Romania is due to be extended for a three-year
period this year. A trade agreement which would provide most-favored-nation
treatment for imports from Hungary is now before the Congress for approval.
The President has waived the freedom of emigration restrictions with respect
to both Romania and Hungary.

The Chairman said that the President's recommendation on June 2, 1978, set
in motion a schedule of procedures by which the Congress may either terminate,
by adoption of a simple resolution In either House, or permit by inaction the
extension of the authority by which the President may waive the freedom of
emigration condition on most-favored-nation treatment. Congressional action to
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terminate MFN treatment, if any, must occur before September 1, 1978, he said.
After that date, if Congress takes no action, the waiver authority is auto-
matically extended until July 8, 1979.

Requests to testify.-Chairman Riblcoff advised that witnesses desiring to
testify during these hearings must make their request to testify to Michael
Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Build-
ing, Washington, D.C. 20510, not later than Friday, July 7, 1978. Witnesses will
be notified as soon as possible after this cutoff date as to when and if they are
scheduled to appear. If for some reason the witness is unable to appear at the
time scheduled, he may file a written statement for the record of the hearing
in lieu of a personal appearance.

Consolidated testimony.-Chairman Riblcoff also stated that the Subcom-
mittee urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the same general
interest to consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman to
present their common viewpoint orally to the Subcommittee. This procedure will
enable the Subcommittee to receive a wider expression of views than it might
otherwise obtain. Chairman Ribicoff urged very strongly that all witnesses
exert a maximum effort to consolidate and coordinate their statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act.-In this respect, he observed that the Legis-
lative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appear-
ing before the Committees of Congress "to file in advance written statements of
their proposed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief sum-
maries of their argument."

Chairman Ribicoff stated that in light of this statute and in view of the
large number of witnesses who desire to appear before the Committee in the
limited time available for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify
must comply with the following rules:

1. All witnesses must include with their written statements a summary of
the principal points included in the statement.

2. The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size)
and at least 7 copies must be submitted to the Committee not later than the
close of business on Tuesday, July 11, 1978.

8. Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Subcommittee, but
are to confine their five-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points
included in the statement.

4. Not more than five minutes will be allowed for the oral summary.
Witnesses who fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privilege to

testify.
Written statements.-Witnesses who are not scheduled to make an oral

presentation, and others who desire to present their views to the Subcommittee,
are urged to prepare a written statement for submission and inclusion in the
printed record of the hearings. These written statements should be submitted
to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirkeen
Senate Office Building not later than Wednesday, July 26, 1978.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ABRAHAM RriicoFr

Today's hearing of the Subcommittee on International Trade of the Finance
Committee is on the subject of continuing the President's authority to waive
the freedom of emigration provisions of the Trade Act of 1974. The President
has exercised his authority to waive these provisions with respect to Hungary
and Romania. The effect of these Presidential waivers has been to permit the
granting of most-favored-nation treatment for imports from Romania and Hun-
gary into the United States. The focus of this hearing is on the practices of
Romania and Hungary with respect to the emigration of its citizens to the
United States and other parts of the world and the subject of trade between
the United States and Romania and the United States and Hungary.

Romania and Hungary are the only nonmarket economy countries which
have been granted nondiscriminatory or most-favored-nation trade treat-
ment under the authority of the Trade Act of 1974. The Trade Act establishes
certain conditions for the granting of most-favored-nation treatment, most
significantly being the condition of freedom of emigration. This condition may
be waived by the President upon finding that such a waiver will substantially
promote the objective of freedom of emigration.

These hearings tend, to some extent, to become like broken records-one hears
the same phrases and hears the same questions spoken or asked repeatedly.
Once again this year I am looking forward to receiving some explanations and
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some Information that will help me understand the reasons for the long delays
that occur in processing applications for emigration from Romania and the
many other problems with Romanian emigration procedures which indeed seem
to discourage people from even trying to emigrate.

There is a new element this year in that for the first time we will be looking
specifically at the emigration practices and performance of Hungary. On April
7th of this year the President waived the application of the freedom of emigra-
tion provisions with respect to Hungary in the context of granting most-favored-
nation treatment to Hungary. I hope the hearings today will develop information
which will permit us to understand what the current practices of Hungary
are with respect to emigration and to understand why the President felt it
was appropriate to waive the freedom of emigration provisions with respect to
Hungary.

With respect to trade between the United States and Romania and Hun-
gary, it is clear that both the overall volume of trade and the level of imports
from both Romania and Hungary have increased steadily and dramatically
during the last few years. I trust that the testimony today from our traders
will indicate how our trade relations with these two nonmarket economy
countries have been or will be improved as a result of the most-favored-nation
treatment they are being accorded under the Trade Act.

I would remind each witness that his written testimony today will be re-
printed in the record as if read. May we have the first witness.

Senator Rincorr. The subcommittee will come to order.
The Finance Committee will hold hearings today on the continua-

tion of the President's authority to waive the Trade Act freedom of
emigration provisions.

We have a very, very heavy witness list, and we are going to have
to confine all our witnesses to a time limitation on oral statements.
Your entire statements, however, will go into the permanent record
of these hearings, and our first witness is Hon. Senator Henry M.
Jackson who, basically, for good or ill, is the father of the provision
under which we are acting.

The Senate has supported Senator Jackson, and so have I, and we
certainly welcome Senator Jackson and are very much interested
in his reaction to the various waivers that we enacted under the 1974
Trade Act.

Senator Jackson, we welcome you here today.
[The prepared statements of Senators Do and Williams follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or SENATOR RoBEr DOLz

WHY WE ARE HERE

In considering the establishment of most favored nation status with Hungary
and the renewal of Rumania's status, we have several important factors to
consider and not all are purely commercial. We have to consider, of course,
whether the average citizen of these two countries is likely to benefit from the
increased trade but we also want to assure ourselves that in establishing good
trade relations with these two countries, we are not condoning repressive prac-
tices of the governments, directed against its own citizens. We want to see whether
the governments of these two nations are indeed taking positive steps toward
observing the human rights provisions of the Helsinki agreement, which serves
as an excellent guideline. We must also consider the dominant role the Soviet
Union played in the history of both nations and continues to play in the domestic
policy of these countries. Most favored nation status could play a role in alter-
ing the present relationship these two countries now have with the Soviet
Union.

RUMANIAN EMIGRATION

There are a number of very serious questions to consider with regard to
Rumanian compliance with human rights. A number of family reunification
cases have come to my attention which indicate serious shortcomings in Ru-
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manlan compliance with the Helsinki Agreement and Jackson-Vanik provisions
of the Trade Act. According to reports of various Jewish organizations, thou-
sands of Jews seek to emigrate to Israel where they can be reunited with their
families. Rumanian authorties have imposed a rigorous and burdensome appli-
cation procedures, which now includes a preapplication procedure which masks
the true number of those seeking emigration visas. According to accounts, ef-
forts to secure emigration rights are usually followed by harassment and perse-
cution on the part of authorities and secret police against those applying for a
visa.

AN INDIVIDUAL CASE

Jews are not the only ones that seek emigration rights and the right to fam-
ily reunification. Constantine Rauta has been seeking to bring his wife and son
to the United States for four years now. The Rumanian Government considers
Mr. Rauta a traitor and therefore refuses to permit his family to join him in
this country, thereby punishing the wife and son as well as the father. Surely
a country that respects human rights should not have to hold a man's family
hostage in order to punish him.

HUNGARIANS IN TRANSYLVANIA

Disturbing reports have also been brought to my attention about the vio-
lation of the rights of Hungarians in Transylvania who are fighting to preserve
their culture against efforts to Romanize them through repressive educational
and censorship policies.

POSITIVE GESTURES FROM RUMANIA

At the same time, we have to consider efforts the Rumanian Government
has made to improve the human rights atmosphere in Rumania. Recently the
Rumanian Ambassador, His Excellency Nicolae Nicolae informed me of seven
cases in which I had expressed an interest that had been resolved in favor of
those seeking to emigrate. I hope these are not just isolated cases but are indic-
ative of an improving human rights atmosphere within Rumania.

THE CROWN OF ST. STEPHENS

The most favored nation status for Hungary, of course, must be considered on
its own merits, Hungary continues under Soviet occupation and one-party rule
imposed on the population 22 years ago by Soviet tanks that thwarted the will
of the Hungarian people who were seeking to establish their rights in the Hun-
garian revolution. Recently I was involved in a debate over the issue of return-
ing the crown of St. Stephens to the people of Hungary. I opposed its return
because I do not feel that Hungary under the Kadar regime fulfills the condi-
tions for returning the crown, namely Hungarian freedom. Those who favored
the crown's return argued that the crown was being returned to the people of
Hungary and not to Mr. Kadar. Now that the crown has returned to Budapest,
it is a legitimate concern ot the United States which served as a caretaker for
the crown, that the crown of St. Stephens be given the respect, honor, and pub-
licity It obviously merits. If the crown is to serve to raise Hungarian conscious-
ness and further independence, it must be properly displayed and made available
to the average Hungarian.

Thus far, reports indicate that the Kadar regime has low-keyed the crown's
return and that few Hungarians have actually seen it. I hope we can hear more
today about the fate of the crown now that it has been returned to Hungary and
bear more about the human rights situation in Hungary in general.

THE MEANING OF TRADE

Trade relations are a very healthy activity that foster peace and harmony
among nations. They should be encouraged rather than impeded. At the same
time, a country like ours that is founded on and dedicated to respect for liberty
and individual rights cannot afford to be indifferent to the way other nations
treat their own citizens. If our acceptance of trade relations with nations can
help their citizens better secure their rights, we should pursue that course. Often,
however, the rejection of trade relations can encourage an improvement of per-
sonal rights for a nation's citizens. Today's hearing will certainly help us reach
a decision.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR HAEEIsOi A. WILLIAMS, Jr.

Mr. Chairman, I wish to express my gratitude for this opportunity to discuss
the issue of most favored nation treatment (MFN) with Romania.

On June 2, President Carter sent to Congress a recommendation for an exten-
sion of waiver authority for Romania under section 402(c) of the 1974 Trade
Act. The President's message also dealt with Hungary, and I have concluded
that MFN is vital to our relationships with these -two countries and to American
national interests in general.

In 1977 the United States suffered a record trade deficit of $27 billion. Although
increased imports account for a large portion of this imbalance, an equally ser-
ious problem is the difficulty many American firms have in marketing their
products overseas. Exports make up less than 7 percent of our gross national
product, and Department of Commerce figures show that only 25,000 out of
300,000 American manufacturing firms export their goods. Clearly, our record in
this area must improve if we are to reverse the current trend towards ever larger
trade deficits.

One encouraging aspect of our trade picture is America's record In East-West
trade. Between 1965 and 1975, annual two-way trade with Eastern European
nations has increased from $277 million to $3.5 billion, and since 1975 this trade
has contributed a surplus of $6.3 billion to the United States' balance of pay-
ments. Because these nations comprise a sizeable portion of the world's popula-
tion, the potential expansion of trade with Eastern Europe could play a vital role
in efforts to improve the U.S. trade position.

Our growing economic relationship with Romania demonstrates the promise of
these nations as markets for American goods. Trade between the U.S. and Ro-
mania has multiplied 10 times over the last decade, reaching $593 million in 1977.
Much of the increase has occurred since the granting of MFN status to Romania
in 1975, for MFN made possible the implementation of the U.S.-Romanian trade
agreement which was signed in that year. Moreover, our trade with Romania
has been favorable to the United States. The first 4 months of this year have
already yielded a surplus with Romania of $26 million, which equals the sur-
plus for the entire year of 1977.

Increased economic activity between these two countries has contributed to an
overall improvement in relations between the U.S. and Romania, as demonstrated
by Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu's state visit to Washington last April.
Although basic differences in outlook still exist between our two countries, the
improved cooperation between our two peoples can make an important contribu-
tion to Romania's demonstrated economic and political independence within
('OMFCON and the Warsaw Pact. This independence has often enabled Romania
to serve as a discrete yet vital intermediary for diplomatic contacts between East
and West.

Because of the link established by the Jackson-Vanik amendment between
MFN and emigration, it is important that we examine Romania's policy In this
area. 1977 saw a marked increase in overall emigration from Romania, especially
to the Federal Republic of Germany. Migration to Israel fell off somewhat, but
President Carter reports that a close dialogue with Romanian officials has led to
the favorable resolution of many emigration and humanitarian problems. While
we must continue to fulfill our obligation to monitor Romanian emigration friends,
I have noticed a great willingness to cooperate in achieving the aims of the Jack-
son-Vanik amendment on the part of the Romanian Government. Past perform-
ance and future promise fully warrant Romania's continued MFN status.

Although not the subject of today's hearings, the President's message of June 2
regarding MFN also deals with Hungary, another nation with whom the United
States is experiencing improved relations. Both the U.S. and Hungary are bene-
fitting from this increased cooperation and understanding. For example, Hungary
has had a very responsive record in emigration matters.

Early in my congressional career I worked on reunification cases with several
Hungarian families. I recall that even then the Hungarians emphasized the need
for normalized trade arrangements to facilitate better relations between our
two countries in other areas. I was greatly pleased when, on June 27, the Senate
unanimously agreed to the concurrent resolution which granted MFN to Hun-
gary. This action, along with the full implementation of the bilateral U.S.-
Hungary trade agreement, will improve relationships in the economic sphere.

An excellent example of the kind of cooperation made possible by the granting
of MFN is the case of action Tungsram, Inc. of East Brunswick, N.J. This com-
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pany is a joint undertaking between Action Industries, Inc. of Cheswick, Pa. and
United Incandescent Lamp & Electric Co., Ltd. of Budapest. Both the U.S. and
Hungary will benefit from this venture, which will lead to the establishment of a
manufacturing facility In New Jersey using productive equipment supplied by
the Hungarians. The Senate's action of June 27 will greatly assist this enter-
prise to fulfill its enormous potential.

Mr. President, I am confident that our decision to grant MFN to Hungary is
justifled by our improved relations with that Nation. As has been the case with
Romania, MFN will widen the areas of mutual interest which tie our two coun-
tries together, thereby leading to even further cooperation.

While the need for an annual review of MFN for Hungary and Romania does
create certain difficulties in establishing long-term economic ties, this provisional
MFN situation is better than none at all. Still, I am hopeful that Congress and
the administration will carefully consider the desirability of placing MFN status
for nonmarket nations on a more stable basis. Although the granting of MFN does
not by itself ensure the removal of points of disagreement, the increased economic
relationships made possible by MFN do help to reduce the tensions which have
been generated by competing economic systems.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY M. 1ACKSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator JACKSo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your kind re-
marks. I appreciate this opportunity to give this committee my views
on extension of our present trading relationship with Romania.

First of all, let me say that our country has a significant stake in the
continued existence of a Romania capable of an independent role in
important foreign policy matters.

I have had candid talls with President Ceaucescu and other promi-
nent Romanian officials. I found that they respect frank discussion
of matters, whether we agree on them or not.

Clearly, Mr. Chairman, it is in the interest of both the United States
and Romania that sources of tension between us, such as disputes over
the disposition of emigration cases, be resolved as amicably as possible.

We, for our part, ave shown considerable patience in the years
since Romania first became eligible for MFN as the Romanians have
endeavored to resolve many outstanding cases.

In a spirit of cooperation, much can be done to advance the cause
of personal liberty for those wishing to leave Romania-usually to be
united with loved ones-and to advance the economic progress of the
Romanian people. Moreover, the United States wishes to encourage
the countries of Eastern Europe effectively to assert their legitimate
claim to greater autonomy in the face of Soviet demands and over-
whelming Soviet power.

The further extension of MFN and economic credits for Romania-
an exercise of accommodation, may I say, on both sides-is a realistic
reflection of our mutual interests.

Needless to say, this will continue to be the case only so long as
Romania sincerely lives up to its pledge of the humanitarian treatment
of emigration cases. I hope and trust that we will continue to work
together to resolve those cases still outstanding, and that in so doing
we will place United States-Romanian relations on an increasingly
sound and stable basis.

I have always believed that among the internationally recognized
human rights, none is more fundamental than the right to emigrate.
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Freedom to emigrate can be accomplished without causing fundamen-
tal changes in the internal structure of many states which today deny
their citizens the right to leave. It need not 1)e considered, and indeed
is not, interference in another state's internal affairs, to insist that
tile right to free emigration, which has been enshrined in international
law, be honored.

That, I believe, is why the Congress has attached special importance
to the right to emigrate and why that right is a central feature of so
many international agreements.

The experience with Romania illustrates the value to all parties of a
constructive approach to existing U.S. law conditioning MFN and
credits to nonmarket countries on the relaxation of restrictions on
emigration. While some countries have chosen confrontation, others,
like Romania, have preferred cooperation-a result that has served
the interests of both our countries and the cause of international hu-man rights.Holding these views, and after thorough consideration of the record,
Mr. Chairman, I urge this committee. to recommend to the Senate ex-
tension of the waiver as requested by President Carter.

Senator RmicoFr. Thank you very much, Senator Jackson.
Senator JACKSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RmicoFF. Secretary Vest?
Mr. VEST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to introduce the

members of my panel here. Edward Stroh-Mr. Stroh is the Acting
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce. Mr. Gary Huffbauer, Dep-
uty Assistant Secretary of Treasury; and Mr. Douglas McMinn of
the Office of the Special Trade Representative.

While you have my statement, sir, I would like to make a few points
in connection with it, if I may, by way of introduction.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE S. VEST, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
EUROPEAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ACCOMPANIED
BY EDWARD STROH, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF COMMERCE; GARY RUFF AUER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY OF TREASURY; AND DOUGLAS McMINN, OFFICE OF THE
SPECIAL TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. VEST. Mr. Chairman, we are very pleased to have the oppor-
tunity to come here, because we consider it of great importance to
continue the waivers permitting most favored nation tariff treatment
for Romania and Hungary. We believe that better relations are based
on the principle of being able to deal frankly with the country which
has proved so independent in its approach to life and international
affairs, as Romania has done.

Our efforts, and those of previous administrations, to improve rela-
tions with Eastern Europe, I would have to say, however, in no way
indicate a lessening of our concern about limitations on democratic
institutions and the basic elements of a free society in countries with
whom we are dealing here today. And we think that, taking all of
these matters into consideration, we have a basis for going ahead.

I would like to mention, just by way of illustration, a very few
things which bring out Romania's foreign policy independence. It has
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maintained diplomatic relations with Israel after the 1967 Arab-
Israeli conflict and it has a constructive working relationship with the
Israelis.

It did not participate in the Arab-initiated oil embargo and, in
fact, increased shipments to us during that difficult period.

President Ceaucescu has played an important role in helping set the
stage for Sadat's visit to Jerusalem. Since the end of World War II,
over 300,000 Romanian Jews, we estimate, have been permitted to
emigrate to Israel.

Economically, Romania has broader ties with the non-Communist
world than the other Warsaw Pact states and, since 1974 more than
half of its trade has been with non-Communist partners.-In fact, the
Romanians are probably one of the strongest champions of the right
of all Communist Parties to chart their own course in a free, prag-
matic way, rather than being subservient to the lead of Moscow.

And, at the Helsinki Conference on security and cooperation in
Europe, the Romanians followed a very free path of their own. They
avoided polemics against the West on human rights issues and, in many
ways. were helpful in trying to bridge differences in that whole area.

the result of all of this, since the Romanian-U.S. trade agree-
ment went into effect in 1975, has been that trade with Romania
has continued to grow, and the trade figures for 1977 illustrate this
very well. Among the commodities which are of particular importance
are soybeans, soybean products, wheat and corn, which make up the
largest share of our exports to Romania.

Since your committee last reviewed the question of most favored na-
tion status for Romania, probably the most significant development in
our relations was the visit to the United States of President Ceausu, __
because it gave an opportunity to discuss issues of global importance
and Romania's free hand makes it of particular interest in terms of our
external relations but, as well, it gave us an opportunity to make clear
to the Romanians at the highest level that this administration, and the
Congress, are deeply dommitted to the support of human rights and
we found that our relations with Romania are sufficiently easy and
mature that it was possible for us to have very useful discussions
on that subject.

In fact. at the end of the visit, there was a joint, declaration issued on
April 14 in which Presidest Carter and President Ceausescu pledged"to cooperate in the settlement of humanitarian issues, including fam-
ily reunification, in the spirit of mutual understanding and good will."

We think this pledge gives us a strengthened basis for pressing for
continued progress in resolving emigration and marriage cases and,
in fact, we think that Romania's emigration performance since that
time, although, frankly, certainly leaving a great deal of room for fur-
ther improvement, hasshown the kind of progress since the waiver was
continued last year that is required by the Trade Act. And it is on
this continuing process that the President's recommendation is based.

There are still many pending cases, some long standing and difficult
ones, but we believe the long term trend satisfies the requirement.

I have attached, for your convenience, to the statement some statis-
tics which make it possible to assess Romania's emigration perform-
ance. I would not go into great detail on those-they are there for you
to see--but I would like to merely point out that at the end of June
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1977 1,228 persons had received visas for permanent settlement in the
United States and this represents a significant increase over the total
for the previous 12-month period of 1,047.

There has been as well, a steady r't of emigration during the win-
ter, and not the sharp dropoff of previow.i inters.

Now, I do n-ot have to underscore tiat Jhis is a much higher rate of
emigration than before Romania received most favored nation treat-
nment.

I would like to point out that, as you know, we continue at 3-month
intervals to present a representation list through our embassy to the
Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in which we try to bring to
their attention the cases we care about, the cases we know about, and
by the end of June on the previous list, out of 942 persons we could
identify seeking emigration, 315, approximately a third, had been
approved for emi g ration.

We are particntlrly pleased that out of that list the number of
marriage approvals was 46 out of 60-in other words, 70 percent of
them.

So we do think there has been considerable progress and we know
there are problems. We know that there is more to work on steadily.
We know there are problems of denial of forms because of the way
in which the Romanian Government handles its internal affairs there.
And we are continuing to press them through our representation
lists and through our conversat ions.

We have a new list out to them on July 5 with 817 persons on it,
of whom 222 appear for the first time. So we are going ahead.

Similarly, on Israel, we feel we are making progress. 'We are hav-
ing to deal with that as well. There is reason to believe that they are
trying to be more responsive. It is a subject which has been discussed
between President Ceausescu and Prime Minister Begin. We encour-
age that discussion.

Without going into more detail at all, sir, I would merely like to
conclude by saying that, having watched this very closely, havin
continued to exercise as much influence as we can with this, we feel
that the MFN relationship provides us a basis to continue to press
for both trade and other relationships which we would like to think
are in the national interest, and we strongly recommend extensions
of the President's authority of MFN for Romania and, of course, for
Hungary, which we have talked -about earlier.

Senator RI13coFF. Thank you very much, Mr. Vest.
At last year's hearings, Ambassador William Carey, director of

B'nai B'rith's International Council, submitted to the committee a
list, of obstacles to emigration from Romania and made some recom-
mendations.

Could you tell me if anything has been done for removal of some
of these obstacles for emigration?

Mr. VSr. We have continued to talk to the Romanian authorities,
to encourage the maximum freedom of availability of forms within
their system, to bring to their attention cases that we believe worthy
of consideration. And we have pressed them through the representa.
tion list and through personal representations to them.
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They continue to have their own procedures, but I would say the
best evidence that we have is a gradual increase in emigration, which
shows at least that people are getting through.

Senator RirncoT. I notice that the trade statistics show that there
have been rather large increases in Romanian exports to the United
States in such areas as steel pipe, steel bearings, some textile products
and footwear. Are you monitoring these imports to make sure there
are not significant increases in sensitive areas?

Mr. STRoH. Mr. Chairman, yes, we do watch the sensitive items
very closely and the specific items that you have mentioned-steel
pipe, textile, steel bearings, footwear. The Romanian volume of these
products that are coming into the United States in the past year are
not troublesome at this time, and are in accordance with existing
agreements, for example, in the textile area.

Generally, the volume of almost each of the items that you have men-
tioned is approximately 1 percent or slightly less, of U.S. imports of
those products.

Senator RTBrCOFF. Let me ask you, in 1977, the United States' surplus
in bilateral trade with Romania reached a very low point about $26
million. What are your projections for the trade surplus for 1978 and
the years following and how do you explain the drop in our surplus
withi Romania in 1977?

Mr. SmnoH. I think our trade has matured as time has passed, par-
ticularly as MFN has been extended. As I look at the trade flows over
the last 3 consecutive years, 1975 through 1977, the United States has
accumulated a surplus in each of those years: $56 million in 1975; $51
million in 1976; and $26 million in 1977.

In the first 5 months of 1978, our trade suirplus stands at about $10
million. I think that in 1978 we probably will end up with a small sur-
plus. It might be larger or approximately as it is at present.

I think that what we have, though. is a healthy relationship as the
trade flows reach approximate parities. Obviously, Romania has to
keep very close tabs on trade.

S-enator RmicorF. I know, but if we are taking much more by way
of imports from Romania, should not Romania be buying more of our
goods? What are we doing to increase our exports?

Mr. Smon. Our exports have been continuing to grow. As a matter
of fact, looking at the last 3-year export volumes for the United States,
-in 1975, we were at $189 million. In 1976, we were up to $249 and in 1977
we were at $259 million. In the first 5 months of this year, we are
already at $124 million.

What I am saying, in essence, is there is a gradual growth on both
sides. Romanians have exercised an awful lot of effort to try and main-
tain a relative parity of trade flows in the interest of continuing the
two-way trade relationship. It is the kind of a relationship that is a
beneficial investment for all parties.

Senator RrnicoF. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. Thank you very much. I have tried to read the state-

ment of Secretary Vest, 'and I have also read Senator Jackson's state-
ment. and I agree with both statements, by and large. I do not want
to get into specific cases.
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Would it be fair to ask about Constantine Rauta who has been try-
ing to bring his wife and son to the United States for 4 years ? What
has happened? Does anyone have any information on that specific
case?

Mr. VEST. Yes, Senator. The Rauta case is one that we have had
various discussions with at various levels with Romanian officials. At
the moment, there is a profound difference between us.

They view the fact that because, from their point of view, Rauta
committed treason when he left Romania, that they have not been pre-
pared to--their view is-to reward treason.

We have had conversations and said to them our point of view is
that it is not a question of rewarding treason, but it is a question of
penalizing innocent parties, the wife, primarily, of Mr. Rauta. This
is a case which, as of yet, we have been unable to resolve, but it has
been one which has been very much on our minds and in our
conversations.

Senator DOLE. Again, I do not have all the facts, but it seems to me
that they are punishing the wife and the son as well as the father,
and certainly the wife and the son are not charged with anything
and, as far as I know, are not guilty of anything except wanting to
be reunited with their husband and father.

Do you see any movement at all in that case?
Mr. VEST. At the moment, I cannot predict any movement at all,

but it is one that is before us, it is one we have had serious conversa-
tions about,, and I share your point of view, sir.

When you have a difference of a point of view like this, the key
thing is to continue to work on it. As the chairman knows, we had a
case at an earlier time which, over a long period of time, we have
just recently gotten-the Rosinger case-settled.

You cannot know what the internal workings of another govern-
ment are, but we know that they have it under review along with
any other cases that we have pressed, and continue to press.

Senator DOLE. As I read your statement, by which I understand
that the Jewish emigration rate is about the same this year as it was a
year ago.

Mr. VEsT. That is correct, sir.
Senator DoxE. 1,500?
Mr. VEST. That is correct.
As I mentioned earlier, there have been conversations between

Prime Minister Begin and President Ceausescu. They have their own
relationships. We have certainly, in our conversations, encouraged a
greater Jewish emigration to Israel.

Senator DoTE. I think I have raised the question at earlier hearings
about the rigorous and burdensome application procedure which now
includes a preapplication procedure, which probably hides the true
number who are seeking visas.

Some reports indicate that once a person tries to secure the right
to leave, he is subjected to harassment and persecution for applying
for a visa. Is that an accurate statement?

Mr. VFST. Well, if I may put it in my own terms, sir, we consider
this procedure that they have to be a long, time-consuming, and
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harassing procedure. It does involve a great deal of -difficulty for
citizens. It establishes another bureaucratic channel that they have to
surmount.

We have had long discussions with them on all issues involving
their procedures. We do see, on the basis of the number of people
who are emigrating, say, in the last period, an improvement in the
consequence. In other words we do believe that the Romanians are
finding it easier to obtain the forms, get access to the bureacracy,
and go on through the whole internal procedure.

The best evidence we have is in the total which I have appended to
the record, which shows how the increase in emigration has gone over
more recent years.

It is difficult to compare, but that is a consequence of this.
Senator DoLE. If you leave Romania, what are you entitled to take

with you ? Can you take any savings you might have accumulated? Is
there a limit on what property you can take when you leave the coun-
trr. VEST. That is right, sir. In their particular society and structure

emigrants leaving Romania can take only clothing and personal
effects. They cannot take currency. They cannot take valuables-they
cannot take jewelry except a wedding ring.

Art objects are subject to review by the Commission of National
Patrimony. It is very tight control over this whole matter of taking
with you effects.

If you want to take anything, it has to be very carefully reviewed.
If they have real estate, that, too, is very carefully controlled. He is
limited in the amount he may take with him in terms of money. It
adds up to 40,000 lei which is about $3,333 for urban property and
about h-alf that amount if it is rural property, and this is all he can
get.

Senator DOLE. Does that not amount to a significant impediment
to anyone who seeks to emigrate? I mean, if you have to leave the
country penniless-

Mr. VST. It is a disagreeable and discouraging procedure, but it
has not been seen as a bar to emigration as far as we have observed.

Senator DoLE. What happens to property you leave behind?
Mr. VEST. It remains, I believe, a part of the state. It becomes the

-property of the state under their particular law. We have to start
from the premise that this is a different kind of state from ours en-
tirely, in which the possession of private property is severely limited
in the first place.

Senator RIBTCOFF. Just to followup, can the person who leaves the
country give this property to a relative, a child, or a parent?

Mr. VEST. No; he cannot.
Senator RmxcorF. He cannot transfer it to even a blood relation?
Mr.. VEST. No; and after he has applied to emigrate, he cannot sell

the property privately, or give it away. There are very strict limita-
tions on property in this country.

Senator Rmicorr. Senator Packwoodf
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions.
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Senator RxicorF. Thank you very much, Mr. Vest. I think that
y.u might remain. There may be some other witnesses that you would

ave to respond to, and I would appreciate it if you could remain,
sir.

Senator DOLE. Can I ask one other question? If you want to leave
Romania, how much does it cost you?

Mr. VEST. The fees that are involved ? The official fees are the
equivalent of $2 to submit this preapplication form to obtain a pass-
port, after which it is $25 for an exit visa and $2 to renew that visa,
if it expires.

Now, some applicants have said that, frankly, they are charged a
higher fee-for example, $30 rather than that $25. This may have
something to do with how local officials interpret their situation. I just
cannot speak to that.

But the official fees are the $2, $25, and $2 that I mentioned.
Now, that is not particularly uut of line with official fees in a great

many countries.
Senator DOLE. Those would not be excessive, would they? The iso-

lated case in which they are much larger than that would again
depend-

Mr. VEST. I am not sure what local officials may be doing in some
cases, but we have no evidence of any widespread variance from those
fees.

[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE S. VEST, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EUROPEAN AFFAIRS,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. Chairman: I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify on behalf of
further extension of the President's waiver authority under Section 402 of the
Trade Act, and specifically his authority to continue the waivers permitting most-
favored-nation tariff treatment for Romania and Hungary.

Before I describe in detail the reasons we believe that continuation of the
President's waiver authority for Romania and HUxigary is warranted, I would
like to outline for you the policy considerations on which our relations with
both these countries are based.

It is our general policy to seek improved relations between the United States
and the nations of Eastern Europe that in turn reciprocate our desire for im-
proved relations. We believe that better relations, based on the principle of mutual
benefit, will strengthen the positive and constructive ties between East and West
and promote the goals of the Helsinki Final Act. We believe that continuation of
the President's authority to waive the limitations imposed by Section 402 in
apropriate cases can be an important instrument to promote these ends.

Our efforts and those of previous Administrations to improve relations with
Eastern Europe in no way indicate a lessening of our concern about the lack of
democratic institutions and other basic elements of a free society in that part
of the world. We continue to have profound disagreements with the governments
of Eastern Europe over many questions of political freedom and basic human and
social values. I would like to stress that the very expansion of relations with
these countries has enabled us to talk more candidly with their governments
about those differences. We believe that such a dialogue is an effective way to
foster respect for the values that this country cherishes, including those incor-
porated in the Helsinki Final Act.

We have achieved significant progress in our relations with both Romania
and Hungary throughout this decade, to the advantage of our nations and peo-
ples. Our relations with each country have taken different paths, reflecting in
some measure the different policies pursued by those two governments. But for

32-633--78----2
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both, the establishment of non-discriminatory trade relations, which was accom-
plished in 1975 with Romania and just last week with Hungary, provides a sound
basis for further progress. If that basis were removed, our relations with hath
could be expected to deteriorate significantly.

I believe you are already familiar with the reasons for the President's decision
on April 7 to waive the prohibitions under Section 402 of the Trade Act with
respect to Hungary. I explained then in my testimony before this Subcommittee
on May 9. The House of Representatives approved the US-Hungarian agreement
on May 22; the Senate did so on June 27. The agreement entered into force on
July 7.

We have received numerous expressions of interest from American firms who
see improved prospects for doing business in Hungary. Our useful dialogue
with Hungarian officials on matters of emigration and family reunification con-
tinues. Since my testimony in May two family cases have been resolved. At
present there are five pending problem cases; resolution of two is expected
shortly. We are satisfied that the Hungarian Government has continued to deal
with emigration in a positive and humanitarian manner. For thse reasons, we
believe that the President's waiver authority for Hungary should be extended for
another twelve months.

Tuning now to Romania, our desire to maintain the good relations that have
already been established rests in large part on Romania's relative foreign-policy
independence. Let me review for you briefly some key examples of Romanlan
independence.

Since 1958, there have been no Soviet troops in Romania, and Romania partici.
pates only to a very limited extent in Warsaw Pact military exercises.

Romania did not participate in, and strongly condemned, the 1968 invasion o1
Czechoslovakia.

Romania maintained diplomatic relations with Israel after the 1967 Arab.
Israeli conflict and has a constructive working relationship with the Israelis.

Romania did not participate in the Arab-initiated oil embargo and in fact
increased shipments of fuel oil and gasoline to the United States during that
difficult period.

Romanian President Ceasusescu played an important role in helping to set the
stage for Egyption President Sadat's historic visit to Jerulsalem.

Since the end of World War II, over 300,000 Romanian Jews have been per-.
mitted to emigrate to Israel, and in addition Romania for a time facilitated the
transit of Soviet Jews to Israel.

Romania also maintains good relations with the Arab countries, as well as with
such countries as the People's Republic of China, the Democratic People's Re-
public of Korea, and Albania--contacts that sometimes can be useful to the-United
States.

Economically, Romania has broader ties with the non-communist world than
other Warsaw Pact states. Since 1974, more than half its trade has been with non-
communist partners.

The Romanians are among the strongest champions of the right of all com-
munist parties to chart their own course in a pragmatic way rather than following
the lead of Moscow. This frequently puts them at odds with Moscow on ideolog-
ical issues, such as "Euro-communism".

At the Helsinki Conference of Security and Cooperation in Europe and at the
Belgrade follow-up meeting, the Romanian delegation pursued its own path.
The Romanians avoided polemics against the West on human rights issues and
played an active and generally positive role that helped in some degree to
bridge East-West differences and to advance the final consensus that emerged.

In the context of these hearings, it is worthwhile remembering that Romania
was the first country to enter into a trade agreement with the United States
under the terms of the Jackson-Vanik amendment to the Trade Act Of 1974.
Romania took this step at a time when Soviet opposition to this amendment
was abundantly clear. Without that Romanian initiative, it is highly doubtful
whether even by now any other country would have taken such a step.

Since the U.S.-Romanian trade agreement went Into effect in August 1975,
our trade with Romania has continued to grow. In 1977, two-way trade reached
$493 million, with a balance of $26 million in favor of the United States. This
year's trade figures show a continued increase in trade. U.S. exports to Ro-
mania totalled $124 million for the first five months. U.S. imports from Romania
reached $114 million, giving us a trade surplus of $10 million.
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Agricultural commodities such as soybeans and soybean products, wheat
and corn make up the largest share of U.S. exports to Romania. Since 1975, U.S.
exports of manufactured goods such as steel plate and machine tools have been
growing rapidly. The Presidential waiver for Romania has made it possible for
the U.,S. to use Commodity Credit Corporation financing for exports of agri-
cultural products and Eximbank financing for capital equipment sales.

Since this Committee last reviewed the question of extending most-favored-
nation status to Romania, the most significant development in our relations
has been the visit to the United States of Romanian president Nicolae Ceau-
.sescu. President Ceausescu's visit In April provided an excellent opportunity to
review all aspects of our bilateral relations with Romania, to discuss issues
of global importance, and to cement the already good tie between our countries,
thereby laying the basis for further progress. For example, we made very clear
to the Romanian authorities that this Administration and this Congress re-
main deeply committed to the support of human rights, both in the Unled States
and abroad. As in the past, we found that our relations with Romania are suf-
lfciently mature to enable us to discuss usefully even issues on which we do
not share the same perspective. We also continue to find a willingness on the
Romanian side to resolve in a humanitarian way issues about which we have
expressed our concern. Our experience with Romania shows that a solid bi-
lateral relationship, of which MFN forms a part, is the best framework for
-such discussions.

As this Committee is aware, there is concern on the part of the Administra-
tion, Members of Congress, and the American-Hungarian community with the
Romanian Government's treatment of its ethnic Hungarian minority. We be-
lieve that this is primarily an internal matter to be resolved by the citizens
and Government of Romania. At the same time, we shall continue to lend what-
ever positive encouragement we can.

In March of this year, President Ceausescu publicly acknowledged certain
shortcomings of Romania's past minority policy and called for specific improve.
ments, including increased work opportunities in places of origin, improved
,education in minority languages, and improved health care and medical educa-
tion for members of minority groups. We hope that these Romanian actions
will improve the situation of the minorities in Romania, but it should be remem.
bered that this is a centuries-old problem to which no quick or easy solution
Is either possible or likely. We note also that the Romanian and Hunglarian
Governments have discussed this question, and we hope this dialogue proves
productive.

During President Ceausescu's April visit, the question of emigration and
reunification of divided families was discussed in detail. In the Joint Declara-
tion issued on April 13, President Carter and President Ceausecu pledged "to
cooperate in the settlement of humanitarian issues, including family reunifica-
tion, in the spirit of mutual understanding and goodwill." We believe that this
pledge gives us a strengthened basis for expecting continued progress in resolv-
ing emigration and marriage cases in which we have expressed an interest.

Romania's emigration performance, although certainly leaving room for fur-
ther improvement, has shown the kind of progress since the waiver was con.
tinued last year that is required by the Trade Act. It is on this continuing
progress that the President's recommendation is based. There are still many
pending cases, Including some long-standing and difficult ones, but we believe
the long-term trend satisfies the requirements of Title IV of the Act.

We have provided for you and your Subcommittee statistics which enable
us to assess Romania's emigration performance. The first two tables show
emigration to the United States. The figures represent the number of persons
to whom our Embassy has issued immigrant visas or for whom documentation
has been completed for final processing by the US Immigration and Naturaliza-
tion Service office in Rome.

If you look at emigration to the US since the previous hearing before this
Subcommittee at the end of June 1977, you will find that 1,228 persons received
visas for permanent resettlement In the US since that time through June of
this year. This represents a significant increase over the total for the previous
twelve-month period, which was 1,047. It is worth noting that the major reason
for this increase was the relatively steady rate of emigration; that Is, there
was no sharp drop-off this past winter as there was the previous winter. I might
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add that the current level of emigration to the US Is of course much higher than
during the years before Romania received most-favored-nation tariff status.

In addition, I should point out that our Embassy's statistics actually under-
represent the number of Romanians who have been granted permission by their
government to emigrate to the United States. There are two reasons for this.
First, many Romanians who actually wish to emigrate to another country apply
for permission to emigrate to the US because they believe this increases their
chances of approval. If they emigrate elsewhere, they are not included in our
statistics. Second, a good number of Romanians apply for entry into the United
States in third countries as refugees, and are not included in our Embassy's
statistics. Several hundred Romanians are in these two categories.

There has been considerable progress in resolving cases included in the Repre-
sentation List that our Embassy presented to the Romanian Foreign Ministry on
March 28. That list contained the names of 942 persons seeking permission to emi-
grate to the US or to marry an American. By the end of June, 315 persons--one-
third of the total-had received approvals from the Romanian Government. We
are particularly gratified by the large number of marriage approvals: 46 out of
60, or 77 percent. In addition, considerable progress has been made in resolving
the most long-standing cases and in making it possible for persons who wish to
apply for emigration to obtain the appropriate forms. Denial of forms has
been one way in which some Romanians have been prevented from emigrating.

We are of course pressing for further progress, and a new Representation List
was presented to the Foreign Ministry on July 5. This new list contains the
names of 817 persons, many of whom-222 to be exact-appear for the first time.

We have also continued to make it clear to Romanian authorities that we are
interested in emigration from Romania to Israel. The number of persons arriving
in Israel from Romania during the first six months of 1978 (January 1-June 30)
was 568. This Is almost exactly the same as the total for the comparable period
last year (567). There is reason to believe that the increase in emigration to
Israel in May and June reflects the discussion of this subject between Presidents
Carter and Ceausescu. The present rate of emigration to Israel, however, remains
considerably below that of previous years,

The problem of assessing Romanian emigration performance with regard to
Israel is complicated by the difficulty of verifying the number of Romanian
Jews who have applied to emigrate or who wish to depart. Romanian authorities
consistently maintain that, with a handful of exceptions, all Romanian Jews
who wish to emigrate will be permitted to do so. At the same time, they clearly
do not wish to encourage emigration, by Romanian Jews or any other person.
Because the procedures for emigration to Israel at least for now rule out the
preparation of lists of Romanian Jews who wish to emigrate, it is not possible
to say with any certainty how many Romanian Jews wish to emigrate or how
many are or feel prevented from doing so. Ultimately, we recognize that an
acceptable level of emigration from Romania to Israel Is the principal concern
of the two countries involved. Only the Israeli authorities can determine which
Romanians who have applied to emigrate to Israel are qualified to do so. At the
same time, we intend to keep this matter constantly before the Romanian Gov-
ernment as a matter in which both the Administration and the Congress are
highly interested.

I would like to add that emigration from Romania to the Federal Republic of
Germany continues at a very high rate. Last year, over 10,000 persons emigrated
to West Germany. According to Romanian figures, which in the past have actually
been lower than those provided by the West German Government, the five-month
total for 1978 shows 4,153 persons approved for emigration to West Germany, of
whom 3,321 have already left Romania.

In addition to recommending to the Congress the continuation of his general
waiver authority and the individual waivers for Romania and Hungary, the
President informed the Congress on June 2 of his decision to extend the U&
Romanian Trade Agreement for another three years. The trade agreement is
a vital part of our improved relations with Romania. It creates a solid framework
for trade growth while providing adequate protection for Import-sensitive Us In-
dustries. Its political significance as a symbol of lasting, non-discriminatory rela-
tions is considerable, and It helps lessen Romanian economic dependence on the
Soviet Union.

Mr. Chairman, to further US interests in Eastern Europe, the Administration
strongly recommends extension of the President's authority to waive Section 402
of the Trade Act and to continue In effect the waivers for Romania and Hungary.
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Romanian immigration to the United Statee--montMy o tal#
[ Immigrant Visas Issued I by Embassy Bucharest I

1976:
January -------------------------------------------------- 74
February ------------------------------------------------- 87
March -------------------------------------------------- 130
April ---------------------------------------------------- 97
May ----------------------------------------------------- 77
June ----------------------------------------------------- i
July ----------------------------------------------------- 96
August -------------------------------------------------- 104
September ------------------------------------------------ 74
October -------------------------------------------- 40
November ------------------------------------------------ 66
December ------------------------------------------------- 65

Total ------------------------------------------------ ,021

1977:

19V

January -------------------------------------------------- 9
February ------------------------------------------------- 59
March -------------------------------------------------- 138
April --------------------------------------------------- 101
May _9----------------------------------------------------
Jnne --------------------------------------------------- 106
July ---------------------------------------------------- 111
August -------------------------------------------------- 151.September ----------------------------------------------- 106
October ------------------------------------------------- 101
November ------------------------------------------------ 94
December ------------------------------------------------- 75

Total ------------------------------------------------ 1,240

January -------------------------------------------------- 78
February ------------------------------------------------ 100
March --------------------------------------------------- 67
April -----------------------------------------------
May ---------------------------------------------------- 124
June ---------------------------------------------------- 122
July
August
September
October
November
December

Romanian emigration to the United States--annual totalsC alendar
year1965

1966
1967
1968
1969_
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974 ..
1975
1976
1977

'Includes third country processing, but excludes dual nationals.

68
142
373
362
348
469
407
890

1,021
1,240
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1976:
J
FIM
A

A
SI

0
N
D

Romanan Jewish immigration to Israel--monthly total s Number of
Immigrants

anuary __- 328
'ebruary ------------------------------------------------ 282
[arch --------------------------------------------------- 99
pr1 ---------------------------------------------------- 51
ray ---------------------------------------------------- 148
tne --------------------------------------------------- 211
uly ---------------------------------------------------- 237
ugust -------------------------------------------------- 238
september ----------------------------------------------- 117
etober ------------------------------------------------- 118
ovember ------------------------------------------------ 79
ecember ------------------------------------------------ 136

Total ------------------------------------------------ 1,89

1977:
January -------------------------------------------------- 46
February ------------------------------------------------- 62
March -------------------------------------------------- 118
April --------------------------------------------------- 132
May ---------------------------------------------------- 105
June --------------------------------------------------- 109
July -------------------------------- 70
August ------------------ -------------------------------- 113
September ----------- ------------------------------------ 181
October ------------------------------ 197
November - ----------------------------------------------- 118
December ------------------------------------------------- 88

Total ------------------------------------------------ 1334

1978:
January
February
March---------
April
May
June
July
August
September---------
October
November
December

Romanian Jewish emigration to Israel-approximate annual totals

1971
1972_.
1973------------------------------------
1974_
1975_1976 -----------------------------------------------------

1977 .....

63
73
96
77

148
111

1,900
3,000
4,000
3,700
2,000
2,000
1, 830

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD H. STROH, AonNo D urr ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE FOR EAST-WEST TRADE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL
TRADE or THE SENATE CommrrTE ON FINANCE E JULY 12, 1978

Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege to appear before this subcommittee today to
speak in support of the Administration's request to extend the waiver authority
for Romania and Hungary under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 and its
decision to renew the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement for a second three-year
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term. Extension of the former will result in the continuation of most-favored-
nation tariff treatment for Romania for 12 months. Renewal of the latter is re-
quired since Sec. 405 of the Trade Act limits trade agreements with non-market
economy countries to three-year terms. By extending the waiver and renewing
the Trade Agreement we will continue to support the development of trade
between our two countries and promote the continued improvement of U.S.-
Romanian economic and political relations. Furthermore, through these actions
we will help sustain Romania in its efforts to develop relationships with the
West and to maintain an independent foreign policy.

With respect to the Trade Agreement renewal, we feel the subcommittee will
want to know how the Trade Agreement has operated during its first three years
and what benefits U.S. business has received from it. We are prepared to explain
the President's determination that a satisfactory balance of concessions in trade
and services has been maintained during the life of the Trade Agreement as
required by Sec. 405(b) (1) of the Trade Act.

With respect to extending the waiver necessary to continue MFN, we know
that the subcommittee is interested in the current status of our trade relations,
as well as the effect which the granting of MFN tariff treatment has had on our
two-way trade. We shall present the Department's views on these issues.

At this point, I wish to state for the record that the Department of Com-
merce fully endorses the views on emigration expressed here today by my col-
league from the Department of State.

THE U.S.-ROMANIAN TRADE AGREEMENT AND ITS BENEFITS

The Trade Agreement has given an important impetus to U.S.-Romanian
economic relations during the past three years by providing for the mutual ex-
tension of MFN tariff treatment and by creating a positive atmosphere for the
development of commerce between our firms and economic organizations. The
Agreement has led to a steady expansion of trade (see Table 1) even while
Romanian trade with several other Western countries leveled off or declined.
The expansion of our trade is explained more fully below in the section on
"U.S.-Romanian Trade Trends."

Most importantly, the Trade Agreement's business facilitation provisions
have benefitted U.S. business and provided an incentive for U.S. firms to do
business in Romania. In the area of business facilitation, the Agreement:

(1) Permits the establishment and operation of business representations in
each other's territory and encourages the development of appropriate services
and facilities supporting the commercial activity of those representations.

During the past three years the number of U.S. firms with representational
offices in Romania has grown and now numbers 19. Some have their own offices,
others act through their European subsidiaries, and still others through another
U.S. firm acting as their agent. For the most part these firms have secured office
space centrally located- to their needs and obtained the services necessary to
efficiently operate their offices, including the employment of local Romanian
personnel.

(2) Allows foreign employees of firms doing business in each other's territory
to reside therein and obtain appropriate housing.

A number of U.S. firms are currently doing business or carrying out specific
projects in Romania with resident U.S. or other non-Romanian employees.
Satisfactory housing and services have been provided to these employees in
recent years. Where problems have developed in this regard, we have been suc-
cessful In working with Romanian authorities to solve them.

(3) Permits foreign firms to deal directly with buyers and end-users of their
products for purposes of sales promotion and servicing and provides for assist-
ance in gaining access to appropriate governmental officials in each country.

During the past three years access for U.S. firms to Romanian end-users and
research and design institutes, as well as to foreign trade organizations and
industrial centrals, has improved. This includes U.S. firms already operating in
Romania and those new-to-market. Also, high-level Romanian officials have
shown a willingness to meet often with representatives of U.S. firms and fre-
quently have helped resolve trade problems of concern to U.S. business.

(4) Provides for access by firms and economic organizations of both parties to
information concerning markets and services of each other's economy.

The Romanian Government, through the Romanian Chamber of Commerce, has
provided in recent years in English an Increased amount of information and
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data on its economy and foreign trade system. A compilation of Romania's for-
eign trade laws; a foreign businessman's guide to doing business in Romania;
lists, addresses and phone numbers of foreign trade organizations and industrial
centrals; and stati-tics on the Romanian economy-these are all examples of
information published by Romania within the last three years. There continues
to be a need for more information and data but marked improvement has been
made.

The safeguard provisions in the Trade Agreement are intended to provide the
greatest possible flexibility in dealing with problems caused by disruptive im-
ports. Such flexibility includes the right to call for consultations with the Gov-
ernment of Romania and Its economic organizations and to restrain imports from
Romafnia unilaterally. I am pleased to report that it has not been necessary to
use these special provisions, and that U.S. eafeguards applicable to all imports
have been quite adequate.

Over the past three years a number of issues have arisen involving imports
from Romania. An anti-dumping action was instituted in 1975 regarding the
importation of welt work shoes from Romania. The International Trade Com-
mission (ITC) determined that U.S. industry was not 'being injured nor likely to
be injured by these imports since Romania agreed to limit Its exports of welt
work shoes to the U.S. Romania has adhered to this commitment.

In January 1977, the Treasury Department determined that Romanian clear
sheet glass was being sold In the U.S. at less than fair value. Hearings were held
by the ITO and it was subsequently determined that there had not been, nor
was there likely to be, injury to domestic manufacturers of clear sheet glass
by imports from Romania. A factor in this determination was the assurance
(through Informal discussions) that Romania would limit its glass exports to
the U.S. to a level not exceeding two-thirds of the quantity of 1976 shipments.

In 1976-77 the U.S. became concerned about the increasing number of Ro-
manian wool and man-made fiber suit exports to the United States. Acting under
the GATT multifiber arrangement the U.S. consulted with Romanian authorities
and in early 1977 a four-year, bilateral agreement restraining Romanian exports
to the United States of wool and man-made fiber textiles and apparel was signed
with an effective date of January 1, 1977. Romanian cotton textiles and apparel
exports to the U.S. remain subject to the levels of the pre-existing cotton textile

* and apparel agreement which was renewed in .Tanuary 1978 for a 5-year period.
'Under Section 4015(b) (1) of the Trade Act the President has determined that

a satisfactory balance of concessions in trade and services has been maintained
during the initial three-year life of the Trade Agreement. This means that bene-
fits resulting from policy concessions by the U.S. or Romania under the Trade
Agreement have been reasonably comparable in extent although they need not
have been similar in character.

Both sides have adhered to the provisions of the Trade Agreement. Romania
and the U.S. have given reciprocal MFN to each others products with the result
that trade has grown impressively. Also, Romania has provided benefits to U.S.'
firms through those provisions of the Agreement dealing with husiness foeilitation.
It has not been necessary to exercise the safeguard provisions of the Trade
Agreement because Romania and the U.S. have been able to preempt market
disruption issues through informal discussion and bilateral agreement.

The President also determined that actual or foreseeable reductions in U.S.
tariffs and nontariff barriers to trade resulting from multilateral negotiations
are satisfactorily reciprocated by Romania. The U.S. is now negotiating reduc-
tions of tariff and non-tariff barriers with its principal trading partners in
the multilateral trade negotiations (MTN), and final concessions which we
might make to (and receive from) secondary trading partners such as Romania
are not known at this time. Nevertheless, the Romanian Government has affirmed
Its obligation to reciprocate U.S. concessions in the MTN.

UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE TRENDS

Two-way trade with Romania reached a record high of $492.7 million in
1977 continuing the steady and impressive growth rate that has characterized
our trade since 1970 (see Table 1 and attached chart). Of last year's total
trade $259.4 million or 52.8 percent was U.S. exports. Total trade for the first
five months of this year is $238.8 million and may exceed $600 million by the
end of this year. U.S. exports for five months are at $124.3 million, which is
$12.6 million ahead of last year's rate for the same period, and comprise 52 percent
of total trade for this period. The U.S. trade surplus for this five month period
is $10.3 million.
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Romania went from discriminatory tariff treatment to nondiscriminatory
tariff treatment in August of 1975, and then, with respect to a limited number
of commodities, to preferential tariff status under GSP commencing in January
1976. An examination of the "before" and "after" trade figures indicates that
(1) both imports and exports have followed quite smooth upward growth paths
throughout the 1970's, apart from above-trend deviations in both series in 1974
and a slowing of trade growth in 1977 (see attached chart) and (2) a positive
U.S. trade balance was maintained at better than $50 million from 1973-1976
(see Table 1). While the 1977 surplus figure was lower than it had been in
1976, we anticipate that the U.S. will continue to enjoy a surplus.

The deviations in our pattern of exports to Romania, upward in 1974 and
downward in 1977, are attributable to a one-time sale of large aircraft and
an exceptionally high level of U.S. agricultural exports in 1974 and a sharp
reduction of U.S. agricultural exports in 1977. Agrlcultural trade with Romania,
which fluctuates from year to year, appears to be up during the first five months
of 1978 and, if maintained, should boost U.S. exports above the 1977 level.

The maintenance of an expansionary trend in U.S. trade with Romania during
the past three years contrast with the experience of two of our leading West-
ern competitors for Romanian trade-West Germany and Italy. While U.S. ex-
ports to Romania rose from $189.3 million in 1975 to $259.4 million in 1977,
West German exports to Romania dropped from $662 million to $641 million
and Italian exports dropped from $215.3 million in 1975 to a projected
$154.6 million in 1977 based on data through October. The rise in U.S. imports
from Romania from $132.9 million in 1975 to $233.3 million in 1977 will en-
courage a continued rise In Romanian orders for U.S. products.

The impact of MFN and GSP on the development of Romanian exports to the
U.S. has been moderate. Of the top six Romanian exports to the U.S. in 1977,
comprising 57.8 percent of all Romanian exports to the U.S., only two (footwear
and men's and boys' outerwear) were affected by MFN tariff status (see Table
3). Fuel oil and gasoline, which accounted for $72.2 million or almost one
third of Romanian exports to the U.S., were not affected by the granting of
MFN. Of the top 20 Romanian exports to the U.S. (at the five digit SITC level),
comprising 86.8 percent of total exports, only three (furniture, machine tools,
and organic chemicals) were affected by GSP tariff preferences (see Table 3).

Some of the top 20 U.S. imports from Romania, which were affected by MFN
(such as footwear, textiles, steel pipe and steel bearings), are in areas of U.S.
industry which are sensitive to foreign imports. We have noted above market
disruption questions that arose during the past several years over textiles and
certain types of footwear, and we have seen that through informal discussions
and bilateral agreements with the Romanians the expansion of these Romanian
exports to the U.S. was either restrained or fixed at an orderly rate. Although
Romanian exports of steel pipe and steel bearings to the U.S. increased sig-
nificantly in 1977, each represented less than one and a half percent of total
U.S. imports of these products.

A very recent market disruption Issue Involves the importation into the U.S.
of wood spring clothespins from several communist countries including Ro-
mania. Several U.S. clothespin manufacturing firms are asking the U.S. Inter-
national Trade Commission to recommend that these imports be limited or
a higher duty imposed. Romanian clothespin exports to the U.S. have grown
from $11,000 in 1973 to $166,000 In 1977, but this latter figure represents only
about 5 percent of the $3.1 million worth of clothespins imported into the U.S.
last year. Romania, thus, Is a minor supplier.

While some Romanian exports to the U.S. expanded after the granting of
MFN, a number of U.S. exports to Romania also have increased significantly
since 1975. These include agricultural goods, raw materials and manufactured
goods (see Table 2). These principal growth items are coal, soybeans, phosphate
rock, woodpulp, measurement and control instruments, machine tools, computer
equipment, and motor vehicle parts.

Agricultural products constitute the largest group of U.S. exports to Romania,
totaling $118 million in 1977, or nearly one-half of our total exports to Romania
that year. The most important individual agricultural exports are soybeans and
soybean products, grains, cattle hides, and cotton. Although U.S. exports of
particular agricultural commodities may fluctuate from year to year due to vary-
ing Romanian harvests and import needs, overall agricultural sales to Romania
have consistently remained at high levels. The Presidential waiver has made
It possible for the U.S. to support these agricultural sales with CCO credits.
A total of $102.4 million of U.S. agricultural exports to Romania have been
financed through CCC since 1975.
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Nonagricultural commodities constitute another Important category of U.S.
exports to Romania. In 1977, the U.S. exported $53.6 million of metallurgical
coal (which the U.S. has in great abundance) and $14.9 million of phosphate
rock to Romania.

U.S. exports of machinery and other manufactured products to Romania, an
Important component of total U.S. exports to that country, have significantly
grown since 1975. U.S. exports of steel plate grew from $1.8 million in 1975 to
$6.1 million in 1977, machine tools from $1.9 million in 1975 to $4.8 million in
1977, motor vehicle parts from $0.1 million in 1975 to $2.8 million In 1977, and
internal combustion engines from $0.2 million in 1975 to $1.5 million in 1977.
Many of these exports benefit American workers in U.S. industries currently
affected by unemployment.

We expect Romanian agricultural Imports will continue to grow, partly as a
result of increased Romanian meat production. Romania's nonagricultural
imports, especially of machinery and manufactured goods will expand as Ro-
mania strives to modernize its economy. The Trade Agreement is essential to
maintain our products' competitiveness with other Western goods on this ex-
panding Romanian market.

STATUS OF TRADE RELATIONS

The expansion of our commercial relations in recent years can be attributed,
in part, to the efforts of both governments to create a viable framework and
favorable atmosphere for the development of trade and economic cooperation.

The United States has taken a number of steps designed to expand U.S. exports
to Romania. Since November 1971, Romania has been eligible for trade finan.
cing programs of the Export-Import Bank of the United States (except for a
short period of suspended activity from January 1975 to August 1975). As of
.Tune 8, 1977, Eximbank's total exposure in Romania was $84.3 million of which
$75.4 million were outstanding direct loans. Eximbank's programs have sup-
ported $161.6 million worth of U.S. exports to Romania, including $57.4 million
since the enactment of the Trade Agreement.

Similarly, the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) plays an important role
in the export of U.S. agricultural commodities to Romania. Since 1970, Romania
has used CCC credit programs to purchase a total of $158 million worth of U.S.
agricultural products.

If the waiver were not extended for Romania, the U.S. Government would lose
its authority to provide Eximbank programs and CCC credits to Romania. This
would no doubt have a negative impact on our exports.

Romania has made continuing efforts to integrate its economy into the world
economic system and to make its foreign trade system responsive to Western busi-
ness needs. Romania is currently a member of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World
Bank (L.BRD). Participation In these and other international economic organi-
zations has helped to facilitate Romania's efforts to diversify its trade outside
of the COMECON countries. In 1977 approximately 61 percent of Romania's
trade was with non-COMECON nations.

Romania has also passed progressive legislation which allows foreign equity
ownership in Joint companies with Romanian partners and which permits U.S.
and other Western firms to open representational offices In Romania.

Working together, our two governments have taken important measures to ex-
pand trade and improve economic relations. First, the Joint American-Romanian
Economic Commission has met annually to review our bilateral economic and
commercial relations and discuss and resolve trade problems. Since its found-
ing in 1973, the Commission's work has been supported by numerous experts
meetings, working groups, and working level visits by trade officials of both coun-
tries. The Commission met last in Washington in November 1977 and was co-
chaired by Secretary of Commerce Kreps and Romanian Deputy Prime Minister
Patan.

Second, since the visit of President Nixon to Romania in 1969, our two coun-
tries have maintained a continuing dialogue on a broad range of political, eco-
nomic, scientific and cultural Issues. This has been especially true regarding
economic and commercial matters through the frequent visits to both countries
by high-level government officials and working level commercial delegations, as
well as by U.S. Congressional leaders concerned with trade issues. The most.recent high level visit occurred on April 12-17, 1978, when Romanian President
Ceausescu came to the U.S. on a State visit. Economic issues were a major topic
during President Ceausescu's talks with President Carter, other U.S. Government
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officials and Members of Congress. During the visit, Presidents Carter and Ceaus-
escu reaffirmed their commitment to continued improvement of U.S.-Romanian
economic and commercial relations.

Third, in the last several years the U.S. and Romania have negotiated and
signed a number of bilateral agreements which continue to broaden the founda-
tion for the development of our trade relations. These include agricultural pro-
tocols, a maritime agreement, an income tax treaty, a fisheries agreement and an
air-worthiness agreement.

In November 1976, our two governments signed the U.S.-Romanian Long-Term
Agreement on Economic, Industrial and Technical Cooperation to promote co-
operation activities between our firms, companies and economic organizations.
The Agreement sets forth general guidelines for long-term arrangements between
firms, companies and economic organizations of the two countries, protects in-
vestors against expropriation or impairment of their contractual rights by
government action, and contains measures for improving business facili-etj and
the provision of commercial information. An annex to the Agreement is designed
to facilitate the establishment of U.S.-Romanian Joint ventures and other forms
of business cooperation. This Agreement supplements, but does not otherwise
modify, the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement.

Finally, both governments strongly support the work of the Romanian-U.S.
Economic Council which Is facilitating increased contact between U.S. firms
and Romanian companies and economic organizations and which is helping to
,develop further our trade relations. The Council met on June 26-27 In Romania.
We look forward to the Council's important and continuing efforts to expand
-commerce between our two countries.

CONCLUSION

The U.S.-Roman'.ran Trade Agreement has served U.S. economic Interests well
and should continue to do so in the future. Extension of the waiver authority
under Section 402 of the Trade Act and renewal of the U.S.-Romanian Trade
Agreement are in our national interest. They will accelerate the development
of the U.S.-Romanian economic and commercial relations and support the expan-
sion of economic cooperation between our two countries on a firm and enduring
basis.
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TABLE 1.--UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE, 1971-77

[In millions)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

U.--. exports---- ------------ $52.4 $69.1 $116. 5 3 $277.1 $189.3 $249.0 $259.4
A ilcultural ----------------- 32. 0 45.7 73.8 156.5 101.1 171.6 118.3
Manufactured- ---------------- 15.3 18.5 31.7 2 108.5 57.6 49.2 61.0
Other ..........----- 5.1 4.9 11.0 12.1 30.7 28.2 '80.1

U.S. imports .......................... 13.0 29.2 55.6 6 130.5 133.0 198. 8 233.2
2-way trade .......................... 65.4 98.3 172.1 407.6 322.3 441.8 492.7
U.S. surplus _----------------------- +39.4 +39.9 +60.9 +146.6 +56.3 +51.0 +26.1

3 Unusually hilh 1974 export figure Is attributable to grain and aircraft sales.
I Includes $47,10.000 of nonmilitary aircraft and parts.

Includes $5360000 of coal.4 Iports opetbr , n ucts rose from $15 ,800,000 In 1973 to 180,200,000 In 1974. They remained at about the

JAN.-MAY 1978 United States-Romanian Trade

U.S. exports
'U.S. Imports ...................
U.S. surplus ............

Million
$124.8

114. 0
10.8

TABLE 2.-1977 TOP 20 U.S. EXPORTS TO ROMANIA

lin millions

1977
rank 1974 1975 1976 1977

1 c, ........................................ $5.5 $17.5 $10.7 $53.6
2 Soybeans ................................... 0 3.5 45.3 38.6
3 Cattle hides ................................. 24.1 9.7 26.6 26.7
4 Wheat ...................................... 0 11.8 48.5 L6.0
S Corn ....................................... 63.0 58.6 7.5 15.8
6 Phosphate rock ............................... 7 6.2 6.8 14.9
7 Wooopulp ................................... 3.0 5.8 9.4 11.2
8 Soybean oilcake ............................. 25.5 1.9 17.7 9.4
9 Measurement and control instruments .......... 1.3 5.2 3.6 6.7

10 Cotton ...................................... 38.8 12.2 0 6.5
11 Steel plae, tinned ........................... 7.1 1.8 12.8 6.1
12 Grain sorghums ............................. 0 3.3 18.1 5.1
13 Machine tools .............................. .4 1.9 1.6 4.8
14 Ccmputer equipment ......................... 1.0 3.4 2.9 4.1
15 Motor vehicle parts ........................... 1 .1 .5 2.8
16 Special purpose trucks ........................ 9 1.2 .7 2.5
17 Herbicides and other organic chemicals ......... 2.9 2.7 .4 2.4
18 Roling mill equipment ........................ 2 0 0 1.7
19 Internal combustion engines ................... 1 .2 .2 1.5
20 Aircraft parts ................................ 3.3 1.6 .8 1.5

Subtotal .............................. 177.9 148. 6 214.1 231.9

Total U.S. exports to Romania ........... 277.1 189.3 249.0 259.4
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TABLE 3.-1977 TOP 20 U.S. IMPORTS FROM ROMANIA

(Dollars In millionsl

Approximate
percentage

pints of
1977 rank 1974 1975 1976 1977 tariff drop I

I ........... Fuel oil ................................. $22.1 $53.0 $79.3 $53.0 ............
2 MFN' ..... Footwear ................................ 11.4 8.2 17.8 20.4 15

-3 ........... Gasoline ................................. 40.1 18.8 2.6 19.2 ............
4 MFN ...... Men's, boys' outerwear ................... 1.3 1.6 13.0 17.3 33
5 ........... Canned ham and pork .................... 9.9 8.3 13.0 14.8 ..............
6 ........... Tractors ................................. 7.5 8.1 9.8 10.1 ............
7 MFN ...... Women's, &irls' outerwear ................. 1.4 1.3 4.9 9.7 48
8 CSP ....... Furniture ................................ 1.7 1.9 4.1 6.9 40
9 MFN ...... Seamless steel pipe ....................... .9 .5 .2 6.8 0 12

10 MFN ...... Knit outerwear ........................... .3 .1 3.9 6.5 36
11 MFN ...... Knit underwear .......................... 1.6 .9 3.9 6.1 40
12 MFN ...... Misc. glassware ......................... 1.7 1.9 4.4 5.2 40
13 MFN ...... Steel plate and shot ..................... .6 1.9 1.2 4.5 12
14 MFN ...... Ball bearings ............................ 0 .2 .7 4.2 40
15 MFN ...... Carpets ................................ . .1 .4 1.9 4.2 34
16 GSP ...... Machine tools ............................ .6 1.4 3. 1 3.3 30
17 GSP ...... Organic chemicals ........................ 1.7 1.6 4.0 3.2 40
18 MFN ...... Synthetic fabric .......................... 0 0 .2 2.5 52
19 ........... Semirefined petroleum .................... 6.0 8.2 0 2.3 ............
20 MFN ...... Men's, boys' underwear ................... .8 .2 1.1 2.3 40

Subtotal ....................................... 109.7 118.5 169.1 202.6 ..............

Total U.S. imports from Romania .................. 130. 5 133. 0 198.8 233.3 ..............

Difference between non-MFN tariff rate and MFN or GSP tariff rate. For example, the n.n-MFN tariff rate for footwear
is about 20 percent and the MFN rate is about 5 percent-varies slightly with type of footwear. The tariff drop is thus 15
percentage points.

I "MFN" (most favored nation) and "GSP" (generalized system of preferences) are noted for the commodity categories
that have benefited at least partially from these types of tariff treatment.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN L. LANDE, ASSISTANT SPECIAL TRADE REPRESENTATIVE,
OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEOOTIATIONS

MAr. CHAIRUAN: It is a pleasure for me to testify before this Subcommittee
this morning in support of the President's request to extend the emigration
waiver authority for Romania and Hungary under Section 402 of the Trade
Act. We share the views expressed by the Departments of State and Commerce
with respect to both freedom of emigration and the trade benefits accruing from
the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement.

I would like to focus briefly on a few trade issues concerning Romania.
As has been pointed out, United States trade with Romania has increased

dramatically during the 1970's. Total two-way trade has risen from $65.4 mil-
lion in 1971 to $492.7 million in 1977. The development of our bilateral trade
has parelleled the development of closer political ties and, in addition to the
tangible commercial benefits derived, has helped cement improved political
relations. As Romania has expanded its economic dealings with the United
States (and other Western countries), she has adopted an increasing degree
of interdependence and created a stake in maintaining improved relations with
the U.S. The greater Romania's integration into the international trading sys-
tem, the greater her iterests in Improving U.S.-Romanian relations across thi
board. A fundamental premise in approaching trade with Romania therefore
is that, quite apart from commercial opportunities involved, there are important
political benefits from encouraging fuller participation in-and reliance upon-
the international trading system. It is a powerful argument for encouraging
expanded U.S.-Romanian trade.

Having painted this backdrop of U.S.-Romanian trade relations, I would like
to address an issue of special interest to STR-Romanian participation in the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN).

The Romanians are participating actively in the MTN, reflecting their desire
for increased trade opportunities and their acceptance of an increased role in
the international economic system.

As you know we are negotiating in the MTN for trade liberalization in two
major areas: tariffs and nontariff barriers. However, the United States can-
not negotiate tariff cuts with Romania in the GATT bodies established for that
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purpose in the MTN, because to do so might legally impair our invocation of
Article 35 of the GATT against Romania. We must continue our invocation of
Article 35, because Title IV of the Trade Act does not authorize us to enter Into
full GATT relations with Romania. The Romanians have therefore submitted
their tariff requests to us bilaterally.

..... In-the MTN, Romania has not yet made concessions to us, but she has
acknowledged her Trade Agreement obligation to reciprocate U.S. concessions,
and has given us an initial reaction to our nontariff measure requests. Like-
wise, the United States has not yet made any concessions to Romania and the
extent of U.S. tariff concessions which might benefit Romania will not be
certain until negotiations with our principal suppliers are complete.

The Romanians have made several requests with respect to nontariff meas-
ures of the United States in the MTN. In addition they have requested both
agricultural and industrial tariff reductions of the United States. While some
of their'tariff requests could be met by the general U.S. formula offer tabled
in January of this year, the U.S. again must first negotiate its offers with its
major suppliers. U.S. tariff concessions will benefit Romania only to the extent
that our negotiations with all of our major suppliers are successful.

On the other side of the tariff coin, the United States is unwilling at this
time to recognize Romanian tariff cuts as concessions. Tariff reductions are not
a satisfactory form for MTN concessions from Romania because the Romanian
tariff does not now effectively influence the competitiveness of imports in the
Romanian market. The Romanian Government controls Imports through planning
decstons and, in the case of Imports from the West, by Central allocation of hard
currency. Romanian officials have-indicated that they would be willing to make
their tariff an effective indirect regulator of imports, and in that event it would
be In our Interest for Romania to lower its tariffs. However, acceptance of the
Romanian tariff at this stage by the U.S. or other GATT trading partners would
lessen the external Incentive for the Romanian government to make the tariff
more effective in the future. Romania acceded to the GATT on the basis of a
global import commitment, not on its tariff schedule, which was introduced later.

Because the United States does not recognize Romanian tariff cuts as con-
cessions, we have made a number of requests of Romania for the elimination
of certain nontariff measures. Specifically, we have requested liberalization of a
number of Romanian legal obstacles to the conduct of foreign business. While
some of these requests touch on sensitive Romanian issues--relations between
foreigners and citizens, and freer Information-we believe that they are reaon-
able. While not promising major or sudden increases in exports, such measures
can substantially improve opportunities for longer-run market opportunities for,
U.S. companies. and will also contribute to our goal of modifying Romanian
practices to make them more compatible with Western standards.

Romania has expressed interest in the nontariff codes in the MTN on standards
and customs valuation. The United States would find it useful for Romania to
adhere to the proposed standards code, since meeting such obligations could be.
helpful to U.S. exports and would not be greatly affected by Romania's economic.
system. Adherence to the customs valuation code could also be helpful should'
Romania later increase the effectiveness of its tariff.

Affecting our negotiations in the MTN-and indeed our bilateral trade rela-
tions--is Romania's status as a developing country. Title V of the Trade Act-
(Section 502 B(1) was amended in the Senate to reflect the express intention
of authorizing the designation of Romania as a beneficiary developing country
for purposes of the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). Last year $25.2-
million worth of Romanian exports entered the United States duty free. In 1977-
Romania ranked 20th in GSP usage among all beneficiary developing countries.

Romania has been viewed as a developing country for purposes of the Tokyo
Declaration which formally initiated the MTN. However, this does not excuse the.
Romanians from the requirement for concessions. Analysis of what constitutes.
"satisfactory concessions" will include appreciation of Romania's status as a
developing country.

Althonwh a primary objective in encouraging active Romanian participation
in the MTN is to draw the Romanians more fully into the international trading
system, there Is and will remain a fundamental difference between trade with

- onimmrket and market economy countries. Romania, like other centrally planned
economy countries, maintains administrative control over trade flows. Accord-
ingly, the ultimate test of any trade agreement with Romania is the actual trade -
performance under it. In this connection, the Administration regularly monitors:
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the level, balance and product mix of U.S.-Romanian trade. We hold periodical
consultations with Romania in which trade is reviewed with a view to maintain-
ing a mutually satifactory commercial relationship.

In conclusion, I should emphasize that our extension to Romania of most-
favored-nation treatment was the result of a carefully-thought-out policy. The
premises on which this policy was based-that Romanian integration into the
world trading system creates an interest in improving relations with the West
and that expanded trade will bring tangible benefits to U.S. commercial inter-
ests--remain valid. The prospects for both fuller participation by Romania in
the trading system and for the satisfactory development of trade opportunities
are good.

Failure to continue the extension of MFN would deliver a major setback to
these policy objectives. For these reasons, the Office of the Special Representa-
tive for Trade Negotiations urges the continued extension of the waiver author-
ity of Section 402 (c) (1) of the Trade Act of 1974.

Senator Rmicon'. Mr. Berry?
Mr. SAxDm'rOM. I regret to say Mr. Berry was unavoidably pre-

cluded from being here today. My name is Mark Sandstrom. I am
general counsel of the East-West Trade Council.

STATEMENT OF MARK SANDSTORM, GENERAL COUNSEL, EAST-
WEST TRADE COUNCIL

Mr. SANDSTROM. The East-West Trade Council is a nonprofit orga-
nization established in June of 1972 whose membership is composed
solely of U.S. businesses, agricultural organizations, financial institu-
tions, associations, academicians, and individuals interested in promot-
ing East-West trade.

The council is financed solely through its U.S. membership and
through various activities undertaken by the council to promote the
expansion of East-West trade.

The subcommittee has before it today a number of issues for con-
sidera-tion. These issues are the continuation of the waivers under
section 402 of the Trade Act to the Socialist Republic of Romania
and the Hungarian People's Republic; the extension of the waiver
authority generally under the Trade Act of 1974; and the renewal
of the United States-Romanian Trade Agreement negotiated pur-
suant to title IV of the Trade Act.

The East-West Trade Council supports the continuation of the
waivers, the extension of the waiver authority generally and the
renewal of the United States-Romanian Trade Agreement for reasons
which I would like now to submit to the subcommittee.

With respect to Romania, the extension of the waiver has permitted
the positive increase in trade between the United States and Romania
during the initial 3-year period of the United States-Romanian Trade
Agreement. There is, therefore, no reason why it should not be con-
tinued for another 3-year period.

During the 3 years from 1975 through 1977, which correlate with
most of the period during which the trade agreement was in effect,
United States-Romanian trade has shown a continuing increase. U.S.
exports to Romania, as well as U.S. imports from that country, have
increased each year during this period.

In addition, the U.S. balance-of-trade figures have remained in
surplus for that entire period.

During 1977, total trade turnover between the two countries equaled
almost $500 million, an increase of almost $200 million over the first
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ear in which the trade agreement went into force in 1975. Such trade
as brought benefits to the U.S. economy while increasing the economic

interrelati6onship between the two countries, which are the very pur-
poses for which the agreement was originally signed.

President Ceausescu of Romania visited the United States between
April 12 through 17 of this year and met with President Carter, con-
gressional leaders, and the business community and various sectors of
our country. Of particular significance, President Ceausescu and
President Oarter on April 13 signed a joint declaration, which was re-
leased by the White House. Of particular importance to the bilateral
economic relations between the two countries, the joint declaration
contains several important matters, including agreements to promote
and facilitate the expansion of trade and economic cooperation be-
tween the two countries, as well as a ple(lge to cooperate in the settle-
ment of humanitarian issues, including family reunification and the
spirit of mutual understanding and good will.

The President has also asked that the Congress renew his general
authority to waive the emigration requirements under section 402 of the
Trade Act for another year's period. The purpose of this extension
would permit the United States to negotiate trade agreements in
meeting the requirements of title IV of the Trade Act with other
nonmarket economy countries not currently receiving the benefits of
MFN tariff treatment.

Since the existence of this authority has permitted the successful
expansion of trade with Romania anl is about to open the door to
greater trade with ITunimry, there seems to be little reason for not
permitting the availability of the authority in the future for possible
negotiation of trade agreements with other nonmarket economy
countries.

Certainly the requirements set out in title IV of the Trade Act as
well as the opportunity for periodic and congressional review would
insure that any future agreements negotiated pursuant to the au-
thority would serve the best interests of the United States.

Finally, the subcommittee must now consider renewal of the United
States-Romanian Trade Agreement originally negotiated pursuant to
title IV of the Trade Act of 1974. As indicated by my testimony today,
the council believes that the initial 3-year period of the existence of
the United States-Romanian Trade Agreement has been highly suc-
cessful. Trade has increased between the two countries to the benefit
of U.S. producers as well as to the U.S. economy as a whole. In addi-
tion, the emigration policy of Romania, as well as other requirements
of section 402 of the Trade Act, have been satisfied.

Other provisions required to he in commercial agreements under
section 405 (b) of the Trade Act of 1974 have not only promoted over-
all trade between the two countries, but have been of great assistance
to U.S. businesses and individuals undertaking trade with Romania.

I am speaking specifically about provisions in the United States-
Romanian Trade Agreement dealing with the protection of industrial
property, copyright interests, the settlement of commercial disputes,
et cetera.

The first 3 years under the United States-Romanian Trade Agree-
ment have been remarkably successful, and argue strongly for the
continuation of the agreement. I appreciate the opportunity to appear
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before you today, and would be happy to answer any questions which
you may wish to address.

Senator RmicoFF. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I have no questions. I think you address only the

trade aspects and not some of the others we are concerned about. Maybe
it is not a function of this committee, but there is a general concern
about basic human rights and probably that is not your problem.

Mr. SANDSTROM. Well, we are cognizant of these, and we feel that,
from the standpoint of the promotion of basic human rights, the agree-
ment has also been successful.

Senator DOLE. You are more interested in the economic activity ?
Mr. SANDSTROM. Well, the scope of our organization, of course, is

economically oriented; that is correct.
Senator RmicoFF. Senator PackwoodI
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no questions.
Senator RrB coFF. Thank you ver much.
[The prepared statement of the East-West Trade Council follows :]

STATEMENT OF THE EAST-WEST TRADE COUNCIL

SUMMARY OF TFSTIMONY

The East-Weat Trade Council supports Congressional approval of:
I. Continuation of the waivers applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania

and the Hungarian People's Republic under Title IV of the Trade Act. Waivers
will facilitate trade with these countries and are in the best interests of the
United States.

I I. The extension of the waiver authority generally under the 1974 Trade Act.
Continuation of the waiver authority will permit the United States to negotiate
trade agreements with other nonmarket economy countries pursuant to the re-
quirements of Title IV of the Trade Act, and should promote this trade with
these countries.

III. Renewal of the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement providing MFN tariff
treatment for the products of that country. The U.B.-Romantan Trade Agree-
ment has worked to the advantage of the United States in terms of overall trade
turnover while providing the United 'States with a positive trade surplus. The
Agreement therefore is properly contemplated under Title IV of the Trade Act
and should be renewed.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to have this
opportunity to appear before you on behalf of the East-West Trade Council. My
name is Max N. Berry and I am Executive Director of the Council. The East-West
Trade Council is a non-profit organization, established in June of 1972, whose
membership Is comprised solely of U.B. businesses, agricultural organizations,
financial institutions, associations, academicians and individuals interested in
promoting East-West trade. The Council is financed solely through its U.S.
membership and through various activities undertaken by the Council to promote
the expansion of ast-West trade. fte subcommittee has before it today a num-
ber of issues for consideration. These issues are:

1. The continuation of the waivers under Section 402 of the Trade Act of
1974 to the Socialist Republic of Romania and the Hungarian People's
Republic;

. The extension of the waiver authority generally under the Trade Act
of 1974, and

& The renewal of the United States-Romanian Trade Agreement negoti-
ated pursuant to Title IV of the Trade Act.

The ast-West Trade Council supports the continuation of the waivers, the
extension of the waiver authority generally, and the renewal of the U.S.-
Romanian Trade Agreement for reasons Which I would now like to submit to the
Subcommittee.

The Congress should support the Section 402 waivers applicable to Romania
and Hungary. In the firt )lace, the Finance Committee has just approved the
granting of the waiver applicable to the Hungarian People's Republic within

32--633-78-----3
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the past month. There has been no change in conditions which led the Com-
mittee to approve the extension of the waiver to the Hungarian People's Re-
public during the past few weeks. Thus, the Council anticipates that the Com-
mittee will approve the waiver and thereby support it for the reasons expressed
by this Council before the Subcommittee in hearings held on May 9, 1978.

With respect to Romania, the extension of the waiver has permitted the
positive increase in trade between the United States and Romania during the
initial three-year period of the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement. There is there-
fore no reason why it should not be continued for another three-year
period. During the three years from 1975 through 1977, which correlate
with most of the period during which the Trade Agreement was in
effect, U.S.-Romanian trade has showed a continuing increase. U.S. exports to
Romania as well as U.S. imports from that country have increased each year
during this period. In addition, the U.S. balance of trade figures have remained
in surplus for the entire period. During 1977, total trade turnover between
the two countries equaled almost $500 million; an increase of almost $200 mil.
lion over the first year in which the Trade Agreement went into force in 1975.
Such trade has brought benefits to the U.S. economy while increasing the eco-
nomic interrelationship between the two countries, which are tho very purposes
for which the Agreement was originally signed.

Recognizing that one of the factors of primary interest to the Congress in
connection with consideration of the waiver is the emigration policy of Ro-
mania, it is important to note that overall emigration from Romania has con-
tinued to increase through all of the years during which the Trade Agreement
has been in effect. In particular, emigration to the United States has increased
dramatically during tbis period. In addition, a great number of hardship cases
and split family problems have been resolved primarily due to the existence
of the waiver as it functions under the Trade Act of 1974.

President Ceausescu of Romania visited the United States between April 12
through April 17 of this year and met with President Carter, Congressional lead-
ers. and the business community in various sectors of our country. Of particular
significance, President Ceausescu and President Carter, on April 13, signed a
Joint Declaration which was released by the White House. Of particular im-
portance to the bilateral economic relations between the two countries, the
Joint Declaration contained several important matters including agreements
to promote and facilitate the expansion of trade and economic cooperation be-
tween the two countries, as well as a pledge to cooperate in the settlement of
humanitarian issues, including family reunification, in the spirit of mutual
understanding and good will.

The President has also asked that the Congress renew his general authority
to waive the emigration requirements under Section 402 of the Trade Act for
another year's period. The purpose of this extension would permit the United
States to negotiate trade agreements meeting the requirements of Title IV of
the Trade Act with other nonmarket economy countries not currently receiving
the benefits of "MFN" tariff treatment. Since the existence of this authority
has permitted the successful expansion of trade with Romania, and is about
to open the door to greater trade with Hungary, there seems to be little reason
for not permitting the availability of the authority in the future for possible
negotiation of trade agreements with other nonmarket economy countries. Cer
tainly the requirements set out in Title IV of the Trade Act, as well as the
opportunity for periodic Congressional review, would ensure that any future
agreements negotiated pursuant to the authority would serve the best interests
of the United States.

Finally, the Subcommittee must now consider the renewal of the U.S.-Ro-
manian Trade Agreement originally negotiated pursuant to Title IV of the Trade
Act of 1974. As indicated by my testimony today, the Council believes that the
initial three year period of existence of the United States-Romania Trade Agree-
ment has been highly successful. Trade has increased between the two coun-
tries, to the benefit of U.S. producers as well as to the U.S. economy as a whole.

In addition, the emigration policy of Romania, as well as the other require-
ments of Section 402 of the Trade Act have been satisfied. Other provisions re-
quired to be in bilateral commercial agreements under Section 405(b) of the,
Trade Act of 1974 have not only promoted overall trade between the two coun-
tries. but have been of great assistance to U.S. business and individuals under-
taking trade with Romania. I am speaking specifically about provisions in the
United States-Romanian Trade Agreement dealing with protection of industriat
property, copyright interests, settlement of commercial disputes, etc. The first-
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three year under the United States-Romanian Trade Agreement have been re-
markably successful and argue strongly for the continuation of the Agreement.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today. I will be happy to
answer any questions which you may wish to address to me.

Senate RmrcoFr. The next witness is Mr. Jacob Birnbaum.
Without objection, the statement of Senator Williams will be in-

serted in the record following thIat of Senator Jackson.
You may proceed, Mr. Birnbaum.
Mr. BNBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF IACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY

Mr. 3IRNBAUM. Today, we have heard quite a bit about Romania's
special position, as compared with other Soviet Bloc countries, and I
agree that we should show appreciation for some of Romania's actions.

However, this should not prevent us from talking with them in a
much more systematic and forceful fashion about matters in which
they have not produced, in which their performance has not been
in accordance with the law of this country nor in accordance with the
Helsinki Final Act.

I do not think that anybody would consider me an enemy of Ro.-
mania if I speak frankly about certain points. When I discussed this
with an official of the Romanian Embassy, he agreed that I was not
considered an enemy of the state of Romania, so I will talk.

This is the fourth year that I have sat here and heard U.S. admin-
istration spokesmen 'looking forward to "progress," finally, "in the.
coming year" in matters of emigration. Just a little more patience, and
we will be over the hump, they say.

Unfortunately, I have not been able to see any substantive progress at
all. We have been able to accomplish certain things, but the overall
framework is just as it was before. In fact, the control is tighter than it
ever was.

After 1975, obstacles to emigration were institutionalized. After the
Helsinki Final Act, after the MFN hearings, they were made more
difficult. The preapplication process, which was discussed earlier to-
day, is an example. It was introduced a couple of years ago and is
now uniformly applied throughout Romania. You have to go to the
police station for a piece of paper to make an "application" for an ap-
plication form and no record is retained.

The situation is otherwise in Hungary, and ml organization has no
difficulty at this time in recommending waiver or Hungary, both in
terms of their recent performance-and their undertakings after
lengthy discussions between administration officials and Hungarian
officials.

I can speak from my personal experience here. In recent years, I
have never, Mr. Chairman, never had any person, any relative of any
Hungarian citizen come to me to help them. But in relation to Ro-
manian citizens, I am sorry to say, by contrast, day and night I am
burdened, my mails and my phones are heavy with pleas and requests.
Recently I lad a very competent person go to Romania to reexamine
the position carefully, the whole emigration process, and he brought
back the same word, the same troubles, as before. He will testify later
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today. For my written testimony, I have prepared a list of eight types
of obstacles, which I will not read over here, but they are continuing as
inprevious years.

I have come to the conclusion that there is a calculated design to
control emigration in the three main areas where it operates, depend-
ing on Romanian political or economic interests. I am afraid human
rights do not come into this matter at all.

For emigration to the United States, the Romanians have decided on
a figure of around about 1,000. They believe that this is what Washing-
ton will tolerate, or just about tolerate, and this is where it stands--
About. 1,000.

Emigration to Israel, is a different matter. Israel is no longer Ro-
mania's main channel to the West, so Israel has very little leverage. In
my opinion a decision was made in Bucharest, possibly in 1976, al-
though I cannot prove this, that emigration from Israel will be reduced
to a trickle. The figures are startling in their decline.

In 1973 and 191 4 we had figures of approximately 4,000 per year.
From 4,000 a year they are down, in these last 2 years, to in the range
of 1,000; and they will continue to go down as far as Bucharest can
manage.

Now as regards West Germany, there is a different situation that re-
flects what I said earlier about economic and political interests. There
was an agreement between Schmidt and Ceausescu on January 8 of
this year to renew an annual emigration of 11,000 Romanian-Germans.
This cost Bonn very little. All it cost them was loan guarantees of 700
million Deutsche marks, though the Romanians wanted credits and
they did not get credits.

Ao we see here of leverage possibilities whose applications can be
switched to the United States. I would not like to carry this parallel
too far, but I would say the United States has far greater potential
leverage than it is exercising. I am not speaking in terms merely of
"the big stick" or hard line operations but from all year round
pressure.

I have made a number of recommendations. First, after 3 years
of hoping for a better situation, I cannot personally agree in my con-
science and in my sense of the law of this land, to renewal of the
waiver. The Romanians have recently been taking this whole matter
for granted. I believe that some kind of resolution, some kind of
amendment, should be introduced in the Senate which might be with-
drawn this time, but which would generate discussion.

At the same time I would recommend the renewal of intense nego-
tiating activity to bring about a resolution of many of these problems
on the Hungarian model; and this is my second recommendation. I
think that, just as we worked it out with the Hungarians, we should
try, in a systematic fashion, to work it out with the Romanians and
to develop a much more intensive monitoring system combined with
frennent authoritative review in Washington.

My third recommendation is in relation to Israel. Israel is in a very
delicate position. Israel has little clout, and unfortunately, the bulk
of Romanian Jews who wish to emigrate-rI would say there are
40,000---I regard this as a conservative figure-feel that they are
abandoned because Israel cannot do much for them, while the U.S.
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Administration, on the whole, regards this as a matter to be settled
between Romania and Israel.

I feel that we should develop a list an independent human rights
list which the U.S. Government should sponsor similar to the
"refusnik" lists they have sponsored for the Soviet Union. These
could be given to Bucharest on a 3-monthly basis with further action
on a periodic basis.

I have discussed the idea with some members of the administration
in the last year or so, and have found some interest in the proposal.

Finally it seems to me that we should insist on a number of good
will undertakings. Let the Romanians release those people who have
been applying for more than a year. Let them cease the harassment
which we have listed here. News of the cessation of these stupidities
would reach us soon enough.

Lastly, let them revert to the 1973-74 figures when Jewish emigra-
tion flowed at the rate of 300 to 400 a month and thus solve the whole
problem within a decade. My belief is that the whole problem can
and should be solved within a decade.

Senator RmicoFn. Thank you very much.
Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. I have no questions. I just would indicate that you

did mention in one of these statements that the Helsinki Final Act-
and as I look over that section, which I had not referred to in
some time dealing with unification of families, that it does appear that
they are not deahng with this section in a positive and humanitarian
spirit as we set forth.

In fact, we talk about dealing with applications as expeditiously
as possible. We talk about lowering the necessary fees. I would hope-,
and we talk about being entitled to ship all your personal effects and
your furniture. There is no doubt in my mind that that particular
provision in the Helsinki Final Act is not being adhered to by
Romania.

Mr. BIRNBAUM. I must point out to you that when would-be
emigrants mention the Helsinki Final Act, Romanian officials have a.
tendency to say, "We do not care about that. That is none of our
business." I have heard eyewitness reports of that.

Senator DOLE. I think that has been indicated in the last couple
of days by the Soviets, certainly. They do not pay any attention to
it.

Hopefully, we will and others will. Thank you.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mirnbaum follows:]

STATEMENT OF JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DiREcToR, CENTER FOR RURSIAN AND
EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY

SUMMARY

Romanian emigration policies: A study in calculated violations of the 1974
Trade Act and the Helsinki Agreement. United States not using full potential of
Its political and economic leverage; no renewal of waiver of section 402 rec-
ommended now.

As early as the 1975 Trade Committee hearings, Romanian "assurances"
lacked credibility in the eys of the Chairman and Committee members.
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After 1975, Romanian emigration obstacles such as the pre-application pro-
cedures were thoroughly institutionalized and applications stifled. Here are
eight types of obstacles--

1. Basic procedural complexities.
2. Separation of affianced couples.
3. Fear of job loss or demotion.
4. Arbitrary decisions and delays.
5. Unpleasant social pressures through school, work, neighbors.
6. Prior to emigration, huge charges and duties.
7. Special difficulties for former high officials and relatives.
8. Enormous difficulties In getting to visit relatives abroad.

All our reports point to a comprehensive design calculated to limit emigration
to the bare minimum Bucharest hopes Washington will tolerate.

Analysis of emigration to the U.S., Israel, and West Germany shows an
operation related to political and economic considerations, rather than to human
rights.
Emigration to the U.S.

Pegged at approximately 1,000 annually.
Emigration to Israel

A recent dramatic decline from about 4,000 annually to the 1,000 range. The
potential emigration could be in the 40,000 range.

Evidence indicates that Bucharest is moving to virtual elimination of Jewish
emigration.
Emigration to West Germany

Under the Schmidt-Ceauseseu Agreement of 1978, 11,000 annually. There
are important economic and political benefits for Romania.
U.S. leverage with Bucharest

The West German example suggests that Washington has much greater
political and economic leverage with Bucharest than it is exercising. More
'stick" and more "carrot" suggested.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. No approval for waiver at this time.
2. Renewed American-Romanian discussions on the American-Hungarian

model of earlier this year.
3. Provision for future (a) intensification of monitoring procedures (b) fre-

quent authorative Washington review of cases and trends.
4. Increased Administration and Congressional intervention for those desiring

to go to Israel. Presentation of lists on the Russian model.
5. Threefold undertakings to be sought from Romania-

(a) simplification of emigration procedures and cessation of related
harassments.

(b) early permission to leave for those waiting a year or more.
(c) reversion to the 1973/4 emigration rates to Israel of 3-400 monthly.

6. 'MFN for Hungary is fully acceptable because of her good record and firm
public undertakings, though some impediments of emigration to Israel should
be removed.

APPENDICES

1. Excerpted letter on difficulties of Romanians visiting abroad.
2. Excerpted letter on crippling duties and charges prior to emigration.
3. List of former political prisoners unable to leave, Illustrated by letters.
4. General list of persons desiring to emigrate from Romania.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, this is the fourth summer that the Congressional trade com-
mittees are meeting to determine Romania's eligibility to be exempt from the
force of Section 402 of Title IV of the 1974 Trade Act, the fourth time that the
President seeks to waive the Jackson-Vanik "freedom of emigration" legisla-
tion in the hope that "substantial progress will be made In-

1. modifying and simplifying Romanian emigration procedures
2. eliminating the heavy elements of fear and intimidation so much-re-

ported In earlier years.
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1975 Hearin#s of Trade Committee Doubts on Romanian Assuranoes
We remember the assurances given to this Trade Committee in 1975 at the

first hearings by Mr. Arthur Hartman, then Assistant Secretary of State. He
expected to see "early evidence" that "the Romanians will work conscientiously
with us to solve humanitarian problems . . . We believe the understanding
reached . . . fully statisfy the letter and the spirit of the Trade Act and will
contribute to the achievement of the objectives of Section 402." Under close
questioning by Chairman William Green and members of the Committee, he
explained that "the President is trying to . . . develop a situation in which
the emigration practices improve, in which he can iertlfy that there has been
substantial improvement . . and the Act is being applied through the negotia-
tion of the Agreement." Asked what "assurances" the President had received,
he made no direct reply but continued to "urge the Congress to assess Romanian
emigration practices by deeds in the coming weeks and months. This is the
test by which our understanding should be Judged." Responding to this, the
chairman remarked, "I have the feeling that people have come here and a8ked
us to act with a blindfold on and hope that things will go well... I want you
to know and everyone else to know that substantial compliance is something
this Committee will take a close look at."

Unfortunately, these doubts have proved all too correct.
Obstacles to Romantan Emigration Thoroughly Institutionalized Since 1975

-In looking over my testimonies of previous years, I find they could be used
almost intact for 1978. In many respects, the situation has worsened consider-
ably because-

1. emigration obstacles have been thoroughly institutionalized
2. the Romanian authorities have managed to stifle most applications.

Take, for example, the iniquitous pre-application procedures, initiated after
both the initial extension of MFN and the signing of the Helsinki Final Act of
1975. The individual is obliged to go to a police station to obtain a form to be
filled out in great detail. After various harassments, meetings, and pressures
he will usually be told that he is unfit to receive the application form.

I am reminded of the cynical remark of a Romanian official responding to
an applicant's allusion to the human rights provisions of the Helsinki Accord
and other international agreements signed by Romania: "I could not care less
about such agreements. This Helsinki thing does not mean a thing to us."
Eight Types of Emmigration Obstacles

1. The basic procedural complexities.
2. Enormous difficulties in getting to visit relatives abroad.
3. Separation of affianced couples.
4. Fear of job loss or demotion.
5. Unpleasant social pressures through schools, work and neighbors.
6. Arbitrary decisions and delays.
7. Prior to emigration, charges and duties resulting in loss of lifetime savings

and household goods.
8. Special difficulties for former high officials and former political prisoners

and their relatives.
A Comprehensive System to Curb Emigration

I often wonder to what extent U.S. officials manage to discuss in detail with
Romanian officials the different categories listed above. I often wonder whether -
the people in Washington who have recently been saying, "the Romanian emi.
gration matter is not really a serious problem" comprehend the human suffer-
ing implied by such a list, whether they realize how much these people look
to the U.S. Administration as their ultimate protector and to Congress as their
lifeline?

There is often an element of convenient self-deception in Washington, fed
by the endlem assurances of Romanian officials swarming over Capitol Hill
and the difficulty of frightened would-be applicants in communicating
with the outside world from within a tough totalitarian state. Yet the facts,
as they come seeping through, point massively to a cruel, comprehensive and
calculated system to limit emigration to the absolute minimum they believe
Washington wil tolerate.
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Varied Purposes of the Migration Flow to the United States, israel and West
Germany

In terms of statistics, the Romanians have concluded that Washington will
be satisfied with approximately 1,000 Romanian immigrants to the U.S. an-
nually. The flow to Israel and Western Germany illustrates the extent to which
Bucharest exercises its control, lessening or increasing according to profit or
convenience, certainly not according to the need of the applicants.
To f8rael: Decline From 4,000 to 1,000 Yearly; Potential of 40,000

The dramatic decline of the flow to Israel in recent years reflects a Bucharest
switch, not a sudden lack of Jewish will to leave.

The 1973 and 1974 figures were in the range of 4,000 annually.
The 1975 and 1976 figures were in the range of 2,000 annually.
The 1977 and 1978 figures are in the range of 1,000 annually.

The 1973-74 figures may seem large but the following quotations indicate the
kind of potential emigration we should be discussing. Addressing this Commit-
tee in 1975, Rabbi Israel Miller, then chairman of the Conference of Major
American Jewish Organizations, said: "In view of the high numbers seeking
to leave, it is most difficult to comprehend why the Jewish emigration figures
In 1973/4 were so small as to leave many thousands disappointed, particularly
since we were led to believe some 10,000 might leave in 1974." During 1975,
Romanian Chief Rabbi Rosen, who is a Romanian official, casually mentioned
to a visiting American group that he expected some 4,000 Jews to leave before
the end o-i the year!

We believe the Romanian Jewish emigration potential at this time is not less
than 40,000 who could be gone from the country in less than a decade. This
would imply an emigration of not less than 4,000 a year.

In 1975, both Administration and public witnesses before the Trade Committee
assumed a Romanian Jewish populaiton close to 100,000. Now, U.S. officials seem
inclined to accept figures much less than half of that, the type of figures spread
around by Romanian officials. Yet it is curious how dramatically the Romanian
figures have dropped year by year. Recently, only 26,000 was mentioned! This
absurd figure would no doubt Justify a trickle of Jewish emigration.
Bucharest Moving to Reduce Jelwish Emigration to a Trickle

The evolution of Romanian emigration policy on Israel may be traced in the
statements made to the Trade Committee over the years by one Barbu Niculescu.
In 1975, he appeared for the League of Free Romanians whose president immedi-
ately announced that Niculescu had never been authorized to speak for the
League! [p. 193, Trade Committee hearings, May 7-8, 1975. See also p. 190 for
discussion between Rep. J. Duncan and Niculescu about the latter's change of
mind as to the existence of certain "intimidations" in Romania.] Subsequently,
Niculescu reappeared as "chairman and president" of a nebulous Romanian-
American Cultural Foundation. I can only speculate as to what Niculescu's
connections with the Romanian Embassy are, but in recent years his statements
have carefully followed the "line".

In 1975, the Niculescu figure for the Jewish population was 75.000; in 1976,
60-80,000; in 1977, it was "not over 37,000". His 1977 remarks on Jewish emigra-
tion certainly suggest a major Romanian decision to cut Jewish emigration to
a trickle. He goes to great lengths to show that there could not possibly be a
desire for Jewish emigration and so there cannot be a problem. (He constantly
cites the American Embassy in Bucharest and the State Department to bolster
grossly inaccurate figures and facts and even general statements; perhaps some
U.S. officials would care to disanociate the Administration from these citations.)

Significantly, he concludes: "Hopefully, this is a finally settled issue. As a
final comment, all past and present members of the various American and Ro-
manian government committees and departments and those private organiza-
tions and individuals who were sincerely concerned and worked together on this
subject should take great pride and satisfaction in their accomplishments and
that this issue has finally been resolved." The underlines are mine but I believe
the words reflect Bucharest's decision to "cover up" the problem by denying its
existence.

The government of Israel seems unable to improve matters but perhaps the
U.S. Administration and Congress could make some form of systematic interven-
tion in behalf of individuals wishing to go to Israel. American officials have
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presented lists of Soviet Jewish "refuseniks" to the Kremlin from time to
time.
To West Germany: Ceausescu -Schmidt Agrcement Economioally and Polit-

ically Beneficial to Romania
The West German government has been effective with the Romanlans at little

political or economic cost to itself. For years, Bucharest has made "arrange-
ments" with Bonn for the "resettlement" of "the Saxons" (Romanian Germans)
in West Germany. The latest such arrangement was called to my attention by
my friend Paul W. Freedman of New York. The West German press office in
Washington put out the following statement on January 8, 1978: "Chancellor
Schmidt and Romanian President Ceausescu January 8th agreed that Romania
would allow the reunion of families and the resettlement of ethnic Germans in
the Federal Republic to continue at the present rate (about 11,000 In 1978) ...
At the same time, they also agreed to expand economic cooperation. To this end,
Bonn will provide loan guarantees of up to 700 million l)eutchmark over five
years and efforts will be made to reduce the Romanian deficit in the bilateral
trade balance." German press comment indicated that "a connection between
this (economic) concession and humanitarian questions, particularly the re-
union of families . .-. is self-evident" (Frankfurter Allgerneine, 1/10/78)

Obviously, the Agreement is much more important to the Romanians than to
the Germans. As the same Allgemeine report noted, "The Romanians were
clearly interested in direct credits but the Germans made it plain that the polit-
ical contribution of Bonn could only consist of facilitating access to normal
credit channels."
Ezercise of Greater U.S. Political and Economic Leverage With Bucharest

My point is that despite the differences between the U.S. and West Germany,
Bucharest's critical economic and political needs give Washington a leverage
whose full potential is perhaps not sufficiently recognized by the Administration
and Congress. Perhaps we are not sending the right kind of signals to Bucharest,
signals suggesting a little more stick as well as a little more carrot. I seem to
discern a lack of consistent firmness and solid follow-up of our expressions of
concern. As to the carrot, I would gladly campaign for expanded Jewish tourism
to Romania following genuine evidence of permanent improvement. Conversely,
if the present situation continues, I shall be inclined to try for a reduction and,
if necessary, the elimination of the considerable existing Jewish tourism to
Romania.
Being in Violation of Section 402 (Jackson-Vanik Emigration Legislation) and

Helsinki Agreement, Romania has had MFN Under Fa1e Pretenoe
Mr. Chairman, the conclusion Is inescapable. All these years the Romanians

have been In violation of the family reunion provisions of Basket III of the Hel-
sinki Final Act and have been enjoying MFN trade status and other economic
privileges under false pretences. Yet Romanian diplomats in Washington take
great credit for the few who do get out after enormous difficulties with numbers
of Congressmen who are led to believe they have special influence with the
Romanian Ambassador!

I cannot see how this Committee can justify the waiver for another year within
the law without some form of suspension at this time. Later renewal would have
to be accompanied by comprehensive monitoring and review facilities by Admin-
istration and Congress and should include would-be emigrants to Israel. Dis-
cussions and votes on the floors of the House and Senate would help to air the
problems. The Romanians should remember that Hungary, with the best hu-
man rights reputation in Eastern Europe, barely received enough votes in the
House on May 22nd for their new trade agreement with the U.S.

Reneiced American-Romanian Discussions on the American-Hungartan Model of
Earlier This Year

The negotiating process whereby the American and Hungarian Administra-
tions prepared the ground for Hungarian MFN earlier this year should serve as
a model for a similar dealing with Romania. In an exchange of letters between
Hungarian Foreign Minister Puja and U.S. Ambassador Kaiser on March 15th,
Puja promised "concerning cases of emigration" that Hungary would "act in
accordance with the letter and spirit of the Final Act and to deal with them
promptly, conscientiously and with goodwill." In his message of April 7th to
Congress recommending MFN for Hungary, President Carter noted: "For well
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over a year, U.S. officials have had regular conversations with Hungarian officials
about Hungarian emigration law, policy and practice and about the resolution of
Individual cases... We have encountered few problems."

There is really no valid reason why we should not conduct similarly detailed
discussions with the Rumanians and seek similarly firm undertakings from
them, albeit on a more comprehensive scale.
Future Intensified Monitoring and Authorative Review

We look forward to improved performance In the future by-
1. Further expansion of monitoring procedures in Bucharest and Washington,

accompanied by frequent and authorative Washington review of (a) cases and
(b) trends.

2. Comprehensive and persistent discussions with the Romanians, with a viewto eliminating the elements of Intimidation and over-complexity from emigra-
tion procedures.
Threefold Undertaking to be Sought From Bucharest

In sum, we should seek the following from Bucharest-
1. Early permission to leave for those waiting more than a year, especially thewretched former prisoner (list appended).
2. (a) Simplification and easing of emigration procedures And (b) cessation

of related harassments such as Job displacement and other difficulties outlined
above.

3. More adequate emigratibn flows, particularly to Israel-the primary hu-
man base for Romanian family reunion. In our considered opinion, there shouldbe no difficulty in reverting to the 1973/74 emigration rates of 3-400 per month.
More on Hungary: Waiver of Scction 402 of Trade Act Acceptable

We wish to record our full support for the waiver of Section 402 of Title IV
of the 1974 Trade Act for Hungary. We note with satisfaction the contents ofthe Puja-Kaiser correspondence of March 15th discussed above, with its em-phasis on "the full implementation of the Helsinki Final Act" and "concerning
emigration" the undertaking "to act in accordance with the letter and spirit ofthe Act and to deal with them promptly, conscientiously and with goodwill."

Rarely do the fine words of diplomats match the reality, but our experience ofrecent Hungarian performance makes us hopeful in terms of the relatively greater
personal freedom of its citizens, the absence of marked cultural, economic andsocial strains among minorities, and the lack of strong undercurrents toward emi.gration among intellectuals, Jews and factory workers. In contrast with our
experience of Romania, our mails and phones are not burdened with the pleas
of relatives and friends of Hungarian citizens desperate to leave.A world about emigration to Israel. The Hungarian and Romanlan Jewishcommunities are roughly comparable in size but, unlike the majority of RomanianJews. Hungarian Jews seem largely content at present to remain under the com-paratively liberal communist regime. It should be noted that in the past, they havebeen noted for their patriotic attachment to Hungary. Nevertheless, we have
reason to believe that there are some Impediments in the way of those who dowish to emigrate to Israel. We earnestly hope that these will disappear, so thatno further question can be raised in relation to Hungary's good human rights
record.

We look forward to the development of ever-closer relationships of all kinds--
eultural, economic, tourist--between the people of the United States and of
Hnnnry and Indeed of all Eastern Europe, including Romania.

Mr. Chairman, in the matter of human rights, the peoples of Eastern Europe
look to Washington as their ultimate safeguard and to the men and women ofthe congress as their lifeline and support. We look forward to your Committee's
detntled recommendations to effect improvement in this area of human rights.

Thank you very much.
APPENDICIS

The following two excerpted letters deal with cases not documented in my
earlier testimonies.
1. On Dlloulties of Visiting Abroad

"The answer to the applicant usually takes much longer than the statutorythree months and is generally negative; or only one of a couple is permitted toleave and the other is held as sort of a hostage. Young unmarried people meet
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the most difficulties. The persistent applicant then tries for an 'audience' with a
passport official in N. lorga Street and this takes not less than a month. If the
answer is again negative, you try for an 'audience' with the Visa and Passport
Committee of the Council of Ministers-again, at least a month's wait. The answer
may be 'no' again or 'try next year'.

"Very seldom is the request approved and then not on the spot. In the
process many people give up as they wanted to leave during their vacations, which
period they had to specify precisely on their visa application. When the period is
swallowed up in the waiting, the passport official sometimes gives this as the
reason for his refusal I

"The degree of harassment depends on the internal situation as well as the
state of Bucharest's interests abroad at that particular moment. But some form
of harassment always takes place."
S. On Crippling Duties and Oharges Prior to Emigratfoi

After a description of the very long list of documents and certificates which
have to be gathered for every individual over the age of 14, the writer describes
the unfair expenses incurred in vacating an apartment and the limited amount of
household goods permitted to-be taken-with a duty of 18 percent !

If the applicant who had finally received permission was In possession of an
apartment for which he still had to pay a number of installments, he is not
allowed to sell it to another individual, but he has to "sell" it to the State. That is,
he must first pay for the apartment in full and then a local commission makes
Its determination of the value. The maximum amount is 40,000 lei, even if the-
buying price was three or four times as much. Even then the owner is only en-
titled to about 60 percent of the value established by the commission. For this
reason, many people refrain from applying for emigration since they do not
have the means to pay the full price of the apartment before being permitted to"sell" it to the State.

Take my mother's case. She has a two-room apartment for which she still
has to pay 60,000 lei and for which she would probably receive 20,000, thus leaving
her with an outstanding 30,000 to pay-an impossible sum for her. That is why
she did not leave Romania with us.
Oitoms

"Each person gainfully employed is entitled to take out 70 kg. of personal be-
longings and household goods free. In addition, he is allowed only 15,000 let
worth of goods for which he pays 10 percent duty.

"Only books published In Romania after 1953 may be taken. All books pub-
ished abroad, irrespective of their date, must be submitted to the State Com-

mittee for the National Cultural Heritage and must bear their stamp to be taken
out of the country. This rule applies absolutely to all books, be they paperback
cook books or rare first editions. The stamp is also required for paintings, draw-
inge, furniture, chinaware or silverware not available In, the state-owned shops.

"I may add that the Committee which decides on these things meets once every
three months or so."

3. There is a group of former prisoners who suffer special difficulties. Most of
them were sentenced in a series of "scapegoat" trials during the early 1960s to
heavy prison terms and enormous fines of presumed damage to state interests.
These fanciful amounts cannot be paid in thousands of years but the authorities
refuse to relent. The majority wish to join their families abroad but cannot do sM.
A list of former prisoners follows. I have 24 in this category-
Abraham, Obidall Pal, Parischeva
Blum Anna Reichman, Isidor
Donath, Paul (does not wish Rosinger, Adalbert

to leave presently) Rubinger, Herman
Edelstein, Samt Salovicl, Martin
Fabish, Sara Scheener, Ottilia
Gelber, Aron Simon, Isidor
Ghinsbrunner, Angelo Suzin, Micu
Itie (Ungar), Avrum N. Usher, David
JTacob, Teef Weiss, Nssim David
tkibovteh, Mendel Wexler, Viorica
Manhaim, George Wulich, Milea
Morsky, Bernat
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ROSINOER LETTER

.DEAr Sins: My name is Veronica Rosinger, I am 24 years old, and I am now
living in Israel where I came as a new emigrant from Romania on the 80th
September, 1975. I am the only daughter of my parents Rosinger Adalbert and
Malvina.

The reason for addressing this letter to you is the special situation of my
parents who remained in Romania and whose single aim left in life is to come
and join me and the rest of our family here, in Israel.

Their great difficulty in -leaving Romania consists in the fact that my father
was unjustly involved in a deliberately made up antisemitic trial. This was one
of the trials of the Romanian Jews engaged in the Romania Foreign Trade, that
took place in Romania in the period 1959-1964. The principal aim of those ter-
rible trials, with both economic and political consequences, was to remove all the
.Tews holding senior positions in the Romanian Foreign Trade at that time. From
the date of his arrest, June 9th, 1961 and until that of his release, August 19th,
1969, it took the Security Forces three years of Judicial inquiry.

On a completely false but artificially created basis he was charged with having
"undermined the national economy." He was convicted as a political prisoner to
15 years of prison. In addition and here lays maybe the most criminal part of this
put-up trial-he was made responsible and charged with having damaged the
Romanian economy with an enormous amount of presumptive debts. The (mean)
nanoeuvres of the appointed commission of "experts" meant to follow up the

_injquiry and make up the trial, are the only source of the astronomical amount of
21.000.000 lels, father is supposed to redeem. (For several other details con-
erning those facts, please see Appendix No. 1.)
Father was released in 1969 upon reaching the age of 60 years. Ever since,.

he has been paying down one third of his modest pension on account of those
hypothetie debts.

Since his release, my father repeatedly tried to appeal to the authorities to
make them re-oven his trial. Everything proved to be a fight with the windmills.

Considering the previously mentioned facts and their consequences as a back-
grouind of my further life in Romania, I applied in October 1974 for an exit visa
to emigrate to Israel. At first my request was turned down because of father's
"guilt", as I was informed. I hardly managed to leave Romania, following Sena-
tor Ribicoff's intervention.

Presently, my parents are in Romania, rather old, father is 67, mother 64, and
sick, completely alone (all mother's family-lives in Israel for many years,
whereas father's family were exterminated by the Nazis In World War II).

Their single and most natural wish after having unjustly suffered for so long,
is to come to Israel to live together with me, their only daughter. -

They requested to leave Romania on the 12th January, 1976. Because of new
specific conditions in Romania, after two months they were called and given new
detailed forms to fill in. On the 5th of March they handed in all these new
forms togetbier with the required personal documents After two hours of
waiting-as if a decision concerning their emigration could have been taken
so quickly, the due person in the office of Romania's Commission for Visas and
Passports presented them with the awful decision: because of the "debts" they
will not be allowed to leave the country and their application was consequently
annulled.

I wish to point out the artificial reason of my parents emigration refusal.
Having in view the sum father is paying monthly in order to cover the "debts"

it will take him 5,000 years to pay them down. It is clear the sum will never
be covered.

Actually, my parents receive together old are pension according to the years
they worked, totalling 3,300 leis (father 1,500--mother 1,800), 500 of which
(one third) of father's pension are with-held for the "debts" and 2,800 remain to
be spent for their personal needs.

By their departure a sum six times larger could be saved. Anyway the total
sum of about 21 million leis will never be paid down in their life-time say another
10-1.5-25 years.

During the same period the Romanian state is also supposed to pay my parents
their pensions.

During that- same period of time and if they leave the country these pen-
sions could be held back on account of the "debts".

If the Romanian authorities do not agree to this approach then, actually the
period of father's arrest has not yet ended and it will last until the end of his life.
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In case that no foreign authority would intervene for their emigration there
%qlt be no exit from their present detention-situation. And the single and
unique factor able to influence and move are the United States.

As far as I can envisage the problem according to my personal painful experi-
ence, the single but possible way to help my parents get their visas, is a personal
request of an outstanding world personality addressed to President Ceausescu.
In that way the problem will not pass the usual censorship and layers of bureauc-
racy in which a matter like this could get bogged down.

Having in view the facts I've mentioned above, I appeal with my most ardent
hope to your generous understanding and wide Influence in order to secure the
necessary help for enabling my parents to leave Romania and emigrate to Israel.

I do hope you will be so kind and let me know of any step concerning this
matter.

Thanking you, in advance, I remain,
Respectfully yours,

VERONICA ROSINOnR.
Father: Rosinger Adalbert.
Born. 31.09.1909.
Mother. Rosinger Malvina.
Born: 17.12.1912.
Address : 4, Stimbey Voda Street, Se. 3, apt 96, Bucarest, Romania. Tel: 135514.
My Address: 27/5 Meleb Iehoash Street, Mahane David, Haifa, Israel.

ADDITIONAL NOTE BY V.J.

Rosfnger Adalbert had been appointed as general manager of Romania's
biggest enterprise of Foreign Trade, Romano-Export, since its coming Into exist-
ence In 1949. He went on holding this position until 1958 when he was gradually
demoted to that of a technical manager and afterwards of a commercial counsel-
lor until his arrest.

During all that period as head of source of Romania's governmental delega-
tions he concluded in its name many economic commercial agreements with several
countries of the world. In all his activity, at that time, Rosinger Adalbert was
deeply appreciated and always approved of by his higher officials in the foreign
trade Industry, those who supervised it step by step as it Is the usual way in a
socialist economy.

After the date of his arrest, we completely lost connection with father. Mean.
while, the security forces appointed a special commission of its members in order
to carry out an inquiry meant to prepare the trial. Those people did not hawv the
slightest tie with economy or trade, but by use of false documents (i.e. made up
market price list) or testimonies as well as other violations of basic law princi-
ples, these Inquiries brought forth the support for further accusation. Therefore
tbeibasis of this trial judged in 1964 was the mystification of the agreements ap-
proved 10-15 years prior as profitable ones.

Despite terrible physical and moral pressure he was submitted to, my father
went on rejecting all the charges and concocted statement he was faced with
during these years and especially during the trial His heart ailment, severe
arthrosls, digestive troubles because of one rib being moved by beatings are the
present consequnces of his former inquiry period.

Meanwhile, my mother who had been working as a teacher was dismissed from
her Job and at the same time she fell Ill of Hodgkin's disease (cancer of the
lymphatic system) and as by miracle she survived, but after how many mis-
fortunes

It is hard to understand how the tragic rality of those trials which took place
in Romania and In which the convicted were not only by chance Jews, was hid-
den to world public opinion. I think, one single reference to those trials was made
through the interview of a former Romanlan Jew official given to the American
newspaper "Jewish Press" (the issue of 16-23 August 1975). This Interview had
come out as well In the Israeli newspaper Al Hamishmar.

PLEA Or A FORUED ZOMANAN PRZSONER

I will start directly with the end of our story, the story of our group of em-
ployees of the Ministry of Foreign Trade, all Jews, tried and convicted In the
"President G. DeJ" era, when the Stalinist spectre was still overshadowing Ro-
mania--all of us convicted because of a unique fault; that of being Jews. I want
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to start with the end of the story of our ordeal because I sincerely believe, that If
the Rumanian Government could be made fully aware of our situation and our
cause, maybe each one of us would become a little happier In the future, either
by being permitted to emigrate to Israel, the land of our patriarchs, or by just
continuing to live in this land where we were born and to which we are so at-
tached, without the burden every month of having to pay a fine of 88 percent
of our pensions on account of our so-called debts. I fully and sincerely believe
that the President of Rumania could grant us justice and could straighten out
the grave errors of Injustice that were done to us In the period 1960-64; errors
that were done on the sole basis of antisemitism.

My strong faith in the President of Rumania Is founded also on the fact that
he was the one who corrected other judicial errors of a similar nature-such
as in the case of Lucretiu Patrascanu. Of course, none of our group of Jews
convicted for undermining our country's economy ever had the important posi-
tion and the merits of L. Patrascanu; but all of us, directors or heads of de-
partments (for these were our positions within the Ministry of Trade) tried to
do our best to develop the country's economy. Moreover some of us really
opened the gates for Rumanian trade with countries which at that time were
consdered as most reactionary by the Eastern European governments. Our
reward was that starting with the unfortunate day of March 15, 1960, we were
arrested one after another; the terrible circumstances of the investigations
and the extent to which we were misled without limit during the Inquiry, went
so far that sooner or later we were all brought to the position of being content
to sign the inquiry statements, no matter what their content or how false the accu-
sations against us. And we did this eagerly so that we could be left alone In our
tells, to think about it all, over and over again. Each one of us passed through
this purgatory of isolation in our bitter cells which was devised to brutify and
stupefy us, and while we stayed there thinking of all those who had been close
to us, we became more and more obstinate in our desire to survive, In our ..-
hope for better days when light would be brought to our case.

Of course, just as the youth of Israel and other parts of the world wonder
how the holocaust was possible and how six million Jews could go to death
during the Nazi era without resisting, so in the-bame way we could be asked
why we did not resist all kinds of pressures-physical and moral--and not sign
statements which had nothing in common with reality. The answer is simple:
because we wanted to live, because we understood that any resistance would
have brought nothing but make our existence even more unbearable, and that
the final result of the investigations would have been In any case the same:
a trial, a sentence, detention for many years, anid eventually later, a slow return
to life, to an existence more or less destroyed physically and morally. Besides,
I think somewhere deep inside our souls there was the hope that some day
the light would come, as in the bibliesil story of the Maccabees, that some day
it would be possible for us to stand up and tell everybody the truth, to stand
up and claim our innocence in front of the entire nation.

Therefore I repeat-4f the President of Rumania with his clearsightedness,
his great humanitarian views, his actual understanding of the economic prob-
lems and the interest of our country in developing mutually favorable trade rela-
tions knew all about our situation, I am sure that a long time ago he would
have put an end to this revolting injustice, this vestige of an attitude that no
longer has anything In common with present day Rumania.

I have mentioned the matter of mutual interest in trade relations because this
was the essence of the charges brought against us, charges which led to our
being sentenced to forced labour for life (in fact, during the trial, the prosecu-
tor asked for the death penalty for the first five defendants In August 1961).
The essence of the accusation lay in the conception existing among those who
were conducting the trial that it was not possible for a transaction to be mutually
favorable. When we understood the futility of our efforts to explain that in
business, at no matter what level (between a grocery store owner and his client,
as well as between a country and her trading partners) trading has to be
advantageous to both sides, we gave up without asking ourselves any longer It
the whole thing was merely a matter of the incompetence of those who con-
ducted the. trial, or the general line which was--the Jews were to be made
responsible for some difficult situations which had occurred In the Rumanian
economy at that time. And how could this be done any easier than by accusing us
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of having received bribes from our business partners in order to award thbm
fabulous profits from their transactions with Rumania!

What did It matter if logic was lacking when the prosecutors went so far as
to assert that some partners were paying as much as $5,000 In bribes in order
to renew a contract when, in fact, under the old contracts there was still
merchandise to be delivered!

What did it matter that we had been almost totally deprived of any defense,
being allowed to consult with our lawyers only for about 120 minutes during the
very day of the trial, and therefore our lawyers did not have any time to
examine our files!

What did it matter, that for instance after I was allowed to name an expert
for the expert testimony, I was forced to acknowledge expert testimony provided
by some incompetent persons whose expertise had nothing In common with our
field and who gave false interpretations to documents which were in fact in
our favor!

But of course we had to be tried and convicted because we were a group of
Jewish workers who had to be eliminated at any cost, eventually, together with
our entire families.

Unfortunately, it Is true that two of our group of twenty who had been
convicted, had indeed been guilty of receiving bribes. Nevertheless, in ordinary
circumstances these two people would have been convicted for bribery without
this affair having grown to such huge proportions. And maybe all the injustice
that had been done to us during that period of time would have continued if
the political orientation of Rumania didn't change in the spring of 1964 with
Mr. Ceausescu taking over the leadership of the country.

But this change was for the others, because we were forgotten. We, the Jews-
convicted for having been born of Jewish parents although we had always done
our work with total devotion, we, who never denied the people among whom we
lived, we still have on our shoulders the burden of paying debts of tens and
tens of millions of lel which we can never pay off, not even if we lived 50 more
lives; they are debts that have been inserted In our sentence on the basis of
forced declarations, false expert testimony and manipulated judicial decisions:
"Schwer zu zein a yid 1, and still, we are happy and proud that we belong to
the Jewish people and that today we can enjoy the freedom and liberties granted
to the Jewish community in Romania."

Nonr by J.B. It is to be hoped that the writer's faith in President Ceausescu
will be justified.
C. The case of George Mannheim: An excerpted statement

"George Mannheim used to work- for a Romanian state foreign trade com.
pany -called 'Romano-Export'. Between 1962--4 a whole chain of political trials
took place framed against the Jews working within all foreign trade com-
panies. Mannheim, like his colleagues, was sentenced as a political prisoner,
for 'undermining the national economy'. They were called 'enemies of the
country'. It was charged that in the early 19Ns they had signed economic con-
tracts unfavorable to the Romanian state, deliberately to sap the communist
regime. After a year and a half of imprisonment, Mannheim's 'trial' took place.
He refused to plead guilty and was given 5 years jail--the lghtest of all these
sentences

"The Mannheim family's troubles did not however cease with his release
They are living under ceaseless harassment by the police and the secret police.
Their furniture, household appliances, most of their personal belongings were
confiscated to pay off toward the 'damage' claimed by the state, including
one third of his salary. The estimated damage claimed by the state against
Mannheim and five colleagues is $100,000, all to be paid up before before he can
begin to think of applying for a passport. Clearly, payment of such a sum will
be impossible."

The statement stresses the state of fear in which the Mannhelm family exists,
noting In particular their fear of retaliation by the secret police. The hope is
expressed that the Romanian authorities will now "set to rights" a grave in-
justice perpetrated many years ago and permit this unhappy family to leave.

Senator Rmicor .Rev. Alexander Havadtoy.
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STATEMENT OF REV. ALEXANDER HAVADTOY, ON BEHALF
OF HUNGARIAN-AMERICAN COMMITTEE OF THE STATE OF
CONNECTICUT

Reverend HAVADTOY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Rev. Dr. Alexander Havadtoy, pastor of the CalvinUnited Church of Christ in Fairfield, Conn. I appreciate this oppor-

tunity to present the views of the Hungarian American Community
of Connecticut. I am also representing the Human Rights Commis-
sion of the United Church of Christ, as its member; and also the
Human Rights Commission of the World Reformed Presbyterian
Alliance.

I, myself, was born in that part of Romania which is inhabited by
Hungarians and still have extensive contacts with my brethren there.
The General Synod of the United Church of Christ passed the fol-
lowing resolution at its last meeting concerning the human rights
situation of the minorities in Romania which I would like to submit
for the record.

Senator RiBICOFF. Without objection, the resolution will be placed
in the record.

Reverend HAVADT0Y. Thank you.
[The material to be furnished follows:]

HUMAN RIoHTS WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON RUMANIA

RUMANIA

Whereas curtailment of fundamental human rights and cultural freedoms
persists in the Socialist Republic of Rumania with special emphasis upon na-
tional minorities, particularly in the fields of education, labor policy, bilingualism
and religious liberty...

Whereas the Rumanian State exercises a policy of total interference in
ecclesiastical matters regardless of their administrative, social or theological
nature, which harms especially the minority populations...

Therefore because of these overwhelming concerns for the human rights of
all of God's children, the Eleventh General Synod makes the following resolu-
tions for action:

RUMANIA

Resolved, That the 11th General Synod of the United Church of Christ sup-
ports the legitimate striving of minorities in the Socialist Republic of Rumania
with respect to the freedom to exercise their fundamental human rights and
cultural freedom and urges the World Council of Churches and the World Al-
liance of Reformed Churches to continue to assert the facts in regard to human
rights and cultural freedom violations of minorities in Rumania: Be it further

Resolved, That the Eleventh General Synod of the United Church of Christ
nrges the government of the United States to follow its stated policy of monitoring
the human rights practices of nations while reviewing the most-favored nation
status, and that if the Socialist Republic of Rumania continues to restrict the
freedom of its minorities and does not respond to the specific actions stated
above, then the 11th General Synod of the United Church of Christ urges the
government of the United States to terminate the 1975 United States/Rumanian
Trade Agreement and the most-favored nation status of the Socialist Republic
of Rumania.

Reverend HAvYro". I would like to report to you that the status of
the Hungarian minorities in Romania has deteriorated dramatically
in recent years.

Two Hungarian politicians in Romania, as well as the leading Hun-
garian writer in Romania and a former president of the university,
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have taken up the issue courageously. Their letters and articles have
been widely reported in the Western press.

I would like to restrict my presentation to church matters. The multi-
national region of Transylvania has a long heritage of religious free-
dom. It was in Transylvania that freedom of religion was written into
law for the first time in history in 1557.

Today, the Ceaucescu regime, through its organ, the Ministry of
Cults, exercises a policy of total interference in ecclesiastical matters.
Here I would like to emphasize that religion in Romania corresponds
with nationality. The Romanians are almost all Romanian Orthodox.
Hungarians are either Roman Catholic, Reformed, or Unitarians. The
Germans are mostly Lutherans.

The Reformed Church, with 800,000 members, has two bishoprics,
but its functions are severely curtailed. The bishops are appointed by
the Communist regime. The decree No. 21465-1974 stipulates that
churchmen are not allowed to receive gifts,. money, et cetera from
abroad without having asked for special permission from the Ministry
of Cults. Such permissions are routinely denied.

Senator RrBiconF. You mean if someone in the United States wants
to give a gift to a church official-

Reverend HAvAJroY. He is not allowed to do so; no.
Senator RmicoFF. In other words, to rebuild a church or to help

church education, someone in the United States is disallowed from
sending money to a church in Romania?

Reverend HAVATOY. That is correct.
During the earthquake of March 4, 1977, in Romania, 78 Reformed

churches were seriously damaged. The Romanian authorities
repressed all news that these minority churches had been damaged. The
damages amounted to approximately $2 million. Although the sister
churches in the West were ready to send money to rebuild and renovate
these churches, the Ministry of Cults would not issue permits to the
bishops to receive these funds.

Senator RmICoFF. In other words, their sister churches in other sec-
tors of the world wanted to send funds to help rebuild the churches
damaged in the earthquake and this was refused?

Reverend HAvroY. That is correct. That is correct.
Senator RmiCOFF. Do you have any comments on that, Mr. Vest?
Mr. Vwr. No, sir.
Senator RmnicoF. That seems rather strange, for any type of society.

If the churches are allowed to function and if they are damaged by
earthquake or fire, and if their sister churches in other sectors of the
world want to help rebuild them, I am at a loss to understand why that
is refused. I have never heard of that, in any country

Mr. VESr. I have no additional comments. AllI know is that they
are all under national control.

Senator. RIBICOFF. I think this is worth making representations to
the Romanian Government. I mean if churches are allowed, they are
permitted, and if they are damaged and they do not have the funds,
which obviously they do not, to rebuild the church, and if another
sister church of the same denomination in another country wants to
help rebuild the church, I am at a loss to understand the refusal of a
government to allow funds to come in from the United States or
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'Great Britain or France, or whatever country you have to help rebuild
a sister church.

I mean, that seems to be almost universal, all over the world. I am
at a loss to understand that type of a restriction.

Mr. VEST. I understand your point of view, and I. share it. If the
churches would give us the exact information so we would have the
basic data.

Senator RBTCOFF. If you, or any other church group here is in a
similar situation, if you will get that to this committee we will see
that the Secretary of State receives that information to be forwarded
on to the Romanian authorities.

Reverend HAvArTOY. Thank you, sir.
The churches, after 11/2 years, are still in disrepair. The disap-

pearance of these historic monuments, some of them Gothic struc-
tures from the Middle Ages, represents an irreplaceable loss to the
Hungarian nationality. I would like to submit to you the pictures of
some of the damaged churches.

In 15 churches it is impossible to hold services, and 5 had to be
demolished.

Bibles are confiscated by customs officials. It is impossible to buy a
Reformed hymnbook in Romania--out of print for years.

Publication of theological books and periodicals is extremely re-
stricted. Church delegates from abroad visiting the country are not
allowed to meet with Hungarian colleagues freely. Pastors are for-
bidden to visit their parishioners in hospitals.

Any social gatherings or religious meetings, except for, Sunday
services, have to be approved by the State. Theological literature
cannot be sent to them from the West.

The most painful loss of the life of the churches was the confisca-
tion of church archives and antique chalices, altar cloths, Persian
rugs--Persian rugs were used to cut down the echo of the churches.
These measures were directed exclusively against minority churches.

Act No. 63 of November 2, 1974, under the protecion of the
National Cultural Treasury and Decree Law 207--1974, are major
tools used to eradicate the history of the Hungarian churches.

Under the above laws, the government nationalized all documents,
official and private correspondents, memoirs, manuscripts, maps, films,
slides, photos. sound engravings, imprints, seals, and like material over
30 years old from the a ion of religious and cultural institutions
and private citizens. The pretext was the protection of these docu-
ments, but the real intent soon became obvious from the crude manner
by which the regulations were enforced.

A church without a past has no future, especially one which repre-
sents a religious and national minority. The material was in many
cases without receipt, loaded into trucks, and carted away.

Senator RmnconF. They take these from the church ? They national-
ize them, but they are not available

Reverend HvAmrY. They are not available. They are rotting in
depots and in basements, and no scholar has access to them.

Not even the dead can rest in peace in the cemetery. The Ceaucescu
regime makes every effort to expropriate even the tombs.

In the historically famous cemetery of Hizsongrd in Cluj, the
graves of our most prominent church leaders of the past, some of them
internationally famous scholars, are being expropriated. In many
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,cases, the Hungarian population had to put up collections to repur-
chase these tombs from the state authorities.

Finally, the Ceaucescu regime has openly embarked on an escalated
campaign against the Reformed Church and the Hungarian minority;
and, Mr. Chairman, for these reasons we strongly urge the committee
to introduce a resolution to disapprove Romania's M N status.

Senator RBicoFF. Let me ask you, what is the size of the Hungarian
minority?

Reverend HAvAxoy. It is over 2 million, sir; according to official
statistics, which are contradictory and questionable, it is 1.7 million,
but according to our own estimates, it is over 2 million.

Senator RIBICOFF. What are the educational opportunities for the
Hungarian children as compared to the Romanian children?

Reverend HAVADTOY. It is decreasing every year. There is a state
law, according to which, if there are 25 Hungarian children in a cer-
tain town, then a Hungarian school must be maintained. But some-
times their parents are intimidated to send their children to Hun-
garian schools and, in many towns and villages, they are closed down.

Senator RmicorF. What happens with Romanians of Hungarian
origin? Are they allowed to contact their relatives in Hungary or
the United States?

Reverend HAVADTOY. It is very difficult, sir. Our letters are many
times opened up. Sometimes we do not get our letters. My own niece
tried, for the past 10 years, to come for a visit to see my American-born
wife and children, and we could not get a visitor's permit for her.

Senator RiBIcor. How old is your niece?
Reverend HAvAyTY. She is over 40 years old.
Senator RmioopF. They would not allow your niece to comet
Reverend HAVADTY. They would not allow her to come and see my

family, and I have been here in the West for the past 30 years.
Senator RmicoFr. Is there any-in addition to what you told me-

is there any discrimination, or difference in treatment of churches
among the limgarian minority compared to other Romanian

Reverend HAVADTOY. The Rioman Catholic Church is in the same
predicament. So is the Lutheran Church in Transylvania.

Senator Rmrcon'. What is the official church there? What is that
called I

Reverend HAvATY. There are several. The official church is the
Romanian Orthodox Church.

Senator Rrmcorr. But there are churches of other denominations?
Reverend HAv~Mroy. There is the Roman Catholic Church and then

the Lutheran Church and the Reformed Church and the Unitarian
Church.

Senator Rmicom. Let me ask you, when the Hungarian minority
have these problems, do you have a channel or a way to make these
problems known to the Romanian authorities ? Can you talk to them ?
Can you protest? Can you petition ? How does that work ?

Reverend HAvAD',OY. Lately, during the past year, we have seen very
courageous attempts to protest. Some members of the Communist
Party in Romania protested openly, wrote letters to the Romanan au-
thorities, and their letters and articles and protests appeared in the
Western press. The past president of the University of Cluj also
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protested openly and he is a member of the Communist Party and was
a high party official-or still is, as far as I know.

Senator RIBlcOFF. Thank you.
Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I think you covered most of my questions. Romania

is a signatory to the Helsinki Final Act. Have you pursued, or tried to
make any impact in either the conference that you have had in Bel-
grade or other contacts with reference to the Helsinki Final Act, free-
dom of religion and the right to practice religion?

Reverend HAVAlTOY. We have not been successful in this regard.
Our only chance is to raise our voice right here before your committee,
and we appreciate this opportunity, Mr. Chairman and Senator Dole.

Senator oix. Well, in section 1, article 7, which indicates that in
the framework the participating states will recognize and respect the
freedom of the individual to express and practice, alone and in com-
munity with others, religion or belief, act in accords to the dictates of
his own conscience.

I assume that, to some extent, that is being followed, but, based on
your other statements with reference to church property, I doubt that
ihe spirit of the Helsinki Final Act is being adhered to.

Reverend HAVADTOY. No, sir.
The churches are infiltrated by the Communist Administration or

regime; through the bishops, through the high officials, they are con-
trolling completely the life of the churches. Even the election of a
minister is controlled by the state and, according to our own ancient
tradition, it is always the right of the congregation to elect its own
minister. But this is not so.

And, of course, all of the bishops are appointed by the state and
most of them are intimidated men.

Senator RmnicoF. Thank you very much, sir.
Reverend HAVADTOY. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Reverend Havadtoy follows:]

STATEMENT OF REv. DR. ALEXANDER HAVADTOY

Mr. Chairman, my name is Rev. Dr. Alexander Havadtoy, pastor of the Cal-
vin United Church of Christ, Fairfield, Connecticut. I appreciate this oppor-
tunity to present the views of the Hungarian-American Community of Connecti-
cut. I am also representing the Human Rights Commission of the United Church
of Christ. as its member, and also the Human Rights Commission of the World
Reformed Presbyterian Alliance. I myself was born in that part of Romania
which is inhabited by Hungarians and still have extensive contacts with my
brethren there.

The General Synod of the United Church of Christ passed the following reso-
lution at its last meeting (1977) concerning the Human Rights Situation of the
Minorities in Romania which I would like to submit for the record.

I would like to report to you that the status of the Hungarian Minority in
Romania has deteriorated dramatically in recent years. Two Hungarian politi.
clans in Romania, as well as the leading Hungarian writer in Romania, and
a former president of the Cluj University have taken up the issue courageously.
Their letters and articles have been widely reported in the Western press.

I would like to restrict my presentation to church matters. The multinational
region of Transylvania has a long heritage of religious freedom. It was in
Transylvania that freedom of religion was written into law for the first time in
history (1557). Today the Ceausescu Regime, through its organ, the Ministry
of Cults, exercises a policy, of total interference in ecclesiastical matters. Here
I would like to emphasize that Religion in Romania corresponds with nationality.
The Romanians are almost all Romanian Orthodox; Hungarians are either
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Roman Catholic, Reformed or Unitarians; the Germans are mostly Lutherans.
The Reformed church with 800,000 members has two bishoprics, but Its func-

tions are severally curtailed. The bishops are appointed by the Communist
Regime. The decree No. 21.465/1974 stipulates that churchmen are not allowed
to receive gifts, money etc. from abroad without having asked for special
permission from the Ministry of Cults. Such permissions are routinely denied.

During the earthquake of March 4, 1977 in Romania 78 Reformed churches
were seriously damaged. The Romanian authorities suppressed all news that
these minority churches had been damaged. The damages amounted to ap-
proximately $2 million dollars. Although the sister churches in the West were
ready to send money to rebuild and renovate these churches, the Ministry of
Cult would not Issue a permit to the bishops to receive these funds! The
churches after one and a half years are still in disrepair. The disappearance of
thee historic monuments, some of them gothic structures from the middle ages,
represents an Irreplaceable loss to the Hungarian nationality. (I would like
to submit the pictures of some of the damaged churches.) In 15 churches it is
impossible to hold services, 5 had to be demolished.

Bibles are confiscated by customs' officials. It is impossible to buy a Reformed
hymnbook In Romania: out of print for years. Publication of school books and
periodicals is extremely restricted. Church delegates from abroad, visiting
the country, are not allowed to meet with Hungarian colleagues freely. Pastors
are forbidden to visit their parishioners in hospitals. Any social gatherings
or religious meetings, except for Sunday Services, have to be approved by the
State. Theological literature cannot he sent to them from the West.

The most painful loss in the life of-the churches was the confiscation of
church archives, antique chalices, altar cloths, persian rugs. Persian rugs
were used to cut down the echo of the churches. These measures were directed
exclusively against minority churches.

Act No. 63 of November 2, 1974 on the protection of the national cultural
Treasury and Decree/Taw 207-1974 are major tools used to eradicate the
History of the Hungarian churches. Under the above laws, the government
nationalized all "documents, official and private correspondence, memoirs, manu-
.sripts, maps, films, slides, photos, sound-engravings, imprints, seals and like
material" over 30 years old, from the possession of religious and cultural In-
stitutions and private citizens. The pretext was the "protection" of these docu-
ments but the real Intent soon became obvious from the crude manner by
which the regulations were enforced. A church without a pkast has no future,
especially one which represents a religious and national minority. The material
was-in many cases without receipt-loaded into trucks and carted away, Not
even the dead can rest In peace In the cemeteries. The Ceausescu Reginne
makes every effort to expropriate even the tombs. In the historically famous
cemetery of Hazsongard in CluJ-Kolozsvar the graves of our most prominent:
church leaders of the past, some of them internationally famous scholars, aro
being expropriated. In many cases the Hungarian population had to put up
collections to repurchase these tombs from the state authorities.

The Ceausescu Regime has openly embarked on an escalated campaign against
the Reformed church and the I9ungarian minority.

And Mr. Chairman for these reasons, I strongly urge the Committee to Intro-
duce a resolution to disapprove Romania's Most Favored Nation statusL

DOCUMiJNTAqiON RGAIOING FINANCIAL HELP TO EARTHQUAKEz DAMVAOE
HUNOARIAN CHURCITZH iN ROMANIA.

In reference to our testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Interna.
tional Trade on July 12th, 1978, we are pleased to submit the following docu.
mentations.

1. The decree No. 21.4A-1974 of the Department on Cultural Affairs in Buch.
arest stipulates that churchmen are not allowed to receive gifts, money from
abroad without having asked for special permission from the Department of
Cultural Affairs. It Is further forbidden to send parcels to pastors from abroad
even if the rest of the population may receive such gifts or parcels In times of
disaster.

2. During the earthquake of March 4, 1977 In Romania, 80 Reformed churches
and 16 parsonages were seriously damaged (10 churches In the Brasov district,
2 In the Mures district, 5 in Harghita district, 63 In Covasna district).
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The Romanlan authorities suppressed all news that these minority churches
had been damaged. (The first confidential Information from the Bishop of Cluj
was on August 6, 1977).

Help from the sister churches from abroad has been hindered through the.
following process:

(a) Church in the West must send a letter to the Bishopric of Cluj indi-
cating intention to remit funds and the amount involved.

(b) The Church In Romania will then apply for government approval of
this intended support.

(c) If government approval is given, the Church in Romania will then
give an account number for the transfer of money.

(d) Money can be sent from abroad to a given account, but the bank will*
release the money only upon government approval of reconstruction plans.

(e) Church in Romania then applies for permission from the Ministry
of Cults to repair or reconstruct damaged buildings. (Up to November, 1977
out of thirty reconstruction plans only one was approved. Thus fifty thou-
sand Deutsche Mark left for rebuilding purposes in March, 1977 could not
be used by the Bishopric of Cluj.)

(f) Only if permission is granted on reconstruction plan, can the church-
withdraw its own money from the bank account.

Slightly damaged churches were repaired by local congregations in a few
instances, but the great bulk of the churches are still In disrepair.

Our desire is to be allowed to send monies directly to local congregations where-
church buildings or parsonages were damaged.

3. Act No. 63 of November 2, 1974 on the protection of the national cultural*
Treasury and Decree/Loaw 207 (1974) (amending Decree/Law 472 (1971) on the-
National Archieves) are major tools used to eradicate the history of the Hun-
garian cultural institutions. Under the above laws, the government summarily
nationalized all "documents, official and private correspondence, memoirs, manu-
scripts, maps, films, slides, photos, sound-recordings, diaries, manifestos, posters,
sketches, drawings, engravings, imprints, seals and like material" over 30 years
old, from the possession of religious and cultural institutions or private citizens.
The pretext was the "protection" of these documents but the real intent soon
became obvious from the crude and summary manner by which the regulations
were enforced.

The Swiss daily Neue Zurcher Zeitung ("Bureaucratic Chicanery Against the-
Churches in Romania", February 1/2, 1975, p. 6) reported this outrage in the
following mariner:

"The intent behind the nationalization of the ecclesiastical archives Is to sever
the religious communities from their historical roots. A church without a past
(tradition) hs no future, especially one which represents a religils and na-

tional minority. The first victim of these warlike designs against the religious
and cultural minorities by the Romanian regime was the Hungarian Reformed*
Church In the north-east districts of Oradea. Satumare, Rain-Mare and Zalan.
Here, in the mother country of the Reformation in Transylvania, appeared offi-
cials from the State Archive, assisted by an authorized agent from the Depart-
ment of Culture and a representative from the episcopate, who selzed the
archives of approximately two-hundred church communities and deaneries. The
material was--in many cases without receipt-loaded onto trucks and carted'
away. The historical order of the archives has become completely disrupted In
the process-one method of "reserving" and "protecting" historical materials-
rendering scientific research for the next decades impossible. The Romanian
government has onenlv embarked on on escalated campaign against the Re-
formed Chirch and the Hungarian nationality (minority)

"rt would be much easier and simpler, from a scientific point of view, If the
church archives were to keep the originals and were to hand out copies to the-
state. In this way, the claimed scientific concern by state would be amply main-
tained, and the articles wonld remain In the archives. Instead of bIngn trans-
ported away to distant, unknown and possibly inacceqsible locations.

"'The Archive Decree effects the Roman-Catholic, the Hungarian Reformed'
and the German Lutheran churches considerably more than the Romanlan
Orthodox Church because the latter, as all Eastern churches, primarily culfl-
vate. the liturgy, and relies much less on a written, firmly established historical'
tradition.
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"Especially the two 'reformed' churches (i.e., the Reformed and Lutheran)
have been preserving in their archives the tradition of their religious and
linguistic individuality, dating back to the time of the Reformation."

These church archives had for centuries been inventoried by the churches
themselves. The archives were generally in excellent order and condition but
more importantly, they were accessible to researches. In contrast, for the past
26 years Romania has maintained absolutely no facilities for the professional
training of archivists, not even in Romanian. (During the "legislative debate"
surrounding the passage of Act No. 63, Ceausescu himself was astonished to
learn this fact.) The few archivists extant in Romania are not expert in ancient
Slavic, ancient Greek, Hungarian and Latin, the languages in which the docu-
ments were written.

The above-mentioned outrages form part of a systematic effort to re-write
Romanian history in order to suppress the significance of the indigenous Hun-
garian cultural. Another means for achieving the same objective is again re-
ported by the Financial Times: "A favourite device is to 'facelift' the tombs
and crypts of famous Hungarian families in the medieval Htazsongard cemetery
in Cluj by allotting them to recently dead Romanians. In this way, the ethnic
composition of the former population, now dead, is restructured favorably."

Senator RmicoFF. Mr. HamosI

STATEMENT OF LASZLO HAMOS, CHAIRMAN, THE COMMITTEE FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS IN ROMANIA

Mr. HLMos. Mr. Chairman, the Committee for Human Rights in
Romania is an organization of Hungarian Americans. whose purpose
is to call attention to the plight of Romania's 31/2 million national
minority inhabitants who are currently being subjected to a systematic
campaign of cultural deprivation and forced a&similation.

We realize, of course, that the Jackson-Vanik amendment placed
heavy emphasis on the right of emigration as a condition for extending
trade benefits to nonmarket economy countries. We have been en-
couraged, however, by the President's repeated declarations that in any
dealing with a foreign country, our attitude is strongly influenced by
that country's performance in the entire spectrum of human rights.

This new aspect of U.S. foreign policy has received bipartisan en-
dorsement by the Congress and it enjoys widespread support among the
American people. We feel it entirely proper, therefore, that a broad
range of human rights be examined by this subcommittee before it
decides on the future of our trade relations with Romania.

Mr. Chairman, our written testimony contains well-documented,
factual evidence concerning the elements of the antiminority campaign
being wazed in Romania today, and I will not take the time to detail
the specifies here. Instead. I would simply list 10 major areas of minor-
it y oppression. In doing so, Mr. Chairmen, I would call your attention
to the fact that these human rights violations cannot properly be
viewed in isolation, but they form the interrelated parts of a well-
planned and systematic campaign.

The 10 points are:
One, discrimination in elementary and high school education.
Two, discrimination in higher education.
Three, dissolution of compact minority communities and dispersion

of ethnic professionals.
Senator Rrutcorr. How is that done I
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Mr. Himos. The Romanian Government has a complete monoply
over job placement, over job assignment, and Hungarians who have
lived in compact communities within Transylvania are being placed
outside of those communities into purely Romanian communities and
vice versa, Romanians are being placed into Hungarian communities.
In this way, for example, doctors of Romanian origin cannot com-
municate with the Hungarian patients and vice versa. It is a tremen-
douis problem in Romania.

To continue the list, then, four, there is lack of bilingualism.
Five, there is curtailment of cultural opportunities.
Six. there is falsification of population statistics relating to the

m inoritie..
Seven, confiscation of the church archives of the minority churches.
Eight. harrassrnent of churches.
Nine. bans on private lodging, even with relatives.
Senator RItICOFF. You mean if a person from one town in Transyl-

'ania wants to visit a relative in a an adjourning town or a far town,
they cannot put that. person up in their home?

Mr. HK~ros. No; I mean, M r. Chairman, that a visitor from abroad
cannot be lodged in the house of any other person except his most im-
mediate relatives. Ie muist live in a hotel, and many of the visitors
from the West. and also from neighboring Hungarv, are therefore
unable to visit their relatives in Romania, except for the most immedi-
ate relatives, because there simply are not hotels in many of these
Village..

The final element is the. falsification of the history of the minorities
and the contributions that those minorities have made to the history of
the area.

Aside from presenting evidence concerning the above points, our
testimony describes several waves of terror which have swept the
Hungarian-inhabited areas of Roman ia during the past 12 months.
One particularly gruesome episode which happened early last summer
has special relevance to the U.S. Congress.

Last summer, scores of Hungarian intellectuals were arrested in
Romania. They were savagely beaten for weeks and forced to sign
statements and declarations singing the praises of Romania's "en-
lightened" minority policies.

Our written testimony lists some of the victims of this terror cam-
paign, which drove one of them, Jeno. Szikszai, to commit suicide.

The most outrageous result of this episode is that these forced
statements showed up later on the desks of U.S. Senators and Con-
gressmen as supposedly the spontaneous letters of simple Romanian
citizens who wished to inform American legislators about their sup-
posedly real situation.

Among our friends and supporters, then-Congressmen Ed Koch and
Herman-Badillo received such bloodstained letters. This entire effort,
then, constituted a direct and cruel affront to the U.S. Congress.

Mr. Chairman, we fail to perceive any substance -behind the claims
of Romania's so-called independence. To our knowledge, no one has
ever demonstrated any tangible benefits to our national interests de-
riving from Mr. Ceausescu's posturing in the international arena.
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On the other hand a break with his Stalinist policies and meaning-
ful reforms in the field of human rights would constitute a truly inde-
pendent measure which we would heartily welcome.

While a resolution of disapproval may be considered an extreme
measure by many Members of Congress who otherwise condemn Ro-
mania's internal policies, the history of these hearings clearly shows
that the dedication of the administration and the Congress to the
upholding of fundamental human rights has not been duly impressed
on the Romanian Government.

An introduction of such a resolution of disapproval by this dis-
tinguished subcommittee would, therefore, demonstrate to the Ro-
manian regime how wrong it was.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RmicorF. Thank you very much, Mfr. Hamos.
Senator Dole?
Senator DoLE. I have no questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hmos follows:]

STATEMENT BY THE COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN RUMANIA-SUPPLE-
MENTING THE ORAL TESTIMONY OF LASZLA HAMOS ON BEhALF OF TIE COMMITTEE
FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN RUMANIA

FOREWARD

- The state of Rumania contains an immense minority population consisting of
2.,5 million Hungarians. 400,000 Germans and sizeable numbers of Ukranlans,
Jews, Serbs, Greeks, Turks and others. The Hungarians alone comprise the
largest minority in Europe. Most of these peoples live in Transylvania which is
one of Europe's most significant multi-ethnic regions. Were enlightened 20th Cen-
tury standards applied, Transylvania could be a model for the coexistence of
diverse nationalities in an atmosphere of mutual tolerance and understanding.
However, under the rule of Rumania's current dictator Nicolae Ceausescu, noth-
ing could be further from the truth.

For the past two decades this enormous minority population has been the
object of a carefully planned, systematic. and aggressive campaign of forceful
assimilation-a campaign which amounts to cultural genocide. This outrage
must be borne In addition to the usual intolerance and terror which affects the
life of every citizen of a Communist state, regardless of ethnic origin.

Alarmed at the arrogant brutality of this campaign, young Hungarian-Ameri-
cans gathered in February 1976 to form the Committee for Human Rights in
Rumania, an organization which soon won support by all major associations of
the approximately one million Hungarians in America. The Committee's objective
is to alert the public opinion and political leadership of the United States to the
gross discrimination and human rights violations against national minorities
in Rumania.

This is the third occasion on which the Committee for Human Rights in
Rumania is submitting testimony to this Subcommittee on the continuation of
Rumania's most-favored-nation status. Thus far, the Subcommittee has greeted
our pleas on behalf of Rumania's minorities with almost complete indifference.
We are encouraged, however, by the fact that since last summer the world press
and public opinion have awakened to the severe plight of these minorities.
Month after month, dozens of articles and news reports have appeared in the
most respected newspapers, providing ample evidence of the existence and
gravity of this problem.

Grandiloquent or perfunctory lip service to the issue of human rights, or even
resolutions and pieces of legislation prove ineffective if not put into practice-
when concrete opportunities arise-by holding the transgressors accountable for
their actions. It the reference in Section 402 to "the continued dedication of the
United States to fundamental human rights' has any meaning at all, this Sub-
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committee should stop giving encouragement to the Rumanian regime and
ignoring the Issue here presented.
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STATEMENT

The Committee for Human Rights in Rumania respectfully requests that the
United States Senate, using the authority granted by section 402(d) (5) of the
Trade Act of 1974, adopt a resolution disapproving the extension of the
President's authority to waive the application of section 402 (a) and (b) with
respect to Rumania.

Our request is based on two grounds:
1. The President's message of June 2, 1978 recommending extension of the

above waiver authority is seriously deficient In fulfilling the requirements of
section 402(d) (5) (C) of the Trade Act.

2. The Rumanian Government continuously and flagrantly violates norms
of international law In its treatment of national minorities, which violations,
according to the proper Interpretation of section 402 of the Trade Act, mandates
at least a temporary suspension of the Trade benefits accorded to Rumania.

TE RELEVANCE OF THE -I[ThIORITY QUESTION TO THI JACKSON-VANIX AMZNDMENT

The chief obstacle facing us at previous hearings by this Subcommittee was
an effort to restrict the human rights concerns of the Trade Act to as narrow
a field as possible. Some Members of Congress have argued that the only right
which the Jackson-Vanik Amendment intends to promote is freedom of emigra.
tion. There are some who have remained oblivious even to this right.

But the fact that the Amendment was Intended to cover far more than simply
one particular human right Is obvious from Its text. Section 402 of the Trade

. Act of 1974 clearly states Its objectives in the first half-sentence: "To assure
the continued dedication of the United States to fundamental human rights..."
'The section then defines the means for achieving these objectives as follows:
nonmarket-economy countries are required to allow free emigration as a condi.
tion for the extension of trade benefits. The distinction between the means
(requirement of free emigration) and the ends (fundamental human rights)

is unmistakable.
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This Interpretation of the purpose of the amendment is supported by
-grammatical evidence as well. The authentic language of the Trade Act uses
the plural "objectives of this section" wherever such reference is made. Of the
phrases "fundamental human rights" and "freedom of emigration", only the
former is plural. The expression "objectives of this section" clearly refers
back to the plural antecedent in the section, which is "fundamental human
rights".

If one examines the legislative history of the Trade Act, especially Title IV, it
becomes clear, why we have been constrained to argue the above point every
,year-albeit with little success thus far.

Title IV was created with a prospective Soviet trade agreement in mind. Fore-
most among the legislators' concerns at the time was the right of Soviet Jews to
emigrate. As a consequence, of all the "fundamental human rights", this par-
ticular right received the most attention in the text of Title IV. The Soviet deal
fell through, however, and presently only two countries are subject to Title IV:
Rumania and Hungary. Clearly, In extending trade benefits to those two coun-
tries the sensible approach would have been not to automatically apply terms
which were tailored to the situation in the Soviet Union. While the right of every
Jew wishing to leave either Rumania or Hungary Is an important right, other,
-very serious human rights problems also exist, especially In Rumania.

A genuine concern for human rights by this Subcommittee would best be imple-
mented through an examination of these countries individually, focusing on the
most serious violations in each one, with the right to emigrate assuming Its appro-
priate position in the list of concerns. Unfortunately, the situation today is quite
the reverse: due largely to political considerations, the emphasis falls almost ex-
elusively on Jewish emigration, while other human rights problems are ignored.

The Subcommittee, moreover, cannot validly defend its refusal to examine a
broader range of humaurights with the claim that it is merely following the let-
ter of the law, which strictly limits its mandate. If that claim were true, the only
business of these Hearings would be to determine whether the continuation of the
waiver will substantially promote the objectives of section 402. Nevertheless, and
perhaps with good reason, the Subcommittee interprets its mandate far more
broadly, as any observer of these Hearings will attest. It receives testimony on
political, economic and financial questions which fall completely outside the
scope of section 402. The Administration, business, trade union and private wit-
nesses who testify about such questions are given serious consideration, and
cross-examined in areas wholly irrelevant to section 402. The Subcommittee,
therefore, would be acting entirely within its rights in examining a broader
range of human rights, beyond the right to emigrate--epecially since section 402
begins with the words, quoted above: "To assure the continued dedication of the
United States to fundamental human rights..

ON THE RIGHT OF IDES EMIGRATION

The United States is a nation of immigrants. The right of free emigration Is
held in very high esteem here. There is even a tendency to regard it as the most
important of all human rights, the one which can be substituted for all others.
The latter view, in our opinion, Is severely distorted. We contend that the right
to emigrate is merely a right of last resort; it is an escape chute to be used when
all other measures to uphold human rights have failed. When people reach the
point of clamoring to emigrate en masse from their homeland, there is clear evi-
dence that deeper problems are to blame.

It should be noted here that the right of Jewish people to emigrate to Israel is
unique in character and rationale. While they too are most often escaping perse-
cution and undoubtedly experience difficulties in adjusting to a new environment,
they still leave with the joyful idea of returning to their ancient homeland.

The situation of the national minorities In Rumania is entirely different
Hungarians have lived in this area of Eastern Europe for eleven centuries; they
consider this region to be their homeland. Instead of allowing or urging or forcing
them to leave, they should be aided In their struggle to use their own language,-- -
-maintain their own culture, practice their own religlon-in short to gain some
protection against discrimination and gross violations against their human rights.

Certainly, Rumania's burning human rights -problem cannot be successfully
tackled through the simple device of easing restrictions on free emigration. Even
for the remaining Jewish population, estimated between 50,000 and 100,000, this
:measure would provide only a partial solution. Those who wish to, might be per.
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mitted to leave for Israel, but those who elect to stay are also entitled to protec-
tion of their cultural and religious rights.

711E PRESIDENT MESSAGE OF JUNE 2, 1978, DOES NOT FULFILL THE REQUIREMENTS
OF THE TRADE ACT

In light of the above interpretation, the President's recommendation of June
2. 1978 falls far short of satisfying the requirements of section (d) (5) (C). Spe-
cifically, the message nowhere shows the manner In which the proposed waiver
will substantially promote the objectives of section 402 with respect to Rumania.

Even if the objectives of the section were restricted solely to the right of free
emigration, the message fails to substantiate its claim. The rate of emigration
from Rumania has remained clearly unsatisfactory according to Jewish organiza-
tions who monitor it closely. Rumania's capricious behavior in the field of
human rights during the past twelve months shows that the only lesson which
the Rumanians learned from last year's extension of the waiver authority was
that neither the Administration nor Congress takes the objectives of section 402
very seriously.

In sum we maintain that the shortcomings of the President's recommenda-
tion in fulfilling the statutory requirements are serious enough to warrant its
disapproval by the Senate.

NEW WAVE OF ANTI-HUNOARIAN TERROR IN RUMANIA; GROWING RESISTANCE BY
DISSIDENTS

Since the Spring of 1977, an entire series of dramatic developments has
occurred In connection with Rumania's treatment of national minorities, shed-
ding new light on the brutal nature of the Ceausescu regime. Before turning to
a description of the concrete particulars of minority oppression, a brief review
of these latest developments is in order.

In April 1977, as part of a sweeping effort to silence all possible signs of
Independent-minded expression within the Hungarian minority, the Rumanian
secret police arrested scores of Hungarian Intellectuals, most of them teachers.
Though sharing a common trait as individuals active in Hungarian Intellectual
life, they were largely unknown to one another. The arrested were kept Im-
prisoned for periods of up to four weeks and regularly subjected to savage
beatings and other forms of torture. it has been possible to reliably ascertain
the Identities of 8 of the victims, but it Is clear that many more were Involved.
The following are the 8 persons whose names are known:

.Teno Szlkszai, teacher from Brasov (Hungarian Brasso)
Mrs. Jeno Szikszai, Brasov
Sandor Kuti, teacher from Brasov
Zoltan Zsuffa, teached from Covasna (Hungarian Kovaszna)
Istvan Kocsis, dentist from Sfintul-Gho rghe (Hungarian Sepsiszentgyorgy)
Jozsef Haszmann, teacher from Papaut (Hungarian Papoc)
Pal Kallal, clerk from Covasna
Peter Eros, librarian from Sfintul-Gheorghe
The purpose of the torture and beatings was to elicit signed confessions from

the victims to the effect that they had been part of a Hungarian nationalistic
conspiracy detrimental to the Interests of the state. The coercion was also
exercised to force their signatures on a variety of declarations praising the
nationality policies of the Rumanian Government and asserting that the situa-
tion of the Hungarian minority Is ideal in all respects. Some of those arrested
signed these declarations and confessions, others refused. At any rate, as there
had In fact been no conspiracy and the forced confessions were not substantive
enough to stage a trial, after approximately one month the prisoners had to be
released. Shortly thereafter Jeno Szikszal, completely ruined physically and
psychologically by the torture, was found in the attic of his house-dead by
hanging. Before his death, Szlkszai had confessed to his wife that he had been
threatened with re-arrest and that he felt he no longer had the strength to
endure the torture awaiting him.

The Initial trickle of reports about the Incidents above coincided with the
alrval In May 1977 of news about another, bizarre effort by the Rumanian
authorities: a massive, forced "letter-writing campaign" b.v minority citizens of
Rumania to United States Senators and Congressmen. Prominent Individuals
of Hungarian and other minority origin were being threatened with job demo-
lion, complete loss of employment or housing, and other, more severe con-
fqnences, unless they agreed to write to the American legislators. Their
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letters had to sing the praises of Rumania's enlightened minority policies; their
own utopistie conditions and the boundless cultural opportunities available to
them as minority citizens.

The early accounts of this effort were confirmed in May and June-Just prior
to Congressional hearings on the continuation of Rumania's most-favored-
nation status-by the actual arrival of such letters in Washington. The well-
selected targets were those legislators who had previously voiced concern in
Congress over minority oppression in Rumania. Considering their source, the
letters exhibited a remarkable degree of familiarity with the names of such
legislators and the content of their expressions of dissatisfaction. Clearly, the
Rumanian officials had "assisted" the letter-writers by supplying this
Information.

On the surface, this entire episode might appear Insignificant, except for one
sobering thought: that-the letters may have been among those declarations and
statements which the imprisoned and tortured minority intellectuals were forced
to sign in April. In that very likely event, those letters were stained with the
blood of many innocent people, and the effort constitutes a monstrous and
cruel affront to the United States Congress.

Immediately after this brutal and bloody campaign of terror, there emerged
the first open, internal challenge to President Ceausescu's nationality policies.
During the Summer and Fall of 1977, Karoly Kiraly, a Hungarian official in the
Rumanian Communist Party and until 1977, an alternate member of its Polit-
buro, wrote three letters to top Party leaders, describing government efforts to
denationalize and forcefully assimilate the country's Hungarian minority of 2.5
million. Kiraly cited a host of discriminatory and oppressive measures: the re-
fusal to grant national minorities a representative voice in government, the im-
llementation of "restrictive quotas" denying employment in opportunities to mi-
nority workers, the forced assimilation of schools and classes offering instruction
in the minority languages, the "naming of non-Hungarian speaking, Rumanian
mayors" In cities "inhibited predominantly by Hungarians", the prohibition on
use of minority languages in public institutions and administrative offices, and
a variety of restrictions on minority cultural expression.

In one of his letters, Kiraly also assailed the "violence and torture" used
against minority inhabitants and recalled that "the harassment of Jeno 8ziksmai,
the eminent professor from Brasso, drove him to commit suicide."

Kiraly's only remaining position in the government bureaucracy at the time
he wrote his letters was that of Vice President of the Hungarian Nationality
Workers Council. In March 1978 he was deprived of that position. In the past.
he had held various positions as I1Irst Party Secretary in Covasna County and
head of the People's Council there, member of the Party Central Committee and

-.Alternate member of the Politburo, member of the Grand National Assembly (par.
liament) and member of the Council of State, nominally the supreme body of
state power in Rumania. At one of the high points in his career, in 1970, he was
a member of the delegation which accompanied President Ceausescu to the Lenin
Centenary Celebrations held In Moscow. His last post at the head of the Hun-
garian population's highest political organ gave him an excellent vantage point
from which to assess the extent of minority oppression and the window-dressing
nature of his own organization, which is supposed to represent the interests of
the Hungarian minority.

On June 2, 1977, Kiraly wrote his first letter to nie Verdet, the Politburo mem-
ber responsible for ideological matteraand, among others, for nationality poll-
eies. In the letter, he outlined the shallowness of his organization's activities,
charged the government with hypocrisy in its official pronouncement that "the
nationality question has been solved" and presented his own recommendations in
12 points.

Having failed to receive any response for several months, Kiraly followed up
with letters to two top Party leaders. The first was sent in August to Janos
Fazekas, another Politburo member, and the second on September 10 to Janos
Vincze. a member of the Central Committee. The tone of these subsequent letters
was more bitter and the charges contained in them embraced the government's
entire policy toward national minorities.

In early October, when Kiraly was finally summoned to Bucharest to discuss
iis letters. his reception was not what he had expected. Instead of dealing serf.

awusly with the constructive proposals he had included in his letters, the Party
leaders subjected Kiraly to intensive questioning in the style of a police interro-
gation. He was accused of having no faith in the Party leadership and was
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pressed to reveal the names of his "collaborators". Upon returning to his home
town of Tirgu Mures (Hungarian Maroavasarhely), he became the object of ex-
tensive police harassment. Finally realizing the futility of his well-meaning and
constructive criticism, he consented to the publication of his letters in the West-
ern media.

During the last week of January 1978, reports of Kiraly's protest appeared in
major newspapers throughout the world. Never in recent memory had this issue
received concentrated attention. The reaction of the Rumanian regime was pre-
dictable and swift. Instead of Implementing long overdue reforms, it initiated a
new campaign of terror. For several weeks Kiraly's home town resembled an
armed camp, with plainsclothesmen, armed militiamen and armored cars sta-
tioned on every street. Kiraly himself was threatened with death and with the
killing of his infant child. Ie was pressured to disavow his letters and denounce
tlm as "fabrications of the CIA and Radio Free Europe". Kiraly held his ground
with great courage and refused to withdraw his protest. As a result, he was exiled'
in February to the small town of Caransebes (Hungarian Karansebes). Despite
strict Instruction to the contrary, on March 1, 1978 he granted an interview to
three Western correspondents during which he reiterated his protest, supplement-
ing it with further details about the reaction of the regime. Since early April,
the Rumanian secret police have prohibited Kiraly from receiving visitors, and'
he has been held in complete isolation. Attached to this testimony, In the Appen.
dix, are translations of Kiraly's letters to Party leaders (pages A-1 to A-20) as
well as selected articles about him from the world press (pages A-29 to A-42).

The significance of Kiraly's protest. lies In the fact that It confirmed the
charges which we, and groups similar to ours, have raised about the oppression
of minorities by the Rumanian regime. Kiraly was in a position which enabled'
him to very closely observe the inner workings of the Rumanian system. The
fact that he sacrificed his career, and risked his personal well-being and per-
haps his life, makes his protest all the more credible.

During the past few months, other knowledgeable and recognized sources have
also verified the existence of severe minority repression in Rumania. Self-exiled
Rumanian author Paul Goma, for example. at a press conference held in Frank-
furt, Germany on December 13, 1977, voiced these same charges against the-
Rumanian government. Goma stated that "all Rumanians are prisoners of Presi-
dent and Party Cmirman Ceausescu's personality cult, but that the national"
minority inhabitants are treated as prisoners of the lowest order." (See also:
Appendix, page A-27.)

The silencing of Kiraly could not put an end to the protest movement in
Rumania. On April 24, 1978, the existence of three further protest documents
written by prominent members of the HungaTian minority was revealed to.
Western Journalists. First, a 7,000 word memorandum, including 18 separate
demands for improved minority rights, had been prepared by Lejos Takacs, pro-
feqqor of international law, candidate member of the Party Central Committee-
and-as was Kiraly before his removal in March-Vice President of the Hun-
garian Nationality Workers Council. Another protest. focusing on curtailment of,
Hungarian-language educational opportunities, had been sent by Andras Suto,
the best-known writer of the Hungarian minority and also a candidate member-
of the Central Committee. Finally, it was reported that Janos Fazekas. who as
Deputy Prime Minister is the highest-rankingr Hungarian minority official II
Ruimania, had also issued a personal appeal calling for improvements in nation-
ality policies. (See also: Appendix, page A-88.)

Rurnanian President Nicolae Ceausescu's recent state visit in the United States
(April 11-17, 1978) and his behavior since returning to his own country consti-
tute a separate--and revealjng-new development. During the visit, protest -
demonstrations were numerous and often large in scale. Hungarian-Americans
by the thousands publicly expressed their anger at the cultural genocide of their
brethren in Rumania and CeaLpescu had to face tbe demonstrators wherever he
went. Unaccustomed to such freely permited displays, the Rumanian dictator-
suffered occasional fits of anger. It Is characteristic of his personality and stylp
that in referring to the peaceful demonstrators, lie declared to New York City
Mayor Fdward I. Koch: "If your security cali't take care of these crowd,, then.
our security will" (Appendix, page A--37). Welcome, New York, to the concept of'
human rights as enjoyed by citizens of Rumania I
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THE TRUE NATURE OF THE CEAUSESCU REGIME VERSUS ITS "PUBLIC RELATIONS" IMA0O

Faced with mounting protestsa-from both internal and Western sources---since
returning home, Ceausescu has reverted to his standard cure-all: more propa-
ganda. But, as Karoly Kiraly has noted, the flowery verbiage is merely a device
used to cover up gross deficiencies (Appendix, page A-14) : "these beautiful
speeches, incorporating so many sound principles, were not made for our sake,
but to serve the purposes of propaganda, especially propaganda directed abroad
... the chasm between theory end practice is vast and in reality while one thing
is said, entirely different things are done."

Within 10 days after Ceausescu's departure from the United States a "National
Center for the Promotion of Friendship and Co-operation with Other Peoples"
was established in Bucharest. Speakers at the constituent meeting left no doubt
about the propagandistic goals of the new outfit. The key phrase persistently
recurring in the speeches was the need to spread the "correct information" about
Rumania in foreign countries. According to one speaker, Rumania is "a unique
example, a model which the world can no longer ignore, an experience which has
become .. . a most precious good for the whole of international life." Another
speaker revealed the reason for this exalted position: "Rumania has so many
friends in the world today, because the immense prestige of the country's Presi-
dent reflects directly on the international authority of our country." Neverthe-
less, according to Deputy Foreign Minister Giga "the further enhancing of
Ceausescu's prestige" will be among the most important goals of the Center.
(Radio Free Europe, "Romanian Situation Report 13", May 18, 1978, pp. 1-4.)

Why has Ceausescu chosen to generate massive, new doses of propaganda in-
stead of implementing even the most minimal reforms? Though simple, the
answer Is saddening: thus far, such propaganda has proved more effective. Until
recently, the Impact of slnisinformation, designed to cover up vast deficiencies,
has had a remarkable effect in disarming the American media and many Mem-
bers of Congress. According to an American scholar of Rumanian origin (Viadi-
mir Socor, 'The Limits of National Independence in the Soviet Bloc: Rumania's
foreign Policy Reconsidered," Orbis, Fall 1976, p. 729) :

The phraseology of independence has also been ingeniously manipulated by
Bucharest leaders to modify the image of their regime abroad. The endeavor
has proven largely successful, as the pretense has often been accepted at face
value. In lieu of substantiation by actual policies, the nationalistic rhetoric,
along with leaks and "confidences" elaborately disseminated by Bucharest to
the Western press, officials and ranking visitors, have been accepted as evi.
dence of an independent foreign policy. Thus rhetoric and a sustained policy of
misinformation have combined to erase the satellite image and build the new
image of a "national Communist" regime striving for independence from Mos.
cow. As a result the West has afforded Bucharest, through exchanges of official
visits and favorable publicity, an international respectability unprecedented for
a communist government. The regime has succeeded in eliciting international
and particularly Western acceptance as a substitute for the internal legitimacy
eluding It.

Nicolae Ceausescu of course has not renounced a single tenet from the worn-
out and disgraceful book of Marxism-Leninism. He operates an old-fashioned
Stalinist dictatorship, maintaining all the usual paraphernalia, Including an
omnipresent secret police and an insanely promoted personality cult. By plac.
ing his wife on the ruling Politburo, he has broken all records for nepotism, even
in the Communist world.

Nor, apparently, does Ceausescu feel that homage must be paid to him by
his Rumanian subjects only. During his United States visit, his price for visiting
the Texas Instruments headquarters in Dallas was "a hunting rifle and a hunt-
ing outfit, plus a mink coat and a gold necklace for his wife" ("The Nays of
Texas", Newsweek, May 1, 1978, p. 19). He was prepared to bargain, and re-
duced the price to successively lower levels, but Texas Instruments officials-
perhaps with the recent, stringent antibribery legislation in mind-resisted, and
Ceauseseu was constrained to make the visit free of charge.

The type of company Ceausescu most prefers to keep is also revealing of the
man. During his recent five-nation tour in Asia, for example, he concluded a
Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with the Cambodian regime. lVven Henry
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Kissinger, though not known for any special aversion to dealing with dictator-
ships himself, has expressed utter revulsion for the Cambodian government:
"this is maybe the most murderous government in the world. With the govern-
ment in its present murderous frame of mind, I do not see that we can have
anything to do with it." (The New York Times, June 8, 1978, p. A22.) It is not
surprising, however, that Mr. Ceausescu should feel especially friendly toward
the genocidal Cambodian regime. After all, simills simill gaudet (or, it takes
one to know one).

Ceausescu's most elaborate public relations myth-his "Independent" foreign
policy--deserves further attention here. Mr. Ceausescu Is not independent, he
simply has a longer leash than the other East European puppets. As Rumania
is "landlocked" by other Communist countries, the Soviet Union could safely
withdraw its troops in the late 1950's with no danger of losing Rumania to the
West. The absence of Soviet troops gives Ceausescu some room to maneuver.
But he knows how far he can go, and Brezhnev knows that he knows. Rumania's
"independence", therefore, Is due to geographic and political factors over which
it has little control, rather than to any real tendencies toward liberalization.
Continuously, and with remarkable success, President Ceausescu has employed
a scheme of making Rumania's "independence" appear to be the result of his
own valiant efforts, rather than the given geo-political situation, thus pulling
the wool over Western eyes.

Together with all Hungarian-Americans, we are deeply concerned for the
restoration of freedom and independence for all the peoples of Eastern Europe.
We would most certainly welcome genuine independence for any of these
countries as a development beneficial to the entire area. But we condemn with
equal force the notion of granting the Rumanian regime license to trample on
human rights as a reward for propagating the wllly unfounded myth of
Independence.

MINORITY OPPRISSIO1 15 A MATTER Or INTERNATIONAL CONCERN PER SE

As a consequence of the arrangement of East Central Europe's borders fol-
lowing World War I, there are now 2.5 million Hungarians and 400,000 Germans
living in Rumania. Specifically these nationalities are concentrated in the
region known as Transylvania, of whose population they form about forty
percent.

Rumania's national minorities are, of course, subjected to the same general
suppression of freedoms as all the other inhabitants of that country. Their
situation however Is made much more grave by the additional burden of a
systematic and increasingly aggressive campaign of forceful assimilation
amounting to cultural genocide.

Due to the presence of sizeable indigenous minority populations within Its
borders, Rumania Is one of those countries to which Article 27 of the United
Nations Covenant of Civil and Political Rights applies. Despite ratification of
this Covenant by Rumania, Its minority policies stand In clear violation of Article
27, which provides:

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons
belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right in community with the
other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice
their own religion, or to use their own language.

Measures used to oppress nationalities in Rumania also violate those pro-
visions of the Helsinki Agreement which prohibit discrimination on the basis
of national origin and provide for the positive support of regional cultures and
national minorities.

As a matter of course, human rights violations are a subject of international
concern ; when the expression "human rights" is uttered, it automatically falls
within the framework of international law. Moreover, through its own rati-
fication of the agreements mentioned above, Rumania has rendered itself further
accountable to international scrutiny.

Rumania's treatment of its national minorities, therefore, can in no way be
construed as a matter of purely internal concern to that country. The United
States has every legal basis to insist on the restoration of fundamental rights to
the minority populations of Rumania.

* * * S * S

Before turning to the Individual elements of Rumania's abusive minority -pol-
icies, it must be pointed out that those elements cannot be properly viewed as
distinct or isolated Infractions. They form Instead, the Interrelated components
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of a well-planned and systematically executed campaign to eliminate Rumania's
national minorities through forcefully assimilating them into the dominant na.
tionality. The whole then, Is equal to far more than the sum of its parts. The
proper term for a program of this nature is cultural genocide.

This expression is by no means an exaggeration. In 1948, the United Nations
Ad Hoe Committee on Genocide formulated a draft defintilon of the concept of
cultural genocide (U.N. Doe. E/447). Regardless of the fact that the final
text of the Convention of the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Geno-
cide did not Incorporate this definition, the Rumanian Government is not absolved
of the fact that its behavior exactly corresponds to several elements of the
definition.

GENERAL CIIARACTEEISTIOS OF THE OPPRESSION OF MINORITIES IN RUMANIA

With respect to a proper investigation of discrimination in Rumania, lofty
guarantees of minority rights in the Rumanian Constitution serve to Obscure
more than they enlighten, since they are not observed. Section 22 for instance
prescribes that: '

In territorial-administrative units also inhabited by population of non-
Rumanian nationality, all the bodies and Institutions shall use in speech and
in writing the language of the nationality concerned and shall appoint officials
from Its ranks or from among other critizens who know the language and way
of life of the local population.

The sole difficulty with the above section Is that it is completely disregarded '
the language used in public administration and the courts is exclusively
Rumanian.

The failure to observe constitutional and other legal guarantees is one char-
acteristic feature of minority oppression In Rumania. Another major component
is the absolute refusal to allow the minorities any role even vaguely resembling
the conditions for self-determination, autonomy or independent decision-making.
Although there are officials of minority extraction at every governmental level,
they-are permitted no meaningful voice in representing their own ethnic groups.

The Hungarian Nationality Workers Council was established in 1968 as the
only body capable of serving the interests of the Hungarian minority. But the
very text creating this Council exposes it as an Instrument of the State, acting
to undermine minority interests. The Council's stated purpose is "to assist the
Party and the State, on both the central and local levels, in mobilizing the na-
tionalities to assume their responsibilities in the building of socialism, in re-
searching particular questions concerning the respectve populatons and in Im-
plementing the nationality policies of the Party."

Karoly Kiraly, Vice President of the Council for 10 years (until his removal
in March 1978), furnished ample evidence of the Council's abject ineffectiveness.
In his letters to Party leaders, Kiraly charged that the Council's activities
"have declined to zero"; repeatedly, but to no avail, he called upon the gov-
ernment to "guarantee the proper organizational framework" as a precondi-
tion to treating minorities in a humane fashion. (See Appendix, pages A-1 to
A-20.)

But let us look further into this matter. We find that Hungarians are propor-
tionately represented, but only in those State and Party organs which are not
allowed to exercise any real power, such as the showcase "Grand Assembly"
(Rumania's excuse for a parliament) and the 500 member Party Central Com-
mittee. Hungarians are virtually excladed from any body which is granted an
effective role in matters affecting their own interests. Of the seven secretaries of
the Party Central Committee (the holders of real power aside from Ceausemcu),
not one is of minority origin. Of the 25 members of the Council of Ministers, for
example, only one is Hungarian. The Secretary for Nationalities in the Party
Central Committee cannot speak any minority language, only Rumanian. In the
leadership of such vital organs as the Department of Culture and the Depart-
ment of Education not one Hungarian is to be found, even among the deputy
ministers. The entire' Department of Culture contains only a "Bureau" of Na-
tionalities, which is expected to serve all the cultural needs of all the minorities.
Its chief activity Is the exercise of censorship over the cultural life of the minori-
ties. On the county level, the ineffectual People's Councils and Party Committees
by and large do maintain proportional representation. But where the real power
lies, within respectively, the 7-11 member Executive Committees and Party
"Bureaus", Hungarians are grossly underrepresented. Indeed, in several heavily
Hungarian populated counties such as Banat, Arad and Maramures (Hungarian
Maramaroe), they are completely excluded from the Party "Bureaus". In the

G
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same way", KAroly Kiraly pointed out, "it Is nothing new that in cities where
the majority of the population is Hungarian-such as Nagyvarad, Marosvasar-
hely, Szoyatta, etc.-Rumanians who speak no Hungarian are being appointed as
mayors" (Appendix p. A-15.)

Another ingenious method for compelling minorities to assimilate can be
found in the structure of cultural institutions in Rumania. Independent minority
institutions even at the lowest levels, have been virtually eliminated. The Hunga-
rian university in Cluj (Hungarian Kolozavar), for example, was made a sec-
tion of Its Rumanian counterpart; Hungarian schools have been merged into
Rumanian schools as sections; four out of the six formerly independent
Hungarian theaters are now just sections of Rumanian theaters; and so on.
The purpose of such arrangements is to deny the existence of a distinct Hun-
garlan natonality, culture or language. Even the expression "national minority"
is not tolerated in official publications. The minorities are referred to in official
documents as "co-inhabiting nationalities", thereby implying their dependent
status vis-a-vis the Rumanians who are, by implication, the only legitimate
inhabitants.

A further characteristic of minority discrimination is the official policy that
this problem simply does not exist. In Rumania, "there is continuous repetition
of the proposition that the nationality question in our country has been finally,
once and for all, solved" (Karoly Kiraly, Appendix, p. A-9). While some discus-
sion, and even occasional concessions are allowed concerning other social, eco-
nomic and political questions, the situation of the minorities is a forbidden subject
ibidd., p. A-5). Still less is it permitted to propose any improvement in this area.
The only task is to combat "nationalism" (meaning, of course, minority na-
tionalism) and to neutralize the "trouble-makers". According to Karoly Kiraly,
who has himself experienced the dire consequences of such "troublemaking",
"unpardonably extreme methods of intimidation are employed against those who
dare to ask for permission to speak in the Interest of having the nationality
question handled legally and in accordance with the Constitution" ibidd., p. A-11).
In this way, any demand or complaint concerning minority conditions is wholly
inored, or, In Kiraly's words, "killed by persistent silence" (Appendix, p. A-88).

Coupled with this official disregard Is another general feature: the absence of
any effective, legal remedy against abuse. Section 247 of Rumania's Criminal
Code which forbids discrimination on the basis, inter alia, of national origin,
is never enforced in criminal trials.

This deficiency clearly violates the International Covenant on Civil and Politi-
cal Rights which states (Article 2, Section 8) :

Each State party to the present Covenant undertakes:
(a) to ensure that any person whose rights and freedoms as herein recognized

are violated shall have an effective remedy notwithstanding that the violation
has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity;

(b) to ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right
thereto determined by competent judicial, administrative or legislative authori-
ties, or by any other competent authority provided for by the legal system of the
State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy;

(c) to ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when
granted.

It would, of course, constitute a patent contradiction for the Rumanian regime
to observe these provisions and to prosecute officials under Section 247 of the
Criminal Code; such officials would have to be punished for faithfully executing
the policies of the Rumanian Party and State.

In turning now to the list of individual human rights violations against
minorities in Rumania, it Is advisable to ponder not only the substance of the
given violation, but also to examine the manner in which It fits into the compre-
hensive pattern of minority oppression, interacting with and serving to reinforce
the other elements of this reprehensible campaign.

Three sources will be heavily cited in the discussion which follows. The first
's a 16,000 word document, continuing a wealth of data on the oppression of ml-
lorities, which was smuggled from Rumania to a London Sunday Times correp-
pondent and reported In an article entitled "Rumania's Oppressed Minority"
(April 17, 1977, p. 8). Whenever information from this document Is used below,
its origin will be noted as "London Sunday Times Report".

The second source consists of the three letters written by Karoly Kiraly to top
Party leaders (see pp. 5-7 above) whose full texts are Included in the Appendix
to this testimony (pp. A-1 to A-20).
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Finally, the 27 page memorandum prepared by LaJos Takacs, professor of in-
ternational law, candidate member of the Party Central Committee and Vice
President of the Hungarian Nationality Workers Council, represents i valuable
new collection of evidence on minority oppression. Included in the Appendix is
a translation of his 18 separate demands for improvements in minority conditions
(pp. A-21 to A--22) and one of the Western news reports describing his protest
(p. A-40). The document itself will be cited below as "Takacs Memorandum".

SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OF TIE OPPRESSION OF MINORITIES IN RUMANIA

1. Discrimination in elementary and high school education
Official Rumanian statistics indicate that of all pupils attending preschool

institutions in Rumania, the proportion of those allowed to be educated in Hun-
garian dropped by over 50 percent from 14.4% in 1956 to 6.3% In 1979. The same
i'rolrtion for primary and secondary school students fell from 9.5% to 5.4%
and for high school students from 8.0% to 3.5%. The total decline in the above
,ateegories was from 10.0% to 5.3%. The percentage of students attending Hunga-
rian vocational school dropped from 6.1% in 1956 to 1.5% in 1975. The figures
used to compute these percentages are presented in the table below. (The sources
for this table are two Rumanian government propaganda booklets: "The Hunga-
rian Nationality in Romania," Bucharest, 1976, pp. 15-17; and "A Living Reality
in Romania Today; Full Harmony and Equality Between the Romanian People
and the Coinhabiting Nationalities," p. 15.)

1955-56 1974-75 197-78

Preschool education:
All s d ts.................................................. 275,433 770,016 837,884
In Hungarian dlamses ................................. 39 669 52,765 52,550
Percent In Hungarian dasses ................................. 4 4 6.8 6.3

Primary and secondary education:
Al students .................................................. 1,603,025 2, 88, 10 3,145,046In Hungarian classes .......................................... 152, 234 160,939 170, 945
Percent In Hunprian classes ................................... 9.5 5.6 5.4

High school o general culture:
All students .................................................. 129,135 344,585 813, 732
In Hungarian classes .......................................... 10,370 19,050 29,028
Percent In Hungarian classes .................................. 8 &0 5.5 3.5

Vocational education:
AN students .................................................. 123, 920 615,876
In Hungarian classes .......................................... 7,585 8; 974
Percent In Hungarian passes ............................... 6.1 1.5

I Not available.

These official Rumanian statistics indicate that while 20 years ago the number
of students allowed to attend Hungarian classes was roughly proportionate to
the size of the Hungarian population, the above figures show an alarming decline.
Attendance In Hungarian classes has fallen in each category far below the levels
which even the official population statistics would warrant.

How has this drastic result come about? The process by which the Rumanian
Government eliminates Hungarian schools began In 1959. Since that year, in.
dependent Hungarian schools have been systematically attached to Rumanian
schools as mere sections, which sections, in turn, have been gradually phased
out. The process of totally eliminating these Hungarian sections was legitimized
by enactment of the clearly discriminatory Decree/Law 278 (May 11, 1973).

This unprecedented piece of legalized discrimination requires the presence of a
minimum quote of 25 students at the grade school level and 36 students at the
high school level in order to maintain or establish a class In one of the minority
language. (Prior to the issuance of this Decree, the quota had been 15 students.)
If a given Hungarian community contains, for example, 24 Hungarian students
for a given elementary school class, these children are forced to complete their
studies In the Rumanian language. As more villages in Transylvania have only
between 500 and 1000 inhabitants, the number of I' igarian students very often
falls short of the required quota, and the Hungarian classes must be terminated.
Once a school has thus been forced to become Rumanian, use of the Hungarian
language is forbidden even during recess.

What makes this Decree still more offensive is that the provisions applicable
to Hungarians and other minorities do not apply to Rumanian sections or classes
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i treaS Inhabited predominantly by Hungarians. In such towns or villages, a
IRumanian section must be maintained regardless of demand (i.e. even if a given
Hungarian village contains only one Rumanian student). The wording of Decree/
Iaw 278 makes this requirement perfectly clear:

In those communities where schools function In the language of the coinhabit-
Ing nationalities, Rumanian language sections or classes shall be organized re-
gardless of the number of students.

In 1973, after the issuance of Decree/Law 278, Illingarlan sections and schools
were eliminated in many villages. Parents attempted to compensate for the loss
by arranging at their own expense for rented buses to take their children to
the nearest village which still had a Hungarian school. This practice, especially
widespread in the counties of Harghita (Hungarian Hargita) and Salaj (11un-
garlan Szilagy), was soon recognized and summarily terminated by the State
citing the excuse of "gas shortage". (Rumania, of course, has so much oil that
it exports the surplus.)

As students are prevented from being bused to nearby Hungarian schools, the
sole remaining alternative would be to send them away to live at the nearest
Hungarian boarding school. The State, however, allows boarding facilities for
Rumanian schools only. Assorted discriminatory techniques are thus cleverly in-
tertwined and their effect is absolute: in the many heavily Hungarian populated,
but small communities where the number of Hungarian children falls short of the
required quota, those children are left with no other option but to attend a Ru-
manian school. The school may be located within the community or, If the com-
munity is too small, it may be a boarding school In a larger town, but in either
case the State has made certain that it is a Rumanian school.

The systematic elimination of Hungarian schools continues unabated up to the
present time. In the county of Cluj (Hungarian Kolozs), for example, in 1973
there were 14 Hungarian general high schools. By the beginning of the 1970-77
school year, however, there were only 11. During the same period, the number of
Rumanian general high schools rose from 61 to 74. Thus, in that three year pe-
riod alone, the percentage of Hungarian schools has declined from 18.7% to 12.9%
in a county where even according to Rumanian official statistics 26.1% of the
population is still Hungarian. (London Sunday Times Report.)

The situation is not much better in other regions. Analysis of recent official data
indicates that during the current academic year 40 percent of eligible Hungarian
high school students in Mures (Hungarian Maros) county, and 85 percent In
Bihor (Hungarian Bihar) county, have been denied the opportunity to attend
Hungarian schools. (London Sunday Times Report.)

Even in the remaining Hungarian schools and sections, not Just the Rumanian
language, but the subjects of literature, geography and history must also be
taught in Rumanian. In many Hungarian sections, there are so many Rumanian-
language courses that the section is Hungarian In name only. This Is especially
the case in Hungarian vocational and technical schools, where only Hungarian
literature and physical education are actually taught in Hungarian.

Moreover, even in Hungarian classes, textbooks are not necessarily written
in Hungarian, as revealed in a recent speech by ,naszlo Lorinez, Secretary of the
Ministry of Education (see transcripts of The Joint Plenary Session of the Hun-
garian and German Nationality Workers Councils. Bucharest, March 13-14, p.
67). According to this speech, textbooks are considered appropriate for use in
Hungarian classes even though they may contain only a glossary in Hungarian,
but are otherwise written completely in Rumanian. Under such circumstances, to
what degree can a nominally Hungarian class actually conduct studies in Hun-
garian?

The lack of Hungarian-language classes has been reported by the respectable
Swiss daily Neue Zurcher Zeitung (in that newspaper's comprehensive survey:
"Rumania's Controversial Minority Policy," April 8/9, 1977, p. 8) :

In technical high schools, if a Hungarian student is to advance, he must take
mostly those courses offered only in Rumanian. There Is no possibility whatso.
ever of obtaining a higher education in the technical fields in Hungarian.

In trade schools, only the simpler trades are taught in Hungarian. Thus, studies
in Rumanian are necessary for advancement into the more highly developed tech-
nical fields such as electrenics, information technology, medical technology, and
industrial chemistry. In IWS--74, for example, of the 174 first year classes enter-
ing the trade schools in Cluj (Koloza) County, only two (2) were Hungarian, one
in textile manufacturing, and the other in the construction industry. Such was
the case in a county where, as noted above, even according to official Rumanian
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statistics 26.1 percent of the population is Hungarian. (London Sunday Times
Report.)

Matters have taken a sharp turn for the worse since the Fall of 1976 when a
drive was initiated to reorganize Rumania's entire educational system. placing
greater emphasis on technical and vocational training, and reducing the number
of high schools, or lyceums, which provide instruction in the liberal arts. As an
outgrowth of this drive, Hungarian lyceum which had been in continuous exist-
ence for the past 300-400 years In such cities as Oradea (Nagyvarad), Cluj (Ko-
lozsyar), Tirgu Mures (Marosvasarhely), Odorhelul-Seculesc (Szekelyudvar-
hely) and Tlrgu Secuiesc (Kezdtvasarhely) have been summarily eliminated,
while the language of instruction is almost exclusively Rumanian.

The Impact of this drive was already felt during the 1976-7/ academic year:
of the 34,738 total number of Hungarian secondary school students. 15.591 were
constrained to attend trade schools In which the technical subjects were taught
In Rumanian only (Takacs Memorandum, p. 11). And. as KEroly Kiraly pointed
out, the situation has deteriorated despite official pledges to the contrary (Ap-
pendix, p. A-15) :

We were promised new secondary vocational and technical schools in which
studies were to be conducted in the languages of the nationalities, but in reality
we have witnessed a decline in the number of these schools. Each year there are
fewer and fewer of them. Children cannot study In their native tongue: compul-
sory instruction In the Rumanian language has been introduced even at the kin-
dergarten level.

Finally, through discriminatory admissions policies, the State makes it dif-
ficult for graduates of Hungarian schools or sections to enter the next higher
educational level. Naturally, the Hungarian-language courses at these levels are
rapidly eliminated, their existence being predicated upon the number of Hun-
garians who enter them. The Rumanian State, in the meantime, alleges that It is
due to lack of popular demand that seich courses are closed. Thus, as in the
many illustrations above, the vicious discriminatory cycle is complete and the out-
come for the Hungarian minority Is devastating.
Z. Disertnina lion in higher education

Higher education has a great historic tradition in Transylvania. The Bolyal
University of Clij (Koloevar), for Instance, can be traced to the Jesuit academy
founded by the H1nngarian prince IstvAn BAthory in 1581.

On March 5, 1959, the B61yaI University was forced to merge with the Ru-
manian Babes University. In his book "Minorities Under Communism", Robert
R. King calls the elimination of this Hungarian institution "the most serious
blow to intellectuals among the Hungarian minority" (p. 1,53). Three profes-
sors, including the celebrated writer Laszlo Rzabedi, committed suicide out of
despair at this arbitrary act. Today. many view it as the first major step in the
current campaign of cultural genocide, sanctioned at the outset by Moscow in
retaliation for the 1966 revolt in Hungary. Incidentally, both Szaldl and Ni-
colae Ceausescu were present at the dinner where the merger of the two uni-
versitles was celebrated in the name of brotherhood and equality. Ceauses,
secretary to the then dictator (heorghe Oheorghlu-DeJ, had been sent to head
the campaign to intimidate the Hungarian professors In order to force them to
accept the crippling of their university. During the dinner, Szabedi questioned the
motives of the Government in ordering the merger. The result was an intensive
harassment of 1zabedi by the secret police, which finally drove him to commit
suicide a few weeks later. It is characteristic that the document of unification,
which lists the existing faculties of the two universities at the time of the merger,
has been concealed ever since, so as to hide any official evidence of the extent
to which the Hungarian faculties have been eliminated. King further states that
after the merger "the 'Rumanlanization' of the unified university was gradually
carried out" (p. 154). He cites numerous examples of this ruthless process
(ibid.) :

Although at first there was an attempt to give Hungnrians adequate represen-
tation in the administration of the merged university, gradually Rumanians have
come to play an Increasingly dominant administrative role. When the merger
was announced the rector was Rumanian but two of the three prorectors were
Hungarian. By 1967 the number of prorectorships had been Increased to five, but
three were Rumanlan. Also, seven of the eight deacons of the University and ft
percent of the teaching faculty were Rumanian.
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Present conditions at this allegedly bilingual university are dismal. In the
1976-77 academic year, of all the students (approximately 6,000) only 8 percent
(480 students) have the opportunity to attend Hungarian classes. (London Sun-
day times Report.) Typical of the lack of Hungarian-language courses Is the sit-
ustlon in the University's Department of Chemistry. Only 6 of the 82 courses are
taught in Hungarian, but 5 of those 6 are Ideological courses (Marxism-
Leninism, etc.) and the sixth is Organic Chemistry. (London Sunday Times
Report.)

The following list, taken from the Takacs Memorandum (pp. 15-16), provides
an indication of the fate of the Hungarian section at this university since the
merger two decades ago:

Of the Chemistry faculty, in 1958-50, 45 were Rumanian, and 86 were Hun-
garian. In 1976-77, 63 were Rumanian and only 14 were Hungarian. In the In--
terim, 37 young Rumanians and only one Hungarian were hired in this
department.

Of the Law faculty, In 1958-59, 18 were Rumanian and 15 were Hungarian. In
1977-78, 23 were Rumanian and only 4 were Hungarian.

In the interim, 8 Rumanians, and only one Hungarian were hired.
Of the E~conomics faculty, in the year of the merger, 28 were Rumanian and

15 were Hungarian. Today this faculty has grown to an unusually large number
of 95, of whom only 19 are Hungarian.

In the Department of Mathematics, in 1968-59 there were 50 faculty members,
of whom 19 were from the Hungarian Bolyai University. In this department to-
day, we find 65 faculty members, including 14 Hungarians. Of the 88 members
hired sinco the merger, only 8 were Hungarian.

In the History Department of the History-Philosophy Faculty, at the time of
the merger, there were 48 faculty members of whom 14 were from the HungarianRolyal University. Currently, 27 members remain in this department from the
time of the merger, of whom 7 are Hungarian. Since the merger not one Hun-
garian teacher has been hired. The youngest Hungarian teacher to 49 years old.
Of these 7 Hungarians, not one has been appointed as full professor and not one
has been given a full pension.

-The situation is similar in the other departments of the University.
There is no guarantee of course, that even the remaining Hungarian facultymembers Indicated above actually teach Hungarian-language classes. But clearly,

as their numbers decline, even the possibility of such classes withers away.
A meaningful indicator of the total volume of Hungarian-language educationwhich occurs at the University can be computed by multiplying the number of

Hungarian courses by the number of students attending those courses. In recent
semesters, the resulting figure has fluctuated between 5 percent and 10 percent ofthe comparable figure at the time of the merger. (London Sunday Times Report.)

Why is the elimination of the Bolyal University considered such an outrageousmeasure? The reason lies in the fact that the Hungarian minority in Rumania
forms an immense population, the largest national minority in Europe. One thirdof all the countries in the world have fewer inhabitants than there are Hun
garians in Rumania. It is grossly discriminatory that thin population of 2.5 mil--
lion is not allowed to maintain a single university of its own.

In addition to this Universty, all other Hungarian institutions of higher edu.
cation have been systematically curtailed or eliminated. King writes that "at thetime Babes and Bolyal Universities were merged, the Dr. Petru Grosa Agricul.tural Institute in Cluj was 'reorganized', and separate language instruction was
dropped" (p. 154). Actually, according to Takacs (p. 16), "Hungarian-lan.
guage instruction was completely eliminated" at this Institute. "Currently, ofthb 205 faculty members employed there, only 16 are Hungarian-all of them
left over from the old institute-and during the past 20 years, not one Hungarianteacher has been appointed" (ibid.). Of course, since studies can only be con.
ducted in the Rumanian language, even these remaining Hungarians cannot teach
in their native tongue.

According to King, '"The Hungarian medical school In Tfirgu Mures has alsoundergone a process of 'Rumanianization' (p. 154). The number of cases is
endless. In 1976 a Rumanian rector was appointed to head the Hungarian Teach-
era College in Tirga Mures (Maroevasarhely) for the first time in the history of
the school (London Sunday Timese Report). Based on past experience, there canhe no mistake as to the meaning of this measure for the future of this pres-
tigious college. Indeed, during the short time which has elapsed since this ap.pointment, existing courses of instruction in the Hungarian language and Utera-
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ture. Hungarian music, and Rumanian-Hungarian literature have been eom-
pletely eliminated.

Karoly Kiraly wrote about the fate of institutions of higher education in the
following manner (Appendix, p. A-15) :

In 1976 a decision was born to eliminate Hungarian institutions of higher ed-
ucation. After the "Bolyai" University in Kolozavar came the Institute of Medi-
cine and Pharmacology at Maroevasarhely, and then, by special order from above,
a Rumanian section was established at the Istvah Szentgyorgyl Bchool for the
Dramatic Arts, thereby liquidating In effect the last "island" of higher educa-
tion in a nationality tongue.

Parallel to the disappearance of opportunities to study in Hungarian, there
has been a catastrophic drop over the past two decades in the proportion of
Hungarian students attending -any institution of higher education. This decline
can only be explained by discriminatory admissions policies. In the 1957-58 aca-
demic year, at all Institutions of higher education, there were 4,082 Hungarian
students studying in their native tongue, and between 1,000 and 1,500 studying in
Rumanian. At that time, therefore, there were approximately 5,500 Hungarian
students out of a total student population of 51,094. Less than 20 years later,
during the 1974-75 academic year, the total number of Hungarians attending
institutions of higher education was,6,188, while the total number of Rumanians
had grown to 108,750. Thus, while the number of all students in higher educa-
tion more than doubled during that period, the number of Hungarian students
rose by only about 600, or a mere 10 percent (Takaes Memorandum, p. 17.)

One final comment on this topic seems appropriate. The severe restriction on
these subjects which can be taught in Hungarian is not without serious impact on
the lower levels of education. As Indicated earlier, the various elements of dis-
crimination in Rumania cannot be isolated, for they act to reinforce one another.
Thus, the fact that the number of subjects which can be pursued in Hungarian
beyond high school Is relentlessly declining undoubtedly serves to pressure as-
piring Hungarian students to begin studying those subjects in Rumanian during
their earlier years of schooling.
S. Diaoiution of compact nWnority communities and diopervio of eth*o

profeslottae
As a Communist dictatorship, the Rumanian Government has almost complete

control over Its labor and housing markets. This control is used to break up
homogeneous ethnic Hungarian communities.

The systematic denationalization of Hungarian cities has been noted in the
"Financial Times" of London ("Transylvania's Ethnic Strains," April- 2, 1975).
The case of Cluj, Rumania's second largest city, is described as follows:

Over the past 15 years, Romanians have been settled in this formerly almost
entirely Hungarian city whereas Hungarians from the surrounding area have
been banned with the result that Romanians now make up 65 percent of the
population.

Tn Rumania, citizens are not permitted to resettle into another city without
official approval. At the same time, it is government policy to prevent the mi-
nority populations of cities from growing. Accordingly, while Hungarians find it
almost impossible to move into the major cities of Transylvania, the Influx-of
Rumanians is not only permitted, but encouraged through offers of favorable
housing opportunities and other benefits.

Industrialization, which as An all Communist states is government-planned, is
used as a tool to achieve the same purpose. Earlier some of the most heavily
Hungarian populated counties were among the most industrially underdeveloped.
Hungarians seeking Industrial employment were thus constrained to move to
Rumanian areas or to commute long distances. Presently, with Industrialization
reaching into such counties as Covasna (Kovaszna, 74.4 percent Hungarian) and
Harghita (Hargita, 88.1 percent Hungarian), Instead of employing the local
population, the new factories are staffed mostly by Rumanian settlers imported
by the government from outside areas.

It has been alleged that the reason for the decline In the Hungarian percentage
of some Transylvanian cities is that their "hinterland" was much more Ru-
manian that Hungarian and "that upward mobility has favored the lesser
developed Rumanian masses". This hypothesis is disproved by such cities as
Miercurea Ciuc (Csikszereda) where in the past 10 years, as a consequence of
industrialization, the percentage of Hungarians has fallen from 90 percent to 70
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percent. This city happens to lie in the heart- of a region which is purely
Hungarian.

Another example of this policy is the manner in which workers have been hired
at the new AZOMURES chemical factory in Tirgu Mures (Maroevasarhely).
This city lies at the center of an area surrounded by a 60 percent majority of
Hungarian inhabitants. Despite this fact, 90 percent of the workers in the AZO1
MURES plant are Rumanian. (London Sunday Times Report.)

A Decree Issued in 1976 limits the opportunity for workers to commute. Thus,
Hungarian workers who had been able to live in their native communities because
they were willing to commute long distances must now either move to their place
of employment (usually to Rumanian communities) or face the loss of their
jobs. (London Sunday Times Report.)

The breakup of Hungarian communities is further accomplished through the
routine assignment of Hungarian graduates of universities and trade schools
to jobs outside their native communities. Even though President Ceausescu him-
self, speaking on March 14, 1978 before a joint plenary session of the Hungarian
and German Nationality Workers Oouncils (Transcript, p. 14), cited this prac-
tice as a "deficiency" in Rumania's nationality policies, It continues unaltered
to the present day.

The stated policy of the Rumanian Government, that graduates with the highest
grades are given first choice of where to work, cannot account for the extent to
which Hungarians are sent Into Rumanian areas and Rumanians Into Hungarian
districts. As a result, these Hungarians are cut off from their ethnic roots, and
their children have no opportunity to attend Hungarian schools. More import-
antly, however, the Hungarian minority is deprived of doctors, lawyers, and
other professionals who speak their own language. A frequently heard complaint,
especially among the elderly in rural areas, is that they cannot communicate with
the local doctor. Obviously, the otherwise sensible practice of rewarding top
graduates with first choice in place of employment could still be applied effec-
tively with the simple modification that Hungarian graduates be allowed to
choose from among Hungarian areas and Rumanian graduates from among
Rumanian regions.

The fact that Rumanian graduates are also sent into Hungarian districts does
not make this policy any less discriminatory. On the contrary, although Hun-
garlans are required to speak Rumanian in the Rumanian areas to which they
have been sent, Rumanian professionals do not have to speak Hungarian in
Hungarian areas-. Consequently, the local population must either accomIdate
to the language of the Rumanian professionals foisted on them, or suffer the
consequences. The discriminatory nature of this policy is clear. It is also in.tl-
mately tied to the Government's policy on minority schools. The sending of Ru-
manians Into Hungarian areas paves the way for the elimination of Hungarian
schools, since the children of these Rumanians are educated in newly created
Rumanian sections. The Hungarian sections are then phased out as shown above.

Clearly, the Ceausescu regime, which appeals to nationalistic chauvinism as a
source of legitimacy and power, does not easily tolerate compact masses of an-
other nationality. Dissolution of communities Is an effective way to disrupt the
life and weaken the Identity of ethnic groups.
4. Look of bf~Nwualiem

The Rumanian Government's policy of referring to Rumania as a "unitary
national state" is well known. But while that condition might be the desire or
the aim of the Government, It is also true that Rumania is currently multi-ethnic,
especially in the region of Transylvania. The presence of several million inhabi-
tants comprising large national minority groups is an undeniable fact which has
well-defined consequences according to the rules of international law applicable
to such minorities.

In contravention of these rules and Article 22 of the Rumanian Constitution
quoted earlier, Rumanian Is the official language spoken everywhere in Rumania;
it is the exclusive language at all levels of government bureaucracy. Use of the
native tongue has been completely eliminated from all areas of official activity.
We challenge the Rumanian government, for example, to produce evidence of a
single statement made In Hungarian during any meeting of a Party or local gov-
ernmental organ In such heavily Hungarian localities as Oradea (Nagyvarad),
Satu Mare (Szatmar), Blhorea (Bihar), Timioara (Temesvar) or Cluj (Ko-
lozsvar). As Karoly Kiraly pointed out (Appendix, pp. A-15 to A-16) :
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Use of the native tongue is severely restricted at the meetings of the Party, the
Young Communists League, the trade unions, and in the various workers Coun-
cils; indeed, use of the native tongue is prohibited even at meetings of the Na-
tionality Workers Councils.

The lack of bilingualism is further evidenced by the fact that traffic safety
signs and bureaucratic forms are all in Rumanian. Moreover, as Kiraly writes
(Appendix, p. A-16) :
-Aigns identifying institutions localities and so on in the native tongue of the
local inhabitants have almost completely disappeared. In 1971 when I was First
Party Secretary in Kovaszna County, we posted bilingual Rumanian and Hun-
garian signs there, in accordance with a decree of the County Peoples Council.
But their existence was shortlived. The signs were simply removed, and by 1975,
not a single locality was identified in Hungarian.

In addition, there is an increasing tendency to appoint Rumanian personnel to
all positions which involve contact with the public in Hungarian areas. In Tirgu
Mures (Marosvasarhely), for instance (which as already noted is still 70-75%
Hungarian) the Rumanian mayor does not even speak Hungarian and postal
service personnel are almost exclusively Rumanian. (See also Karoly Kiraly's
statement on this subject in Appendix, p. A-15.)

In this regard, the author of the Neue Zurcher Zeltung article cited above
made the following observation:

In Cluj whose population is still 45 percent Hungarian-speaking, signs in that
language are clearly forbidden. Only Hungarian theater billboards and announce-
ments in churches visited by Hungarians are In Hungarian.

According to Article 109 of the Rumanian Constitution, judicial proceedings
tht-oughout the country must be conducted in the Rumanian language. The only
right a Hungarian defendant or litigant has before the court of his own native
community is to be provided with an interpreter. This "right", however, to no
more than the right granted to any foreigner brought to trial in Rumania.

In the technical professions, due to the absence of bilingual instruction noted
above, use of the Hungarian language is simply impossible. It Is also impossible
to find a menu in Hungarian in the restaurants of Cluj (Kolozavar) where a
large percentage of the population is Hungarian. Postcards depicting Hungarian
historical monuments bear descriptive texts in four or five languages, none of
them Hungarian.

The lack of bilingualism is made all the more severe by the overt and subtle
forms of Intimidation which are employed to eliminate the use of the native
tongue at all levels of society. Karol Kiraly pointed to this problem when he
wrote (Appendix, pp. A-7 and A-16) :

In some cases, first secretaries, first vice-presidents, county secretaries in mu-
nicipalities and cities and vice-presidents in the Peoples Councils, though of
nationality origin themselves, use only the Rumanian language in their contacts
with workers of nationality origin, letting them know in this way that perhaps
someone prohibited them from using the native tongue... Nationalities cannot
use their native tongues even in State offices; after all, most of the officials are
Rumanians who do not speak the nationality's language, either because they do
not know it or because they refuse to use it.

Due to this complete absence of any degree of bilingualism and the chauvinism
encouraged by governmental policies, members of minorities are often forced to
endure derision and threats for using their mother tongue; even in private con-
versations at public places'. It seems fitting to conclude here with the experience
of a recent visitor, a well-known writer, to Transylvania. In the predominantly
Hungarian village of Sic (Szek), he found only one Hungarian sign. It hangs
on the wall of the village tavern and declares: "It is forbidden to sing in
Hungarian."
5. Curtatlment of cultural opportunftfte

In view of the already discussed decline in Hungarian educational opportudni-
tie.s and the increasing denationalization of Hungarian communities, it is hardly
surprising that the saine policy of curtailment and elimination permeates every
aspect of minority cultural life as well. As noted recently by The Times of London
("Party Officials Join Fight for Hungarians' Rigbts," April 25, 1978, p. 9) :

The Hungarians, who hitherto had their old cultural institutions Nave gradu-
ally been losing them as the policy of enforced assimilation by the Rumanian
state gained momentum over the-past 10 years or so.
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The following are only some examples of this discriminatory process:
No independent Hungarian writers, artists, or musicians association may exist

in Rumania today despite the rich, living heritage of Transylvanian Hungarian
creators in those areas. Even in the field of literature, where language is ob-
viously of supreme Importance, Hungarians can -only belong to the Rumanian
Writers Association as individuals. They are not permitted to-pass even resolu-
tions of their own. Their only right is to make proposals to the entire body. Their
leaders are not elected, but appointed by the Rumanians. Out of "courtesy" to
the attending Rumanian officials, Hungarian writers are not abue to hold meet-
ings or carry on discussions in their own mother tongue. In this way, Hungarian
poets and authors are forced to discuss their literary work In another language:
Rumanian. Oontacts--even informal--with literary associations in Hungary are
strictly forbidden. Through only a fraction 9f their work is allowed to appear In
Rumania, Hungarian writers are prohibited from publishing any original ma-
terial in Hungary.

The volume of Hungarian-language books published in Rumania is clearly In-
sufficient. According to official government statistics 2,42,O00 copies were pub-
lished In 1977, meaning only one book per Hungarian for the entire year. And,
of course, this figure Includes textbooks, children's books and an inordinately
heavy share of translations from the Rumanian language, including such "gems"
as the collected works of Nicolase Ceausescu. In the period from 1970 to 1977, of
the 19 publishers who published anything In Hungarian, 12 did not exceed 10
titles each. During that seven year peroid, Akademla Publishers issued only 1
work In Hungarian, Medicalia published 4, Minerva published 1, and the Tourist
and Sports Publisher Issued 1. Eight of these publishers do not employ a single
Hungarian editor, while the other four employ one each. As a result of these ton.
ditions, there Is a severe shortage of Hungarian books of a technical nature and
of Hungarian children's books. (Takacs Memorandum, p. 19.)

The number of Hungarian-language newspapers, frequency of publication and
number of pages have all been forcibly curtailed in the past years under the pre-
text of a paperr shortage". Rumanian newspapers were also curtailed, but their
allocations were soon retInstated while those of the Hungarian newspapers were
not. Six Hungarian newspapers formerly published daily are now allowed to ap-
pear only weekly. There is no Journal on drama or music or the other arts in
Hungarian, even though the demand for these items is high. Nor are there any
technical, medical and other professional Journals In the minority languages.
Those publications which do exist are used by the State to further undermine the
national Identity of the minorities. Newspapers, magazines and literary publica-
tions in Hungarian do not serve the political, economic or cultural/spiritual needs
of the Hungarian minority. Literary magazines, for example, are to a great extent
devoted to the translated works of Rumanian authors and to the activities of the
Communist Party.

To counter the charge of discrimination in this field, it could be argued that all
publications, including those in the Rumanian language are filled with official
propaganda. But of all the Communist-ruled countries, Rumania appeals the most
to national Chauvinism as a source of popular support. The Ceausescu regime.
intoxicated with delusions of its own grandeur, treats the mere existence of
miniroitles as anathema. Official Rumanian propaganda, therefore. is not only
Communist, but especially chauvinistic In nature. It serves the interests of a
chauvinistic dictatorship bent on robbing Its minority populations of their na-
tional identity. Thus even when applied equally to both Hungarians and Ruman-
Ians, it Is Inevitably discriminatory against the former.

Book Imnorts from Hungary are severely restricted by Rumanian rewnlations:
which tie their number to the volume of books Hungary imports from Romania.
Rpeause obviously more Hungarian literature is nrodnced In-- Hungary
than in Rumania. and the Publication of Hungarian-language books In
Rumania Is kept at an artificially low level, this linkage works as an effective
obstacle to the importation of literary nrodnets from Hungary. In this wny. for
example. the most widely known novel by nno of the greatest cnnteinnorarv writ-
ers in Hungary, TAszlo Nemeth. published in 1948, was not distributed In Ru-
mania until 1967. The restriction on literary imnorts from HTungary al)plies
eonally to classial literature, snedallzed scientific and technical texts, and
phonograph records, even those containing only folk and gypsy music. Stibscrin-
tiono to periodicals Published In Hungary can be obtained nnly with nfleinl netr-
mission and only if they do not exceed a numerical quota (London Sunday Times
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Report). Eighty to ninety percent of such requests are rejected, including those of
schooLs, Ubrarles and institutitvs as well as individuals (ibid.).

The policy of restricting mailrials from Hungary also applies to private In-
dividuals (Rumanian citizens as well as foreign visitors) who enter Rumania
with personal belongings. The following typical border incident was recently re-
ported by an American news correspon&-nt (Erice Bourne, "After 20 Years of
Silent Protests, Transsylvanians in Romania Are Calling Loudly for Their
Rights," The Christian Science Monitor, May 25, 1978, p. 15) :

Scene: The border crossing on the main highway from Hungary into north-
western Romania.

Awaiting Customs clearance, a coachload of Romanian citizens of Hungarian
origin.

They are returning home to the Hungarian minority region of Transylvania in
Romania after visiting relatives in Hungary.

On one side of the border the Hungarian guard waves them on quickly. But on
the other side the Romanians thke longer.

Passengers' suitcases and parcels are all meticulously checked-Zot for luxury
items, but for Hungarian books and newspapers, which are invariably confiscated.

A girl is relieved of several volumes of a Hungarian encyclopedia. Near tears,
she explains they are for her studies, but to no avail...

Thee arbitrary Romanian restrictions on the import of Hungarian publica-
tions are a major cause of increasing resentment among the 2 million ethnic Hun-
garians living in Romanian Transylvania.

Twenty years ago there were six independent Hungarian theaters in Transyl-
vania. Today only two of them exist, one in Sluj (Kolozsvar) and the other in
Stintul Gheorghe (Sepsiszentgyorgy). The remaining four have been merged into
Rumanian theaters (except that of Timlsoara (Temesvar) which was merged
with the German one) where the management and service personnel are exclu-
sively Rumanian.

The purpose of the mergers was to suffocate a flourishing institution, the H1un-
garian theater. A good case In point is the process which occurred In Tirgu Mures
(Marosvasarhely). This predominantly Hungarian city (70-75%) Is-the cultural

center of a totally Hungarian rural hinterland (90-95 percent). Though there
appeared to be no need for a Rumanian theater, one was created and forcefully
merged with the Hungarian theater. A Rumanian director who does not speak a
word of Hungarian was appointed to head the new theater (Karoly Kiraly, Ap-
pendix, p. A-15). As expected, Rumanian performances played before an almost
completely empty house while Hungarian performances were almost always sold
out. The result is that season tickets can now be bought only for the combination
of Rumanian and Hungarian performances. Hungarian theater-goers are thereby
forced to subsidize the Rumanian performances and, consequently, the gradual
suffocation of their own theater section.

Coincidentally, the city's Istvan Szentgyorgyl Hungarian School for the Dra-
matic Arts was merged into a newly created Rumanian comterpart. As Kiraly
writes (Appendix, p. A-15) : "Just to eliminate any remaining doubt concerning
the latter move, of the six Hungarian graduates of the School for the Dramatic
Arts, only one was appointed to a Hungarian theater while the remaining five-
whether they liked It or not-were placed In Rumanian theaters." The locality in
question, Tirgu Mures (Marosvasarhely), has never had a Rumanian theatrical
tradition, and it lacked even the necessary drama instructors to staff the new
school. Clearly, the only purpose of this merger was to provide the means for
gradually eliminating a vital Hungarian institution. Even the Rumanian theatri-
cal elite was outraged at this measure.

For many years Hungarian theaters In Rumanian fulfilled an important mis-
sion by touring the Hungarian-inhabited countryside performing plays for the
people in small towns and villages. In recent years, however, the government has
begun to interfere with this practice as well. It has, for instance, restricted the
amount of gasoline allocated to the Hungarian Theater of Cluj (Koloz7svar) and
in 1975 it confiscated the Theater's truek. Many outlying localities thus lost the
opportunity to benefit from the Theater's performances. (London Sunday Times
Report.)

Ten years ago the Hungarian Folk Institute of Cluj (Kolozevar) was closed
without explanation. At about the same time the Szekely Folk Ensemble was also
eliminated. A so-called Maros Polk Ensemble was created In Its place, which per-
forms considerably more Rumanian than Hungarian numbers Moreover, an In-
ternal (unofcial, but strictly enforced) Party directive prohibits any further hir-
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Ing of Hungarians by this ensemble. The same directive applies to the Hungarian
Philharmonic Orchestra in Tirgu Mures (Maroavasarhely). These cases are men-
tioned only as an examples of the manner in which allegedly Hungarian groups
are forced to conduct their activities.

Despite a potential audience numbering In the millions, films in Rumania can-
not be made in Hungarian. There are no facilities for the training of theatrical
directors, drama critics, art critics, or music critics in Hungarian. Requests for
permission to study in these professions in Hungary are routinely denied.

Fortunately, the inadequacy of Hungarian-language broadcast programming
in Rumania is partly offset by the invaluable services of Radio Free Europe and
the Voiceof America. Nevertheless the situation falls far short of expectations:
The present 8 hours of television programming a week in a language that is the
mother tongue of 2.5 million people is grossly inadequate. Adding to this Insuffi-
ciency, television program schedules were rearranged 7M January 1974 so that
even these scant 3 hours are now broadcast during a time period (Monday, late
afternoon) when the majority of potential viewers are still at work. The situation
with respect to radio programming is no less deplorable. It Is outrageous and
highly discriminatory for example, that Radio Tirgu Mures (Marosvasarhely),
whose broadcast area has a Hungarian population of more than 90 percent trans-
mits only 2 hours daily in Hungarian.

Finally, it is revealing to examine the supply of books in public libraries. Ac-
cording to recent data the volumes in these libraries are predominantly in the
Rumanian language even in entirely Hungarian communities. Two examples are
the library located in the Kalotaszeg region (close to 100% Hungarian populated)
where out of 30,000 books only 5,471 (18.2%) were In Hungarian, and the library
of Rimetea (Torocko, 93.1% Hungarian populated) where out of 7,581 book only
3,228 (42.9%) were in Hungarian. (London Sunday Times Report.)
6. Falsification of population statistics

Rumanian statistics consistently understate the size of the Hungarian minority
In Rumania. Based on a census taken In 1910, the Hungarian population within
the region which later formed the Rumanian state was placed at 1.6 million.
According to the 1966 Rumanian census despite the passage of 56 years, the
number was still the same.

This strange result might be explained by Internal inconsistencies in those
Rumanian statistics which deal with the growth rate of the Hungarian minority.
The last three censt in Rumania have produced the following published statistics:

Total Population '
excluding Hungarians Hungarians

_1956 --------------------------------------- 15,901,775 1,587,675
1966 --------------------------------------- 17,483,571 1,619,592
Growth Rate, 195-1966 ---------------------------- 9.9 2.0%
1977 --------------------------------------- 19,852,542 1,706,874
Growth Rate, 1958-19 --------------------------- 18.5% 5.4%

According to these figures, between 1956 and 1966, the non-Hungarian popula-
tion of Rumania grew by 9.9 percent, at a rate almost five times greater than
the alleged Hungarian growth rate of 2.0 percent. Similiarly, between 1988 and
1977, the total population of Rumania, excluding Hungarians, supposedly grew
by 13.5 percent, while the growth rate of Hungarians was only 5.4 percent. In
reality, aside from statistical juggling, there is no circumstance which can be
cited to Justify such vast differences In growth rates.

Furthermore, there are demographic statistics on Hungarians which suggest a
significantly larger Hungarian population than that which is officially reported.
According to official Rumanian sources (e.g. The Hungarian Nationality in Ro-
mania, Bucharest, 1976, pp. 23-24), there are about 1.5 million active Hungarian
churchgoers in Rumania. This number represents 92.6% of the Hungarian popu-
lation shown In the same booklet. The magnitude of this percentage. however, is
clearly absurd given the well-known pressures in Communist countries against
practicing one's religion. The comparable percentage for the United States where
freedom of worship is fully protected, is only 62.9%. Taking the given 1.5 million
Hungarian churchgoers and applying 62.9%, a figure probably still an exaggera-
tion for a Communist country, the size of the Hungarian population would be
approximately 2.4 million.

During his 1976 visit in the United States, a high-ranking official from Rumania
provided still more astonishing example of the internal inconsistences In Ru-
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mania statistics. Seeking to prove the vast freedom of worship for minorities in

Rumania, he quoted the results of a now survey to determine the number of

Hungarians belonging to each of six religious denominations. When added up,

however, the six figures totaled 1,724,000 or 17,126 more Hungarian churchgoers
than the entire Hungarian population according to the Rumanian census taken

a year later.
The Rumanian regime uses several techniques to underrepresent the size of

the Hungarian minority. One method is to eliminate two ancient Hungarian
groups from population data on Hungarians: the Csangos and the Szekelys. The
Csangos number about 250,000 and are the only major group of Hungarians
who lived under Rumanian sovereignty even before the Rumanian anvexation
of Transylvania. They have comprised a minority amidst Rumanians for cen-
turies, living in Moldavia outside the Carpathian basin. They are never counted
as Hungarians despite the fact that they have preserved their distinctive Hun-
garian language, culture and Roman Catholic faith. Their statistical annihila-
tion as Hungarians is only part of the Government's campaign against them.
In 1968, for example, they still had 72 schools. Today they have none (London
Sunday Times Report). Further, not only Hungarians from Hungary but Trans-
sylvanian Hungarians as well are discouraged through intimidation from visit-
lng the Csango region. Recently, a Transylvanian Hungarian ethno-musicolo-
gist, the widely respected Zoltan Kallos, was imprisoned on false charges of
homosexuality while he was engaged in researching the folk music of the Csangos.

The Sekelys (sometimes called Szeklers in English) on the other hand, are
an autochthonous population of Transylvania. They are often., though not always
counted separately from Hungarians in spite of their being proudly Hungarian
and indeed, the most resistant to the inroads of forceful Rumanianization. In
any case, the distinction between Szekelys and other Hungarians is of purely
historic interest and is no more or no less significant than, for example, the
distinction between Normans and other Frenchmen, Prussians and other Ger-
mans, or Highland and Lowland Scots. According to an English historian "they
differ, in their own eyes, from the other Magyars only in being more Magyar
than they" (C. A. Macartney, Hungary and Her Successors, Oxford University
Press, 1968, p. 255). The Rumanian policy of playing up this distinction and
completely excluding the 250,000 Csangos, can have no other end than to reduce
the significance of the Hungarian population to which all Hungarians, Szekely,
Csango or otherwise, equally belong.

Another sly tactic Involves the demographic questionnaire used to compile
census data (most recently, in January 1977). The form contains three spaces
requiring identification as to "citizenship", "nationality" and "mother tongue",
in that order. The census taker is instructed not to complete the "nationality"
blank, as if he had forgotten to pose that question. As "citizenship" is obviously
Rumanian, where "mother tongue" is Hungarian, the blank is later filled in as
follows: "Nationality: Hungarian-speaking Rumanian". The result statistically
is one less member of the Hungarian nationality and one more Rumanian. This
artificial distinction between nationality and mother tongue, together with the
"correction" of census returns, thus serves the dual purposes of understating
the size of the Hungarian population and increasing the number of Rumanians.
This practice was uncovered by the International Commission of Jurists ("The
Hungarian Minority Problem In Rumania." Bulletin of the International Com-
mission of Jurists, No. 17, December 1963, p. 41) :

The Rumanian National Statistical Office carried out a census In 1956 and
it was emphasized that the civil servants carrying out the census were obliged
to call attention in each case to the basic difference between nationality, i.e.,
ethnic origin, and mother-tongue. All persons registered had to state to which
national ethnic group they belonged. The distinction between national group and
mother-tongue and the obligation to state before omdials one's national group
drive a wedge between a people and Its culture and this indeed is reflected In
the figures given by the census. For every thousand people of declared Hun.'
garian origin there were one thousand and forty-two giving Hungarian as their
mother-tongue. It is difficult to believe that Hungarian, difficult and almost
unrelated to other languages, is the mother-tongue of any but Hungarians, and
yet 4.2% of the Hungarian minority group shrank from stating that they were
Hungarian. The reasonable conclusion to be drawn from this Is that in their
eyes it was better not to declare onself to be Hungarian.
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7. Confiscation of church archives
In 1948 the United Nations Ad Hoe Committee on Genocide accepted the fol-

lowing definition as one of the ways by which the crime of cultural genocide
may be committed (United Nations Document E/447) :

. . . systematic destruction of historical or religious monuments or their diver-
sion to alien uses, destruction or dispersion of documents and objects of his-
torical, artistic, or religious value and of objects used in religious worship.

As noted earlier, regardless of the fact that the final text of the Convention
on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide did not incorporate
the above language, Rumania's recent behavior exactly corresponds with this
definition.

Act No. 63 of November 2, 1974 on the protection of the national cultural
Treasury and Decree/Law 207 (1974) (amending Decree/Law 472 (1971) on
the National Archives) are major tools used to eradicate the history of the
Hungarian cultural institutions. Under the above laws, the government sum-
marily nationalized all "documents, official and private correspondence, memoirs,
manuscripts, maps, films, slides, photos, sound-recordings, diaries, manitestosr
posters, sketches, drawings, engravings, imprints, seals and like material" over
30 years old from the possession of religious and cultural institutions or private
citizens. The pretext was the "protection" of these documents but the real intent
soon became obvious from the crude and summary manner by which the regu-
lations were enforced.

The Swiss daily Neue Zurcher Zeitung ("Bureaucratic Chicanery Against the
Churches in Rumania", February 1/2, 1975, p. 6) reported this outrage in the
following manner:

The intent behind the nationalization of the ecclesiastical archives is to sever
the religious communities from their historical roots. A church without a past
/tradition/ has no future, especially one which represents a religious and na-
tional minority. Ihe first victim of these warlike designs against the religious
and cultural minorities by the Rumanian regime was the Hungarian Reformed
Church in the northeast districts of Oradea, Batumare, Bala-Mare and Zalan.
Here, in the mother country of the Reformation in Transylvania, appeared offi-
clals from the State Archive, assisted by an authorized agent from the Depart-
ment of Culture and a representative from the episcopate, who seized the
archives of approximately two-hundred church communities and deaneries. The
material was--In many cases without receipt-loaded onto trucks and carted
away. The historical order of the archives has become completely disrupted In
the process--one method of "reserving" and "protecting" historical materials--
rendering scientific research for the next decades impossible. The Rumanian
government has openly embarked on an escalated campaign against the Reformed
Church and the Hungarian nationality /minority/ ...

It would be much easier and simpler, from a scientific point of view, if the
church archives were to keep the originals and were to hand out copies to the
state. In this way, the claimed scientific concern by the state would be amply
maintained, and the articles would remain in the archives, instead of being
transported away to distant, unknown and possibly inaccessible locations.

The Archive Decree affects the Roman-Catholic, the Hungarian Reformed and
the German Lutheran churches considerably more than the Rumanian Orthodox
Church because the latter, as all Eastern churches, primarily cultivates the
liturgy, and relies much less on a written, firmly established historical tradition.

Especially the two "reformed" churches /i.e., the Reformed and Lutheran/
have been preserving in their archives the tradition of their religious and
lingxistic individuality, dating back to the time of the Reformation.

These church archives had for centuries been Inventoried by the churches
themselves. The archives were generally In excellent order and condition but
more Importantly, they were accessible to researchers. The immense archive of
the Roman Catholic episcopate of Oradea (Nagyvarad), for example, was housed
in a building built In the 18th century and equipped expressly for that purpose.
The archive is now stored in a warehouse of the castle in that city, Inaccessible
to scholars. Similarly, as a consequence of neglect and outright mistreatment
by the authorities, the archive of the Roman Catholic episoepate of Satu Mare
(8zatmarnemeti) has been almost completely destroyed. The archives of the
Roman Catholic lyceum of Oradea (Nagyvarad), and of the Reformed Church
Colleges of Orastle (Szaszvaros), Sighetul Marmatiel (Maramarosaziget), and
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Satu Mare (Szatmarnemeti) have also suffered severe deterioration. (Takacs
Memorandum, p. 20.)

For the past 26 years Rumania has maintained absolutely no facilities for
the professional training of archivists, not even in Rumanian. (During the
"legislative debate" surrounding the passage of Act No. 63, Ceausescu himself
was astonished to learn this fact.) The few archivists extant in Rumania are
not expert in ancient Slavic, ancient Greek, Hungarian and Latin, the languages
in which the documents were written. The richest Hungarian collection in the
country, the Battyaneum Library in Alba Tulia (Gyulafehervar), does not em-
ploy a single Hungarian expert (Takacs Memorandum, p. 21).

The above-mentioned outrages form part of a systematic effort to re-write
Rumanian history in order to suppress the significance of the indigenous Hun-
garian culture. Another means for achieving the same objective was reported
by the Financial Times ("Transylvania's Ethnic Strains," April 2, 1975) :

A favourite device is to 'facellft' the tombs and crypts of famous Hungarian
families In the medieval Hizsongard cemetery in Cluj by allotting them to
decently dead Rumanians. In this way, the ethnic composition of the former
population, now dead, is restructured favourably.
8. Horasment of churches

The multinational region of Transylvania has a long heritage of religious
freedom. It was in Transylvania that freedom of religion was written into law
for the first time in history, in 168 at the Diet of Torda. Significantly, this
momentous event occurred at a time when elsewhere in Europe wars of religious
intolerance were raging.

The Rumanian State, through its Ministry of Cults, exercises a policy of total
interference in ecclesiastical matters regardless of their administrative, social,
or theological nature. No decision can be Jmplemented by, the churches unless
it is thoroughly reviewed and approved by the Ministry of Cults For instance,
any social or religious gathering, with the exception of Sunday worship, must
be approved by the State. The same condition applies to* the right of churches
to use their material resources. State approval of such use has been known to
take years. Moreover, Protestant congregations are denied the ancient and tra-
ditional right to elect their own ministers and persbyters. They may only
propose candidates, since the State has reserved the right of selection for itself.
Religious instruction is also subject to debilitating government intrusion. While
the State does approve religion classes to be held during certain prescribed
hours, school authorities are instructed to organize compulsory school activities
at precisely the same hours. Non-attendance at such activities results in official
reprimand of not only the "delinquent" child but the parents as well.

It should be emphasized that these restrictions harm especially the minority
populations. Religious affiliation generally corresponds with nationality In Ru-
mania. The Church then is the only remaining institution which could fulfill
the minorities' needs and permit them to nurture their ethnic heritage. In this
sense, therefore, "harassment of churches" assumes a far greater meaning for
minorities than only the curtailment of religious freedoms.

By paying one third of the salaries of clergymen, the State claims the right to
their complete and faithful cooperation. If the situation calls for it, they can be
forced at any time to become part of the Communist propaganda machinery-
both at home and abroad. It is no accident, for example, that on June 4, 1976,a
five-member delegation of church leaders was herded on three days' notice to the
United States to promote the Rumanian Government at various educational and
theological Institutions. Nor is it accidental that since that time, several other
church leaders have been sent on similar public relations missions to American
legislators and politicians.

Forced isolation harms minority churches which have sister communities in
the West and which are dependent to a great extent on donations from abroad
to support their charitable work. Aside from limitations on their travel, clergy-
men are forbidden to receive gifts from abroad and to correspond with relatives,
friends or institutions in noncommunist countries.

Freedom to publish theological books, periodicals, and other religious material
is extremely limited. The propaganda booklet The Hungarian Nationality in
Romania, distributed in 1976 by the "Romanian Library" in New York is able to
list only five theological books published in Hungarian in the last quarter-century
(p. 25). For the 700,000 members of the Hungarian Reformed Church (p. 28),
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only one bimonthly publication can be circulated in a mere 1000 copies (p. 43).
Furthermore, church libraries are forbidden to lend any books, even though they
were acquired through the donations of the very same parishioners who might
wish to borrow them.

The Hungarian Protestant Theological Institute of Cluj (Kolozsvar) came into
being in 1949 as a result of forced unification of the Independent Presbyterian
and Unitarian Theological Institutes. This institute is indeed, as the above-men-
tioned propaganda booklet claims, "a unique institute" (p. 24): Through this
forced unification, both the Presbyterian and Unitarian Churches were deprived
of their ancient tradition of self-determination which had included the training
of their own ministers. The curriculum of the Protestant Theological Institute is
now carefully designed and supervised by the Ministry of Cults. Examinations,
which are all oral, are chaired by an Inspector from the Ministry of Cults to
insure that future clergymen of the Hungarian minority keep in line with State
policy.

Verification of the statements above and further details concerning the situa-
tion of minority churches in Rumania can be provided by several high-ranking
American Protestant church leaders who have taken a direct interest In that
situation.
9. Ban* on private lod#W

Decree/Law 225 (1974) prohibits the accomodation of non-Rumanian citizens
In private homes with the exception of closest relatives. The punishment for
disobeying this law is a draconic fine of 15,000 lels (about $1,200) which is Im-
posed on the unfortunate host. The law was ostensibly created for the protection
of the hotel industry and applied to all visitors The discriminatory character of
the liw becomes obvious, however, in light of the fact that it Is the 2.5 million
Hungarians who have the greatest number of relatives and potential visitors
abroad--among the 10.5 million Hungarians in neighboring Hungary alone, not to
mention the several million Hungarians in the West who have escaped Rumania's
intolerant atmosphere since World War I. Indeed it is diflcult to find a Hungarian
family in Rumania without relatives or close friends living in either Hungary or
the West. Due to the extreme scarcity of hotel facilities in rural Transylvania,
the generally modest means of these would-be visitors, and especially the threat
of harassment and Intimidation for even the most innocent failure to obey the
unreasonable and selectively enforced provisions of this law, visits are often
rendered a practical impossibility.

A Neue Zurcher Zeltung reporter (April 8/4, 1977, p. 4), finding this law to
be obviously discriminatory against Hungarians, interpreted Its existence as re-
suiting from a fear inherent in Rumanian internal policy "which sees in any
visitor from Hungary, a country which by Communist standards is less orthodox,
a carrier of the dangerous bacteria of freedom". On wonders at the true extent
of oppression in Rumania, where visits even by citizens of a "fellow socialist

.country" are subject to official obstruction.
Claims- concerning the alleged nondiscriminatory nature of Rumania's restric-

tions on foreign visitors have become especially untenable since the issuance of
Decree/Law 872 (November 8, 1976) amending Decree/Law 225. According to
its text, one of the express purposes of the new Decree is to encourage and ad-
vance the enrichment of the "Rumanian language and culture", unmistakably
excluding a itimilar desire for minority languages or cultures. Moreover, the lift-
ing of visiting restrictions and the elimination of currency exchange require-
ments apply only -to visitors of "Rumanian origin"; there have been reports that
at border crossings this vague category is strictly Interpreted to Include only
those of Rumanian nationality as determined by the name and birthplace appear
Ing on travel documents or according to similar unwritten and arbitrary criteria.
10. Fa tiosfat of story

The Rumanian Government i obviously annoyed by the fact that for many
centuries before the first arrival of Rumanians in the region of present-day
Rumania, several other nationalities (today's national minorities) had already
inhabited that area. Nevertheless, in order to prove the Rumanians' historical
"precedence" in the area, the government-through its academic mercenaries-
has utilized an unproven theory based largely on pseudo-scientific speculation.
According to this theory the Rumanians are descendants of the ancient Dacians,
a people whose last proven presence in the area predates the appearance of
Rumanians there by nine centuries. Although this theory has little credence In
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the eyes of any serious non-Russian scholars, according to a Neue Zurcher
Zeltung reporter (April 8/4, 1977, p. 8), it has been elevated to the level of State
ideology.

At this point It should be noted that arguments concerning the historical
priority of peoples living many centuries ago have no relevance whatsoever to
the rules of international law governing the treatment of national minorities;
still less can such arguments be used as an excuse for the oppression of 8.5
million minority individuals. The only reason for dealing with this theory is to
point out the sinister goal which its promotion serves in Rumania today.

The theory does not stop at the assertion of Rumanian priority. Rumania's
historians today stigmatize minority groups as "intruders" who upset the social
and cultural order of the "original inhabitants", the Rumanians. In many cases,
textbooks, travel guides and other literature actually rechristen Hungarian his-
torical figures and make them into Rumanian national heroes having no connec-
tion with the Hungarian people. The same materials contain an almost absolute
silence on the centuries of Transylvania's Hungarlad history.

In this way, the dynamism and superiority of the Rumanian people becomes
"historically proven", while national minority Inhabitants, lacking historical or
cultural roots of comparable brilliance, are considered no more than second-class
citizens. One devastating practical effect of this process in Rumania today is that
minority children are taught that the cultural richness of the area is solely the
result of Rumanian creativity, thereby making those children ashamed of their
ethnic identity. The remaining schools which still educate children in Hungarian
must use official textbooks which teach these children that their nationality has
no past in the area. Without a past, by implication, this nationality can have no
future-unless, of course, it assimilates into the resplendent Rumanian people.

The notion of Rumanian superiority thus provides a convenient "scholarly"
justification for implementing the massive campaign of forced assimilation
against minorities, involving the vast array of discriminatory measures noted
above. -

OONOLUSION

The Committee for Human Rights in Rumania was organized* in the simple
belief that Congress intends to enforce section 402 of the Trade Act. Further
hope has been evoked in us by the new emphasis on the role of human rights in
our foreign policy and by the fact that Congress has repeatedly endorsed this
policy-at least verbally.

Adherence to existing international law and full restoration of minority in-
stitutlopks is all we demand of the Rumanian government. We believe these
demands to be fair and reasonable. The Rumanian Trade Agreement provides
the United States with strong leverage to promote iuch noble objectives. It
should be utilized to Its full extent.

The difference with which our requests have been met by the respective Con-
gressional committees thus far has created widespread feelings of disillusionment
and frustration in the Hungarian-American community. The survival of Hungar-
tans in Rumania Is the single issue of deepest and most urgent concern to Hungar-
ians In America today. In light of the contemptuous manner in which Congress has
avoided any meaningful action on this legitimate and real concern, Hungarian-
Americans feel that they have been treated as second-class citizens. Moreover,
every Hungarian knows that his small nation has made vast contributions to the
scientific and cultural achievements of the United States. Their desire for our
government's support is thus wholly Justified and meritorious, and should no
longer be ignored.

APPENDIX

Letter from Karoly Ktroiy to le Verdet, dated Jus 8,1977-
Honorable Comrade Ile Verdet: I turn to you as the Individual In the Party

leadership who is responsible for supervising the Workers Councils of the various
nationalities living in our country.

The issue I wish to raise concerns the activity of those Councils--specifically
that of the Hungarian Nationality Council.

In view of the fact that from the moment it came into being, I have been Vice
President of that Council and have participated in its work, I am equipped
with a thQrough and complete knowledge of the subject. For two years I have
also been a member of the Mures County Council and have therefore been witness
to local developments and to the manner in which a county council operates.

I am thus In a position to make some observations
32-633--78----6
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During the past few years, the work of the Councils has become more sporadic
and mostly formalistic in nature, and its effect on the working people and con-
tact wth them has greatly declined. To this very day, the national (Hungarian
Nationality) Council and most of the County Councils have no headquarters and
do not schedule office hours. The Council executive committees ("bureaus") on
both the national and county levels meet very rarely-once every year or every
two years. At council meetings, only subjects of a general nature are discussed
relating to submissions of various declarations of the kind expressing solidarity
with government positions, especially on International questions. But even If
certain questions of a concrete nature do arise, as for example education in the
native tongue, cultural activities and Instruction, etc., the questions remain
unresolved.

For the past three years, statements made during meetings have been prefab-
ricated and censored by comrades in the country leadership and by Central Com-
mittee officials. This practice has led to the passivity and lack of interest of the
participants; in this way, lively debate has been replaced by formalism. It is
characteristic that even at these County Council meetings, but on the national
level as well, the materials under discussion are printed In the Rumanian lan-
guage, and statements by the participants are also In Rumanian.

Under such conditions, the prestige of these councils In the eyes of the people
has become practically nonexistent. This situation, I feel, does not serve the
interests of the Rumanian Communist Party and that purpose for which these
councils were created.

In light of these remarks, careful analysis of the role and effectiveness of the
councils is necessary along the following lines:

In my view, the council's program of activities must be urgently revised; it no
longer meets the current demands, It Is overly narrow in scope and does not
provide opportunities for viable activity among worker of nationality origin.

The new program must have a charter defining a mass, community orga-
nization of a broad and democratic nature, with joining members receiving mem-
bership cards and paying membership dues.

1. In terms of structure, the principle of democratic centralism should be
utilized with local chapters in villages and communities operating under the
direction of committees and executive bureaus in cities and municipalities, whose
leaders are all elected from the bottom up.

2. All of the governing bodies should be elected.
S. The Executive Committees should meet every month and the Councils every

four months. Elections for council seats should be held every 4-5 years, and
every 5 years a National Conference should be held. The subjects to be ditsussed
should be freely selected by each local Council according to problems which arise
In the course of everyday life, and those subjects should also be part of the
schedule of activities Issued every four months.

4. The councils should have a single charter approved by the National Confer-
ence. The existence of the entire program should be guaranteed by the Ruman-
ian Communist Party leadership.

5. The councils should have offices operating In a continuous fashion.
6. The councils should have newspapers and periodicals of their own.
7. The councils should be allowed to organize public gatherings and cultural

and sports events.
8. In accordance with the ultimate objective of the Rumanian Communist

Party and in conformity with Its program to build a socialist and communist
society, the National, County and Local Councils should consider It their respon-
sibility to mobilize workers of the various nationalities to accomplish their duties
and objectives in the economic, social, cultural and athletic areas. Authorized
by the Party, they [the councils] should keep constant watch to determine how
the nationality policies of the Rumanian Communist Party are practically applied
in the fields of culture. use of the native tongue In administrative offices and
public Institutions, and In other areas. They should follow the progress of educa-
tion in the native tongue at all academic levels. They should contribute In every
possible way to the development of the spiritual welfare of the colhabiting
nationalities.

9. The councils should be given power to participate in the selection and pro--
motion of leaders ("cadres"] at all levels of the social and political structure.

10. The councils should participate, with their own candidates, in elections of
legislators to the Grand National Assembly and in People's Council elections.
They should be allowed to form a group from among their Representatives,
which would have the power to Introduce legislation.
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11. The creation of a Nationality Statute can no longer be postponed (a Statute
of this sort actually existed until 1948).

12. I believe that it would be desirable and practical for the National Council
to maintain International contacts as do other public and patriotic organizations
which are also part of the National Unity Front.

During the 10 years since these Councils came Into being profound changes
have occurred in the political and social life of the country. Every aspect of life
has undergone significant transformation in terms of both quality and quantity,
and accordingly, all of the basic documents of the State and Party has been
duly modified.

The organizational charter of the Party has changed. Improvements have been
made In certain provisions of the Constitution.

Some laws have been supplemented or repealed and in their place other, com-
pletely new ones have been enacted. Improvements have been made in the pro-
gram of the National Unity Front, its organizational structure being revised to
create the community councils.

It is therefore all the more difficult to comprehend why it was precisely the
structure and program of the Nationality Councils whose improvement was not
Justified. Personally, I am convinced that the chief reason for this lies precisely
in the passivity of these Councils, because their activity has sorely lagged be-
hind the realistic demands of life and they have not kept pace during the past
decade with the great and profound transformations which have occurred in the
area of material and spiritual well-being. This is the reason they were unable to
truly serve the development of unity and brotherhood between the Rumanian
people and the coinhabiting nationalities.

Naturally, other problems also exist which need to be solved, but a prior solu-
tion of the above items would guarantee the proper organizational framework
for viable, creative efforts and would serve to Increase the prestige of these or.
ganizations, deepen confidence in the nationality policies of the Rumanian Com-
munist Party, strengthen the trust of the national minorities and regenerate
unity and brotherhood between all the workers regardless of nationality dif.
ferences, all along the lines of our Party's Marxist-Leninist practical solution of
the nationality question.

In recent times however, we have unfortunately been ever more often witness
to cases where workers of varied nationally origin mistrust our Party's dec-
larations of principle concerning solution of the nationality questions In our
country. The people expect practical measures serving the advancement of ma-
terial welfare and above all the spiritual vitality of the coinhabiting nationalities,
in harmony with those great changes which occurred in our socialist society in
the material and spiritual welfare of the Rumanian people.

Unfortunately, in the practical reality of everyday society and politics, ani-
mosities abound and doubts are often expressed over the sincerity of certain
Party and State officials because of the manner in which they solve the individual
problems of the nationalities especially with respect to their cultural and edu-
cational affairs and use of the native tongue In Party offices, at Party confer-
ences and at gatherings of a patriotic or public nature.

Unfortunately, certain Party and State officials of nationality origin also help
to maintain this kind of unhealthy atmosphere. It does not serve the cause of
unity and brotherhood when some of these officials deny or avoid the expression
of these sensitive questions which occupy the minds of workers of nationality
origin.

In some cases, first secretaries, first vice-presidents, county secretaries in
municipalities and cities and vice-presidents in the People's Councils, though of
nationality origin themselvesuse only the Rumanian language In their contracts
with workers of nationality oilgin, letting them know in this way that perhaps
someone prohibited them from using the native tongue and thus performing a
disservice to the Party and the cause of unity and brotherhood among workers
of different nationalities.

The people are Justified when they accuse such ofciaLq of opportunism in.
sincerity, lack of courage and responsibility, and when they distrust them. Per-
sonally. I doubt that an individual who lacks the confidence of the nationality
to which he belongs can be an effective Party or State ofteciaL It cannot be
permitted for certain officials ("cadres"] of nationality origin not to know their
own native tongue and nationality culture.

Not one nationality will tolerate someone else to speak for it simply because
he declares himself to belong to that nationality but at the same time does not
even speak their language either because he does not know It, or because he
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refuses to use it. As a consequence, he cannot feel, he cannot think as they do,
because he shares no common spiritual bond with them.

Unfortunately, even at a higher Party and State levels there are such officials,
who, when they are sent to completely Hungarian-inhabited regions to explain
certain aspects of Party or State policy, cannot do so for the above reasons and
are therefore unable to complete their assignments.

It Is my conviction that serious thought should be given to this situation,
because life has indeed been deeply enriched with not only accomplishments but
with unresolved problems as well. It would be a grave error to believe that all
problems of this nature have solved themselves forever. Such a view would also
be inconsistent with the Marxist dialectic.

Just as in connection with other, economic and soclo-political problems of life,
In solving the nationality question we must begin with the fact that even in this
field there Is room for the "still better", that grave deficiencies already exist and
that solutions must be sought, requiring much sensitivity, tactfulness, skill in
political judgment and good faith.

National sentiment Is a sensitive question which must be treated with special
attention; It Is a question which relates to the quality of the nationality, and Its
solution cannot be measured in percentages as can industrial progress and re-
sults. National sentiment Is equally powerful In all peoples, regardless of how
large or small, once they possess their own national identity.

Honorable Comrade Verdet, the raising of these questions and the search for
solutions is always difficult-It calls for courage and responsibility. One who
articulates these problems can be sure that his Intentions will be misunderstood,
especially under currently prevailing circumstances. He can count on being
accused, Indeed, on being called a variety of names, particularly at the time when
these sensitive specific questions are raised.

I am turning to you in the trust and belief that my intentions will be under.
stood, especially because these problems are real and they are of concern to
hundreds of thousands of people.

In light of the fact that the Hungarian nationality in Rumania is the largest
nationality in our country-indeed, the largest in Europe-I believe that it
should be treated with the care it deserves, so that this nationality (along with
the other nationalities) will feel itself at home. Those principles must be con.
sistently Implemented which Comrade Nicolae Ceausescu stated In his March
1971 speech before the joint plenary session of the Hungarian and German
nationalities and which, at that time, elicited widespread reaction and approval.

Unfortunately, this speech is seldom remembered today. On the contrary, there
Is continuous repetition of the proposition that the nationality question in our
country hs been finally, once and for all, solved. This proposition, from a prac.
tical standpoint, Is not true and, from a theretical standpoint, Is anti-sclentific
and anti-dialecticaL To support this thesis, Industrialization and the guarantee of
employment without regard to nationality differences are constantly cited. I com-
pletely agree with this, but only with this much, because the nationality question
is a spiritual, and not only a materal one. The primary aspect Is the material,

- but it can only complement and enrich, not substitute for, the spirituaL
To the Txtent that material well-be[ig becomes increasingly enriched and more

fully realized, social consciourness will grow and prosper accordingly. This ap-
plies equally to the consciousness of the coinhabiting nationalities in Rumania.

It is for this reason that I steadfastly adhere to a thorough, attentive, com.
radely and responsible examination of the question; In my opinion, we cannot
do otherwise if we wish to avoid the serious headaches it will cause later on.

I have addressed these few thoughts to you with full confidence in the Ru.
manian Comunist Party and its wise leadership an4 without the fear that their
expression will result in undesirable consequences for the person who expressed
them.

Most respectfully yours,
KA-OLY KnTA,

NoteO84u Voe Preeidest, HEnag " Nato9SU Workers Cobnoa ik Rtmaat.
3uirz 2, 19M.

LUTFXOM KAROLY KIKALY TO ZAIIO VFASKA6

Written In August 197
Draz CoMwAD FAJKAs: I herewith enclose a copy of my letter to Comrade

ie Verdet. This letter contains my observations concerning the manner In which
the nationality question in our country has been handled together with my
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recommendations on the ways in which the activity of the different nationality
councils could be improved.

It is common knowledge that these councils were created at the initiative of
the First Secretary of the Rumanian Communist Party, Comrade.Nicolae Ceau-
sescu for the purpose of serving the brotherhood and unity of the workers of
various nationalities, as well as the building of socialism.

It is an unfortunate fact that in recent times the activity of these councils
has declined to zero.

Many errors are committed in the practical handling of the nationality
question.

a. This year again, opportunities are being constantly restricted for children
of national minorities to study in their native tongue; this breeds anxiety and
deep dissatisfaction;

b. The concept of restrictive quotas ["valachus numericus"] is utilized with
respect to personnel problems; in fact, employment opportunities for nation-
alities are being restricted in certain institutions;

c. Unpardonably extreme methods of intimidation are employed against those
who dare to ask for permission to speak in the interest of having the nation-
ality question handled legally and in accordance with the Constitution.

As you know, there was also violence and torture; the harassment of [Jenol
SzikszaI, the eminent professor from Brass6, drove him to commit suicide. It is
unbelievable that even after the plenary meeting of the Central Committee of
the Rumanian Communist Party in 1968, when the state security organs con-
demned the atrocities committed against Patrascanu and others, the same kinds
of negative incidents are allowed to reoccur, and the offenders are allowed to
walk about freely without so much as being asked to account for their actions.
I have mentioned only one example, though unfortunately, many more could be
cited. I cannot believe that all this occurs with the knowledge of the Party
leadership.

I greatly regret having to do so, but I must state that an entire series of
incidents, facts and activities exists which have nothing in common with Marxist-
Leninism. the principles which form the basis of the Rumanian Communist
Party's programs.

What is most distressing is the fact that local Party and State organs try
to cover up, to gloss over the facts, as If they were completely lacking in sensi-
tivity toward such thorny problems as the nationality question or the national
sentiments of the coinhabiting nationalities.

I am turning to you, because you are active in the highest levels of Party
and State leadership, and I ask that you be so good as to call these problems
to the attention of the Political Executive Committee.

Respectfully,
KAOLY KIRALT,

Vice-President,
Hungarian ?JationalitV Council of the Socialist Republic of Romania.

LETTER FROM KAROLY KIRALY TO JANOS VNCZz,

Dated September 10, 1977

BUCHAU"B'.
My DEi FRIEND: Anxiety and concern compel me to write to you about the

manner in which the nationality question has been handled in our country of
late, and how the Nationality Workers Councils on both the national and county
levels are performing their work.

More than three months ago. I wrote to Comrade Verdet concerning various
aspects of the nationality qiestion, and, as you know, I raised the problem at
the most recent meeting of the Central Committee, as well as the Spring session
of the Maros County Coun,!l. In addition, several members of the Central and
County Councils have also voiced their observations, criticisms and proposals.
As for myself, it has been more than a year since I asked to be heard by the
Supreme Party Leadership.

To my deep disappointment, neither have I been granted a hearing, nor has
my letter been answered In any manner whatsoever.

I would like to share with you-some of my thoughts and concerns with regard
to this subject.

First I would mention the problem in connection with these Nationality Coun-
cils, which consists of the manner In which they perform their activities. It
is well known that the Party resolution adopted ten years ago to establish these
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Councils was accepted and greeted enthusiastically by millions of workers of
the various nationalities in our country. They considered it a well thought out
and responsible act which would serve the preservation of their national identi-
ties, provide an organizational framework through which they could voice their
various problems and complaints, and advance the development of their social,
material and intellectual well-being.

Although from the very beginning the organizational structure as well as the
rules of operation of the Councils proved narrow and inadequate, encouraging
signs did appear In their activity: at meetings it was permitted to speak freely
and openly; of the numerous proposals raised, a good many were considered;

.. there were also some plenary sessions which were attended by Comrades Ceau-
sescu and Maurer, and so on. The speech given by Comrade Ceausescu at the
Spring 1971 Joint plenary session of the Nationality Councils was met with lively
enthusiasm and deep satisfaction. Unfortunately the satisfaction and the hope
were shortlived.

In practice it became clear that these beautiful speeches, incorporating so
many sound principles, were not made for our sake. but to serve the purposes
of propaganda, especially propaganda directed abroad.

It Is commonly known that real truth becomes manifest in its lasting vitality,
In the total harmony between words and deeds. We are compelled to state that
the chasm between theory and practice is vast and that in reality while one
thing Is said, entirely different things are done.

We were promised new secondary vocational and technical schools in which
studies were to be conducted in the languages of the nationalities, but in reality
we have witnessed a decline in the number of these schools. Each year there
are fewer and fewer of them. Children cannot study in their native tongue;
compulsory instruction in the Rumanian language has been introduced even at
the kindergarten level. In 1976 a decision was born to eliminate Hungarian
institutions of higher education. After the "Bolyai" (already largely denational-
Ized] University of Kolozsvfr came the Institute of Medicine and Pharmacoo-gy
at Marosvasarhely, and then, by special order from above, a Rumanian section
was established at the Istvan Szentgyorgyi-Sehool for the Dramatic Arts, thereby
liquidating In effect the last "island" higher education in a nationality tongue;
and-Just to eliminate any remaining doubt concerning the latter move--of the
six [Hungarani graduates of the School for the Dramatic Arts, only one was
appointed to a Hungarian theater, while the remaining five-whether they liked
it or not-were placed in Rumanian theaters.

It is no secret of course that the Hungarian State Theater of Maroavasarhely
has a Rumanian director who does not speak Hungarian. In the same way, it is
nothing new that in cities where the majority of the population Is Hungarian-
such as Nagyvarad, Marasvasarhely, Szovata, etc.-tumanians who speak no
Hungarian are being appointed as mayors.

Use of the native tongue is severely restricted at meetings of the Party, the
Young Communists League, the trade unions, and in the various workers Coun-
cils; Indeed, use of the .native tongue is prohibited even at meetings of the Na-
tionality Workers Councils.

Signs identifying institutions, localities and so on In the native tongue of the
local inhabitants have almost completely disappeared. In 1971 when I was First
Party Secretary in Kovaszna County, we posted bilingual Rumanian and Hunga-r-
ian signs there, In accordance with a decree of the County People's Council. But
their existence was shortlived. The signs were simply removed, and by 1975, not
a single locality was Identified In Hungarian.

Nationalities cannot use their native tongues even In State offices; after all,
most of the officials are Rumanians who do not speak the nationality's language,
either because they do not know it or because they refuse to use It.

With regard to the question of personnel, the replacement of Hungarian offi-
cials (where there still are any) with Rumanians Is being carried out with in-
credible persistence. This applies equally to the politico-administrative apparatus
and to the various economic and Industrial enterprises. In Maroavasarhely at the
"I.P.. August 23" works, or at the Chemical Factory-to mention only two ex-
amples--not a single director or deputy director is Hungarian, in spite of the
fact that measures had been initiated "to improve the nationality composition

. - of the personnel". I dont-even wish to think of such cities as, for example
Nagyvarad, where there is not a single Party secretary of Hungarian nationality.

It i clear from only this much that a multitude of factual realities violate
the-Constitution, the founding Charter of the Party and the fundamental prin-
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ciples set down and provided for in Party documents. What Is occurring in prac-
tice is not in harmony with the principles in these documents--indeed, what is
more, it completely contradicts them-and has nothing in common with Marxist-
Leninism, fundamental human rights, humanism, or ethical behavior and human
dignity, that is, all that which is trumpeted far and wide in the most varied kinds
of propaganda.

These facts give rise to many questions which are not at all difficult to answer;
what is difficult to understand however, is: who benefits from all of this?

Will such measures truly contribute to the unity and brotherhood of the peo-._
pies living in this homeland? Is this not a policy of chauvinistic provocation?
There can be but one reply: all of this in no way benefits either the Rumanian
people or the coinhabiting nationalities.

Has the lesson of history been so soon forgotten that a people which oppresses
other people cannot itself be free? Experience and history teach us that coercive
measures do not lead to the solution of problems.

The tendency to forcefully assimilate nationalities living in Rumania is-
this cannot be denied--also revealed by the press at times, and creates total dis-
trust in nationality policies; indeed, it casts doubt over the sincerity of all
policies in general, and for millions of citizens, it destroys their confidence in So-
cialist Society. --

What concerns me the most at this time is the obstinacy with which this prob-
lem is ignored by our Party organs; from the lowest level to the highest they
act as if they were totally unaware of it. My own personal efforts, as well as those
of others, to draw their attention to it, have thus far remained fruitless. And
the situation continues to deteriorate, to the detriment of the prestige of our
Party and Society.

I am writing to you with a deep sense of responsibility, as I am one of those
Communists who is convinced of the truth of our ideals. I have fought for these
ideals since my tender youth, an&7 rater, as a member of the Supreme Party and
State Leadership as well.

The nationality-question is a touchstone of democracy; it is an Intrinsic ele-
ment of the democracy which exists in the society as a whole. Without the just
and real, not only verbal, solution of the nationality question, democracy In gen-
eral cannot exist, and the new Society, the Socialism which we all want cannot
be built up.

Our Supreme Leadership must analyze these problems very seriously. Unless it
does so, the Leadership itself will make the entire existence of democracy within
our Party and our society, questionable.

It is not society which is bad, nor It i the socialist system which must be
-- faulted, but the methods used by the Leadership. It is necessary to Illuminate

the grave errors which are being committed in the interperetation of Marxist-
1- Leninism and in the application of the fundamental principles established by the
Party.

We must renounce policies based on demagogy, the personality cult and the
capriclous application of Marxism. Only in this way can we achieve a proper,
Just and democratic solution of all those questions which reality has created in
our Socialist Society.

As it has been proven, at-no time and In no place has the personality cult ever
led to any good. On the contrary, it has been the source of great suffering and
pain, as well as the cause of political abuses, because the masses have always
rejected it, regardless of the masks it wore or the excuses made for it.

My dear Comrad Vincze, I ask you to forward the enclosed letter, which )
had addressed to Comrade Ilie Verdet and intended for the Supreme 14edership,
to the members of the Politburo. It would be very useful if the Politburo dis-
cussed the issues raised in the letter- because, perhaps in this way, our Supreme
Leadership would wake up to the truth and take the appropriate actions.

We nationalities--Hungarians, Germans, Serbs, Jews, Gypsies, and so on-.
feel a deep respect for the Rumanian people and wish to live in harmony with
them.

I personally have thousands of friends and relatives of the Rumanian nation-
ality ; my son-in-law Is Rumanian, and I love him just as much as my other rela-
tives and friends with whom I have worked, shoulder to shoulder, for the build-
ing of the new Society. I want our common home to develop, grow strong and
prosper, and It is for this reason that I am writing to you with such sincerity
and courage. It is my conviction that this matter is common to us all, that It
Is the duty of- every one of us to critically examine the negative phenomena,
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and that such phenomena cannot be viewed through rose-colored glasseN6 regard-
less of whether they are of an economic or social nature, or even if they derive
from the co-existence of workers of the various nationalities. It would be a
pity if all that would collapse which we, Rumanians and the other nationalities,
built up with hard work in the decadesfollowing the Liberation. After all, this
country Is the common home of all of us, and we love her as a good mother. We
must do all we can to prevent her from becoming a cruel stepmother to any one
of her children, regardless of his nationality.

Most respectfully,
KAROLY KIRALY.

MAROSVASARHIELY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1977.

THE EIGHTEEN DEMANDS FOR IMPROVED MINORITY RIGHTS

Li8ted by Lajos Takace

With respect to the Hungarian population, we recommend the following:
1. Restructuring of the Hungarian Nationality Workers Council Into a mass

organization with chapters In all localities where the number of Hungarian in-
habitants warrants this. The organization should have the right to nominate
candidates to represent-the Hungarian population In every central and local or-
gan. It should designate candidates to fill certain key positions which deal with
the development of the cultural life of the Inhabitants.

2. Within the framework of the Grand National Assembly, a permanent com-
mittee should be established to deal with problems of the coinhabiting nation-
alities. The country's nationality representatives, as well as a Rumanian repre-
sentative from counties with mixed populations, should participate In this com-
mittee. (A committee such as this exists in the Slovak National Assembly.)

3. A new Statute for natonalities should be created which concretely spells
out the responsibilities of the authorities in Implementing the Party's nation-
ality policies.

4. Those state agencies which operate under the Ministry of Education and the
Council for Socialist Instruction should be granted decision-making powers in
all those questions which bear directly on the actions of these central organs as
they affect the coinhabiting nationalities.

5. The network of native-language kindergartens and general and secondary
schools of all levels and specialties, which is capable of handling all Hungarian
students who wish to pursue their studies in the native tongue, should be
guaranteed.

6. The Babes-Bolyal University, the Dr. Petra Groza Agricultural Institute,
the Ton Andreescu Art Institute, the Gh. Dina Conservatory, the Istvan Szent-
gyorvyi School for the Dramatic Arts, the Institute of Medicine and Pharmacology
at M'irosvasarhely and the Technical School of Kolozsvar should be reorganized
into two sections with independent curricula. -

7. Id*ologlcal Instruction should be provided in the language of the nationali-
ties as well, in all areas-where this is warranted by the number of workers,
peasants or intellectuals.

8. The size of circulation of local newspapers should be determined on the
basis of actual demand.

9. The po.4*Ability of publishing a high quality, (Hungarian] scientific journal
should be investigated.

10. Cultural ensembles of the coinhabiting nationalities should be guaranteed
greater freedom of movement.

11. We should re-examine the polAibillty of creating a radio station broad-
casting in the languages of the coinhabiting nationalities, and a television
channel with continuous programming.

12. More publications-especially technical-scientific and children's literature-
should be allowed to appear in the languages of the coinhabiting nationalities.

13. Access by Hungarians [in Rumania] to publications which appear in the
Hungarian People's Republic, and to Hungarian-language publications which
appear in Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, should be improved.

14. The employment of Hungarian experts should be guaranteed in those li-
braries and archives which contain documents relating to the past history of the
Hungarian nationality.

15. In those counties and localities where the percentage of Inhabitants of
nationality origin aclieves 15%, In addition to Rumanian, use of the language
of the given nationality should be Instituted in the adminstratve apparatus of
the state, in publications, and on signs and billboards.
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16. Textbooks, literature pertaining to the country's history, propaganda ma-
terials, etc. should be revised to accurately reflect the past and present of the
coinhabiting nationalities, and their contribution to the development of the area
in which they live.

17. The composition of the apparatus of party, state and mass organizations
should be revised to insure that coinhabiting nationalities are proportionally
represented in the decisionmaking bodies.

18. The policy of scattering cadres of nationality origin to diverse areas of
the country should be terminated. Those cadres should be placed primarily in
regions inhabited by nationalities, where they can speak their native tongue
with those people from which they themselves derive.
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GOMA THE W]UTR AccuSEs CEAUSESCU

(By Rudolf Kriimer-Badoni)
Exiled writer Paul Goma has raised serious charges against the nationality

policy of the Bucharest leadership. At a press conference organized yesterday in
Frankfurt by the Society for Human Rights, Goma stated that all Rumanians are
prisoners of President and Party Chairman Ceausescu's personality cult, but that
the national minority inhabitants are treated as prisoners of the lowest order.

Not only are they being denationalized and deprived of their cultural rights-
such as the right to their own schools and churches--but they also risk interroga.
tion and torture for merely hinting at a preference for the Hungarian language or
for the concept of human rights. To escape their tormentors such detainees have
the option of either signing a forced declaration or committing suicide. Evidence
exists to document one case, for example, of a Hungarian teacher who was
hounded-Into suicide by the Rumanian secret police for having recorded the
grades of the Hungarian students In his class in his own mother tongue. Numer-
ous similar cases have been confirmed and documented by Hungarians in exile.

Goma also had harsh words for those Rumanian writers who keep silent in the
belief that they have something to lose. But, according to. Goma, they have
nothing to lose. Financially they are worse off than the average employee. They
are allowed to publish only at the price of blackmail. Yet, in order to fulfill the
dream of every Rumanian writer-a trip abroad-they are willing to make every
compromise and betray their consciences.

Goma depicted Ceausescu as an apparatchik, who knows neither the workers
nor the peasants, who hates intellectuals and who remains at the helm only
through the complicity of Moscow. His allegedly independent foreign policy is a
deceptive maneuver. It served Ceausesn during the time of the threatened Soviet
invasion to rally the people behind him. Goma himself, seduced by the clever ploy,
admits to having been a Communist for two and a half days at that time.

The nationality question Is used by Oeauseseu to promote his Party's aims. The
chief of state plays the various groups off against each other. In the West, there
are many governments which are, knowingly or unknowingly, accomplices of the
Rumanian regime; they too allow themselves to be deceived. The Western press,
but to an even greater extent, the labor unions in the West could be instrumental
in bringing relief. The opinion of intellectunls would be interpreted ni the opinion
of a minority, but the opinion of labor unions would represent the opinion of the
masses of workers.

Goma does not expect any Communist regime to exhibit liberalizing tendencies.
Nor does he believe that change will ever occur in the direction of Social
Democracy.
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[From the Washington Post, Jan. 30, 19781

LETTER CHARGES ROMIANIA REPRESSES HUNGARIANS

(By Michael Dobbs)
BIELORADE-In a document that gives rare insight into the problems of national

minorities in Romania, a former high-level Romanian Communist Party official
has alleged official repression against the country's 2 million Hungarians.

The claim is made by Karoly Kiraly, a member of the Romanian Communist
Party Central Committee until resignation in 1975, in an open letter to the state
and party leadership. A copy of the letter, which was written last month and
smuggled out of Romania, has reached Belgrade through usually reliable channel.

Kiraly, who is himself of Hungarian origin, alleged Job discrimination against
ethnic Hungarians and suppression of the Hungarian language in violation of
Romai's constitution. Professing himself to be a loyal Marxist, he lays the blame
not on the Communist system but on the Romanian party leadership and in par-
ticular the personality cult which surrounds President Nicolae Ceausescu.

Western diplomats in Bucharest consider the widespread, If muted, discontent
among Romania's minority nationalities more significant than last year's short-
lived human rights movement led b ythe writer Raul Goma, who is now in Paris.
Support for Goma was confined to a handful of intellectuals, but national griev-
ances run much deeper.

Last year's considerable disquiet was reported among ethnic Germans, Roma's
second largest minority after the Hungarians, who were applying in large num.
bers to emigrate to West Germany.

There Is, however, still no evidence that national unrest will have any effect
on the policies pursued by Ceausescu. In his appeal, Kirall says that efforts to
improve the lot of the Hungarian minority have brought no result.

Kiraly writes: "What mostly preoccupies me Is the doggedness with which the
problem is Ignored by our party organizations from the grass roots to the highest
level as something which does not exist."

A document attached to the Kiraly appeal, apparently prepared by his support-
ers abroad, states that he is now facing party disciplinary action for repeatedly
calling attention to minority grievances.

In the letter, which Is formally addressed to a Central Committee member for
circulation among the party leadership, Kiraly alleges a wide gap between theory
and practice In the treatment of the nationalities question. He cites cases of dis-
crimination against the Hungarian minority in the mountainous region of Tran.
sylvania in central Romania.

After- recalling a promise for more secondary and technical schools with In-
struction in minority languages, he argues that the number of such schools Is
actually decreasing.

The-use of the Hungarian language, Kiraly claims, Is officially discouraged,
even in the Nationality Council that represents the Hungarian minority. He
claims that bilingual signboards put up during his term of office as first party
secretary of Covasna County in 1971 have all been removed.

Alleging Job discrimination against ethnic Hungarians, Kiraly writes that
nearly all influential posts in towns with a Hungarian majority go to Romanians,
many of whom do not speak a word of Hungarian.

Foreign observers familiar with minority problems In Romania find Kiraly's
allegations plausible although it is difficult to confirm them. Western correspond.
cents who visited the 3Iu Valley last* year, scene of Romanian's worst post-war
mining strike, were told that discontent among the sizable Hungarian minority
there was an important factor in the unrest.

Miners explained that the area was once part of the Austro-Hungarian empire
and was used to relatively higher living standards than the rest of Romania. They
complained that Hungarian schools in the area had been closed down.

Romania's treatment of Its largest national minority poses a delicate problem
for its neighbor Hungary. The Hungarian government has no wish to pick a quar-
rel with a fellow communist state, but feels responsible for Hungarians outside
the country.
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While carefully avoiding any public protest, Hungarian officials frequently
raise the problems of national minorities in Romania in private bilateral contacts.

[From Financial Times. Jan. 31, 1978]

ACHILLES HEEL OF ROMANIAY NATIONALISM

PROTESTS that have become public have drawn international attention to the
position of the largest national minority in Europe, the 1.7m. Hungarians in Ro-
mania. First Mr. Gyula Illyes, 75, the greatest living Hungarian poet in a
Budapest daily, Magyar Nemzet, made a passionate protest against the violation
of what he called the elementary human rights of Hungarians living in neighbor-
Ing countries. Without mentioning any country by name, he complained about "a
policy of apartheid" practised against Hungarians. The two articles were gen-
erally regarded by the Hungarian public as being directed against Romania.

The plight of Hungarians in Romania next became the subject of an open letter
sent two months ago by Mr. Karoly Kiraly, a former top official of the Romanian
Communist Party, to the Romanian leadership. The text was leaked a few days
ago to foreign correspondents in Belgrade. Mr. Kiraly, who was for several years
first party secretary in the Covasna region in Transylvania, where Hungarians
are in an overwhelming majority among the 199,000 inhabitants, between 1969-
1972 belonged to the Central Committee and even to the supreme party body, the
Executive Political Committee, as a candidate-member.

Mr. Kiraly complained that Hungarians are discriminated against in employ-
ment and education. "What particularly worries me is the obstinacy with which
party functionaries from the bottom to the very top continue to ignore the prob-
lem," Mr. Kiraly said.

He was one of the handful of people of Hungarian extraction in the Romanian
leadership, until he resigned in April 1972 from all his positions rnd retired from
public life. At the time his resignation was overshadowed by a large-scale re-
shuffle at the top. Now, however, it must be supposed that a conflict about the
nationality question was the reason both for his disappearance from the political
scene, and for a simultaneous purge in Tirgu-Mures, capital of another region
in Transylvania, also inhabited primarily by Hungarians.

The entire issue has so far been largely overlooked abroad, in contrast with the
publicity surrounding the thorny problem of the emigration from Romania of
ethnic Germans. The number of Germans, according to the latest census in Jan-
uary 1977, was just under 30,000, which was 25,000 fewer than in 1956. Last
year some 10,000 Germans were allowed to leave, and after the recent visit of
Herr Helmut Schmidt, the West German Chancellor, to Bucharest, the German
side concluded that the same rate or emigration could be expected during the next
five years. According to German press reports, about 80 percent of the Germans
there wish to leave Romania.

NEIGIIBOUla

The situation of the Hungarians is completely different. To start with, they
number, according to official statistics, 1.7m.; according to conservative Hun-
garian estimates well over 2m. Furthermore, they are part of a nation whose state
is a direct neighbour of Romania. Last but not least, the Romanians regard
every complaint as a prelude to territorial claims. During World War Two,
Hungary temporarily regained the northern part of Transylvania which, in 1918,
had become part of Romania. Before that all of Transylvania had been part of
Hungary.

The Implications of the Hungarian question in Romania go well beyond the
purely bilateral. After the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, one in
three Hungarians fell under foreign rule. According to Mr. Iliyes. there are now
15m. Hungarians between the Alps and the Carpathians, of whom only some
10m. live in Hungary proper. His estimate may well be exaggerated. But the fact
remains that even according to official figures, some 600,000 Hungarians live in
Slovaklia and some 500,000 In Yugoslavia. A wave of aggressive Hungarian na-
tionalism could, as in the Interwar period, again pose a threat to stability in the
Danube basin.

Despite growing pressures at home, Mr. Janos Kadar has madeno public all..
sion to the Hungarians in Transylvania. At a meeting last June, Mr. Kadar and
President Nicolae Ceausescu of Romania signed a communique, stating that
the minorities in each country (20,000 Romanians in Hungary and 1.7m. Hun-
garians in Romania) should "gradually become a bridge between the two coun-
tries. However, at Romanian insistence, it was also clearly stated that the
nationality question is within the jurisdiction of each of the two countries.
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Agreements were also signed to open consulates in Cluj, and on the other side
of the border, in Debrecen, and to ease travel restrictions. But Romania insisted
that the three major urban centres in these areas should not benefit fully from
the travel concessions.

The visitor to Budapest hears time and again that these measures have not
yet been carried out because the Romanlans are dragging their feet. The treat-
ment of the Hungarians in multinational Yugoslavia, and the full autonomy and
freedom of movement they enjoy is repeatedly mentioned as an example the
Romanian comrades should follow.

The Romanians say that the "co-inhabiting nationalities," and thus also the
Hungarians, are represented according to their proportional strength at all levels
of the "elected" state organs and the party bodies: that they have their own news-
papers, publishing houses and theatres. This in turn is shrugged off by Hun-
garians as an "alibi." According to Mr. Illyes, the Hungarians are deprived of
university and vocation school education In their native tongue and 20 percent
of the school children do not even learn the alphabet In Hungarian. They are
given history books which describe their ancestors as "inferior Incursors."

The memorandum presented by Mr. Kiraly to the Romanian leadership is re-
garded by the Hungarians as striking proof of the growing ferment in Transyl-
vania. The situation is closely watched by the Soviets. The attitudes of the Hun-
garians, accounting officially for 8 percent of the total population, has always
been seen in the Kremlin as the potential Achilles Heel of resurgent Romanian
nationalism.

After all, President Ceausescu himself has built his policy of independence on
the priority of the nation as such. Meanwhile, the case of Mr. Kiraly, who Is
already understood to be subjected to disciplinary proceedings, indicates that the
argument works both ways.

It is stressed in Budapest that the articles of Mr. Illyes were published without
any prior approval by the leadership. Yet the fact that the latest issue of "Magyar
Hirek," a glossy weekly with a circulation of 100.000 published for Hungarians
abroad by the world Federation of Hungarians in Budapest, devoted an entire
page to extracts from the sensational articles by the great poet can hardly beregarded as accidental. (From The Times, Feb. 8, 19781

MINORITY LEADER TAKEN TO TASK

Romanian authorities have taken action against .%r. Karoly Kiraly, a former
member of the Romanian Central Committee, whose appeal against widespread
repression of the country's Hungarian minority of two million was reported in
Western newspapers, including The Tites of January 24.

Mr. Kiraly, who himself is a member of the Hungarian minority, had until his
resignation in April 1972, occupied important posts in the Romanian hierarchy.

He was called to the Central Committee soon after his letter was published.
His friends believe that he was subjected to strong pressure to disavow the letter.
According to sources close to Hungarian Intellectuals in Romania, the authorities
offered to remedy some of the ills in return for a public disavowal.

-Until his resignation, Mr. Kiraly was first party secretary for the Covasna
county, whose population is predominantly Hungarian. In his letter he protested
against systematic vlolhtion of minority rights.

He said that dual language signposts had been removed, there was enforced
Romanization, and Hungarian vocational and other schools had been closed.
He also alleged discrimination against Hungarians in employment and education.

His letter was addressed to party leaders, but there was no response until
It was published In the West. Copies, however, have been circulated both In
Transylvania and In Budapest.

Intellectual circles there criticized therestraint of the Hungarian government
in the plight of the Hungarians across the border and the reluctance of Mr.
Kadar, the Hungarian leader, to raise the Issue. Recently, however, contact with
Hungarians across the border has become livelier.

Pressure on the Hungarian Government to take up the case of the Hungarian
minority Increased. Some writers and Intellectuals In Budapest began to draw
public attention to their fate, trying to arouse Internatqonal Interext.

,Before the publication of his letter In the west Mr. Kiraly, it is understood.
had already been subjected to disciplinary measures. His friends say that he has
now been isolated and all contact with him is being discouraged_ -
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[From The Washington Post, Mar. 2, 19781

EX-OfFICIAL CiiARGEs RoMANIA Is SUPPRESSING ETHNIC UNREST

(By Michael Dobbs)

CARANSEDFA, RoMAN.-The Romanian government has taken emergency meas-
ures to suppress growing discontent among the two-million-strong Hungarian
community in Romania, according to a former close aide of President Nikolai
Ceausescu.

The charges by Karoly Kiraly, a former high Romanian Communist Party
official, reflect increased tensions in Romania as well as what appears to be an
unprecedented challenge to Ceausescu's authority.

Kiraly also said in an interview that 16 prominent Romanian Communist of-
ficials have associated themselves with an open letter in which Kiraly denounced
the Romanian government for suppression of minority rights.

Among those backing the protest Kiraly cited former prime minister Ion
Gheoghe Maurer; the present deputy prime minister, Janos Fazekas, and several
other members of the Romanian Central Committee and parliament.

Kiraly said that the Romanian government has responded by taking emer-
gency measures to suppress growing discontent among Romania's ethnic minority.
He spoke of the massive deployment of troops in Transylvania, where most Hun-
garians live, and house-to-house searches, interrogations and other forms of
harassment.

Apart from Maurer, all other figures who reportedly associated their names
with the protest are of Hungarian background.

But such an endorsement of a protest movement here is without precedent.
The question of ethnic rights has long been a source of covert dispute between
the two Warsaw Pact neighbors. Publicity, however, all Soviet bloc countries
have contended that such issues have been resolved.

The sudden upsurge of protest among Romania's minority and the public
backing of it by the Hungarian Communist government bas posed a serious do-
mestic challenge to Ceausescu.

Kiraly spoke to three Western journalists in defiance of official warnings
against contacts with the foreign press.

The interview took place In Caransebes, a town of some 27,000 people where
Kiraly is in internal exile in an attempt to Isolate him from his supporters in
Transylvannia-the mountainous region of central Romania and the setting for
Brain Stoker's spinechilling novel Count Dracula.

At one point, Kiraly's German wife Helga switched off the lights in the kitchen
of their sparsely furnished three-room cottage to prevent a curious neighbour
from seeing the journalists gathered around the table.

Soft-spoken and looking younger than his 47 years, Kiraly described what
happened after he attempted to raise minority grievances in a series of letters
to Romanian leaders. He is of Hungarian origin himself.

Kiraly's formidable cateloge of allegations included the closing of Hungarian
universities and schools, the suppression of the Hungarian language and culture,
and the appointment of Romanians to nearly all key posts in towns with a Hun-
garian majority.

"Forbears the Romanian government has had a policy of the forced asslimllR-
tion of all minorities-not just Hungarians, but also Germans, Serbs and others,"
he said.

The most serious repercussions began at the end of J'anuary following the pub.
location of details of his appeals in Western newspapers

Kiraly said: "Suddenly emergency police measures were taken throughout
Transylvania. Around a thousand security men were drafted into my hometown
of Tirgu Mures alone. There were armed patrols end special civilian brigades in
the streets. Tens of thousands of people were watched and many homes were
searched for copies of my letter. This action is still continuing, although on a
reduced scale." -

Kiraly was summoned to Bucharest for talks with four top officials Including
fie Verdet, Ceauseseu's righthand man, and the minister of the Interior, Teodor
Coman. He was accused of being a traitor to Romania, threatened with a trial
and expulsion from the Communist Party, and 01Wdtodenouncohis own appeal
as the fabrication of the CIA and Radio Free Amwpe He refused.
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He was ordered to leave Tirgu Mures with his wife and five-m-onith-old baby.
He said his friends were harassed in the street, his house was kept under a 24-
hour watch, and he was followed by plainclothes policenin.

Asked what he thought were the reasons for this government reaction, he
replied quietly: "They know that what I wrote is true." An official Romanian
spokesman has described Kiraly's allegations as "lies, lies, -lies."

Kiraly himself is an insider who knows how the system works. As an alternate
member of the political executive committee from 1968 to 1972. he was at the
summit of the Romanian leadership. In 1970 he accompanied Ceausescu to Mos-
cow to attend the Lenin centenary celebrations. He is still a party member and
deputy president of the Hungarian Nationality Council. He stresses that he re-
mains committed to his social ideals.

His protests have also received the support of key leaders of the Hungarian
minority. Apart from Fazekas, they include the vice-president of the Romanian
parliament, Gyorgy Puskas, central committee members, writers, and the editors
of the two most prominent Hungarian literary reviews in Romania.-

Kiraly claimed that nearly all Hungarian intellectuals agree with his views
and many ordinary people, including Romanians, had expressed support through
handshakes, telephone calls, and letters.

By alleging mistreatment of national minorities, Kiraly has struck one of the-
most sensitive chords in Romanian politics. Underpinning Ceausescu's stunchly
independent foreign policy is an attempt to build a strong unitary state at home
creating the image of "an island of Latins surrounded by a sea of Slavs."

[From Dagens Nyheter (Stoekbolm), Mar. 2, 19781

"OUR PROTESTS ARE KILLED BY PERSISTENT SILENCE"

(By Klas Bergman)
Caransebes, in February. I expected that someday you would come, says Karoly

Kiraly and shakes our hands cordially.
He receives us in his mother-in-laws kitchen in the tiny town of Caransebes

where he was sent about a week ago into internal exile because of his defiance
of the Rumanian Communist Party policy regarding the treatment of national
minorities.-

His resistance manifested itself in an open letter to the Party leadership. The
letter was published in the West toward the end of January (Dagens Nyheter,
January 23,-1918), This produced, according to Kiraly, "a security action un-
precedented in the history of 33 years of Communnist rule".

In his letter, Kiraly very sharply attacked the manner in which the two mil-
lion Hungarians and the other minorities are treated and said that "this had
nothing to do with Marxist-Leninism, elementary rights and human dignity."
A "forced assimilation" of the minorities was occurring in Rumania.

Kiraly is 47 years old; he has been a Communist since his youth. lie has
studied at the Party School in Moscow. Once, he was a member of the highest
organ of the Party but resigned in 1972, "because of personal reasons" he says,
without going into details. At that time as well, he was sent to Caransebes into
internal exile.

Kiraly is still a member of the Party and Vice Presidentc6f the Hungarian
Nationality-Wurkers Council in Rumania. Ile emphasizes:

My actions have nothing to do with chauvinism. They are not directed
against the Rumanian people, or against the country, or against the socialistic
syslm. Nor am I seeking high positions or material gain, as some-have claimed,
and I am not trying to separate Transylvania from the rest of the country. In-
stead, I have assumed a great responsibility In the interest of Socialism, with the
aim of Improving relations between Rumania's different nationalities.

Kiraly has received support from people In the highest Party organs.
Kiraly describes thirteen individuals who have lent support to his action with

their signatures and who wereredy to assume this risk, he explains. One of
them is Ion Gheorghe Maurer, Prime Mfilster until some years ago; others in-
clude Janos Fazekas, the present Deputy Prime Minister and member of the
Party's Executive Bureau, four members of the Central Committee, editorsin-
chief, writers, a Rumanian lawyer and the head of a hospital.

32-633-78-----7
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My two British colleagues and I have listened to Kiraly for almost four hours.
lis wife Helga, a member of the German minority, is the interpreter. They

were married during Kiraly's first exile in Caransebes
They are now waiting for an apartment with two rooms near the furniture

factory where he was given the position of manager.
Once during our conversation a man comes into the courtyard asking for di-

rections, but otherwise we are not disturbed.
You know that this meeting is not permitted, he says. The Party leadership told

me that foreign correspondents would probably come to me, as you are now doing,
but that I was forbidden to receive them. They certainly know that you are here
now. I am sure that they are bugging us now. But I will give you the necessary
Information.

We receive a rare insight into Rumanian society and into the treatment of
those who dare defy the authority of the Communist Party. Here is Kiraly's
story

I1have written three letters to the Party leadership, the third of which was pub.
lished In the West. I wrote the first one on June 2, 1977.

Earlier, in 1976, I had a meeting with Ile Verdet, Secretary of the Central
Committee and a member of the highest Party organ, the Permanent Bureau. But
somehow, nothing happened, not even after those countless discussions about
the problems of the minorities which were conducted. The thing was killed by
persistent silence. I sent another letter in September and after one week I was
summoned to Bucharest for a long conversation with Ille Verdet, among others.
Then there was another meeting and a third one on October 4, when we agreed
upon certain measures to ameliorate the situation of the minorities.

But this agreement was not kept. The problems were not solved. Instead, meas-
ures were taken against me and my family. The secret police began watching
over us. They tried to compromise my position with anonymous letters. I was
accused of economic Improprieties, love affairs, contacts with Hungarian writers
and with the Hungarian Church. I was accused of hostility toward the govern-
ment and of chauvinism. I protested vigorously against these letters.

Then, my third letter was published in the West. For a week, nothing happened,
but then extraordinary security Actions were initiated In Transylvania, and a
secret police force of one thousand men gathered in my hometown of Tirgu
Mures.

On February 1, I was summoned to Bucharest and met with Ile Verdet,
Teodor Coman, Minister of the Interior, Peter Lupa and Janos Vincze.

I was questioned in very harsh tones as to why I had sent the letter abroad,
and, if It was not me, then who had sent It? They called me a traitor, an enemy
of the Party and of the people. They threatened me with a trial and expulsion
from the Communist Party. They accused me of having contacts with Hungarian
diplomats, with the CIA, etc. They instructed me to declare that the letter was
not written by me but was a forgery concocted by the CIA, Radio Free Europe
and the enemies of Rumania.

I refused to do this. I said that I had written the letter and that I was morally
responsible for it but that It was not I who had sent It abroad. But, I asked,
who is responsible for the violation of those provisions of the Constitution which
guarantee the rights of the minorities?

They replied that I was being impudent and told me to return the following day.
But I went home to Tirgu Mures.

On February 8, 1 was summoned to appear before the Chief Party Secretary In
Tlrgu Mures, Ion Florea. He received me kindly and asked whether I had some
proposal to calm the inhabitants. He said the atmosphere was explosive and that
slogans supporting me had appeared on the walls of the houses.

On February 4 I went to Bucharest, having been summoned anew by Verdet.
I was told that I had to leave Tirgu Mures because they were no longer able to
guarantee my security there. They proposed a position as a director In Northern
Moldavia, located in Eastern Rumania.

I went home and on the following day, gave Worea a negative answer. Florea
said measures would be taken against me. I would be dismissed from my post as
President of an Industrial society in Tirga Mures amd expelled from the Party.'
But I would be permitted to remain in my hometown,

However, in the evening of the same day, Florea give me an ultimaium. The
Party leadership did not agree to my staying in Tlrgu Mures On that day, my
friends were harassed, searched and shadowed. Apartments were searched. Dur-
ing a walk with my brother, some policemen followed us with pistols in their
pockets aimed at us.
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On the next day, F1orea categorically stated thAt If I did not leave Tlrgu Mures,
they could not guarantee my own and my friends' security. He proposed that I
go to Caransebes and I accepted.

But it Is obvious that no one can endanger my security except the secret police
themselves. Rumania's secret police are very powerful. About 700 of them are
still in 1tirgu Mures. During the Spring of 1977, they conducted a series of Interro-
gations, violent assaults, and searches among people belonging to the Hungarian
minority.

After the publication of my letter In the West, certain improvements were
made. The time periods allotted to Hungarian television and radio programs were
extended, bilingual signs were set up and certain authorities now permit the use
of the client's own language. However, these are not substantial changes. I win
therefore continue until all the problems are solved.

Unrest among the minorities is an old problem in Rumania. Its cause is the
enormous abyss between theory and practice in the treatment of minorities. The
discontent was there. The letters did not produce it, they only confirmed some-
thing which has existed for a long time.

Many Hungarians want to leave the country. But where can they go? Hungary
accepts only a very limited number of emigrees, about two hundred a year. This
is a delicate problem for Hungary. It is a problem which Involves the relations
between two Socialist countries.

But we Hungarians in Rumania do not represent a threat to the regime in
Bucharest. We are loyal. We learn the Rumanian language, we are hardworking.
But we want to be treated as the Rumanians are treated, without discrimination.
And we want to be able to go to our own schools, speak our own language and
develop our own culture. That's all.

[The caption beneath the photograph which appears with the article above,
reads: "Karoly Kiraly with his wife Helga at his mother-in-law's house in
Caransebes, where they presently live waiting for a two-room apartment."]

[From Daily News, Apr. 18, 1978J

CEAUSESCU IS PIQUED BY PIcKErs HERE

(By Jerry Schmetterer and Owen Moritz)

It all took place in a 29th-floor suite of the Waldorf-Astoria yesterday morning
between glasses of orange Jutce-Ed Koch (D-Manhattan) and Romanian Presi-
dent Nicholae Ceausescu (Communist-Bucharest) arguing over protest against
Ceausescu on New York streets.

"This doesn't happen In my country," the Romanlan president told Koch
through an Interpreter. "This should not be allowed. If you come to Romania, you
would not have any picketing."

But Koch defended the ways of New Yorkers and Americans--and when It was
over the plain-speaking mayor of New York appears to have headed off an in-
ternational incident by reassuring the distressed Romanian president that there
is nothing personal in all those demonstrations.

It's not you, Koch told Ceausescu ever so diplomatically, It's your policies.
Those policies, said the mayor, do discriminate against Hungarian-speaking

Rumanians-the cause of protests that have nettled Ceausescu since his arrival
here over the weekend.

And afther all, who knows more about protests over the way things are run
than Ed Koch. He gets them all the time, even in English-speaking Queens.

For the Romanian president in the U.S. on a business and a diplomatic mission,
things got rough late Sunday when crowds protesting Romania's policies toward
its Hungarian minority swelled to 2,000 outside the Waldorf.

Shortly before midnight Sunday, Ceausescu got so agitated by the protests
that he complained to the State Department, which in turn pleaded to Police
Commissioner Robert McOuire to assure the Romanian president that his safety
was not in danger. At midnight, McGuire personally went to the Romanian UN
Mission on E. 38th St., talked to Ceausescu and said he could return to th*
Waldorf without fear.

After midnight, under a reinforced police escort, the Romanian president's
party returned to the Waldorf, past a small group of protesters that had remained
in E. 49th St. One egg struck Ceausescu's car, police said,
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But yesterday, Ceausescu was apparently still upset, even though the protest-
ing crowd had melted away, presumably because most of the demonstrators had to
go to work.

Anyway, Koch got a call at 8 :45 a.m. from the State Department. His mission:
settle down Ceausescu. So the mayor skipped a regular meeting of his own cabinet
to rush to the Waldorf to sit down with the Romanian president. It was there
that the two engaged in the great Waldorf debate.

"I am president of a foreign country," Ceausescu protested. "This (the demon-
strations) should not be allowed."

Koch said protests were as American as the First Amendment.
"Why are you Americans interfering in the Internal affairs of our country?

There are International agreements prohibiting such interference. These treaties
supersede the Constitution," said Ceausescu.

Ceausescu, who also heads his country's Communist Party, went on and on.
Tllnally, he said: "If your security can't take care of these crowds, then our se-
curity will."

The mayor, Joined In the talks by McGuire, said more than 100 cops from the
Manhattan South and Tactical Patrol Force details, had kept order without
incident.

Koch and the president discussed the specific issue of rights for Hungarian
nationals in Romania, particularly the access of school-age children to Hungarian
language studies, before the session broke up.

Koch said: "Let's'be friends and maybe one day we can eat In a Romanian
restaurant here." On the way out, the mayor found 20 uniformed guards keeping
order downstairs. By this point, the protest had been reduced to three old men
carrying signs.

Romanian President Nicolae Ceauseseu, ending a weeklong visit to the United
States, said yesterday that his Communist country wanted more joint business
ventures with American capitalists partly because "we also are interested in
profits."

A Joint U.S. Romanian communique said that President and Mrs. Carter had
accepted "with pleasure" an invitation to visit Romania, but no date was set.

The communique said that carter said Ceausescu had both expressed determi-
nation during talks at the White House last week "to encourage and promote the
continuing expansion of ties of cooperation and friendship between the two
countries and peoples."

Before Ceausescu flew home from New York last night, the Romanian govern-
ment signed a new, 10-year business-technical cooperation agreement with the
Control Data Corp. of Minneapolis.

-Stan Carter
[From The Times, Apr. 25, 19781

PARTY OFFICIALS JOIN FIGHT FOR HUNoARIANs' RIGHTS

The campaign against the violation of the human and civil rights of the two
million-strong Hungarian minority in Romania has been taken up by three prom-
inent Romanian Communisty Party officials since Mr. Karoly Kiraly, a former
member of the Central Committee, first drew attention to the plight of Hun-
garians and called upon President Ceausescu to put minority grievances right.

Three separate appeals, including a 7,000-word memorandum have since been
sent to the party leadership protesting against the state's policy of discrimina-
tion. They also urged the leadership to review the country's minority policy and
amend erroneous concepts which have been at the root of the Hungarian prob-
lem. Hungarians arb increasingly complaining against forcible Romanizatlon
and discrimination in every sphere of life.

The ethnic Hungarians have been living in Transylvania for over a thousand
years. But since the demise of the Austro-Hungarian empire at the end of the
First World War, the region has changed hands three times.

The Hungarians, who hitherto had their old cultural Institutions have gradu-
ally been losing them as the policy of enforced assimilation by the Romanian
state gained momentum over the past 10 years or so.

A memorandum compiled by Mr. LaJos Takaes, a prominent expert on inter-
national law and a former rector of the Babes-Bolyal University at Cluj, takes
up the problem of Hungarian students in Romania who, be claims, are being
forced to study in the Romanian language not In their mother tongue. He further
protests over the steady" decrease in the number of Hungarian students admitted
to universities in comparison to Romanian students over the past 17 years.
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Mr. Takacs, a candidate member of the Romanian prty's Central Committee,
was recently elected deputy president of the Hungarian Nationality Council In
Romania and his memorandum therefore carries considerable weight.

Although couched in moderate terms, it nevertheless makes the point clear
that the Hungarians have been losing ground for a number of years, their cul-
tural institutions are being gradually abolished and they are being dispersed
from the regions where they live in compact communities.

Mr. Takacs asserts that the country's laws guaranteeing minority rights have
not been implemented and that the Hungarian Nationality Council whicli is the
official represenative body of this ethnic minority, is as a result of the state's
policies, losing the confidence of the Hungarians.

The memorandum calls for increased powers for the council, as well as for
more Hungarian-language radio and television programmes. It urges that re-
strictions on the import of newspapers and books from Hungary be lifted and
demands a strictly proportional representation for ethnic minorities in areas
of mixed population where Romanians now occupy all the key posts.

Another appeal has been sent by Mr. Andras Suto, a prominent writer and
a candidate member of the Romanian Party's Central Committee. It protests
against restrictions on Hungarian language education at formerly Hungarian
schools, where Hungarian has been replaced by Romanian.

According to Hungarian intellectuals in Budapest, Mr. Janos Fazekas, Ro-
mania's Deputy Prime Minister, has also sent a personal appeal supporting the
grievances of the Hungarian community and proposing methods to improve the
rapidly deteriorating situation.

The campaign attempting to focus attention on the plight of Hungarians in
Transylvania began last autumn, when Mr. Kiraly sent a letter to the party
leadership asserting that the Hungarian minority was being oppressed.

The letter was published in the West and Mr. Kiraly was subsequently forced
into exile in Caransebas. He was also stripped of his position in the Hungarian
Nationality Council.

[From The New York Times. May 9, 19781

ETHNIC IUNGARIANS IN RUMANIA CHARGE REGIME SEEKS AssIMILATION

(By David A. Andelman)

BUCHAREST, RUMANIA-This nation's leaders are puttiing pressure on the-
Hungarian ethnic minority to drop its cultural traditions and become part of a
unified, Rumanian-dominated state.

The pressure has taken several forms-the isolation of key Hungarian com-
munity leaders, the closing of Hungarian schools and social organizations and
growing discrimination in employment and dealings with officialdom.

The plight of the 1.7 million ethnic Hungarians-in a nation of 21 million-
was described earlier this year In a series of letters written to the Rumanian
leaders by Karoly Kiraly, a former ethnic Hungarian official, and smuggled to
the West.

The letters and the Government's response to the situation are becoming a
key domestic issue for Nicolae Ceausescu, the Rumanian leader, and are caus-
ing friction between Rumania and Hungary.

HUNGARIAN OUSTED FROM COUNCIL

In mid-March, in an apparent effort to ease the tensions before his trip to
the United States, Mr. Ceausescu called a meeting of the Government's Council
on Minorities. The session dismissed Mr. Kiraly from his last official post, that
of a deputy chairman of the council, and listened to a message of conciliation
from the Rumanian leader.

However, the meeting and other statements of support appear to have done
little to appease the ethnic Hungarians in Rumania or the Hungarian Govern-
ment in Budapest.

Rumania's ethnic Hungarians are settled in Transylvania, a region of north-
western Rumania adjoining Hungary proper. The Magyars, or Hungarians, who
came originally from Asia, overran the area in the ninth century. During the
years of Ottoman Turkish domination, in the 16th and 17th centuries, Trans-
sylvania was a major battleground. Throughout the ensuing centuries, and
particularly after the rise of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the Hungarians



'were the masters of Transylvania and the ethnic Rumanians were the serfs.
But since the rise of the Rumanian state and, especially since the Commu-

•.nist takeover, these positions have been reversed, bringing along bitterness, con.
:flict and charges of discrimination.

It is a situation of concern to the Rumanian Government, which fears that
the country's ethnic minorities, which also include Germans, Serbs, Jews, Ukral-
nians, Bulgarians, Tatars and gypsies, are potential sources of unrest and a
brake on economic development.

The letters of Mr. Kiraly have thus had a powerful Impact here, especially
since they come from a committed Communist official. He was a nonvoting
member of the ruling Politburo, a member of the powerful Council of State, and
First Secretary of the district of Covasna In the heart of Transylvania.

But in April 1972, citing "personal reasons," he resigned from all three posts,
retaining only the job of deputy chairman of the Hungarian National Workers
Council, a body ostensibly designed to give ethnic Hungarians a voice in policy-
making. Mr. Kiraly seems to feel that it has become a thinly veiled device to
accelerate the process of assimilation of Hungarians Into Rumanian society.

USES OF HUNGARIAN 1s AN ISSUE

Last June, Mr. Kiraly wrote his first letter and, most Western diplomats
believe, his most significant one, to Ilie Verdets who was in charge of minority
affairs and was one of the three or four members of the Rumanian leadership
closest to President Caeusescu. Mr. Verdets was subsequently demoted In a
government shuffle. The shift may have been related as much to poor economic
performance as to any contacts he may have had with Mr. Kiraly.

- In his letter to Mr. Verdets, Mr. Kiraly bemcaned the elimination of the Hun-
garian language from nearly all official transactions in the Hungarian regions
pof Rumania and discrimination against people who use Hungarian and who
retain "their traditional culture."

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO STRAIN

"The problems are real ones, the preoccupations of hundreds of thousands of
people," he said. "National feeling Is a sensitive problem that must be treated
with the greatest care. It represents the qualitative side of any nation."

The letter was sent at a critical time--10 days before a meeting between
lanos Kadar, the leader of Hungary, and President Ceausescu. It was a meeting,
as it turned out, according to several persons close to the participants, that was
"strained and formal." In the following months, relations continued to dete-
riorate.

Western observers believe that several key factors are causing particular
strain between the two countries and particular concern within the Hungarian
community in Rumania:

A ban on travel to the West or, in many instances, even into Hungary, by
Rumanian citizens of Hungarian origin. Hungarians point to the fact that more
than 300,000 Jews have been allowed to-emigrate over the last 30 years; yet
many Hungarians in Rumania are not allowed even to'visit relatives in Hungary.

A continuing deterioration In the quality of Hungarian cultural life in Ru-
mania. Mr. Kiraly in his letters talks of a removal of Hungarian street signs and
other markings In Hungarian areas, and the closing of Hungarian schools.

Growing harassment of the Hungarian minority, ranking from simple job
discrimination through police actions that, Mr. Kiraly said at one point, led to
the death by suicide of a noted Hungarian professor in Brasov.

The result has been a campaign by ethnic Hungarians in Rumania and within
Hungary itself to publicize these abuses and to press the Rumanian Government
to correct them.

HUNOAR AN POVr CHA MES ABUSES

Early in January, a Hungarian poet, Gyula Illyes, published a series of articles
in the newspaper Magyar Nemzet of Budapest about the problem faced by Hun-
garian ethnic minority groups outside Hungary, the largest being In Rumania.
He wrote:

"Doctors and patients of the same mother tongue, have to communicate through
an interpreter because they are allowed to speak only In the official language. This
results in patients from settlements numbering hundreds of thousands, virtually
entire cities being forced to explain their most intimate symptoms mostly by
gesture, thus reducing health service to the level of the jungle."
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He charged distortions in history and culture when, he said, "in primary
schools, textbooks inform the children that their ancestors, contrary to the truth,
were barbarian invaders and inferior plunderers." And, he concluded, "national
resentment and intolerance toward minorities has spread with such unexpected
force that in many places the humanism proclaimed by socialism has remained
Ineffective."

The Rumanian Government has been sensitive to these charges. Scintela, the
party newspaper, has published articles describing various aspects of Hungarian
culture that "continue to flourish in socialist Rumania." But what disturbs offl-
cials most, it would appear, is not criticism from abroad or within the Rumanian
party, but the implications for the future. They fear that ethnic irritation can
fuel more immediate economic grievances that might otherwise be settled

[From The Christian Science Monitor, May 25, 19781

AFTi 20 YEARS OF SILENT PROTESTl, TRANsYLvANLANis IN ROMANIA Anu CALLING
LOUDLY FOR TRIKx RIGHTS

(By Eric Bourne)
Vienna.
Scene: The border crossing on the main highway from Hungary into north-

western Romania.
Awaiting Customs clearance, a coachload of Romanian citizens of Hungarian

origin.
They are returning home to the Hungarian minority region of Transylvania in

Romania after visiting relatives in Hungary.
On one side of the border the Hungarian guard waves them on quickly. But

on the other side the Romanians take longer.
Passengers' suitcases and parcels are all meticulously checked-not for luxury

items, but for Hungarian books and newspapers, which are invariably confiscated.
A girl is relieved of several volumes of a Hungarian encyclopedia. Near tears,

she explains they are for her studies, but to no avail.

wZsnMN wrrESSEs
Three Western tourists, waiting their turn with the Romanians, witness the

incident. With them is a Hungarian who has come along to see friends in Trans-
zsylvanla.

He has brought with him gifts of Hungarian books. They are the recently repub-
lished works of Hungary's celebrated poet Alexander Petofl, a biography of
Kossuth, another folk-hero of Hungary's 1848 Revolution, and a book on Hun-
garian movies. All are seized.

Returning a week later, he will get his books back. But the Hungarian-Roe
manian girl will not be so fortunate with her encyclopedias.

These arbitrary Romanian restrictions on the import of Hungarian publications
-are a major cause of Increasing resentment among the 2 million ethnic Hungar-
lans living In Romanian Transylvania.

For two decades, their protest has been a "silent" one noted only by roving
journalists or Western professors engaged In educational exchanges.

Hungary, to which Transylvania belonged for 900 years, could do nothing about
it because the two countries are co-members of the Soviet alliance.

Whatever protests could be made could only be done unobtrusively through
party channels to try to press Romania to observe minority rights promised by
its own constitution.

A meeting last yar between the leaders of the two Communist parties did finally
produce Romanian assent to more private visiting and freer cultural ties for
Transylvania with Hungary.

This was spurred by the 1975 Helsinki Declaration on European Cooperation,
which stipulated regard for minority rights.

In essence, however, little has changed as evidenced by the border incident
described above and by recent and unprecedented open protests by four prominent
figures within the minority Itself.

For many people, Transylvania is the faroff, remote land of mystery amid
.grim mountains and sinister forest castles popularized by Brain Stoker's
"Dracula" and other vampire tales.

Yet it Is one of the loveliest and most Individual regions In Central and Eastern
Europe, contained by mountains on most sides and rich In minerals and wildlife.
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Its known history dates back to a Getic kingdom three centuries B.C. called
Dacia, which later became a Roman province.

When the Romans left, it was overrun by a succession of barbaric tribes, among
them Goths, Huns, and Avars, until the Magyars' Christianizing King Stephen
established the medieval Hungarian state there in the year 1008.

It stayed Hungarian until World War I, which destroyed the Austro-Hungarian
Empire and produced the Trianon Treaty truncating Hungary and putting 2
million to 8 million Hungarians under alien rule.

Some 400,000 square miles, including Transylvania, and 1.5 million Hungarians
were transferred to Romania.

WORLD WAR n

In 1940, the Axis powers, tightening control of southeastern Europe, partitioned
the region and restored half to Hungary. Seven years later, it was again given
to Romania, this time as a reward for changing sides from Nazi Germany to the
Western-Soviet alliance late in the war.

From 1918 on, therefore, there have been continuing bad feelings between the
two neighbors which are aggravated today despite their common communist
ideology.

For the Hungarians, understandably, Transylvania is a historical and highly
emotional matter. An added irritant now is that Romania Is trying to legitimize
a historical claim, though its actual tenure has been only between the two wars
and again for the three decades since World War II.

Intensely nationalistic feeling has been given an extraordinary rein in Ro-
mania since the present leader, Nlcolae Ceausescu, took over in 1965.

Last year's independence centenary was marked by a tide of history and
legend about a Romanian "struggle for identity," reaching back all the years to
Dacia B.C., to establish the "continuity" from a Dacian-Roman state to today's
Romanian national state.

Historic figures long disdained by the Communists were "rehabilitated" in the
process, even Mr. Stoker's "Dracula," the legendary fiend based on a Wallachian
prince who, 500 years before, was notorious as Vlad the Impaler because of his
methods of disposing of his enemies.

Romanian nationalism has only added to the uneasiness of Mr. Ceausescu's
minorities (German as well as Hungarian).

He himself repeatedly insists their rights are fully protected, pointing to formal
representation in party, government, and public life at all levels.

Hungarians count at least 1.7 million among a total population of 21 million.
They claim the number is officially understated because of assimilation--and
"Romanization."

There are, for example five "Hungarians" in the party's political executive of
&0 members, and a similar proportion in other party bodies. The 17-member State
Council has two Hungarians. There is a Hungarian deputy premier.

But these are primarily Romanian party officials and nominees, many Hungar-
ian only in name and not "grass rooters" having family ties or feeling strong
cultural kinship with Hungary.

Language in public administration is predominantly Romanlan. There Is
Hungarian schooling but it diminishes as the higher grades are reached. There
are minority language newspapers and theaters. But all are strictly under a
"Romanian" party control, with a strongly selective watch on indigenous Hungar-
ian books or drama, particularly the historical.

In rural areas, schooling is heavily weighted in Romanian favor. A village
must have 25 Hungarin pupils to get a Hungarian-speaking class, whereas three
Romanian children suffice to warrant a Romanian class.

When Hungarian students qualify in their regional university they frequently
are given Jobs--against their wishes--in ethnic Romanian centers.

Now "Helsinski" thinking and increasing government insistence on a "Roman-
Ian identity" for the nation as a whole are evidently quickening protest.

A LOUDER VOICE

This year, two "Hungarian" politicians, a well-known Transylvanian writer
and, finally, a former rector of the Cluj (Transylvania) University, have take
up the issue.

The academicion, Prof. Lajos Takacs. sent the party a long memorandum,
listing minority nonobservance under 18 hearings.
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lie called for a party reevaluation of all nationality policies, and called for
more autonomy for nationality councils. He sugested Transylvania's higher
education be restored to the twin Romanian-Hungarian streams existing before
the much resented "Romanian" merger of the university in the 19506.

He urged more minority radio and TV time, an end to the curbs on publications
from Hungary, and bilingualism In public administration wherever a minority
is 15 percent of the local population.

Only official reactions so far have been some defensive admissions of short-
comings, and Mr. Ceausescu's warning that Romanian must remain the national
language.

Senator RimcoFF. Mr. Rosenthal?

STATEMENT OF MILTON F. ROSENTHAL, CHAIRMAN, ENGELHARD
MINERALS & CHEMICALS CORP., ON BEHALF OF U.S. SECTION OF
THE ROMANIAN-UNITED STATES ECONOMIC COUNCIL AND THE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. ROSENTHAL. I am appearing here in the capacity as indicated
on the witness list. With me is John L. Caldwell, who is manager of
the International Division of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce which
provides the Secretariat and has sponsored the Romanian-United
States Economic Council, of which I am the American Chairman. My
statement, Mr. Chairman, as I understand it will be incorporated into
the record of your proceedings. I do not see any purpose that would
be served by my reading it again.

I would like merely to supplement it with a few remarks.
Senator DOLE. I might remind all the witnesses that we still have

about 15 witnesses and it is now 11:15.
M r. ROSENTHAL. Just 2 weeks ago I returned from Romania where

I had led a delegation of American businessmen to participate in the
fifth plenum of this Council which meets in joint session with numerous
Romanian economic, financial, and commercial officials. And I would
like to report to you that the spirit which characterized the joint
meetings which took place over a 2-day period of time was excellent
in the sense of a desire to cooperate on both sides.

I think there is a clear willingness and desire on the part of the
Romanian officials, from President Ceaucescu down, to increase their
trade and commerce with the United States. I think the market is one
which is basically open to American firms to penetrate and I encourage
them to do so. They must always remember that they are in competi-
tion with the French, British, Germans, Japanese, and other Western
countries in the process of penetrating the Romanian economic market.

I think it noteworthy that more than half of the foreign trade of
Romania is with Western industrialized countries rather than with
Comicon countries. I also draw your attention to the fact on 1 of the 2
days we were there our Council was invited to a meeting with Presi-
dent Ceaucescu which took place on the very morning when the meet-
ing the Comicon Ministers opened in Romania and -President Ceau-
cescu devoted more than an hour to a dialog with us in which he ex-
pressed his enthusiastic support for increased trade and commerce-

Senator RIBICOFF. Let me ask you. When you businessmen sit down
with Romanians, do you get into a discussion of some of the human
rights aspects of the freedom of emigration and how that affects think-
ing in this country I Do you ever discuss that?
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Mr. ROSE.NTHAL. Yes; they do.
Senator RmioFr . I mean, you sat here this morning and listened to

the testimony and it is pretty hard for me to understand how and why
they would deny, let's say, a sister church from the United States to
send funds over to rebuild a church that was damaged by an earth-
quake. It is a very difficult thing to understand. And you businessmen
who go over there and deal with them, I think it is a point that You
could- make in your conversations, when you socialize, to indicate how
difficult it is for an American to grasp that type of attitude.

I mean, I use that as a symbol. There are otler things.
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Senator, I think all Americans, when they go

abroad, carry their basic values With them. They do not desert them as
they leave these shores.

.Senator RIBicoFF. They have the basic values. The question is, dur-
ing conversation, do they talk about them and the reason for a country
to understand the impact upon this'Nation of attitudes such as thatI

Mr. ROSENTHAL. Well, I travel rather extensively abroad and I think
it is fair to state that my experiences are typical of other American
businessmen going abroad. I think other countries which do not prac-
tice the same freedoms that we do in this country are acutely aware of
the fact that there is a very great difference between American busi-
nessmen and themselves in terms of those freedoms and these foreign
countries.

They do not ordinarily bring this up as a subject of conversation
themselves. And I think it is very important to note the extent of lever-
age or lack of leverage which American businessmen have and whether
or not they have encouragement from their own Government to in-
trude in the foreign policy area. The general feeling of American busi-
nessmen is that you are there to abide by American laws and regula-
tions. If they permit trade, you are there to engage in trade. You do
not want to be lectured to by somebody telling you about an alien sys-
tem of government, which used to be the case, but at the same time yoir
do not ordinarily engage in a lecture yourself.

There are times, however, when the bars are let down, and people
talk rather freely and I think I.speak for a broad section of the Ameri-
can business community in saying that at that time we speak glowing
admiration of our own system of values and how meaningful it is to us
to enjoy the freedoms wlich we have.

So, the message, I think, is carried.
Senator Rmico.r. Thank you very much
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rosenthal follows:]

STATEMENT Or THE U.S. BrroN Or THN ROMASUN-Ulrrm STATEs E(w oMlot

0ouroiL
(By Milton F. Rosenthal)

I am Milton F. Rosenthal, chairman of Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals
Corporation, and chairman of the U.S. Section of the Romanlan-U.S. Economic-
Council, which is sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
With me today I John L. Caldwell, manager of the Ohamber's Internationpr
Division. It is a privilege to appear before this subcommittee to support the Presi.
dent's request for an extension of the waiver authority under Section 402 of the
Trade Act of 1974. together with an extension of the U.S.-Romanlan Trade
Agreement.

I am testifying today on behalf of the American membership of the Romanian-
U.S. Economic Council, a list of which I am submitting with this statement. They
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are senior executives of firms and trade associations representing a broad cross
section of American industry committed to improving commercial relations with
Romania. To this end, the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement has made a valuable
contribution.

It has been nearly three years since the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement was
enacted. 6ince then two-way trade has grown form $322 million to $493 milliotp
annually, despite last year's tra-gic earthquake which temporarily demobilized thew
Romanian economy. Judging by first quarter figures for 1978, bilateral trade
should exceed $550 million this year.

During this same period, U.S. exports to Romania have increased consistently
from $189 million to $260 million last year. This compares quite favorably to our
exports to most of the other countries of Eastern Europe, Including the Soviet
Union. Indeed, American exports to Eastern Europe as a whole declined nearly
$2 billion between 1976 and 1977. In a period In which the United States Is wit-
nessing its largest trade deficit in history, U.S.-Romanian trade stands out as a
positive development in our overall trade relations.

As you are aware, Romania continues to be a significant market for American
Agricultural commodities. At the same time, U.S. Romanian trade has also become
more diversified In its commodity structure since the enactment of the trade
agreement In 1975. We would hope that this development will continue, and
that as a new and more concerted governmental export policy is Implemented
in this country, we will see much more in the way of American capital goods
being sold to Romania.

In addition to providing a normal basis for trade, the trade agreement has
offered other important benefits to American business. The agreement's business
facilitation provisions have provided assurances that American firms will receive
treatment no less favorable than that accorded to firms of other foreign coun-
tries In establishing offices, including the obtaining of office and housing accom-
modations and the hiring of personnel. The agreement has also served to facilitate
contacts between producers and end-users in our two countries. In both of these
regards, I believe the trade agreement has made a valuable contribution.

Finally, the trade agreement has provided an important mechanism for safe-
guarding the American economy against potential market disruption caused by
imports from Romania. In cases where It has appeared that Romanian exports
might be contributing to market disruption In the United States, the Romanians
have promptly consulted with our government, as set forth In the trade agree-
ment. The Romanians, to their credit, have voluntarily limited exports of those
commodities in question, notably welt work shoes and sheet glass.

As you may be aware, the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council held Its fifth
plenary session in Sinala, Romania, on June 26-27. During that session, the U.S.
Section had the privilege to meet at length with Romanlan President Nicbolae
Ceausescu and discuss the status of U.S.-Romanian commercial relations. We be-
lieve this gesture on the part of President Ceausescu is indicative of the Romanian
desire to improve and expand these relations.

Your favorable consideration of the trade agreement will In turn illustrate
the United States' determination to broaden commercial relations with Romania.

CHAIRMAN

Milton F. Rosenthal, Chairman, Engelhard Minerals & Chemicals Corp., 1221
Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020 (212) 784-8700.

VIOX CHAIRMEN

George G. Gellert, President, Atalanta Corp., 17-25 Varick Street, New York,
N.Y. 10018 (212) 966-8600.

David Morse, Partner, Surrey, Karasik & Morse, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10036 (212) 239-7200.

H. Follett Hodgkins, Jr., President, Ilpe-Rollway Oorp., P.O. Box 1897, Syra-
cuse, N.Y. 18201 (815) 4V57-4211.

William P. Orr, President, Lummus Co., 1515 Broad Street, Bloomfield, NJ.
07008 (201) 898-1515.

Robert D. Schmidt, Executive Vice President, Control Data Corp., 8100 84th
Avenue S., Minneapolis, Minn. 55440 (612) 8634100.

Arthur Ralik, President, General Glass Imports Corp., 270 North Avenue, Now
Rochelle, N.Y. 10501 (914) 285-5000.
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Robert Boulogne, Director of International Buying J. C. Penney Purchasing
C~orp., 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019 (212) 967-5908.

Kristlan H. Chrietlansen, Vice President, Generl Manager, International sales
Division, -General Electric Co., 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 750-3808

John Farber, President, ICC Industries Inc., 720 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019 (212) 397-3300.

Stephen Gans, President, VIT)CO, Joint Venture, 31 Warren Place, Mount Ver-
3101, N.Y. 1006.

James A. V. Geler, President & Chief Rlxecutive Orcer, Cincinnati Milaeron
Inc, 4701 Marburg Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45209 (513) 841-8100.

Gerald H. Gleason, Vice President, Corporate Marketing & Sales, The Foxboro
Co., 38 Neponset Avenue, Foxboro, Mas& 02035 (617) 54.3-8750.

J. 1konald Goode, 'xecutive Vice Presidefik, International Paper Co., 220 East
42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 4010O0.

Albert Gore, Chairman of the Board, Island Creek Coal Co., 2355 Harrodsburg
Road, Lexington, Ky. 40511 (808) 276-1523.

James A. Gray, President, National Machine Tool Builders' Association, 7901
Westpark Drive, McLean, Va. 22101 (703) 893-2900.

Robert A. Hanson, Senior Vice President, Deere & Co., John Deere Road, Mo-
line, Ill. 61265 (309) 792-8000.

Gabriel Hauge, Chairman, Manufacturers llanover Trust Co., 350 Park Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022 (212) 350-4065.

George Hromadko, Senor Vice President, Warner-Lambert Co., 201 Tabor
Road, Morris Plains, N.J. (*950 (201) 540-3311.

Thomas Kenneally, Chairman, International Systems and Controls Corp., P.O.
Box 2589, Houston, Tex. 77001 (713) 526461.

Alexander Lewis, Jr., President, Gulf Oil Foundation, Gulf Building, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. 15230 (412) 301-2400.

R. C. Megargel, President, General Tire International Co., 1 General Street,
Akron, Ohio 44329 (216) 798-2850.

William F. Moody, President, Moody International Corp., 2014 Katahn Drive,
Prescopp, Ariz. 86301 (602) 445-0966.

Kurt Orban, President, Kurt Orban, Inc. Orban Way, Wayne, N.J. 07470 (201)
696-9600.

John F. Pittas, President, Process Division, UOP, Inc., 20 UOP Plaza, Des
Planes, Ii. 60016 (312) 391-2000.

Don S. Rawlings, Executive Vice President, The Randall Corp., 1400 Britt-
moore Road, P.O. Box 79488; Houston, Tex. 77079 (713) 461-3400.

John J. Roberts, CbaLirman,-American International Underwriters, 102 Maiden
Lane, New York, N.Y. 10005 (212) 791-7180.

Donald G. Robbins, Jr., Senior Vice President, The Singer Co., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020 (212) 581-3501.

Spyros S. Skouras, President & Chief Executive Officer, Prudential Lines, Inc.,
One World Trade Center, Suite 3601, New York, N.Y. 10048 (212) 775-0650.

Tom L. Tyler, President, International Division, Clark Equipment Co., Circle
Drive, Buchanan, Mich. 49107 (616) 697-8000.

Graham Tyson, President & Chief Executive Officer, Data Products Corp., 6219
De .oto Avenue, Woodland Hills, Calif. 91365 (213) 887-8000.

It. J. Wean, Jr., President, Wean United, Inc., 948 Fort Duquense Boulevard,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 (412) 261-6300.

Ralph A. Weller, Chairman of the Board, Otis Elevator Co., 245 I-ark Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 557-650.

Senator RIBCOFF. Mr. Merrigan?

STATEMENT OF EDWARD L. MERRIGAN, ESQ. ON BEHALF OF MR.
JOHN TUDOR OF NEW YORK CITY, ACCOMPANIED BY HON. PAM-
FIL A. RIPOSANU, FORMER MINISTER-COUNSELOR OF ROMANIA
IN WASHINGTON, SECRETARY GENERAL, COUNCIL OF MINIS.
TER, KINGDOM OF ROMANIA

Mr. MEPRRIAN. Mr. Chairman, I appear today on behalf of Mr. John
Tudor of New York City, a U.S. citizen who possesses a very sub-
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stantial inheritance claim against property located in Romania which,
to date, has been unlawfully ignored by the Romanian Government in
violation of both the sense and spirit of section 502 of the Trade Act
of 1974 and the Consular Convention of July 5, 1972, between the
United States and Romania.

I am accompanied by the Honorable Pamfil A. Riposanu, the for-
mer Minister-Counselor of Romania in Washington and Secretary
General of the Council of Ministers of the Kingdom of Romania. Mr.
Riposanu has become a citizen of our Nation, a, distinguished member
of the bar of the State of New York and the Supreme Court of the
United States. He is an expert on Romanian law and he represents
Mr. Tudor with respect to his inheritance claim against the property
in Romania.

The facts of the case, Mr. Chainnan, are set forth in the statement
and I assume the statement will be included in full in the record, so I
will not repeat then here. Simply it says that Mr. Tudor, a U.S. citi.
zen. inherited a one-half interest in this very important Orghidan
collection which is held in Romania and the Romanian Government, in
1972, as a sort of prerequisite for gaining MFN status with theUnited
States, agreed, in a Consular Convention, that U.S. Citizens would
have the right to obtain their inheritances in Romania, or to obtain
the value of such inheritances in dollars.

Over a 3-year period, since 1975, the Department of State has made
repeated demands on the Romanian Government on behalf of this
particular claimant and in a recent letter to a Member of the Senate,
a member of this committee, by the way, the Assistant Secretary of
State for Congressional Relations stated they had even discussed the
matter with the Ceausescu delegation when it was here in Washington
just recently. And it stated that we will continue to forcefully remind
the Romanian Government of its obligations under the Consular
Convention.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, this problem is one now in addition to the
problem created under the Jackson-Vanik emigration provision be-
cause, under section 502 of the Trade Act, it is specifically provided
that if a foreign country seizes ownership or control of property
owned by U.S. citizens and does not provide just compensation, that
country is no longer eligible for preferential treatment under the
Trade Act.

Here we fiqd Romania at the present time, with this case as an
example-and, by the way, there are other U.S. citizen cases involved.
It is in violation, we say, of the Consular Convention of 1972. We
think it is in violation of section 502 of the Trade Act and, of course,
I think, without the waiver, it is in violation of the Jackson-Vanik
amendment.

In 1974, when Czechoslovakia, an East European neighbor of to-
mania, failed to provide just compensation for American properties
which that country had taken, Congress with this committee in the
lead, refused to make that nation eligible under the Trade Act for
MFN until it provides a proper settlement. That is under section 408 of
the Trade Act.

Here now, we find Romania, another East Europoan country enjoy-
ing hundreds of millions of dollars of trade with the Unite States
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every year under the MFN provisions, and yet it ls in violation of sec-tion 502, the Consular Convention and, I think, in violation of the
sense and spirit of the same provision which excluded Czechoslovakia.

We therefore urge the committee, Mr. Chairman, No. 1 that if Con-
gress is going to preserve the integrity of the Trade AcL in this case
and all similar cases over the years, some assurance must be obtained
from Romania that it intends, henceforth, to come into compliance
with, first of all, the Consular Convention and second, the provisions
of section 502 of the Trade Act. If Romania fails or refuses to do that,
then its MFN status should continue to be effective only when it pro-
vides such assurances.

If Congress feels it must grant another MFN waiver and go another
year down this road, then I would urge the committee through some
report or some resolution or some other action to make it clear to Ro-
mania that it is in serious danger of losing its MFN status in the fu-
ture unless, in the case of these-U.S. citizens whose property it is hold-
ing without compensation, it comes into compliance with the Consular
Convention and section 502 of the Trade Act.

This is a two-way street, Mr. Chairman. I think the benefits for
Romania are obvious under MFN, but when it takes U.S. properties
without providing just compensation, it should not enjoy any more
benefits than, say, Czechoslovakia.

Thank you very much.
Senator RnacoFr. I am sort of puzzled here. This Mr. Orghidan died

in 1944. His widow, Mrs. Orghidan died in 1967 and Mr. Tudor be-
came a citizen in 1974. I do not understand how he comes under this.

Mr. MMIOAN. Well, what :happened is this, Mr. Chairman. Mr.
Orghidan died, leaving this Orghidan collection to the Romaniau
Academy and part of the collection to his wife. His wife then filed the

sry legal proceedings in the Romania courts to take her share
of the estate. That was pending before Romania became Communist
in 1948.

The courts of Romania then decided that she was entitled to her
one-half of the property and court proceedings toward division of the
Orghidan collection were commenced. They continued throughout her
life. There was never any taking of the property by the Government of
Romania and she willed her inheritance claim, or her share of the
property, to Mr. Tudor.

Senator RnmooFF. But she was a Romanian citizen. Ahe was not an
American -- -

Mr. mEiGAN. She was not an American.
Senator RimoorF. How does the United States get involved in the

internal problems of Romanian people I I am at a loes to understand
that.

Mr. MrMEoAN. The fact is that Romania never took this property
from either Mrs Orghidan or Mr. Tudor until he did become a citizen
of the United States and asserted his claim.

Senator Rmioowr. But that was in 1974 and she died--in 196
Mr. mwoA. That is correct. She had inherited the property but

it was never taken. It was her property at death. It was held Ivy the
court of Romania in trust for her under a-custody proceeding. There -
was an inventory pending.
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When she died, she willed it to Mr. Tudor.
Senator RmxoorF. But are you asking this committee to try a law-

suit ? Is that it I
Mr. MMIoAN. No; we are not asking you to try a lawsuit. In fact,

the State Dopartment has already taken this claim and asserted itagainst the Government of Romana because the property was never
taken by the Romanian Government until after Mr. Tudor became a
U.S. citizen.

Senator RmicoF. Mr. Vest, do you or any members of your staff
have any comments on this complicated matter I

Mr. Vwr. There is a slight variance here between what the gentle-
man has just said. We are not espousing the claim. We have been
inquiring to try to get the facts about the claim and we have, indeed,
because of the problem of the date of 1967 and the date of 1974, which
you just referred to, we have requested Romanian documentation.

We have received recently, from the Romanian Government a note
verbale setting forth its official position and transmitting to us texts
of documents relating to the proceedings in the Romanian courts to
try to get vit because we can only espouse a claiin under international
law if the claimant is a U.S. citizen at the time of the taking of the
property and remains so continuously thereafter.

Senator Rmioorr. That is international law, recognized in this
country and in other nations I

Mr. VEST. That is correct, sir.
Now, we are looking into this at the moment. We have not espoused

the claim. I should make this clear. We are trying to get the documen-
tation officially and the facts, to determine the international law facts
in relation to this. That is where we are at the present time.

Mr. ME=OAN;. Right. And our claim, of course, Mr. Chairman, is
that this property was never taken by Romania until after he became
a citizen of the United States, at which time it became that of a U.S.
citizen.

Senator Rmzoorr. Well, this gets to be a pretty tough thing. In other
words, if the Senate of the United States would have to make a deter-
mination affecting every Romanian or any other country in the world.
I mean, this certainly is beyond the jurisdiction, it would seem, of
this committee-or any committee of the Congress, for that matter.

Mr. MEMUOAN. We certainly would take that position with you and
agree with you, Mr. Chairman, if he were not a citizen of the United
States when Romania took the property. But the plain, simple fact of
this case is that the inheritanceproceeding was pending. The widow
got her-by the court's decree in Romania, got her property. She willed
it to Mr. Tudor. He asserted the claim pursuant to her will when he
became a citizen of the United States and they refused to either provide
the property or compensation.

Senator Rmicorr. Well, what I do not understand, he died in 1944,
the widow died in 1967. He becomes a citizen in 1974 and the property
is in there after Romania became a* Communist country-I do not
know how this committee can get involved in anything like that. It is
very puzzling.

Yes, Mr. Vest ?
Mr.YSVT. If I might, sir, only add the point that we are confused,

as well, on the facts. That is why we have tried to get documentation.
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We are going to review, very closely, the documentation that we have
gotten. We want to determine the legal fact.

We have been, in. the past, in touch with Mr. Tudor's representa-
tives. We will continue to do so. We want to make sure that Mr.
Tudor's representatives have-

Senator RicoFF. When you get the facts as you see them, you will
make them available to Mr. Tudor's counselI

Mr. MERIAN. You realize Mr. Chairman, that there is no court
in the world in which you can litigate this and if the plain simple fact
is that this man was a U.S. citizen when the property was taken by
Romania, under international law it is a ckim of the U.S. citizen
which the State Department would then be able to espouse.

But unless it is settled-if that be the case, and unless it is settled
in some way as a part of this type of proceeding, there is just no way
it is ever going_ to be settled. They have been trying to get Romania
to comply with its regal obligations to deliver this property since 1975
and without any response whatsoever.

Senator RIBiconr. As an attorney you must appreciate the problem
that the Senate would get into if every person who comes from
Romania and lives here asks us to try to get involved in private
litigation between an individual and a foreign government. I don't
know how that can be done.

Mr. RnPOSANU. May I add, with your permission, a few words?
Senator RIBIcoFF. Survey.
Mr. RUOsANU. We share your view. I would like you to know-that

the record reveals there is not even a claim on the part of the Ro-
maniair Government that the property has been nationalized or taken.

Senator RIaxcoFF. But you see, you inquire-
Mr. RIPO8ANU. And in addition, the property was left into the hands

of the court as a fiduciary. The only fact to be the last act would be
division, partition of an estate, either voluntarily or' by court
proceedings. .-

Unfortunately, the situation in Romania is -4s such, and in view of
the fact that this is a unique collection, no one has a chance for such
proceeding in Romania. It would be an exercise in -futility.

For that reason, and because the action of the Romanjan Govern-
ment of not giving the property to the heir, who is an American
national, it is in violation of the Consular Convention, signed by
the present government, which guarantees-Your Honor, we recog-
nize the rights of the heirs in Romania, but there is only dne way-
we give it to them, but they do not give it to the nationals of the
United States.

Senator RiBiCOFF. All I can say is as you present this matter, you
could see what would happen if a Senate committee had to try a com-
plicated matter, not only for you, but for anybody else. I can under-
stand, going into the courts to try to work this out, or bving the
State Department work it, but I do not see. how this comnit e could
enter into a trial of such a complicated matter. I do not know how
that could be done. •

Mr. RIPOsANU. We. are not requesting you to, Your Honor.,
nator RinicoFF. But that is what it would end up as, in this type

of legislation, to get involved in this kind of a matter.
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Mr. RIPOSANU. We just wanted to submit for your consideration
the fact that Romania stands in violation of the Consular Treaty Con.
vention signed by the present government. And the documents sub.
mitted in support of the claim are not disputed. They are not con-
tradicted by any piece of evidence, by any iota of evidence.

Senator Rmrcor. Senator DoleI
Sqhator DoLm. I think I share the views expressed by the chair-

man. I just have one question-what response have you had? Have
you had any response f

Mr. RTn0.ANu. For 3 years we have had no response. Not a docu-
ment. All the attempts made by our Government, directly here by
the Department in Washington or our Embassy in Bucharest remain
without answer. Only now, when the approaching of the hearing be-
fore your committee- came, then they Atarted to give some verbal
notice--which is nothing but a self-serving evidence. I understand
such a telegram was received last Friday. have not received it yet.
But up to the present time, not an iota of evidence was introduce or
submitted to the Department of State which contradicts our claim.

Senator DoLu. I assume the State Department will advise the com-
mittee if we have any jurisdiction, and if it is just a hearing to put pres-
sixre on the Rknsnians, well, you have made your case.

Those things do happen around here.
Mr. MERMRGAw. The point is, Senator Dole, that this is i valid claim.

Mr. Riposanu is an expert on the law of Romania. This is a valid claim.
The taking was not made until after he became a U.S. citizen. If that
be true, we are not asking you to try that, Senator Ribicoff, but if that
be true, then it is a valia claim that the United States should espoue
and, by the way, the State Department has been vigorously presenting
this claim to fIomsnia now for almost 3 years, because the facts are
before them in sworn form.

The Surrogates' Court in the State of New York has entered de-
crees making Mr. Tudor not only the heir, but the administrator of the
lady's estate who died in Romania. So, Senator, we are not asking you
to try the case. Those parts of it are for the court. But what is
involved here is that if this is a valid claim-and, by the way, it is
only one of many, many American claims against Romania-that
they are in violation of section 502 of this law, and we want to bring
it to your attention. Maybe there is nothing you can do about it at this
time, but this comes up year after year, and if this is settled by next
year, then certainly, hopefully, the United States will be able to 'do
something.

Senator RIBicoFF. All right, gentlemen. I think the committee is in a
situation such that by 12:15 our time runs out under the Senate rules,
so we are going to have to move along to hear as many witnesses as
possible.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Merrigan follows:]
STATEMENT OP EDWARD L. MERIaOAN, COUNSoL Foi Mi. JOHN TuDOR, ACoOMPANIED

By HON. P. A. RIPOSANU, FOaMER MINISTER COUNSELOR or ROMANIA IN
WASMINGBON AND SECRETARY GENERAL, COUNCIL Or MINISTERS, KINGDOM or
ROMANIA; P3EsENT_.Y ATTORNEY YOR M&, TDOR, Nxw YonK CITY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee oo Trade, my name is Edward L.
Merrigan. I am a member of the bars. of the States of Louisana, Maryland and

32--633---78---8
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, ew York, as well as those of the District of Columbia, the Supreme Codrt of
the United States and various other federal Jurisdictions.

I appear here today on behalf of Mr. John Tudor of New York City, a UnitedStates citizen, who posesses a very substantial inheritance cdlm agant
property located in Romania which, to date, has been unlawfully ignored by

-the Romanian Government in violation of both the sense and spirit of the Trade
Act of 1974 and the Consular Convention of July 5, 19M2 between the United
States and Romania.

I am accompanied today by the Honorable Pamfll A. Riposanu, the former
Minister-Counselor of Romania In Washington, and Secretary General of the
Council of Ministers of the Kingdom of Romania. Mr. Ripounu has become a
citizen of our nation and a distinguished member of the bars of the State of New
York and the Supreme Court of the United States. He is an expert on Romanian
law, and he represents Mr. Tudor in connection with Mr. Tudor's inheritance
claim against the aforementioned property in Romania.

The facts of Mr. Tudor's case are brief and simple: In 1944, Mr. 06nstantin
Orghidan, a prominent Romanian industrialist, died possessed of an etensdve
aTAIque coin collection known a the Orghldan Collection. Some of the coins date
back to as much as 2,000 years before Christ Mr. Orghldan left a will pursuant
to which he bequeathed the collection partially to the Romanlan Academy and
partially to his widow. Under Romanian law, Mrs. Orghidan had the right to
elect to take her share of the estate under either the will itself or under applicable
Romanian law, which guaranteed her one-half of the entire estate; She elected
to take her statutory Inheritance, and appropriate legal proceedings were com-
menced in the Romanian courts to partition the Orghdan coin colection equally
between the Academy and Mrs. Orghidan.

-In or about 1948, the communists assumed control of the Romanian Gotern-
ment. Nevertheless, the court proceedings looking toward a division of the
Orghidan Collection between the Academy and Mrs. Orghidan continued, and
the collection Itself was placed under the custody and control of the Romanian
court The court, however, failed to render a final decision and ultimately M.
Orghidan died In 1967 leaving a will In which she left her property to Mr. Tudor.
Mr. Tudor escaped from Romania and became a permanent resident of the United
States In 1969. In 1974, he became a citizen of the United States.

At no time during the period from Mr. Orghidan's death in 1944 to the date
upon which Mr. Tudor became a citizen of the United States did the Romanian
Government nationalize or otherwise take the Orghldan Collection, which re-
mained subject to the Jurisdiction and control of the Romanian court. Said
collection Is presently worth well In excess of $100,000,000, and apparently steps
have been taken to permit the Romanian Academy to place it on exhibit in
Bucharest from time to time.

On January 29, 1975, Mr. Tudor filed a formal petition with the U.S. De-
partment of State requesting that, under and pursuant to the Consular Convez-
tion of 1972 between the United States and Romania, the United States demand
that he, Mr. Tudor, be permitted without further delay to exercise his valid
inheritance rights to one-half of the Orghldan Collection, or that the Romanian
Government otherwise provide just compensation for that property if It desires
to retain same in Romanil In this regard, the 1972 Consular Convention be.
tween the United States and Romania provides:

"The Government of the Socialist Republic of Romania assures the Govern-
ment of the United States:

(1) United States nationals may exercise their Inheritance rights in the
Socialist Republic or Romania on the same conditions as Romanian na-
tionals and may transfer in dollars or other foreign currency, the sums ob-
tained from such inheritances, at the official rate of exchange... ."

Over the three-year period since 1975, the Department of State has made re-
peated demands on the Ronian Government for an explanation as to why
Mr. Tudor, a United State-lcitizen, has not received eithef- (i) his share of the
Orghidan Collection, or (it) Just compensation In place thereof. For more than
three years, the Romanan Government failed Rnd refused even to respond.
Finally, the U.S. Ambassador. In Romania approached the Foreign Ministry and
insisted on prompt action--and In a recent letter to a member of the U.S. Sen-
ate, the Assistant Secretary of State for Oongressonal Relations stated:

"In particular, we discussed at a high level, during President Ceauseeen's visit
the Inheritance claim of John Tudor. We will continue to forcefully remind the
Romanian Government of its obligations under the Consular Convention."
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Faced With these repeated requests from the State Dpartment anid the'need
to prepare for the hearings before this Committee and the Houps Ways and
Means C'mmittee with reference to its coveted MIN tatus, the Romanlan .Gov.
ernment recently submitted a vague, perfunctory, Inaccurate response to the
State Department. However, it Is perfectly clear that unless the Oongtes takes
some action in this area to Insist that Romania must fully and promptly comply
with the Consular Convention of 1972 if It expects to continue to enjoy MFN
status and other extremely valuable benefits Under the Trade Aet of 1974-it is
plain that Romania will continue to violate that convention in the Tudor case
and in several other similar U.S. citizen cases which have recently arisen be.
tween the United States and Romania.

In this regard, Section 602(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2462(h))
specifically provides that the President may not continue to extend preferential
-beneflts under the Trade Act to a beneficiary country-

"if such country-
(A) has seized ownership or control of property owned by a United

States . .. or
(C) has imposed.., other measures with respect to property so-owned,

,the effect of which is.. .to seize ownership or control of such property,
.unles-

(D) the President determines that-
(i) prompt, adequate, and effective compensation has been or is being

made to such citizen, or
(Ui) good faith negotiations to provide prompt, adequate and effective

compensation under the applicable provisions of international law are
in progress, or such country Is otherwise taking steps to discharge Its
obligations under International law with respect to such citizen ...

Here, Romania is holding property which plainly belongs to Mr. Tudor by
inheritance. It is in violation of the Consular Convention of 1972 by reason of Its
failure to permit him to exercise his inheritance rights. And, it is In violation of
the Trade Act of 1974 in that it Is unlawfully attempting to assume ownership
and control of his property without providing just compensation or without

..even engaging in good faith negotiations for such compensation.
In 1974, when Czechoslovakia, an Eastern European communist bloc nation

-with a history of close relations with the United States. more compelling by far
that those between the United States and Romania, failed to provide a fair, just
.measure of compensation to U.S. citizens for properties which had been taken

..by that nation. Congress refused to approve Czechoslovakia's proposed settle-
ment arrangement and barred the extension of MFN status to. that country until

A it did agree to provide just compensation to the U.S. citizens involved (Trade
Act of 1974, 1 408, 19 U.S.C. 2488).

In this Instance, Romania has already enjoyed all the hundreds of millions of
* .dollars of yearly trade benefits MFN treatment brings without providing any
* compensation whatsoever for the U.S. citizen properties It Is holding-and so far
it has effectively refused even to discuss those properties or paying of any com-

*pensation whatsoever-while it applies to the President and the Congress for
additional, increased hundreds of millions of dollars of tiade benefits from the
United States.

ONCLUSION

Romania stands before the Congress in violation of (a) its 1972 Consular
-Convention with the United States, and (b) the letter, spirit and intent-of See-
* tons 408 and 502 of the Trade Act of 1974.

Romania also stands before the Congress lt violation of the Jackson-Vanik
provisions of the Trade Act of 1974, otherwise I t would not require the waiver of
Section 402 recommended by the President.

In such circumstances, the Congress must do something effective (a) to pre-
* serve the integrity of the Trade Act itself and (b) to insure that Romania is

compelled, like other communist nations of Vast Europe, to comply both with its
treaties and conventions with the United States and the Trade Act If it is to

• continue to enjoy the benefits of that Act.
Patently, the President's recommendations to date have completely overlooked,

the facts outlined above, and thus, the Prsdent has failed to explain, as required
by Section 502 of the Act, why Romania toould continue to enjoy benefits under

-, the Trade Act when It simultaneously violates both the Consular Convention
- with the United States and the provisions of kiection 502 as well.
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Therefore, on behalf of Mr. Tudor, whom -we represent here today, and all
other U.S. citizens similarly situated, we respectfully urge the Congress care-.
fully to consider the following alternatives regarding continuing MFN status for
Romania.

(1) Before deciding how this Committee and the Congress should act with
reference to the pending Presidential recommendations regarding extension of
the Section 402 waiver and renewal of the Section 405 trade agreement with
Romaia, the 1ionmittee should request the President to obtain from Romania
forp-l, 1nli9:]sMurances that it intjnds encefoth fully to comply with the
U.S. inheritance prqviifions of the Consuldsr doa'ehtfon of 197,and in cases such
as Mr. Thdor's, either to deliver the property he inherited in Romania to him or
provide prompt, just compensation in Iteu thereof as required by the Section 5ft
of the Trade Act of 1974.

(2) If Romania fails or refuses to provide such assurances, the Committee
should adopt a resolution under Section 402 of the Trade Act which makes the
granting of a further waiver under Section 402 and approval of renewal of the
expiring trade agreement conditional upon (I) Romania's agreement henceforth
effectively to comply with the inheritance provisions of the Consular Convention
of 1972, and (ii) Romanla's undertaking either to deliver inherited property
claimed by U.S. citizens or to provide prompt, Just compensation in place thereof,
or in the alternative,

(3) If Romania fails or refuses to provide the assurances specified in "(1)"
above, the Committee should adopt an affirmative resolution under Section 405 of
the Trade Act which authorizes and approves the President's renewal of the MFN
trade agreement with Romania as and when Romania takes the actions specified
in "(2)" above.

(4) Finally, if the pressures to favor the communist government of Romania
require blind, carte blanche approval of the President's pending recommendations
for Romania under Sections 402 and 405 of the Trade Act this year, the Com-
mittee should, In some manner, (through a report, resolution or some other ac-
tion) make it clear to both Romania and the Administration that Romania is in
serious danger of losing all future benefits, waivers or agreements under the
Trade Act unless and until it acts promptly to comply with both the Consular
Convention of 1072 and Section 502 of the Trade Act in Inheritance cases in-
volving U.S. citizens.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. for this opportunity to testify, and be assured we
sand ready to cooperate with your Committee to resolve these U.S. citizen in-
heritarice problems which -threaten to damage or destroy increased trade rela-
tions which have been emerging between the United States and Romania. We
are sure you agree that sound relations between two nations require fair, friendly
treatment and solution to all problems--not Just those that benefit one of the two.
nations involved.

Senator RmIooFF. We have a panel consisting of Mr. John Pittas,
Mr. Stephen Gans, Mr. Gerald Williams, Mr. Hugh Donaghue, and
Mr. Hodgkins.

You may proceed, gentlemen.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN F. PITTAS, VICE PRESIDENT, UOP, INC. I
STEPHEN GANGS, PRESIDENT, VITCO-A JOINT VENTURE; GER-.
ALD T. WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT, PROMETHEAN CORP.; HUGH P.
DONAGHU, VICE PRESIDENT AND ASSISTANT TO THE CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CONTROL DATA CORP.; AND H. F. HODG-
KINS, JR., PRESIDENT, LIPE-ROLLWAY CORP.

Mr. PrrrAs. My name is John F. Pittas. I am a vice president of
UOP, Inc. We have a panel of businessmen before you today who have
done business in Romania. I think that we have all submitted state.
inents of our position-

Senator RxBicon. All your statements will go in the permanent
record.
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Mr. PrrrAs [continuing]. So that it will not be necessary for us to
review these statements in detail and possibly, depending on the wishes
of the Chair, we would be available to answer questions.

Senator RIBiCOFF. As I gather it, you gentlemen feel that doing
business with Romania is to the mutual advantage of the United
States as well as RomaniaI

Mr. PrrrAs. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are you importers or exports?
Mir. PrrrAS, Speaking on behalf of my organization, we are export-

ers. We export technology and engineering services to Romania in the
petroleum and petrochemical field. We have also worked with the
iomanians in third-country projects.

Senator Rtarcopp. Do you feel that trade with Romania is to the
overall benefit of the people of this country?

Mr. PirrAs. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator RiBicoFF. Do you see the business between the United States

and Romania increasing for our benefit, as well as theirs?
Mr. PITrAs. Yes, sir, I do. I think that the passage of most-favored-

nation status to Romania for an additional period, I think would addi-
tionally assist us in that business, because it enables the Romanians
to sell products and get dollars to pay for American goods and services.

Senator RIBICOFF. Do you find, in doing business with the Romani-
ans, that it is easy to do business with them? Are there many road-
blocks, bureaucratic tangles? Or, doing business with the Romanians,
is it expedited ?

Mr. PrrrAs. Well, we do business, Mr. Chairman, all over the world,
and certainly there are many complications. In many cases, the type
of economic system that exists in a particular country demands a cer-
tain type of negotiations, and I think I would be unrealistic if I did
.not say it was complicated, but that does not mean that it cannot be
solved and that you can work out an agreement that is mutually benefi-
cial to both parties.

And we have experienced that in Romania.
Senator RiBiCOFF. Senator Dole?
Senator DOLE. I do not know whether any of the other members of

the panel wanted to introduce themselves.
Mr. PrrrAS. I think, Senator Dole, maybe it would be good if each

of us identified ourselves and then specific questions could be asked
of each of the members of the panel. Maybe we could start with the
gentleman to my left.

Mr. GANs. I am Stephen Gans. I am president of the VITCO-a
joint venture.

Mr*. HOD GKINS. My name is Howard Hodgkins, Jr. I am president
of the Lipe-Rollway Corp.-incorrectly spelled in the agenda, which
frequently happens.

We have about $60 million worth of contracts with Romania, the
great preponderance of which is exported machine tools.

Senator RIBICOFF. To Romania?
Mr. HODGKINS. To Romania.
Senator RIBICOPF. Where is your company located?
Mr. HoDoKINS. In Syracuse, N.Y.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your company, you indicated, is in the petroleum

and petrochemical field?
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Mr. Prr. Exportation of technology and engineering services,.
Mr. Chairman.

Senator Rimcoir. Yes, sir ?
Mr. WILLIAMS. My name is Gerald T. Williams, president of Pro-

methean Corp., andour business is trade development and use of-
facilities, aircargo facilities, and shipping facilities, and the use 'of
compensation techniques by products and transport them, compensa-
tion for hard currency transactions. We are located in Zurich, Switzer.-
land and Severna Park, Md., outside of Washington.

Senator RmicoFr. In other words, basically it is services that you.
sell?

Mr. WrI L MS. Well, the thing I wanted to bring up in the discus' -

sion is that we are proposing to become a joint owner with Romania,
under the new Romanian law, which is one of the things that we would
like to see a reciprocation between the Romanian counterpart and the*
American counterpart, which we would be, to own property within
Romania, which is a rather unique concept, and it would be an air- -
cargo facility at the airport in Bucharest to use as an expediting sys- -
tem for import and export of goods.

Senator RIBICOFF. How do you work the profit ? When you have a
joint venture, is there any problem with bringing your earnings back
to the United States?

Mr. WrLuA8 Well, in the situation we have here, it would not.
We have a 51-percent split, as you know. The Romanians would have-
51 and the West would have 49. The uniqueness here is that the Roman-
ians would put up the ground, theproperty out at the airport, and the.
roads and facilities to that. We would provide the mortgaging from
the West to provide the buildings, construction, and operation, train-
ing, and maintenance of same.

The people in Romania who would use this facility, which we esti-
mate 20 percent, would actually pay in Romanian money which we-
would use to pay off utility costs, telephone expenses in local currency-
for training and personnel costs.

But we do not see any problem with the expropriation or a problem
of dollars,-

Senator Rnicor. No, but how do you bring your earnings back to the
United States .

Mr. Wnau.xs. The money is collected in the Romanian National'
Bank which will be dispersed, by previous plan, so much to the banking"
industry, which is mortgaging, and so much left over after expenses at
a 49- to 51-percent split to the Romanian counterpart which is the-
Ministry of Foreign Trade and their subdivision as well as our side,.
which is a corporation.

Senator RmicoP7. Would you bring that back in dollars?
Mr. WILLi AS. In dollars, of course.
Senator Rmicon. The dollars would come back to the United States ?
Mr. WLLTMS. Yes. Approximately 80 percent of the income will be-

paid in hard currency, whether it be marks, you know, or francs, or-
American dollars.

Senator RwIool .Yes, sir.
Mr. DoNAOHux. My name is Hugh Donaghue. I am a vice president;

of Control Data Corp.
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We do have the only existing joint venture hi Romanit by a U.S.
firm. It was established in 1978. We own 45 percent and our Romanian
partner 55 percent and we are able to repatriate our profits. We employ
about 200 peole and they are engaged in the manufacturing of
peripheral pucts for computers for sale within Romania by our
partner and for sale, by Control Data, in the West.

Senator RmroorF. Since that time you have had no problems repa.
triating your earnings in the United States ?

Mr. Doz;AoHuz. No, sir. We are doing a current volume of about $12
million a year under that plan and to date, we have not had any prob-
lem and we do not anticipate any. The Romanians, in 1972, passed of
decrees number 424 and 425 that allowed the establishment of joint
ventures and also provided the legal structure to allow the repatriation
of profits by foreign investors.

Senator RmicorF. Do you see this joint venture approach expanding
in Romania f

Mr. DoNAOTIn. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, we have been involved
with our joint venture for the last 5 years. When President Ceaucescir
came to the United States in March of this year, we signed a new agree-
ment; a Science and Technological Cooperation agreement, to expand
our activities in the computer area in Romania. This agreement came-
about primarily because of our satisfaction with the way things- had
been going with our current operation. This is a new 10-year agreement.

Senator RmicoF7. Let me ask all of you gentlemen, do you find-that
the Romanians like to do business with American companies I

Mr. HoDoxINS. Very much.
Senator RmIconr. They like to do business with Americans?
Mr. HoDGKINS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to excerpt a comment

from my prepared remarks in which I made reference to the fact that
our corporation will, at one time or another, have about 50 Americans
in residence in Romania. Also, we have trained about. 70 Romanian
nationals in the United States, And I would like to submit, sir, that the
people-to-people contact of this nature bode very well on the problems
which have been mentioned prior to this testimony at this meeting.

Senator Rmoonr. Senator Dole I
Senator DoL& I think the chairman covered several important areas.

I am glad that you mentioned that of people-to-people contacts, because
you have heard some of the other witnesses, and I can understand when
you are in business and making a profit, human rights may not be as
important as economic considerations, but there are others who have
testified who have very real concerns about the Romanian Government
and the rights of the people within the government, whether it be re-
ligious rights or the rights to emigrate.

Do you have any contact that might be helpful, with people that vou
have in your business who live there who have been besieged by )Ro-
manians with problems in this area I

Mr. Homoixus. Senator, speaking on behalf of the Lipe-Rollway
Corp., we have not had any dilliculty with any of our people in Ro-
mania being confronted with complaints and so forth, however, I think
that is to be expected in A controlled economy of that nature. But I
personally have had some discussions with individual Romanians. The
people I have talked to are very proud of their country. They are not
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proud of some of the excesses in their country and the controls that
they have any more than we are in this country proud of some of the
controls which we are increasingly seeing on business here.

I feel that the business relationship is perhaps one of the best ve-
hicles that we have to improve the human lights in Romania.

Mr. DOxAoHUE. I would like to echo that remark also. Senator.
One of the things we have found in the 5-year history of our joint
venture is that having had Americans living and working in Romania,that closer ties, the better understanding has developed on both sides.

I travel quite frequently to Romania and, as Mr. Rosenthal said
earlier, we do talk to the Romanians off the record, and there are fre-
quently two sides to every story. I think one of the problems we are
facing here this morning, both from the business point of view and
from others who oppose MFN is we are listening to.one point of view,
the American point of view, about the situation.

Quite often when you are there and sit down with the Romanians
you get a different point of view. Quite frequently when we ask ques-
tions of things we do not understand, it turns out that there are, under
their system, legitimate reasons why they do things the way they do.

We may not agree with them, but, on the other hand, they can justify
to a certain degree the type of actions they take.

Senator DouE. I think most closed societies can justify just about
anything they do, so .I do not happen to buy that argument. I prefer
our system, even though it may be profitable to deal with them. That
is one reason we want to take a look at the trade side.

Certainly it is in our interest and their interest and it may be of
help in other areas, but they do sign certain agreements such as the
Helsinki Final Act or other agreements where they at least, in spirit,
indicate their willingness to try to resolve some of these problems.

Certainly we as a committee or a Congress, cannot resolve everyone's
problems in Romania. You have indicated that there are two sides to
every story and we are hearing only one. It may be accurate, and-, it
may not be. I do not want to question anybody's motives, but it may
not be precisely as they are told it is.

So there are some real concerns and any information you have would
be helpful.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF JOHN F. PIrAs, UOP INC.

I am J. F. Pittas, Vice President of UOP Inc. I am pleased to have this oppor-
tunity to appear before this subcommittee to support President Carter's recom-
mendation that an extension of the waiver authority for Romania be granted
under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.

UOP is engaged In the development of energy technologies, construction, engi-
neering services and manufactured products on a worldwide basis. We have done
business in Romania for over 40 years. As a result, we know the RomaLnia bust.
ness c6nmunity' well and are'familiar with the current business opportunities
In that country. Throughout these four decades of friendly business relations,
we believe both UOP and the Romanian government have enjoyed mutually
beneficial results. The future seems to be even more promising because of closer
economic ties between Romania and the U.S. which have resulted following the
granting of MFN status in 1975.

Romania has made significant efforts to integrate its economy into the global
economic systems and to structure Its foreign trade relations and techniques to
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be responsive to Western business conditions. U.S. companies have increased
their share of Romanian trade done with the West over the past few years. We
believe that although U.S. investment in Romania has so far been relatively
limited, there are signs that through a stabilization of MFN status in the future,
such investment could also Increase.

As a participant in numerous eeomonie organizations, Romania has facilitated
trade with countries outside of the COMECON organization. The Commerce De-
partment has recently reported that in 1977 over 60 percent of Romania's trade
was with non-COMECON nations. The U.S.-Romanian trade agreement has pro-
vided an important mechanism in encouraging the resolution of a wide range of
trade barriers between our two countries. UOP is certain that future tride with
Romania will continue to be mutually beneficial fnr both countries.

Following the visit of Nicolae Ceausescu, President of the Socialist Republic of
Romania, in April 1978, we were pleased to read the Joint Declaration issued by
the White House after his discussions with President Carter. The Declaration
reaffirmed the commitment to continue and develop the expansion of trade between
our two nations. -

Romania, over the past several years, has had one of the fastest growth rates
of any country in Western or Eastern Europe. If U.S. companies are to continue
to participate in this expanding market, Romania must have a reasonable basis
to sell its products in the U.S., in order to obtain the dollars necessary to pay U.S.
companies for their goods and services. I believe this opportunity can only exist
in a meaningful way if Romania continues to be given most favored nation status.

Romania today has a unique relationship with Third World countries. Closer
economic cooperation with Romania by U.S. companies presents an excellent
opportunity to cooperate with Romanian enterprises on projects in the Third
World. In many cased the business would not be available to-the U.S. company if
it were not for its association with a Romanian partner. We are currently work-
'ing on four projects with Romanian state enterprises in Third World countries
and feel that this cooperation has been mutually beneficial to all parties so
involved.

UOP Inc. believes that MFN status will further strengthen and facilitate busi-
ness between Romania and the U.S. Therefore, UOP supports President Carter's
recommendation for further extension of authority under 'the Trade Act of 1974,
to waive the freedom of emigration requirements under Section 402 and con-
tinuation of the waivers applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania, and
renewal of the U.S.-Romanian Agreement on Trade Relations under Sectio. ;05-b,
continuing the applicability of non-discriminatory treatment with respect to
products of Romania. Furthermore, we support the removal of the requirement
that the Trade Act waiver authority be reviewed for approval on a yearly basis.

STATEMENT OF THE L PE-ROLLWAY CORP.

The Lipe-Rollway Corpo.ration is a New York State based corporation having
sales in 1977 of $41,000,000. The Corporation Headquarters are in Syracuse, New
York, and it has manufacturing facilities throughout the United States and In
Mexico and Elngland. It also has offices in Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and
Romania. The principal products of the Corporation are anti-friction bearings,
heavy duty friction clutches and automation equipment. It has been in business
since 1880.

In 1976, through its various Rollway Bearing International Subsidiaries, the
Lipe-Rollway Corporation signed contracts with Departments of the Govern-
ment of Romania totalling approximately $60,000,000. These contracts were to
supply equipment and know-how for an anti-friction bearing manufacturing plant
in Plolesti, Romania, and for marketing various Romanian-made anti-friction
bearings on a worldwide basis over a ten year period. These contracts came into
force in 1976. The turnkey factory was partially financed by the Export-Import
Bank of the United States and Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company.

These were the first ventures the Lipe-Rollway Corporation had that involved
sizeable direct contracts with a department of a foreign government. The motiva-
tion behind the ventures was for the Corporation to increase Its sales opportu-
nitles on a worldwide basis. The results through 1978 will be approximately $26,-
000,000 worth of machinery and know-how exported from the United States to
Romania and purchases of $628,000 of bearings on a worldwide basis with only
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W2,000 coming to the United States. The favorable balance of trade to the Unit-
ed States in the past two years for these contracts, therefore, is considerable and,
since the largest portion of bearing purchases in the future will be for the rest
of the world outside of the United States, the net favorable balance of trade to
the United States from these contracts over the term of the contracts will like-
wise be considerable.

It would have been Impossble for us to have obtained these contracts with
Romania If Romania had not been granted MFN status. Romania will not con--
older doing business with the United States on any basis other than that of an
equal trading partner similar to other countries historically doing business with
the United States. Assuming then that exports are important to the United States,
as they most obviously are, and assuming we have a country eager to buy from
the United StateS which Is the case, then It only makes common sense to treat
Romania as a trading partner equal with other countries.

I would like to deal now with the subject of doing business with a Communist
dominated state. It should be obvious coming from a basically conservative po-
litically oriented person, that I had to answer a lot of questions in my own mind
before I was willing to enter into such a business relationship. The usual thoughts
came to my mind that were in the minds of a lot of other people. Was this In
the best interest of the United States? Could a Communist regime be trusted to
honor Its business contracts? Was the regime in Romania so repressive that it
would be morally wrong to do business with them? I am pleased to report that
the more than four years relationship we have had with the Romanians has
erased any of the doubts we may have had before the beginning of our relation
ship. It became perfectly clear to us that from an economic, political and moral
basis our company's doing business with the Romanans was in the best interests
of the United States.

The economic benefits I have previously discussed, indicating the superlative
contribution to the United States' balance of trade that our contracts have had
and will continue to have in the future. Of equal importance is the benefit that
our people-to-people contracts have had on the Romanians. We will have over 50
people in residence in Romania at one time or another, including representatives
of our machine tool suppliers, and there have been approximately 70 Romanians
In training in the United States. It is virtually impossible through such people-
to-people costracts for there not to be a message that Is gotten across to the
Romanlans about Americans in general and our society and economic system Ia
particular. In our opinion, the Romanians are getting a good Impression of the
United States and this can only bode well for improving relationships between
our two countries. Finally, there is an oft repeated opinion that there are minor-
itles within Romania that are treated poorly-Hungarians and Jews, for Instance.

In all of our dealings with Romania we have absolutely no evidence of this.
To the contrary, all people in Romania appear to be treated alike; albeit, In a
way more repressive than would be acceptable in the United States-even the
ethnic Romanian nationals themselves have great difficulty getting emigration
visas. I repeat, we has seen no discrimination in this regard for other ethnic or
national groups within Romania. Once again, the people-to-people contacts that
contracts such as our provide are extremely helpful in breaking down any repress
sive barriers that may exist, no matter how broadly they may be administered.

In conclusion, when doing business with the Romanlans we have found they
were ethical business people; they were strong negotiators to be sure, but, after
all, we claim to be the same. Of course, It falls quite naturally that for a foreign
country to be able to purchase goods from abroad It must also be able to sell Its
goods abroad and, therefore, there must be a mutual give and take in this regard
which means that trading partners must maintain favorable tariff relationships,
one with the other. Such was the case after MFN was first granted to Romania
and such will be the case when MFN is extended for another year as we most
respectfully recommend.

H. FouLmr Hoeoxirs, Ja,
President, Lipe.Rollway Corp.

STATXmZN or GMT T. WU.LAms, P nmDN or PlouvrmmA 0ow.

Mr. Chairman, I, Gerald T. Williams, President of Promethean Corporation,
am pleased to have this opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee on Inter.
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national Trade of the Committee on Finance of the U.S. Senate in regard to out
* support to continue waivers applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania,
extension of the waiver authority under Title IV of the Trade Act of 1914, and to
renew the trade agreement providing nondiscriminatory treatment with respect to

-the products of Romania.
I would like to discuss with you our business interest in Romania and the

reasons why we and our associates in the business community believe that the
continuation of this U.S. foreign policy effort can only substantially improve our

* economic and political relations vhth that country.
Trade statistics and current policies only tell the usual manifestations of the

effects of the past three years of nondiscriminatory trade with Romania. We, our
business colleagues, as well as our Romania counterparts, have spent considerable
time, energy, and resources exploring and evaluating companies In both countries,

* attempting to find the best product and/or service for our investment with a view
toward long-term business commitments.

We, Promethean Corporation, are one of these companies that has been going
through this period of adjustment and creditability. Our most important accom-

* plishments today are in the field of import-export air cargo facilities, liquidation
of bilateral clearing dollars, and trade compensation techniques.

Of most importance to us In regards to this subcommittee is our air cargo
.handling facilities planned for the international airport in Bucharest

Our Air Cargo Facility under consideration at Bucharest's Otopeni Inter.
-national Airport will be a pioneering Romanian-U.S. partnership arrangement,
.requiring a combination of hard and soft currencies to operate.

Under this partnership, the Romanian government and local enterprises would
,pay their share of construction and operating expenses in let; the U.S. side
would receive Its share of revenues from hard currency fees charged to Western
-users.

We plan to construct and operate an 18,000 square foot import-export facility
at the Bucharest Otopeni Airport. Romanian enterprises would own 51 percent
of the facility. The partnership, one of the first to be organized under the new
Romanian law, would lease space In the facility both to Romanian and Western
firms. This building will contain general cargo bays as well as refrigerated and

:freezer storage space. Unlike the typical cargo facilities generally found in the
West, the Bucharest operation would Include space for final inspection, packaging

*and training. These "final operations" are necessary In order to provide quality
* control on a level that has so far been difficult to achieve at local plants. This
facility would substantially assist the Importation and receiving of many goods

* and products. It would serve as a training ground for packaging, labeling, and
shipping techniques which the Romanian workers would carry back to their home
facilities. To Western companies this facility would provide the necessary space

- to receive and check received shipments before distribution in the country. The
- potential benefit to future sales of both Romania and Its Western trading part-
ners will be substantial As one can imagine, the growth and success of this
facility would be much more difficult and trying without consistent MFN

-treatment.
Current projections call for approximately 80 percent of the cargo space to be

leased by Western firms, with the rest to be used by Romanian enterprises. Soft
* currency payments by the Romanans would liquidate such local expenses as
utilities, phones, and wages. The hard currency income would serve to amortize
mortgages from abroad, and profits would be shared equally by the partners.

The intergovernmental complexity of this project for the Romanians has not
only been unique, but a unifying force amongst the supporting agencies involved
with their Ministry of Foreign Trade. Most important to Promethean, and other
Western trading companies, is that Romania act favorably under its new invest-
ment laws and permit joint ownership of such a facility, and not make this a

:urn-key project.
We remain convinced, as I believe are our American business colleagues, that

with firm, long-term commitments such as ours, both countries will learn to work
,.together and develop a relationship that could well be a model for other countries
-of Eastern Europe, specifically Hungary and Poland.

Therefore, we strongly recommend that the U.S. Senate continue the non-
discriminatory most-favored.nation treatment with respect to the products of
the Socialist Republic of Romanis. We also suggest that In the near future the

I

I
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Senate consider a waiver extension that would run concurrently with the trade
agreement itself, rather than having the waiver expire every year. This would
substantially reduce the risk of economic loss when dealing with contracts ex-
tending over a one year period.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF HUGH P. DONAGHUE, VICE PRESIDENT AND ASSISTANT TO THE CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFIn, CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

Control Data Corporation is pleased at the opportunity to present testimony
to this committee and once more to express our support of the exension of most-
favored-nation tariff treatment of imports from the Socialist Republic of
Romania.

Control Data Corporation is a major manufacturer of computers and related
computer peripheral equipment, not only for our own systems needs, but for
other computer manufacturers in the United States and abroad. In 1977 our
computer operations produced revenues of Just over $1.5 billion. Of this, $509
million was from overseas business.

We operate in thirty-three countries worldwide, including Romania, where
we have been active in marketing our products since 1968. In April, 1973, Control
Data entered into a Joint venture with the Central Industrial for Electronics,
Technology and Computers (CIETC), a Romanian enterprise, to form Rom
Control Data S.IL. This company manufacturers computer peripheral products,
and is 45 percent owned by Control Data of the U.S.A. and 55 percent by CIETC
of Romania.

The Joint venture currently produces three models of a line printer and two
models of a disk storage drive. We operate out of a new plant of 65,000 square
feet and employ over 200 people.

We view this Joint venture as a unique experience for our company. As you
may know It is the first Joint venture between a U.S. firm and a Romanian enter-
prise: a capitalist corporation and a socialist entity. The establishment of this
Joint venture was possible because of changes in Romanian law that were made
in November, 1972. Also in 1972 Romania became a member of both the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund. In 1975 a U.S.-Romanian trade
agreement was concluded, with the approval of Congress. Under that agreement
Romania first acquired most-favored-nation treatment. This was followed, in
1976, by a U.S.-Romanian ten-year agreement on economic, industrial, and tech-
nical cooperation. These actions on the part of Romania attest to Its efforts to
encourage Industrial cooperation with the United States.

Conrol Data's experience to date with our Joint venture has been most re-
warding. First, Romania has become a second source of supply for the products
to be manufactured there, and the workers In the plant have met the high tech-
nical standards necessary to ensure quality products.

Second, these products now are firmly established In the Romanian market.
place, and as we expand our product line, we will increase our penetration of this
market. This, in turn, will strengthen our sales efforts in other socialist countries
as well. These marketing opportunities would not have been available to us had
we not been willing to enter into some form of cooperation with Romania. Third,
our Romanian partner has agreed to share future research and development
costs of new products to be manufactured at this plant, which will increase the

rofitability of the joint venture to Control Data. And last, but certainly not least,
avng Americans residing In Bucharest and working side by side in the plant

with our Romanian counterparts should lead to a better understanding of each
other, our different economic systems, customs, etc.

The success of this Joint venture has encouraged Control Data to enlarge our
cooperative activities with our partner, CIETC. During the recent visit of Presi-
dent Ceausescu to this country a new "business technical cooperation agreement"
was signed between control data and CIETO. This agreement runs for a period
of ten years and covers a number of cooperative ventures in the general computer
area. However, it is still subject to approval by the appropriate agencies of both
the Governments of Romania and the United States.

Since the establishment of this joint venture there has been considerable in-
terest on the part of many other U.S. companies in entering Into similar agreo-
ments with other Romanian enterprises. Our company has responded to several
dozen requests for Information concerning the negotiations and the establish-
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ment of our joint venture. This Interest has Increased since the signing of the
U.S.-Romanian trade agreement in 19715. You may recall that the agreement in-
cludes wording designed to facilitate the establishment of U.S.-Romanian joint
ventures and other forms of business cooperation on terms familiar to the U.S.
business community. Renewal of the extension of most-favored-nation (MFN)
treatment will further encourage this trend.

However, there Is a major procedural difference between the U.S.-Romanian
trade agreement and the extension of MFN to Romania. The trade agreement
which is due to expire in August of this year, will be automatically renewed un-
less either party chooses to withdraw from the agreement. But under the trade
act of 1974, MFN tariff treatment for Romania automatically expires unless the
President recommends further extension of such treatment Certainly a more
stable business and trade environment would be established if the trade act of
1974 were amended to allow a similar procedure to the one that prevails under
the U.S.-Romanian trade agreement and for a similar period of time. Due con.
sideration should be given to such an amendment in the upcoming legislative
session of Congress.

In conclusion, I should like to acknowledge that a profitable business operation
is not the only reason for our support of the President's request for extension of
MFN treatment. As I mentioned earlier, Romania has taken many steps to en-
courage trade and cooperation with the West. Passage of this extension by the
Congress will surely indicate to Romania and the rest of the world that its ap-
proach to cooperation is correct and worthy of emulation.

STATZMENT or STKHEN GANs, PMMsENT Or VITCO, A JOINT VENTURE

I am Stephen Gans, President of VITCO, a Joint Venture, which together
with Its affiliate will import approximately $10,000,000 of window glass and
wood products from Romania in 197&

I wish, respectfully, to urge the adoption of continued most favored nation
("MFN") status for Romania. MFN status for Romania makes sense from
many different standpoints and has several significant advantages to the United
States with virtually no material detriments.

For example, It is certainly in our national interest to assist this east Euro-
pean country in its attempts to obtain increasing measures of freedom from
external influences on its economic and political life. M]PN status contributes
to this important objective by encouragitig Romania in its trade with us and
by according Romania greater access to the marketplace in the United States.
Such trade, however, is by no means one-sided. Indeed, at a time when there is
great sensitivity over balance of payment questions, it is refreshing to observe
that Romania imports significantly more from the United States than it exports,
thereby stimulating American commerce, industry and employment. In addi-
tion, the Romanlan products which we Import are used principally in the con-
struction industry, an industry beset with inflationary pressures. These prod-
ucts, of necessity, would cost the American consumer more if an increased duty
bad to be absorbed.

I also wish to observe that the question under consideration is not whether
MFN status should be granted to Romania for the first time, but, rather,
whether such status which has already been granted should be continued. In
view of this circumstance, a failure to endorse continued MFN status might
be considered by the Romanians as an underserved rebuke of a good trading
partner and as a substantial diminution of our desire to encourage Romania's
developing cordial relations with the United States. If interpreted In this manner,
the failure to endorse continued MFN status for Romania could have undesira-
ble ramifications going far beyond mere questions of trade.

Finally, I would like to note that our small business has been dealing with
Romania on a steadily increasing basis for about five years. During this period,
I have traveled frequently to Romania and have become acquainted with many
of their business people. I am pleased to report that, in general, I have found
the Romanians with whom I have dealt to be progressive and hardworking. I
genuinely believe that it is in our national interest to encourage Romaina to
continue to strengthen Its economic ties to the United States and that con-
tinued MFN status for Romania will go a long way In that direction.

Thank you for your courteous attention.
Senator RrBcon .The Very Reverend GaldauI
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STATEMENT OF VERY REVEREND FLORTAN X. GALDAU, OHAIR,.
MAN, THE AMERICAN _OANIAN COMMITTEE FOR ABITANCE;
TO RFXUGEES (ARCAR)
Father GALWAU. Mr. Chairman and members of -the committee

thank you for the privilege to testify before you today on the United
States-Romanian Trade Agreement. My name is Flortian M. Galdau.
I am the chairman of the American-Romanian Committee for As-
sistance to Refugees and Rector of the St. Dumitru Romanian Ortho-
dox Church of New York. I am a native of Romania and a U.S. citi-
zen. For the past 23 years I have helped most Romanian refugees come
to the United States, after they escaped from Romania under trying
circumstances. They came as conditional entrants or as repatriated.
U.S. citizens.

Since 1970 we have sent to the State Department lists of people who
wish to rejoin their relatives abroad, especially in the United States.
These are the people we try to help, regardless of ethnic or religious.
background. Provisions of title IV in the Trade Agreement say Ro-
manians can freely emigrate or visit abroad without Government in-
terference, or stipulation of leaving family members as hostages.

With deep regret we respectfully submit that the Romanian Gov--
ernment has used every pretext to avoid honoring the Trade'Agree--
ment. We therefore ask this committee to terminate it until the Ro-
manian Government lets relatives join their families abroad.

President Ceausescu and his Communist Party and supporters are
the only agents in Romania who are responsible to Moscow, but not to.
the Romanian people. How else can we understand his promises to
U.S. leaders and those of his representatives in Washington, D.C. to.
honor human rights when he behaves the way he does ?

To the best of my knowledge, there are no human rights in Romania.
The numerous encroachments on human freedom could fill books, proof
that Ceausescu and the Party serve their own purposes and not the
Romanian people. When President Carter and top U.S. leaders re-
ceived him as a great statesman, they seemed either unaware of the
real situation in Romania or were doing it for reasons we are not
aware of.

We disagree with this policy of appeasement, which neither serves.
the Romanian nor the American people. If Ceausescu and his Party
want our money, let them loosen their grip on the Romanian people
who suffer needlessly under dictatorial rules.

As U.S. citizens of Romanian origin, we are against extension of the,
Trade Agreement, unless our Government thinks it in the best interests.
of-.Unite States-Romanian relations. However, there are no human
rights in Romania and no freedom, least of all free emigration, and
Mr. Ceausescu is the only man who controls every move from domestic.
to foreign policy to issuing passports.

In conclusion, we wish to help the Romanian people with their
many problems and needs, some of which could be alleviated by free
emigration for the families, setting the groundwork for human rights
in Romania and the World over.

Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator RmToBop. Thank you very much. I am very well aware of

the outstanding work you are doing for so many people and I m. L
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assuming that you have made available to the State Department the
list of people who you seek to bring over here to reunite with their
families.

Mr. GAWAu. Yes; but we have still very many difficulties to over-
come in the situation, especially since Mr. Ceausescu went back to
Romania, he changed completely.

Yesterday I received two people, two new refugees, who were
caught on the border about a year ago, and they were beaten and
tortured in such a way that nobody can believe, They were taken,
after that, to the hospital and refused a certificate that they were in
the hospital 6 months for recovery.

They tried again their chances and now they are here in the United
States. This is the kind of situation we do not understand. When you,
Mr. Chairman, ask why the churches damaged in the 1977 earthquake
were not allowed to receive gifts from abroad it is because Communist
ideology is against the Church. The Party does not like to see them
rebuild. However, the Party would not mind receiving gifts from
churches abroad, and publicize it and use it for propaganda. After
last year's earthquake my church and congregation sent lots of medi-
cal supplies, concentrated foods and clothing to the Red Cross and the
Brancoveneso Hospital in Bucharest, where I was a chaplain for 15
years. We sent it within 3 weeks of the earthquake to be distributed
to the people. So far, we never heard a single word about receipt of
the supplies.

Senator RmicorF. If you will send us the documentation, we will
have Mr. Vest check it through with the American Embassy in Bucha-
rest to try to get a response to you. To me, that is really inexcusable,
those types of tactics.

If you will get us xeroxed copies of that documentation and get it
to the committee, we will get it to the State Department to follow-
through to get a response to you, for you and your people.

Father GALDAt. I will be very happy to do so, Mr. Chairman.
Another aspect I want to mention. For instance, this very day there

are at least 1,000-between 600 and 1000 Romanian refugees in Vi-
enna alone. Now, about 90 percent oi these refugees are people be-
tween 19 years and 26, 27, mostly 30 years of age. People who were
brought up and educated and brainwashed by the Communist Party
in Romania. Why are so many young people leaving RomaniaI

To make life harder for those refugees stuck in Austria, the Ro-
manian Government makes it a practice to send in their own people--
gypsies, thieves, et cetera, who ply their trade and then return home--
heaving the refugees with a bad name and no permission to work in
Austria, whereas Hungarians, Czechs, and others can work.

And naturally this is encouraged by the Romanian Government--I
mean by the Communist Party, beeause--to my interpretation-there
is no government in Romania. Only the Communist Party and Mr.
Ceausescu. Nobody else can do anything and say anything and since
the Party and Ceausescu are under Communist control from Moscow,
they have to do whatever Moscow tells them.

Mr. Ceausescu has been hard on the foreign press. For instance,
Time correspondent William Brown, who was posted in Belgrade from
1972 to 1977, was forbidden to enter Romania because he had pub-
lished an article about Romanian dissidents.
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On the other hand, we are speaking about religious freedom. Of
course, you are as free to move in Romania as you can move as a
bird in a cage.

The Romanian Orthodox Church, which is the majority of the
Romanian people, is not free to do anything else. The officialdom of
the Church and the Patriarch and all the others are subject and hum-
ble and obedient servants of the Party.

A professor who after 16 years of prison, became a priest in 1973
and was appointed a professor of French and New Testament at the
faculty of theology in Bucharest, dared to mention in one of his ser-
mons, which he had to deliver once a week in the Cathedral of the
Patriarchate, that the Communist ideology is a philosophy of despair.
Now he was suspended and his career as a priest is over. Re is out, he
is finished. And then he sent word to the Patriarch "If you do not want
me as a professor, at least accept me as a cleaner oi the :Patriarchate on
the Hill, give me a broom and I will sweep up very happily."

These are the situations which we cannot understand in the West,
but this is the Communist ideology which is trying to impose upon the
Romanian people a philosophy of despair which the people do riot feel.

Senator Dom I have no questions. As I understand, then, based on
the statements you have made, you are opposed to continuing the Pres-
ident's authority to waive the Trade Act Freedom of Emigration pro.
visions. Is that correct?

Father GALAu. Yes, sir.
Senator DoLm. I think as Senator Ribicoff indicated, any documen-

tation that you have would be helpful.
Father 4ALDAU. I will be glad to send it.
Senator DOLE. We just heard some of the businessmen say they have

a little different view-
Father GALDAU. Well, businessmen have a different point of view.

They are interested in their own business. All right. I have nothing to
do with that. But at least, as American citizens who do business with
Romania, they should, at least, try to do their best in helping human
rights in Romania, which they do not do-at least, some of them. I
do not want to be general. I know some of them have tried to do their
best. But I know others who said, oh, father, I could not do anything,
because that is not my business.

And in this situation, we are in a very, very awkward position. Un-
less the American Congress takes a definite stand, as far as human
rights are concerned, we cannot do anything. My own brother is 65
years old and never thought of leaving Romania. But for the last 2
years the security has pestered him to write to me to stop my activities
here of helping and bringing the refugees over here. As almost 90 per-
cent are leaving Romnnia without passports, they are stuck in those
camps in Europe and write me desperate letters. As a priest I feel it'
my duty to help them. I want to make it clear. 11 do not help them
escape from Romania, I only help bringing them here. Among those
I brought over here are from time to time agents of the Romanian Em-
bassy in Washington. But this cannot be helped.

My brother never wrote to me since I left Romania some 30 years
ago. Now the Communists have put him and his daughter under such
heavy pressure that they feel forced to leave the country. Instead of
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facilitating them to leave, the Communists are refusing them their
exit papers and determined to keep them in Romania as some sort of
hostages ainst my activities 'herm. If the Embassy here in Washing-
ton wouldhave known their own interests as diplomatst they should
not have done that. They should have known better. I did not attack
them. I did not say an hi about the Romanian Government, about
religious freedom in Romania for the last 6 or 7 years. But now we
have to tell the truth.

If we do not tell-the truth, the stones themselves would speak.
Senator RnmxoFr. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Father Galdau follows:]

STATzmzNT or Rv. FwRwN A. GALDAU, CHnAiMAN o THB AmzrioAN RoMANIAN
OMMnIT FOm ASSISTANCE TO REFUoGES (ARCAR) AND RECTOR OF THE ST.
DumaU RouANuN ORTHODox CxuRCH or Nzw Yomx N.Y.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for the privilege to
testify before you today on the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement.

My name is Florian M. Galdua. I am the chairman of the American Romanian
Committee for Assistance to Refugees (ARCAR) and Rector of the St. Dumitru
Romanian Orthodox Church of New York City. I am a native of Romania and a
U.S. citizen. For the past 23 years I have helped most of the Romanian refugees
come to the United States after they managed to escape from Romania under
most trying circumstances. They came as Conditional Entrants or as repatriated
U.S. citizens.

I want to refer to the renewal of the Trade Agreement entered into April 2,
1975 by the United States and the Socialist Republic of Romania, In which the
latter obtained most favored nations treatment, provided provisions of Title IV,
section 402(a) (1), (2) & (8) concerning Freedom of Emigration were honored.

From 1970 to date we have sent the State Department a number of lists of
people who wanted to join their relatives abroad, especially in the U.S.A We
have tried to help these people regardless of ethnic or religious origins. Provisions
of Title IV state that Romanian citizens can emigrate or visit any foreign coun-
try without interference from their Government, or a need to leave behind family
members as hostages against their return.

With deep regret we respectfully submit that the Romanian Government has
used every pretext. to avoid honoring the Trade Agreement. We therefore ask
this Committee to terminate the Agreement until such time when the Romanian
Government is prepared to release relatives wishing to Join their families abroad.
We know that the Socialist Republic of Romania does not have our type of
government. President Ceausescu and his Communist Party and supporters are
the only agents in Romania who are responsible to Moscow but not to the Roman-
ian people. How else can we understand his promises to U.S. leaders and those
of his representatives In Washington, D.C. to honor human rights in their country
when they behave the way they do?

To put it mildly, there are no human rights in Romania. The individual does
not count, on!' the State. And the State is the Communist Party. A person can-
not travel without the permission of the local security police and then only for
a few days. At this destination he must report at once to the local security be-
fore attending to any business and after his return he must again report. If he
is late he is fined from 24000 lets.

There is no right to worship although guaranteed In the Romanian Constitu-
tion. If a Party member (which he needs to be to ensure his and his family's
survival) wants to go to church he is ousted from the Party. If he is not a mem-
ber (and there are many who are not) and goes to worship, he is demoted to a
menial function on his Job, or fired.

But Mr. Ceausescu and the leaders of the different Romanian Religious
Denominations including the late and present Patriarchs pretend Romania has
religious freedom and human rights.

For instance, on December 1, 1948 the then Communist Government in Ro-
mania incorporated more than two and a half million members of the Catholic
Unlate Sister Church of Romania into the Romanian Orthodox Church. Six of
the leaders of the Uniate Church were arrested and died in prison. In August
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1M Allen Searf of Keaton College, England, published a paper on the Mo-
ligious situation In Romania. He said a Committee for the Salvation of the
Uniate Church appealed to President Ceausescu for its restoration but he did
nothing. The Catholic Uniate Church is not a "simply religious denomination."
In addition to its religious function, it was a cultural institution of purely
Romanan character. Its worship is typically Romanian. For centuries it has
played an Important role in the cultural life of Romania, a fact not recognized
by either President Ceausescu or the Party, so that it can be free again and play
its part in Romanan life.

The Orthodox Church is about as free as a bird in a cage. Its hierarchy can
function only as oug as the Party lets them. According to President Ceausescu
Romania has 14 Religious Denominations. They are permitted to survive as long
as they guide themselves along Party lines, Else they will cease to function within
24 hours.

The Orthodox Church, like other Denominations, has no right to publash or
distribute literature on Religious Education of children or adults, but is flooded
with tons of atheistic Party propaganda which the Church leaders are not al-
lowed to discuss or comment on. They can only worship within the Church. This
is why many of the recent Romanian refugees are neither baptized nor married
In Church and thoroughly indoctrinated in Party ideology, even if they don't
realize it.

The Baptist Church. I was puzzled by a statement of an outstanding U. S.
Baptist, Dr. George Crisan, at the hearing of the Ways and Means subcommittee
of the House of Representatives on June 15, 1978 on the perfect freedom of the
Baptist Church in Romania. This is far from true. The Party, like any political
organization, acts on the old Roman saying, "Divide et Impera," "Divide and
rule." For many years the Baptist Church in Romania was free to carry their
evangelizing campaigns to other Denominations. Then no Baptist pastor could
preach without Party permission. Now its easier to get permission to preach,
although any preacher suspected of being against the Party line is arrested,
especially the younger preachers and students. For instance, Mr losif Ton was
forbidden to preach because he received an invitation to study at Regent's Park
College in Oxford, England, and had asked for support from abroad. Many
other parishes are not allowed to train future leaders and soon will be without
preachers at all.

Another significant aspect of religious life in Romania: In none of the new
cities, built for political or industrial reasons, is any space reserved for a church.
In Victoria near Fagaras which has a large armament factory, workers re-
quested an Orthodox Church and were refused.

There is no right to emigrate or repatriate. The Romanian authorities perse-
cute and beat people who apply for passports and exist visas, subjecting them
to all kinds of humiliation and penalties. To emigrate or visit relatives abroad
one needs Government permission to apply for a petition. A person needs to
secure ,his employer's permission, that of the local neighborhood council, the po-
lice precinct's,; the district, city council's and the Party's. AH have to give unani.
mons permission before he can go get a form to apply for his passport and exit
via

When he has all the papers together he can apply to the Embassy of the country
he wants to go to. When he leaves the Embassy, three policemen are waiting out-
side in the street and he Will be fined at least three times before he gets home-
all for minor infractions. Then the police take him to a barbership for a haircut,
at his expense. This has been the experience of newly arrived Romanian refugee
In many instances, where the U.S. Embassy has intervened and applicants were
orally promised passports and visas, they were turned down after months of red
tape and harassment.

It Is true they have the right to appeal. Some have done so and miraculously
succeeded in leaving the country after 11 appeals. Many others have failed. All
have suffered equally, regardless of religious affiliation, even those who wanted
to emigrate to Israel. Some President Ceausescu allowed to go. However, all are
subject to the same rules: To present their apartments, in good shape, and
"donate" practically all their valuables to the State before they leave.

There is no right of free speech, although guaranteed -In the Romanian Con-
stitution. To the best of our knowledge, free speeches were only made " last
year during the coal miners strike at Lupeni when the miners arrested two top
Government officials and held them until President Ceauseeu came to listen to
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them. For the first time he heard their complaints about wages and working con.
editions in the mines. What happened afterward is history: After a few weeks
union leaders and miners disappeared and were never heard from again re-
placed by security people and those of "unreliable origin" (suspect of polills
activity against the regime) who were forced to work in the mines for one year
without pay.

There is no freedom of the press. Publications are controlled by a censor bureau.
Foreign journalists can file only copy that has been approved by the Party. Time's
Belgrade correspondent Malcolm W. Browne was harassed from 1972-1977 and
barred from Romania when he wrote on the dissident movement. We can hon-
estly say Ceausescu started to harass and terrorize foreign journalists, especialy
Americans, since 1970, whereas Leonid Breshnev only recently tried two Ameri-
can correspondents in Moscow.

There is no right of political freedom. Only the Party has the right to nomi.
nate and elect the so-called people's representatives. The State is the Party's
instrument, controlling every economic source and labor and production tools,
making the workers its slaves and not independent as Lenin and Stalin boasted.

There is no social, cultural or artistic freedom. People have to conform and
obey Party rules. The Party decides who they can socialize with, what to create,
write or paint,

The mail is censored. Recently an airmail letter from the U.S. reached Romania
after one month. All letters from abroad are opened, photographed and copies
filed in person's dossiers against the day when the Party needs to apply a little
pressure.

The numerous encroachments on individual freedom would fill books, the best
proof that Ceausescu and the Party are serving their own purposes and not the
interests of the people. When President Carter and top U.S. leaders received him
as a great statesman, they seemed either not aware of the real situation in Ro.
mania, or were doing it for reasons we are not aware of.

We disagree with this policy of appeasement which neither serves the Ro-
manian or the American people. If Ceausescu and his Party want our money, let
them loosen their grip on the Romanian people who suffer needlessly under
dictatorial ruleL

As U.S. citizens of Romanan origin we are against extension of the Trade
Agreement, unless our Government thinks it in the best interests of U.B.-
Romanian relations. However, there are no human rights in Romania, and no
freedom, least of all free emigration-nothing happens without Mr. Ceausescu's
approval. And he s the only man in Romania who controls everything from
domestic to foreign policy to issuing passports and exit visas.

In conclusion, we wish to help the Romanian people with their many problems
and needs, some of which could be alleviated by free emigration for the families,
setting the groundwork for human rights in Romania and the World over.

THE AMxOAN ROMANAN 0oMMrTZI 7i3 AssisTAnOE To RWFUGUS (ASOAR)

NAM S OF PERSONS WHOSE RELEASE IS SOUGHT FMOM THE S. R. OF ROMANIA

Sponsor: Adam Alb, U.S. citizen, 290 River Road, Bogota, N.J. Relatives:
Elisabeta Furca, mother of Strada Cristur, Deva, Judetul Hunedoara.

Sponsor: Andonlan, U.S. citizen. 1217 North Kingsley Drive, N. Los Angeles,
CA. 90029. Relatives: Chircorlan, Chircor, brother, 58; Chireorian, Julleta, sts-
ter-in-law, 48; Chircorian, Hasar, nephew, 27, Strada Mihal Viteazu No. 7,
Constanta, Romania.

Sponsor: Aurel Andrei, U.S. resident, 80-30 84th St., Astoria, Long Island
City, N.Y. 1110. Relatives: Eduard Andrel, son, 5, Str. Pietti #6, Cartierul,
Vislrul 2, Bralla.

Sponsor: Constanta Asarian. U.S. resident, 41-15-81 Street, Jackson Heights,
N.Y. 11326. Relatives: Vena Telibasa, sister; Mihal Telibasa, brother-in-law;
Marius Tellbasa, nephew; Dan Telibasa, nephew, and Soseaua Giurglulu #14,
Bloc V. apt. 18, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Tacouhi Asadourian (Elena), U.S. resident, 41-11 40th Street, Apt..
2B, Long Island City, N.Y. Relatives: Aurel Presneanu, father, Steriana Pres..
neanu, mother, Petre Presneanu, brother, 88, and Galsac Asadouhan, husband,
Otr. Vulturilor #181, sect. 4, Bucharest
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Sponsor: Mrs. Marieta Badea, D. D.S., Conditional Entrant, 100 B, Mont-
gomery St., Apt. 22E, Jersey City, N.J. 07802. Relatives: ProL Dr. Eng. Viorel
Bornn Badea, husband, Strada Andrel Muresanu nr. IA Sector 1, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Afrodita Elena Badescu, U.S. resident, 28-04 83rd Ave., Apt. 40,
Astoria, Long Island, N.Y. 11106. Relatives: Alexandru Munteanu, brother, Str.
Aurulul #18, seara A Etaj 8 apt. 13, sect. 8, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Mircea Beleuta, U.S. resident, 10055 Coyle St., Detroit, Mich. 48227.
Relatives: Georgeta Beleuta, daughter, Str. Catblu #64, Bloc 84 A, Scara I, apt.
280, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Michaela Elena Bendu, U.S. resident, 18-28 StepheD St., Ridgewood,
N.Y. Relatives: George Bendu, father, Maria Bendu, mother,. B-dul Pacii #108
Bloc 89 Sect. 1, apt. 83, etaj 8, Bucharest. Michaela Casvan, Vladimir Drugeanu,
Radu Tutuianu.

Sponsor: Marius Bucurescu, U.S. citizen, 15 Vermllyea Ave., New York,
N.Y. 10034. Relatives: Alexandru-Viorel Bucurescu, brother, Magdalena Viorel
Bucureseu, sister-in-law, and two children, Blvd. Pacli #74-76 apt. 24,
Bucharest 6.

Sponsor: Michael Bulboaca, U.S. citizen, 814 Porchester Drive, St. Louis,
Miss. 68125. Relatives: Alexandru Florin Bulboaca, brother, Natalia Florin
Bulboaca, sister-in-law, and luliana Florin Bulboaea, niece, Str. Valea Lunga
#14 bloc z 8, scara 1 apt. 15, Bucharest 7.

Sponsor: Georgeta Bura, U.S. resident, 400 E. 20th St. Apt. M.B. New York,
N.Y. 10009. Relatives: Elena Agrocostera, sister, Mihai Agrocostera, nephew, and
Gabriella Agrocostera, wife, Str. Badea Cartan #5 Sect. 2, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Mrs. Elena loneseu Callnescu, U.S. resident, 4840 40th St., Sunny.
side, N.Y. 11108 Relatives: Elena Iing, daughter, Daniel Alulti, nephew, 11 Str.
Carol Knappe #62, sect 8, Bucharest

Sponsor: Dumitru Capata, U.S. resident, 850 Round Hill Road, Greenwich,
Conn. 6880. Relatives: Paraschiva Pop, sister, Nicolae Pop, brother-in-law, Calin
Pop, nephew, 106 Sorina Pop, niece, 4, Str. Decebal Bloc T 2 sc. B, etaj 4 apt. 87,
Blstrita-Judetul Bistrita Nasaud.

Sponsor: Florin Carniocanu, U.S. citizen, 45-28 44th St. apt 2A, Sunnyside,
N.Y. 11J04. Relatives: loan Carmocanu, brother, Eugenia Carmocanu, sister-in-
law, Roislia Carmocanu, niece, Str. Progiesulul #2, Contanta.

Sponsor: Victor Caramlhal, U.S. resident, 178-10 Wexport Terrace, apt. 54
Jamaica, N.Y. 111432. Relatives; Petre Caramihal, father, Ecaterina Cara-
mhal, mother, Mihal Caramlhai, brother, Maria Caramihal, sister-in-law,
Arthur Caramihal, nephew, and Atena Caramihai,.niece, Str. Toodor Aman#9,
Sweet. 7, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Atena Chlu, U.S. citizen, 42-41 64th St., Queens, N.Y. 11877. Rela.
tives: Constantin Vladu, brother, St. Mangalla #7, Timisoara.

Sponsor: George Ciomu, U.S. citizen, 55 Donald Drive, Hastings-on-Hudson,
N.Y. 10708. Relatives: Parachiva Clomu, 76, mother, Nicolae Ciomu, 48, brother,
Eugenia Carolina Ciomu sister-in-law, 89, Luisa Adriana Ciomu, niece, 8, and
Antonela Ciomu, niece, 8, Str. 11, lunle #75, ofic. postal 58, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Victoria Cuingu, U.S. c4tien, 15225 Prospect St., Dearborn, Mich.
48128. Relatives: Viorica Mindroiu, daughter, Teodor Mndroiu, son-in-law, Aleea
Timisul-de-Jos #1, bloc A 23 apt. 51, etaj I, Soara D, Bucharest, loan S. Ciungu,
son, and Rodica Ciungu, daughter-In-law, Bvdual Republicil #148, Bucharest &

Sponsor: Vasile Dumltrascu, U.S. citizen during 1978 41-11 47th Ave., Apt. 4D,
Sunnyside, N.Y. 11104. Relatives: Neculae Dumitrescu, father, Str. Verdisoala,
Comuna Codaesti Jud. Vaslui, Maria Lunga, sister, Constantin Lungu, brother-
in-law, Eugen Lungu, son, 8, Vasile Lu1u, son, 6, Neculae Dumitreseu, brother,
Atelierele C. F. R. Niculna, Iasi, Petre Melinte, brother-in-law, Elena Melinte,
wife, Mariana Melinte, daughter, 18, Gabriela Melnte, daughter, 10, Petre Melinte,
son, 8, Vasile Mqlinte, son, 5, Mlhal Mellnte, brother-in-law, Mariana Meliatet,
wife, Mariana Melinte, daughter, 10, Str. Musatini #15, Bloc PS, scara A, etaJ 8
ap. 2, Cartier Aleandru eel Bun, lasi.

Sponsor: George Fara, U.S. citizen during 1978 -0-51 8d St. apt. B Astoria,
N.Y. 11103. Relatives: ilhe Tutulanu, cousin, Bulevardul Gheorge Dimitrov, 124
Bloc 0 5 Secor 8, Bucharest, Mircea Meleasa, cousin, Str. BuJoreni #43, bloc P.
18 Scam 2, apt. 88.i Bucharest.

Sponsor: Paulla Ferrara, U.S. citin, 157 81 St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 110. Rela.
ties: Eugenia Gaspar, 84, sister, Vasile Gaspar, 48, brother-in.law, Adrien
Gaspar, 14, nephew, Oorina Gaspar, 10, niece, Str. Aromei #90, sect. 2, Bucharest.
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Sponsor: Very Rev. Florian IL Galdau, U.S. citizen, 50 West Sth Street, New
York, N.Y. 10024. Relatives: Ion M. Galdau, 65, brother, Florica Galdau, sister-in-
law, Str. Began #10, Bucharest; Elena Slmplaceanu, niece, Virgil Simplaceanu,
her husband, Aleea Dumbravitel, #8 Bloc T8, ap. 65, etaj 5, Sect. 7, Drumul
Taberii, Bucharest; Matin Galdau, nephew, Dorina Galdau, his wife, Floran IL
Galdau, son, 6, Valentin M. Galdau, son, 8, Str. Begs #10, Seet. 6 Bucharest.

Sponsor: Dionise Gartu D.D.S., U.S. resident, 48-0 40th St. apt. BF, Long
Island City, N.Y. 11104. Relatives: Atanasie Gartu, brother, Ana Lucia Gartu, his
wife, Cristina Gartu, daughter, 8, Mihaela Gartu, daughter, 2, Str. Telul Doamnei
#108 apT scamr 1 etaj 9, Bucharest; Gheorghe Mlllu, nephew, St. Ecaterina
Varga #4 Constanta.

Sponsor: Mrs. Alexandra Ghita, Conditional Entrant, " 9th St. apt. 804,
Astoria, LI.C., N.Y. 11102. Relatives: loan Ghita, husband, Roxandra Miruna
Ohita, 2, daughter, Strada Tlrgul-Neamt #6, Bloc D. 10 ap. 88 Sect. 7, Bucharest;
Ion Dragan, father, Elena Areti Dragan, mother, Str. Bacaloglu #2 sect 2,
Bucharest; Viorican Mbthaela Dragan, twin sister, Petre Zachel, Viorica's fianee,
Str. Spandaran #11 Sect 2, Bucharest; Elena Barbu, cousin, Viorica Barbu,
daughter, 17, Alesa Otesan #7, apt. 168, sect. 2, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Jean Hristescu, U.S. resident, 25--4 88th St. apt. SA, Astoria, N.Y.
11103. Relatives: Elena Hrlstescu, wife, Ana Petcu, daughter, Teodor Hrlstescu,
son, Carmen Hristescu, Str. Alexandru Moghloros #20, Bloc O.D. scars 2, etaJ
9, ap. 80, sect. 7, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Teodor Ionescu, M.D., U.S. citizen during 1978, 18-28 George St.,
Ridgewood N.Y. 11227. Relatives: Florentina Ioneecu, daughter, Bulevardul
Magheru W20, etaj 9, ap. 8 Sect. 1, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Mrs. Betty Johnson, U.S. citizen, 820 East 88rd St., apt. 4E, New York,
N.Y. 10028 Relatives: Delta Rodica Marina Pops, daughter, Gheorghe Pope,
husband, Calln-Mlrcea Popa, son, 10 moe., Str. Brisovului #18 etaj 1 ap. 7, bloc
D 8, Bucharest

Sponsor: Nicolae Lerescu, 221 8rd St., Fairview, N.J. 07022. Relatives: Con-
stantin Lerezcu, brother, Silvia Lereseu, sister-In-law, Str. Fildesulul #8, Bucha-
rest, Livia Fildesulul, sister, Calea Calarasl #99, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Adam Luca, Conditional Entrant, 802 Seneca Ave., Ridgewood, N.Y.
11227. Relatives: Doina-Cornella Luca, daughter, 27, Str. Grivita Rosle #22,
Timisoara.

Sponsor: Mrs. Elena Lupovici, U.S. citizen, 186-80 Sanford Ave., Flushing,
N.Y. 1185. Relatives: Mihaela Maria Dinu, daughter, Nicolae Dinu, husband,
Gabriel Dlnu, son, 7, Maria Carjan, grandmother, AUea Tralan Dumltrescu #4,
Sec. 4 prin Nerva Tratan #45, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Mrs. Violette MacNamara, U.S. citizen, c/o Mrs. Felica Moldovan,
250 West 102 St., Apt. 3, New York, N.Y. Relatives: Monica Selaru, daughter,
Ana Selaru, daughter, Str. Mlhal Bravul #294, Bloc 6, ap. 7, sears b, etaj 9 Sect.
4, Bucharest.

Sponsor: Mrs. loana Matescu, U.S. resident, 13-14 42nd St., Sunnyside, N.Y.
11108. Relatives: Daniela Stancu, sister, Constantin Stancu, brother, Bogdan
Stancu, brother, Alin Sebastian Stancu, son, Str. Emil Racovita 29-81, sect. 5,
Bucharest.

Sponsor: lorita Molfetas, U.S. citizen, 60 Gloucester St., Apt. 1004, Toronto,
Ont., Canada M4Y-147. Relatives: Radu-Teodor Mihallescu, fiance.

Sponsor: Dan Moldovan, U.S. citizen, 17 H Parkotew at Madison Laurence
Harbor, N.J. 08879. Relatives: Eugena Moldovan, mother, Ion Moldovan, father,
Str. Stefan eel Mare nr. 45A, Sibiu.

Sponsor: Ion Musat, U.S. resident 296 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn. N.Y. 11211.
Relatives: Septima Nlcolesecu, fiance,, Str. Vulcan #8 CluJ, loan Teodoslu, cousin,
St Bueurestil Not #9--07 Bloc b3, sears B apt. 87 etaj 5 Bucharest.

Sponsor: Mistor Naod, U.S. resident, 188 Walnut St., Paterson, N.J. 07502.
Relatives: Magdalena Naod, wife, 88, #598, Coin GeneL, Timls.

Sponsor: Victoria Naarbechlan, U.S. resident, 175-7rd Ave., Flushing, N.Y.
11886. Relatives: Constantin Mitrache, father, Alexandru Mitrache, brother,
B-dul Pacli #P2-72, bloc 8, Scars c, et. I apt. 85 Bucharest 7.

Sponsor: Margareta Nedelcu, U.S. resident, P.O. Box 19, Greenvale, N.Y.
11548 Relatives: Valentin Nedelcu, husband, Tudor Nedelcu, son, Str. Dostolevaki
#84, CluJ, Napoca.

Sponsor: Florea Ochian, Conditional Entrant, /o Gheorghe Barse, 411 Ad*-
line Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48208. Relatives: Olimpia Ochlan, wife, 28 Blvd. Mundt
Bloc 8 Sect I ap. 19., Resita-Caras-Severrin.
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Sponsor: Umanoll Papamanole, Conditional Entrant, 4422 No. St. Louis At,
Chla= il. 006. Relatives: losit Baden, son, Elena Bades, daughter4n.law,
Christian Bade, nephew, Str. Biset #2, Sect 11, Bucharest.

S r: Mrs. Paula Penescu, Conditional Entrant, 82-00 84th St., Astoria,
N.Y. 11106, Long Island City. Relatives: Florica Peneseu, mother, Nadina Silvia
Radf, daughter, Plata aogalniemnu #8 scars 0 etaJ 2 ap. 10 sect. 6, Bucharest.
Application rejected. Terrorized by Security.

Sponsor: Dan PetI-eu, U.S. resident, 81 Nagle Ave. Apt. 8W, New York, N.Y.
10040. Relatives: T' i-u Petreseu, father, Str. Nerva-Tralan #2, Bucharest 4;
Cornellu Petreseu, brother, Eltsa Petreseu, sister-in-law, Str. Plutonler-Pason.
Mann #8, Bucharest 4.

Sponsor: Valefiu Pod, U.S. resident, 1681 Ridgewood St, Lakewood Ohio
44107. Relatives: Jlanu Pod, Elisabeta Pod, two children, Str. Teuliul W4 Be.
apt. 1, Ta.

Sponsor: Nlcolae PoP U.S. resident, 5060 N. Marine Drive, apt.-812, Chicago,
111. 0840. Relatives: Paullna-Florica Matel, wife, Stanca Jacob, stepdaughter,
#1 St. Caralman, Timisoara.

Sponsor: Constantin Pops, U.S. resident, 1180 N. New Hampshire, Los Angeles,
Calif. Relatives: Gheorghe Popa, brother.

Sponsor: Mrm Emiila Popovici, U.S. resident, 29-15 86th Ave. apt. 8 EB,
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106. Relatives: Elisabeta Popovicl, mother, Rugen
Popoviei, brother, Str. Isvorului nr. 16 Agnta, Cod 2475 Judet Sibiu, Vasile
Popoviei, brother, Str. Garii Camin Nefamilisti Camera A 86 Oravlt Jud, Cara
Seven, 1750; Elena Clont, daughter, Merdarus Clont, her son, Str. Zona Park
26 bloc 1 apt. 1 Agnlta Judetul Slblu. Applications rejected, some laid off jobs,
always terrorized by Security.

40. Sponsor: Floicsa Ratiu, U.S. resident, 910 Edwards St, Aurora, Ill..6005W
Relatives: Vasile Oroe, brother, Maria Oroe, slster-in-law, Romeo Oroe, nephew, 2,
Str. Octombrie, bloc 48, scara A apt. 8, CareL, Satu-Mare.

50. Sponsor: Emilia Relcher, U.S. resident, 824 East 84 St., Apt. B3, New York,
N.Y. 100(0 Relatives: Monica Gadidov, daughter, Str. Aviator Caranda #60,
Bucharest, was refused application forms.

5L Sponsor: Stefan Rennie, U.S. resident, 77Schmitt Blvd., P.O. Box 7, Farm.-
ingdale, I., N.Y. 11785. Relatives: Anton Beznlc, father, 58, Ana Beani, step-
mother, 48, Paris Emanuel Resnie, brother, Carmen Luminita Reanie, sister, 8,
Str. Salcilor #17, Tlcea.

5. Sponsor: losif Selner, 4101 N. Drake Ave., Chicago, Ill. 001& Relatives:
Mariana Mihet, fiance, Str. Marasest #28, apt. 4, Arad.

54. Sponsor: Mr. EugenA Stanciu, U.S. resident, 2144 45 Road, LI., N.Y.
Relatives: Gherghina Stanciu mother, Matin Stancin, brother, Viorel Stanciu,
brother, ftr. ManuscelsuWl: J54 Beet 8, Bucharest, applications rejected, Still
terrorized by Security. -

55. Sponsor: Mrs. Viorica Stanolev, U.S. citizen during 1978, 75-25 66th St.,
Glendale, N.Y. 11227. Relatives: Gheorghe Sita, father, Maria Sita, mother,
Gheorge Sita, brother, Lenuta Sita, sister-in-law, Viorica 81mona Sita, niece, Ion
Oita, brother, Str. Benefalau #1 Tirgual Mutes. Mother arrested and tortured
two weeks by Security. All still terrorized by Security.

5. Sponsor: Gheorghe Stroescu, 850 Dovercourt Road, Toronto, Ont., Canada
M6WE5. Relatives: Marie Stroescu, wife, Danlels-Cornelia, daughter, Str. Fuloru-
lul #2, bloc Y8B, se. 8, et. 8 apt. 151, Bucharest 4.

5T. Sponsor: Dinu Teodorescu, U.S. citizen during 178, 158-57 87th Avenue,
Flushing, N.Y. Relatives: Mihai. Teodorescu, brother, Elena Teodoreseu, sister-in-
law, Dorina Teodoreseu, niece, Str. Sapunari #4, Plolesti. Received approval but
not passports.

58 Sponsor: Vasile Tocaclu, U.S. citizen, 57-48 Van Doren St., Corona, N.Y.
11868 On trip in Romania. His family has no news of him and supposes he has
been arrested by Security. Relatives: Georgeta Teodoriel, finanee, Str. Lulca #11
bloc 2 scra 2 apt. 72 sect. 5, Bucharest All applications rejected-was and still
terrorized by Security.

50. Sponsor: Maria Todoran, U.S. resident, 59-12 Catalpa Ave, Ridgewood, N.Y.
11227. Relatives: Maria Todoran, daughter, Str. Harnlclel #5, camra 5, Tmisoara
1900. Application for passport Dec. 17, 1977. No answer.

00. Sponsor: Dr. Marin Tudor, U.S. eItizm, 501 East 87th St., New York, N.Y.
10028 Relatives: Dr. Aurel Tone, cousin, 89, Dr. Cora Tone, his wife, 89, George
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Tone, son, & Str. Aghirs, #2, Bucharest. Both have been fired from their jobs
and are under constant threats and persecution.

01. Sponsor. Niculase F.orin Tudorese, M.D., U.S. resident, 1880 Stanhope St,
Ridgewood, N.Y. 1128?. Relatives: Blanca Aura Tudorescu, wife, Diana Laura
Tudoresev, daughter, Str. Matel Basarah #18, Brasov. After applying for pass-
ports, wrs terrorized by Security.

5porAor: Cristian Ungureanu, U.S. resident, 4-59 45th St. apt. 12D, Woodside,
N.Y. U1S??. Relatives: Florioa Ungureanu, mother, Warin Ungureanu, father,
Auretla Ungureanu, sister, Str. Musat Rodulescu No. 80, Sect. , Bucharest. Ap-
plcations twice rejected and terrorized by Socurity since

Sponsor: Vasile Ungureanu, U.S. resident, 81-46 42nd St., Astoria, LLC., N.Y.
11104. Relatives: Zola Buligs, daughter, Cartierul Kiseleff, her son, Bloc A 8 eet
4 Drobeta-Tumnu Severin. Application still rejected by Security.

Sponsor: Ion Volonei, arrived Dee. 19, 107t, 50 West 89 Street, New York, N.Y.
1004. Relatives: Oriltna Volonc4 wife, 84, Str. Trobadur No. 18, Bloc, A. Apt.
41, Tlmisoara.

Sponsor: Narcis Vladescu, U.S. citizen, III Van Nostrand Ave., Englewood,
N.J. 07681. Relotves: Mihli Mina Mam, brother, Emilia Mam, sister-in-law,
Soeaua Mihat Bravul No. 106, Bloc D apt. 118, sect 2, Bucharest. Application
rejected.

Sponsor: Nieolae Vulpe, arrived Dee. 5,107?/. Relatives: E1caterina Vulpe, wife,
48, Oristian Vulpe, son, 17, Str. Dr. Sion No. 9, et. III apt. 151, Bucharest Applica-
tions rejected.

Sponsor: Wagner, led, U.S. citizen, 4626 N. Wolcot, Chlcago, I1. 60640. Rela-
tives: Wagner, Ana, wife, Wagner, Dan, son, 18 years, Wagner boset, sM,-18
years Strada Caragiale No. 14 Sannicolaul Mie- Distr. Timis.

Sponsor: Dumltru Busnel, arrived July 7, 1978, 50 West 80 Street, New York,
N.Y. 10024. Relatives: Ruxandra Bupnei nee Mihalt, 86, Lavinia Nicoleta, daugh-
ter, 6, Cartiene Crihada, Bloc A4, Be. 2, No. 9, T. Severin.

Sponsor: Tiberiu Clorogariu, U.S. citizen, 876 lberon Ave., Elberon, N.J.
07740. Relatives: Daniela M. Dumitreseu, daughter, Solomon Dumitreseu, son-in-
law, Mleoralon. L. Aleea Pinilor, Bloc 5, etaj-1, Be. A No. 5, Lugoj.

Sponsor: Vasile Snacoveanu, U.S. citizen in 1978, blind sculptor and musician,
winner of U.S. national prize for blind sculptors, 1977. Relatives: Vasile Sna-
coveanu, &on, Aleea leserul No. 1, Bloc M1. 1 A & B, Sc. C., No. 42, Bucharest,
Sect. 4. Elena Chirac, daughter, Paul Chirac, son-in-law, Monica Ohirac, Aleea
Fildesulul No. 3, Bloc H Se. 2, No. 1, Bucharest, Sect. 4.

Sponsor: Maria Kaushik, Permanent resident, 48-1 48th St. Apt. 5J, Sunny-
side, N.Y. 11104. Relatives: Doru-Llviu Levarda, son, 82, Dan-Mihal Levard4a, son,
22 Aleea Valea Slretulul No. 1, Bucharest. Sec. T.

3WOAPITULATION

There are the following number of relatives: (a) Parents, Fathers, 11; mothers,
14; (b) children, boys, 15; girls, 16; (c) Others, husbands, 4, wives, 18, brothers,
38, sisters, 26, sons, 25, daughters, 28, flanees, 4, nephews, 4, nieces, 6, and
cousins, 5. Total 204.

Sponsor: Bohusi, loan-Conditional entrant; arrived April 19, 1978, 691 10th
Avenue, Apt. 17, New York, N.Y. 1008& Relatives: Bohusi, Teodora nee Negru,
22 years, wife, Bohusi, Cecilla-Oosmina, 2 years, daughter, Blvd. Dambovitel No.
68, Bloc ELBA, Apt. 808, Timisoare, Romania.

Sponsor: Cloanca, lonely, Conditional entrant; arrived July 10, 197& 50 West
89th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024. Relatives: Cloanca, Ana nee: Pop, 28 years,
wife, Cioanca, Neluta-Laura, 1 year, daughter, Com. Boinesti, No. 299, Judetul
Satu-Mare.

Sponsor: Nimigeanu, Domnica, Australian citizen, 21 Headland Road, 200
Castle Cove, Sydney, Australia, M.S.W. Relatives: Socacu, Vaslle, 67 years, re-
tired, brother, Socaclu, Floarea, 65 years, retired, sister in law, Oalea Victorlel,
No. 1K3, Bucuresti. Has tried since 1974 to bring her relatives in a short visit.
The Romanian Embassy In Australia has promised that they, will be issued pass.
ports and exit visas; but so far they were not allowed to go out.

Sponsor: Rauta, Constantin, permanent resident, P.O. Box 6848 Washington,
D.C. 20044. Relatives: Rauta, Ecaterina Gabriela, wife, 27 years, Rauta, Mlhai,
C~t&lin, son, 8 years, Str. Alexandru Moghioros, No. 82, Bloc A 11, Sears f. Apt.
90, Bucuresti, Romania.
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Sponsor: Oretu, Costica, Conditional entrant, arrived May 29, 1978. Rosco
Dinner, Roscoe, N.Y. 12677. Relatives: Cretu, Vasile, brother, 25 years, brother
Cretu, Joan, brother, 21 years. Corn Grumlzesti, jud. Neamt, Romania.

Recapitulation, 214 persons.
Tn Vay Rv. FLOAN M. GAmAu,

RLiGooUs Fz FDOM IN ROMANIA

Noel Bernard, director of the Romanian desk of Radio Free Europe, received
a letter from friends of Father Gheorghe Calciu, a priest and professor at the
Faculty of Theology, University of Bucharest, who has been suspended and
ordered to work as a clerk at the Archdiocese for defying the Orthodox Church
and continue preaching against Communism.

Fr. Calciu, who lives at Str. Ohirlandei No. 9, Bloc 44, sc. 8, Et. 2, Apt 91, had
been imprisoned 16 years before his ordination as a priest He was imprisoned
for his religious beliefs but his faith grew stronger despite tortures and humilia.
tions. Upon his release in 1964 he was appointed a professor of French and Ro-
manian languages at a Bucharest lyceum and enrolled at the Faculty of Theology.
He was ordained after four years and in 19M appointed as professor of Freneh
and The New Testament at the Theological Faculty. One of his duties was
preaching at the Cathedral of the Romanian Patriarchate in Bucharest Through
his sermons he became an inspiration to the students, and a problem for the
Security Police the Department of Cults and the Orthodox Church.

Early in January of 1978 Fr. Calclu attacked Communism in a sermon in the
Cathedral, calling It a philosophy of despair. He also deplored the destruction
of the Enel Church of Bucharest, one of the most famous historical churches in
Romania, which the Party converted into a public park after the 1977 earthquake.
When the Patriarch, who does not want conflicts with his Communist bosses,
forbade him to preach again in the Cathedral, he delivered his sermons at the
Faculty of Theology Chapel. Many students came to hear him. The Rector of the
Faculty quickly stopped his sermons by closing off the chapel, the dormitories
and the faculty. But Fr. Calciu continued preaching from the chapel steps n the
courtyard and students climbed over the walls to hear him. Many were beaten
by the police and forcefully removed.

In April of 1978 the Council of the Theological Faculty asked Fr. Caleu to
understand "that bard times have befallen us and to stop needlessly provoking
the young people." In the past. they said, it was accepted that a priest should be
on the side of the people, but "times have changed and we have to support those
in power."

Fr. Calciu was suspended from his job by the Archdiocese of Bucharest after
his last sermon. He was advised to go into the sports arenas to fight atheism
and preach to the Union of the Young Communists. We don't know what happened
to him but it is one more proof of the absence of religious freedom in Romania.

V. Rzv. F.M. GLUu.

Senator RoicoFF. Mr. Niculescu.
Senator DoLz. I might place my statement in the record here I
Senator RmiconF. Without objection, the statement of Senator Dole

will be entered at the start of 'the hearing.

STATEMENT OP BARBU NIWULEC, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES AID PREMIENT, AEIOAN-ROMANIAN CULTURAL
FOUNDATION

Mr. NicuLzscu. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this
most important subcommittee. It is a great honor to again be invited
here and to once more have the opportunity to present our testimony
and recommendations on the most important subject of extend
the previously granted most favored nation trade status to Bo msa .

I am Mr. Barbu Niculescu and am honored to have this opportunity
to testify as the chairman of the board of trustees and as president o
the American-Roinanian Cultural Foundation.
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Our foundation's membership and supporters are very highly re-
spected and distinguished Americans who sincerely share a common
interest in international affairs and especially those concerning Ameri-
can and Romanian relations. Our studies, monitoring and evaluating
various items both in America and in Romania, our past positions and
recommendations and the overall high quality and extensive experience
of our members, supporters, and friends, all resulted in our foundation
beinrecognized and highly respected as a highly qualified authority
on American-Romania relations.

We wish to clearly state that the foundation is in agreement and
fully supports President Carter's decision to again extend and con-
tinue the most favored nation trade status to Romania as part of the
American foreign policy. Also included in our recommendation is our
suggestion that it is now time for the American Government-to grant
permanent or, at the very least, should make most favored nation
trade status grants for 5-year periods to replace the current one of
I year.

That is why Romania cannot succeed, make more mixed corpora-
tions because the political, economic, and social structure of Romania,
which we all know is Communist, compared to our system, capitalistic
system, is very delicate to invest money and form mixed corporations
when you know that, from year to year, you might be in trouble.

President Carter's, our foundation's and all other recommendations
to continue to extend most-favored-nation status to Romania are
clearly based on Romania's proven favorable performance during
each of the past 8 years in which most-favored-nation status has
been granted to Romania.

Up to now, we have heard of specific cases, that is true. But when
we are on the point of establishing a foreign policy for America,
we should not lose sight of the great importance of the foreign policy
of Romania and, with patience, in time, we should achieve our goal,
and this is the reason why the Trade Reform Act has been in existence,
with the wonderful, wise amendment-emigration, freedom.

Now, if we compare Romania of today with the Romania of 5 years
ago, we find out that over 400,000 Jewish people have been able to
leave the country; 300,000 Germans have been able to leave the coun-
try, and this was part of the Ceausesu-I will try to be as objective as
possible. That was part of his policy because he knew that the Jewish
people were persecuted by the Nazis and the Germans were persecuted
by the Russians. That was the reason for it.

By actual recorded performance, Romania has proved its willing-
ness and capability to meet and has satisfied in past years all requir-
ments of not only the MFN trade status agreement but also all other
agreements made between America and Romania.

Additional justification and support is also provided by recognition
of Romania's commendable worldwide efforts in the interests of )eace,
dtente, disarmament, secured independence of each nation and the
improvement of the status and well-being of all the people all over the
world. No one can dispute this performance and the clear fact that
they reflect America's same worldwide objectives and policies is very
clear.

We havelomitted presenting large quantities of statistics since these
will be adequately provided-by expert Government witnesses from
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various departments of our Government. However, we do feel it is
necessary in this oral presentation to briefly mention the following key
items which are discussed in greater detail in the statement.

America has for many years always realized many significant bene-
fits from the ever-increasing two-way trade between America and
Romania. Without the-most favored nations, Romania would not be
the Romania of today. America has favorable business trade with
Romania.

Eighty million dollars in 1970. In 1977, it increased to $800 million;
in 1 $8,00 million according to the last 5 months, and probably by
1980 it will be $1. billion. It should be noted that these increases were
realized despite the devastating economic effects in very recent years of
two major floods and a major earthquake in Romania. -

The benefits to America are easily recognized and appreciated when
it is noted that the balance of payments his always exceeded two to one
in favor of America-that is, one out of every five jobs in America is
a result of American exports, that Romania's purchases have been in
American industries consistently plagued by unemployment, over
capaity and depressed markets.

Discrimination on ethnic background of Romanian citizens has been-
clained and disproven meny times. The falseness of these chims is
obvious-if Romania would just stop spending money forinaintaining
these ethnic groups, it would not be ethnic groups in Romania.

While the Trade Act does not technically require actions such
as Romania's voluntary role as a key and important participant in
the efforts to bring peace and stability to the Middle East, Africa, et
cetera and other actions that benefit America and all mankind, we feel
that an exception is obviously justified and that the subonmittee gives
due recognition and consideration to these items when making its
deeions.

My time is nearly up and unfortunately, I must close without dis-
cussing other items and obvious facts. I sincerely encourage all to read
our detailed discussion of all facts, and we are confident that you will
be convinced, as we are, that the granting of most-favored-nation is
more than well-earned by Romania.

Senator Rmicon. Think you very much, sir.
I just want to point out to the iemaining witnesses that when the

bell rings and the red light is on, that is the end of their time. Unfortu-
nately, we have four more witnesses. I would like to give you all an
opportunity to be heard. Our time has run out, but I will remain to
listen to the remaining witnesses, but if you do not stay wit .in your
time limit, the other witnesses will be deprived from making their
oral remArks

Your entire statement will go into the record. I am listening to you.
I have read your t cents, and the rest of the committee Will have
an opportunity to read the transcript.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Niculescu follows:]

sTATMzxT or BAR3u NzcuLuccu, RummrTzio Tux AmwoA.Rox&xUMX
CULTURE FouDATION

Hearing Before The Subcommittee On International Trade Of The Committee
On Finance, United States Senate Regarding Continuing Moet-Favored-Nation
Tariff Treatment Of Imports From Ronianla.
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SUMMARY NTATZMKZNT

Mr. Chairman and distiguished members of this most important Subcommit-
tee. It is a great honor to again be invited here and to once more have the oppor-
tunity to present our testimony and recommendations on the most important
subject of extending the previously granted Most Ftwored Nation trade status to
Romania. We sincerely appreciate your recognition of our Foundation and for
making this opportunity available.

I am Mr. Barbu Niculeseu and am honored to have this opportunity to testify
as the Chairman of the Board of Trustees and as President of the American-
Romanlan Cultural Foundation. Our offices are located at 6 East 80th Street,
New York, N.Y.

Our Foundation's membership and supporters are very highly respected and
distinguished Americans who sincerely share a common interest In international
affairs and especlaly those concerning American and Romanian relations. Our
studies, monitoring and evaluating various items both In America and in Romania,
our past positions and recommendations and the overall high quality and exten-
sive experience of our members, supporters and friends all resulted in our Foun-
dation being recognized and highly respected as a highly qualified authority on
American-Romanian relttions.

We wish to clearly state that the Foundation is in agreement and fully sup
ports President Carter's decision to again extend and continue to grant MW
trade status to Romania. Also included in our recommendation is our ggestio
that It is now time for the American government to grant permanent or at the
very least should make MFN trade status grants for five year periods to replace
the current one year periods. #

President Carter's, our Foundation's and all other reommedao to con-
tinue to extend MFN trade status to Romania are clearly based on Umnima's
proven favorable performance during each of the past three years in which MFN
status has been granted to Romania. By actual recorded performance, Romania
bas proved Its willingness and capability to meet and has satisfied in past years
all requirements of not only the MFN trade status agreement but also all other
agreements made between America and Romania. There is not one proven viola-
tion known to us.

Additional Justification and support Is also provided by meognition of Romania's
commendable worldwide efforts in the interests of peace, detente, disarmammt,
secured Independne of each nation and the Improvement of the status ad well
being of all people throughout the world. No one can dispute this performance and
the clear fact that they reflect America's same worldwide objectives andPOUs.

We have omitted presenting large quantities of statistics since these will be
adequately provided by export government witnesses from various apartments
of our government. However we do feel It necessary in this oral presentation
to briedy mention the following key items which are discussed in greater detail
in the written discusson of our overall testimony and recommendations.

L America has for many years always realised many significant benefits from
the ever Ineasing two-way trade between America and Romania. Thes benefits
were significantly increased and expanded in each year subsequent to granting
of MFN trade status to Romania and are expected to continue to significantly
Increase for many years Into the future. As an example, two way trade In MOTO
was $80 million (prior to MFN), In 1977 surpassed $600 mi1oi4 in 19M is pm.
ejected at the $00 million level and is expected to surpass $1 billion by 1960 It
should be noted that these increases were reaiUsed despite the devastating aeo-
homic effects In very recent years of two major floods and a major earthquake
In Romania.

The benefits to America are easily reonised and appreciated when It is noted
that the balance of payments has always exceeded 2 to 1 In America's favor,
that 1 out of every 5 jobs In America is the result of American exports, that
Romala's purchs have been In America Industries consistently plagued by
unemployment, over capacity and depressed markets; that not one American
job wa lost due to imports from Romania and that Imports from Romanla were
pa4nwi Items In short supply and critical to keeping Ameria Industry operat-

Ingat he ighlevels enjoyed.
2. Em -gration and reunification of families Istill and will always be of eon-

cern worldwide. However, the facts determined by the American government
and others all ealy prove that this Is not eosnised as a major problem In
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Romania. As an example, of the approximately 87,000 Romanian Jews In
Romania, the majority do not desire to leave for various valid reasons (age,
marriage, etc.) and those who plan to but delay emigrating are doing so by their
own personal choice and not by government Intervention. This also applies to
all other Rumanian citizens regardless of ethnic background (Hungarian,
German, etc.). It should be recognized that Romanian law guarantees each

manin citizen the right to emirte and the proven fact that hundreds of
thousands have emigrated in recent years is proof enough that this right is avail.
able and being exercised In Romania.

& Dim nation based on ethnic backtround of Romanian citizens has been
claimed and disproven many times. The falseness of these claims is obvious
when it is reconisd that the Romanan government has always allocated mil-
lions of dollars each year to provide schools, universities, books, newspapers,
magainei television and radio programs, museums and other activities that
are conducted in the ethnic language of the major groups residing in the various
areas of Romania. These same Items were also provided in the Romanan lan-
Suage In theme same areas This obviously proves that Romania not only rec-
oguines but also takes action to preserve and continue recognition by all the
various ethnic backgrounds that make up the population of Romania.

4. While the Trade Act does not technically require actions such as Romania's
voluntary role as a key and important participant In the efforts to bring peace
and stability to the Middle Nast, Africa, etc., and other actions that benefit
America and all mankind, we feel that an exception is obviously justified and
that the Subcommittee give due reognition and consideration to these items
when making its decisions/recommendations.

My time is nearly up and unfortunately I must close without discussing other
known and obvious factL I sincerely encourage all to read our detailed discus-
sion of all facts and we are confident that you will be convinced as we are that
granting of MVN is more than well earned by Romania.

WTAIL SAM3

The following discussion supports the American-Romanian Cultural Iounda'
tion's position recommending further extension of MFN trade status for Roma-
nia. It is presented in primarily the four major sections of: 1. Emigration and
Family Reunification; 2. Minority Discrimination; & Trade Benefits to America
and Romana; and 4. Independence Benefits All Mankind.

1. nmigration and family reunifiation.-This most sensitive and delicate sub-
Ject is a problem that does not really exist in Romania. This conclusion has been
proven correct thru findings of numerous independent studies initited and exe-
cuted by both American government and private agencies

In this particular area, prevention of Romanlan Jews emigration from Roma-
nia is always the first and most frequently made claim because it recelves the
most publicity here In America. It is also brougbt up by the misinformed who
wrongfully assmm that Romanian Jews must be persecuted in Romania since
they are persecuted In Russia and the Russan satellites where such persecution
Is proven to exist. Being associated with Russia as an Easter ]uropean Bloc
member automatically and Incorrectly results In stereotyping Romania by assum-
ing that Romania is the same as Russia and therefore Romania must be guilty
of the same practices as is Russia.

This unfortunate stereotyping of Romania continues by the misinformed and
those who do not take the time and make the effort to Investigate and determine
objectively what is Romania's performance. The most factual studies are avail-
able from our own government who have been monitoring this subject for many
years The results of these studies established the following truths:

A. By I , well over 400,000 or over 90 percent of the omanlan Jewish popular.
tion emigrated, the majority emigrated to Israel shortly after Israel was declared
an independent and sovereign nation.

B. There are curnatly less than 87,000 Romanian Jews In all of Romania. Of
this 87,000, the greatest majority do not want to emigrate for reasons of inter-
marriage, age to retain successful positions 'n Romanian government and busi-
ness, to continue their education and various other valid personal reasons that
lead them to voluntarily decide to remain in Romania as opposed to emigrating.
here are others who do plan to emigrate but are delaying such action for per-
sona reasons such as saving money for transportation, waiting for an oppor-
tunity to emigrate to a country of their choice and various other personal rea-
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sons they recqise as being valid and important personal matter These are all
valid reasons for delay and cannot be construed to be government Initiated pre-
ventative measures.

U. Romania's proven performance Is well recognized and appreciated by Israel
but many Americans and others do not have this knowledge or will take the time
to properly investigate and evaluate this subject. Romanla must be recognizsed as
the first eastern European nation to formally recognize Israel, Its right to exist,
its sovereignty as an independent nation, completely opened Its doors to all
Romanian Jews who responded to the call to return to Israel and has maintained
full diplomatic relations from a time shortly after Israel was established to the
present.

It is also obvious that Israel has always maintained good relations when It in
noted that Israel's highest representatives (Begin, Dyan, etc.) are very frequent
visitors to Romania where they participate In friendly meetings with Romania's
President on International problems of great concern to Israel and its well-being.

The same government, statistics and findings also support the true fact that
Romanians having other religious beliefs and ethnic backgrounds such as Ger-
man, Hungarian, etc. are also free to emigrate and have done so over many years.

Our government's and our own studies adequately support the fact that Ro-
manlan citizens desiring to emigrate may and are doing so. It is recognized that
bureaucratic red tape and paperwork are frustrating and exist in Romania as
It exists in all nations but It must be recognized that those who are willing to
follow the established procedures will successfully secure the necessary emigra-
tion documents and emigrate.

In summary, the probem of emigration is not a major problem In Romania and
has been so proven many times by our own government. It continues to be unfairly
used against Romania by those who have ulterior motives such as forcing Roma-
nia to subject itself once again to domination by larger Eastern European na.
tions. It is also unfairly used by the misinformed and uninformed who-will not
take the time and make the effort to properly understand this problem. The rec-
ord and proven emigration statistics In recent years all support the fact that
hundreds of thousands of Romanian citizens have emigrated from Romania and
are still emigrating today and this alone proves that emigration I available and
Is being exercised every day of each year by all who desire to leave Romania.

2. Minority discrlminaton.--Is another subject that is very sensitive and im.
mediately when mentioned draws considerable attention here in America where
we are strongly against any form of discrimination. Again, we can only let the
facts speak for themselves and prove the point that this Is not the problem that
It has been claimed to be.

Those who claim this practice is widespread In Romania and government Ini-
tiated with the objective being eradication of all traces of every ethnic back-
ground except pure Romanian are obviously making false claims not supported
by any true facts. The actual performance of the Romanian government has been
proven to be the complete opposite of these claims. Various studies by the Ameri.can government and private organization established the fact that Romania
Is very concerned with the identification, preservation and continuance of every
ethnic groups' history and culture.

Romania's actions have demonstrated that it Is very proud of all its history
and citizens and that in the past, today and in the future, all Romanlans re-
gardless of ethnic background play a very important roll In Romania's progress
and are vital to its existence. One of Romania's most Important programs that
has been in existence for many years has been to provide millions of dollars each
year to support and make available newspapers, books, radio and television pro-
grams; schools, universities, museums, etc. in the ethnic language of the major
groups in all areas of Romania. In addition, Romania also provides duplicate
facilities and progms in the national language and therefore makes available
a choice to these Romandan citizens.

It is obvious that If Romania decided to erase all traces of history, culture,
langua and other aspects of each minority group in Romania it would not pro.
vide the funds and support necessary to publicate In the ethnic language all
these various facilities end Programs designed to preserve and continuo--sk
destroy--ethnic backgrounds.

In addition, a review of the naum of Individuals holding high offlies In go,-
ernent, education, business, etc. throughout Romania is. also testimony that
such discrimination cannot exist as claimed.

When the above and other available facts are recognized In their proper per-spective, it is obvious that discrimination as claimed is nothing more than
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massive exaggeration by the uninformed, misinformed and those using these
claims to attack Romania for various motives.

8. Trade benefits to America and Romania.-There is absolutely no doubt that
both America and Romania have and will continue to realize benefits from MFN
and related commercial agreements between the two countries. The proof ts
overwhelming and is not only represented by statistics but in also obvious in
other ways such as:

A. Trade between nations opens many doors and opportunities for both na-
tions. As confidence, understanding trust and dialogue is etablished among those
engaged in trade, these same Items spread out Into other areas and have the
result of expansion and strengthening of political and other relations between
the nations. As part of this natural progression, additional nations are usually
brought in at the trading level and the same confidences, understandings, rela-
tions etc. are established. The end result is the ever so Important area known
as international relations and understanding' at all levels and between all
nation&

This interaction of nations establishes trust, understanding, etc. and permits
peaceful resolution of problems ranging from the very simple to those that are
very complex and sensitive without resorting to war or other destructive means.
This Is of obvious special Importance to a nation such as Romania that only
recently entered into world relations as an independent and sovereign nation
surrounded by Russia and Russia's satellites.

B. The success and benefits of American-Romanian trade may also be recognized
by small developing nations as well as those dominated and isolated by oppres-
sive super powers such as Russia as being an example of how a super power
(such as America) can help and cooperate with a small developing nation such
as Romania without any need for the small nation to submit to domination of
any type by the larger nation.

It also clearly establishes the fact that successful relations and securing the
independence of a small developing nation can be accomplished without mas-
sive grants of monetary and other economic resources by the large developed
nation with the usual unfortunate result of the smaller developing nation be-
coming completely dependent on the developed larger nation for its economy
and future existence. This type of situation should be properly recognized as
domination by the large nation and loss of Independence by the smaler nation: a
condition the United Stotes has repeatedly recognised as completely undesirable.
This undesirable tactic is obviously being practiced by many natons in places
such as Africa, Eastern Europe, Asia, etc. and America's best counterattack Is
an example such as its relations with a small nation such as Romania.

C. It has also been proven that once a nation, small or large reallses economic
Independence, It rarely will ever voluntarily surrender to domination by another
power. Having large numbers of secured Independent nations who maintain in-
ternational relations among themselves provides obvious security and peace for
all nations.

In the area of economic benefits to America, trade with Romania has proven
to be of significant benefit to America In many ways, some of which are:

A. The balance of payments has been In America's favor by more than 2 to 1
and Is projected to remain so for many years into the future.

B. The constantly increasing purchases from America have been primarily
In American industries that have been depressed and experiencing severe per-
sistent unemployment problems. The average In American Industry Is that 1 of
every 5 Jobs are created by America's exports. In depressed Industries such as
those In which Romania Is a major active customer, it in obvious that exports
to Romania created more Jobs than the average ratio of 1 out of 5.

C. The significance of MFN and other related commercial agreements is clearly
seen in the following Romanian comparison of two-way trade volumes between
America and Romania:

Annual trade doUar

1970 (Prior to MFN trade status) --------------------------------
1977 Surpassed ------- -----------------------------------
1978 Expetd to reach ---------------------------------------------- 1 800
190 Expected to surpass ------------------------------------------ 1,0

,',ngm .an_s' r~n~o n~o aa,_sa u, that thwee level would have boren uur, eaty
highr I _ammnla_ huanot sufere.. eztenslve destruction anda aages from two major,bodanda maor arthuak In hes fewreas atne.Anyoe hvingan ppotuniy

viewthe amags fom tese ajorcatstro woud cocur

,' '..
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It should be obvious and properly recognised that without MIN trade status
and related commercial agreements, these favorable levels would not have been
experienced. It should also be reecnised that withholding MFN would have
most likly forced Romania to turn to Russia for trade and would have eventually
fallen under complete domination in the same manner other nations have suc-
cumbed to economic and other types of domination by this Eastern European
super-power.

. Romania's performance to all terms and conditions of ali commercial agree-
ments has been exceptional and such performance is documented proof of Ro-
mania's sincere desire, need and capability to cooperate with America. We know
of no documented and proven case of dumping or any other violation of these
agreements. In addition, there is no known instance where American workers were
deprived of their Jobs because of imports of Romanian goods. In fact the opposite
is true because the items imported from Romania were of the type that were in
short supply and such availability to American industry enabled them to operate
at higher levels of production and employment.

Overall, there is little more that needs to be added to Justify to the already
strong case in favor of MFN trade status approval for Romania.

4. Independence benefits all mankind-We previously discussed the great im-
portance of bringing nations into the world order as secured Independent partici-
pants in International relations. This same discussion ti also applicable to this
section. What we will highlight at this point is the recognition that America's
forward vision and approach to helping Romania secure its Independence gen-
erated many additional benefits for all mankind. America's major contribution
to helping Romania through MFN and other agreements helped the world realize
items such as the following accomplishments:

A. Romania has been significantly helped In establishing a growing economy
that assures it of future independence as a sovereign nation free of domination by
larger developed nations. This is an excellent example to all nations of the world
that the United States Is not merely providing assistance in order to develop
economic Independence of the smaller nation that leads to domination of all types
by the larger nation.

B. America's granting of MFN extentions is also further testimonY to the
world's nations that once a nation Is helped by the United States, it will not
be deserted while it is developing Its economy and securing Its independence
among all nations.

0. America's contribution to Romania's independence and Romania's great
love for independence enabled Romania to become very influential in world
affairs. In a matter of only a few years, Romania has progressed from an iso-
lated country to one that has established formal recognized relations and ties
with nearly every country in today's world order.

Romania today is a giant among nations because it Is recognized and trusted
as a sincere advocate of sovereign independence of each and every nation and is
a nation that is not trying to expand Its sphere of influence in a mazner whereby
It uses this trust and position to establish domination over other nations. Thisls
true and proven by Romania's efforts to help bring peace to the volatile Middle
East and Africa where only a small, trusted and knowledgable nation can be
relied on for advice and assistance in resolution of sensitive major problems that
threaten peace. The reliance of Israel and the Arab nations on Romania as a
counselor and intermediary Is ample evidence of this most important role that
only a sovereign and independent Romania can play in the world's arena. The
same role is also being played In Africa and other areas of the world.

D. Romania's role, efforts and dedications to peace through detente, disarma-
ment and other non-military type actions also support America's interests, ob-
Jectives and role in international affairs.

Summary.-This initial granting of MFN to Romania can be envisioned as
having started many different actions that not only greatly benefit Am'erica and
Romania but also greatly benefit all mankind throughout the world. America has
played a major role In Romania's growth and economic independence that per.
mitted Romania to expand Its position in International affairs. This Is all to
mankind's benefit and is an example to all nations that the United States Is ready.
willing and available to help other nations without any bidden desires to even-
tually dominate those It offers its hand of friendship and assistance.

It also proved that massive outlays of financial asistenee is not neemary in
order to help others establish independence. Small nations must realise that the
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most Importait Ingredient In establishing Independen~e Is their own desire for
independence, a strong willingness to make the necessary efforts and sacrifles,
a great deal of self determination and capable leadership that i dedicated to
accomplishing the goals of sovereign independence for their nation. Romania
had these necessary ingredients and was able to make great strides with non.
monetary assistance such as MFN trade status from America.

We again restate our recommendation that this Subcommittee support the ex-
tension of..MFN trade status for Romania as recommended by our President
Carter and various agencies of the American government

Senator RmIcoFF. Mr. Apostoliu I
Mr. Apomiu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF DIMITRI G. APOSTOLIU, PIDENT, A CAN
ROMANIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Mr. ApomLo . Honorable Chairman, Honorable Senators as or-
ganizer, participant and spokesman of Five Romanian Aunger-
strikes for Family Reunion in the U.S.A. since May 17, 1975, until
yet, it is my duty to thank you all and to Mr. Michael Stern for giving to
me the opportunity to speak again in this world's famous democratic
forum of lawmakers, about the lack of human rights in Communist
Romania.

I have to present to you appreciations, only facts, painfully facts,
happened in Communist Romania, and still happening over there. As
a shame for the name of man in our 20th century.

Today, I want to tell you from human being to human beig. As a
human being who spent 13 years in Romania's Communist jails and in
the forced labor camp Danube-Black Sea as a political prisoner. Be-
cause as a writer, between the only two ways: To be belong the Rus-
sians oppressors and their KGB against his people, and to be belonR
his oppressed Romanian people, I selected the second one. To be a-
ways only belong my oppressed Romanian people, belong God, and
against the international terrorism of Moscow; I paid for it. With my
youth spent in jails. And when I came back home in 1964, I found over
there only three graves: My mother, my father and my brother were
killed by Communist security.

Then with God's help, I succeeded to reach, as a political refuge, my
new homeland, the United States of America, in 1974. I kissed the
blessed earth of this country, over there, on Kennedy Airport on New
York City, and I swore to fight for human rights all over the world as
the founders of America did.

This is my duty to America which received me and gave to me all the
opportunities but first of all, the Saint Freedom.

It is my duty as a human being to fight to stop the terrorism. It is my
duty to determine you, the elected U.S. Senators, to be careful that to
the United States of America not happen what happen to Romania and
to more than a half of Europe where millions of innocent people of
different nationalities are suffering under Communist dictatorship led
by Moscow. -

I do not wish that one day all of you, Honorable Senators, become
political refugees, if you succeed to escape from Communism.... I
want that the United States of America remain the one able to help all
human beings who are suffering or are in need on our planet, the Earth.
As the United States of America did, until yet.
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Honorable Senators, the Presidential recommendation to waive the
application of subsection (a) and (b) of Section 402, the Freedom of
Emigration provision of the Trade Act of 1974, is based on two com-
pletaly wrong and eronate conclusions.

The first one: the so-called Nicolae Ceauseecu's independent foreign
policy with the meaning independent from Moscow.

The second one: The so-called increase of free emigration from Com-
munist Romania. Let's see the facts, let's see the truth. And then, I am
confident, that you will act firmly in respect of the U.S. Constitution
on which you swore, when elected U.S. Senators to serve the U.S.
people and to defend the national security of the United States of
America, and you will suspend immediately the MFN treatment to
Communist Romania and put again on the rules of the Henry Jackson-
Vanik amendment.

XICOLAE CEAUSESCU'S FULL SUPRT OF INTnAIONAL TERRORISM

After Nicolae Ceausescu became the General Secretary of the Roma-
nian Communist Party and the Communist Romania's President in
1965, he purged from government those Party's leaders who advised
the former Romanian Communist President Gheorghe Gheorghiu Dej
to become independent from Moscow. Alexandru Bfrlideanu Corneliu
Minescu, the former Foreign Minister and President of URO's Gen-
eral Assembly during the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1988;
and finally, the Premier Ion Gheorghe Maurer. His action was a result
of Kremlin's order received at the meeting of the all Communist Par-
ties led by Moscow held in Crimea, U£.S.R.

Then he played games as being independent from Moscow and suc-
ceeded to induce in error many Western diplomats and newsmen. One
of Ceausescu's diabolic Communist strategies was the opening of a
Romanian Embassy in Tel-Aviv, Israel, and his game as mediator in
the Middle East conflict. There are 13 year of Xicolae Ceausescu's
mediation for peace in Middle East. What is the result ? None.

Senator RBicoFF. Mr. Apostoliu, your time has expired and I must
give the other witnesses who have come from far distances an opportu-
nity to be heard. Your entire statement will go in the record.

Mr. AporOmuu. I would only talk for 1 minute about Romanian
hunger strikes for family reunion.

Already now here in the United States there were five Romanian
hunger strikes for family reunion. The first one was started in May 17,
1975. I would like to inform you that, after the United States granted
Communist Romania with MFN, to date, Prof. Dr. Alexander Bratu
who now is here, was arrested with another group of America's friends
and was convicted for 10 years of jail. 1

Nicolas Ceausescu's Communist strategy is to release some people
during U.S. Congress' hearings about MFN and then to stop the emii-
gration. Aain,in, an, again, and again. This thing happened three
times: in 1975,1976, and 1977.

Now, we have to ask: What do we have to do with Romania I We
have to pay the international terrorists? We have to pay somebody
who violated and is still violating the human rights

In these days, I inform you that in Bucharest at the Romanian Em-
basy a group of six people who were on the list which President Carter

3-45 0 - 78 - 10
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gave to Ceausescu in this year and Ceauseseu permits to grant exit
visas to them, but then denied, today these six people are going to the
American Embassy in Bucharest and they are locking themselves with
chains on the U.S. Embassy door.

Senator Rmacorr. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Apostoliu follows:)
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fisabr of Mn iACoLJUi I -116zIo~:*-. JI PM1340AM GM OU u~iaus

eoretaryo +Lf 11Ui K GAIOUD .i-: I:,.flOk.L OOui. ua M, "LIGMZB
since 1965.
fresidont of the AMM -AN-O&,L& I kLTIiLL OO&iUMA PO0 II;U&N RIGMT3
'since 1975
Spokesman of HUliOI 8TRIKAS

UOI tILI CNJJWLL11R

" organisert artioipant and spokesman of FIVZ A"Do:.tL'd IUIGL.ta jMT POR
IPMULY ,A IO1 In TIC U, since ,L.A 17,1975 until yet,is Sy duty to thank
to you all and to Hr hIO M TL. Wfor Siving to me the opportunity to speak
agin in this 0.tLD's 1iJiOUS D1OCiL+-IO I,-R0 i of IMA9&ZK.R- about the I.AAof
HWai aIGIMi3 in OOAu&&U1jIT IWLaiNL.
I have to present to &0JZC appreciations only I ATSM INFULLT /,0TS
H&2A.;D in COMliIUlIST X1oV.lIAdd still happening over there,
A a 8WA'U for tho name of "I/N in our 2othCETURY.. -
Today, I want to tell to you from MIU1t1 B,ING TO HULvd" BS;ING.
Is a , JAN B&IL.G %..,ho spend 13 years in RO V I' sI OOi NLsT JAILS and in TMkY
FORCED LkBO3 CA iP DW(UR-BL\CK 43A as a P0LITIC.+L PAOILR.
Because as an "riter, bltwoen the only tuo ways
1.- To be belong the RUSZIANS oppoosors and their KOB, against pooplo-and
2.- To be belong his opressod a.1-".\.,L'. peoplo,- I selootod the second onoa
TO BE ia LL.AYS ONLY BjizO i' CNPU83a..D iOhAMA.N P.OFLEWOWG OOD, and
AGAINST THE INT.RATIOIbL TRORI31 o i i)SCO.o
I payid for; "iith my youth spent in Jails, and then I caback hone in
ApIL,1964 I found hoxe .,.ONLY TILM G1'V'Z8 alY MOTR ,iff ?-.i.TU.A and KY
BdtOMURa JZRE KILLk;D BY! 00&..KIST2 $'CUHITY *

Then when with GOD's help I suoceded to reached as a .1OLITIC"iL -A*k=kE my
no" HOH.ID 'DTii UNITIZD 3TAT:, of AlikR.ICA in JULY 2, 1974, I kissed the bles.
blessing earth of this country, over there on J,F, M1UEOY AI..Afe in

;1-YORX CITY, and I S, IONTC PIGKH T .XAMrN HT ALL OVar FIE "vaLD ,AS
T11 DOMLL.R6 OF .-u.ZAIC' " DID.
This is my DUTY to A4iiztICi, tihich received me and (Save to no all the ogiportu-
nitios , but, FIAZT OF M mLLmTL J'bIIT Z.-rDOit
Is 1 )U''Y as a ihUI'X "*VG TO FIG7T 1', 1AP.I TIL Tv;RXIA;
Is my DUTY to determine you the elected US JMMM to be carefull TWOT U.
THZ USA NOT H&a.k.N ' IHAT H,.bl:i!- TO dLi.dJIA 'and TO i0.iO -2LJ4 ."1 Ii.L? OF
LUSOM71-IUU *&iILLIOLS 07 UP~OCE'124 &)ML OF DIVI~Z2T Ki.TIOMZ.ITIL' -'A..
bUI 'iLRTlO UNDLR COL.-JiI8T DICTATOA4iIP L..D BY IMOOCJ!.
I do not .iAsh, that one day ;Ll of YOU, IONOiL&L TTOTLW became jCLITI"
AMG;MJ3 ..sit YCU ..ILL 5UCED TO .0 : LiOi, CO .Ui.ItI...
1 want that the Ub remain the one aible to help all IMiLM IBNfO xho are
suffering or are in need on our planet ,the -;,..TH
lis THI Ulil'. L) 1Ti';Id of iaiLUIC. DID. UKTIL YrT9

The Presidential rocoumandation to vaive the a~plication of subsection(&)
and (b) of section 402 the froadon of eniration provision of the trade
Act of 1974,is based on two completly -;ROI and ,ROLT CONCLUIOI6
1,- The so called NICOLAX CEWU3CUs "INDSDEN'T FORCIGH POLICY" ,ith the
meaning"IND.SENDNLHT 20, 110SC0!"
2,- The so called"I1O.ULU of F.U.,, iIGa.TIOR FROI COi UIMT O u'di"
Let see T:!I-. FICTS. Let !;--"z T % TR7TI
And then I an confident that you, W!ill '.CT FIEJILY, in respect of TIL U3
OONSTITUrION on which YOU .,O, ":hen olcoted US 3EMN4TOR"TO SEW 'TH. MA
PEOPLE , and TO DELPkND TH, NRIOir!L 3BOUa-i'fY of THE USMI' and,

BEST AVA! LU4 8 QtM3Y
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YOU .iILL uh..i.'a.J.,i.-L ± n . M alIT TO cA.MUT:I$T AII.:fL. ,1J D
"OPT .. , ,i: Ci? TT. iMLL.LJ ': .i:Y i J. COO-Ctl.AL VA IC "iaflhIT,.

NICOYj.E C&,U..jCU's FULL 3Ih'rOAT OF IEThK.TIOWIL T' )RI6i

1.ftcr NIOOL2 CEAUSCU becano MH3 G.9ILiL SECRETARY of TiL .VOi~iNLdL OOMIUKIT
P RTY and Te. COiiaUNIST RCL.!L,'s President in 1965, he purGed from GOVERIL71
those P?,RTY's leaders %,ho advised the former ROWNJIAN CO1iiIST hE.5IDLIT
GIIMRGHE CH.ORGlI1U DEJ to bccawe independent from ?hOSCO;; iJX .D.AU aXLADL-.NUj
CON.MLIU IrJ..BaCU the former FORI.IGO! IIiIS'.MEi and Preaident of UNO's GiL .AL
AS8&HBLY d,..n3 the -M38I..N invasion of C1IOSLOV'.ACMi(1968) and finally the
PIUSi R IO! GHZ;ORG1TI IHAURSR. His action ,.as a result of KUA,IN8s order receive
at the nretina of the an COi.,lIST i'J.TIES load by iiOS0Ot/ hold in CRINIMfL
USSRe
Then he played gomes as being "I,!Dz.?rd--DLINT from IJSCOI and succeded to induct
in erron mary sternn diplomats and news men,
One of C&%UZZS3CU'n diabolic communist stratogie was the openinG of a iROI 1NL
WULBdY in T I.-AVIV loo..L and his "Care" as Ia2DIAj'AOR in ,tIoL .iuo"T 00tiLIOT/

There ar 13 y'ars of IICOLL Cii,,UOi,.CU'e i..i)VLTIO¢ 'V. P.ACZ in iIIDL. wST
-I&T I TH., iLolULT? N 0 N E',
Oh, escusc '?z, nleese. Thore is the very clear one-Since the ROIL-1 & .I.,6A Y
vas opzer.'i. i TM L aVIV, the RUWAL 1 !S Li..i AIJ.LL Isk Lks intentions to move on.
The RU31& fJTS ;if)V,-D THRIA TORAITS TOJi :,D . And the '.),R is TILL OVII MA Eo
The M?,L,(: .LotX, A,' N 6-: ,T UP in that part of the earth.
- The NL'! Y)Wk MILITARY iU-i. of IrA.! YO.Ck CITY displays Bi.OYG 1Ld-.UFACTUAL;D
in COiiSY 9i.,IA ,.;ITIfI '.hICI TriL ;iLidUfICAil 8OLDG;-,W RiL Ni1LLD IN
VIETIad .itpi.
- Tito ,OiN, HAd' sa.'.Iore defected in i..'l Y01K CITY from a ,XilHiIEdf fish boat
3tatid as, .;YZS ":I.IiE35 that ;i4IOOLZd. CILILUG11CU '3ET SUPPLIZ8 TO .,NGOIdsi.
TERROf!TM , T.( IiONTII BLFOL TH& .d!GOIddi! ';J " STARTED.
•-In '..ST r-.'iNY, Ihr iLC... OPRISMdK a former iIIISTER of OOIMUIII3T ROliAiIA
as'oa, fo, , .L ;YLUiJ in 1975. lie told the notfsmen about the real situa
tion of the ao called "FICOL:AC. CLUSCU's IND- .,NDF7 CX from iNOSOO'I' and
cleared tb'3 realityy thath P!ICOL, C&U.,SCU is BRZZIIW-V's spyY in THE MIRE;
.,OkRLP. Ho aGxtod :ith FACT3 ,hich he knoi! perfectrly as a former minister.
- The P ui.Cr, GOfr.Li--MT discovered a 0{OiLJ IFF S3FY I'-VT ORK at the ROil..4TI, N
0WiB1SS7 in i'2-RS connected with hOJCO 'In 1972. One year latter the ROiLHIAN
A,11iB',3oAXOR ia FFR.'CE during cho 'CA police investigation, asked for POLI-
TIC'iL 1SYLUM over there. He nave to the '..iKCL authorities the list of SPIES
-The GRLAT BRITMi. GOVZT1M.,-2iT arrested the LIUSSLiN &N Y OX ovor there
and exe..led from Irance the RUS'jI..?t diplomats. ROhAKIif. MI&3.'SY 'S CO1,1$ECTL

- In S'TOKOIMi,S:DJ-N, one 7Ol'. I O:PICL L vith a high diplomatical function
asked far -'OLIa.eIC.5L .,3YLUI1. H3 told to the ncxtsmen and to the Sw~eden authn-
ritie3 how hu was instructed in iiOSCO'.. to became a KGB S3PI and :;ave to them
the full list of other .Oi.-i Lh"DIOli .TS" INVOLVAD IF XA.SL',j's SPY T,OK
- Dlr'inc NICOUII Cl.iLUSbOCU' s visit in IUN, one ROi4LX1"DI2,LCilT" t:as
arri-'L;.1 over there as a 6OVIT &3PY...

In .'AHI!,GTOW DC, RiOiJdLd. J.,ti-.J,OR i;ICOLI; NICOIW', former COj .D)R of
BUCH,,RI I'i" W.CUAlTY and thenSecretary of COitiMt1I;.T CAtRTY of ';...XNlIO. O0IizC
i.IIIUTRf and iiIAI3'L;R , toGether with RhPDaLICLSCU, B- D' and MO.)GY GJA',l, a
I[U1!G.%rL.N of , Ohl.i,.L, former GO. of "Ri.D CITY's 3..CURIITY are suporvisinE
ari 'irected other RCU,,iLL,. "diplomats tiho are working hard betuaon the US
CIT .NS or AsID!.'NT6 by Ri.;.,I,'i descents in order to uako them to be aotivc
in AU...$Ld, 'PY Ai;'?iCAK over hero.
- in V_1 YO&i CIVY the same dirty job is doinG bythe Cli L%1"di41omats fion
R0OI.N!.,X T..,.0.IO iTH& .I ~jlaI~ OVM'i IL),TION as ~iB.>,.~ajDOR IOt: ~~JCJ
FM3T bL iUT.RY .UR.,L GIWO*Hi. and OJi'IRU i&rlI from RClLdiI ,' LIB.6,dY.
- Or i' y 17, 1976, R)3U, the PRr;.,S SC , i:'Y of itOidldILdi liLi6IO.: TO IL; W1O
toleije w2.th 10. ."DU, that time Gi.A.L CO,.iUL in .ITIjIGTOI" DO organized
a O0,,i:i:IJT i!I?".ir,,!IO1 on .. YO*( CITY streets.

eh- iIERICI.NS" responsible for the manifestation i.tere older '0iiJW!I:J¢ AGiW,
UB.. . EOnT STrX'T.. VTOT, ABLEOICI, VAJITORUp D,.,N i'.1M,:
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i'he so called "diplomat" .o;U O.,V to demonstrators it.' LG4, OC,. I3 T
.O4)A .S 3IGE.3, LL TL ' :.1a1.1i Ui:I.d a IF,'o made the pictures of
this olaer XtL.:L.1. over here oven the oraents iihen dCiU handled to
them TH 00 i.1J&I.' 'N...DAo i.L.LA. i ;D IE G:.V. 'IT.(,. .'ICAJ.VU TO UJ
O0dfraTH AMMHOI'hz- It. 117 YO% CITY 'A i. :.*,lhI!GOOi. DC. C" .Ib,..: O2S OiZI .i,.,. L'q Dii L 'T : : 01? PT. . ,.'T Mi, hR, l DUM LP*

Despite those evidcnt proof fs of ,;r AO.U IVVOLVEIT Li U3._0Id.3TIC .,P.IAS
A'j D HI. VIOL.TIOI? OF HI. DI.I 8.;. i'IC U' TUo, :.CT'rI:G 1j .. V;) iC i'1i.
To the above named U CITI,'K.YTe, .:O..i.?f C:? ., 0t.IGKi: 0Ufla?:iY(iu our case

VI.A"S I. BJ.IH L OF .4'6 Ur!Uj' ! FO-A;IG.. GOUMiRY.
- lir V1,SIL; i',Ut',R of 22-43 YI ..vonue, -.pt 16, BROX, 1.' I YC, .Y.
10457, in his IL-:il0fDU for hio :.,.ILY X.UIC sent to all U3 . 9.:.'O T
AEL1bUijZTATI'fl3, to UJ ;AD 1 U.,4.1!2 t1Ai V 01 3AJ and 1G.X. L: L JCLITAL1Y

of TnL UN0, he state that"TWl. G ' 5XLL CCJAUL OF AOi;L'- I " .'1PG'.:1 Do
iOF kDU, .. K 1Ii; TO BkC..L. iI ',RCC..L I:. F.O R B ,L .J - . U,:GtI '.I 1 ,X11.:%YD BL7'* .. : . :.,. .'O.'kL : ":f .:;,'_; Ii JU, ilk . Z., II s 01 F..-..,.Y ._tUXWIO1.., .

;.- V.J ILL l.U.t:-.., ,IJ NOT TI.., -A I .;' , !A;.' O. .
- On JUNLJ 18,1977 durinL, thc RCU., of .1LX.T,.1iIV. jI .H'Ii:G baforo the
SUBCOI.iJTT.Z Oh TLtk O' 'H. CC .sin.,I Li. .,Y' :i,1w Ii. ?'.3 about the j:' for (X
OO-i:,UIb6 101-.&l., In front of the it ;.RII!Glc buildin- there ,ore in domon-
startion the participants of I.- .U.ii Vji. iI -*-.. 1'0 1 2 ; ILY
,&UdIO in- TH.. U..(;_.Y 24, 1977-Oct 2L 1977)
-The general consul IC . DU or-anidod on the C..PIi'L oT ..ij OO.U.UfIj T
DUAd1wT..TIOiR Li B:IXiL.0 02 U0,.i.i!I. .,. -.iL. ;Xj) It .OL1DAIYY I1h jIL

I AIt; , T ,TIO. , (i. .Dl ,' L , i,.!£'u .oa .. Y .CCOil:,, A!r

Is, LL AHI. ji.,hi±ibi . .:. .4) t:CkAjIP 02 Ti:.. AjC.1"C~~~JG
Dail2i.. OF rARiI L Tr .jILV.!I," h'rth .resident ilev iIii.I I.1.CU, the nephc-
of the ili,-,iI". OO~a,:h.I ,T.I..' J 'J.,T I .. , oiL.. died in 1977
Between the participants ,ere .. L .ii.' Oi .f .... 4,I- .,: ,IOa: ..{'t 0.A&.*.IDI0-
GC;S in :,..IC ,, the s.y notork agency of .1OiL..L,1s j.CUAIY in ithe US
whQch is V:orkin, undercover as.. TIL U.LIGIOJj iiIJICi 01' -Ui ".L.1 _e..A&I.,.1-
C'd . ' 0. 3U0.i fT and the suie oldor ,, -. GLA.Th rho -rtioipated on(
to the daunottartion of ... - Y; G, CIf 'Y on iL.Y 17,1976.
Before the demonstration, saue of thomtestifiod in .:CUj.. of t1'..IVJ
floor in B"L O0 .1...TI.. COO U.LU GCV..t,'; .,BUT T'IY DI') i:Oa j..ID ,.Y0..U. -SUT 'A-I,., H i.-IX H(ICH'T.', I..,. U I i3CUT ,',a- _Ar1:O .; WAI 16, ".'10 . '
KIG YOR 'JlAIR MWC(;..D t.T.'r-_'.~ , OUV I~ L" , W C:, L5JI:I.G
Thi. .,S(:,V" -? 'IC, u .Oil .. !I....,; L . C.. r'n.-. CO:!G." , 2LM ? .1x! ;IR T.;b-

l'I| I-,j .,L lI CL .. ,I COLT:&DIC.C I(; 1067 Uj , , '.D U - . ,.

If somebody LL.L.*D on U6 CO.A.t..) floor in order to determine the U5 0C G4 :
to bring a .AOi4C D*CI.IO.- in behalf of a ftC .HO COUWT.AY' in our case C0Y: I -
IIIZT , Oi'2! a)and made damages to the Ui,. TH'.', LI.'.R i UJT A& CO'!VICL :.,_'t ..." :"
T 6TI OiY .71) 11 U' .1 . a i; . ,GI ' . 1) .,D .. i 0.. O V . M,,Ict: COUrTI Y.
The proof are clear, their testinonies "tore in flaGrant contradiction Yiih
Us 1.,! .'O3 and US . i'..;iIV, statements,
"ID - U.) , O ;'6) U w Ut; . . :_ ' ..f. NCT LI.A6t
- air _,, IL -2 2 :JII COCIC.. of One L j"', I ;.tIVU, iI.iG- CY1 , 1.. YO.L, 117)

participant to TI . ' '!lI U , 7. . 1, C . ' .LX ' . IL . C. )2 I::C
U...(1976) stated in his written t.stiuony printed in U; Cc.C - .ICj .I. .:;CC a
of the Uj o i'A..,10 T-..Ii about to c0 ,,;jI.o; i1C.-:I that".r G.C-.4.CY G.'
frou ROIL. 1.., .. Y in .. JAI! (.C. -n_ X r )U. ,..I 4ro .0 . :-
BLAY in . ; u CI2YiLiI .D ,O ,IL :111; .. ,A '.I) ISOL, D ... Ii .:A , U G -

BEST'AVAIAP
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" ., . .*J .L¢".iz acurity dlo. , ,.14 LI3J- see

- dUL. %Ga oCiic.4 ij ..G Gan 21tL:i.-G 'IQ CUJ34 TZU UJ TO 4
M Ii~a~ o~i', IN 'ML Mkh .T

IaTi.y CiauEJj OF OiM&A

WOCTIOIl. Tho forest noar the ;UCfl.L3.a..e IP' .. S'iIC."L .. I.W.A&T ' 020.Z7
CA&VCITYj 000 laces of terrorists
- RMj4L-J* OFFI6. ..: 0""iMIX 0' P.IR :,'e cxio;: TaMRIST on ao0iv.'.Ia
TZRRITOY and than sent them to Join 0;.uiIw., OUT PILL, jiL OVGUA 43 "C 1D
WCiTIOE8 s
- SIBIU CITY
The Romnian military Uchool of Officors XIC01 D.'L C.,3CU.
XK.TJ..NGLE& ThiR0DAI j~ vS,
They are tearinG WriI..;! ;.ILI.Y U,.IrO. :& fact thich appear very otrnSo
for the CIT'Y's inhabitants uho are oeci ng BL-.CK people ,:earinLC .... - i
II.%, UwI,?O f.SS

TH6 IflGi.tCTZW LUCIiJ:C TIi,;P COMP= of w,. YOUR CITY mest soo of thou.
AIGHT NOWI t)O & Ut. e 1000 -,.. T.OI, ' L ;,F. PR00, CO_ i*IU
,hikML 'M KILL "..AIR 4UO..t.A . O .1U.'a jI fl. T.lJ, , K '.i4I E.
I.tis K,,.iGi; iILI'. XI( cA.: 1: F.- I:. 1974.
- 'i TLR T"-'S 0Y ,.NCOL. .I!D i.0Z.. BIG .. . ;CIVIC T..IlI!'G .'

C4,U,.CILAx 600 places of terrorists
I-SV0.,AC~ MiTHV. L~LI0T
Ux,.CITYa 600 places of terrorist

i" '.CITY; 600 places of terrorists
Ci-~GU~alkhMUOV DI~jY,?ICTI

0.?;,.UITY; 600 places of 22LMO.{AS8
14ATOLM IMo-VICTof BU?.U

The famous U Journalist . .UL iifl'., .1 roportcd in TH:; IA " MA" 'fIu In 197?
that " ..1r.L. 344 I&0A ,UI.;T iL.VL.WL I,,& .24 .A.j 10 U±"

• ho report has a pictures roprosontcd i:IOOL-.. CQ;LiUGU XI..i4IOG B.;.J .
ATIL OCHCUMIAM. I CLM,.Ro ..

I i&a, M.'f. TIL U. e.Z1.-TL II- AL44= 0F 2t U5 CUUTIMCI: U- 1i-
l;,,bIOl..L 00idk-ta O=.T3 .TO . IIf OAISIj

-TO 3U..1,D L ;LDL.'., . il- .. ' TO COi1i U" II Ri-JI. '.D DUT
/.G:,IF Oi. ',, iUID TH ?iI. H.i.HIY i J . ];-Cj.&'. (l:: I V W;IC . ,U'NTIL C:ICOL:. C; .Uo. _ U !ILL CIO)., ..%t ,.ILI'z.RY C'%.-,VJ5 0_," I;';;.''.L

II
hIMI. ". RIGTII:- 11. C0NtlMIz+'T QtO!-iI.

InCo;,;iU%,I- , ; '. there are no h~ind of i:b.J .IGi'e'i

In 1971, the UG journal-iet LJO,.-,.O6 invited in .U..1 .AL'. by tho for-
mer Xl4v -'.I X.&'B' J.P O in l.;PM(-LAC!' ) that time ,CXff.JIU M3G.T,7
ti.s .t. iiED ~ ?t~Gi~DU~W D?~LBY TJi ,CU ilAY
- ,.fter Jr,!,. lS72 ,hen the 'rc.orutory conlc.-roncc for 1,LtL.A .
wOs in aLV.1- and until 16,?, te U, Journalist iL LCOit "Jc1C ,. ,nn"
T1l3 i~..(-I:;i's correegondcnt in D .).c t ), .*;.; U :rfl.A L.G fl,'±'L ID'.TL:G

0LIC~~ IV.. .IG..TOi.in .- , L.i.. ond , .V.. IL~iT . X ,; '"I J , IC Ci. L
D)UT" V'.- V.,.JY,NtG tIIC3P '0, PY h" scif re..rtod-ta 'A!!-. ,. a
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.i~ ~.i. IiW-T.T Mj,. & H6AD 24;44Udi BY M; WXUIMY
afterr JJ,, 1972 when the preparatory conference for HLf3l I&I .C ;::'T "as I

hold in G&ZLV4- and until 1977 the U3 Journalist L.00g. BK. .JL, now
TMLS a.G 4 i5oroeTOondont In aLOLd, UXD..-ICXo n.i 2L.gAjIG iOLIOA
W , .;Pi IOhK. in ,Li.. .I;. and hc-vo boon B'.. 7'.:.dO:, II :. C/..IOi..L ..C'IVI-
XU.G 001 Viutxf:G "'A.IOD 07 TL.43, us himself repobted in fMI..J ;
Issue of 0,)L;R 24p, 1977 pae ?4
- The above facts proves that PIOC1L- CLU .CU 1.,, ". ID:. .A ;X:ZI 7EM. !45=4OP
Hr, 4i. f 10 rziLWIA"II leiL. U4 J(,U.. .LI..,A .'. LY in 1971
10M., t'LTD TO 'L-.40HIj, Uj ,. L.'rL. Li 1978 A'ith the cases of
two UMi i,.jia of *A4lj': 'IC .. (t .. CIIG THL',L r. iA),PCO. -.11, _ O iow,

II
HU%"ai &UU1HT.j L-; Mi .I T .. /diL.

In 00:, XI3T J0L- L, u.-re are .a6 kind of I&LW ,: HIGHT'J
A- 1'Ju~Diw OF '.trk : IE) TQW..T1OE

In COW I A1.'f .iOMIJ1IA the authors are alo!:ed to 'trite ONLY tiL.R CO: ;.ITT L
OF P.1dTY ITDIC:.TIONS
THr. IRIG,R JTaIK.; of two t.i;*.: I .'' YCU iG ,10_,- and of the J, Oi ,i; , in
BUC'--...ST in 1972, in the court of .ri RUs U0IOR in front of the statue
of I-;HLIL Mil.;.iCU, the greatest ; fl. , poet until yet,-is ',,tj ."COv.
lhis l IRU-kTnA C i'as reported in the A. A, by the fanouo I -I2,:

C- RE7BDOii OT LLIGION
-In 1975, the christian othodox reverend BCLA.$CU, 73 years old that tie
i:as arrested frou the eLDR's kCU LA 31UIL. . '.T and convicted on art 166 Pc
because he wrote a letter to l.ICL ., U dU in askink the poxruission to
respond in the official ne ,spopor "I1fl. .. i "(CfI T1.) or to be alood
to print on the ;.tO ]1(i COl ,i:Ij T . TAL..CH,,V3 AI3LI3HIF:C HOU in BUc:;. .3T

a.L.YU.: with re ponscs to t..o official ..M* *Ij'IC 7 : G.&:Y. which became nore
intensive in 1975 as a result of .ICOL,'. C.U: .ICUs personal order.
- In 1975 too, there uere into 140LI.IC.L J.,IL of .IUD as OLITIC .L .,I.TjOk.. t
- here than 80 .
- 60 Y ;iOV ao * hLAS
-6 Pz.CZOOo',.LIHj belonL thou -oro i U.)UG Si

In COia .WL-,'A AIic L. there io .i.Y ',L-.,0i, C.' CO.CI-1iCG
Over there is ON4LY a ..()LIM#Xl .Ll-a W1YTW TL OC1.;
i.l others political parties' :erc abolished by C: .ULjT GCV>...T in 1947
Over there are elections frou timo to tirle. zut, how can you select or vo)e
t-hen there is QiLY -i.7, i-OLId'I -L A,.- and OW<LY Ci,, 0.IJ..A' 00 the list.?

.Only ",hen over there till be a second .CLl2IC.L .*IJTY, over there .:ill be
& possible a real vote.
ner IICOL. C X...SOU's iT..,Lni3IT T, L,.Okt '..-A ;., A .h..1IX-:' VIOL.TIOAI

OF iVYL AIIVZ(i..L L-CI.d.'IOP T' IUi I.IGiT3 060 WO's.
Thoro are violation of;

byeryone has the ri(ht to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedoui to hold opinions .and ideas without interference and to
seek received ipart inforwationsand ideas throuGh any ucdia and reardless
frontier*.
AR'ICL" 20 (I) "veryono has the ri-ht to freedom of Vacefull asoembly and
association

BEST9
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(2) Lo one may be compelled to belong to an association
F..CTS;

In 1972 .hen the ;. ai.JTO.',Y CCV?_Ll1C3 F O. Ht.L INKI ,GL.k'fT . L LD IN
G.NuV %% INI OMA-lKI.,T A ILJ I. -, t-L VD
1. rof Dr ..LEXNDAU Bl.TU and I r VICTOR OCONiTI, because they drafted a
IKCtOiND1i in defend ill "Oi. ,s AG'M iO. BiSAi AL% and iWOiT BUCOVINA
ROiWANLii iAOVINC' .3 OCCcU.Z. JY X-R(I -.Y AWUaL, B.Jia. -'1, AJ12. .!I~THf ANSLUL~hT ,Kk '£BL'"N. -XJ . .- P.X'. %
TI3 wAm44IWiDIfl. .,- W1.4" IL. C.i) .A TiO .~2TO "Mui. G.%NtY CV : M."Z&LC
Prof Dr AL;D DJ{ B'XIU "as o forucr leader of YOUTiS M G.-.I..rIOi of THE
NATIOA ,, ,..?ITY I.LIU 1. ,IU. He served 10 years in CM-II3I JiILS
and 7 years in FCC.. ALA )I !L:CA"at L .T_,A'I( 1947-1964)
fr VICTOi OOOITI tas a forucr u-nbor of the YOU'IR OGK hI3 ,TO: of Ai. K fI(.
NiLL k7-4"a.,T &'%RZY - . .IU, in BUiC.RAZ- as a student of L,: GOLIG
I% ML.CH 1973 a ir VICTOR 0000,_-!I .. : ,.Iil..D DY ' 1L O01MUJI 'T oCUAIRY
HIu F4IILY DIL A;T H..D THi3 i I11i 72 iL HI; B(,&Y.

There itere convicted at different terms of i0LITICL P',AIWOi based on '4RTICL.,
166 al i penal code( ea O.C. tG .. G-,I,%jT Th .jOCLZL3IT ORDR)
fir GHMORGH. O.aBU"WCU.................... lo years Art 166 p,of
Ir GHDOMW- CP;T.Xj . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 years, Art 166 pol
Dr IGlIs. ............. . ....... 10 years, ,rt 166 pc
Mt -IROE: GR .OGHZ (of .OiLtit CILY) ........... 8 years, .rt 166 pe
former member of the .. %_ U. A.Y IULIU iLWIU, w:orkina %lith"Ld.IiOr
ION ILLCU of TULCL CITY and uore others...

1973-1975
TMr UjLCURI'iY IPIV ,''IG.,TIOAi G..Ii.3T -19E ,O.1AG.4IA TIOiD O?-T%-. '.%TIOI( .L .
P...TY IULIU i.XIU, in BUCH. ?-,T
On February 15, 1973, rof Dr .LZ. X:D.U BRATU or-anisod in BUCHa..T, at the
former -7LITIC.,L J-IL JIL.V.., )lace, a ,d",UIli fNr the former i,.TIOi1-L
M - .T P'.RTY IULIU IlUiilU's leader, eniloer ISTAU VAID: of OR J)Z. CITY tiho
assasinated in 1955 during the 3.CU ITY's invosti3ations in BUCILA.LTg, and
twhoee body :as discovered on 1973 at a specificale place -hore itere buried
the .'OLITIC,1 .:IiI -Zkillled on JIL.V.I J IL or during the investigations
at BUC..I:,Z s J.;.CURIPY.
The Security thinkin that ihio one nuot be a a3(.UI3, in ]'ta.O.AI.h of DI
Dr IULIU i;d.IU the Presdidont of the i'.fIO;.%L J'-T.. k' '-P .Y and with this
ocassion the fornocr leaders landd to rcor,,anise the P..RTYq arrested.
1, Dr OOW-LI_ 0C0x0U, former D.-ZX',Y G .!-,.L 3C LST.%-AY of the aW'tY
2.- Pr, VICi'CA .- CA, former Luember of D*&L.-LTIOVj of the '..ITY
3. ?rof Dr . ,m.-,XLWLAU 13.iTU, leiXr of the .,..T o's YOUTH or animation and
cofounder of the YCUI1 0.:' -GL ':i and UJ. ,Js.OCIh''ICl'
4. Lainser IOi: .-JIU, forwar lo.. of tho IOUTVi 0 IG;IZ,.-IO1
5. Dr IO,, BaUS, forwor leader oi tho YCUc.-i O.CiIjLIaWIO
6. KIMOUL. IO;;.CU C -L&FI, £ornor- lc" .cr of &no of o,.y's s:,CiV. of .t'hey ,ror invcsti &te Jy 3iCU.?I'Y under hard pressure in 1973 and 1e74.

- Dr C;iIL D. iCU, forucr Ga.I,.. ... ,AUk in OROUG..L, former .OLI-
'TICAL £-I..A 15 years as a "Uj j.Y" c arrested and convicted at 6 year.,

of -OLITIG.L J,.IL based on .LIT 136U PC ,- because he ado same notices "on th.
new printed book "2, iI OU"(01. H) by . >Ii C. alias aIL3L.;iu. 5
KGB auent of ' li, i "XIY trained at zhd JLCURITY 's UA;,,. of .O.AO.J for hG3
aGents and now -iorkin6 us oi ., .'Y of CC:..,U:IQT ,',,.irkY %ith a ;,1LIT.,4Y UkIVY
and ith .RITITVo U'!I0. in ;JC.. ,'i,
This book suposc to be the doctkucnt&ry one about the 23 .,GUiT 1944 prep&"-
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tory act at whichh Dr C.,.IL D XL-',i-CU participated as Ci.ol0s eUvo of Dr
fULIu i .IU, the .'{=IV Jv,'of .*H-;, FATIC:.L -.. AT IMLIU ILijIU and IW knot
hot! the ?iCVj .ro dono(The .UGUJT 23p 1944 oans the challo.j, qt f.'ZX
ALRI4LJ: LVLICY in the nationalist ono, but boloUG the U% , ;3Ta&:p t.wR;J'01M
and their coparticipints in the . .R O, D 2,
224 &,r . .ILr.IJ of..y..i:j', of )X .i'I.......5 years, '.rt 166 o

S.ICcL . JON ..................... 5 years, hrt 166 pa

f.fter co;j1h;IST .OI.HI.. -as Zranted by U C0?Z*LG3 %:Lth 'iM' IM. tretouontand at!r the -L-IiKI .G.L ; "as si~nod by 35 EUO,&1 cowtrios inolu-
dad 00i iM.UiIST .toi:.I and Uak, in C, ,.UiSI3', it0eM. 'tre arrested and con-
vlolted by .. IOCLE C. .U*i.SCU'a order, based on ;.;' 1661,al I pl
Prof Dr ..LXDRU .T................. . 1 years, i6A 166 paf' AV. I, IL ............................. ars, .rt 166p
Enincer 101. ODJOC -U oC 0WX?.......5 years, Art 160&
ION "NoU, and others

FO.-d,R I i .. _ 0. TL. ?..rlIi!..L i- M if IIU iiJIIU .1110 .
D~iP. T T._. , O' .oLITIC .L J IL k) APOVC-.- L.BO C'Js'$ -YD HK). .3
oiTILL Uld..z j.-WAdITY 's Ih V"UIG .1Oi:-a .i) Te1.-W
./ ''JH' UJ 4! Z!h)O .i, '.A ,i14Id Ii 1 44 3 . 'IGt.'410i 711U -.. .;ID ,.i. jP:.OL- Ui: . ,:(I; J-4 -j.F IL&* 00- hUP1J'A! JOij:j1ILT 'IX) l*'V".
.' LIL. IUi, IGHTj VIOLaIO. .LV-. ,''1L 14,) 't 't -M.? 'AL. .XP.HL4O, l.Url, '-e G4UV-id,.AAIT i-..K, . L. .Ieil A!&, eAIOVI-jIUj- TW.T 2R. T&,..R jz;dys)

i% (;0i..U,'-I-T -DWI-M.,L J..IL 10 3L ..,0T.T, I L .WiW O? FOALLii .,OLI-
I 21C..L ,?.1I-jG.-LLW AM8 ,JATI-tD i Md7j

1. Dr OOMILLIU COi()..U, forror a2i JTY G..Aw'.L.L -i.Ga;.Y Q~tr L .aIub,...U 'r 19
of 'i'i,.-0W..?*IUiL.L ... x.i.AT S, LXY IMIU LiW.FIU ,.pt 24, set 7
o,,.IV D 18 years as .-OLITIC L . ki BUCUCiA;?I

2. - IO00L. ..- C-i.1 1) L.0 R IRD "ith
DMaCTOR of "I'M. JUSTICZ" (Die ir 10IOI of - 1 .a
The central newspaper of the .-dTY BUCKI.-bC i
Served 13 years as .OLITIC. "',I."M

------------------------------ ------ S -- - BP0"3. CICiX.'i, 10 d:I2OIU 8~' LB i ,
Leader of the YCUDi O.-.'.IG i.'IC" Z. .Qf -, 1i. 5, ..:t 24, CiCOt
4crved 10 years as .OLITIC..L - ZI XC., f CU,;521
----------------------------- --------- ----
4, 1;nxiineer IO 1JIU C.',L:. VI0AO.IM
Former leader of MOUM' 0PG .I.. I hr 101, .Pt 55Served 15 years as OLI.I .. . :.I _. t 6, Soctot I

SUCUk.WTI
-----------------------

5. ION -IDBUS
Leader of the Y0 I OrG..:I, .CIC!
Scrred 18 years as o:OLITIC L .-,I k.I D'JCU-L.3?I

6. T. .I ;1 ..lj) L,-CU .tr C.V.II V.0111
Lawyer, served I0 years as 0I.I .1 . :-Ijoi! ... Hr 3, , . s:t 3,

.t St et 4C:JU L Ll

7. 04...i M~II DUlI1,.CU$ lwyar DU~.h. 130 1.D I
servedd 15 years as .JLITI0 .i .' :I... J 1 Jdotul I -AiX'...

8.

BEST AYAA+ Ex COP-Y
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• .rvod 23 years as ,LITIC..L A1tOI" -.1 Judotul L.LOhI Ta

91 i.UL I.ZAA40CU tNoti 15 torkinC as sole
Leader of YOUTH O 0,MI -,.XIOF 8oi ntific researcher

Served lo years as .CLITIC.-L i ,th A."'I-UUiJL do

.L ..WWJ.-A aL L1,L4
BUCUUJTI

lo DI ilRU TOD.1,3CJ Str CL'.tt',3I 41 SeOtor
Served 10 years as iOLITIC;-L 111130i! -it BUCUa.3TI

II.- OVIDIU DORCEI, lawor Str ',.8(.'II Kr 13, BIG-
latyer, served 10 years as ALITIC II Ci.:,A Bloc TD, Lt 10, ,pt2

12.-m GHWR0M I~1tHN 00i U1 " ORAMUI
Served 10 years as V'OLITIC..L ".I30;I21 Judotul .1I0i.N
released fro jail in 1976
------------------- ------------- -------------

13. ION BOUACi..IU The same adress as
Served 8 years as .OLITIC .L lICMd r T.I .J.; AJ:UflMCU

--------------- m------------- ---- m----------------
I... VAL -AU Ek6 .i.3')(U, served 10 years uoscaua iAntolimon
as A)LI'II.,L ?LtIWOE. Kr 280, Bloc 10,

- - BUCULiETI

--P)OaL of THIj MI ',LO& VIOl;,&aj 0.: aIV,.-. iIGHTS 1j, %, 'k .i N.i HIOOL;4J
QC.,UJJ-DCU .it4 G.VkiHT..D BY Pflj1. U .G -:GL* .IA~iI 'L i.?N9. T&hTJ.LIV?
in IW. They are still happenin-, today, aftor hICOIWL Ci6UZU ....4
G1 J WYD '.ITi TL iFil T'$3 iib. +ifi".I976 and 1977

'iIIS LiA. R;:AWN 104 *.flICH I .4 11.- M.; 'U...k. ;aie;.Ts. ST0.-P Li .DL.-I'i IfnI
MHf Ta .RI +"i fO CO rV,;IjT .i&.kL. fi4TIL T'hi 1Uibld .IGITj .:ILL 3A .L4iA.0T
BY AiIC0L CZIIU.;.CU --9D iLr %A)Ajlj.W GCV..kU4T*

III

jrt 13
I.- ;veryune has the right to freodoi of movement and residence
within the borders of each otate
2.- ..Yeryone has the right to ,L;ave any country indldins his o,,n
and to return to his country.

Cc;_.ujIa ., ':I. is a stato joebor of The ii:O and must respect I. U TI-
V.-RS.L DX.CL oPI~l: Cd , .r Tj. Jut if someone elde ask an application 1'
for -.XIT VIj..5 for a country of the .- ',OtL1) he ust accomplish any
formalibies *:hich neod a cou. lo of aonth of haraosoats, investigations
under hard pressure by CU.'ITY laid off from jobs....
iind 5enerally thick kind of ao-Aicationsmvore rojocted by j.CUAIITY
?or many years, nany Us ci''I.:.j or XI..A i by I descents
attempted to brain over hero their close relativoo '103L".G :8 in C>:,IMJIaT
WfU'EIA in order to uccom.,lioh tho .4 ,.'.CVX,-LMUD "Uit;. 1I CITS'i1%i 1'.I-&ILY
.1MION. .
They contacted tho ... _. - L .,Ti W ..'Wt' fl . h X";" ;*Ti.II

_

,2 4MJCP
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attruot them into actio against the ..TION.LL INTia4ST of the UU ,as to
became 00;1.MUI.Y ,.CI1TM and 31.I.8 ~E here.

•On h .Y 17 1975- M 1?, 1975 . s~rted TI.. 'i La0L-U iN .M urG-W uAM
103 1.fiILn f A *UIO in J! U3i In K&.! YORL CITY and thcn in .:Ir'c-'Oii DG
Under our pressure full supported by TH US OOIGLWI and the U9 .I0OL/E
CEAU*ZJCU release our .O-.;.
After ho %!as (Granted with the i.ll treatoment by U4 C0fl010,S II : OlA2%.D

U.'. ,a.RA'-, L'KL .. ND, THL i!.I.W IS.. IOUTII and TLI i B d'jC . A'lIE
aince B 17, 1975 until yet, thorc . ere FIIU .i ., UIIK.S
1(A VaId9LY A.U14ION in TH.. U.4/4. involved 25 peg 1
The ?IoT O i iuT ?,19?5-JULY 17,1975 iovolved 50 poplo
t '%1- e a NOV.:AX.tt 11 1975- J.aU.atY ii1976

.iAY 2', 197- bejtembcr I 1476, involved 56 people
THE FOHTH one. I:,Y 24, 1977- OCTOBR 24, 197 involved 45 people
THE FIMH O~izsitrated iaPAIL 10, L976, involved6O people
After NZOOL6 C&USSCU ias G&.VPZD by tho U81, with IlLs .rl Ti.T L.HT in
1975, '976 and in 1977, li H TOV.0*D 'I, -AIG0'oTIOiG i IKt0i COi4U *,' LI)iLJIh
In doivi so ho VIOATLMDLz .0C28 C0K-)IT'ION O? ."i10 'zAM4 k IdG li.TIOX
FROL OOIS~IT ROii.JIL i'... 1. CDOjE :.0LZ.J ..IT TM USI. WONk LiL.&W~I
hGRELFkMT 1L"D ,U; FIIa in 1975,1976 and 1"0&
In doing so, WICOI4 C3&UwSCU VIOL, TD , b0ITZ -Aj. T3.,Ty 01 IM..C;
( 194?) TM. UIIV;. R.L D4IiTIOiU OF h-it-,. RIGHTS(Ig98) iXD -LL U11
I AOLIIONS ..BOUT F/hiILY RI1UIOH .,i4D TW. IL3;1KI -'-OG.] . I(I9?5too)
This i4 NICOIB C&MUiSCU's 0Oi,UKI.T ST&LTDGISS TO PDT".IM TH2 iN IJW,:D 'Hiu1

TaNTO VI0Lhr.%. MU LRiUXi RIGHTS%, :.OJIF Q4D L.OiIN IN I9~, IM 1 0
IN TtI0 T1i i '-,Z "l(L. 266 V,L, in i.CirZ, '., 500 DhY Oj? IhU'G2 'j.TAIME

RIGHT HOW, SLA.Y . '.MIV Oi -4. .,- .RrTICI, 1.tTO Ti FOUXT RiVYIJ. IMOU1GM,|
STRMII. ?0R .J-ILY d: NUhOH ..R; STILL V10.'G.,S Ii C0I-UIT 001I.,EII.
on h 'IL 1978 NICOIdu; Ab Ii; . O.?FICI.L T.IV' Li TIL. JLi '
Ie ,rLCIV;D TIU LIST OF JG'iTiRLCJ i.N(D T-.It HO3TAO- .UL.TIVZ3 '10H
TMG 2. E.ID,.IIT OF THE UWi, i);. , ',O3 .,'iW iL.3 :4ti'.TIv,4 *.D
F, O, -ir ZOC, IL .YORK'as mayor.
'.'hat happonea? ML e .b C1"j) HIt CO.. :I'iTJ-:.1 T TO A ,., OUi HOSTiG CL. TI-
NOT AT ALL.
OnLY *. I.'/tT 0? TIIWI .t.C-IVZD i.. .*IT VIUL;;.
AND NORl 1l I ':AITIFG TO Bi G.7'.' -.G,',IK :IT!! IiM
k.,ICI... C.".U.. .aCU's J:CTS '.,L : ... OisZ!4',k, 1001 U* S.",,t ,"-

AS / Ti,..-..Y,;A I DO WOT '..,I i! 1 .:I'Yi ;YOHN7Y 8 l f..',CAT VI.-..
Cj"U~sCU , lL. 0-, 110'O.LiEL.D OZL L, Uji ii.Td j.;i, i.;i ... AIVAo
I DO aO'. .&IIT 4iL.r :I'd iY isCs.,Y D; U,'O T.10A3-IiIj, l " U4 . RD
iLL OY.,4 ,A &U.. "IOLD.
is i. 11U7L.iX BA~hG I 'IL- ' .&d 'ji.U. TL Al.J~T3~
BEIf(G 1IIMi S4.7 .HD I i % L.T

- kI ?kI ?r.& .Lo i'C ji.Ui:I.V a3 j16;); IXjZL;DL~T.,L!,iH'flL
OUit i0u;jr.GA; F4 ,ILL.. ..ILL BL Git.!T 'Ie'H . -IT VIlto, U.TIL ,. I: .. ,
-IGT43 -,ILL-B & -T UP ..G 1 I., 0:..UTI. 'l. ,Il..NM., UVITIL C ,hUi:iCU 'ILL
CLO b .IL IILIT',.LY C CC' LL ,. 'L' LI01..'
If the U~j jkL.i DO4 iOT ..C.? L,ei .1LIAJ(~.L~ii1
OF t&iOCOd1 ';ILL . &IO' ,O, JT. ..Y, %0.Ld3L. . 'V YOUR
[I T H " '.tiLl. 'AtUijli. .n." , . ' !' iIr .a
TIL-Y *./ILL M; KILL",D 01" U, -jiLI.T. SY -1,i-i 7CGB OFFICLI.3 0~ CU I Y
HOOdhBL 2t.;,TO A.
'i'HINK TO YOUA iOTH.-,A-i!
THIiK TO AJLRICi, TIOO'Y. 'li.ORV.) iL.Y 3L TOO L.T 1
V..Y GO) LIGHT YOUR ItI l

DI, G .. j-LIU(CO31M JULSa)

"ST V IA0, ,
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THlE FIFTH RO:'Am~mi Hum~t STRIKE PfO

IN TH% U.S.A. STARTED APRIL 10,1979.-

A.- SPECIAL CASES OF FLAGRAt41 VIOLATION: OF UINA! RIGHTS PI.,

DIRECTLY BY TIE RO*!AIIAN CO|1'.fUNIST PRESIDENT *:ICO LU CI:AIJSESCU

and INICOLAE NICOLAF,THE RO-:AIIIAV COITIUHIST /.:,3ASSADON I:!

VIASIIINGTO| D.C.

HUNGER STRIKERS HOSTAGE RELATIVE." IM CO7;?.UIIST %0"A.'IA.-

l.-:'r.Colonel MILIAN DUTESCU

29P Jefferson Street
Brooklyn 'N.Y. 11237

Tel. (212)381-4776
U.S. Citizen

lie tried to resolve his
marriage in amiability

with Romanian Government.
Ilicolae Ceausescu,_ refusal
forced him to join the
hunger strike.

2.-.rs.:1ARIETA rADEA D.D.S.

100 B,;lontgonery St.ant.22 E
.Jersey City N:.J.O7302

Tel.(201) 435-0014

1.-ELENA POPEOCU fiance

2.-FLORII: LEJX'U,23 her son
cf strr.da 6 Noicohrie nr.30 1oc T 5,
etaj 2 .apt.12 SUCZAVA 5003

1.colac Ceausescu personal:,'rejected

her claim to Ronanian Council of State.
to warry colonel Dutescu
Dow she anolted for ex:,t.vi3as.

1.-Prof. Dr. Eng. VIOREL SOR11 SADMA of

Strada Andrei Iuresanu nr.1A.Sector 1

Ducuresti.

Famous scholar international know.

He received the anprouval of Exit

visas on July 1977,but State Security

terrorized him. and invented FINANCIAL
PROBLEMS.

lie was cleared about under the sijna-

ture of that time .IIISTEI1,ctu,lly

Aobassp'cor ,ic l e±io2.ac.

Despite this Clcarehca and the

iI
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Decision of l.OA!lIA1! COURTV thich

forced TI! 101 FACTO.', to ra'-

him an award for his performance in

duties,the STATE SECURITY h:eo. hi.

still as HOSTAGE over there.

Now# they -forced the eonm unist Party
members of the factory to state that
Prof.Dr.Eng.fadea,forced the ministerr
1Nicolae tlicolae sive his olearence

and started a newtrial.
This is a shamel.
The Serurity TERRORISMI and disrespect
of RO.WIAN LAV.S nust be end and the
Passport Issili.-
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F,.- UIY.EsOLVED CASES FROI. THE FOURTH ,OAtIIAII .,UI.c.R STI;:

FOR FAT1ILY.RT.UUI1OII (HAY 2491977 - October 24,1077.

HUNGEn1 STRIKERS HOSTAGE RELATIVES IN COI;IIST RO:;A;IA.-

3,- 1 r.ADA.' ALB
290 River Road BOGOTA N.J.

Tel.(201)489 2972

U. SiCitizen

4.- I!r.t-.IRCEA ARDEL?.AN

U.S. Resident

.5.- Mr.ICHAEL BULBOACA
314 Porchestor Drive

Saint Louis Ilissouti 63125-
Tel (314)544-0339 Home

* (314)381-1504 Office

U.S.Citizon end his uncle

6.- Mr.OCTAVIAH GHITULESCU

15 East Brinkerhoff Avenue
Palisdes Park N.J. 07650

Tel.(201) 947-4298

Permanent resident

7.- I!rs.FOTINI CARAIANI
San-Diego California

Permanent Resident

S.- llr.FLORIfi CAM.IOCANU

45-26 44 th str.apt 2 A

Sunnyside W.Y.11,104

Tel (212)392-4270 Residence
212 ,75 4828 Office

U.SCitizen during 1978.

9.- ATE;sA CHIU

42-41 64 th str.
Weens 1!.Y.11377

Tel.(212) 898-6271.

U.S. Citizen durin- 1978

"1.- ELISABETA FURCA -mother of Strada
Cristur,DEVA judetul lhunedoara.

Her application was rejected.

2.- OHEROHIHA TOI A fiance
of Strada Lanulul nr.67 Sector 2
Bucuresti.-

1.- ALEXANDRU F'MORIN BULBOACA -brother

2.- Natalla ,ULBOACA his wire

34- IULIAMA BULBOACA their daughter

of stmada Valea Lun'a nr.14 Bloc z 3
scara I apt.15 ucuresctl sector 7
Telef 600-359

Their visa applications were rejected
four times.They *.,ere and still are

terrorized by Secutity.

1.- Her brother from Bucharest did not

obtained the application forms.

I,-
2.-

3.-

IOAII CAPR.'.OCAIIU - brother

EUGEIIIA CARIUOCAHU his .wife

ROZALIA CAPOCAWJ their daughter

of strada Progresului nr,2 COHSTAtmi.

1.- COI'STAUTll1 VLADU - brother.
of strada langalia nr.7 TI:IEOA7A

Hio application was rc..eeed.-

-o

I
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-4-

10.- 'Ir.TIVERIUS ST. CIOROGARIU
876 Elberon Ave.Elberon
Long Branch. 1.J/ 07740.
Tel.(201) 222-6785

U.S.Citizen during 1978-

11.- Mr. Lucciano Titus COSTEA
34-11 33rdstr.L.I.C. N.Y.

11106
Tel(212)729 3353
U.S.Resident

12.- 14r.14icolale.Crainiciue
47-20,42nd str.apt.5E
Sunnyside Queens N.Y.111O4
Tel.(212) 786 4462
Permnent resident,-

13.'- &!r. ICHOLAS DI;tA

215." C " st.S.E. Ant 508

,ASHItGTOUl D.C. 00
Home tel.(202) 546 7913
Office U.S.I.A. 755-4236

U,S.Citizen

14.- I:rs.Ah'A MARIA DRAGANESCU D
655 Pclhn-i Parcwiay flortn
BrOl X N.Y. 10467

U.S.Citizee during 1978.

1.- DAlIELA H.DU1ITRESCU -dcu.-hter.
2.- SoLOlNO DU1ITRESCU her husband.
"of IICRORAIOR L alcoa Pinilor
ploc 5 etaJ I so, A ant 5 LugoJ
They ery. removed from their jobs
after applied.
They are always terrorize by Securit:

I.- BRIGITTE ERIKA SCHMIDT fiance
Strada Carlova rr.1O SIBIU
Tel.16146.
She applied .No answer.

1,- loan Criiniciuc wife.
2.-.arla.Crainiciuc 5 months daught

gxeplifed toanswere uected

Per applications %..as rejected.

-1.- ION DI;tA brother

2.- SEVASTITA DIIIA his wife

3 - CRIMU DINA ,8, their son
of Calea Floreasca nr.126 Sect 1
Bucuresti./
He was 10 years POLITICAL PRI-
SONER. Their applications were
rejected six times.
They are alltays terrorize by
Security.

,D.S. 1.- .ARIA GRECEAIIU -mother.of str.
Grigore Alexandrescu nr 96 sectl
Bucuresti Tel 114210 .

2.- ALEXANDRU DRAGANESCU -broi',or
of Strada Plantelor nr 69 Seot.3
Bucuresti Tel .425332.-
Their arlications wlove rejected

two times .They are a'.,' terrC

rize by Security.-

~~RP
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5.

15.- rIt.GEORGE FARA
30-51 33th str.Apt.B
ASTORIA N;.Y. 11103
Tel.(010)626 0594

U.S.Citizen during 1978.

16.- Mr.DIONISIE GARTU D.D.S.

43-09,40 th st.apt 3 F

L.I.C. N.Y. 11104

Telefon (212)937 3430

'Permanent resident

17.- ;:r.Jean H.ISTESCU
! 25-54,38 th st.apt 5a

Astoria VU.Y. 11103
Permanent resident

1-3.- I1r.TEODO.R.X OT1E.CU :.D.

18-23 GEOnGE ST.RIDGZ'OOD

11227

Tcl. (212)456-0249

r

1.- iWE TUTUIAI'W s.oubin of ;;ulevardul

Gheorghe Dimitrov 124 Bloc 0 5 Secto:
3 Bucuresti

2.- !IRCEA IELEASA cousin of strada
Bujoreni nr.43 Bloc p.13 scara 2

apt,38 Bucurestl sect 7 -

Their application was rejected more
thanlO Times.

1.- ATANASIE GARTU -brother
2.- AMA LUCIA GARTU his wife

B CRISTINA GARTU 3 ,their daughter
4.- HIHAELA GARTU 2 . their daughter

of strada Telul Doamnel nr 108 apt?

scara 1 etaJ 9 Bucuresti tel.874665
5.- OKEOROHE 14ILIU nephew

Strad& Ecaterina Varganr I 46 Consta

ta Tel.15250
They where layd off from jobs after

applied .Their applications were
rejectedsThe:y are still tervorize

by security./ .

2.-

4.-

10-
u.Y.

ELEVA HRISTESCU wife
AIA PETCU - daughter.

TEODOR HRISTESCU son.

CARNEN HRISTESCU

of strada Alexandru MoghLoros nr.20

Bloc O.D. scara 2 etaJ 9 apt.8o

sector 7 Bucuresti./

Their applications were rejected

Teodor was layd off from his job.

They are still terrorize b:y Securit)

FLORENTIMA IOZESCU -daughter

of Bulevardul la~heru nr 7-

etaJ 9 aot.3. Sector 1 Bucuresti
Her application is still rejecte.

U.S.Citizen during" 1978.

~ A MA~ XOGIY
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6

13.- firs.OA4A I4ATEFSQ'J
13-14 ,42nd st.SUflIYSIDE
N.Y. 11103

Tel* (el2)263-2269

U.S, Resident

20,- '*rs.VIOLETTE 14AC U1A.4ARA
c/o 14.FELICIA NOLDOVAN
25o W1EST 102 nd.st.apt.3 N.Y.C.
N.Y. Tel,(212) 535 4665
U.S. Citizen

1.- DANIELA STA;CU sister
2.- CONSTAUTIN STAUTCU
3.- DOGDAN STAICU
4. ALIN SEDASTIAN; S^AI1 C- con

of sbrada Emil Racovita -9-31
Bue m sector 5 Bucuresti./
They were layd off from jobs,Their

applications were rejected,They as
are terrorize by Security.

1.- MONICA SELARU -daughter.-
2.- AHA SELARU her daughter

of abrada 11ihal Bravul nr,294
Bloc 6 ent.7 scara b etaJ 9

.Sector 4 bucuresti./
Her applications were rejected

12 times. She Is terrorize by

Security. /

21,- :".fS,!:.IA! A POPESCU-FALTICE1JI I.-Prof.Dr.POPESCU FALTICENI !!.D.

47-45 ,39th Place L.I.C.
u .Y. gi)$
Tel. (212)&N( N oo

U.S. Citizen

22.- . :r.VASILS SRAGOV.ANU
c/o Jean Hristescu

25-54,38 th st.apt 5 A
Astoria N.Y. 11103

U.S.Citizen during 1978
DLIFD SCULPTOR and IMSICIA

tliener of the U.S. HATIONAL
PRIZE of blind sculptors

in 1977.

23.- :!r.r.UGEP STAVCIU
21-34,45 th.Road LI.C.

N.Y. 11101

U.S.IESID-i!T

husband and'father
2.-ILEAHA POPESCU FALTICENI 3, dau-

ghter of strads Vasile Stolescu
nr.46,sect 3 Ducurest*.
He applied .to answer but layd

off from job."

His daughter

and his son

were layd off from jobs after applied,

Their applications were rejected

They are still terrorize by Security

His mother obtained the approuval

1.- GHEROHIIA STAIXIU- mother
2.- IIARIIN STAICIU brother
3.- VIOREL STAICIU brother
of str.anuscrisului nr G4 Sect 8

ucuretl Their applications -.ere
rejected.They are still terrorize.by

BEST Afwy
33-436 0 - 7i a It
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I

'3.-I:rsVIORICA STAHOIEV

70-25,66 th St,
Glendale N.Y. 11227
Te1.(212) 821 7377

U.S.Citlzen during 1978

25.- I1r.CRISTIAII U1IUREANU
46-59,45 th st.apt.12 D

Woodside U.Y. 11377

Tel.(212) 786 4382

U.S. Resident

23.- :'r.0I1: STOICA
66-22 Fleet st.apt 4 B
Forest Hills N.Y.11375
Tel.(212)2J8-0%63 and

;;RSOLIl!PIA STOICA

U. S.P!sdents

1.- GHEORG4E SITA father
2.- MARIA SITA mother
3.-GHEORGHE SITA brother

4.-LENUTA SITA his wife
5.-VIORICA SII OHA SITA their dau-hter

6.-ION SITA brother
of strada BENEFALAU nr 1 TIROUL IURS
Her mother were arrested and tortured
by Security for two ':eeks.
Their applications were rejected by Se-
curity.All of them are still terrorize
by Securitv.-

1.- FLORICA UNGUREAKU mother

2.- KARIH UNGUREAWI father
3.- AURELIA UG0UREAIIJ sister.

of strada usat Radulesou nr.3e Seotc.,
6 Bucuresti tel.233277.
Their applications were rejected
two timestThey are always terrorize
by Security.

1.- .'ICULAE VERESTEA14U cousin
strada Patriotilor Bloc P.1.16
& car& B apt.38 sect 4 Bucurest
cod 74594.

2.- EFRE:N ZAHARIA father
3 .- JEIIICA ZAHARIA mother

of strada Nihail Eminescu Ur,22
Bloc x apt.22 Plolesti 2000.

'!8.T. A .T "'
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27.-Ir.DIiU TEODOnESCU

143-57 ,37 th Avenue

Flushing II.Y.

Tel.(212)961 5793

U.S. Citizen during 1978

28.- Mr.VASILE UIIGURANU 1.-

31-06 ,42 nd str.Aitoria
L.I.C. N.Y. 11104
Tel (212) 274 4019
Permanent resident

29.- 4r.DtP4ITRU CAPATA 1.-
350 Round Hill ROAD

Greenwich *Connecticut 4.-
6830. TELEFOH 203 661-8765

Permanent resident

'1.- :0IHAI !r1.O)fOIESCU brother
2.- ELElIA TEODORESCU his uifc

3.- DOIIIA TODORESCU their daurhtor

of strada Sapunarl nr,4 Plolestl

They received the approval but

not the passports.
They are still terrorize by Seou

rity.

Zoa Bulgia daughter_
her son

of Cartierul KISELEFF
Bloc A 8 sect.4 DRODETA -TUi'tIJ
SEVERIIV4/Her application is still

rejected by Security.-

- PARASCHIVA POP sister
. HICOLAE POP her husband
CALIN POP ,10 , their son

. SORBMA POP ,4 , their dauhter
of strada DECEBAL Ploc T 2 ct.D

etaj 4 apt.37.Distrita -Judetul
Bistrita Isasaud tel.13974.

They did not receive the appli-
cation forms.They *rc still terr
rise by Security.
lr.UI;COLAE POP iwas four times
arrested illengally by Security,
and torrtured after applied.-
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THE FIFTH f'O;WiIMAI !-Ulr1R STRIKE FOR FA;IILY REUM1IIOF

2.-

Itl THE U.S.A. STARTED

H E f--CA SE.S

30.- ; r.AUREL AUtREI
30 - 36,34 th st.Astoria

L.I.C. I.Y.11103

U.S. Resident

31,- t!s.AFRODITA ELEUA POPESCU
28 - 04 -33 av. apt.4 C
Astoria L.I.C. N.Y. 11106
Tel (212) 932 9638. -
U.S. Resident

32.- !s. !MICHALLA ELEHA BENDU

13-23 Stephen str.

Ridqewood R.Y.

U.S. Resident

3?.- !Irs.ELEMA IOt!ESCU CALIWESCU
43-09 40 th.str.Sunnyside
apt.6 F. L.I.C. 1.Y. 11106

Tel.(212) 786 1347.

APRIL 10,170.

1.- EDUARD AfDREI .5, son
of strada Pietil nr.6 Cartlerul
VYiirul 2 DRAILA tel.32905.
He did not receive the applications

ALEXANDRU lUtVTEAt.'U

strada Aurulul nr.18 scara a EtaJ 3
apt. 13 Bucuresti sector 3
Tel 231972 ,271923 432288
He did not receive the ap-licstior

1.- GEORGE BENnU father _

2.- MARIA BENDU mother

of B-dul PACII nr 168 Bloc 39 sc.i

ap.33 etaj 8 BUCURESTI 7

3.- MI.CHAELA CASVA-
4.- ViADrIIR DRUGEA'1tU
5.- RADU TUTUIANU

They did not receive the anolication
formed and are allitays rerrorized by
Security.-

1.- ELEUA IRING daughter

2.- DANIEL ALIITI .119,ELEHAls son

of strada Carol Knappe nr,52 sect 8

Bucuresti tel 653890
She was layd off from her job after
applied.-

34.- hIr.CEORGE CIOi1U

55 Donald Drive Hustitipt

Hudson U.Y.10706

Tele (914)4.78 3020 hone
(914)693 12oo ext,4

U,S. Citizefl

ton

1.- PARASCHfIVA CIO.qJ

2.- MICOIAE CIO,"I
3.- EUGENJIA CAROLIR4A

mother

brother

CIO'W his wife

Lulza Adriana CIOIIU,18,theirt dau-thter150

strada 11 IUHIE nr.75 ofic.postal 58

BUCURESTI
Their applications wore more timos

rejected and thoy are terrorized by

Security.-

B AVAWADLE CO
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35; - 10O ARM'- DOIOGN
23-1.5 31. Avv AA 2k~. A$TQRIA .I.C. L.Y, IA*
T 434212) t28-7938"
US CITLJZRI

3C* W VASI W MTRASWV
41..1,47th AT Aqt 4 D
%MVBsmde, Nsj 04
ft1(21.2) 392-C887
US Cl=IZE, daring 1978

6-41 ISSR L, SM;,

201C 212) 26"269

* 1. L C..kRU .vIAU 0AA1Mothr
2,-HICOIJTA CUCA.B sister
30- "LbS 0, dH.*COMB!Aa )2sb

4q-U~.Ka&-Wjbefr deahter
5o-bzAI WCHA. Ul their son

Sof -hmem residin at. SMaf
akL&WPWESMI tV 4 MS;TAY 1
Apt 4 C mWRnSTI
Prof Dr REL S WC- was lqd Wt om
his lobe .heir pliaetion were LMEW

TIMS u"161D, A~ we ways
Twat=Z by 9EWRjxY
llmWm Wu IUA$s c.U7ather

2.- kIU. k "W 4ster
3.-K;0WAhfi lfll rW-er luIad ~

5i *t WNKWU8 tir sof
-MCU Wm WUIT hAW 'brother

JL of thea iesi ing ;A A&'XiumA
CPR NIWLINA', IA83

P, R w uf l.9 brother in Uw
RBRIBNRi~WIThis wifei- IBAA MMIM UMM13their drafter

0,,,,AJIEI' UELIMI., U0, their deaghter
PMEg NELxIM $p their son

?-YASIIZ IWINTZ5, their sm
13. mAz IZELITrkother In7 low
34- *aR lAUk. Me WUfl HIS WIFE

tho dghter

WAIIr 15, BL(m 1 5t sowrmi- Et, 3,
Apatamrt 2 Cerir AUXA1MW *e My$

I#-1 U IA"U WTITAJV; 42,da ghter
9 = Ma" v, her lsbsad

DRLMHMW. their son
19, CCMA???wa MWT5Ag; their sea
20.- IOW NT 11; their son
N9TUIAU FAX. IS R.BOTIN0 AT i..
co na Cona'r, aftl SOIlmd. IASX
NOW OF T'"M(L,-20) D h NOT RECZIM T
APPYICAATiM VOWS.. TM ARE ALWAYS
MMER4 3 BY SaCRiAY. W WOA WEKIAMew

,W - by UM. .
300 AUA~Mi Wnm m ; 04 her
p- 2T 1 WmiESa; x9ther

3..s OCTYAN WK~h~U~OJ ,tr
4; - NIOARA. XaYRA. LU UNazS0 OCNAIAIU
vife.AII of tona reu".4fzT gt,

~§I9 AVMAB ILl ;9Prr



3-sIrs. ALEXAIPDRA CHITA

26-45 ,9 th st.apt 804
Astoria L.I.C. N.Y. 11102:-..
Tel.(212)274 9625
U,S. Resident

39.- N;r.PAtDELE GALDAU D.D.S.

88-04 ,63 Drive apt 22
Rego-Park 11374 N.Y.
Tel. (212) 459 5758

.U.S. Resident

4,0.- ;:rs.SEVTY JOUJISOI.

320 East 83 rd st.apt 4E
'I.Y. CITY II.Y.10028

?ol.(212)3Z5 7725.

U.S. Citizen..

102

strdda Tunarl nr 15 fueuresti 2 tolefon

.123251.

S.- LUCRETIA PALICI mother in law1 of str.
Saturn nr.37 B. Brasov.

Their applications were WIORE TIMES

REJECTED, They are st*ii terrorize by
Security.-

1.- XOAN CHITA husband
2.- ROXAIDRA IIIRUNA GIIITA,2, daughter

strada Tirgul-Neamt nr,6 Bloc V-lO ap 33
Sect 7 Ducuresti Tel 131206

3.- ION DRAGAN father
4.- .ELEIA ARETI DAGAN mother

of stradd Bacaloglu nr 2 sect 2 Bucu-
resti

5,.- VIORICA MIIHAELA DRAGAN twin sister
6.- PEYRE ZACHEI Viorica's fiance of str.

S pandarian nr 11 Sect 2 Bucuresti

7.- ELEIA BARBU cousin

8.- VIORICA BARDU ,17, ELEIIA'S dau!_iter

of Aleea Otesan nr,7 apt.163 sect 2 Duc

curesti,/

1.- ELERA SI14PLACEANU sister
2.- VIRGIL SItPLACEAtrJ her husband

of Aleea Dumbravitoi nr 3 Bloc T 8
Apt. 65 , etaj 5 Sect .7 Drurul Tabe-
rni Bucurestt* tel.460693

3.- GALDAU ;1ARIM brother
4.- GALDAU DORINA his wife
5.- GALDAU 14. FLORIAN .5, their son
6.- GALDAU N.VALENTIN ,3, their son

Of strada Beg& nr.lO Bucuresti sect 6

telefon 809967./
Their application forms were rejected

1.- DELIA RODICA MIARINA POPA daughter
2.- G!-EORC!HE POPA" her husband
8"IMALI' ::IRCEA POPA year 10 months their

son Scrada Hri ovulul nr 13 eteJ 1
apt 7 Bloc D 3 Eucuresti 8,.-
Their arlication forms 'ere :OZ'
TIIRES rejected by Security.

*.e . A.•
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41,- Irs.ELF.HA J.JPOVICI

13G-30 SAIIFORD ave.

Flushin:, K.Y.11355

Tel.(212)762 1834

U.S.Citizen

42.-:rs.!LtRIA 1:ANTA

20-49 PALW.IETO str..
Ri6ewood I!.Y. 11227
Tel. (212)456-0856

Permanent resident

and
atr.CONSTANTII! MANTA

U.S.Citizen during 1978

43.- !:r.DAI! '!OLDOVAT'
17 H Parkotew at 'adison
Laurence Harbor N.J.08879
Tel (201) 583 5125

U.S. Citizen

44.- ir.IOH VUSAT
29 ;:anhattan Ave.

- ;r ; I;.Y. 11211

U.S.Resident

1.- I;II.AELA itA.-IA nlhiU dau-hto.
2.- XCOLAE DIMU her husband
3 GABRIEL DIMJ ,7, their son

of Allea TRAIAI DUITRESCU nr 4
Sector 4 print 1erva Tralan nr 46
Bucuresti tel.20484

4.- MARIA CARJAN grand mother

Their aoplication forms were |WRE
TIMtES rejected by Security,
They are still terrorize by Seourit

1.- 101 HIANITA son and brother
"7-.- VIORICA I4AMTA his wife
3.- VIRGIL MAMTA their son

of Strada I!asina do Paine nr/14
Bloc r 29 apt.So sect 2 Bucurestl

4.- OHEORGHE HANITA son

5.- MARIA MANTA his wife
6.- ADRIAA HAIA , 12, Their daughter

7.- ELENA IANTA ,10, "

8.- CAMN ,1A1?A ,9 , a

9 GABRIELA BANTA ,3 t

all of them (4-) residing at strada
Cetatea Veche nr 2 Sector 5 Ducuresti.
They did not received the application
forms .They were and still are terro-
rize by Secirtty.
Their applications were rejected by
Security.-

1.- EUGEIIA IOLDOVATI mother
2.- I0 IOLDOVAN father

of strada Stefan eel Hare nr 45 A
SIBIU.-

heir application forms were rejec-
ted. They are still terrorize by
Security.-

I.- SEPTIHIA HICOLESCU fiance

of str,Vulcan nr,8 Cluj
2.- IOA1! T£ODOS.U cousin ol asr.

Bucurestli Mol nr 93-97 Bloc b3
scara B apt ,7 et' 5 Bucureastl.
Their applications %tcro rejected b3

sc U kttv

BEST AVAILABLE CP
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with &R~az.I altistmn - Ks G3uKUMZ!A WRIC~iarriet re 1ice
Orthodox reverW;M arty0 aa' VAziJ !AUM In 78
IN visited th C -L of s = in preia'nt in foarth avmtht' Her osa.l
in goteinting for the ejcoo to CQJicIL OF SA of NLA to approve

of(3 oa BJCLAES MMASS ba =! with m' YAS.Lig jU.ACJU

be was wre ld mo investigotedo AUfIATS = P",R JUI sMil A% waM53
TheSeurtygave to him. the HElVlESS, 18 2RR=Z 13Y WE(tIIT

%:xgpar~t buk M -two tZo W U A2 asG ,ME TIC. DIMCqun TO
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70t PAMialY R113NIOt1. aID Ed~w BtRK 131 THE V39 0! ON CQU-

XMZS RU1AMLJ4
48 BIS.R13,.EVA STROhIMER
112-46 68 ROAD
FOREST HILLS N.Y. 11375
PUONE: 12,)A-0E766
US CITIZENi

1. 0 ASTEI AN-SUNEAlNEPMfE -ENGENE-%R
2.oASTFNA HIARIANANIICE - FHGENEER

3d9'r~1ANDANTP "-, SON -8YEAR8 0]:!Y)
RkMIDIhO IN BUCHARrZT,.RUr1NIA
CALFA GRIVITEI 105

BEST AVAILABLE -COPY.
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49.- IIICULAE FLORIM TUDORESCU II.D.

1880 Stanhope st.

Ridgewood i.Y. 11237

Tol,(212) 497 1303

U.S. Resident.

So.- 14r.LIVIU VASILAS

U.S. Citizen

Tel.(212) 721 4127.

51.- J-:rIUICOLAE VULPE

Ae1.(212) 569 2762 "

U, S.Resident.

52.- :.r. MACIS VLA!DESCU
III Van TVOSTRAIMD Ave,
Engelwood N.J. 07631
Tel (201) 871 3994

U,S. Citizen

53.- IRARIA TODORAN
- 59-12 Catalpa Ave.

nid, eurood N.Y. 11227
tel.(212)381-4218

U.S. Resident

54.- BURA 'EORGETA

400 E. "6 th st.apar.!4.B.

I1.Y. 10009

Tel, (212) 473-224o

U.S.Resident

1.- BIAMICA AURA TUDORESCU 'ifc
2.- DIANA LAURA TUDORESCU daughter

of strada lintel nasarab nr 13

Bracov.

She was allways terrorize by

Security after she aslied.

1 CONSTANTIN VASILAS brother

2.- CORNELIA ILEAIA VASILAS his
wife

3.- LIVIU ALIN VASILAS I9 their
son

of Bloc L 4 scara 3 etaJ 3 apt 75
Hiororalon 19 Galati 6200.
His applications were rejected

by Security,
.He was many times arrested and
tortured by Security.-

1.- ECATERINA VULPE wife

2 CdRISTIAN VULPE ,17 , son
6f str.Dr,Sion nr 9 Etaj 3 ap,151
sect,7 Bucuresti tel 130370.
Their applications were rejected,

1.- !.1IHAI IIIKA MIAZA brother
2.- E3IILIA 11AZA his wife

of Soeaua 1Mihai Bravul nr,106
Bloc D Apt 213 sdct.2 Bucure-t,
Their applications were rejected'

by communist Security.

1.- MARIA TODORAN daughter
Str.larniciei nr.5 scara 5
Tirmsoaro 1900.
Applaid December 17 , 1977 no

anewer.-

I.-
2.-

3.-

AGROCOSTEA
Agrooostea

AGROCOSTEA

ELENA sister..
trihal her son

CABRIELLA I1hal 's
wife

Strada Badea Cartan nr.5

Bucuresti sect 2

Te. 12065.2

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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157 61st St BY U209
lr*k@U 20(212) S6 )526

414~4 93 -5t- Apt a L.LIG.. *Y iL O9

5T- TACGIH ASADVJRIAU RTKKA

IS RESI ET
/

we- EKILA.RXmon
324 Eaut 34Th Ste A~t B 3
N1t. 10006
eI (2 ) 689 8598

ffS CnIZIZ.

4"- WCKUk. GASPAR 34; m sister

.- YAS UM G1AR40, ,her bamsbe
3..m AIAB GASPAR UP their amu

4 RI AI.GASPAR 24' their dene t o

.1A,,*imJWSr' IIS) AM&IL WIL

by CMR IT.. My MRSE UP Vr? PROM O -
WPn CO 3.ESSA ZSfRAI VI ULtAD IICO S.
re SSCG In I 7 With IAC r D cI L 2AoDEAS-
GU11( end ASK 01A CBAWS REJ iAo 4
FAMILY IN RESPECT Ow VEAeRI~ctANd At EzauJuT
%M K ArD FCt WMMRITARIAN. REASMS ICOJ
C=SSW SAD T1at wf[S FAMILY MAEL WM
3*JledIW ncX3C E obG OeUp (EoSESW'
DID aiCT APTROVI TEIR EXIT VISAS*AW IM3WDOS
NOT0 IINM) TO GRANT TWu WITH.. !M1Y NAVE TO
W rID f*w V(miWNSO I n RQW I
CWWtSMt Wbfibill FKV uxST0 RCAJS9 BI WAS
3SF8Sw 1 icwiAzt her ESB W We O JnEFIED TIM
mWK CUhawDsxi nui :HE w CIATICK FROM GO-
uII31wI(.& i&IA9. E TOCK OJR MONEY WT 1S

K W~i JR MI&W.r1ES STILL HOS!ktZS O TMRI

1.33WA AMEX; mother
2 -DON CaiSTAU.TINP son
res dng at*. rada FISACA DID1I 2r 2B;loo D
V 3Y" Seoti Apt 51#' sicuistpa, beo 4

Mi~er wma o were rejected by qEWR.LY 2M
ARE TLcaY TRaH1n W W SrURITre.

ltM- ~L PRESIIEAJ - father
2.-SSIEfLUU PREStIELU, -mother

W. UII Seat 4*9 HJ(URSTI
TMey did not obtained th0 appliation forum and
sWQ ilwys terrorized. by GI(RITY*

d A 1 h plcto forumh
is layd off from her job as engineer, After
mawe then~ six mouths of unemp loyment chemz,
ceded to found a job an simple worker.
Io i&l ~ oi by SECURITI

of Striae Aviator CARAZIDA. M 60, WUT REST!

She did not obtained the application toru6
H~er ftnt 'ARIE) TO -EmINO E HER E SIU(E 1972.
Us IUMICA:. GAD hOV, ID iu Itkway.8 investigted

unde had pesaro by bEcVR±LTY. She neqd a
medical troam6.nt oer here$ URuEuTJZ.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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6o- rjco~IAs mNZA&W.

AVU .LA 13.3.03
T3(212J; 62-0594

5 4a.08 .3rd st

f.31(212) 937-546

AS OIA k

TS RESJDEUT

63-s. CMSTANTIN tI%=25,45 9f S'te ,Aj 41,U

AT C1I2)N Moo
as MT113

,-FIOARBJ LMEAS)A 43 wife
2%-AGYAA=A RtSjWA, four imoeths, dzhts~r
of Stirda SIRE? 1W 15. sector8 WWRkIk
Mhy did not obtalrd the Upliationn

A sr in" .IC ULM E IEASA1 eft ROYW.IA.
with a JuALGA PAubPQHT FQR THE USA in order
to be RJNI i wih his mother r SF.WAh-
REA rEIZASA as auwas M3hterviie bor
herd pressure by SEWRITrY.
L.- AIEXAW PiuTESa f,.fe born O
3 ,1945, mechanical erinwer

a trad flu lfai U 27p Seotor3 VWRES31

Alter his flance left RQUwIA'. ta.a A. isOAL
PASSP CRT TOGYZTK32 R ITH HU PAxiTS Iu
CRDER TO EE RIONITED VIT)! M~a FlAILY IN 29C
VSA* W PJIESJ IS A JjjAxb tiLtSTIOAMD

M1AMD Pitrb4JR lY. S&WRITY WIH
.TMEAWNED HXI WITH MnTHAL HOSPITAL IF hIE

W7ILLa ltzlow x kh awlIE U11! XIS .pIMZc
A j WA i~ ui MEI IN THE U SJ6
I;- xzVYZE VIWL IDUIItESW, ocoasi
29- Reverend°VaIO IUwLI'4feW8 lrfe
5.- Reverend. YI% KM, jUIWESOs son 1yeet

a14rof that' resIa~n tt W =rA, 1sie

4.- euAc.'inwS; oasAin ; =IDET with
SMOLIGAL ITIAI OF 51 .IB
F;- 1R=1 AUE.rSos wife

resd*in wat Sirea uTAW VUZA I& li

-I o" thei-r oesl t BOLOU.Aeazcoded to
cross illegally the R(ANW-MOOBIAVWI
SW the X~-SYIA-jsTjWN bcrdor wsA
to reached finally the USA: toehether his

wife an children THEB BQh ThiUAG an
MRESTED All) IIIVSTrOAu BY UNUR.±TX

Mhy DID ]NOT OWAINEZ ME APPIJCA21Lv8
1;. IOUKD ?QA=N!.bother
2.- A11RQ!A 'TOADPS! his wife
3.- MUIU OrID3UV fOADR2. their sMP

residing ate ftADA uICOIAE BkiI*5Z Wr 3#

4, - IMOaR TonA~ tooter
k59- 22HOI TuADIR, hICOLAZ~n Wift
6r R OZAI;l. 13 LU. OADR3 t 4i.IS aE daight

AU. of then residin 4t. Osrtiera C ~is.AU
BUZ) Wa. Scra 5,p Apt 129' SJA?IxkA.
JUDEWa1 j, OLT

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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X? .
64,-,- FIMBRCA RA.!N

910 EDWARDS Ste
aURtRA. ILIZNOIs 60505

togbeh.r with her )iebsa
W JON RATIV

US ObTir.Ju

65'- . ICT IA. PRU TAW

CAMA.

2:;- YASIJ CR., born April 18;1940. 0 t
2.- MARIA. %RUS. saiden neme WCIc gYaile's
w o on RJWS? T, '956

* %,-.Rl8O 0108 p b ,, im 29 1975, the1r

L of them presiding. at,: a'tadan 25 OC T, i
DlOc 400' brO A* At 3 CARZEi.b Jzdelal
SM MARE;
MX AM ALT YS IrSTIOATED IT SCURit
Wa MARI,. 0B6 maiden ame vCIU its the ni-

ece of b UistPt W03U and for this reasca. she
*w repeatedly; beaten aid tortured by UBcRI

vt inyostigatears
i~ MUD2 URUZ"TilY HEAP 101 011111 ToE ant
VISAS. THEIR TaS An IN DAUa..
I.- A16XAMIW VASIIESC~t ship yard architect

l1.lyra i gc!F9 93 Hr 71L.
fte -111(!, -7 4 - .

SInce her slteer's bsbaM defeated and
becaMe a POlaLvAms rws$in~ CAN
w engineer VASL- sw was laA ofFltom n
job as engineers Investigated by SEQIRisxY
end thereatened with prosecztion and wiibA
mnnthal hospital, he is always terrorized
byi no azedid finally to found or. as
ceftr technician in jCAREST indeed to wor
in his profession an ship yard urchitocte
hl nWeD IMIP TO OBTAIN M1iI. AP CZCEALu' FM
AW OP COURSE THE PAS3'uIT.

OrA. b xJAJTInS IN COU NIST Rk.w"IA'

*'a' s,o: ,65

mZIa- J.,X 12. 1976 D2MIT- PACT THAT UICOLAE (WSBSOS WI HIS OPPICIAL

YmnI, I:I TM UA Oil APRIL 12417. 1978 REZIVD THIS MLS? PERQ PRESIDENT W

CARTER SMNTOR HERI! H JACKSOK an othorS UVS SENACRS.,vURPRESZMATV MARIO
3AG0ow ed other RERESEITr3TIV8 ,'.LAYC K OX_ O£f M-1 YQ ;,
AM1 NICOLAE CZAEWSESd M OCK TP3 CaMI .& T TO RAUT tZDMIA"A TIM =IT VI-A5

FQl ut:r F. .I.Y I..I'ATx 1,i(ii R :!," 0? (v N CCt1ITIO OF EASIUGI TW. I"l-
R. IOii TT,7.[ OUM.IST i Z ,:.A. ;.Ji, Xii u;:,;c'2 0"7.: U.-"t,Z7.',.,; ) .. !2,',XIi

OP )UM1AX RrM1IS OF VllOl AND OF HIII AQ1EuEI ,M3CI! M3EB
IME REIASE FRCL CCE 121?IIT RWMANIA. UUM

TIOME.u.2

BEST PVAILBLBE COPY
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TOAIN. ,,2U5 FE %RIB

c0sleum um EAM

CI/. s ,.., ,4
YOTA, • o 1 U,,, 4

QIXLVTtZt4... .~3
bQ.~Et4. .0.10.68

*....., .65
TUi~AJZ.......194 MEL1ZE

DESIS NICOLAS CHAJSESOJ lKWUMHIS AN4D CcIWI2TEIlENTS sAWD CUR FIz'TH WU
SiRWE FQ FAMILY RWNIOU INI THE USAt •

IM COA4IST RCMWIATHME ARE STIL.L- 194 V'X.I, 194 DI.A EIWU HOSTAMSe.
614 WST TV WSPEW THE MOST FAVGa) RZATEM~ IO Cu.xNIST RtUAIA.UK?IL-
MR HO'TAQES IREATIVES WILL M REJRASE BY NICOIW CJMSCti In RESPECT (W
TRADE AktMEii4,T W4N, hEl-oULl AME UT!, AM) ALL UNO's IR~WAJ!ONS ABOYT
FAMILY REN3IPICATI~Uo-

Acseuios~xn. Dl1IE Q& AP06TUUW (CceauV .XREA) ow OWyou
1, yeae POLITICAj P'*A in RCUAa CCMILUIIIST-JAIB and in eth=.
CAMP DAtUHM BACKC SA'
k-Ae*sident or THE )JEICARhERIUNIAN KAXONAL C~TTEE 101 W1!AN RlvTS

Iin WNGMt Buzz
IN WWITARIAX SOLUhARUi W=T lUN~dt bll(XMHt

AW IU L=CRIA OF HIS FAVKIM
(M0iMM o AP06!iUlJ0 oV * ei, K~ll by CC1SONIST BEWRZ!X in1948
in CWSTAXA; beomse he reaS.d the job as = AL SEOcEATABY or
DWABRM of XSI1CM;
G#*RG D APOSTOU, F AS=; LILID bW CGoWUt ? ,WRIrtX In 1954
in COTANTA CITY,

/ ZIRUA D APOSTOLM.. kO , KIZA by CQOmdNIST SECURITY in 1955 In
23IMI0ARA CITY.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Mr. Ririoon. Mr. Ger benI

STATZM OP 1TYAR 3. GZIZEN, EEUTIVE S R ARY,
COORDINATING 00MITTE 01 ,UNGARA 0RGNIZATIONS
IN NOTE AER ICA

Mr. Gamun. Mr. Chairman, I am Istvan Gereben, the executive
secretary of the Coordinating Committee of Hungarian Organiza-
tions in North America. Our views presented here are based on the
work and research of one of our member organizations, the Committee
of Transylvania. Mr. Louis Lote, the president of this organization,
because of illness cannot be here today. He asked me to resent his
and his organization's views to your committee. I respectfully request
that his written statement and its attachment be made part of my
testimony and be included in the record.

Senator Rmicorr. It will. The entire statement will go into the
record.

Mr. Gzwmnz. I am thankful to the opportunity provided for us by
you, Mr. Chairman, to share our concerns with your committee. With
respect to Hungary, I would like to add a few words to my testimony
delivered before this cnmttee on May 9 in connection with the a -
proval of the trade agreement between the United States and the
People's Republic of Hungary. Since then, we were able to obtain
specific details concerning the cases of some of the Hungarians whose
human rights were violated by the government in Hungary.

Amnesty International, the widely respected human ri hts orp-
nization, responding to an inquiry by the Federation of Hungarian
Former Political Prisoners, a member organization of our commit-
tee, provided us with names, trial dates, sentences and other details.

I request that this letter be included in the record.'
Senator Rmiconr. Without objection, it will be included.
Mr. Gnmist. One of the Hungarians mentioned in the letter Dr.

Maria Dombovari-Lorincz, is confined to a psychiatric hospital be-
cause she called for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary.
Her case demonstrates the attitude of Mr. Kadar's regime: every
Hungarian who questions the presence of Soviet occupational forces
in .Hungary must be insane. With these additions, I stand on my
previous testimony in regard to Hungary.

Late last year, Romanian author Paul Goma, the exiled critic of
the regime of Mr. Ceausescu, during an interview, charged that the :-

National minority inhabitants are treated as prisoners of the lowest order. Not
only are they being denationalized and deprived of their cultural rights--mech
as the right of their own schools and churches-but they also risk interrogation
and torture for merely hinting of a preference for the Hungarian language or
for the concept of human rights.

This is the charge of Paul Goma. The charges are authentic, made
by a respected Romanian who proved his commitment to truth, to the
digity of man.

Early this year, it was reported by the press that Karoly Kiraly, a
Hungarian member of the Romanian Communis leadership, revealed
in letters to high-ranking party officials that Romanian minority

"See p. 174.
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plicies gravely abuse the same 2.5 million Hungarian inhabitants ofmania. This, until now silent minority, has now gotten a spokesman
in the person of Karoly Kiraly, effective, authentic, official.

Actions against the Hungarian minority did not cease after Kirly's
disclosures. The May 25 issue of Christian Science Monitor gives eye-
witness account of cultural oppression of Hungarians in Romania.

Primary responsibility for the preservation of the heritage, tradi-
tion, the ethnicity the very existence of the Hunarian nationality in
Romania is shared by Mr. Ceausescu and Mr. Kadar. Both have failed
miserably in the past, and continue to fail to carry out this responsi-bilitybr. Ceausescu's chauvinistic instinct to oppress and to eradicate the

non-Romanian nationalities in his country is not restrained by inter-
national agreements, declarations, laws.

Mr. Kadar is incapable:--as he was in 1956--to overcome his alli-
ance with the interests of international communism in order to act in
the interest of Hunarians as individuals, as a people.

The hope of our Government, expressed by Dr. Brzezinski in a let-
-ter dated April 26 of this year to Senator Poll stating that: "We have
been encouraged by the fact that the Governments of Romania and
Hungary are now addressing this issue in direct discussions "was shat-
teredby Mr. Kadar in a recent interview given to the New York Times
when he said about discussions between him and President Ceausescu:
"Certain progress has been made, we tackled the question in principle."
The time is too late to talk about principles. Practical solutions are
essential.

A further, and probably more significant blow was delivered by Mr.
Ceausescu on June 10 when he stated "the rolblems of the Magyar,
German, Serbian and other nationalities in Romania are solved here,
in Bucharest, by our party and not in Budapest, in Berlin or Bonn, in
Belade, or somewhere else."

This speech, if not with its words but with its tone, rejects any p0si-
bility of meaningful bilateral discussions between the two Communist
dictators.

Senator RmicorF. Thank you very much.
Mr. Gzwam. Our committee is opposed to extending most-favored-

nation status to Romania.
Senator Rmrror. Thank you. Your entire statement and your ex-

hibits will go into the record, sir.
Mr. Gmimmr. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Gereben follows:]

STATMrNT Or IsrvAs B. (Omw, Exmcunv ScarAuay orU T=E COOSmIyATrNG
CoMMirm or HuxmArItA OnaoatnTzows zN Nowrzi AMzaw.

Mr. Chairman, I am Istvan B. (ereben, the Executive Secretary ot the Coord .
nating Committee of Hungarian Organizations in North America I am testlfjizas
In this capacity today. Our views presented here are based on the work an -W
search of one of our member organizations, the Committee of Transylvania. Mr.
Louis Lote, the President of this organization, because of Illness, cannot be here
today. He asked me to present his and his organization's views to your committee.
I respectfully request that his written statement and Its attachment be made
part of my testimony and be included In the record.

I am thauktul for the opportunity provided for us by you, Mr. Chalramm, to
share our conerms with your Committee. With respect to Hungary, I would like
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to add a few fot- to my testimony delivered before this Committee on May 0
in connection with the Approval of the Trade Agreement between the United
States and the Peope's Republic of Hungary. Since then, we were able to obtain
specille details eoeerning the cases of some of the Hungarians whose human
rights weft violated by the Government in Hungary. Amnesty International, the
widely rWeted human rights organization, responding to an inquiry by the
Federation of Hungarian Wormer Political Prlsoners, a member organization of
our Committee, provided us with names, trial dates, sentences, and other details
I request that this letter be included in the Record. One of the Hungarians men
toned in the" letter, Dr. Maria Dombovari-Lorince, Is confined to a psychiatric
hospital because she called for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary.
Her ease demonstrates the attitude of Mr. Kadar's regme: every Hungarian
who questions the presence of Soviet occupational forces in Hungary must be
insane.

With these addition* I stand on my previous testimony.
Late last year, Rumanian author Paul Goma, the exiled critic of the regime of

Mr. Ceauseeu, during an interview charged that the "national minority Inhabi-
tants are treated as prisoners of the lowest order. Not only are they beinf de-
nationalised and deprived of their cultural rights-such as the right to their own
schools and churches-but they also risk interrogation and torture for merely
hinting at a preference for the Hungarian language or for the concept of human
rlgts." The charges are authentic, made by a respected Rumanian who proved
his commitment to truth, to the dignity of man.

Early this year it was reported by the press that Karoly Kiraly, a Hungarian
member of the Rumanian communist leadership, revealed In letters to hlgh-rank.
Ing Party officials that Rumanian minority policies gravely abuse the some 2.5
million Hungarian Inhabitants of Rumania. This until now "silent" minority has
now gotten a spokesman in the person of Karoly Kiraly, effective. authentic,
official. Actions against the Hungarian minority did not cease after Kiraly's dis-
closures. The May 25 issues of Christian Science Monitor gives eyewitness account
of cultural oppression of Hungarians in Rumania.

Primary responsibility for the preservation of the heritage, tradition, the
ethnicity, the very existence of the Hungarian nationality in Rumania is shared
by Mr. Ceausescu and Mr. Kadar.

Both have failed miserably in the past and continue to fail to carry out this
responsibility.

Mr. Ceausescu's chauvinistic instinct to oppress, to eradicate the non-Rumanian
nationalities in his country is not restrained by International agreements, deelara.
tons, laws.

Mr. Kadar is incapable-as he was in 1966-to overcome his alliance with the
Interests of International communism in order to act In the Interest of Hungarians
as Individuals, as a people.

The hope of our Government, expressed by Dr. Bresesinaki in a letter dated
April 26 of this year to Senator Pell stating that: "We have been encouraged by
the fact that the Governments of Rumania and Hungary are now addressing this
ismue in direct discussions", was shattered by Mr. Kadar In a recent Interview
given to the New York Times when he said about discussions between him and
President Ceausescu: certainn progress has been made, we tackled the question
in prindpal". The time is too late to talk about principles. Practical solutions
are essentiaL A further, and probably more significant, blow was delivered by
Mr. Ceausescu, on June 10, when he stated k "The problems of the Magyar, Ger-
man, Serbian and other nationalities in Rumania--are solved here. in Bucharest,
by our party and not in Budapest, In Berlin or Bonn, in Belgrade or somewhereelse."

This speech If not with its words but with its tone, rejects any possibility of
meaningful bilateral discussions between the two communist dietators

In spite of all of this there is hope--caused not by the "courage" of Mr.
Kadar, not by the mellowing of Mr. Ceausescu-but by the declared Intentions
of the United States to place human rights In the heart of her foreign policy.
And human rights include the right to live In the tradition of one's forefathers,
the right to communicate, to be educated in the mother tongue in one's land
of birth, the land which was the cradle of one's father, one's ancestors.

We firmly believe that the United States can influence the behavior of the
communist government in Rumania. We are convinced that the plight of national
mlnoritie against ethaoclde can be helped by passionate, patient but Srm
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diplomatic actions on the part of our Government. Success is within the realm
offt blity.

It the United States enters Into meaningful negotiations with the Govern-
ment of Mr. Ceausescu in order to Improve the life of the Hungarians of
Tranlvania as individuals and as a nationality, If an effective arrangement
for on-site unimpeded monitoring of the status of the individual, and the ethnic
Hungarian in Rumania can be agreed upon, we would not oppose the renewal
of the United States-Rumanian Trade Agreement ptoviding non-discriminatory
treatment to the products of Rumania.

If these preconditions are not considered by our Government or not agreed
to by Mr. Ceausescu's regime, the Committee -of Transylvanla, and I may add,
all other member organizations of the Coordinating Committee of Hungarian
Organisations in North America, feel obliged by the conscience of their mert-
bers to oppose the renewal of the Trade At with and the extension
of most favored nation treatment for Rumania.

I request that addition to Mr. Lote's written statement and its enclosure,
the June 1978 issue of the Carpathian Observer, the letter of Amnesty Inter-
national, the translation of the article: 'Goma the Writer Accuses Ceausescu,"
appearing In the December 14, 1977 Issue of Die Welt and the article published
In the May 25, 1978 Issue of the Christian Science Montor be made part of my
testimony and Included In the record.

(From D4 Welt (Hamburg) Dec. 15, 1917)
GoxA THE Wansa Ac uss CrAunsou

(By Rudolph Kramer-Badoni)

Exiled wrlt¢' Paul Gom has raised serious charges against the nationality
policy of the Bucharest leadership. At a press conference organized yesterday
in Frankfurt by the Society for Human Rights, Goma stated that all Rumanians
are prisoners of President and Party Chairman Ceausescu's personality cult,
but that the national minority inhabitants are treated as prisoners of the lowest
order.

Not only are they being denatlonalised and deprived of their cultural rights-
such as the right to their own schools and churches-but they also risk Inter-
rogatlon and torture for merely hinting at a preference for the Hungarian
language or for the concept of human rights. To escape their tormentors such
detainees have the option of either sini a forced declaration or committing
suicide. Evidence exists to document one case, for example, of a Hungarian
teacher who was hounded into suicide by the Rumanian secret police for having
recorded the grades of the Hungarian students In his class In his own mother
tongue. Numerous similar cases have been confirmed and documented by Hun.
garlans in exile.

Goma also had harsh words for those Rumanian writers who keep silent In the
belief that they have something to lose. But, according to Goma, they have noth.
Ing to lose. Financally they are worse off than the average employee. They are
allowed to publish only at the price of blackmaiL Yet, in order to fulfill the dream
of every Rumanian writer--a trip abroad-they are willing to make every com-
promise and betray their consciences.

Goma depleted Ceausescu as an apparatchik, who knows neither the workers
nor the peasants, who hates intellectuals and who remains at the helm only
through the complicity of Moscow. His allegedly Independent foreign policy Is a
deceptive maneuver. It served Ceausescu during the time of the threatened Soviet
Invasion to rally the people behind him. Goma himself, seduced by the clever ploy,
admits to having been a Communist for two and a half days at that time.

The nationality question Is used by Ceausescu to promote his Party's aims. The
chief of state plays the various groups off against each other. In the West, there
are many governments which are, knowingly or unknowingly, accomplices of the
Rumanian regime; they too allow themselves to be deceived. The Western press,
but to an even greater extent, the labor unions in the West could be Instrumental
In bringing relief. The opinion of intellectuals would be interpreted as the opinion
of a minority, but the opinion of labor unions would represent the opinion of the
masses of workers

32,433 0 - 78 - 12
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Gems does not expect any Communist regime to exhibit liberalizing tendencies.
N& does he believe that change will ever occur in the direction of Soeial
Democrey.

- - AMWus'rr JNT3NATONAL,
LoR4oR, Rowigad, Mga 9, 178.

FumATON or HUNGA IN Foema POLrMOAL PZAsoNus,
Tlbor Heklo, NaKo% Oheotw,
Brvoe, N;Y.

Dan go: Thank you very much for your letter of 29 April inquiring about the
case of Mr. Sandor Rudovics and Dr. Maria Dombovarl.Lorinec. We can confirmm
to you that Sandor Rudovlcs was released on 9 January 1978 but as far as we
know has n6t received permission from the Hungarian authorities to join his
wife and family in Austrla, Maria Dombovari-Lorinez Is still confined to the
psychiatric hospital of Robert Korhas In Budapest.-

Amnesty International has also taken up the case of Zsolt Takacs, a 25-year-old
electrician from Budapest who was charged under article 208 of the Hungrian
Penal Code for Illegally crossing the frontier. He Is at present being held In pre-
trial detention In Budapest. His trial will take place In summer 197& Amnesty
International has adopted Gyorgy Hajas who was found guilty on 15 July 1977
at the district court of Budapest of "incitement". He was sentenced to 18 months
Imprisonment because he compiled a short statement on human rights violations
in Hungary, which he tried to distribute to the Hungarian authorities and domes-
tic and foreign newspapers.

If you do have any additional Information on any of the cases mentioned above
or on any other cases In Hungary we would be pleased if you send copies to us.
With best wishes,

Yours simerely: ANilE MARIE SHEVrRRD,
Reerch DepOlmest.

(From Christian Sdcene Monitor, May 25, 19783

ArM 20 YZAs OF SIENT PSoTss, TaawsLvAzAzxS in ROMAIA Am CALLINa
LOUDLY FO TH'IR RIGHTS

(By Eric Bourne)
VnXNN--cee: The border crossing on the main highway from Hungary into

northwestern Roman*a.
Awaiting Customs clearance, a coachload of. Romanan citizens of Hungarian

They are returning home to the Hungarian minority region of Transylvanla In
Romania after visiting relatives in Hungary.

On one side of the border the Hungarian guard waves them on quickly. But on
the other side the Romanians take longer.

Passengers' suitcases and parcels are all meticulously checked-not for luxury
items, but for Hungarian books and newspapers, which are invariably confiscated.

A girl is relieved of several volumes of a Hungarian encyclopedia. Near tears,
she explains they are for her studies, but to no avail.

w11VWI WITNrSSE

Three Western tourists waiting their turn with the Romanlans, witness the
incident. With them Is a Hungarian who has come along to see friends in
Trausylvania.

He has brought with him gifts of Hungarian books. They are the recently
republished works of Hungary's celebrated poet Alexander Petrofl, a biography of
Kossuth, another folk-hero of Hungary's 1848 Revolution, and a book on Hun-
garian movies. All are selsed.

Returning a week later, he will get his books back. But the Hunprian-
Romanan girl will not be so fortunate with her encyclopedias.

These arbitrary Romanian restrictions on the Import of Hungarian publiea-
tions are a major cause of Increasing resentment among the 2 million ethnic
Hungarians living in Romanan Transylvania.

For two decades, their protest has been a "silent" one noted only by roving
journalists or Westem professors engaged in educational exchanges
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Hungary,.to which Transylvania belonged for 900 year, could do nothing about
it because the two countries are co-members of the Boviet alliance.

Whatever protests could be made could only be done unobtrusively through
party channels to try to press Romanla to observe minority rights promised by
Its own Constitution.

A meeting last year between the leaders of the two Communist parties did
finally produce Romanian assent to more private visiting and freer cultural ties
for Transylvania with Hungary.

This was spurred by the 1975 Helsinki Declaration on European Cooperation,
which stipulated regard for minority rights.

In essence, however, little has changed as evidenced by the border Incident
described above and by recent and unprecedented open protests by four promi-
nent figures within the minority itself.

For many people, Transylvania is the far-off, remote land of mystery and grim
mountains and sinister forest castles popularized by Brain Stoker's "Dracula"
and other vampire tales

Yet it Is one of the loveliest and most Individual regions in Central and Eastern
Europe, contained by mountains on most sides and rich in minerals and wildlife.

Its known history dates back to a Getle kingdom three centuries .O. called
Dacia, which later became a Roman province.

When the Romans left, it was overrun by a succession of barbaric tribes, among
them Goths, Huns, and Avars, until the Magyars' Christianiing King Stephen
established the medieval Hungarian state there n the year 1008.

It stayed Hungarian until World War I, which destroyed the Austro-Hungarlan
Empire and produced the Trianon Treaty truncating Hungary and putting 2 m.
lion to 8 million Hunartan under alien rule.

Some 40,000 square miles, including Tranwylvana, and 1.5 million Hungalriwm
were transferred to Romania.

WOUD WA II

In 1940, the Axis powers, tightening control of southeastern Europe, partitioned
the region and restored half to Hungary. Seven years later, It was again given to
Romania, this time as a reward for changing sides from Nazi Germany to, the
Western-Soviet alliance late In the war.

From 1918 on, therefore, there have been continuing bad feelings between the
two neighbors which are aggravated today despite their common communist
Ideology.

For the Hungarians, understandably, Transylvania is a historical and -highl
emotional matter. An added Irritant now is that Romania Is trying to legitimise
a historical claim, though Its actual tenure has been only between the two warm
and again for the three decades since World War II.

Intensely nationalistic feeling has been given an extraordinary rein in Roman'a
since the present leader, Nicolae Ceausescu, took over In 1985.

Last year's Independence cententary was marked by a tide of history and
legend about a Romanian "struggle for Identity," reaching back all the years to
Dacia B.O., to establish the "continuity" from a Daelan-Roman state to today's
Romanian national state.

Historic figures long disdained by the Commainsts were "rehabilitated" in the
process, even Mr. Stoker's "Dracula," the legendary fiend based on a Wallachlan
prince who, 500 years before, was notorious as Vlad the Impaler because of his

-methods of disposing of his enemies.
Romanian nationalism has only added to the uneasiness of Mr. Ceausesus

mtnoritles (German as well as Hungarian).
He himself repeatedly insists their rights are fully protected, pointing to formal

representation in party, government, and public life at all levels.
Hungarians count at.least 1.? million among a total population of 21 million.

They claim the number Is officially understated because of assimilation-and
"Romanization."

There are, for example five "Hungarians" In the party's political executive of
50 members, and a similar proportion in other party bodies. The 17-member State

--Council has two Hungarians There is a Hungarian deputy premier.
But these are primarily Romanian party oftelals and nominees, many Hun-

garlan only In name and not "grass rooters" having family tie or feeling strong
cultural kinship with Hungary.
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• nguage in publi ad9 Ion is p omlatly oma1dn. Ther I Hun-garian schooling but It dliminishee as the higher grades are reached. There are
minority language newspapers an4 theaters. But all are strictly under a
"Romanian" party control, with a strongly selective watch on Indigenous Hun.
garlan books or drama, particularly the historical.

In rural areas, schooling I. heavily weighted in Romanian favor. A village must
have 25 Hungarian pupils to get a Hungaran-speaking class, whereas three
Romanlan children suffc to warrant a Romanian clas

When Hungarian students quality In their regional university they frequently
are given jobs-against their wishes--4n ethnic Romanan centers.

Now "Helsinki" thinking and Increasing government Insistence on a "Romanian
Identity" for the nation as a whole are evidently quickening protest.

A X1U3 VOICE

This year, two "Hungarian" politicians, a well-known Transylvanlan write:
and, finally, a former rector of the CluJ (Transylvania) University, have taken up
the Issue.

The academician, Prof Lajos Takacs, sent the party a long memorandum, list-
ing minority rights nonobservance under 18 headings

He called for a party reevaluation of all nationality policies, and called for
more autonomy for nationality councils. Hi-e Trabsylvanla's higher edu-
cation be restored to the twin Romanian-Hungarian streams existing before the
much resented "Romanian" merger of the university in the 1950s.

He urged more minority radio and TV time, an end to the curbs on publications
from Hungary, and bilingualism In public administration wherever a minority is
15 percent of the local population.

Only offial reactions so far have been some defensive admissions of shortcom-
Ings, and Mr. C(eausescu's warning that Romanian must remain the national

(Im Ca patbtan Obserer, June 1.7]
HUMAN RzS VzoL0AoNs ORow Imm ANw-HUNgIN Tauaoa xn RoxAma

EADoLT XIZ&LT, A AWRTY OMfCL PTZSM MISTREATMrNT OF HUNGA ANS

The continuing saga of the oppressed Hungarian population in Rumania has
unfolded dramatically in reports published In major American and European
newspapers In the last year or so. It reached a climax when Karoly Kirely, a
Hungarian member of the Rumanian communist leadership first revealed in
letters to high-ranking Party officials last fall that Rumanian minority policies
gravely abuse the some 2.5 million Hungarian inhabitants ot Rumania.

This till now "silent" minority (however the largest national minority any-
where in Europe) muted by the memories of the post-war forced labor camps at
the Danube delta in Rumania, the persecution of Hungarians after the Revolution
of 1956 in neighboring Hungary, and the ever harder pressure of Rumanian state
power against Hungarian culture, language, education and national Identity, has
now gotten a spokesman in the person of Karoly Kiraly, effective, authentic,
offcal. Mr. Kiraly was hard pressed by President Ceausescu to retract his state-
ments on Rumanian oppression of Hungarians. Yet he did not back down, know-
ingly taking all the risks for his courageous step. Subsequently he was exiled to
Caransebes (originally: Karinsebes) in the'southwestern corner of Rumania
(formerly part of Hungary).

Kiraly did there what seemed Impossible before. He received three reporters
of Western newspapers (among them The Washington Post) who nteMviewed
him about the conditions in which Hungarians live in communist Rumania.

Klraly, vice-president of the Hungarian Nationality Workers Council In
Rumania, and an alternate member of the Rumanian politburo until 1115
deplored in his letters sent to top Rumanian leaders a government "tendency to
forcefully assimilate the nationalities living in Rumania." He cited many dis.
ertmInative and oppressive measures such as the refusal to grant national
minorities a representative voice in government. "restrictive quotas" denying
employment-to minority workers, elimination of Hungarian schools and dises,
the "naming of non-Hungarian speaking, Rumanian mayors" In cities "Inhabited
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predominantly by Hungarians," the prohibition of minority languages in public
institutions and administrative ofces, and a host of cultural deprlvations

In one of his letter Kiraly decries the "violence and torture" used against
minority Inhabitants and points out that "the harassment of Jeno SslksaL, the
eminent professor from Braso, drove him to commit suicide."

We add that Sandor Kuti, another teacher-from Bram was found dead In
the vicinity of the city, executed, or dead from torture. It Is known that before
their deaths, attempts were being made to force them to put their signatures to a
variety of declarations praising the nationality policies of Rumania, and stating
that there Is no need for Hungarian schools In Braso. At the cost of their lives,
Jeno Fsikasal and Sandor Kuti refused to sign

Karoly Kiraly's appeals to the government Is the first open Internal challenge
to Rumanian President's, Nicolas 0eausesen's oppressive nationality poles,
though Transylvanlan orienfed oranisations in the free world have since g
studied the minority situation In Rumania and had been aware of the pr i
and forcefully assimilating tender of tbem poUcle.

Amonx those in Rumania, who endorsed Kiraly's views, were Ion George
Maurer, retired Prime Minister of Rumania, and many prominent members at
Rumania's Hungarian minority, incladif university professor, the director
of the ethnic publishing house, Krlterion, editors of leading Hungarian map-
sines, a theater director, a leading physician, a member of the Wokers Councl

According to the latest census, taken In January M)T7, the total populationa-
of Rumania has Increased by 1.9% since 1867. In the same ten years, however,
the number of Hungarians fi alleged to have grown only 8% which in less than
half of the overall ratio. It is hardly necemary to say that this difIrence is
biologically impossible, so that the census data of the Hungrhn population Is
gravely understated, at least by 7%. It is anybody's gue what hap to
more than 100,000 Hungarians. It Is possible (but not probable) that meny
Hungarians could not resist to the pressures ay longer and declared themeIvs
Rumanians. Obviously, what is more likely, the census and/or its result were
falsified. Rumanian census data have always understated minority poplaon
figures. In short, statistics and census taking are Ill-famed Rumanian weapons
used for the purpose of reducing ("asdmilating") minority populatl4
, The much heralded June 15-16 Kader--Caeuseseu meetings last year, though

they made a first-time reference to the Hungarian (2.5 million) and Rumanian
(some 20 thousand) minorities of both countries, and viewed these as "significent
factors in the development of friendship" and as "a bridge between the two coun-
tries" (according to the oclal communique), In reality seem to have served as
an- Inducement for the Ceausescu regime to tighten Its grip on the embattled
Hungarian population. It is obvious, that these meetings were a quickly arned
windowdressing for the human rights battle on the Belgrade conference and no
true intention to alleviate the just grievances of the Hungarian minority in
Transylvania. This is early shown not only in Karoly Kiraly' dbsulosrint
also by the Hungarian press which lately has been far more vocal on these
matters than usual. The Magyar Nemset, organ of the communlst4ed Patriotic
People's Front writes in one of the several articles on the plight of the Hungran
minority In Rumsnia: "We confess that we fear for the Hungarian-peakers living
under foreign host-nations because they are facing the threat of assimilation and
the warping and deforming effect@ of being engulfed by the state-oranlaing na-
tions." In a clear warning to Rumania the newspaper remarked that "while the
Basques of France and Spain have no mother-nation, the Transylvanian Hun-
prian do have one."

Hungry's greatest living writer and poet, Oyula Ilyes, a spiritual Influenc in
the country, has lately also raised his voice on behalf of Transylvanian Hun-
garians on several occasions.
-The tragical minority situation In Rumania is well covered in major Western

newspapers, suck as The Washington Post, The New York Times The Interna-
tional Herald Tribune, Christian dilence Monitor, The Times, The Economist,
The Guardian Lndon), La Monde (France), Le Soir (Brussels), Frankfurter
Aligemelne Zeltune, Svenska Dagbladet (Stockholm). A few of these artlee
are printed below fully or In excerpts, as space permits.

noe Bdior.
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I From the Washingtou Post, Turs"a", March 2. 1918)

EX-OmzuA ONRmes RovhmU Is SWISING Umxwo U14=s1

(By Miehale Dobbs, Special to The Washington Post)
CAINsB , RoMtxAz.--The Romanian government has taken emergency

measures to suppress growing discontent among the two-million Strong Hungarian
minority in Bomana according to a former close aide of President Nikola
Ceauseecu

ohe charges by Karoly Kiraly, a former high Romanan Communist Party
oflcial, reflect Increased tensions in Romania as well as what appears to be an
unprecedented challenge to Ceauseseu's authority.

Kiraly also sadd In an interview that 16 prominent Romanlan Communist
officials have associated themselves with an open letter In which Kiraly denounced
the Romanlan government for suppression of minority rights.

Among these backing the protest Kiraly cited former prime minister Ion
Oheoghe Mauerer; the present deputy prime minister, Janos Fazekas, and
several other members of the Romanan Central Committee and parliament.

Kiraly aid that the Romanlan government has responded by taking emergency
measures to suppress growing discontent among Romania's ethnic minority. He
spoke of the massive deployment of troops in Transylvania, where most Hun-
garians live, and house-to-house searches, interrogations and other forms ofharassment

Apart from Mauerer. all other figures who reportedly associated their names
with the protest are-of Hungarian background.

But such an endorsement of a protest movement here is without precedent.
The question of ethnic rights has long been a source of covert dispute between
the two Warsaw Pact neighbors. Publicly, however, all Soviet bloc countries have
contended that such Issues have been resolved.

The sudden upsur of protest among Romania's minority and the public back-
ing of It by the Hungarian Communist government has posed a serious domesticchallenge to sussu.

Karoly spoke to three Western Journalists 'in defiance of official warnings
against contacts with the foreign press.

The Interview took Iace In-Oaransebes, a town of sombe 27,000 people where
Karoly is In Internal exile in an attempt to Isolate him from his supporters in
Transylvana--the mountains region of central Romania and the sett* for
Bram Stoker's molechilUng novel Count Dracula.

At the point Kiraly's German wife Helga switched off the lights In the kitchen
of their sparsely furnished three-room cottage to prevent a curious neighbor from
seeing theJournalists gathered around the table.

Softhspoken and looking younger than his 47 years. Kiraly described what
happened after he attempted to raise minority grievances In a series of letters to
Romanian leaders. He is of Hungarian origin himself.

Kiraly's formidable catalog of allegations Included the losing of Hungarian
universities and schools, the suppression of the Hungarian language and culture,
and the appointment of Romanians to nearly all key posts in towns with a Hun-
arian maJority.
"For year the Romanian government has had a policy-of-the forced assimilation

of all minorities-not Just Hunarians, but also Germans, Serbs and others," he
said. . ..

The most sermons reperen sons beoan at the end of January following the pub-
Ucation of details of his appeals in Western newspapers.

Kiraly said: "SuddeW4 emergency police measures were taken throughout
Transylvania. Around n thommns ,urty me' were drafted Into my hometown of
Tirgu Mures alone. There were armed patrols and special civilian brigades In the
streets. Ten of thousands of people were watched and many homes were searched
fcoes of my letter. This action Is still continuing, although on a reduced
Kiraly was summoned to Bucharest for talks with four top offecals including

ille Verdet, Ceausescu's right-hand man. and the minister of the Interior, Tendor
Coman. He was accused of being a traitor to Romania threatened with a trial and
expulsion from the Communist Party. and naked to denounce his own appeal as
the fabrication of the CIA and Radio Free E0urope. go refused.

I I /'
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He was ordered to leave Tlrgu Mum with his wife and ive-month.old baby.
He maid his friends were harassed in the street, his house was kept under a 24-hour
watch and be was followed by plainclothes policemen.

Asked what he thought were the reasons for this government reaction, he re.
plied quietly: "'They know that what I wrote is true." An ofcial Nomanlan
spokesman has described Kiraly's alleations as "lies, lies, lies."

Kiraly himself Is an insider who knows how the system works. As an alternate
member of the political executive committee from 1968 to 1972, he was at the
summit of the Romanlan leadership. In 1970 he accompanied Ceausescu to Moe-
cow to attend the Lenin centenary celebrations. He is still a party member and
deputy president of the Hungarian Nationality CounciL He stresses that he re-
mains committed to his social ideals.

His protests have also received the support of key leaders of the Hungarian
minority. Apart from lasekas, they include the vice-president of the Romanian
parliament, Oyorgy Puskas, central committee members, writers, and the editors
of the two most prominent Hungarian literary reviews In Romania.

Kiraly claimed that nearly all Hungarian intellectuals agree with his views
and many ordinary people, including Romanans, had expressed support through
handshakes, telephone calls, and letters.

(From the International Herald Tribune, March 2. 19781

RoMANLNG CRACK DowN op Hu NGANW DszsizT---An Orrzs Win azDR'zsoN

(By Mlhael Dobbs)
Caransebes, Western Romanian, March 1 (WP).-The Romanan authorities

have taken emergency measures to suppress growing discontent among the 2 mil-
lion Hungarians, in Transylvania, according to a former aide of President Nicolas
Ceausescu.

During an interview here, Karoly Kiraly, who is leading a campaign for minor-
Ity rights in Romania, said that the government action included the deployment
of armed patrols, house-to-house searches and police questioning of hundreds of
Hungarians. He described the measures as "unprecedented in the 88 years since
the Romanian Communist came to power."

Speaking in defiance of onicial warning against contacts with the foreign
press, Mr. Kiraly claimed that an appeal he wrote protesting widespread dis.
crimination against ethnic minorities has the open support of both present and
former members of the Romanian leadership. He named 16 prominent Romanians
who have asked to be associated with his af5eal, including a former premier, Ion
Gheorghe Maurer, and a present deputy premier and member of the deehdop.
making Political Executive Committee, Janos Fasekas.

The Interview took place in Caransebes, a small town of about 27,000 persoas
where Mr. Kiraly is in internal exile in an attempt to isolate him from his sup.
porters in Transylvania, where most Hungarians live.

Soft-spoken and looking younger than his 47 years, Mr. Kiraly described what
happened after he attempted to raise minority grievances In a series of letters to
Romanian leaders. He Is of Hungarian origin.

Mr. Kiraly's catalogue of allegations Included the closing of Hungarian uni-
versitles and schools, the suppression of the Hungarian language and culture and
the appointment of Romanians to nearly all key posts in towns with a Hungarian
majority.

The most serious repercussions began at the ;nd of January foUowlng the ub-
licatlon of his appeals in Western newspapers. An appeal addressed to a friend
In the Central Committee was also circulated among the Hungarians In
Transylvania.

A"UZn IAVW0L5
Mr. Kiraly recalled: "Suddenly, emergency police measures were taken

throughout Transylvanla. Around a thousand security men were, drafted 'into
my hometown of Tilrga Mures alone. There were armed patrols and special
civilian brigades in the streets. Tens of thousands of people were watched and
many homes were searched for copies of my letter. This action Is stll .Cpatlnu-
ng, although on a reduced scale."-

Mr. Kiraly was summoned to Bucharest where he was accused ot ben a
traitor to Romania, threatened with a trial and expulsion from the.ommunist
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party and asked to denounce his own appeal as the fabrication of the CIA and
Radio Free Europe. He refuse&.

After a series of meeting, be was finally ordered to leave Ttrgu Mures with
his wife and five.month-old baby. His friends were molested in the street, his
house was kept undei 24.hour watch and. he was followed by. plain-clothe
policemen.

But It is not merely his alleations that have alarmed President Ceusescu
There are a number of factors which make Mr. Kiraly's protest a unique event
in Romanla--and different from other human rights movements and workers
strikes.

First, Mr. Kiraly himself is an insider who knows how the system works. As
an alternate member of the Political Executive Committee from 1968 to 1972, he
was at the top of the Romanian leadership. In 1970 he accompanied President
Ceausescu to Moscow to attend the Lenin centenary celebrations. He is still a
party member and deputy president of the Hungarian Nationality Council-and
stresses that he remains committed to his Socialist ideals.

His protests have also received the support of key leaders of the Hungarian
minority. Apart from Mr. Fasekas, the Hit of names attached to his appeal In-
cludes the vice president of the Romanian National Assembly, Gyorgy Puskas,
Central Committee members, writers, the head of a hospital, and the editor of
the two most prominent Hungarian literary reviews in Romania.

Mr. Kiraly claimed that nearly all Hungarian Intellectuals agree with his
views and many ordinary people, Including Romanians, had expressed support.

Finally Mr. Kiraly's protests ra so problems for Romaniati's delicate relations
with Hungary, another Commruist state more closely allied to the Soviet Union.
So far, Budapest has avoided pub'iely expressing official concern about the
treatment of Ethnic Hurgarlans In Romania but has allowed individuals to
do so. f-

(Prom The Times (of London), March 2, 19781

-3Axsm TwsYLvA~iu IADz FIoHS oN N Exi-Iayru Tzunio
PLIGHT or HUNGAxIA MINoufT ANswmw ny Rmmsszow

From DESSA TREVISAN, Caransebes, Romania, March 1.
Extraordinary security measures have been effected in Transylvania, with an

emergency police force of over 1,000 armed men being drafted In, after the publi-
cation in January of a letter by a former member of the Romanian Communist
Party's Central Committee protesting against a campaign of enforced assimila-
tion of the-region's Hungarian minority.

According to Mr. Karoly Kiraly, a deputy in the National Assembly, who wrote
the letter, thousands of homes have been searched and their occupants shadowed
%ad harassed by the Romanian secret police.

Mr. Kiraly made this disclosure to three Western reporters, myself included as
he talked for four hours recounting the sequence of events, which began with the
publication of his letter and "culminated in his acceptance of banishment in
return for guarantees that his friends will suffer no reprisals for supporting him.

Mr. Kiraly, who himself Is of Hungarian extraction, has been forced to take up
residence in this small Transylvanian town, where he now lives in virtual Isola-
tion. He has been given the post of manager in a furniture factory.

Soon after his letter was published an emergency security force of over 1,000
men was concentrated in the City of TIr Mures, where he used to live. Armed
patroIs and special civilian brigades shadowed anybody who had any connection
with him. "Many people," Mr. Kiraly recalled, "had their houses searched for my
letter which was circulating In hundreds of copies."

Because of his party background his actions have more serious Implication than
the shortlived Bucharest civil rights movement. The regime used, however, brute
force In Transylvania and Mr. Kiraly was exposed to threats and pressures dur-
Ing meetings with hlghranking Romanian ofSecals to renounce his letter as a
fake. Later, he was forced to leave town on the pretext that his safety could not

-- le guara-nted. 
-'In his ltter he detailed the plight of the two'million ethnic Hunagarians ofTransylvania, the biggest minority group In Europe. Their cultural Institutions

have withered away; furthermore, they have, been gradually dispersed and amiss-
lilated as the Hungarian language schools were systomtleally closed.

Mr. KZialy's letter has the active support of more than a dosen prominent
pe enalles In Romanion politics and culture, among them Mr. Ion GbeorShe
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Maurer, a former Prime Minister, and Mr. Janos Famekas, the present Deputy
Prime Minister, and member of the party's executive bureau, as well as three
members of the Central Committee, se"earal editors of Hungarian language liter.
ary reviews, and other intellectuals from Transylvania.

All have explicitly asked to be associated with his campaign, Mr. Kiraly said.
With very few exceptions, Transylvania's Hungarian Intellectuals are solidly
behind him, but many, Mr. Kiraly thought, gave him silent support for fear of
repercussions.

An anonymous telephone call, a handshake, letters and telegrams which some.
how got through to him, all demonstrated public support. This support, he added,
went beyond the Hungarian community as many Romanians approved of his
campaign.

Until recently Mr. Kiraly belonged to the inner party circle and therefore knows
the mechanism of power from within. He has no illusions about his own fate
but he Is resolved to persevere until the problem he has raised is resolved.

(From The Washington Post, Thurs., February 28, 19781
MIlNoTr IssuR SPLITS BLoC STATzS

(By Dusko Doder)
Hungary and Romania, two Warsaw Pact allies, appear to be on a collision

course over what Hungarians have publicly branded as a "policy of apartheid"
practiced by the Romanian government Against its ethnic Hungarian minority.

Romania's policy of trying to disperse and assimilate various ethnic minori.
ties, including nearly 2 million Hungarians, has been the source of deep covert
hostilities between the two countries. Increased public attention given by Hun.gary to the plight of ethnic Hungarian marks a new departure in relations be.
tween Warsaw pact allies.

Romanian authorities are reported to have taken retaliatory measures against
a prominent ethnic Hungarian who last month charged that ethnic people of
Hungarian descent were being dscriminated against and that the Romanian gov.
ernment was trying to stamp out the Hungarian language.

Karoly Kiraly, who was a member of the Romanian Communist Party Central
Committee until his resignation in 1975, made the charges in an open letter. Since
its publication in the West, Kiraly reportedly has been subjected to threats of

_violence by "gangs of hooligans" and forced to leave his home town in
Transylvania.

According to these reports from Budapest, Kiraly was called in.by Romanian
security officials earlier this month and told that he had to leave Tigru Mures, a
predominantly Hungarian town of 150,000, within 10 days. He was told thatthere would be "bloodshed" unless he complied and was given a factory job in the
Romanian town of Caransebes

According to a 1977 Romanian census, there are 1.7 million Hungarians in
Romania, mostly in the Transylvania area. The region has for centuries belonged
to Hungary and was detached from her by the Great Powers and awarded to
Romania at the end of World War I. The award has been a source of friction be.tween the two countries throughout the Interwar period. Since the end of World
War 1I, the Communist governments in Budapest and Bucharest have con-
sistently maintained the fiction that the ethnic iaue had been successfully re-
solved in the spirit of "socialist cooperation."

During this decade, Romania's policies have been privatly eriticised by Hun.
garlan ofials. The Hungrian government,-however, *careftly avoided
public discussion of Transylvania.

In Transylv"nla itself there have been growing signs of discontent over the
past few years, especially over the suppression of Hungarian cultural and
linguistic rights reflected most often in the closing or curtailment of Hunprian
language educational programs

There has been a steady exodus of Hungarian intellectuals from Transylvana
to Hungary over the past years But the degre of discontent surfaced last
month when Kiraly, once an alternate member of the party's ruling executive
bureau, openly attacked the government of President Nicolae Ceausescu.

The Hungarian government in turn has mounted for the rst time a puble
campaign on behalf of ethnic Hungarians in Romania. One of the country's
leading poets, Gyula Illyes, recently wrote a series of articles comparing theplight of the Hungarian minority to South Africa's apartheid policy.
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[From The Christian Science Monitor, Wed., February 8, 1tTS1

Bus IssUR $Ti M uTy li RoKaNx

(By Brie Bourne,)
Vienna. A former minority leader has stirred an old issue between Communist

Romania and Its neighbor-ally Hungary, with charges of discrimination against
1.7 million Hungarians living in Romanian Transylvania.

Soon after two accords designed to remove such frictions the Bucharest
leaders again have been accused of violating minority rights. This time, more
over, the accusation comes from one of their former high-ranking associates

The charges were aired by Karoly Kiraly, one-time Hungarian member of
Romania's State Council, vice-chairman of the Hungarian Nationality Council
and, until 1974, member of the Romaulan Communist Party committee.

The 21,000 square mile between the Carpathians and the Transylvania Alps
formed part of Hungary from the 11th century until 1918, when after World
War I, it was ceded to Romania.

rIEQuS COMMUINTI

Hitler restored It to Hungary, then an Axis ally, In 1940. But the anti-Hitler
ales-the Western powers and the Soviet Union-gave it to Romania again in
1945 as a reward for changing sides in World War II.

Thereafter, Romania's official attitudes toward its Hungarian population
prompted frequent complaint from Budapest and periodic unrest within the
minority itself. Protests centered on persistent restraints on ties with family
branches in Hungary and discrimination in education, housing, and jobs.

Although both countries belonged to the Soviet alliance, their relations be-
came increasingly distant and their common border the least "open" In EasternEurope.

IMPOSTS 5sarICTm

Last June the national leaders, Hungary's Janos Kadar and Romania's Nicolae
Ceusescu, met to confirm it. They also agree to establish consulates, to extend
the local border traft sone, and to permit 12 family visits from one country to
the other annually instead of four.

lAttle, however, has been done since, Romania still reportedly curbs the import
of Hungarian media and books through its northeastern border.

The consulates still are not open because of various quibbles. Also Romania
is les interested in its proposed consulate in Hungary since there are so few
Romanian In Hungary.

Mr. Karoly's criticisms are made in an open letter to President Ceausesu
copies of which were conveyed by friends to Western newsmen in Belgrde.

He charges that job discrimination against the Hungarian minority still
occurs The number of secondary and technical schools with Hungarian teachln
he says, is constantly declining. (Excerpts)

IFrom The Times (London) Wed., February 8, 19761
Mixoswr lrAm T 'zra To Ttsz

(From Dessa Trevisan. Belgrade, Feb. r)
Romanian authorities have taken action against Mr. Karoly Kiraly, a former

member of the Romanian Central Committee, whose appeal against widespread
repression of the country's Hungarian minority of two million was reported In
Western newspapers, including The Times of January 24.

Mr. Kiraly, who himself Is a member of the Hungarian minority, had until his.
resignation in April, 197Z occupied Important posts In the Romanian hierarchy,

He was called to the Central Committee soon after his letter was published.
His friends believe that he was subjected to strong pressure to disavow the letter.
According to sources close to Hungarian Intellectual In Romania, the authority
offered to remedy some of the ills in return for a public disavowal.

Until his resignation, Ar. Kiraly was first party secretary for the Covasna
County, whose population Is predominantly Hunguan. In his letter he proteted
against systematic violation of minority rights.
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He said that dual language signposts had been removed, there was enforced
Romanization, and Hungarian vocational and other schools had been closed. He
also alleged discrimination against Hungarians in employment and education.

His letter was addressed to party leaders, but there was no response until it
was published In the West. Copies, however, have been circulated both In Tran-
sylvania and in Budapest.

Intellectual circles there criticlsed the restraint of the Hungarian government
in the plight of the Hungarians across the border and the reluctance of Mr.
Kadar, the Hungarian leader, to raise the issue. Recently, however, contact with
Hungarians across the border has become livelier.

Pressure on the Hungarian Government to take up the case of the Hungarian
minority Increased. Some writers and intellectuals in Budapest began to draw
public attention to their fate, trying to arouse international interest.

Before the publication of his letter in the west Mr. Karoly, it to understood, had
already been subjected to disciplinary measures. His friends say that he has
now been isolated and all contact with him is being discouraged.

[From The Guardian, Wed., February 8, 19781
RoMANzWi "DtAL" Orrm ON Anusze

(From Michael Dobbs in Belgrade)

The Romanian authorities have reacted sharply to Western press reports about
the alleged repression of Romania's Hungarian community of two milUlon-the
largest national minority in Europe.

Attempts have reportedly been made to force a former senior Communist Party
official, who drew attention to minority grievances in Romania, to withdraw his
complaints.

In his appeal, Mr. Karoly Kiraly alleged job discrimination against ethnic
Hungarians and suppression of the Hungarian language. The text of the letter,
which was addressed to Romania's State and Communist Party leadership, was
made available to Western journalists by Mr. Kiraly supporters in Hungary.

Mr. Kiraly, who Is of Hungarian origin, has since been called to the offices of
the Central Committee in Bucharest on several occasions, most recently this week.
His friends claim that a deal has been offered to him under which he would deny
authorship of the letter in return for the end of some minor abuses.

So far, Mr. Kiraly, who was a member of the Central Committee until 1975, Is
reported to have resisted the pressure--despite hints that it could be a prelude to
police action. He is said to have told the officials who Interviewed' him that his
appeal dealt with principle rather than isolated grievances.

According to Mr. Kiraly's friends, the authorities offered to be flexible on such
issues as bilingual signboards which he alleged had been removed after his resig-
nation as First Party Secretary of the Covasna County in Transylvania.

Mr. Klralys main complaints, however, go much deeper. They include an alle.
gation posts in towns where there is a Hungarian majority go to Romanlans--
many of whom do not even speak Hungarian.

[From The Economtst (London), February 4, 19781

TAJLs Fom T AN VANIA

Europe's largest national minority, the Hungarians in Rumania, are getting
restive, according to an open letter addressed to President Ceausescu which has
just reached the west. Its author, Mr. Karoly Kiraly, is a Hungarian by birth and
a former central committee member and party secretary in a district of Transyl-
vania, the province where the bulk of Rumania's Hungarians live. According to the
1977 census, they numbered 1.7m people in a total population of 2Wim.

Mr. Karoly accuses the Rumanian authorities of trying to stamp out the Hun-
garian language by refusing to provide secondary schools and technical colleges
where teaching Is in Hungarlaj!- and by closing down existing Hungarian-
language institutions. He also claims that the Hungarians lose out on Jobs. The
plum posts in predominantly Hungarian areas invariably go to Rumanians who
often speak no Hungarian at all.

In the past, the Hungarian party leaders have carefully avoided raising the
Transylvanian Issue in public. But hopes of concessions to the Hungarians in
Rumania were raised last summer when President Oeauseseu and the Hungarian
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party leader, Mr. Janos Kadar, agreed that each side's minorities (there are
some 20,000 Rumanians in Hungary) should become "bridges" between the two
states. Agreement was also reached to open a Hungarian consulate in Cluj, the
capital of Translyvania, and a Rumanian one in Debrecen in Hungary's Ruman-
ian area.

The Hungarians may now be trying to prod the Rumanians into action. Last
week the Budapest daily Magyar Hirlap issued a pointed reminder of last sum-
mer's agreement on the nationality issue. Certainly Rumania has good reason to
try to keep the Hungarians in Translyvania quiet. The thought of a new irredent-
Ist movement in Translyvania which may one day enjoy the backing of the
Soviet Union must be distasteful to President Ceausescu. And the Hungarians
have many friends in the west too, not least in the American administration and
congress. Rumania needs a friendly United States, both for economic aid and for
support against Russia. (Excerpts)

[From The International Herald Tribune, February 1, 19781

His LzTrr TO BuoRA&EST OMOALS Is RzAL--Ex-AMD SAYS ROMANU
OPPRESSES ITS MItoRrTY HUlTOAPIANS

(By Michael Dobbs)
Belgrade, Jan. 81 (WP.)-In a document which affords a rare Insight Into

the problems of national minorities In Romania, a former high-level Commu-
nist party official has alleged official repression of the country's 2 million
Hungarians.

The claim is made by Karoly Kiraly, a member of the Romanian Communist
party's Central Committee until his resignation in 1975, in an open letter
to the state and party leadership. A copy of the letter, which was written in
December.and smuggled out of Romania, has reached Belgrade through usually
reliable channels.

Mr. Kiraly, who is of Hungarian origin, alleges job discrimination against
ethnic Hungarians and suppression of the Hungarian language in violation of
Romania's Constitution professing himself to be a loyal Marxist, he blames the
Romanian party leadership and the personality cult that surrounds President
Nicolae Ceausescu, rather than the Communist system

Western diplomats in Bucharest consider the widespread, if muted, discon-
tent among Romania's minority nationalities of more significance than last
year's shortlived human rights movement led by the writer Paul Goma, who Is
now in Paris. While support for Mr. Goma was confined to a handful of Intel-
lectuals, national grievances run much deeper.

In the letter, which is formally addressed to a Central Committee member for
circulation among the party leadership, Mr. Kiraly alleges a wide gap between
theory and practice regarding the national question. After recalling a promise
for more becondary and technical schools for students using minority languages,
he argues that the number of such schools is steadily decreasing.

The use of Hungarian, Mr. Kiraly contends, Is officially discouraged-even in
the Nationality Council which represents the Hungarian minority. He says that
bilingual signboards put up during his term of office as first party secretary of
Covasna County in 1971 have been removed.

Mr. Kiraly writes that nearly all influential posts In towns where there Is a
Hungarian majority go to Romanians--many of whom do not speak a word of
Hungarian. (Excerpts)

[From Financial Times, Tuee,, January 31, 1978J
THE HuNAiUANs OF TzANSYLVANIA-AcHILLs. HEEL OF ROMANIAN

NATIONALISM

(By Paul Lendvai)
Pj'otests that have become public have drawn international attention to the

position of the largest national minority in Europe, the 1.7m. Hungarians in
Romania. First, Mr. Oyula flyes, 75, the greatest living Hungarian poet in a-
Budapest daily, Magyar Nemset, made a passionate protest against the viola-
tion of what he called the elementary human rights of Hungarians living In
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neighbouring countries. Without mentioning any country by name, he complained
about "a policy of apartheid" practised against Hungarians. The two articles
were generally regarded bv the Hungarian public as being directed against
Romania,

The plight of Hungarians in Romania next became the subject of an open
letter sent two months ago by Mr. Karoly Kiraly, a former top official of the
Romanian Communist Party, to the Romanian leadership. The text was leaked
a few days ago to foreign correspondents in Belgrade. Mr. Kiraly, who was for
several years first party secretary In the Covasna region in Transylvania, where
Hungarians are in an overwhelming majority among the 199,000 inhabitants,
between 1969-1972 belonged to the Central Committee and even to the supreme
party today, the Executive Political Committee, as a candidate-member.

Mr. Kiraly complained that Hungarians are discriminated against in employ-
ment and education. "What particularly worries me is the obstinacy with which
perty functionaries from the bottom to the very top continue to ignore the probe.
lem," Mr. Kiraly said.

NUOEHBOUR

The situation of the Hungarians is completely different. To start with, they
number, according to official statistics, 1.7m.; according to conservative Hun-
garian estimates well over 2m. Furthermore, they are part of a nation whose
state is a direct neighbour of Romania. Last but not least, the Romanians regard
every complaint as a prelude to territorial claims. During World War Two,
Hungary temporarily regained the northern part of Transylvania, which in
1918, had become part of Romania. Before that all of Transylvania had been part
of Hungary.

The implications or the Hungarian question in Romania go well beyond the
purely bilateral. After the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, one In
three Hungarians fell under foreign rule. According to Mr. Illyes, there are now
15m. Hungarians between the Alps and the Carpathians, of whom only some 10m.
live in Hungary proper. His estimate may well be exaggerated. But the fact
remains that even according to official figures, some 600,000 Hungarians like in
Slovakia and some 500,000 In Yugoslavia. A wave of aggressive Hungarian
nationalism could, as in the inter-war period, again pose a threat to stability in
the Danube basin.

Despite growing pressures at home, Mr. Janos Kadar has made no public allu-
sion to the Hungarians In Transylvania. At a meeting last June, Mr. Kadar and
President Nicolne Ceausescu of Romania signed a communique, stating that the
minorities in each country (20,000 Romanians in Hungary and 1.7m. Hungarians
in Romania) should "gradually became a bridge" between the two countries.
However, at Romanian Insistence, It was also clearly stated that the nationality
question is within the jurisdiction of each of the two countries.

Agreements were also signed to open consulates in Cluj, and on the other
side of the border, in Debrecen, and to ease travel restrictions. But Romania
insisted that the three major urban centres in these areas should not benefit
fully from the travel concessions.

The visitor to Budapest hears time and time again that these measures have not
yet been carried out because the Romanians are dragging their feet.

The memorandum presented by Mr. Kiraly to the Romanian leadership is re-
garded by tlie Hungarians as striking proof of the growing ferment in Tran-
sylvania. The situation is closely watched by the Soviets. The attitudes of the
Hungarians, accounting officially for 8 per cent of the total population, has
always been seen in the Kremlin as the potential Achilles Heel of resurgent
Romanian nationalism.

After all, President Ceausescu himself has built his policy of Independence on
the priority of the nation as such. MNanwhile, the case of Mr. Kiraly, who is
already understood to be subjected to disciplinary proceedings, indicates that
the argument works both ways.

It is stressed in Budapest that the articles of Mr. Illyes were published
without any prior approval by the leadership. Yet the fact that the latest Issue
of "Magyar Hirek," a glossy weekly with a circulation of 100,000 published for
Hungarians abroad by the World Federation of Hungarians in Budapest, devoted
an entire page to extract from the sensational articles by the great poet can hardly
be regarded as accidental. (Excerpts)
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[From The Washington Post, Mo.. January 80, 1978]
LZrTr CHAos ROMANXA RussesS HuNoAsAxS

(Mr. Michael Dobbs.)
BwoiLAui-In a document that gives a rare insight Into the problems of

national minorities in Romanti, a former high-level Romanian Communist party
official has alleged official repression against the country's 2 million Hungarians.

The claim is made by Karoly Kiraly, a member of the Romanian Communist
Party Central Committee until resignation in 1975, in an open letter to the state
and party leadership. A copy of the letter, which was written last month and
smuggled out of Romania, has reached Belgrade through usually reliable channel.

Kiraly, who is himself of Hungarian origin, alleges job discrimination against
ethnic Hungarians and suppression of the Hungarian language in violation of
Romania's constitution. Professing himself to be a loyal Marxist, he lays the
blame not on the Communist system but on the Romanian party leadership and
in particular the personality cult Which surrounds President Nicolae Ceausescu.

Last year, considerable disquiet was reported among ethnic Germans, Roman-
ia's second largest minority after the Hungarians, who were applying in large
numbers to emigrate to West Germany.

There is, however, still no evidence that national unrest will have any effect on
the policies pursued by Ceausescu. In his appeal, Kiraly says that efforts to
improve the lot of the Hungarian minority have brought no results.

Foreign observers familiar with minority problems in Romania find Kiraly's
allegations plausible although it is difficult to confirm them. Western corre-
spondents who visited the Jiu Valley last year, scene of Romania's worst post-
war mining strike, were told that discontent among the sizable Hungarian minor-
ity there was an important factor in the unrest.

Miners explained that the area was once part of the Austro-Hungarian empire
and was used to relatively higher living standards than the rest of Romania.
They complained that Hungarian schools in the area had been closed down.

Romania's treatment of its largest national minority poses a delicate problem
for its neighbor Hungary. The Hungarian government has no wish to pick a
quarrel with a fellow communist state, but feels responsible for Hungarians out-
side the country. (Excerpts)

[From The Times (London) Tues., January 24, 19781

ROMANIAN "DaivE AoAxNST MlmoarrY"

(From Dessa Trevisan, Belgrade, Jan. 23)

Mr. Karoly Kiraly, a former member of the Romanian Central Committee, has
expressed grave concern over the campaign to enforce the assimilation of the
Hungarian ethnic minority in Romania.

In a letter addressed to the party leaders, Mr. Kiraly compared their pro-
claimed ethnic policy with the facts and called on them to carry out the promises
made 10 years ago, whereby all nationalities would be guaranteed the exercise
of ethnic rights.

ML Kiraly, a member of the Hungarian minority, has represented them In the
National Assembly since 1989.

The letter was written from Transylvania, the western province where, accord-
ing to official estimates, there were two million ethnic Hungarians living in com-
pact communities.

The Hungarians-are the biggest minority group in the whole of Europe. But
over the past 10 years there have been frequent complaints that their institu-
tions, many of them several hundred years old, have been slowly disappearing
because of Romania's policy of creating a single, homogeneous ethnic state.

In 1976 the Government passed a decree which, Mr. Kiraly said, meant in effect
the liquidation of Hungarian language colleges in Transylvania. The old Hun-
garian university at CluJ, the capital of Transylvania, was closed. The institute
for medicine was also shut recently.

By a special resolution, a Romanian faculty had been set up at the Hungarian
academy for theatrical art which in effect meant the "liquidation of the last little
island of education in the Hungarian tongue."

(Excerpts)
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[From The Times (London) October 15, 19773

THE GROWING PLIGHT OF HUNOARANS IN TRANSYLVANIA

(By Gabriel Ronay)
There is growing concern in Budapest about the fate of the large Hungarian

minority in Transylvania. For the first time since the ceding of the territory to
Romania after the Second World War, an authoritative Budapest newspaper
voiced "the mother country's" fear for the survival of Transylvanian Hun-
garians exposed to "the warping and deforming effects" of an enforced
assimilation.

The delicacy and timidity with which official Budapect has until now handled
the Transylvanian issue, which has bedeviled its relations with Romania since
the First World War underline the significance of the warning that Hungary
cannot remain indifferent in the race of the threat to the survival of its kith and
kin.

In an article entitled "Nationality problem--a world problem" the Budapest
daily Magyar Nemset has blamed the attitude of the United States, Britain,
Czechoslovakia and Romania at the Paris peace conference of 1947, responsible
for the postwar settlement In Eastern Europe, for the plight of ethnic minorities
in the region.

"After long years of deadly silence the issue of ethnic minorities, buried
deeply in the postwar period, is now cropping up with stubborn persistence; the
little issue (of the time) has now become a huge issue and grown from a Euro-
pean problem into a world problem." Magyar Nemzet stated.

A follow-up article last month in the newspaper, the organ of the communist-
led Patriotic People's Front, came to the point: "We confess that we fear for
the Hungarian-speakers living under foreign host-nations because they are facing
the threat of assimilation and the wrapping and deforming effects of being
engulfed by the state-organizing nations."

It then proceded to make it plain that Hungary "cannot accept that forcing
upon (the Hungarian minority) of a single language, in the process of which
the tongue of the state-organizing nation first eclipses, then forcibly dissipates
and, at the end, ousts the old mother-tongue of the indigenous people. It is the
duty of the mother-nation to guard over speakers of (Hungarian) mother-
tongue no matter where they should be living."

In a clear warning to its neighbours who are trying to assimilate the Hun-
garian minorities by force, the newspaper remarked that "while the Basques of
France and Spain have no mother-nation, the Transylvanian Hungarians do
have one."

Until recently the strains created by the plight of the Transylvanian Hun-
garians were, at ofMcal level, never discussed. But earlier this summer, Mr.
Janos Kadar, the Hungarian party leader, and President Ceausescu of Roma-
nia held two surprise meetings--one in the Transylvanian city of Nagyvaard
(Orades), the other in Debrecen, in Hungary-when they discussed the Transyl-
ranian-problem, according to usually reliable sources.

The meeting took place after a 27-page document described the oppression of
Transylvania's two million Hungarians reached the outside world. It was
signed by Gyorgy Lazar, the pseudonym of a well-known Transylvanian intel-
lectual who dared not use his own name for fear of arrest.

The facts contained in the document reveal the outlines of a well thought
out oatlonalist policy aimed at turning Romania into state without minorities.

After its first phase--characterized by random arrests, forced expulsions,
systematic harassment and cultural isolation of "the carriers of national con-
seiousness"-the policy was revamped. It now employs more effective means, like
the granting and w-ithdrawing of residence permits, the dispersal of Hungarian
communities, and the application of-a numerous clausus in every -sphere of life.

Restriction on instruction in Hungarian is another powerful lever which,
combined with job discrimination, Is calculated to force out the Hungarians
from their Transylvanian towns and villages into Romania proper. The leader-
less, dispersed Hungarian minority thus faces totl absorption.

In awarding Jobs, the authorities Insist on a mechanical interpretation of the
law Dtendibly drawn up to assure "fair ethnic balance" in employment. In the
old Hungarian cities with mixed population-Arad, Varad, Kolosavar--Hun-
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garians can get no work or residence permits, because "this would upset the
ethnic balance."

This interpretation of the law results in the anomaly that in purely Hungarian
towns only 10 per cent of the labour force may be-Hungarian, while In the
purely Romanian cities outside Transylvania, where there have never been
Hungarians, 10 per cent of the jobs go abegging.

Meanwhile Romanians workers from outside Transylvania are brought In
to fill in new jobs created by the quickening pace of Romania's industrialization.
"Thus under the conditions of forced industrialization," the document noted,
"the exploitation of the Hungarian minority is relatively greater than that of
the Romanians' for they are denied the advantages (of employment). They feel
and know that the industrialization is directed against them -

"The very basis of their existence is drawn from under them, -while dis-
criminating against them is constant and all-embracing, for there is hardly any
sphere of life where the numerous clausus is not being applied."

The same interpretation of the law makes instruction in Hungarian well-nigh
impossible. The presence of two Romanlan children in any school in the pre-
dominantly Hungarian regions is sufficient to have the language of instruction-
changed In the school to Romanian.

The denial of residence permits and job opportunities to Hungarians in the
Hungarian towns has resulted In a mass influx of Hungarians In-to the neigh-
bouring Saxon towns of Brasov, Medias and Sighisoara, whose population has
been encouraged to emigrate to West Germany. But since there are designated
as "Saxon towns," no Hungarian schools are allowed to operate, the document
adds.

In bringing into the open the problem of Transylvania's Hungarians, the
Budapest newspaper appears to be appealing to the signatories of the Helsinki ac-
cord now meeting in Belgrade to help to solve the Transylvanian issue.

(From The New York Times, Wed., February 1, 198T

AN U'rnno-HuNoauAiq COMMUn5T x! RUMANIA COMu'NIS TO HiS PARTY Asor
Buas

(Europe's largest ethnic minority consists of the 2.5 million Hungarians In
Rumania, principally In the western province of Transylvania, east of Hungary.
Kiroly Kirily, a Hungarian who is now vice president of the Hungarian Na-
tionality Council, the Communist Party-controlled organization representing the
ethnic Hungarians, was an alternate member of the Rumanian party's Politburo
until he resigned in 1972, and a Central Committee member until 19Th5 In
the accompanying letter, which was smuggled out of Rumania at his behest (and
excerpted by The New York Tlmes)-4t is aid to be his third to high Communist
officials-Mr. Kirily complains about what he says are Government policies of
forced assimilation of the Hungarians. The letter, dated Sept. 10, 197, and sent
from Marosvislrhely, in Transylvania, to Janos Vincse, a Central Committee
member, was given to The Times by the Oommittee for Human Rights in Rumlnia,
based in New York City. It was transited from the Hulgarian by one of its
leaders, IAsz6 HAmosL Mr. Himos ray* that Mr. Kirily's arrest is believed
Imminent.)

(By Kiroly Kirily)
My Dear Friend, anxiety and concern compel me to write to you about the

manner In which the nationality question has been handled in our country of
late, and how the Nationality Workers Councils on both the national and
county levels are performing their work.

It is well known that the party resolution adopted 10 years ago to establish
these councils was accepted and greeted enthusiastically by millions of work-
ers of the various nationalities in our country. They considered it a well-
thought-out and responsible act which would serve the preservation of their
national identities, provide an organizational framework through which they
could voice their various problems and complaints, and advance the development
of their social, material and intellectual well-being.

Athough from the very beginning the organizational structure an well as
the rules of operation proved narrow and inadequate, encouraging signs did
appear In their activity: At meetings it was permitted to speak freely and openly:
of the numerous proposals raised, a god many were considered; there wer
also some plenary sessions which were attended by Comrades (Nlcolae) eu-
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seseu (the President) and (Ion Gheorghe) Maurer (a former Prime Minister),
The speech given by Comrade Ceausescu at the spring 1971 joint plenary ses.
sion of the Nationality Councils was met with lively enthusiasm and deep
satisfaction. Unfortunately, the satisfaction and the hope were short-lived.

"PURroesz Of PROPAGANDA" -

In practice, it became clear that these beautiful speeches, incorporating so
many sound principles, were not made for our sake, but to serve the purposes
of propaganda, especially propaganada directed abroad. We are compelled to
state that the chasm between theory and practice is vast and that while one
thing is said entirely different things are done.

We were promised new secondary vocational and technical schools in which
studies were to be conducted In the language of the nationalities, but we have
witnessed a decline in the number of these schools. Children cannot study in
their native tongue, compulsory Instruction in the Rumanian language has
been Introduced even at the kindergarten level. In 1978 t decision was made
to eliminate Hungarian institutions of higher education.

RUMANIAN MAYORS NAMED

It is no secret of course that the Hungarian State Theater of MarosavsArhely
has a Rumanian director who does not speak Hungarian. In the same way, it IS
nothing new that in cities where the majority of the population Is Hungarian-
such as NagyvArad, MarosvisArhely, Szovita-Rumanians who speak no Hun-
garlan are being appointed as mayors.

Use of the native tongue is severely restricted at meetings of the party, the
Young Communists League, the trade unions, and in the various workers coun-
cils; indeed, use of the native tongue- Is prohibited even at meetings of the
Nationality Workers Councils.

Signs Identifying institutions, localities and so on In the native tongue of
the local inhabitants have almost completely disappeared. In 1971 when I was
party First Secretary in Kovdszna County, we posted bilingual Rumanian
and Hungarian signs, but their existence was short-lived. The signs were simply
removed, and by 1975, not a single locality was Identified in Hungarian.

Nationalities cannot use their native tongues even In state oflices.
With regard to the question of personnel,. the replacement of Hungarian 011-

cials (where there still are any) with Rumanians is being carried out with
Incredible persistence. This applies equally to the polittico-a4finistrative ap.
paratus and to the various economic and industrial enterprises. I do-n'teven wiM
to think of such cities as, for example, Nagyvirad, where there IS not a single
party secretary of Hungarian nationality.

It Is clear from only this much that a multitude of factual realities violate the
Constitution, the founding charter of the party and the fundamental principles

_set down and provided for in party documents. What Is occurring In practice
Is not in harmony with the principles in these documents-ndeed, it completely
contradicts them-and has nothing In common with Mar~iIst-Levlnlsm,- fundS.
mental human rights, humanism, or ethnical behavior and human dignity-r-
that is, all that which is trumpeted far and wide In the most varied kinds. of
propaganda.

DIsRUST A"D DOUBTS
All of this in no way benefits either the Rumanian people or the other'

nationalities.
The tendency to forcefully assimilate nationalities living ,In pmanta is also

revealed by the press at times, and this creates total distrust in nationalitY
policies; indeed, it casts doubt over the sincerity of all policies In general, and
for millions of citizens it destroys their confidence in socialist society.

What concerns me the most at this time'ls the obstinacy ,with which th
problem Is Ignored by our, party organs; from the lowest level to the highest they
act as it they were totally unaware of it.

My own personal efforts, s -well as, those d others, to draw their attention
to it, have thus far remained fruitless. And the situation continues to deteriorate
to the detriment of the prestie of our partyano ... , . ,.. ,

I am writing to you with a 4e I= e op i"m am' usz tho
Communats who 1s convinced of th r d our IdealsI have foughb. i

a2-688--7 8-..----18.
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Ideals mince my tender youth, and later as a member of the supreme party and
state leadership as welL

The nationality question Is a touch-stone of democracy. Without the Just and
real, not only verbal, solution of the nationality question, democracy cannot exist,
and the new society, the socialism which we all want, cannot be built up. Our
supreme leadership must analyze these problems very seriously. Unless It does so,
the leadership itself will make the entire existence of democracy within our party
and our society questionable.

"THE PnSONALMTY CULT"

It is not society which Is bad, nor is it the socialist system which must be
faulted, but the methods used by the leadership. It Is necessary to illuminate the
grave errors being committed In the Interpretation of Marxist-Leninism and In the
application of the fundamental principles established by the party.

We must renounce policies based on demagogy, the personality cult and the
capricious application of Marxism. Only In this way can we achieve a proper,
just and democratic solution of all those questions which reality has created In
our socialist society.

We nationalities-Hungarians, Germans, Serbs, Jews, Gypsies, and so on-
feel a deep respect for the Rumanian people and wish to live in harmony with
them

It would be a pity if all that would collapse which we, Rumanians and the
other nationalities, built up with hard work in the decades following liberation.
After all, this country is the common home of all of us, and we love her as a good
mother. We must do all we can to prevent her from becoming a cruel stepmother
to any one of her children, regardless of his nationality.

Lwr FRoM KAROL' KIALY To JAzos FA.AS

(Written in August 1977)
"I herewith enclose a copy of my letter Comrade Tile Verdet. This letter

contains my observations the manner in which the nationality question in our
country has been handled, together with my recommendations on the ways in
which the activity of the different nationality councils could be Improved."

"It Is an unfortunate fact that in recent times the activity of this council has
declined to zero.

Many errors are committed in the practical handling of the nationality
question.

a) This year again, opportunities are being constantly restricted for children
of national minorities to study in their native tongue; this breeds anxiety and
deep dissatisfaction;

b) The concept of restrictive quotas ('valachus numericus') is utilized with
respect to personnel problems; in fact; employment opportunities for national-
ities are being restricted In certain institutions;

) Unpardonably extreme methods of intimidation are employed against those
who dare to ask for permission to speak in the interest of having the nationality
question handled legally and in accordance with the Constitutib..

As you know, there was also violence and torture; the harassment of (Jeno)
SzIklai, the eminent professor from Brasso, drove him to commit suicide."

"What is most distressing Is the fact that local Party and State organs try
to cover up, to gloss over the facts, as if they were completely lacking In sen-
sitivity toward such thorny problems as the nationality question ot the national
sentiments of the coinhabiting nationalities.

I am turning to you, because you are active in the highest levels of Party and
Sfate leadership, and I ask that you be so good as to call these problems to the
attention of the Political Executive Committee." (Excerpts)

A Larz FrOM XARoLY KmLy To IL= VDnz?

(DMte June 2, M9f)
U turn to you as the individual In the Party leadership who Is responsIble

for suiervising Workers 0ohnefls of the various nationalltek fIng in oVIt
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"In view of the fact that from the moment it came Into being I have been Vice
President of that Council (Hunarian Nationality Workers Council. Md.) and
have partcilted In its work, am equipped with a thorough and complete
knowledge of the subJect."

"I am thus In a position to make some observations.
During the past few years, the work of the Councis has become more sporadle

and mosUy formalistic in nature, and its effect on the working peoples and con.
tact with them has greatly declined. To this very day, the national (Hungarian
Nationality) Council and most of the Country Councils have no headquarters
and do not schedule o4ke hours The Council executive committees ('Bureaus')
on both the national and county levels meet very rarely-once every year or
every two years. At council meeting, only subjects of a general nature are dis.
cussed relating to submissions of various declarations of the kind expressing
solidarity with government positions, especially on international questions. But
even If certain questions of a concrete nature do arise, as for example education
in native tongue, cultural activities and Instruction, etc., the questions remain
unresolved.

For the past three years, statements made during meetings have been pre.
fabrieated and cenored by comrades In the county leadership and by Central
Committee officials " "It Is characteristic that even at these County Counel
meetings, but on the national level as well, the materials under discuslon am
printed in the Rumanian language, and statements by the participants are also
in Rumanian."

"In my view, the council's program of activities must be urgently revised;"
(Kirily sets forth in the letter 12 proposals for the democratati-on and evitall-
zation of the Workers Council, such as: "all the governing bodies should be
elected, the Executive Committees should meet every month and the Councils
every four months," "The Councils should have a single charter approved by the
National Conference, the council should have offices operating in a continuous
fashion, the councils should have newspapers and periodicals of their own, thf,
councils should be allowed to organise public gatherings and cultural and sport
events." "Authorlsed by the Party, they-the eouncils-should keep constant
watch to determine how the nationality policies of the Rumanian Communist
Party are practically applied in the fields of culture, use of the native tongue in
administrative offices and public Institutions, and In other areas. They should
follow the progress of education In the native tongue at all academic levels.
They should contribute In every possible way to the development of the spiritual
welfare of the coinhabiting nationalities.")

'"The councils should participate, ith their own candidates, In elections of
legislators to the Grand National Assembly and In People's Council elections.
They should be allowed to form a group from among their Representatives,
which have the power to introduce legislation.-The creation of a Nationality
Statute can no longer be postponed (a Statute of this sort actually existed until
1948) ."

"National sentiment Is a sensitive question which must be treated with
special attention; It is a question which relates to the quality of the nationality,
and its solution cannot be measured in pereentages as can industrial progress
and -results. National sentiment is equally powerful In all peoples, regardless
of how large or small, once they possess their own national identity."

"... there Is contiymous repetition of the proposition that the nationality
question In our county has been finally, once and for a , slved." 'To support
this thesis, Industrialiation ard the guaranteof emloyment Without -g
to nationality dlfferentes are constantly cited. I completely agree with this, but

.only with this much, because the nationalty question Is a spiritual, and not
onlv material one. Th primary a Is the material, but It can only implement

-and enrich, not substitute for, the spirituaL" (excerpts)

ARsiT, Towruz mm Kwme Amn Nsw WAve or Aim-HuxeAux ftm xx

(Excerpts from a memorandum (Nov. 28, 1977) By the Committee for Human
D11ghtsin Rumania)

"in April. 1977, as part of a weerdort to elea"a all poselue signs of Inde
pe; dent-minded expression within t ne gra minority, the umanian sert
police arrested scores of Hungarian Inteletuals, most of them teachers" "the
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arrested were kept Imprisoned for periods of up to four weeks and regularly sub.
Ejected to savage beatings and other form of torture, Thusft, It has besA poible
to reliably ascertain the identities of only 8 of the vietms, but It Is clear that
many more were involved. The following are the 8 persons whose n*mes are
known: Jeno Szlkssal, teacher from Brasov; Mrs. Jeno Sesmsal, Brasov Sandor
Kuti, teacher from Brasov; Zoltan fswta, teacher froul Uvpaa|; Istvan Koceis,
dentist from etltul-Oheoriw; loadsf Ms n, teacher from Papaut I Pal Kal.
lai, clerk from Covasna; Peter Zros, librarian from Sfintulr-0eore.

The purpose of the torture and beatings *as to elicit signed confessions from
the victims to the effect that they had been part of i Hungarian nationalistic
conspiracy, detrimental to the Interest of the state. The coercion was also exer-
cised to force their signature on a variety of declarations praising the nationality
policies of the Rumanian Government and assertng that the situation of the
Hungarian minority ts Ideal in all respect&"

"Whether Sandor tutl had been executed or died from the torture he had en-
dured Is as yet uncertain. What Is certain is that another of the accused, Jeno
Sslkszal, completely ruined physically and psychologically by the torture, was
found in the attic of his home shortly after his release dead by hanging.

The initial trickle of reports about the incidents above coincided with the ar-
rival in May of news about another, bizarre eflbt bi the'Rumantan authoritis. a
massive, forced "letter-writing campaign" by minority citizens (and Rumanian
citizens. lpd.) of Rumania to United States Senators aid Congressmen. According
to usually well-Informed sources, prominent indivduals of Hungarian and other
minority origin were being threatened by job demotion, complete loss of employ.
meant or housing, and other, more severe consequences, unless they agreed to
write to the American legislators. Their letters had to sing the praises of Ru-
mania's enlightened minority Policies, their own utoplutic conditions and the
boundless cultural opportunities available to them as minority citizens.

The early accounts of this effort were confirmed In May and June-just p!or
to Congressional hearing on the continuation of Rumania's most-favored-natinti
status-by the actual arrival of such letters in Washington. The well-selected
targets were those legislators who had previously voiced concern In Congress over
minority oppression In Rumania. Considering their source, the letters exhibited
a remarkable degree of familiarity with the names of such legislators and the
content of their expression of dissatisfaction. Clearly, ,the Rumanian officials had
'assisted' the letter-writers by supplying this information."

"The above Information to-based on evidence which has been thoroughly and
meticulously corroborated. Though less spectacular, other recent measures-
such as the closing of scores of Hungarian high schools In Rumania this fall-
have had an equally devastating effect on the Hungarian minority. Combined
with the present Impact of previously instituted measures, the situation of Ru-
mania's national minorities is rapidly deteriorating."

Exoemrrs Fmoi A Mavovuu

(By ZoltAn Zsuffa to Ferdinand Nagy first secretary of the Rumanian Communist
Party In the County of Sfintul-Gheorghe Covamna, July 81, 1977)

"I, the undersigned Zoltia Zsufta, a teacher at the high school in Covaa, re-
siding In the city of Covasna, born October 2T, 1921 in the city of Brasov, submit
the following memorandum for your consideration and review, with the request
that you resolve my case in a favorable manner.

I received a written notice to report on April 20, 1977 at the State Interial
Security officer Sflntul Gheorgbe (SepsIszentg;3rgy, original name in Hungarian.
Ed.) and present myself to the officer on duty, Captain Pop."

"During my detention In 6sntul (iheorghe, I was orilered to prepare a written
confession about my life, Nn eompasulag the Period hrm 10 to the present A
this point, Captain Pop warned we that a military court had been convened. that
a special committee had arrived from.]peharest to Investigate my cam and that
everything would depend on 'ow I write the the 0 mmi '. I was not allied to
be re$ponible for any speifi act, nor did I stand accused on any misdeed. On the
other hand. when I began writing the confelonC Captain Pop stopped me and
ordered me to write it In the mmm that he wishes to be written'. Despite my
every protestation and denial he aid h fact are as he states and tbet aM
Aocumeats to p W. Aftet I bad already written three pai selvillan entered.
Introduced hiaefas chie of the countespWonage C *I =ubrstlto rank
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of colonel, and, without reading what I had written, ripped up the pages. He
then fell upon me and beat me with his fiats until he became too tired to con-
tinue, meanwhile insulting me with slanderous remarks going as tar as to ridicule
my (flungarian) nationality origin. He then ordered Captain Pop to bring a
rubber billy with which he (the Colonel) thrashed me for a long time until he
had drawn blood, with no Justification whatsoever. After. this he departed and left
me to Captain Pop with whom We started in again on writing the confession.
which now proceeded as straight dictation."

"As a consequence of the above, I admit to nothing contained In the confession
forced upon me, because It was coerced from me through bloody beating, leav-
ing wounds which took three weeks to heal"

CAT NAMSKS OCAUISESC ON HUMAN RIGHTS

President Nlcolae Ceausescu of Rumania has again visited the United StateL
The visit climaxed at the welcoming ceremony on the White Howe lawn. April 12,
(where Incidently, the wrong National Anthem was played for Itonanfig boe).
In his welcoming speech President Carter did not spare words extolling what he
considers as assets of the Stalinist-type communist reign of Ceausescu. He even
paid tribute to Mr. Ceausescu in the human rights field, asserting for the two of
them. "We believe in enhancing human rights," according to Mr. David Binder
of The New York Times: "In this area Mr. Carter is somewhat at odds with
members of Congress who feel that the Rumanian Government has dragged Its
feet on granting permission to emigrate to Rumanians seeking to leave their
country, including Jews." Presently, Rumania holds up permission to emigrate
for some 12 people.

Another liability of the Ceausescu regime, the oppression of national minorities
In Rumania which is clearly In violation of human rights, did not go unheeded
during the 2 days talks of the two head of the states.

In spite of the praises of Ceausescu by the President, reliable sources Indicate
that Mr. Carter did bring up the subject of oppression of Hungarians In Rumania
to Mr. Ceausescu during a sort of private talk with him at the White House meet.
ing. It is also known that follow-up talks were Initiated by the State Department
with Rumanian Foreign Ministry officials and further negotiations are planned
with regard to the minority situation in Rumania.

Ignoring the plight of 8 million minorities of Rumania would put Mr. Carter
at odds with some 80 congressmen who for the last 15 years have consistently
supported the struggle of Transylvania oriented American human rights orga-
nizations on behalf of the oppressed 2.5 million Hungarian inhabitants of
Rumania.

That pr-oblem was in the center of Interest at the April 18 press conference
at the national Press Club in Washington where half of the questions to Mr.
Ceausescu were directed to the Hungarian situation In Rumania.

"His normally low-key and deliberately slow manner of speaking changed. ala
voice rose and the words came in a sudden torrent" when he was questioned
about discrimination against Rumanian national minorities--the New York
Times reports.

How successful Mr. Ceausescu's visit to the United States was in term of his
bid for more trade remains to be seen. His request last year, however, that the
trade agreement according most-favored-nation tariffs for Romania's goods be
extended for a longer term instead of subjected to yearly review has been turned
down prior to his visit here.

HUMAN RIoHTs Dzmo sTxATO'ros AGAINsT CAUSteBCU'S Orzsive

Mno1an Pouazs

"TE OWAT W ALOW mATE"

While the meeting of Mr. Carter and Comrade Oea weau w1s in process
April 1A, some 1,00 human right activists, mostly ri AMerieanf
assembled outside the White House lawn with poste M te against the
cultural deprivatioIN, what they call "cultural OenoclI" ot anlvanan
Hungrians. Some Rumanian exiles reportedly also Joined the protest march.

Another demonstration of similar purpose took place in New York, April 16,
In front of the Waldorf-Astoria where Mr. Ceausescu stayed at the loat stop
of his American tour. The crowd protesting Rumania's policies toward its Hun-
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garian minority swelled to 2,000 outside the hoteL "'Bortly before lmidiniht
Sunday Oeauseseu got so agitated by the protesat that l comnpiains t the
State Depf t, which in turn pleaded to Police Oo miulotwr Robett
Mc~uire to asre the omanlan President that his safet was not I inge,
according to the New Yotk Dally News, April 1I& "After MIdngt = 17r
reinforced police escort, the Romana president's party returned to the Wai-
dodf (coming from the Uonanian U.N. isslon), past a smill grop '' O
testers that had remained In, A. 49th at One eft struck Ceausescu's caf, pole
said." According to both, Mayor Koch and Commissioner McGuire more than
100 policemen had kept order without incident.

Next morning, Ceaseseu being apparently still upset, Mayor Koch advised
by the State Department, rushed to the Waldorf to settle down the Rumanialn'
president. "It Is not you-Koch told Ceaueesen diplomatically-it's your poli-
cies." Those policies, said the mayor, do discriminate against Hungarians living
in Rumania. "Koch and the president (Ceausescu) discussed the specific issue
of rights for Hungarian nationals in Rumania, particularly the access of school-
age children to Hungarian language studies, before the session broke up"-tbe
Daily News reports.

In Houston April 15, Ceausescu's remarks presumably addressed to criticism
about Rumania's human rights record, were underscored by a group of human
rights protesters outside the gate of Ridge Oaks Country Club, as the Oeausescu
entourage arrived for a luncheon with Houston public offielals and businessmen,
The demonstrators were carrying placards protesting the denial of political
rights to ethnic Hungarians in Rumania

The demonstrations were reported on CBS and NUC televisions and In numer-
ous newspapers, among them The Washington Post, The New York Tmes,
Daily News, New York Poet, Yonkers Herald Statesman, The Houston Post,
The Madrid ABO.

AxNDAs Suo Top Hum ouw WMrn or TRSANSVANIA POTBT
RamwroNs oN Hun .AN-L&xGvULz EDUCATION

(From The Christian Science Monitor, May 2, 1978]

HuirAuw r MUm AMamma ITsLF HIA n ROMANIA

(By Eric Bourne)
VWIXNA.

Europe's most "silent" and largest minority west of Russia has suddenly
become openly and loudly vocal about its national rights

More than 1.7 million Hungarians living in Romanlan Transylvania are
taking their cue from the Helsinki declaration, which has stimulated concern
for human rights in many countries.

The Hungarian minority--approximately 8 percent of the Romanian popula-
tion--charge that their rights are increasingly flouted. They complain bitterly
of a steady "Romanisation" in education and culture.

From the early 11th century until 1918 Romanian Transylvania was part
of Hungary. Wh#A the Hapsburg Empire collapsed, It went to Romania. Hun-
gary briefly regained It in 1940 but lost it again when the Western-Soviet aliU-
ance awarded It back to Romania for switching sides near the end of the war.

Despite last Bummer's agreement by Hungarian and Romanian party leaders
on Improving cultural and travel facilities for Romanian Hungarians, condi-
tions remain largely unchanged, according to many who spoke with two West-
ern observers in Transylvania earlier last month.

Discontent among Transylvania's Hungarians has been growing steadily since
the 195Ns because of priorities accorded the Romanian population and its langu-
age. But protest was muted under Romania's generally authoritarian internal
system and Its rigid attitudes toward ethnic groups.

In rqemt months, however, four pf the "community's best-known representa-
tives hav'e confronted. the Romanian party and'government with detailed trit-
eims and evidence of abuses of constitutional minority guarantees., First was former Hungarian member of Romania's State Counei, Karoly
Kiraly, who sent *n open letter to Ptesilent Nicolase (easescu In Jantary.

At the outset, several past and preset members of the party leadership sup-
ported him. Some, however, withdrew when his protest was published In the
West Mr. Kiraly, himself, was later exiled to a town outside the Huin!r/an
area.
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ubseq 4ently, Mr. Ceusesen made a speeh betraying evident tneaslnesS
about m nority unrest. He denounced "weak elements. ,. who sell their n,
ies to foreign cltcle" and reiterated old elalms that Romanla's minorities =u-
Joyed the same eitise rights ts Romanlans.

Last week, however, three more protests became known. Their authors were i
Hungarian-born DePuty Premier Jnos Fasekas, Who listed minority $rievanes

in a letter to the party.
Transylvanan write and candidate member of the party committee Andt"

SM6it, who protested restrictions on Hungarlan-language education.
lAJos TakAces, a former rector of the CluJ (Transylvania) University Whieb

had separate Romanian and Hungarian faculties until the mid-IO,' when all
were merged under mainly Romanan direction.

In a 7,000-word memorandum to the party committee (of which be too is a
candidate member), Mr. TakAcs extolled the party's efforts to build national
unity but went on to itemise 18 areas in which, he said, laws on minority rights
were not being observed. He called for a full-scale party review of all nationaUty
questions.

"Hungarians are increasingly complaining against forcible Romaniation and
discrimination in every sphere of life. The ethnic Hungarians have been living in
Transylvania for over a thousand years. But since the demise of the Austro-
Hungarian empire at the end of the First World War, the region has changed
hands three times. The Hungarians who hitherto had their old cultural institu-
tions have gradually been losing them as the policy of enforced amimilaton by
the Romanlan state gained momentum over the past 10 years or so..

Although couched in moderate terms (Mr. Takics memorandum), It never-
theless makes the point clear that the Hungarians have been losing ground for
a number of years; their cultural institutions are being gradually abolished and
they are being dispersed from the regions where they lived in compact com-
munities."

(The/London/Times, April 25, ll8.)
SoUS FAcTs AND Viuws ON THU CrCAususou REuM3

On human rights "unfortunately, Romania's record thus far Is not good." "in
the whole spectrum of human rights under the Helsinki Declaration, Romania
performance has remained among the most insensitive in the East bloc outside
Russia itself." (The Oh.r*tUa Belsoe Monitor, Apr. 7, 1978)

"A patching over of differences was evident in the (joint) declaration's (of
Presidents Carter and Ceausesecu) language on human rights questions. Ceau-
seseu's tight control of Romania's internal life Is considered highly authoritarian
even by the standards of Eastern Europe's communist soeleties." (TU Waesugtox
Post, April 14, 1978) -

"Romanla (is) considered by Western observers as the most repressive in-
ternall%.. ."(Yonkers Herald Stateeman, April 14, 1978)

"At home he (Ceausesecu) has allowed what outsiders would call a cult of
personality to develop around him." "There is something almost medieval about
the form of Mr. Ceausescu's rule, and some close observers of Rumania feel that
up to now it may well have suited that ancient nation. He has installed his
wife, Elena, In the party's governing Politburo as the principal architect of
science policy. Their elder son, Valentin, is deputy head of the state youth move-
ment. Other relatives of the Ceauseeeu have also been given positions of respon.
sibility. . ." (The Now York Times, April 14, 1978)

Senator Rmcon'. Dr. Pilon?

STATEMENT 07 ZULIANA GERAN P O, ASSISTANT PROFEMOR
0P PHILOSOPHY, EXORY UNIVERSITY

Ms. PIwu. Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Juliana Pilon. I teach philo-
phy at Emory University.

*When I left Romania with my family in 1961, my parents hvn
at last succeed, after 17 years of trying-j. swore an oath that
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would never do anything to harm the interests of Romania. tt is pri-
cisaly because I am concerned about the true interests ot Romania, no
less than the true interests of the United States, that I urge you to
think abotit the implications before deciding to continue to offer this
preferential treatment to a country of virtual slaves.

My rea ns are not intended to move the proverbial businessmen
who will buy the cheapest product regardless of its bloody history or
sell this hard-and soft--wares oblivious to their obvious use in the
torture chamber. Trade with Romania, as we have heard already, ij
after all, -cooperation with an inhumanely repressive regime, one o
the countries that make a mockery of the Helsinki agreement.

I applaud Senator Dole's resolution that would, in effect, reevaluate
United States participation in the Helsihki agreement, introduced only
yesterday.

Fortunately, the trials of Sharansky and Ginsberg that are pres-
ently going on in the Soviet Union are beginning to awaken the con-
science of this Nation to the reality that is communism-not Soviet
communism in a narrow sense but the system as such. Mrs.
Solzhenitsyn reminded us again last night on the MacNeill-Lehrer
report that any Communist regime requires repression and force for
its very existence. Indeed, the Senate, as a whole, has reiterated ito
concern for human rights yesterday in a strongly worded resolution.
If it is truly sincere, the Senate must be consistent. Senator Jackson's
charge that the administration has a "confused, uncertain, and often
contradictory approach" is surely correct. It is time for us to know
where we stand.

It is the larger, moral dimension of section 402 of the Trade Act
that is at issue here today. The intent of that section, you will recall,
is to assure the continued dedication of the United States to the funda-
mentals of human rights. I read that statement broadly, as does Mr.
Hamos. I disagree with Senator Jackson's interpretation of that
section, which we have heard earlier today, as involving primarily,
indeed almost exclusively, the right of emigration.

Human rights refers not only to Jewish or Hungarian human
rights-I am Jewish, myself-but, indeed, the rights of those who
cannot even demand to emigrate. Make no mistake about it. The few
people who can emigrate by joining their relatives in the West are
Ifeeing a nation of ubiquitous fear and lying. Bookstores are filled with
propaganda. They need not have read Ion Carja's "The Channel of
Death"--of course, they could not have read it--which describes the
atrocities of the lomanian Gulag, to learn about the repression which
is their daily life. They know that their government has virtually
complete power over them, tells them where they must live and where
they must work. They know that their hailed national socialism has
another, simpler acronym.

As the Romanian dissident Paul Goma has said recently, Western
governments are, knowingly or unknowingly, accomplices of the Ro-
manian regime--they allow themselves to be deceived. Ceausescu 's so.
called independent policy is surely a deceptive maneuver, and I will
not repeat what you have already heard about this.

So let me finally come to my recommendation. I am arguing, of
course, that we must not extend moet-favored-nation status to lo-
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mania. As a philosopher, my own study of Romanian ideology shows
an unmistakable message. It involves the subordination of the indi"
vidual to the state, to collectivism. To speak of Romanian independ-
ence is surely shortsighted and naive. We fail to understand the arot
philosophy of that repressive regime.

Former Secretary of the Treasury William $imon in his recent
book, "A Time of Truth," put the matter well. When discussing trade
with Communist regimes, he concluded that "there is no moral or
economic justification for taxing American citizens in order to fluiance
the industrialization of nations that seek to destroy them."

But I am actually saving more. I propose that such status is ex-
tended, it be done in alt honesty without paying that cloying lipservice
to human rights that will inevitably earn us the contempt we right-
fully deserve. Repeal the Jackson-Vanick amendment and admit that
human rights are not part of our business, but let us not feign a con-
cern we manifestly do not have.

I would like to end my statement by saying that, if in fact all goes
well-"well" is exactly what I do not mean,but "well" according to
some people--if all goes as it has been pointed out to me by Senator
Talmadge this morning who said that of course the most-favored-
nation treatment will be extended to Romania, then it will be difficult
for me not to agree with Solzhenitsyn's sad observations on the oc-
casion of the Harvard commencement on June 8, 1978 regarding our
spiritual exhaustion.

Our lovely fur coats prevent us from looking closely at the people
whose cold war we are pretending not to fight. Not only are they bare-
foot as a result of disastrous ecoliomic policies, their very individuality
has been redefined, tram pled under foot like so much semantic rubble.

From under that rubble, it cannot emerge if we continue to finance
their burial. At least let's not lie to ourselves, for to them, the truth
speaks with all the clarity of censored silence.

Senator RmwOFr. Thank you very much Doctor.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Pilon follows :]

STATEMENT OF JUUANA GEWAi PnLow, AISsTANT PROWrSSOa, DEPAsTMENT OF
PHiosopnI, Emvoy UNIVUSITy

When I left Romania with my family in 1981-my parents having at last sue-
ceeded, after seventeen years of trying-I swore an oath that I would never do
anything to harm the interests of Romania. It is precisely because I am concerned
about the true Interests of Romania no less than the true Interests of the United
States that I urge you to think about the implications before deciding to continue
to offer preferential treatment to a country of virtual slave. My reasons ard not
Intended to move the proverbial businessman who will buy the cheapest product
regardless of its bloody history or sell his hard (and soft) wares oblivious to
their obvious use in the torture chamber. Although many fine arguments have
been presented to this august body to support the view that trade with Romania
is not in the economic interest of the United States, much less in its military-
political interest, I will leave such arguments aside. For even If it could be demon-
strated that trade with the slaveowner looks attractive on the balance-sheet, onq
may still bring Into question our sincerity when we speak inthe lofty idiom of
human right If we truly subscribe to that ideal If we do not merely engage in
the kind of self-righteous rhetoric that wins innocent If gullible votes and chic
handshakes on the golf course trade with Romania Is nothing less than hypocrisy.

Now you have all heard the testimony of Mr. Lasuio Ramos of the Committee
on Ruman Rights in Romania, printed to you not once but twice in two year*
to the effect that section 402 of the Trade Act of 1914 was meant to add a bro d
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moral dimension to our delilbrntlons concerning trade with communist couhtrles.
That dimension, however, has been deliberately distorted (se Appendix). It is
becoming accepted that emigratior--Jewlah emigration especially--I our primary
if not sole concern. The relevance of testimony conerning harrtssment and op-
pression of minorities and Of religious people Is therefore gretly diminished as
a result of such distortion, But I do not here wish lmply'to defend min6rity and
religious rights in Romnhia. Nor do I argue m6rely for stepped-up $ewish emlora-
tion, even though, being Jewish, and having experienced IRomanian antl4eibitlsm
first-hand, I am evidently not against a continued concern for Romanian Jews.
Rather, I suggest that we remember the broader implications of the Trade Act dt
1974 and the true Intent 6f our reservations regarding tiade--nde6dj what
amounts to subsidized trade-with communist (euphemistically called "non-
market") countries. That Intent Is "to assure the continued dedication of the
United states to fundamental human rights., ."--which presumably refers not
only to jewish or Hungarin human rights but also to the rights of those who
cannot even demand to enifrate. -

This necessarily brings mne to the Issue of emigration itself. To think that free
emigration, even if attainable, would somehow solve the human rights problem
in Romania seems to imply that the rest of the people must be content where they
are-at least content enough that we need not worry about their "human rights,"
so to speak. "We must not interfere In the internal affairs of other countries": is
that not the spirit of Helsinki; especially as spelled out to us by Helmut Sonnen-
feldt? Without belaboring the point that this is the sort of nice doctrine that
brought us Kamputchen, I must confess that I sincerely doubt that many people
in the world today-barring ideologues and the chronically uninformed--really
do not know the reason for the Berlin Wall. Just'a couple of weeks ago I spoke
with a young Romanian who Is now tryltig to ef his parents out: he told me he
was one 6fC 500 who defected to the West in 1975 on the occasion of a 4hort visit
to Vienna. "Others were afraid for the families they left, back home," he said.
"Otherwise they'd all be here." Only last week I met an undergraduate at Emory
University who went on a tour of Romania last summer and there met many -
people who said they would like to leave but could not ask, for they are Romanian
and thus not allowed to apply. "I saw how the elite Is treated differently from the
ordinary people," she told me. "They have different hospitals where the masses
are not allowed to enter. Yet even members of the elite that I met said they would
like to leave If they could." I myself spoke with many people during my fislt in
1975 who said they would'give anything to be able to leave. I should add, of course#
that some of those In despair shrugged their shoulders when I asked if they might
wish to emigrate: puling up roots Is no easy task, leaving forever relatives,
friends, home, and history. In a letter written only a few months ago which mirac-
ulously survived censorship, a linguist fluent In a dozen languages-yet who has
been denied attendance to any foreign professional conferences-tells of her Im-
mense frustrations (she was once Imprisoned for asking a simple question about
the history of occupied Bessarabia.) Still she explains why she cannot imagine
leaving her home-afraid of homesickness and concerned that she couldn't adapt
to a new society and a new land of which she knows little. (A visit here, even if
allowed, Is out of the question: she writes that even five years' wages would not
suffice for buying a ticket to the U.S.) Considering the overwhelming political
risks and the emotional turmoil of emigration, the people who do leave are cer-
tainly not exclusively nor even primarily motivated by material considerations
as some cynics seem to believe. They are fleeing a nation of ubiquitous fear and
lying, whose bookstores are filled with propaganda. They need not have read Ion
CArJa's "The Channel of Death" (New York: Actiunea Romaneasc, 1974). which
describes the attroclttes of the Romaniau Gulag, to learn about the repreMon
which is their daily life. They know that their government has virtually complete
power over them, tells them where they must live and where they must work.
They know that their hailed National Socialism Mwa another, simpler acronym.

Now I recogni m, of course, that there are those who are concerned *4 1 am
about the fate of Romanian citizens and who argue that emigration Is a bisMre
way to deal with the problem. And, of course, I agree with them: eptiegmla is
not cured by total bloodletting (and transfusion, under the clreowsuea s Is
incherst). But to think that trade to subsidization would. improve the *eo-
nosile eaftiobs In that country and therefore ipso facto solve the human rista
probbem by eliminatg people's desire to leave is either to misundertand the

reao for the pain of the Romanian people or else (which is far worsM)
rand the very meaning of the term "human rights"
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t teli a philosophe by trade, with a ?h.lD. from the Oniversity of Chicago,

that bastionof No Pri winners an4 free enterprise, I have explored at some
%e#t the philosophy or Ideology of the Ronanlan reglmq. At present, in fact
I*am W#orng on a book dealing with Botanan.Marzstthought, coneehtating
Wp&eVltiflaf on Its eoncept of objectivity and its eontept of the IndividualWIt bIneIp frola iy study Is 4 picture of glorified toltkUtift whose lutt-
tio ae unequivocal: the subordination of the individual to tio state. Nor Is
thlimited to Romania alone tnsoar as the leadership of that country sees Itself
as called upon' to pursue the eventual triumph of soclalisul In the entire world. I
quote from a popular text being used to disseminate the ruling ideology, entitled
"A Small Phllosoph cal Dictionary." "Imperialism Is the dawn of proletarian
revolution. ... In virtue of the laws of historical progress capitalism must be
replaced by revolutionary means with socialism." AMd what this ineitable
revolution brings is an end to "tIdiyldualism (which) redects In a society based
on private property, the contradiction between the interests of Individuals
with the public interest . . 1 The fight against Individualism pp-
poses therefore the education of all men In the spirit of eollectvism. 1 Whether
or not Romania Is pursuing "Independent" policies (and I will not repeat the ex-
tremely persuasive arguments yold have already hkrd demonstrating that this
"independence" is very mch In line with the best interests of the Soviet Union),
one may well worry, therefore, About the utimate purpose of Its policies. It Oeems
to me that we ought to pay more attention not only to the numbers of Jews who
emigrate-important as that ls--but to the situation that leads to their emigration,
for It reflects a deeper illness, a philosophy that deserves closer scrutiny. That
Is, of course, assuming that we care.

Let me finally come to my recommendation. I am arguing, of course, that we
must not extend "most favored nation" status to Romania. Former Sedretary of
the Treasury William Simon, in his recent book "A Time for Truth," put the
matter well: when discussing trade with communist regimes, he concluded that
"there Is no moral or economic justification for taxing American citizens in order
to finance the Industrialization of nations that seek to destroy them." (The fact
that he wrote this in a footnote may indicate that he believes It to be self-evident.)
But I am actually saying more: I propose that if such status Is extended it.be
done in all honesty without paying that cloying lip-service to "human' rights"
that will inevitably earn us the contempt we rightly deserve. Repeal the Jackson
Vanik amendment and admit that human rights are not part of our business. But
let us not feign a concern we manifestly do not have.

No one will deny that it Is difficult, nay impossible, to use reason to persuade
someone to care. I am writing, however, In the belief that ours to still ultimately
a wise and moral country. During my visit to Bucharest in 1975 I tried to con-
vince my Romanian friends that Americans are not the Ignorant materialistic
capitalists the propaganda-machine describes them to be. That view, unfortu-
nately, is becoming increasingly more difficult to defend. When some witnesses
testifying before the Congress of the United States recommend extending most
favored nation" status to Romania while at the same time either admitting they
know little or nothing about the political philosophy of that country or, worse,
that It Is not their business, when others would have us believe that one helps
the slaves by subsidizing their owners, it Is difficult not to agree with Soluhenit-
sny's sad observations on the occasion of the Harvard commencement on June 8,
1978, regarding our spiritual exhaustion. Our lovely fur coats prevent us from
looking closely at the people whose Cold War we are pretending not to fight. Not
only are they barefoot as a result of disastrous economic policies, their very
individuality has been redefined, trampled underfood like so much semantie
rubble. From under that rubble It will not emerge if we continue to finance the
burial At least let's not lie to ourselves, for to them the truth speaks with all
the clarity of censured silence.

APMiqDI

Mr. Laszlo Hamos of the Committee on luman Rights In Romania, at the
June 27, 1977, hearing before the Subcommittee on International Trade of the

our Senate inance committee. eommeattng on section 402 of the Trade Act, all ly"belevee that it is equaY reasonable to etablIsh tonditios on all bade human fghtq
ladd r f ~ltn~ e .rtpgt to- igrate as well as bate propert-rlghta, bfore eztendtng brsedVV eslnto 06M uust onuntzls" (Ntov. 26,. sisal Sente Reort 98-13)1 Cnw. "bas pro= rights" to be rourwele In a regime that repudiates nh rights on
IWeoloal Crone UsHless ba our talent for self-delusIon.
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Committee on Finance of the United States Senate, submitted the f0oIolng
analysis:

"C(Vernlng the President's message of June 2, the [press release &amouncing
the Senate hearing) states 'This recommendation was based on his d*tifh*
tion under section 402(4) (5) of the Trade Act that theextension of tlt walvet
authority will substantially promote the objective of freedom o ei*nfttlo1 i
general and, in particular, in the case of the Socialist te ub4e 1.

This statement is fale. Nowhere does the Preddent's mesge 90044
phrase 'the objective of freedom of emigration,' The Words which It ac4 al U&
are In conformity with the Trade Act, 4e., that the waiver 'will susttlly
promote the objectives of section 402 of the Act.' The unmistakable Intent bbhitd
the lauuage used In the press release Is to restrict the objectives of the fiction
to the right of free emigration exclusively. We contend of course that the "objec.
tives of this section" are the broader 'fundamental human rights' clearly stated
at the beginning of the-section. 0

Our Interpretation Is supported by grammatical evidence as well. The ad.
thentie language of the Trade Act uses the plural: 'objectives of this section',
Of the phrases 'fundamental human rights' and 'freedom of emigration', "
the former Is plural. The expression 'objectives of this section' clearly refers
back to some antecedent and the only plural antecedet to be found in the seo'
tion is 'fundamental human rights'.

Further loglcs evidence of this view Is provided when subparagraphs (A) and
(B) of section 402(c) (1) are analyzed. Even if we assume that the objectives
of the section is freedom of emigration, subparagraph (A) ('he has determined
that such waiver will substantially promote the objectives of this section')
still makes no sense. The manner ia which a waiver of the condition of freedom
of emigration could substantially promote the objectives of freedom of emigta.
tion Is simply beyond our comprehension. Moreover, if we accept this nonsen-
sical interpretation, there would be no need for both subparagraphs (A) and
(B) because their meaning would be virtually identical.

It seems important here to reiterate the correct interpretation. The structure,
grammar and logic of section 042 uniformly reveal that Its objectives are fun-
damental human rights. The means to promote them Is the requirement of free
emigration. Ultimately, a country which respects the human rights of Iti citizens
has no reason to fear an opening of its borders to all those who wish to leve.
A regime which denies Its citizens this right is required by the wisdom of the
Trade Act to show a definite improvement in some other areas of fundamental
human rights as well as to provide some assurance of future improvement in
the field of emigration...."

Senator RmionOF. Mr. Abbe I

STATEMENT 07 CYRUS GILBERT ABBE, ATTORNEY

Mr. Am. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you very much for giving
me the opportunity to speak with you because numerous Romanian
Jews gave me letters specifically to ring back to you and your com-
mittee, asking you to assist them. These letters were taken from me at
the airport in Bucharest, despite my protest that they were intended
for your congressional committee, in spite of the fact that they were
in sealed envelopes, in spite of the fact that they were marked strictly
confidential and were addressed to my Congressman.

I went to Romania specifically in order to spend 8 weeks talking
with Jews about the problem of Jewish emigration. I spoke with them
day and night throughout the 20 days I was there. What I found as
a result of my discussions, as I went -from door to-door speaking with
the Jews there, was a situation in which numerous Jews told me of
their extraordinary efforts to try and get out; of the tortuous ap-
plication procedure which they had to undergo, of which your com-
mittee is well aware; of the harassment and prosecution wli& thay
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had to undergo, including having their telephones tapped, being fol-
lowed, losing their jobs, and worse.

I want in particular to tell you that one individual who I visited
four times and spoke with, Aldalbe Rosinger whom you know vry
well, wants to express his apprecliationi to you for all of your efforts
on behalf of his daughter Veromca and on behalf of himself also..

Upon my first visit there, as soon as I walked into his sPartment, the
first thing he did was to go to his couch, pick up one of the thick
pillows and place it on top of the telephone there because as he said, he
believe there is a microphone in the telephone and he does not want
us to be overheard. This was symptomatic of the situation in Romania

As you know it has been a long, long stggle to trnd Mr.
R.osiner out of israel, and there are many more Romanian Jews in his
situation.

Numerous Jews told me that in addition to their efforts to try and
get out, they were even afraid to apply for exit visas. They were afraid
to apply because they might be fired, and then they would have no
way of supporting their family during the time that they were out of
a job. They were looking to the United States for help.

The Jackson-Vanik amendment is known there and they are relying
on the American Government to provide them with assistance. Most
of their families are in Israel, and almost all of the young Jews who
are in Romania want to leave, want to go to Israel.

I want to speak to you, especially in the presence of the members of
the State Department, of what I think is a very simple method which
can be of great help.

While I was in Bcharest I had approximately five conferences with
the members of the staff of the U. S. Embassy there. They told me-
and this was confirmed to me by officials of the State Department in
letters received by me-that they refused to intervene with the Roma.
nian Foreign Office on behalf of any Jew who wishes to leave Romania
in order to emigrate to Israel.

The reason for their refusal to do this is their fear that any such
action might diminish their effectiveness in intervening on behalf of
individuals who wanted to go to the United State. Therefore, if a
man in Romania wants to leave and join his brother in Connecticut, the
American Embassy will intervene with the foreign office. If the same
man wishes to leave in order to join his brother in Tel-Aviv, the Ameri.
can Embassy will do nothing to assist him.

I tried to point out to the American Embassy officials that the Hel-
sinki agreement and the trade legislation did not state that human
rights should be guaranteed, or reunification of families should be
assured, only for individuals wishing to go to the United States, and
that I did not believe it was the policy of either the House Committee
or the Senate Committee which meets on the Romanian trade legisla-
tion every year to limit intervention for human rights, solely to indi-
viduals wanting to come to the United States. America stood for
human rights all over the world, and help should not be limited to
those le who want to emigrate to the United States.

Nevertless, the embay has tated, and the State Department has
informed me, that it will continue to be their policy not to intervem
on behalf of any Jew wanting to go to the state of Israel.
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A simple procedure to help these Romanian Jews would be an effec-
tive monitoring system, and the current monitoring system is doing
nothing to help Jews wanting to go to Israel. An effective monitoring

oStem would be one in whi4c an American social would go o the
Romanian Jewish community and would have contact withthe ews
there. When these Jews want to leave Romania and they want to l
out their preapplication form, they would immediately notify this
American official, who would probably be a part of the American
Embassy staff.

This American official would then intervene on behalf of the indi-
vidual with the Romanian Foreign Office and at the same time would
report back to your committee the results of every individual case.
This would give Romanian Jews the assurance that they were having
the effective support of the U.S. Government, they would be more
'willing to apply, and they would receive greater protection after sub-
mitting their visa applications.

I would like, just briefly, to tell you that these individuals are
looking to the U.S. Government for help and support, that they are
looking to the Jackson-Vanik amendment, and to your efforts. You
have known the difficulties that you and your committee had in trying
to get out numerous people. When I came back from Romania, I pro-
videdyou with a list of about 40 individuals who were trying to get
out. That was 3 months ago.

As far as I know, only one person, so far, has left. It is 3 months now,
40 people, and we have been able to get only oit of them, so far, to
Israel.

I am hopeful that you will recognize the courage these Jews took
by my presence in Rkomania. Their willingness to talk to me re-
flected their hope that your committee would try to support them.

I would like to encourage this committee to have the State Depart-
ment and the American Embassy in Romania change their policy so
that they will actively intervene to help Jews who wish to leave
Romania to go to the State of Israel and not only protect the human
rights of individuals seeking to emigrate to the United States.

Senator RoicoFp. Thank you ver. much. Mr. Abbe.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Abbe follows:]

BTAmmTmUNm Ch 0 MGLyU1 Ansa
My recent discussions with numerous Jews in Rumania have led me to two

conclusions:(1) Tens of thousands of Jews would like to emigrate to Israel, but the pro-
cedure to apply for an exit visa is extremely diMcult and the request is some-
times denied or it takes years before approval is granted, the applicant is fre-
quently subject to harassment and persecution during this long period without
any assurance that he will ever receive the visa, and therefore many Jews are
too frightened to apply.

(2) An effective monitoring system is necessary in order to ameliorate this
situation, and the current monitoring system has failed. In April, 1978 I spout
all of my time during a three week visit to Bucharest talking with numerous Jews
about the problem of emigration and this statement Is based primarily og these
converations as well as letters and documents given to me by these individual.
I am an attorney by profession but have been active in lewia affairs for years
and I made this trip to Rumania as a volunteer spedfheally in order to meet Jews
thre and to determine the extent to which they have problems emi taIng to
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During a previous visit as a tourist to Bucharest in September, 1916 I was

asked by several Jews to help them emigrate. They told me they had been waltluq
years since they applied for an exit visa and bad lost their jobs or beet stated
from their spouse or drafted Into the army, etc. without obtaining the visa Sine
both the United States and Rumani are signatories to the Hisinki accord and
since Rumania benefits from moet-favrred-nation trade privlege I emttdd
the Helsinki Commission am weU as this Committee and asked members of Con
gres to contact the Rumanian Embassy in Washingtoti on behalf of these Indt.
viduals. I want to thank the members of Congress for their intervention and
Inform you that within a few months all of these Jewi who had been wal
years for an exit visa, reached Israel. Unfortunately, although this proves tht
Rumania can easily expedite an applicant's request for an exit visa *ben. it
wants to do so or when It is pressured by members of Congress, the problem of
emigration has become even more difIcult during the past two years and te of
thousands of Jews still want to leave.

Two years ago a person wishing to emigrate completed a large application
form. Now he must first complete a brief preliminary request. Only It this in
approved does he receive the large application form. (Jpws In Bucharest suspect
the reason for the change is so that when a member of Congress asks about an
Individual seeking to emigrate, the Rumanian Ambassador can 44y he hasn't
even applied to leave when in reality the government has rejected his preliminary
request and refused to give him an application form.) After the applicant submits
the preliminary request a delay of several months normally follows and theh he
is summoned to a meeting at the People's Council In the area where he works.
There he to frequently humiliated and advised to withdraw his request If he
refuses, he is often threatened and told orally that he will not be permitted to
leave. After several more months of waiting he will usually reeve a formal
written rejection of his request. He then begins to submit complaints with the
hope that the decision will be reversed It may never be reversed, or sometimes
after a short or long period of waiting his complaint is recognised and he is given
the application form. After he completes and submits the application form he
continues to wait with no assurance of approval. Since he has announced his
desire to emigrate from the beginning of this tortuous proceeding, the applicant
during all this time Is frequently subjected to hrassment and persecution such
as being followed, having his phone tapped and being fired from his job so that
he is obliged to remain in Rumania but has no source of income.

During my recent visit Jews who had tried to obtain exit visas gave me Infor.
maation about their attempts to leave and I have attached hereto a report which
briefly describes each case. I have also attached letters from some of these Jews
which were given to me in Bucharest specifically so that I could bring them to
your attention. (A couple of the letters attached hereto were sent to me instead
by relatives in IsraeL) I advised each person i Bucharest of the danger that
his letter may be taken from me by the Rumanian authorities, but they were so
desperate for our help that they were willing to take this risk. Vor example, in
April I visited Anton and Maria Negrea and their children. Their apartment Is
covered with photos to cover the cracks In the wall caused by the earthquake.
Neither of them has been able to work since they were fired in 1974 when they
applied to Join his parents in Israel. Their eldest daughter was prevented at the
last minute from graduating from the economics faculty In 1976 because they
asked to leave and the younger children have been harassed at school His life has
been threatened; he has been arrested without cause. After his mother passed
away, his old father took seriously Ill and was hospitalized In Israel. When he
received a telegram last year asking him to rush to his father's bedside, he
requested a temporary exit visa from the Rumanian government and assured
them he would of course return soon to his wife and children. The Rumanian
government refused to even consider this request unless the entire family with-
drew their request for a permanent exit visa. The Negrea family wouldn't do
this and they now remain, all seven of them, still hoping that outside pressure
from America will Influence the Rumanian government to grant them a pwma-
nent exit visa. Meanwhile they continue to write complaints and appeals to the
Rumanian authorities and receive either rejections or no respond

During my three week visit In April I went to visit numerous Jews aeeompa-
nied by Sanda Maneseu a youne Rumanian Jewish woman. Viad Manqseu, her
brother, had met me In Bucharest In O7w and had pleaded for help la obtaining
an emigration visa. He had been married by the Rabbi In Bueharest to an Israeli
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girl, but the Rumanian authorities had refused to recognize the religious mar-
rige, allow a civil marriage or permit Viad to go to Israel. Wor three years he had
been tryn to obtain an e*It visa so he could join his wife In Israel Upon my
return r asked a member of O to Intervene with the Rumanian Ambassa-
dor and because of this Vlad was sown allowed to leave. Vlad Wrote to me from
Israel that his sister Sanda was also trying without suceo to emigrate. I met
Sands as soon as I arrived In Bucharest She was most dept*sed for she had lost
her Job because of her application to go to Israel. Since she was a simultaneots
interpreter Enlsh-Rumanian, I asked her to help me visiting Jewish families
and Inquiring at their efforts to emigrate.

I found the Jews in Bucharest were extremely frightened but took courage in
knowing that Jews in America and the American government were conceded
about them and interested In their welfare. Those who had applied told me how
they were followed, how their phones were tapped, how they had been fired, etc.
Many of those who had not applied told me they wanted desperately to leave but
knew that If they applied they may Immediately be fired and might have to wait
years to receive an exit visa, should It ever be granted, without any source of
income to support them and their children. They advised me that the census
figures for the number of Jews in Rumania was erroneous because many Jews
were afraid to tell the census taker they were Jewish and some census takers
discouraged Jews from calling themselves Jewish. Estimates of the number of
Jews remaining in Rumania ranged from about 50,000 to 100,000 and my best
guess of the total would be around 70,000. Although some of the older Jews receive
support, care and aid from the Joint Distribution Committee supported by the
United Jewish Appeal and feel too old to emigrate, the overwhelming proportion
of the younger Jews and some of the older ones are eager to move to Israel and be
reunited with their families there Although synagogues may exist in Rumania,
everyone Is required to work on Saturday so the only Jews able to attend Sabbath
morning services are those who are retired. Although kosher food and other
religious observances may be maintained, this limited form of Jewish life does
not compare with the full Jewish existence available in Israel and the Rumanian
Jews long to join their families In Israel. There are now about 800,000 Rumanian
Jews living in Israel, most having left Rumania just after the end of World War
II, so those left in Rumania frequently have almost their entire family In Israel.

Several days after my arrival Bands Manescu was interrogated by the secret
police. She was asked If she had eomplied with the Rumanian law requiring
each Rumanian to report any conversations with a foreigner to his place of work.
Sands explained that she was no longer working. The secret police asked all
about her activities and mine. The following day she was summoned -to the
police station, advised that the police knew we were contacting Jews about
their desire to emigrate, that she should have no more contact with me and that
she would be punished If she disobeyed. She was threatened and frightened.
Nevertheless, in an exceptional display of courage she continue to accompany me
so she could serve as Interpreter and help other Jews who wanted to leave. She
was most grateful for the assistance given her brother and the efforts being
made to assist her. During the remaining 2% weeks of my stay we were con-
stantly followed and frightened In many ways by the Rumanlan Secret police. I
think the reason no more serious action was taken against us was that President
Ceausescu was planning his visit to the United States, they knew I was in
constant contact with the American Embassy and they knew I carried a letter
from my Con ressnan Charles Rangel asking me to report to him upon my
return since he was interested in the Rumanian trade legislation. I intentionally
showed this letter to numerous people, and since there are many informers I
believe the Rumanian authorities were well aware of this letter.

At the airport In Bucharest I was seized. Interrogated and searched exten.
sively. I was carrying notes of my conversations with Jews and letters given to
me by some of these Jews to be conveyed to you and other members of Congre.
These Items were sealed in envelopes addressed to my Congresman and marked
confidential. Almost all of these items were found, and in spite of my protest
that these were important, confidential documents I was bringing back to my
Congressman, they were conflseated. The scene at the airport was frightening; I
was surrounded by Rumanian authorities, told to sign documents written in
Rumanian which I could not read and threatened that If I refused I would not
be allowed to board the plan and leave Rumania. After I requested to talk to the
American Embassy and at my suggestion gave them a one sentence declaration
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stating merel that certain docuntwe*e taken from me at the airport, I was
final' allowed to leave.

since my depsrtum I have bma informed that Jews I met have been interro-
gated, ,mumn ed to the pofl G atment and rked to give written statemwt
about their contact wb m In t meet ew I went to as Pman Jewish
activities as posble and voto homes I understd there is now an
attempt to imit contact betwt*e J* W foreg Jews so that
Information about ,jto 4blsso of ammlan Jews will mot be available to us.I amhp toou t a _ .- I" feceived her exit visa within
72 hours afte I Ot a and tdoed Jal to be reunited with her brother
Vlad ad his Wife several weeks so. Why did Sapda receive her exit vLs. so
promptly ? I believe It Is because the Rumanian aUthorities knew she was brave
enough to continue contacting Jews In Bucharest and sending information out of
the countrY so I could provide It to you and because they knew you were already
interested in her application to emigrate so that arresting her might re most
embarrsinng. Durin the few weeks before eo left she was constantly followed
and was - -oned l to the police station and threatened with arrest. What is
moot I to ote however, is that the Rumania government could grant
her an at se Ies than 12 hours when It truly wanted to expedite the matter.

Upon my return to the United States I contacted members of this Committee
members of the Helisnki Commisson and other members of Conren and asked
for your help so that the Individuals who spoke to me and gave me letters to give
you would not be punised and would be allowed to leave. Some of you have
otered to hlpb1 , contacting the Rumanian Embassy and I want to oxpres my
thanks Also Cah ommison has expressed Its concern, Would you please
continue to raise the question of the emigration of aM these Jews with the Ru-
motian MmbaM until all of them are allowed to leave? I had had a long meeting
with Rumanian Ambassador Nicolae who told me he Is most responsive to such
intervention by members of Congress and tries to resolve emigration cases raised
by thM.

How can this Congress help to solve the problem of reunification of Rumanian
Jews with their families In Israel? The solution lies in an effective monitoring
system: a monitoring system which not only reviews emigration from Rumania
and describes the hardships and di8culties Involved but also causes a real and
substantial improvement in Rumania's performance. With respect to Jewish
emigration from Rumania to Israel the present monitoring system has been a
failure. This Is obvious from the sharp decine in emigration to Israel from a
rate of over 800 a month in 19T4 to about 100 a month this past year.During my recent three week visit to Rumania in April I talked day and
night about this problem with numerous Jews and also had five meetings with
the consul, assistant consul, political adviser and press attache of the American
Embew there who were most kind to discuss this situation at lenth with me. I
asked the American Embassy personnel about the numerous caem of Jews who
had applied to leave and have been waiting months and years for exit visas.
In the overwhelming number of cases the American Embassy personnel knew
absolutely nothing about these Jews and never beard of them. It was obvious
they were not monitoring something they knew nothing about. In addition the
American Embassy personnel, though most sympathetic to the plight of these
Jews, repeated what the State Department had already advised me which was
that the American Embassy would not intervene with the Rumanian foreign
office on behalf of any Rumanian Jew seeking to emigrate to Israel. I noted that
the most-favored-nation trade legislation did not say America was only Inter-
ested In emigration to America and no distinction appeared In the Helsinki
Agreement based on the ultimate destination of an individual seeking to bereunited with his family. I don't believe Congres or your Committee is inter-
ested in protecting the rights of emigration and reunlflcation of families only
of those eventually emigrating to America but unless your Committee insists
that the American Embassy help those wanting to go to Israel also, the American
Embamy will continue to Intervene with the Rumanian foreign offie on behalf
only of those seeking to emigrate to America. And if the American Embassy
will not intervent on behalf of those Jews wanting to go to Israel, they will not
hear about, monitor or report back to your committee about these Jews. The most
the American Embassy was prepared to do on behalf of these Jews was that If
a member of Congress wrote the Embassy about a paticular case, the Embassy
would informally advise the Rumanian foreign office that this member of Con.

82-48---8----14
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gress was interested in a particular case. However, the Embassy personnel
distinguished this carefully from saying to the Rumanian foreign office that the
American government was intervening on the individual's behalf.

How should the monitoring system be changed so that your Committee is
Informed about individuals seeking to emigate to Israel and can assist them?

1. An official of the American Embassy in Bucharest or a staff official of this
Committee assigned to Bucharest should mix ift the Jewish community and ad-
vise Jews that the Embassy and your Committee want to know if they apply
to leave for Israel and are prepared to intervene on their behalf.

2. Jews who apply for exit visas to Israel should be advised they can notify
this American official of each step they take and the Rumanian government
takes In the application procedure.

3. The American official should formally intervent with the Rumanian foreign
office on behalf of each applicant and should inquire regularly (weekly or
monthly) with the Rumanian foreign office about progress on his case to asure
the procedure is expedited and to assure there is no harassment or persecution of
the individual such as loss of job or police interrogation as frequently occurs
now.

4. The American official should report back regularly to your Committee about
the progress on each Individual case.

Your Committee has helped Jews emigrate to Israel by contacting the Ruman-
ian Ambassador In Washington. However, your Committee hears of only a
small fraction of the number of Jews who apply to leave. Many more Jews would
be helped If the procedure described above would be followed. This Is a modest
proposal at minimal expense to assist many people who need your help desperately
and is In accordance with the administration's statements that America is in-
terested In assuring human rights around the world.

As an American I was proud and was moved when the individuals I met told
me they looked to America for help. They knew of America's concern for human
rights, of America's stand for enforcement of the Helsinki Agreement and of
this trade legislation and the famous Jackson-Vanik amendment. Mr. Chair-
man, I believe the members of Congress have a special responsibility to adopt an
effective monitoring system and thereby to assist these individuals so they can
live free from persecution and can be reunited with their families.

REvWsED REPORT oil RUMANIAN INDIVIDUALS SEEKING TO EMORATE
TO U.S.A. oR IsRAzL

During the first three weeks of April, 1978, I visited Rumania and spoke to
many Jews who wished to emigrate to the United States and Israel. At the
Bucharest airport letters, which these Jews had asked me to give to Congress-
men and Senators upon my return to America, and most, but not all, of the
notes .of my conversations with them were confiscated. On May 1, by consulting
those notes which were not found by the Rumanian authorities and had there-
fore not been confiscated, I prepared a report about these Jews who wished to
emigrate. Since May 1, copies, which I had left with somebody in Rumania, of
all the notes I took and all the letters I received have been delivered to me.
Now, on the basis of this additional Information, I have revised the report I
prepared previously. Although there is considerable additional information in
this revised report, it is important to remember that It is still based on informa-
tion given to me in April, 197& None of the persons named in this revised report
has state secrets or top security jobs.

Formerly a person wishing to emigrate completed a large application form
The procedure changed about two years ago. Now he must first complete a brief
preliminary request. If this Is approved he receives the large application form.
(Jews in Bucharest suspect the reason for the change is so that when a Con-
gressman asks about an Individual seeking to emigrate, the Rumanian Ambas-
sador can say he hasn't even applied to leave when in reality the government
has rejected his preliminary request and refused to- give him an application
form.) As noted in this revised report the preliminary request is frequently
denied. Even when the application form is given to the individual and sub.
mitted, this does not In any way signify approval.

RUMANIAN InrVhUALS SEEKMIG TO 3WMLTS TO U.S.A. OX MsAXL
1. Darla Blexandrgsu d. D. Cantemr 2 S. A, Xt. 8, p 90, Seeto

Bucharest, Rumania, Tel: 28-5-81

W
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She is single, an only child and 25 years old. She is an architect and wants to
emigrate to the United States. Her aunt Natasha Hirsh lives at 140 West 66th
Street. New York, New York 10019. She completed the preliminary request for
an exit visa on October 18, 1977 and received a written rejection of her request
in December, 1977. Her complaints and appeals have been rejected and she was
never given the application form. Both parents approve her request to leave.

2. Radu and Mihaela Alexandru, Str. Matel Volevod 103-118, BL 03, Ap. 6,
Bucharest, Rumania, Tel: 85-11-89.

Both husband and wife are 30 years old. They have been married four years
and have no children. He is an electronics engineer and works for the Insti-
tute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering. He is not working on anything
secretive nor does he have any work related to nuclear questions. He works on
electronic instrumentation. Others at this Institute have been obliged to leave
their job six months before emigrating. She is a mechanical engineer and designs
hydropower plants. They completed the preliminary request for an exit visa
in September, 1977 to go to Israel where he has relatives including his father's
brother. In December, 1977 they received a written rejection of their request.
Their complaints and appeals have been rejected. They were never given the
ftpplication form. His parents have been retired for five years. His father was
formerly General Secretary of the Cultural Committee, Deputy Minister of
Culture and Deputy Minister of Trade.

3. Narcis Aron and his wife Tania Cassvan, Str. Emil Racovita 27, Bloc A-3,
Ap. 18 (Berceni), Bucharest, Rumania.

The mother of Tania Cassvan also wants to emigrate.
Marcella Cassvan, Bd. L. Patrascanu 9, Et. 9, Ap. 278, Bucharest. Rumania,

Tel: 43-48-32.
Narcis Aron, 29 years old, is a doctor. He graduated from medical school in

1972 and is now working as a doctor for the Jewish Community in Bucharest.
His wife Tania Casevan, 28 years old, graduated from music school in 1972 and
is now a piano teacher at a high school. Tania's mother Marcella Cassvan, 61
years old, used to be a cashier at the Yiddish Theatre but she retired four years
ago. Tania's father is dead. The couple has no children. On December 13, 1.977
they completed the preliminary request to receive an exit visa to go to Israel
where they all have relatives including an uncle of Narcis named Dov Matiteau
in Tel Aviv. They have not yet received a written response, and they never
received the application form.

4. Mihal and Adriana Balaban, (and two children), Str. Stirbel Voda 68, Sc.
A, Et. 3, Ap. 3, Sector 7, Bucharest, Rumania, Tel: 15-99-27.

Mihat Is a 39-year old doctor and works as an anesthesiologist.
His wife Adriana is a 30-year old electronics engineer working in a research

computer institute. Neither is Involved in any work containing state secrets. They
have a son Thomas, aged 6, and a daughter Ilinca Cynthia, aged 3. They want to
emigrate to Israel where Adriana has many relatives including six brothers and
sisters of her mother. In August, 1975 Mihai requested the form stating he did
not have any state secrets so he could apply to go to Israel. Within two days he
was fired. In November, 1975 after numerous complaints he received this form,
and they immediately completed the application form to go to Israel (Ie was
later hired at another hospital and is now working, but he was expelled fron the
Communist Party.) Two days aler completing the application form they were
called to the Passport Office in the police station where the official tore up their
application form and shouted they had no right to leave Rumania. No explana-
tion or reason was given. In March, 1976 they started the procedure again and
completed the preliminary request and in July, 1976 received a written negative
response. In February, 1977 after numerous complaints they were permitted to
complete the application form but in June, 1977 they received a written negative
response. After their complaints and appeals were rejected she was told in Janu-
ary, 1978 that she must pay 187 Lei each to have her husband's and her applica-
tion reviewed again. She paid this sum in January, 1978 but no response has
been given yet. More information may be available from her brother orin Cohn-
Sfetcu living in Canada (618) 502-719.

5. Rela Dlckman, 114 Viltorulul Btr., Sector 2, Bucharest, Rumania, Tel:
12-82-25.

She is a 28-year old engineer working with machine tools. She is single. She
recently received her visa to go to Israel where her father has a cousin. She
completed the preliminary request in January 1977. This was rejected but after
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numerous complaints she was given the application form in February 197& She
expects to leave for Israel soon.

6. Coetin Ganea, Aleea Terasel 8A, BL. PE 1, Be. A, Ap. 2, Sector 5, Bucharest,
Rumania.

He's single and 30 years old. He graduated as a subengineer from the Poly-
technic Institute (a status between an engineer and a technician) in 1906 and
now works at the Research and Design Institute for Thermo-energetic Equipment
dealing with steam turbines. He wants to join relatives including a first cousin
in Israel. He completed the preliminary request in October, 1977 and received
a written negative response in January, 1978. He has filed many complaints and
appeals based on the Rumanian Constitution and Law No. 212, but he has not
yet been given the application form.

7. Florin and Adriana Grigoritu, Str. Aleea Covasna 1, Bloc F 12, Ap. 7, Et. 2,
Se. 1, Berceni-Sud II, Sector 5, Bucharest, COD 75554, Rumania, Tel: 83-83-21.

The parents of Adriana Grigorlu also applied to emigrate.
Alexandru and losefina Cerbu, BOB. Colentina 62A, 1L. 118, Ap. 105, Bc. B,

Et. 6, Sector 2, Bucharest, Rumania.
The sister of Adriana also applied to emigrate.
lolanda Cerbu, Piazza Rosetti 8, Et. 9, Ap. 25, Sector 3, Bucharest, Rumania.
Florin is 25 years old and an engineer working for Gropul Intreprinderilor De

Gospodarie Comunata-Section Centrales Thermiques in Bucharest. His wife
Adriana-4-24 years old and a pharmacist working 120 kilometers from Bu-
charest. Alexandru Cerbu is 56 years old and retired because of illness. Iosefta
Cerbu is 44 years old and works as a teacher in a school for the mentally dis-
turbed. lolanda Cerbu Is 24 years old and works as a pharmacist 50 kilometers
from Bucharest. They want to join relatives in Israel including brothers and
sisters of Alexandru. They completed the preliminary request in November, 1977.
They never received any written response and were never given an application
form. They have filed complaints without receiving any answers. Alerandru and
losefina Cerbu were expelled from the Communist Party for requesting exit
visas; the others never belonged.

8. Marian and Rivi lager (and son Andre lager), Bd. Ana Ilpatescu 28, Sector 1,
Bucharest, Rumania, Tel: 50-36-46.

Marian is a retired physician aged 64. Hia wife Rliv is a retired lawyer aged 58.
Their son Andre is a physician aged 25. They want to go to the United States.
Rivi has her mother Malka Wechsler and two brothers, Aristide Wechsler and
Leon Grant, living in the United tSates. They have spoken to the consul at the
American Embassy in Rumania, and Marian and Rivi have already been accepted

-- for immigration into the United States. They applied to leave Rumania in Sep-
tember, 1977 and have not yet received a response. More information Is available
from a cousin, Mrs. Evy Strominger (212) 897-4911, who lives at 112-46 68th"
Road, Forest Hills, New York.

9. Dan and Manuela lancovici, Bd. Dinicu Golescu 9A, Ap. 9, Et. 2, Sector 7,
Bucharest, Rumania, Tel: 49-MT-91.

Dan is 25 years old and works as a water supply engineer. His wife Manuela
is 28 years old and works as a subengineer (a status between engineer and tech-
nician). They do not have any children. They want to join relatives in Israel,
including an uncle of Dan's named Mordechal Leopold who lives at Bate! Hana,
Kiriath Ata, Haifa, Israel. They completed th6 preliminary request on June, 0.
1977 and received a written negative response In January, 1978. They have filed
numerous complaints and appeals but never received the application form.

10. Dumitru and Paraschiva Julian. Dr. Stalovici St. 49, BL. 2, Ap. 10, Bu-
charest, COD 7&20 Rumania, Tel: 87-08-43.

Both the husband and wife are 67 years old- and have been retired for seven
years. He formerly worked as a chemist and she formerly worked as a lab tech-
nician. They want to join his relatives In Israel, including a sister, Frieda Brown-
stein, who lives at Givat Brenner, IsraeL Her sister is married to a high official
In the Ministry of Internal Affairs. They fear this offical has prevented them from
leaving because it may affect his career if he has relatives who emigrated. They
submitted the application fonn in December, 1974 and received a written negative
response in September, 197. They appealed without suces In AprL 0_77 they
were told their application form was too old so they started the procedure over
again by completing the preliminary request in May, 197T. They have not refeived
a written answer yet.

11. Eugene Lerecu, Bd. Macaralei 58, Bloc P-% Sc. A, Ap. 25 Sector 4
Bucharest, Rumania, Tel: 80-06-08
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His father Paul Lerescu, his mother Carmen Lereseu and his grandmother
Cecilia Cotariu all live at the same address and want to evaigrate also.

Eugen Is 24 years old and an electronics engineer at a computer factory, Intre-
prinderea De Calculatoare Electronic. Paul works as a chemist at Intreprinderea
Chimica Dudesti, and is 53 years old. Carmen, aged 55, Is a retired assistant pro-
fessor. Cecilia, aged 85, is also retired. In August, 1977, they completed the pre-"
liminary request to join relatives In Israel, Including Paul's sister Ghita Stru-
lovici who lives at 12 Rehov Peklin, Tel Aviv. They received a written negative
response in December, 1977. They have filed complaints and appeals without
success and have never received the application form.

12. Anton and Maria Negrea (and five children), Bd. Magheru 9, Sc. 1, Et. 1,
Ap. 1, Sector 1, Bucharest, Rumania, Tel: 18-26-5,

Anton is 54 years old; his wife Maria is 49 years old; their five children are
Rodica, 28, Daniela, 15, Carmen; 14, Victor, 18, and Allna, 10. They both were fired
from their jobs in 1974 when they applied to join his relatives in Israel, Including
his father Herman Schwartz, Sderot Warburg 102, Bloc 2, liryat Smuel, Haifa,
a sister Ernestine Fisher, Kiryat Haim, Sderot Degania 15/8, Haifa, and a sister
Sarina Waldman, Rehov Eohkol 8/5, Kiriat -Motzkin, taifa. They have not
worked since then. Their eldest daughter Rodica was prevented at the last minute
from graduating from the economics faculty when they applied to leave but was
finally allowed to graduate in 1977. Rodica works as an economist now. Some of
the little children were persecuted in school because of their request to leave.
They believe Maria's brothers have prevented them from receiving an exit visa.
Two brothers are high military officers. A third brother was formerly First Sec-
retary In the Rumanian Embassy In Moscow and his brothre-in-law is a general
and an aide to President Ceaucescu. These brothers, afraid of the effect on their
careers if the Negrea family emigrates, broke into the Negrea home and threat-
ened Anton's life. Anton was arrested once in the street to prevent his attendance
at a ceremony honoring Nahum Goldman and visited at home by government
officials to tell him he couldn't attend a party for Menahem Begun. He had received
invitations to both parties, but the government was afraid he may try to com-
municate with them. is plight has been discussed on Radio Free Europe thr
times already. Their application was submitted In July, 1974 and rejected& in
September, 1974. Numerous complaints and appeals have been rejected. Rodica
recently completed a preliminary request for herself alone which was also re-
jected. In November, 1977 Anton received a telegram that his old father was ill
In the hospital in Israel. He requested a temporary visa to go alone to visit his
father. He was told the government would not even consider bis request for a
temporary visa until the entire family's request for a permanent visa was with-
drawn, which he and his family refused to do.

13. Liviu and Mandita Rattner (and son), Valea Oltulul 16, X. A 28, Se. E,
Et. 4, Ap. 75, Bucharest, Rumania, Tel: 7T-77-47.

Liviu is 80 years old. He played first violin In the Radio-TrV Symphony
Orchestra, but was dismissed after requesting to go to Israel with his wife
Mandita and Join his relatives there. Mandita is 29 years old and was fired from
her job at a state foreign trade enterprise because of their request to leave. They
completed the preliminary request for themselves and their 4-year old son Serglu
in November, 1977.

Their request was rejected initially but In March, 1978 they were given the
application form which they submitted. They have not yet received a response
to the application form. Both are now jobless.

14. Adalbert and Malvina Rosinger, Str. Stirbel Voda 4, Sc. 4, Ap. 96, Bucha-
rest, COD 70738, Rumania, Tel: 18-55-14.

Adalbert, 69 years old, and his wife Malvina, 65 years old, have been trying
for years to go to Israel where their daughter Veronica aged 26 now lives at
Rehov Meleh Rehoash 27/5, Haifa and all of Malvina's family lives. In the early
1960's a series of secret trials for acts against the state were held. All the defend-
ants were Jews. They were held incommunicado for years prior to the trials, and
the trials did not comply with any human standards of justice. All were con-
victed and each defendant spent many years In JaiL Mr. Bosinger was in jail from
1961 to 196 before beinf released; however, he was initially fined 21 million lel
and one-third of his small monthly pension is still taken now as payment on the
fine. The government refuses to let him leave until the huge fine is paid in its
entirety which, of course, is impossible on his small pension. More InforMation
is avallable from the offe of Bexator Rbicoff.
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15. Vera Solomon, Str. Ion Calln 22, Sector 2, Ducharest, Rumania.
She is single, 24 years old and works at the Jewish restaurant. Her mother is

dead. Her father abandoned her years ago. In Israel where she wants to go she
has five aunts, three uncles and three cousins living. Her preliminary request
filed in July, 1977 to join relatives In Israel was rejected in September, 1977
Since then she has filed numerous complaints without any success. She hat
never received the application form.

16. Mariuca Stanciu, 55 Caderea Bastiliel St., Sector 1, Bucharest, Rumania,
Tel: 11-49-5.

She is single, 25 years old and teaches English. In August, 1976 she completed
the preliminary request for an application form to emigrate to Israel where her
aunt Hana Zeltzer, 169/1 Hayam Road, Haifa, and her boyfriend live. She
received a written negative response to this request in November, 1976. After
numerous complaints she was finally given the application form which she sub-
mitted in February, 1978. She has not received a response to her application.

BuoumAzT, AprI 4, 1978.
DzAR Srn: I am Anton Negrea, 54 years old, and I live in Bucharest at Boulve.

yard Magher 9, Scora A, Apartment 1, Sector 1. My telephone number is 13-26-5.
I am a Jourialst. My wife Maria, 49 years old, is also a Journalist. We have five
children: Rodica, 28, graduated economics, Daniela, 15, in the ninth grade, Car-
men, 14, in the eighth grade, Victor, 13, in the seventh grade and Allna, 10, in
the fourth grade.

I am the son of Herman (Herscu) Schwartz and also of Rebecca Schwartz
who died in 1978. My father lives in Israel at Sderot Warburg 102, Bloc 2, Kiriat
Schmuel, Haifa. I have two sisters, My older sister Ernestine Fisher lives with
her husband in Israel at Kiriat Halm, Sderot Degania 15/8, Haifa (tel. 725719).
The other sister lives with her husband Maurice Waldman in Israel at Rehov
Hshkol 8/5, Klriat Motzkin, Haifa (tel. 732549). My parents and my sisters left
for Israel between 1958 and 1962. All my relatives (uncles, aunts, nephews,
nieces) are living in Israel Many of them have been living there since 1945-46.
I have no relatives in Rumania.

Because of this and because of my parents' wishes I asked to leave for Israel,
together with my wife and children, in July, 1974. We applied in order to be
together with our family. We did everything which might be required to apply.
Neither my wife nor I have had access to state documents. In spite of these facts,
in September, 1974, our request was disapproved because "we have a strong family
tie". At numerous meetings at the Passport Committee, the State Council and the
Council of Ministers and in response to complaints made to President Ceaucescu
we were told that our request was rejected, but no reason was given because
there was no good reason. At some of the meetings with the Passport Committee
my wife was told that "her family doesn't agree with our leaving for Israel."
Between 1974 and 1975 we were threatened by one of my wife's brothers that he
would do everything, even the impossible, to oppose our leaving. He added that
we would regret our request to leave. My wife was threatened that she could
easily die. She was told that she was not in possession of all her mental faculties,
that she had been influenced by me and that she was irresponsible.

In July 1974 both my wife and I were fired immediately after we asked to leave
for Israel. From That moment on we have had no income and pressure was
applied to make us renounce our request. Our eldest daughter was not allowed
to pass her last graduation exam until 1978 although she was supposed to
graduate in 1975.

In 1976 when Dr. Nahum Goldman, President of the World Jewish Congress,
visited Rumania, we were invited to participate in the festivities at the Choral
Temple. We were not, however, allowed to enter because the police erroneouly
pretended that our invitation was false. (The real reason was to prevent cow
tact) Similarly when Prime Minister Begin came In 197T we had invitations but
were prevented from attending.

In December 197T, I got a telegram from my sisters in Israel maylng my father
was very ill and wanted to se me. I then requested a pasport to visit Jy fat4
alone, and attached the telegram to my request The response was ne"Atlyo a
no reason was given. I insisted on a meeting with the authorities and there t
was told my request to visit my father was rejected because of our emigration
request They said that If we all renoupeed our emigration request that would
reconsider my request to visit my father. We refused to renounce our request to
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01nigrate. I satisfy all the conditions for permission to emigrate to Israel, to
Join my family to be beside my father, a sick old man aged 88 who wants to
spend his last aye with his son, his daughter and his grandchildren.

The failure to solve our emigration request is due, I think, to my wife's
brothers who together with their friends hold important and influential positions
in the government and who used their power and authority to prevent our leaving.

My white doesn't have any contact with her brothers any more. Although her
Mitionality Is Rumanian, she considers hemlf Jewish. She wanted to convert to
Judaism but the Rumanlan authorities could not allow this, Our children have
been educated as Jews. They attend all the religious functions that take place at
the Choral Temple. They also attend the Talmud Torah courses and Its chorus.

I have described some of the things that have happened to us since we asked to
leave for Israel.

In April 1976, without my consent, two years after I had been fired I was
retired on sickness pension. During those two years I had been very iII and was
hospitalized with a kidney disease, but I had received no Income whatsoever and
bad to survive on help from relatives In IsraeL

Arrow Nmu.

Aar 10, 197&
DVAx Sm: My name Is Vera Solomon. I live in Bucharest and my address is:

Street Ion Caln, No. 22, Sector 2.
On July T, 1977, I submitted a request to receive the application forms for

emigration to Israel. On September 7, 1977t, I received a negative answer to this
request, and on November 18, 1977, 1 tent in a complaint Since then I have sent
in another complaint with additional details.

The reason I want to leave Is that I wish to Join my family. All my close
relatives live in Israel: five aunts, three uncles and three cousins. Here I have
no one. After my mother died, my father left me and he was the only one for
whom I still had some feelings At home, before my father left, there were fre-
quent quarrels and I was often beaten.

My relatives In Israel are able and willing to give me the affection that I do
not have here, to offer me the real family and home that I so much need.

I was brought up in the spirit of the Jewish religion and the tradition of the
Jewish people. I work at the kosher restaurant of the Jewish community here,

I believe that only in Israel, together with my relatives and my childhood
friends, can I set up a family of my own, fulfill my hopes for the future and really
be myself.

Since my mother passed away and my family disintegrated, nothing binds me
to anybody here.

VnA SoLOMoN.

Dra Sm: By the present, we wish to introduce ourselves to you and to
present In few words the troubles Of our family:

My name Is Liviu Rattner and I'm 80. I graduated from the Conservatory of
Music-Bucharest In 1972. I play on violin and started to work as a teacher of violin
in the "G. Enescu" high school of music In Bucharest. Later, in 1974, I started
to play as first-violin in the Romanan Radio-Tv. Simfony Orchestra.

My wife, Mandita Rattner, who is 29, graduated In 1972 the Faculty of
English literature and language and since then she has been working In a State
Enterprise of Foreign Trade.

I have to mention here that both of us are highly appreciated (professionally).
We have a son Serglu Rattuer, 4 years old.
Our troubles have started in November 1977, when we filled in some applica-

tion forms in order to emigrate to Israel. I am of Jewish origin and all my
relatives (more than 20 persons) have been living in Israel for more than 20
years. My parents are living in Buebaret; they are old ones and wish us to
settle there and afterwards they will Join us.

After having been submitted the respective forms, we were summoned In
front of some commissions and they tried to persuade us to give it up. More
than that, they threatened me that I would die of hunger and still I won't
receive the eipproval. By that time I thought that this was simply a tbreaton.
But, they told me first that I'm not allowed any more to appear ibroa4st
concert&

Then on February #10, inst. tey announced me that I was dismissed, and
offered me no other job instead. To say that now, I am in a difficult situation,
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means to say too little. I've got a wife and a child, more than that we've got a
3-roomed-flat and we have to pay monthly instalments that were difficult to
be paid when I had a job, to say nothing of the present situation when I'm
jobless.

The respective instalments are so high that during the last 5 years we could
save no money; just paid the instalments and that was all.

Now we could be in the situation of having almost nothing for a decent life.
We cold not expect a material help from our parents, they being pensioners

with small pensions.
So, although they told us everytime that we have no chance to emigrate in

Israel, our parents being in Romania, they left me Jobless, without taken into
consideration the constitutional right to work, without considering the fact that
they are living without a material support a young family having a child too.

I have to mention that no other institution in this country will not employ
us having filled an application for Israel.

Being almost desperate of our present difficulties and those to-be, I direct to
you all our hopes and ask you to be so kind and help us. -

Assuring you of my most sincere thoughts I remain, dear Sir, yours.
N.B. On March 1st, I was forced by a high Security officer tp give up my

admission card and I was threatened not to say to anybody what happened
to me. Of course, I have no Job and no opportunity to work, and still no answer
from the Superintendent Board.

Help me I
KIDDUTS GiVAT BuNNER, lam=

DLAn M&. B=NRAnun: Thank you for your consent in helping us In our efforts
to bring to Israel our brother and his wife, presently in Rumania.

My brother's name and address are as follows: Family Name-Julian, changed
from Steinboeck; First Name-Dumitru, changed from David. Born In 1911, he
is on pension since 1972. His wife's name is Paraschiva, also born in 1911; she
is also on pension. They have a daughter, Mia, an engineer, who will not leave
with them. She 1o 85 years old and lives separately.

My brother and his wife live at the following address:
Dr. Stalcovici Street--4, Block 2, Apt. 10
Cod 7620, Bucharest, Rumania.
He first applied to emigrate to Israel in January 1975. In November 1975

he was informed by passport officials, at his home, that his application has been
finally approved and that within a short time he will receive his papers. I
checked this at our Foreign Office and was told that his name appears on the
list at our Embassy in Bucharest, among those who will be permitted to leave.

But, after a long wait and many applications to the authorities, he was In-
formed in writing, in May 1976 that his application to leave Rumania has been
refused, without indicating the reason for this refusal

He reapplied but to bo avail. He at last reached a high official who told him to
forget about leaving the country. He would never be allowed to leave. Finally,
he was told that his wife's brothers, who are highly placed, are doing every-
thing to prevent his leaving, since that may affect their position. As you are aware
it is neither an honor nor an advantage in Rumania to have relatives in west-
ern countries.

Names and addresses of closest relatives in Israel: Braunstein, Frieda, his
sister, lives in Kibbuts Givat Brenner. Figer, Sara, his sister, lives on Atsmaut
Street 14, Belt Eleizer, Hader. Steinbock, Berta, his stepmother, Gilboa St 2,
Netanya.

I should like to add here that we are the sole survivors of a very large family
that was destroyed during the holocaust.

Neither my brother nor his wife were ever in any trouble with the present
regime there. They were never arrested and-they owe no one any money.

There are not sufficient words to express our gratitude for any help you can
give us in this matter and in anticipation of your reply.

Yours respectfully,
UWMA BRA&uWMru.

Buxmse, Apr3 10 1978..
DzA% &m: I am a Jew, born in Rumnia, and I wish to live and work In Iprael.

the land of all Jews. I am writing to you because, under the present circum-
stances, there is very little hop, If any at a1l, of fulfilling. wis.
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My name is Costin Ganea, I am 80 years old, and am living in Bucharest,
Aleea Terasel, No. SA, BL P.E. 1, So. A, Ap. 2, Sector V, Cod 75582.

I studied at the Polytechnic Institute in Bucharest. I am working at the Re-
search and Design Institute for Thernio-energetie Equipment in Bucharest.

I am not a Party member, I am not in charge of secret operations, I have
never broken the law, nor do I owe any money to anyone.

It was on October 18, 1977, that I went to the Office for Visas and Passports
to apply for an emigration visa. I was required to fill out a form and then to wait
for an answer at home. These were not emigration forms proper, and I was
supposed to first get the approval of a Party commission.

Between November and December 1977, I was summoned to the Party con-
mission three times. I made it very clear that I was absolutely determined
to get repatriated, whereas the commission made it equally clear that they were
against my decision.

On January 19, 1978, I got a letter from the Passports Office, informing me
that my application for an emigration form had been turned down.

On January 24, 1978, I sent a written protest to the Passports Office, telling
them that their decision was not legal. It was contrary to both the Constitution
and Law No. 212, according to which every Rumanian citizen may emigrate if
he so wishes.

On February 14, 1978, the Chief Officer of the Passports Office granted me
an audience. He told me that the decision of January 19, 1978, had been taken
by the Party commission. But the members of this commission had already told
me plainly that their Job had nothing to do with the application forms proper.
Then I asked the Chief Officer when I would get a reply to my written protest,
and he said in 80 or 40 days. Three and a half months have passed and I haven't
gotten my reply yet.

I have not given up. In the meantime I have written three more protests,
stressing the illegal aspects of the decision taken. I sent one to the above-men-
tioned Party commission, another to the General Department for Visas and
Passports, and the third one to the Governmental Commission for Visas and
Passports.

On February 28, 1978, I was summoned once again to the Party commission.
They told me they had nothing against my getting the application form. But
they also insisted that giving the application forms for emigration visas was
none of their business. There has been no answer to the other two protests I
have written.

On March 31, 1978, I was granted an audience at the Governmental Commis-
sion. There I was told that it was only the Passports Office (together, presum-
ably, with the Party commission) that was in a position to solve my case. This
information, obviously, was the very opposite of what I had been told before.

You can see now, sir, why I was saying that there is so little hope. For six
months now I have kept applying for an application form and I have been con-
sistently turned down. Now after six months at offices, commissions, etc., I am
exactly where I was at the beginning.

I am 80 years old, sir. I badly want to go to my homeland and I am afraid
I cannot take it any longer. That is why I am writing to you, sir. I would like
you to do whatever is possible to help me go to Israel for good.

Yours faithfully,
COSTING GANZA.
A 4, 1978.

DEzt Sra: My name is Rebeca lager and I was bori in Bucharest on October
27,1922. 1 live at Bd. Ana Ipateseu 28, sect. 1, Bucharest.

My husband, Marian lager, was born in Dorohot on November 12, 1912.
My son, Andrei lager, was born in Bucharest on January 29, 19&
On October 15, 1977 we applied to emigrate to the United States because I no

longer have any family in Rumania. All of my family, my mother, brothers, son,
cousins, uncles and aunts are in America. My husband no longer has any rela-
tives In Rumania other than his brother who also wants to leave.

Therefore, it is normal that a family be reunited and that we be allowed to
leave Rumania so that we can be together again with all those. who are dear to
us and from whom we have been separated.

Our request is legitimate and is basd on the Helsinki Agreement to which
Rumania is a signatory. Why then aren't we allowed to leave?
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We filed our request to be reunited with our family seven months ago and we
have not ever received a response nor been given the application form to com-
plete.

We have had meetings at the Visa and Passport Service at least twenty times.
They have told us that we are right but we must wait. How long must we wait?
Why must we wait?

My mother is 82 years old and she is as disheartened in America as we are
depressed here. How does one respect the often discussed Rights of Man?

Since we decided to be reunited with our family and it is our right, why isn't
it respected? Why are so many difficulties placed in our way? Why aren't we al-
lowed to emigrate to the United States where our entire family is waiting for
us? Rumania has agreements with the United States and I think that the two
partners must respect them.

We are truly desperate and it is for humanitarian reasons that as a last hope
we ask your help to resolve our problem and reunite our family. It is our last
chance and we write to you with the hope you will aid us, you will save us. All
we have tried to do so far has been useless and without any response. Time
passes and the wait becomes more and more insupportable and full of anguish.

In the hope that you understand our desperate situation and that your help
will be effective and would be able to give us the possibility of being reunited with
our family, we thank you in advance.

RWusA I 4n.
MAUNA IAGZI
ANDnI IAOGL

P.S. My cousin Evy Strominger lives at 112-4 68 Road, Forest Hills, N.Y.

Drt. Sra: My name in Paul Lerescu, aged 57, and I live in Bucharest at 58
Macaralel Street, Bloc P-2, Sc. A, Apartment 25. My telephone number is 306606
I am a chemist working at the "Intreprinderea Chimiea Dudeeti" in Bucharest.
Living at the same address with me are my wife Carmen Lerescu, aged 55, former
assistant professor at the "Institutul De Petrol 8i Game" at Ploesti, now retired,
my only son Eugen Lerescu, aged 24, diplomat engineer in electronic engineering,
working at the "Intreprinderea De Calculatoare Electronice" in Bucharest, and
my mother-in-law Cotariu Cecilia who is 85 years old.

On August 11, 1977, all of us asked permission-to leave Rumania in order
to unify our family in Israel. where my sister Strulovict Ghita, who is 62 years
of age, lives at 12 Rehov Pekiin, Tel Aviv (tel. 243164). Also living in Israel are
our nephews, cousins, etc. My sister, now a widow, lonely and ill, asked us to
come and be with her. I am close to her in age, and it was she who had helped
me to study chemistry. Now mhe needs us.

The years have passed. We strongly feel the need to be together now. My son,
who has lerned Hebrew and Jewish tradition for the past six years also wishes
to live in the country where be could express his Jewish feelings

On October 12, 1977, we were called before a commission for passport Vrob-
lems whose members didn't understand our situation and refused us permission
to fill out the applications necessary to get the passports.

In December 1977 we received our first written, official refusal. In reply we
wrote up a petition, to which in January 1978 we received the second written
refusal. Another petition was followed by another written refusal in Mar&h 1978.

Our situation is almost desperate. We don't know the reasons for these re-
peated refusals, neither of us ever having worked with secret problems nor ever
having a high position.

My sister needs us strongly, for she Is ill and lonely.
We appeal to your kindness to help us unify our family in Israel as soon as

possible.
Very truly yours, PAU'L Lnazscu.

HAIFA, November 6. 1977.
I address my appication to you because I know the generous Interest you are

taking In the situation of the Rumanan Jewe who wish to emigrate f this
country and are denied this right.

I am writing this letter on behalf of my niece, Marluea Staniu, 25 years old,
living in Bucharest, 55 Caderea Bostiliel St. (tel. 11-49-). S.he is a teacher of
EngCish language (B.A.), teaching in two vilge schools more than 0 KMn far
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from Bucharest. She is engaged to an Israeli medical student. Will Berla, dwell-
ing in Nahariya (Israel), 22/14 Hacarmel St.

In August 1976 she has applied for an exit visa in order to emigrate to Israel,
to get married and establish here, where she has two aunts: me and my sister,
who could help her in her new life.

She got a negative answer. The motivation was that since her parents live in
Rumania she must stay there. It did not matter to them that she has to build her
future life in Israel, where her fiance is awaiting for her, where as a Jewess her
real future lives: in the Jewish State of Israel.

Since then, she has sent five memorandums (from February to July 1977) to
the Rumanian passport authorities, but her situation did not progress at all; it
remained in the first stage which consists of a preliminary application, where
the applicant is granted or not the right to apply further (the second stage) for
a passport. She was not granted this right.

In the audience she has obtained from those authorities on July 29 this year.
she was told that she will never get their approval to leave this country. And
although she is doomed to stay In Rumania, they told her that she will not be
allowed to pass the examination for a doctor's degree, nor to obtain a specializ&
tion by attending the courses of a second department. Thus, even if she stays
in Rumania she Is denied the right to accomplish her studies, which is absolutely
necessary for every University graduate there, because-they told her--she has
relatives in Israel.

Since then, she has got last October one more negative answer to her per-
severing applications for an exit visa.

Knowing the permanent efforts you are making for the benefit of those un-
fortunate Jews in Rumania, who are denied the elementary right to emigrate,
I apply to your generosity to help my niece too to get out of that country so that
she can build her new life in her real country, in Israel.

Thanking you in advance, I remain your very grateful and respectful
RANA ZuLTm.

DEAR Sim: We are a young Jewish family, and our greatest wish always has
been to emigrate to Israel to be closer to our relatives who themselves left
Rumania a couple of years ago, and to live in Israel which we consider to be
our historic land.

We applied to emigrate on June 80, 1977. After a couple of weeks I was called
to a People Council which had to establish if I had any reason to leave the coun-
try. In five minutes this council determined my destiny, stating that I have no
reason to leave and that it would be better to forget this thought. My wife was
called separately to another council a month later with the same results.

Until now we didn't know the values agd the functions of the members of
these councils or the means we can use to dispute their decision.

We were then called together to the Department of Passports of Bucharest
where we were told that they cannot give us even the forms of the application
for a passport because of the decision of the council.

We made a complaint explaining that all our relatives who left Rumania
previously had been in the same situation we are in now, and that there are
no rules or laws in Rumania against emigration in our situation. After a while
we were called again and we received the same answer, negative.

After waiting a few weeks they allowed us to speak with the chief com-
mander of the department (I don't know his name or if he was really the chief
commander), who told us that in his personal opinion we have no reasons to
emigrate, but only the council can decide whether or not we can get the forms
to demand a passport. After two months we received at our home a written
negative answer.

We made another complaint on January 26, 1978 and recently another one
on March 18, 1978, and we've been received once again by the chief of the de.
apartment of passports who told us that we'll never get a passport. To this
date, April 13, 1978, there have been no further developments.

We mention here that we've never worked with secret documents, neither
we nor our parents have ever been convicted of any crimes and do not owe
any debts to the state or any private persons In Rmanla. Also we repeat now
that the law allows us as Rumanian citsen to get a passport to eMte and
settle where we choose. We believe it is our right to leave and to decide for
ourselves the place on this earth where we want to live.

DAN AND MAXVUA I oX OO
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(From the Jewish Press, July 7, 1978]

RuMANIA RESTRICTS Jzwisn EMIGRATION

(By Cyrus Gilbert Abbe)

In 1974 over 300 Jews each month were allowed by the- Rumanian govern-
ment to emigrate from Rumania to Israel but this number has steadily declined
until this past year when an average of only 100 Jews a month were allowed
to leave. Jews who applied for exit visas have been subjected to harassment and
persecution. The Rumanian government has intentionally instituted a long, com-
plex and tortuous application procedure in order to prevent emigration as well
as frighten and discourage anyone wanting to apply. Rumania has acted contrary
to the provisions for reutffcation of families specified in the Helsinki Agree-
nient to which both the United States and Rumania are signatories and the
provisions for free emigration specified in American Trade legislation under
which Rumania benefits by receiving most-favored-nation trade privileges. In
April I traveled to Rumania for three weeks specifically in order to talk with
numerous Jews there about their emigration problems, to determine if this situa-
tion had improved or become worse since my previous visit in 1976, and subse-
quently to testify about my findings at Congressional hearings. On July 12 hear-
ings before the Subcommittee on International Trade (Senator Ribicoff, Chair-
man) of the Senate Finance Committee will be held on Rumania's emigration
policies and the trade privileges granted Rumania by the United States.

During my brief visit to Bucharest in 1976 several Jews asked me to help
them emigrate to Israel. They told me they had been waiting years since they
applied for an exist visa and had lost their jobs or been separated from their
spouse or drafted into the army, etc. without obtaining the visa. Upon my return
I asked members of Congress to intervene with the Rumanian Embassy on
behalf of these individuals. Since the American trade legislation granting
Rumania most-favored-nation trade privileges is subject to renewal each year
by Congress, the Rumanian government is particularly sensitive to the requests
of Congressmen, and within a few months aKl of the Jews who had been waiting
years for an exit visa reached Israel. This demonstrated then that Rumania
could easily expedite an applicant's request for an exit visa when it wanted
to do so or when it was pressured by American Congressmen. However, I have
concluded from my recent trip that the problem of Jewish emigration from
Rumania has become even more difficult during the past two years and tens of
thousands of Jews still want to leave.

The application procedure is even longer and more intimidating than pre-
viously. The potential applicant must first go to the police station to submit a
preliminary request asking for an application form. After waiting several months
he is summoned to a meeting of the People's Council-where he is frequently
humiliated and advised to withdraw his request. If he refuses, he is often threat-
ened and told orally that he will not be permitted to leave. After several more
months of waiting he will usually receive a formal written rejection of his re-
quest. He then begins to submit complaints with the hope that the decision will
be reversed. It may never be reversed, or sometimes after a short or long period of
waiting his complaint is recognized and he is given the application form. After
he completes and submits the application form he continues to wait with no
assurance of approval. Since he has announced his desire to emigrate from the
beginning of this tortuous proceeding, the applicant during all this time Is fre-
quently subjected to harassment and persecution such as being followed, having
his phone tapped and being fired from his job so that he is obliged to remain in
Rumania but has no source of Income.

When I visited Anton and Maria Negrea and their five children I saw a vivid
example of this harassment. Their apartment is covered with photos to cover the
cracks in the wall caused by the recent earthquake. -Neither of them has been
able to work since they were fired in 1974 when they applied to join his parents
in Israel. Their eldest daughter was prevented at the last minute from graduat-
Ing from the economics faculty in 1975 because they asked to leave, and the
younger children have been harassed at school. His life has been threatened; he
has been arrested without cause. After his mother passed away, his old father
took seriously ill and was hospitalized in IsraeL When he received a telegram
last year asking him to rush to his father's bedside, he requested a temporary
exit visa from the Rumanian government and assured them he would of course
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return soon to his wife and children. The Rumanian government refused to even
consider this request unless the entire family withdrew their request for a per.
manent exit visa. The Negrea family wouldn't do this and they now remain, all
seven of them, still hoping that outside pressure from America will influence
the Rumanian government to grant them a permanent exit visa. Meanwhile they
continue to write complaints and appeals to the Rumanian authorities and re-
ceive either rejections or no response.

Although I found on my recent trip that the Jews in Bucharest were extremely
frightened they took courage In knowing that Jews In America and the American
government were concerned about them. Sand Manescu, a young Jewish woman
In Bucharest who.had lost her Job as an interpreter when she asked to emigrate
to Israel exemplified this courage. She served as my guide and interpreter
throughout my visit although we were constantly followed, she was interrogated
by the secret police, she was summoned to the police station, she was warned not
to assist me and she was threatened with punishment if she disobeyed.

Rumanian Jews advised me that the government census figures were inaccu-
rate and they estimated about 70,000 Jews remain in Rumania. Although some of
the older Jews receive support, care and aid from the Joint Distribution Com-
mittee supported by the United Jewish Appeal and feel too old to emigrate, the
the overwhelming proportion of the younger Jews and some of the older ones
are eager to move to Israel and be reunited with their families there. Although
Synagogues may exist in Rumania, everyone is required to work on Saturdays so
the only Jews able to attend Sabbath morning services are those who are retired.
Although kosher food and some religious observances may be maintained, this
limited form of Jewish life does not compare with the full Jewish existence avail-
able in Israel. There are now about 800,000 Rumanian Jews living in Israel, most
having left Rumania just after the end of World War II, so those left in Ru.
mania frequently have almost their entire family in Israel.

Meanwhile, concerned Jews hope the reaction at the hearings of the Senate
Subcommittee to this report will lead to greater pressure and intervention by
the American government to assist Rumanian Jews who wish to emigrate to
Israel.

I(Cyrus Gilbert Abbe is an attorney in New Yrrk City. After graduating from
Harvard Law School he studied on post graduate fellowships at the University
of Cambridge in England where he received th, Diploma in Public International
Law and at the University of Paris. He has traveled around the world visiting
Jewish communities and recently returned from Rumania. He spent three weeks
there studying the problem of Jewish emigration from Rumania to Israel so he
could report his findings to Congress.)

[From the Jewish Week-Amerlcan Examiner, June 18, 19781
ROMANIA CaACKS DOwN oN VxsA-SBEKS, BUT Is SNasrrv TO U.S. PZAs

The most-favored-nation status for Romanian trade with the U.S. is coming
up for review by Congress in a matter of days, and the Romanans, as well as
those ill-informed Americans whose picture of Romania is distorted by the fact
that it is the only Communist country with diplomatic relations with Israel, are
pressing for positive action.

Things are good there, they say. The problem of Jewish emigration is dwindl-
ing. The Jews are living in the best of all possible worlds.

There are those, however, who are saying "no !" loudly and clearly. They are
saying no-not unless and until Jews are allowed to emigrate, at least under the
reunification of families article mandated by the Helsinki Agreement, and even
contained in the Romanian constitution itself.

One of those saying it is in a position to know, having just returned from a
three-week mission of investigation in Romania, his second to that country. He is
Cyrus Gilbert Abbe, a young international lawyer with degrees from Harvard,
Oxford and several other prestigious schools. He has returned with a sad tale of
the horrible things that happen to Jews who have the ohutzpa to ask for exit
visas, and a pocket full of letters from Jews shouting, in effect, "Gevald I Help l"

UW TaAN 1,000 A TUA

The "stream" of emigration is now fewer than 1,000 a year. This compares
with such years as 1978 and 1974 when it was 4,00M Iteonid easily be that figure
today, Abbe told me, If those who wanted to leave could get their visas.
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What happen to Jews who want to leave is reminiscent of what happens in
the Soviet Union, plus an even harsher gimmick the Romanians have devised.

People lose their jobs at once. They are harassed. Deprived of their livelihoods,
they are forced to send pleading letters for money to relatives In Israel who are
not rich themselves. They sell off their furniture piece by piece, in order to eat.
They live not only in poverty but in hopelessness.

That's like in Russia.
The Romanian gimmick Is this: One cannot apply directly for the right to

leave; one must apply first for permission to get the necessary papers with which
to apply. The first process takes months, the second-if granted-even longer.
And the answers are inevitably "no," succeeded by-and frequently accompanied
by-loss of employment.

The only bright spot, Abbe said, is that the Romanian Embassy in Washington
is sensitive about the matter, what with the most-favored-nation business coming
up in Congress, and it often bows to pressures from Congressmen about individ-
ual Jews seeking to emigrate. That's the reason for the letters Abbe brought back.
These have already been turned over to various Congressmen who, In turn, will
make their feelings known to the Romanian ambassador. It has worked in the
past; Abbe hopes it will continue to work.

IRANOEL LETER GOT VISA

That happened after Abbe's first trip to Bucharest a couple of years ago. It
concerned one Vlad Manescu who had been married, in a religious ceremony,
by Chief Rabbi Moses Rosen to an Israeli girl who had been in Romania as a
tourist, and returned home. Manescu was trying to get out to join her, in vain.
The authorities claimed that since they do not recognize religious marriages,
Manescu actually wasn't married to the Israeli, and therefore was not eligible
to Join her under the reunification of families rules.

Abbe brought the matter to the attention of Rep. Charles Rangel of New York,
who wrote "a strong letter," in Rangel's own words, to the Romanian ambassador
about it, and put an inquiry to the International Trade Subcommittee of the
House Ways and Means Committee as to "how the Romanian government could
enjoy most-favored-nation status" when such things are allowed by it to happen.

That did it. Manescu got his exit visa, and has sent a letter of gratitude to both
Abbe and Rangel from Israel, thanking them for their two-month effort. Rangel
said he acted because of Romania's "violation of the Helsinki accords as they
pertain to the free emigration of people."

Some eight others have received their exit permits through the efforts of
Rangel and other Congressmen, including Edward Koch, while he was still in the
House, and Senator Edward M. Kennedy. All these are in Israel.

Abbe, before going on his latest mission, asked Rangel lor a letter which he
thought might act as a kind of talisman against too close attention from the
secret police. Rangel complied, and made pointed reference In it that he was ex-
pecting Abbe to report to Congress so that it could be taken into consideration at
the bearings on the most-favored-nation status for Romania.

ZXAMPLZ ENCOUNAGED OTHERS

Abbe, when he got to Bucharest, had with him letter from Manescu asking him
to try and help his sister, Sanda, get out of Romania. He called her on the tele-
phone as soon as he arrived, and they met in the kosher canteen. She was, he
said, "a gorgeous girl," who had been fired from her job because she asked for an
exit viva. Her job was as a simultaneous interpreter from English to Romanian
and vice versa. Abbe needed an interpreter for the three weeks, and asked her
if she would take the job. Would she !

On the third or fourth day, she was hauled in by the secret pOlice and inter.
rocated and charged with breaking the law by consorting with a foreigner at her
"Place of work." She asked bow this could be since she had no place of work, but
they took her to the police station anyhow and let her go with the warning that
she should have nothing to do with Abbe.

She paid no attention to this. "She opwed doors for me to the Jews I wanted
to see, and gave these people courage when they saw another Romanian with the
nerve to help a foreigner. And the fact that we had got her brother out didn't
do any harm either," Abbe said.
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As he said goodbye to her at the airport, he said he told her, "When I leave,
they'll either arrest you or give you an exit permit." It was the latter. Within 72
hours after arriving back home, he got a cable from her saying that she had re-
ceived her visa, and three weeks later she was in Israel with her family.

in spite of the seizure of his papers, Abbe managed to arrive with a duplicate
set. How he did it he did not say. Some samples:

Daria Alexandru, 25 and single, an architect who wants to join her aunt in New
York. She first applied to leave in October of last year, and has applied frequently
since, all in vain.

Radu and Mibaela Alexandru, husband and wife, both 80, he an electronics engi-
neer, she a mechanical engineer. Applied in September last year for Israel and
rejected, and never even received permission to get an application form.

Narcis Aron and wife Tanya Casevan, and her mother, Marcella. Narcis Aron Is
a physician, working for the Bucharest Jewish community. His wife is a piano
teacher, and the mother is a retired cashier. They have never received a written
response to their many requests. They want to go to Israel.

Mihai and Adriana Balaban, he a physician, she an electronics engineer in a
research computer institute. They applied In 1975. He was a Communist but was
expelled from the party when he applied for an exit visa to Israel, but has been
allowed to work in a hospital. After many tries, they were told to pay a fairly
large sum to have their applications reviewed. They paid and got neither their
visas nor their money back.

Costin Ganea, 80 and single and working in a design and research institute
dealing with steam turbines. His many requests for a visa to Israel have been
ignored.

Florin and Adriana Grigorlu, and her sister and his parents. The parents were
expelled from the Communist Party when they applied for visas, the others never
belonged. Their applications to go to Israel have gone unanswered.

And Abbe brought back many more like this, and has dedicated himself to work-
Ing-for their visas and for free emigration generally.

We had our talk in the office of Jacob Blrnbaum, the national director of the
Center for Russien and East European Jewry on West 72nd Street, an organiza-
tion which, with Abbe, has thrown Itself Into this work.

Senator RmicoFF. The committee will stand adjourned.
[Thereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the record:]

STAmTUET OF SKNATOZ M A 0. HAETrI

Mr. Chairman, during the second week in April Romanian President Nicolae
Oeausescu made his fourth state visit to Washington since he came to power 13
years ago. During his discussions with President Carter, several issues of impor-
tance to both the United States and Romania were discussed, including the pend-
Ing request for an extension of most-favored-nation (MFN) tariff status for
Romania. The state visit underlined the growing importance of the developing
relationship between our two countries, particularly in the economic sphere.

The effort to solidify and expand our economic relationship with Romanla Is
especially timely as in 1977, the United States had her worst trade deficit in his-
tory. It reached $2T billion, a four-fold increase from 1976. Among the reasons for
this record trade deficit was the lack of an "export consciousness" in the American
business community.

Presently, exports account for less than 7 percent of our Gros National Prod-
uct. That is the lowest percentage GNP of any industriallaed nation. Japan, for
example, has a comparable figure of 12 percent, and Great Britain has one of over
20 percent. According to Department of Commerce statistics of some 80000
manufacturing firms in the United Statee, only about 25,000 export at all. This
situation must change if we are to restore the United Statet' economy to one of
renewed vitality and strength.

Of course, in pursuit of such improvements In the U.S trade position, new
markets must be developed in countries where trade has either been non-existent
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or minimal due to a variety of factors. The major avenues available to the United
States at this time are those opportunities in expanded East-West trade. With a
third of the world's population, the Communist nations represent an enormous
potential market for U.S. products and commodities. Reflective of this are Depart-
ment of Commerce figures which show that in the last three years, the United
States exported almost $10 billion worth of goods to Communist countries, achiev-
Ing a $68 billion surplus in the process.

One of the most promising developments in the expansion of East-West trade
during the past decade has taken place between the United States and Romania.
Trade between our two countries has increased tenfold over this period, in large
measure due to the granting of M[N tariff status to Romania in 197. As evidence
of the progress which has been made, particularly following the granting of MFN,
U.S. trade with Romania reached $448 million In 1976. That was an increase of
about 40 percent over the 1975 two-way figure. Moreover, the Commerce Depart-
ment estimates that U.S.-Romanla trade topped the half-billion dollar level for
the first time in 197, and that barring unforeseen circumstances, it could reach
$1 billion by 1980.

Mr. Chairman, as many of my colleagues are aware, the U.S.-Romanian Trade
Agreement signed in 1975 is due to expire In August. However, unless either
party chooses to withdraw from the agreement, it will be automatically renewed.
M'FN, on the other hand, must be reviewed annually in accordance with the
JTackson-Vanik Amendment to the 1974 Trade Act which ties most-favored-nation
tariff treatment for Communist countries to their respective emigration policies.
In accordance with the Act, President Carter sent to Congress on June 2 a recom-
mendation that the waiver for Romania under the Jackson-Vanik Amendment
relating to MFN be extended for another year. Most-favored-nation tariff status
for Romania would have expired on June 2 had President Carter not recom-
mended the extension.

I have risen on other occasions in support of a continuation of MFN for Ro-
mania, and I do so again. It is my belief that an expansion of our commercial
relations with Romania can play a significant role in encouraging her economic
and political independence. In fact, a central reason for urging a continuation of
MFN treatment for Romania is the unique role she occupies among Comecon
countries. The Independence shown by President Nicolae Ceausescu in his politi-
cal and economic relations with the Soviet Union and fellow Warsaw Pact and
Comecon allies is well recognized and should be strongly encouraged. I do not
pretend that fundamental differences are non-existent between our two countries,
but she is a country with whom we can minimize our differences as we broaden
our ties.

I might add that while MFN for Romania has made a major difference in both
the level of U.S. exports to Romania and Romania's economic development, the
present policy of annual extensions has not been condusive to either long-term
development planning in Romania or sustained and rapid growth In U.S. exports
to that country. The Commerce Department has gone on record as stating that
while the U.S. could and should pursue expanded East-West trade, its inability
to offer official export credits and non-diseriminatory tariff treatment in all deal-
ings with Communist countries puts the U.S. at a disadvantage In many situa-
tions compared with competitors of other Western nationg. Moreover, In announc-
ing last year's MFN extension for Romania, the National Association of Manu-
facturers stated in the january 1978 issue of International Economic Issues, that
"the year-to-yea? renewal provision remains... an impediment to longer term
corporate planning." Because of the Independence shown by Romania and because
of the expressed nterest by many parties in this country to seek a longer exten-
sion of MFN for Romania, I believe that It would be timely for discussions to
take place between the appropriate congressional committees and the State De-
partment regarding such a prposaL X

This is not to suget that I am abandoning my long-term concern for and
support of human rights throughout the world. As the author of a human rights
amendment to last years Omnibus Multilateral Institutions Act of 1977 (which
was defeated on the Senate floor because some thought it too strict), I am natu-
rally interested In questions surrounding Romania's emigration policies. However,
from the information that I have received, it appears that Romania -is making
positive efforts to libw ze its emigration poliese Certainly when compared
with the situation before MN theMre have ben marked Improvement& While I
firmly believe that the migration issue should continue to be monitored closely
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to insure that emlgration remains an option for those wanting to leave the coun-
try, I am conyicd that it Is only within the framework of a firm relationship
between our two countries, of which MFN forms a part, that such positive results
as we have seen in the pat few years can be encouraged and expanded.

Mr. Chairman, the successful visit of Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu
in April brings us closer tward greater understanding and cooperation between
our two countries. I was particularly pleased to note in the Joint Declaration
signed by the two leaders that both the United States and Romania together de-
termined among other things "to seek ways to put existing nondiscriminatory
trade relations on a more stable and long-term basis . . ." It is my hope that this
goal will be actively pursued by the Carter Administration to the benefit of the
people of Romania and the United States at every possible opportunity.

SUN NYSilE. N.Y.
Ho, OABLz Sia: I am Tacouhi Asadourian, Romanian born and married with

an Armenian from the Armenian Ethnic Grup living in Romania. I left Com-
munist Romania with a legal passport for Beiruth-Lebanon together with my
husband Gaizac Asadouran and our daughter Narcisa Asadourian, on Novem-
ber 26, 1973.

Over there we were granted with political asylum by the High Commissioner
for Refugees of the United Nations Organisation, then helped by Ancia-the
Christian-Orthodox Organisation of Armenian to help the refugees. We arrived
as political refugees in the USA on July 24, 1974.

Here, my daughter is attending the high school, myself and my husband are
working and all three are enjoying the saint freedom which Is completely missing
in Communist Romania. Painfully I was forced to left behind, in Communist
Romania as hostages:

1. Steriana Presneanu, born on June 21, 1916, my mother.
2. Aurel (Presneanu, born on June 21, 1916, my father.
3. Petre Presneanu. born on October 11, 1938, my brother, all of them residing

at: Strada Vulturidor Nr 13 L, Sector 4 Buouresti, Romania.
Since I become a political refugee, all of them and especially my poor mother

were investigated under hard pressure by the sucurity. Our mail was cut off.
Our phones calls too. My mother now is suffered by heart as a result of permanent
terror by the Communist security. All their applications for exit visas in order
to reunify our forced separated family were rejected by Communist security.

The Romanian Communist President Nicolae Ceausesou violated and is still
violating: the Paris Treaty of Peace (1947) the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (1948) and all UNO's resolutions about family reunion, the condition
of easing the emigration from Communist Romania as he close agreed with USA
upon the trade agreement and MFN In 1975, 1976 and 1977; and the Helsinki
Agreement (1975 too).

Desparately I joined the Fifth Romanian Hunger Strike for family reunion In
the USA and I appeal to you, to U.S. Senate, to each human being to help me
to see my mother here before she will died in Communist security's tortures.

I ask that U.S. Senate suspend immediately the MFN treatment to Nicolae
Ceausesou and his Communist government until the hostages relatives of hunger
strikers will be release.

Sincerely and desperately
TAcoumc ASADoUBIAN.

STATEmENT Or DAvxD L BLUMBERG, PRESIDENT OF B'NAz B'RITH INTERNATIONAL

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Finance Committee, as president of
B'nal B'rith International an organization of half million men and women, I
want to go on record In suport of extending the President's authority to main.
tain Most Favored National trade treatment with Romania under the provisions
of the Trade Act of 1974.

The Jewish community in the United States Is specifically concerned about
the emigration of Jews from Romania to Israel, as well as to other countries
which Include the United States. In the 12 month period prior to the passage of
the Most Favored National agreement, in 1973 and 1974, and in the following
12 month period, total Jewish emigration from Romania exceeded 5000. We have
noted, to our distress, a drop in the total number of emigrants. Between July
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1976 and August 1977, 1325 Jews left Romania. In the current period ending
July 1978, an even smaller number have left.

If we were to measure renewal of our treaty agreement with Romania on the
basis of Jewish emigration alone, we might draw a negative conclusion; how.
ever, we at B'naI B'rith recognize that there is validity in the Romanian author-
ities' argument that not every Jew in their country desires to leave. We also
recognize that we are dealing with a substantially reduced population. The official
figures indicate 25,000, but Rabbi Rosen, Chief Rabbi of Romania, suggests that
45,(X)O Jews tiy remain. Perhaps there are several thousand more unaccounted.
But we realize in dealing with emigration that we're drawing from a reduced
Jewish population.

We are concerned, however, as are other Jewish organizations, with Romanian
internal procedures that are aimed at discouraging and intimidating potential
immigrants. We feel it Is our job. and the job of the American and Israeli govern-
ments, to persuade the Romanians to soften their procedures with respect to
emigration.

However. we also recognize in a time of excruciating pain and suffering of
Jews in Russia, that Romania presents a much different picture for Jewish life.
The Jewish religion receives recognition, and Jewish organizations outside have
cordial relations with Romanian officials. We feel free to raise Issues with them
and to press specific cases of Jewish applicants requesting emigration.

We also recognize that Romania plays a unique role among the socialist repub-
lics in Eastern Europe with respect to Israel and the West. President Ceausescu
provided a catalyst to the peace talks between Prime Minister Begin and Presi-
dent Sadat. Once more, as Americans concerned about the balance of trade pay-
ments Most Favored Nation trade with Romania provides the United States with
a surplus which has been running about $150 million a year and this year will
reach $26 million. Experts Inform us that the balance of our trade with Romania
will continue to remain on the black side of the ledger.

For these reasons we urge maintenance of Most Favored Nation trade agree-
ments with Romania and, with other Jewish organizations, will continue to
monitor emigration figures and procedures affecting Jewish emigration In
Romania.

CAMERICAN INTERNATIONAL, INC.,
New Xork, N.Y., July 10, 1978.

3Ir. MICHAEL STERN,
Staff, Director, Senate Finance Committee.
Dirkeen Building, Room 221, Wasngton, D.C.

DEAR Ma. STm i: On behalf of our company, Camerican International Incor-
porated, headquartered at 260 Madison Avenue, New York, New York, I am
pleased to submit this written testimony to support the continuation of Most-
Favored-Nation tariff treatment by the United States for imports from the
Socialist Republic of Romania. President Carter has recommended an extension
of the U.S./Romantan trade agreement pursuant to authority granted him under
Section 402 of the trade act of 1974. This was originally extended to Romania in
1975 on a provisional basis and has been renewed annually for the past two years.

As stated above, Camerican International supports this recommendation and
feels strongly that it is in the very best interests of the United States for the
Senate to grant our President's request. Our reasons for urging you to vote
favorably for such an extension are the following:

(1) Romania has become one of the most independent members of the Eastern
European Bloc both politically and economically. Yet other countries, such as
Poland, enjoy most favored nation status on a permanent basis. The only country
that is on a "provisional" basis is Romania. While there may have been some
Justification for extending this special tariff status on such a basis when it was
originally granted in 1975, there is certainly no Justification either political,
economic or moral to continue it on a provisional year-to-year basis at this time.
We believe it is in the best interests of the United States to encourage the
Romantans to develop ever stronger economic ties with the U.S. and other
Western Nations and thus maintain the economic independence they have striven
to develop. It should be obvious that a longer-term extension of Romania's MFN
status would accomplish this goal by facilitating long term investment in export
Industries in their country.
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We at Camerican, for example, have begun importing agricultural products
(fruit juice concentrates) on a regular basis. We find that the products we are
lmporting are of high quality, are well accepted by our buyers here In the
U.S. and come from modern, sanitary, efficient plants.

(2) We feel that Increased trade between the United States and Romania
would be beneficial to both countries. For example, only recently the U.S. Sec-
retary of Agriculture-Bob Bergland-visited Romania and discussed the in.
creased cooperation in the development of U.S./Romanian agricultural rela..
tions, including trade. In a communique signed by our Secretary and the Min.
Sister of Agriculture for Romania-Angelo Miculescu-they stressed the two
countries' mutual interests in the field of agriculture and their anticipated
further direct cooperation and development. Secretary Berglaad emphasized the
warm relationship that exists between the U.S. and Romania.

During the past decade U.S./Romanian trade has shown significant gains.
In 1965 the bilateral trade was only eight million dollars. By 1970 this trade
had increased to 80 million dollars amd in 1977 it had grown to 492 million
dollars with the United States enjoying a favorable balance of trade. It is antici-
pated that this favorable trend will continue throughout this decade.

Many of the products that Romania is interested in exporting are high grade
agricultural Items such as the products we are Importing. Allowing importa-
tion of these products at the lowest possible tariff rate will help keep down
our consumer food prices (and inflation) in this country and, therefore,, benefit
all consumers here in the U.S.

In exchange, Romania will be able to use the dollars it receives from their
sales to us to purchase industrial equipment from the U.S. which will stimulate
exports and provide additional employment for American workers.

(8) From a humanitarian point of view we feel that Romania has -made
meaningful efforts to bring about peace in the Middle East. From everything we
have read it would seem that President Ceausescu was mainly responsible for
Implanting the Idea of direct peace negotiations between President Sadat and
Prime Minister Begin. Although we have not yet seen the fruits of this peace
effort it does emphasize strongly the attempts beimg made by Romania to become
a friend of all nations. According to many contacts and discussions we have held
with business friends from Israel, they consider Romania a respected arbiter
and an important friend.

In short, then, a continuation of MFN status to Romania is in the best inter-
ests of this country. Mr. Stern, we appreciate the Senate Finance Committee's
consideration of our views and your placing this written testimony within the
Hearing Record.

Very truly yours,
NORMAN OPPENHZIMER, President.

STATEMENT OF THE CoMMIrEE FOR THE DEFENsE OF THE ROMANIAN TRANSYLVANIA

Mr. Chairman, and Distinguished Members of the Committee, appreciating
this granted opportunity to testify before the Committee on Ways and Means,
we, the members of the Committee for the Defense of the Romanian Transyl-
vanla, a non-profit organization incorporated under the Laws of the State of
Michigan, strongly support the Recommendation for the Extension of the Waiver
Authority, made to the Congress of the USA by the President of the United
States of America, Mr. Jimmy Carter, which would lermit the continuation
of the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement of 1975 for the statutory period.

In motivating our support, we believe that:
The wise determination of the President of the USA, to recommend the con-

tinuation of the MFN Status in trade to Romania corresponds to the ardent
desire for the economical prosperity of Romania confessed by the Americans of
Romanian descent who belong to the old middle of the road immigration group
into the USA, and who consequently should not be confused with the minority
Exilees professing their extremist political views as against the Presidents
Recommendation.

A new extension of the MFN Status to Romania, is not just a simple matter
of bureaucratic routine, but the best American way to strengthen Romania's
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Independent policies, helping our Mother Country to continue its friendly rela-
tions with countries of differing political and economic systems, among which,
that with the United States of America, should be considered the most welcomed
and real victory of American trade and diplomacy.

Rumors about contrary conditions in Romania, from whatever sector sub-
mitted, should not be token into consideration on account of the fact that; a.
They are exaggerated, and h. because such unfounded actions, are against the
superior Interest of the U.S.A., and Romania.

We are very concerned that the approval by the Congress of the USA of Mr.
Jimmy Carter's Recommendation for the Extension of Waiver Authority, made on
Jnne 2nd 1978, will give the necessary impulse to the economical relations de-
velopment between the two countries which, reciprocally, will share commercial
Rid political benefits, encouraging Romania to maintain and strengthen its inde-
lindence resisting the Moscow hard political pressure.

Romania, having conformed to the majority of emigration desires submitted
for determination and approval, this factor can no longer be considered as an
impediment toward the extension of the MFN Status.

In conclusion, we strongly express our hopes that the Distinguished Ways and
Means Committee will give our "Statement of Support" its due consideration,
and approve our request for the benefit of our dearest Countries: The United
States of America and Romania.

Thank you Mr. Chairman, and Thank you distinguished Members of the Ways
and Means Committee.

V. REV. ARCHPIEST FA. MIHAI IANCU.

THE COMMITTEE FOR THE DEFENSE OF THE ROMANIAN TRANSYLVANIA, BOX 6272,
DErorr, Mion. 48234

MEMBERSHIP LIST

President, Anna Demos, 24052 Wood.
ward, Plasant Ridge, Mich.

Vice President II., Vastle Capadeau,
17206 Roselawn, Detroit, Mich.

Treasurer, Katie Rusceak, 9655 North
Territorial, Plymouth, Mich.

Trustee II, losif Grulon, 2642 Hendrie,
Detroit, Mich.

Vice President I., loan Halmaghi, 464
West Golden Gate, Detroit, Mich.

Secretary, Cecilia lancu, 222 West Sa-
vannah, Detroit, Mich.

Trustee I., Aurela Peleo, 19878 Burgess,
Detroit Mich.

Trustee III., Gheorghe Socarda, 17823
Brush, Detroit, Mich.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Michaela lancu, 222 West Savannah,
Detroit, Mich.

l)eina Pappas-Arama, 18228 John R.,
Detroit, Mich.

loan Draganescu, 85 East EdgevalA
Detroit, Mich.

Maria Brancu-Mutu, 1227 East Evalane,
Hazel Park, Mich.

loan Draganescu, Jr., 85 East Edgevale,
Detroit, Mich.

Nicolae Mezin, 17823 Brush, Detroit,
Mich.

Maria Halmaghl, 464 West Golden Gate,
Detroit, Mich.

STATEMENT 01 Rs i Isam&z MTTER ON BEHALr OF CoNFERENCE OF PRESIDENTS O
MAJOu Amxuicaw JZWISH OBOANIZATIONS

Mr. Chairman: I appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the Con-
ference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations. The Conference
is composed of 82 national Jewish organizations. I am a former Chairman of
the Conference.

As was noted in our past testimony on the question of renewal of Most-Favored-
Nation (MFN) status for Romania, there have been aspects of Romanian policy
which are indeed worthy of commendation. We have welcomed the increasingly
independent foreign policy which the Romanian Government has pursued, and
its efforts to maintain friendly relations with the United States, with Israel, and
with other western nations. We are also appreciative of the religious and cultural
rights extended to the Romanian Jewish community. The American Jewish com-
munity has demonstrated its concern for Romania and has expressed its apprecia-
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tion to Romania with tangible assistance in response to the earthquake
devastation In that country in 197.

We point out these positive elements of Romanlan policy because they deserve
mention. We wish we could similarly report positively on Romanian perforniance
in the area of Romanlan Jewish emigration. Regrettably, the facts do not permit
us to do am

As you will recall, when MFN for Romania was first being considered by the
Congre in the smmer of 1971, the relevant House and Senate Committees
agreed to the extension with the understanding that the emilration performance
would Improve and the emigration figures continue to rl in proportion to the
number of individuals Indicating their desire to leave. In king favorable action
on MEN, Congress accepted the State Department's urging that actual future
Romanlab performance be used as the measure by which to Judge that country's
compliance with the provisions of Section 402 of the Trade Reform Act.

When MFN extension Came up for renewal last year, we noted with regret that
there had not been an increase In the level of Romanian Jewish emigration. In
fact, there was actually a decline in the emigration figures below the level for the
12 months preceding MFN extension. This year there Is yet another decline. Thir-
teen hundred thirty-five Jews left during June 1977 through May 1978 as compared
with 1,006 Jews during June 1976 through May 1977.

oNeTAMLe5 TO EMIG]ATION

The Romanians have tried to minimize the size of the Jewish population which
wishes to leave both by arbitrarily lowering iti "ofticial" figures as to the number
of Jews still in Romania and by asserting that only a few thousand Jews a yeai
are applying for exit visas. To understand the true situation, we must look at
the climate the Romanlan authorities have created.

While many Jews have formally applied for exit visas and either been refused
or not answered by the authorities, thousands more have been discouraged from
applying by the obstacles built Into the application process. Those who seek an
application for a passport and exist visa are confrontedby ofticial committees
which probe their motivation and try to dissuade them from applying. Lately,
some applicants have been informed in writing that necessary forms will not be
provided. Individuals who persevere in the process may find they suddenly lose
their Jobs and are permitted only menial work for as long as they remain In
Romania, which may be Indefinitely. If their passport Is not vetoed by any of the
various national and local authorities which must pass Judgment on the emigra-
tion request, the passport Is given to the Israeli Embassy in Bucharest, which
Issues a visa for IsraeL Even a fully-processed passport with visa, however, may
be arbitrarily withheld from the applicant at the last moment by Romanian ofli-
clals. Those who have applied to leave may wait indefinitely with no word as to
the final decision. Others are refused permission, reapply, and refused again, for
no apparent reason. Since the emigration rate is carefully controlled, many'wish-
Ing to emigrate hesitate to subject themselves to harassment and a prolonged
state of uncertainty by applying. These facts cause us to reiterate that the sole
standard for judging Romanlan emigration performance must be the number who
actually leave Romania.

CONCLUSIONS

The poor showing on emigration over the last two years leads us to conclude
that the Romanian Government believes Congress will continue to renew MFN
automatically regardless of performance in this area. This attitude violates the
spirit of the trade agreement aud disregards the strong Congressional commit-
ment to the principle of freedom of emigration.

The Administration and Members of Congress have both clearly expressed their
dissatisfaction with Romania's poor emigration performance during the last two
years. In President Carters' request to Congress last year, It Is significant that In
stating his intention to give the Romnanlaus the opportunity to prove directly to
his new Administration a willingness to comply with the law, he carefully quali-
fied his recommendation for MFN extentlon. He stated the Administration's
determination to monitor closely Ronanlan compliance with Section 402 of the
Trade Reform Act and warned that "should performance not accord with the
intent of this provisions, I would want to reconsider my recommendation". He has
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Klbo specified that the Administration "Will brIngto the attention of the Itotanian
Government any actions or emigration trends which do not seem to conform'to
the assurabees which they have provided In the past to treat eilsgration mttters
in a humanitarian ner ..

Rather than a pro rma request to extend MUW, the President has chosen to
be consistent with his Administration's concern for human rights. The mesgmme Is
clear and the Administration has put the Romnanian Government on notice that
coump~c is expects&. The Conference of Presidents Is In complete accord with
the Intent of his statement

We will be watching closely for a true liberalization of the visa applictiod
process and an eaing of the present atmosphere of Intimidation codfrOuting
those desiring to a to leave. These changes must be made sw that 4e*w'in
Romania will feel free to exercise their freedom to emigrate.

APPENDIX A
COMPARISON OF EMIGRATION BEFORE AND AFTER MFN EXTENSION (MFN EXTENDED AUGUST 117)

Ore.-? 1slt ywor 2d year 11ei

1974 1975 1976 it77

.......................................... 20
ber ............................... .200 1 13,

175 1976 177" 1979
January .......................................... 70 350 46
Febru5ry.................................. 45 243 62
March. .................................. 100 103 113 96

l.... .................................. 0 51 132 77
50 140 105 150June................................... 210 222 100 ............July ...................................... 430 237 70.........

TOM ........................................ 2, 0 2,501 1,325.........

'Note dedin emigaton b401nn In Septmber whkh coincdes wft asurane o MFN renewal falo Sept I
h"eAing by Senate Fiance Commte.

Permitted Romnanian Emtgrition to Israel
Yearly total:

1978,.---------.... 18, 700
1974 -..------ ----- r - - ---------------- 700
1975------ -2,140
1976 ----- ---------------------------
1977 ------ ------------------------

APENDlx B

OBSTACZE TO ROMXANIAN JEWISH E)XOGATION AND ECOMMENDATXONS FM

R EMOVING THEM

(Iwidei~ee for Meaeuring RomasMas EmigrsU4on Prootoee
We define as obstacles to emigration any procedures or other barriers which

restrict an individual from exercising freely his right to leave Romania for the
country of his choice.

The Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in tmsrope,
signed by 85 nations at Helsinki In 1975, set forth certain international standards
concerning family reunification and other human rights. Since Romania was a
signatory to this most recent multilateral accord, It Is appropriate to refer to rele.
vant provisions of the Final Act which can serve as uidelines by which to metsure
the reasonableness of Romania's emigration procedures and practles.

The section on Human Contacts of Basket Three of the Final Act calls on e
participating states "to facilitate free movement.. , among persons... and to
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contribute to the solution of the' humanitarian problems 'that ris In tba cow
nexIon (sic) ".

Specifically, the portion dealing with Rhunlfication of Ynllae calls on 'the
participating nations to:

deal In a positive and humanitarian Wit with the applications of persoos(
who wish to be reunited with members of their family

deal with aplicatlous In this field as expoflltlously as po&lblq;
lower where necessary the fees charged n conection with thes Applicatio"s

to ensure that they are at a moderate level;
confirm that the presentation of an application concernlng family reunlhcauoq

will not modify the rights and obligations of the applicant or of members ofthis
family. " . I I

Applications for the purpose of family reunification which are not granted ma.?
be renewed at the appropriate level and will be reconsidered atreasodably shore
Intervals by the authorities of the country of residence or destination, whichever
Is efcerned; under such circumstances fees will be charged only when applicai
tons are granted.

Persons whose applications for family reunification are granted. may bring.
with them or ship. their hoUmehold a-lpersonal effects.
Obstacles to Emigrotono•

To the best of our knowledge, the following emigration procedures currently
exist In Romaiila. They present, obstacles to Unrestricted emigration and serve to
intimidate visa applicants and discourage others from applying to leave.
i. Vke Pro-Applcat"o Proieee

Before an individual is even allowed to apply for an exit visa, he must suessm
fully complete an lnDimdatlng weapplicatiou process. He first. goes to the local
police station to obtain preapplifatlou forms ("FISA") on which he most fill In
the name, address, age and plale of work of all his relatives both In Romania
and abroad.

The necessary visit to the police station is in itself Intimidating. it Is often
difficult for an individual to obtain-the required information about all his rl'a-
tives, particularly those living In other countries. Sometimes, the required piv-
application forms are not available at police ,stations outside the major ctiqs.

Next, all adult members of the family desiring to leave must appear before a
Committee consiktng of 8 to 14 people, including representatives of the I'my,
the police, security police, the Individual's place of work, management of hi
apartment house, and the Communist Party. They try to convince him not to
apply for a visa to leave Romikla.

Rlch adult in the family m~st appear separately. The extreme pressure placed
on the individual forces many to renounce their Intention to apply for a visa.
familyy dissension is sometimes rovoked when one member df a couple is
courageous enough to persist In seeking a visa but his spouse is frightened lnte
apeelit to stop the process.
S. Arbitrary Judgments a to WAo Oat AppIV

Those who are not intimidated by the preal~plication process wait for a decision
as to whether they will be permitted to apply for an exit visa. An tfidlividual may
either receive permission to fill In an application; be denied permission to make
application If the O9mmlttee feels he hasn't proved good reason for wgnting to
emigrate; or receive no reply at all. This procedure provokes much anious un.
certiinty for the individual. If he Is refused permission to Apply or feoslves no
answer, there is no .afeal process to which he ban turn.
8. Bonr ome Dooumeantaton Re"iremoent

Along with the application form, one must submit various forms which are often
hard -to obtain. These Include, among others: marriage or divorce certificate;
approval from tie management of his apartment building approval from his
plam of work and certification that his work hat not dealt with State secrets;

sacnces that all his taxes and utility bills are paid; educational diplomas.
f. Coe91i fees

A single Individual has to pay approximately a month's salary to cover all the
fees necessary before he can emigrate (e.g., costs of passport, renunciation of.
citsenship, etc.). The head of 4n average household has to pay at lec, a quarter.
of his yearly salary In order for his family to emigrate.
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uomlaorusty of #,Uuo Prom"/4$%UO tawme p4od
If the application Is rejected, there Is on mechanism by which the applicant

can appeal the decision. If the application Is approved, a passport Is Issued. The

passport Is routed through various national and local government agencies, and.
can be'withheld at any point in the process, een after It has been sent to the'
Israeli Embassy in Bucharest and that Embassy has Issued a visa for the appUl-
cant. The applicant)%ever knows If he will be allowed to emigrate until be actu-
ally rebelves the passprt at the end of the prod"es There are no definite, reu-

tar time intervals between the steps of the application process, each one of which
ftay take months. Many Jews who have applied to emigrate to Israel have been
waiting for a year for either permission to leave or a response to their request
to be allowed to apply to leave. Others have been waiting for years.

Manuy visa applicants face retribution from the Government. A Communist
Party worker or a Government worker in an area such as education or communi.
cation immediately loses his Job when he applies for an exit visa. A worker In a
technical specialty, particularly if he is In an administrative position, can invar.
ably expect to be demoted. A student Is expelled from his ,university.

7. Laok of time to prepare for departure
When an applicant Is finally notified his application has been approved and

receives his passport, he Is given only a few days until he must leave the comtry.
Because of the uncertainty of the decision during the application process, itin
only at this point that he will begin to conclude his personal affairs, dispose of,_
items he can t take out of the country, pay final bills, fix up his apartment, ete;.
Often he does not have time to obtain personal documents, such as diplomas,
which he will need in his new country, since he must get them certified from both
Education and Foreign Ministries but can only apply to them after he has
received his passport.
8. Umitatiom on mome a" property taken out

The emigrant can take with him no money and no personal Items of value. H4
must pay custom duty on his own used household goods..

lRmome atiom for rematvlg obetace to em0ration
Generally, the recommendations below are listed In order of priority, with the

most important ones first. Highest priority is given to those changes which would
have the greatest Impact In Increasing the number of visa applicants and, hope-,
fully, thereby increasing the emigration flow. Consideration was also given as to
which recommended changes lend themselves to monitoring from the West, so
that compliance by Romania can be MeaMred.

1. IWveryone who wants to should be able to submit freely and without intimih9
dation an application for an' exit visa. The Romanlan Government should be
allowed this unrestricted application policy to be made known ptbnlcly and be
discussed openly in the media and elsewhere. The prO-application process, which
screens out many would-be applicants, should be abolished.

(Note: The Ipre-appUcaton process was initiated after both the lnltil& exten-
sion of UFN and the signing of the Helsinki accord. Its Introduction goes counter
to the Helsinki accord and Jackson amendment which call for facilitating-freer
emigration.)

2. At the same time, sanctions against those who apply to leave (i.e., demotion
or dismissal from jobs, expulsion from universities, etc.) and-other forms of
arassnent should be terminated.

. An appeal process should be set up to provide recourse for those individuals
refused permission to emigrate. The reasons for denial should be made clear to
the applicant and should not be arbitrary.

4. The application proe should be shortened and facilitated (e.g., through
reducing the amount ot required documentation). The time period for the whole
process should be regularised. The applicant should receive a definite answer as
to whether he has permisson to leave as soon as the application has ben ap-
proved, so that he can make plans for his departure (NOTE: "approval" actu-
ally Is given by the appropriate authorities prior to the passport being routed to
the various agencies). It would seem reaonable to expect that the proems frot
submiion of an application until the applicant is permitted to leave the country
should be completed within 2-4 months.
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5. An emigrant should be allowed to take with him his money and his personal
effects, which may represent his lifetime savings. Ire should not be required to
M duty on his already used household goods.

8. The cost of fees involved In the emigration process should be reduced.
Reoommekdd*Uons for monUoriu Romants compgarwe

1. Expanded monitoring by the Administration In Bucharest and Washington,
combined with on-goint discussions with the Romanians regarding compliance
with the recommendations to liberalle emigration procedures.

2. Periodic review by the appropriate Congressional subcommittees, perlaps
on a quarterly basis, of Romanian compliance and the level of emigration fg-
ures. Congressional communication with Romanian Government representatiVok
as appropriate, regarding the findings of the review.

As a bass for the review, the subcommittees might require periodic wrlttm
stalus reports from the State Department, as well as requesting reports from
private groups monitoring the emigration situation. Information to measure

omanian compliance should also be obtained through questionnaires and Inter-
views routinely administered to emigrants who have left Romania.

QUEEVs, NY.
HONOwALt Sna: I am Nicolae Crainicluc, born on October 1, 195? in Bucharest,

Romania. I come to the USA as a permanent resident on July 26, 1975, as a
result of the fact that my father Zaharia Cralnielue joined the First Romanian
Hunger Strike for Family Reunion in the USA (May 17, 1975-July 17, 1975)
an organised peaceful fight for human rights, full supported by the U.S. Congress.

I took a trip as a tourist n Communist Romania on Nov. 25,. 1976, in order
to marry my fiance Ioana Burcea of Stradt Sintessel Nr 4, Bucharest, See. 4.
The Romanian Embassy in Washington DO refused to give to me an Entry Visa
on my Reentry Permit No 0749-5 of Oct 20, 1976 released by INS of NY City
on August 20, 1976 and I was forced to accept an Visitor Visas on the Passeport
as Romanian Citizen Residing in a Foreign Country, the one with which I come
In the USA on July 26 1975 for our Forced Separed Family Reunion. In Romania
I get married loana Burcea now loana Crainiciuc and we have a baby girl Maria
Crainiclue, born on August 16, 1977.

In Communist Romania the Stalinist terror of Nicolae Ceeusescu is on, against
American citizens, permanent residents and their relatives. The Communist
Security arrested me without any reason, bring me back the passport with telr
entry visa and give to me.. . a Romanian ID card. They give to me a forced
residence and force me to pay ... $10 a day as a US permanent resident. They
did not allow to me to work, and to visit US Embassy. They printed in a issue
of Romanian revue "Flacara" an . .. "interview" with me in which the reporter
said that I comeback voluntarely In Communist Romania' because in the 1BA
there are crimes, misery and unemployment... The proof that they lieded In
this report Is that the reporter described me as being a young boy with blue
eyes, my eyes are brown! ...

I never meet or see any reporter of Communist news papers or TV.... I made
a complaint to the US Embassy In Bucharest asking for my protection as a
permanent resident of the US who want to come back in his new homeland the
USA together with my wife loana Crainicluc and our baby girl Maria. All my
applications for exit visas were rejected by Security. Finaly I succeded to
obtain . . .a Romanian tourist paseport for a visit of 30 days to my parents. ,
I trained tis passeport only as the result of my parents complaints to the US
Senators, Representatives and to the chairman of Romanian affairs of Depart-
ment of State who supported me in this strugle for my right My wife anit
daughter applied too, but they did not receive any kind of response from the
Security....

I joined the Fifth Romanlan Hunger Strike for Family Reunion In the USA
started In New York City In front of the UN on April 10, !9T8 and in Washington
DC in front of the White House, on the Capitol's steps and In. front of Romanian
Communist Embassy. 1 ....

I appeal to US Congress to persuade the Romanian Communist President
Nicolae Ceausescu to grant the exit visas to my hostages wife and daughter:

1. loana Crainicic born on October 1, 1957, wife
2. Maria Crainiciue, born on August 16, 1977, daughter

of Strada Sintezel Nr 4. Bucuresti, Sector 4, Cod 74884
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I ask that' the US Congress do not grant the MFN to Communist Romania
until President Nicolas Oeausu will stop the Stalfnt terror against US cfi
tens residents, and their relatives and until he will release the hostage relatives
of Hunger Strikers.- -- NIOOL" C&AMxonM.

JuLY 22, 1978.RMrc~hE STUN,'
Stff DXrector,
getiate Committee op Finatice;
2227 Dirkeen Seoste OfIoe Building,
Washington, D.C.Your Honourable Messrs. Congressmen: The undersigned lonely Cruceafu,
retired attorney-atlaw, resident of the United States, living at 47-20, 42nd
Street, Sunnyside, New York 11104, I wish to wholeheartedly thank you,,in the
beginning, for your inviting me to express before the Subcommittee the reasons
for which--on behalf of truth and justice--you should approve the revalidatlon

-of the agreement on the economic relations between the USA and Romania, my
country of origin. I wish also to thank you in advance for your kindness In read-
Ing and accepting all data shown in this statement.

I am convinced, Mesrs. Congressmen, that you are aware of the contribution
brought by Romania towards the progress and civilization of the mankind, the
strengthening and development of friendship and co-operation between out
countries.' I feel It's a matter of conscience for me to remind you that it is Just and human
on the part of the Government of the United States to continue granting the
status of the most favoured nation to Romania as it has done before, and do not
take into account the intrigues and the lies told by the Hungarian irredentists
and their supporters, who-pretending to defend human rights--slander and de-
tame this ountry, Romania, and her people, the Romanian people, a tepectable
honest, working, human and truth and beauty loving people, who for 2,000 years
IIes in this part of the world, together with other nationalities all living in
understanding and brotherhood, all enjoying the same liberties and rights as
the Romanian people.

The visits paid by some Congressmen and other American officials to Romania,
their thus personal and direct contact with the achievements of the people and
the realities of life in this beautiful and respectable country have undoubtedly
served as sound proof of this undeniable truth.Alongside of a population of 19 millions of Romanians there live 1,700,000
Magyars and about 850,000 other nationalities-Germans, Sacks, Jews, Ukmin-
lans, Russians, Gipsies. Greeks, Armenians--who, as I already said above allenjoy equal rights and liberties and are provided with the best conditions of work
education and culture.

One sits and wonders what a false faith and what lies these impoetors are
capable to say! I think that nobody told you before that Transylvania Is full of
prefect, mayors, directors of enterprises etc., all of Magyar origin; even within
the Central State machinery, beginning with the post of the Vieb President of
the State Council, the Vice President of the Council of Ministers, ministers
deputy-ministers, general directors of big enterprises, banks etc., all of Magyar
origin too. Where Is the discrmination?? Where is the persecution of the Maor
minority?? What a malice, Messrs. Congressmen! This is only envy; because,
as Mr. Ceausescu, President of this country, put It here in New York in one
OPeech-Romania becomes more and more beautiful, more and more wealthy
and independent year by year.

You, Messrs. Congressmen, are standing for a big and generous people., Lt
your generosity continue to shine over the friendship of our countries by granting
the status of most favoured nation to Romania.

I greatly hope that all thoughts X am now sharing with you wil meet your tq
understanding and kindness and wish to assure you again of all my teem
and respect. -

Yours respectfully,
ICRIL QKVM"RU"
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AmoUA, N.Y., July 12, 1978.
Bente 0(o6Wittiee oR Fnose, 8ukoommtee on Imsterntons; Trde.

Us name is Gheorghe Farai American resident (A1B-86'-806) I pledge for: The
immidate stopping of the M.F.N. treatment to Communist Romanla.

THA2 UNIVERSAL DEOLARATION OP JUMAN RIGHTS, Art 13:
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the

borders of each state.
2. Weryone has the right to leave kay country Including his own and to return

to his country.
Subsection (a) and (b) of Section 40a of the Trade Act of 1974; This section

prohibits the granting of MWN treatment, government-credits or investment Suar.
antees, or the negotiation of a commercial agreement with any cobimunist country
if that country does not allow its i/senu the freedom to travel and to emigrate.

There are a lot of violations of Trade and the Helsinki Agreement by Com-
munist Romania. Communist authorities create lots of dimculties for people want-
ing to travel abroad even for a vacation, or to emigrate for reunifying with their
families.

I have tried for 8 years to bring to the United States of America sit relatives
only for a short visit; unsuceesfully.

They are: Mr. 1liW Tutuiama.-living at: Buleyardul Gheorghe Dimitrov, Nr.
121, Bloc G. 5., Sears 5, Apt 24, Sector 8, Bucuresti.

Mr. Mirces Meleasa-living at: Strada Emil Bodnaras Nr 48, Bloc P 18 Scara
2, Apt. 88, Sector 7, Bucureeti.

Therefore, I know that they cannot get their passports without your Human-
itarian Support, in persuading The Romanian Communist President Nicolas

Ceausemcu to grant their exit visas i respect of his international commitments.
I want to mention that my mother and I, bare already adjusted our status

abroad with the Romanian Embassy (to cancel our R.omanlan Citisenshipe and
paid the fee of $40200 to the Romanian Embassy). I will become an American
Citizen In 1978 through naturaliation.

Although for 8 years I have written to all of the American Senators, my rela-
tives still did not receive tourist visa and passports.

I was thoroughly disenchanted when the American Consulate In Bucharest
requested testim9nies from my rektives stating that they would return to Ro.
mania after their visit to United States. That is not customary, therefore the
Communist Romanian government asked the American Consulate to request my
relatives' testimonials.

I think that this sort of procedures is against the democratic Principles on
which the American Constitution is based, and I hopki to inform you Of this by
evidencing my relatives' cases that there is total lack of freedom of touristic
travel from communist Romania.

Thdre it another e3ample'pertainint to the better illustration of the above
statements, namely, that Mr. Mbal Oornie requested a tourist "isa for his
wife and him to spend their vacation in Italy. He was thrown out of. Romania
together with his wife and 2 children, without the right to return to Romanla.
Furthermore, he was threatened 'that any attempt to return' to his native coun-
try wifi fall and that he and his fam ly will suffer severe ecusionL

I want to specify that I only wanted my relatives whoef names and addresses
wer mentioned earlier, to come for a short visit only and that before the end of
their visit, they would return to Romania. I do not request imigrant status for
them. I do request the immediate stop of the MFN treatment.

I think that their cases depict very well the disreard the government in
Bucharest headed by the Stalinist-communist ditator =usescu, has of the most
elementary human rights

My pIreent statement demonstrates that there is no right of travel allowed by
the kRinlan government even though the communist dictator (oausescu (who
calls himself President of Romania), ha" signed the- Helsinki areement and
promised to the Senators and o(ngresmnen that there will be no more problems
concerning travel and family reunions for Romanians. He promised that In 1M
IMS, and 1977, and every time Romania was granted the MIN status and more
emomical aid.

I have personally written to the mentioned commissons and may case is con.
tained on: the May 24, 1977 list at No. 20, n the April 10, 1978 list at No. 15, st
of the American Romanian Committee for Assstne to refugees from June 25,
1977, Artille 26 and from June 15, Article 22.
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Considering all the above statements I ask:
1. The Immediate stopping of the MIrN treatment to Communist Romania.
. That the US Senate put again on the rules the Henry K. Jackson-Charles

Vanic's amendment-because It does not favor the Romanian people, but serves
to reinforce Nlcolae Ceausescu's Stalinist dictatorship at the expense of the
American people.

The Communist dictator Nicolae Ceausesen, the man whom the world press un-
animously describes a the most Staliaistle among communist dictators the man
with the hard-to beat record of denial of human rights, Idi Amin being his only
serious rival, Is the "honored guest" of the leading democratic nation. This sounds
all the more Incredible as little more than a year ago the hopes of the Romanian
people and of the other captive European nations were rekindled by the new
emphasis President Carter placed on the universal observance of human rlkhts. I
also want to separate facts from fictions In regard to the same Ceauseso's dic-
tatorship by pledgn the MFN be stopped,

PEct4on.-Oeausescu's conduct as independent foreign policy the West has good
reasons to encourage.

Fot.-The role of independent satellite is designed to deceive the WestL On all
important matters Ceausescu tows the Soviet line.

I pledge that the MFN be stopped under (eausescu, the economy expanded
and living conditions improved.

Instead of supplying the needs of the people, Ceausescu Indulges In pharaonlc
heavy Industry projects for whose products there Is no market. The new class
lives In luxury, the people In misery.

I pledge that the MFN treatment be stopped.
With little outside help centrally planned economy led to rapid Industrialisa-

tion.
In the seventies the West loaned to or invested In Romania 2% billion dollars.

0eausescu is here for more.
I pledge that the M.F.N. treatment be stopped.
F c/o.-There to religious freedom In Romania.
Fact.-Only religious rites are tolerated. Religious education and sermons are

barred. TDraining for pirlesthood is only available for a handful
I pledge that the M.F.N. treatment be stopped.
Fiction.-Under Ceausescu freedom of speech, assembly and, association are

assured.
Faot.-Political rights, right to life, freedom from torture, arbitrary arrest ad

detention, right for a fair trial, privacy of home and correspondence, liberty of
movement and free choice of residence are non-existent.

I am finally asking respectfully the United States Senate of this greatUnited
States to always remember:

That IdentifyIng the unchesen rulers of Romania with the people over whom
they hold sway is dwrtentng for the vietius and daag to the free;

That leaving an issue unresolved is more often than not a wiser course than
settling on the term# ot the enemy;

That nourisiing the war economy of a communist state with goods and ad.
vanced technohmy, on credit, without securing In return the strict observabee of
human rights, is squandering away the tremendous leverage an economically
strong United Statse possesses;

That despite the legal linkage between emigration for Romanli d e Joy-
ment by Romania of the Most-Favored-Nation clause, only a few hundred a year
are permitted to leave Romania; could this constitute a quid pro quo ,for the
millions of dollars, in loans and Investments, Oeausescu is getting from the
United States?

in-erml -

FouZerow COAL IImLqtAroNAL, Twq..
No York N.Y., J3V 7, 1978.

Mr. Mrcmz, Smsam,
#tato Dwcfor, Committee of Piuaso, U.N. Resal, 97 Dirk-tn #e"we 05cc

ReasiWn, W esios, D.C.
DrAm Mi. ISTu: On -une 2, 1970 President Carter. recommended to the 0on-

gress that the waiver authority granted by Gubsection 402(c) of the Trade Act o0
1974 be further extended for 12 months. Pursuant to Subsectiot 402(d) (6) of the
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Act, the President determined that further extension of the waiver authority
granted by Subsection 402(c) and continuation of the waiver applicable to
Romania will substantially promote the objectives of Section 402 of the Act.

Foreston Coal International Inc., an exporter of coal to Romania, supports the
President's recommendation and urges the Committee to act favorably thereon.
We feel that it Is in the interest of United States trade to extend the Most-Favored-
Nation status to Romania.

Export of coal and coke from the United States to Romania during the past
several years are set forth in the following table:

BITUMINOUS COAL AND COKE-U.S. EXPORTS TO ROMANIA

Appr~o~xte (AbmW

Year net tom t"nI pot

1973 ...................................................................... m oo80 1. 8410

1976 ........--- 2 1,9 000
1977 ....... "."'"."".-- ""-"- "".""..".""-"'---- ------------- 1,016-,2 R-
1978 January/May ..................... .................................... 10 0

As the above data demonstrate, the President's recommendation will help to
accomplish one of the broader purposes of the Trade Act of 1974, which is "to
open up market opportunities for United States commerce in non-market econ-
omies." (19 U.S.C. Section 2102).

We request that you include a copy of this statement In the printed record of
the Committee's hearing.

Very truly yours,
Sxmmurn Kupm umM,

Riecutlve Vice Preeidet.

Qum~s, N.Y.
HONOxRAL Sia: I am Rada Georgesou, Romanian born and a political refugee

In the USA since April 19,1977.
I left Communist Romania together my husband engineer Cornellu Georgescu

with a turist passport for a visit to my husband's father In Rome, Italy on
January 15, 1977.

Over there we were granted with political asylum by the High Commissioner
for Refugees of UNO from Geneva.

Here we aie enjoying all the opportunities of a free life.
But, painfully I was forced to left behind, In Communist Romania, as hostages:
1. Elena Andrei, born oa October 16, 1910, my mother residing at: Strada

Prisaca Dornei Nr 2, Bloc D 8, Sector 1, Apt O., Buouresti, of Postal 56, COD
7446

2. ConstanUtin Doneu 18, born on April 18, 195 ,my son residing at: Strada
Ghita Serban Nr 2, Bloc 8 B, Scam 2, EtaJ 8, Apt 96 Buouresti, Ofilul Postal 72,
COD 74692.

Since I and my husband become political refugees they were always Inter-
viewed under hard presmure by security. All their applications for exit visas in
order to reunify our forced separated family were rejected by security. My son
was forbiden to attend the university, after he was graduated by high school
with bacalaureat diploma. Our mail and phone calls were cut oft.

I joined the Fifth Romanian Hunger Strike for Family Reunion in the USA
(April 10, 1978)

I appear to you, honorable sir, to use your influence In persuading the Romanian
Communist President Nicolae Ceausesou to grant the exit visas to my hostage
mother Elena Andrel and to my son Constantfn Doecu.

The Romanian Communist President Nicolae Ceausesou violated and is stull
violating: the Paris Treaty of Peace (1947) the Univewal Declaration of Human
Rights (194) and all UNO's resolution abqut family reunion.

He violated and Is still violating the condition 64 easing the emigration from
Cn unist Romania as he close agreed with the USA upon the trade agreement
(1974) and the MF in 1975, 1976 and 1977. This is an oferwe to U Congress,
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to US House of Representatives, to US Senate, to all US political leaders who
granted him with MFN three times and Ceausesou lied them all that he will
release our relatives. I ask that US Senate suspend the MFN treatment to
Nicolease Oeausesou and his Communist government until all hunger striker's
relatives will be release. I ask that US Senate put again on the rules the Henry
M. Jackson-Charles Vanik amendment

Thank you, honorable sir, for your humanitarian support.
Sincerely yours,

RADA GUO.Oou.

JAoxso HEIGHTe, N.Y.
Hoxosak Sm: I am Mrs. Viorica Karpacev (maiden name Vlorica Serban)

Romanlan born and a political refugee In the U.S.A. since May 28, 197& I applied
for U.S. citizenship and I am waiting that the proceeding will be accompliahd
soon. I left Communist Romania with a tourist passport for an excursion in
Hungaria and Greece. I ask for political asylum and I was granted with political
asylum in Rome (Italy) by the High Commimioner for Refugees of UNO from
Geneva.

Then I come in the U.S.A. where I am working as an artist with Alva Museum
In New York City. But painfully I was forced to left behind in Communist Ro-
mania u hostages:

1. Eufimia Hucartar III, born on April 24, 1926, my mother.
2. Adriana Serban, born on November 24, 1964, my sister, both residing at

Strada Sergent Sofronie Vasile, Nm 15, Sector 5, Huourest Romania.
Since I became a political refugee they were always investigated under high

pressure by security. It is hard to me to explain what happened to them; two
women helpless, during the security's investigation. But you can imagine...

Nlcolae Ceauseseu, who Is Breshnevs spy In the free world and the Stalinist
tyrant of Romanian people violated and is still violating the Paris Treaty of
Peace (1947) the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and all UNO's
resolutions about family reunion, and the condition of easing the emigration from
Oommunist Romania as he close agreed with the U.S.A. upon the trade agreement
and MWN In 1975,1976 and 1977. He violated and is still violating the Helslnki
Agreement (1975 too).

I joined the Fifth Romanlan Hunger Strike for Family Reunion In the U.S.A.
(April 10, 1978). Desperately, I appeal to you, honorable sir, to use your Influence
In persuade the Romanian Communist President Nlcolae Ceausescu to grant
the exit visas to my hostages mother and sister. I appeal to U.S. Senate to suspend
the MFN treatment to Nicolae Ceausescu and his communist government who in
disreet of all Internationales committements about family reuntflhation, terr-
orieed and are still terroring the relatives of U.S. citizens and residents. As an
U.S. citizen I can permit to nobody to offend the U.S. political leaders, I mean
U.S. Senators and Representatives, Nlcolae Ceausescu's permanent defYance of
U.S. Senators and Representatives must have and end.

As an U.S. citizen and taxpayer I do not agree that my money and all U.S. tax-
payers money to be sent to Nicolae Ceausescu who offend our elected Senators
and Representatives and transformed Romania's territory Into a military camp
where Russian K.G.B. odkwa are getting training to Cuban terrorist to become
Russian spies in the U.S.A. and to other foreign terrorist to join the Intrnational
comment guerrilas all over the world. I am confldennt that U.S. Senate will
suspend the MFN treatment to Nlcolae Ceausexcu and his communist govern.
ment and force them to relea our hostage families

God bless America I
VroxoA KAzPAcv.

STATamWT or Rricmm E. Bausm, Lwixsxan Arm, Lnnury Ious

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Richard . Brafs Legisla-
tive Representative for Liberty Lobby. I appreciate this opportunity to appear to-
day and pent the views of Liberty Lobby. 25,000-member Board of Policy, as
well as the quarter of a million readers of our weekly newspaper, The Sp t

A great deal of attention has lately been devoted to the Inability of the average
Amerlcan to understand foreign pol cy. We find the phenomenon quite unrewark-
able. In fact, given the present state of world events and our decreasing ability
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to Infinence them hi our favor, it is becoming apparent that our "experts' are
also in a quandary. We submit that It is arrangements such as the extension of
trade agreements with Romania and Hungary that unnecessarily complicate mat-
ters and confuse our citizens.

In the argument advanced by the President's message of June 2, he maintains
that he is satisfied with emigration and human rights in both Romania and
Hungry. In saying this he Is obviously comparing them with other communist
countriesInce by Western and Helsinki standards neither makes a pretense of
assuring "heir citizens free travel. Romania, and to a lesser degree Hungary, both
require ransom for each citizen emigrating. They maintain that since the state
paid for their education the state should be reimbursed if the education is ex-
ported. -Does the President consider this "unrestricted" in the spirit of the Jack-
son-Vanik amendment?

In another and perhaps more important vein, religious persecution continues in
both countrieL Radio evangelist Bill Bathman recently returned from Romania
to cite cases of Christian school children being forced to stand outside classrooms
so their classmates could swear and spit at them for deviating from "state
thought."

In Hungary the recent Billy Graham crusade was the apparent victim of ex-
tortion. The agent that arranged both sites and audiences for the crusade was
Sandor Palatoy, a communist whose only known allegiances are to money and
state-in that order. Dr. Graham reluctantly indicated that future trips behind
the Iron Curtain are highly improbable despite the warm and sincere welcome
accorded him by most Hungarians.

We do not suggest that the only criterion for trade between the U.S. and other
nations should be religion but considering the concepts on which our nation was
founded it should certainly be one of them. For years we refused to recognize
800 million Chinese simply because they were communist and not the "official"
government of China. Now we rationalize and accommodate extremism on the
basis of trade as in the case of Uganda. No wonder Americans over 40 are con-
fused about our foreign policy. We are literally all over the map with no under-
lying precepts that we are prepared to die to defend.

On the last point, Alexander Soizhenltsyn noted our apparent lack of will in
facing communist realities worldwide. We may not agree with portions of his
analysis of the American psyche since he probably doesn't know enough about It,

_but we cannot ignore his expert appraisal of communist ntentions.
Trade with Warsaw Pact nations, dedicated enemies regardless of degree, does

not seem a helpful course for the U.S. in his or our view. Why, if we must trade,
do we insist on giving them a competitive edge at the expense of some of our own
domestic industries (e.g. electric motors and wooden furniture) ?

The Administration argues that Romania was helpful In arranging certain of
the Middle East peace overtures and therefore must be encouraged to continue
this benevolent attitude. Do they ever consider that Moscow, now lacking a voice
in the Mideast, is using Mr. Ceausescu to ensure some degree of control over the
situation? Apparently not, since we are falling over ourselves to extend most-
favored-nation status to two clearly despotic regimes.

Our last point concerns the rocky condition of NATO defenses in Europe. Gem-
eral Haig, at some risk, given the Oarter Administration's policy of demanding
conformity with its views, is beginning to articulate some of his concerns about
European defense capability. Technology transfer, inherent in expanding trade,
can do nothing but strengthen Romania, Hungary and the Soviets at the expense
of an already anemic NATO. Why do we persist in trading with potential enemies?
Does the reason have something to do with profits of multi-national conglomerates
and international banks? Is our foreign policy to be conducted for their beneit
or for the people at large and the national security interests of the United States?

So now we have the picture of a fundamentalist Baptist President who pro-
fesses a profound belief in human rights recommending continued trade on a
most favored nation status with a pair of atheistic countries whose last oonoern
Is the welfare of individual citizens. Why should we not be confused? Why Is our
foreign policy so "foreign" to ordinary Americans? We say it is at least partly
the fault of short sighted policies such as these and strongly reonmnd that
Congress reject them In the name of patriotism If no other reason seems handy
or politically acceptable.

Thank you again for this opportunity to appear today and present our views.
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Rmoxwooo, N.J., May 86, 18.
HONORABLE Sm: I am Adam Luca, Romanian born and a Political Refugee in

the United States since September 26th, 1976; living in New York, 802 Seneca
Ave, Ridgewood, N.Y. 11227.

I left Romania in May 1976 and received political asylum in Austria, from
where I arrived In the United States on the above mentioned date.

Painfully, I was forced to leave behind, in the Communist Romania, as a
hostage, my daughter Doina-Cornelia Luca, born on June 80th 1950, a Zootech-
nician Engineer, living in 22 Grivita-Rosie St. Timisoara III, Romania.

Her repeated requests to be given the application forms In order to obtain an
exit visa from Romania were rejected. What is more, she was laid off her Job as
an engineer and only after a long lapse of time she could find anothe Job as a
common worker. She is being frequently investigated, under hard pressure b* the
Communist authorities.

The Romanian Communist President Nicolae Ceauseseu, Ignores the Human
Rights of the Romanian people, violates and defies the Paris Treaty of Peace
(1947), the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and does not observe
the condition of eislng the emigration from Communist Romania, an he
agreed upon with the Uutted States by the Trade Agreement and the Most
Favored Nation's Clause, itanted to Communist Romania in 1975, 1976 and 1977,
and the Helsinki Agreement (1978).

-In 6Mr to reunify my forcedly separated family, I joined the 5th Romanian
Hunger Strike for family reunion in the United States, on April 10th-April 17th
1978 and May 22-29th 1978, which will restart on June 5th 1978.

I appeal actually to you, Honorable Sir, to your humanitarian feelings and your
influence to persuade the Romanian Communist President Nicolae Ceausescu, to
grant an exit visa from Romania to my hostage daughter Doina-Cornelia Luca.
I am. determined to continue my fight and my hunger strike until my daughter
will be released from Romania and join me here. -

Thanking you, Honorable Sir, for your humanitarian support, I remain,
Yours very respectfully,

AzAm Lu.

STATEMENT or T U Moxriux Hzmq WIxzi IuOwrs
Monsieur Henri imports about 400 wines from 15 different countries We sell

to distributors in open states and are in contact with control state administrators
We employ 55 people and have a sales volume of $28.8 million dollars Our largest
selling wines are Yago Sant'Gria (from Spain), Weber Wines from, Gemany,
and Fu-Ki Wines from Japan.

In 1976, we negotiated a contract with Vinexport to import Romanian wine to
the United States. The contract calls for us to sell 45,000 cases in a three-year
period. This contract was signed with the assumption that there would be no
change in Romania's Favored-Nations status.

The wine sales for Premlat-tbe brand name--have been excellenL We achieved
our original 45,000 case, three-year target, in the first year and are-now looking
to import 80,000 cases this year.

To date, we have opened the following markets-So. California, Connecticut,
Florida, Georgia, Chicago, New York, New Jersey, Washington, D.C., Maryland
and Delaware.

The reasons for this product's success are twofold: 1. the excellent quality
of the wines being shipped; 2. the reasonable price at which we are marketing it.
In most states throughout the country that sell Romanian wine the retail price
ranges from $1.99 to 2.29-depending on state and local taxes.

The direct impact of "Most-Favored-Nation" states versus non-Most-Favored.
Nation status on pricing of our Premat line is as follows:

Current duty and tax, 56.5 cents per gallon or $1.23 pei case.
Without M.F.N., $1.62 per gallon or $8.20 per case. Difference, $1.91 per ease.
This would mean in effect that the American consumer would pay at least 25

per bottle more or a 12% Inerease.
Romanian wines, which we are in the proem of establishing, are proving profit-

able to all concerned. It has added to distributor cales volume in every I..
market where it has been introduced. In addition, it has given the retailel an
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opportunity to offer their customers a different and unique product. American
consumers benefit from this trade by having available these high quality wlnu
at reasonable prices. In addition, Americans of Romanian descent are pleased to
be able to purchase the wine from the country of their origin.

Our overall negotiations and business relations have been most productive and
constructive. We believe our experience is part of creating a healthy and pro-
ductive relationship through international trade between this Latin-cultured,
Eastern European country and our nation.

It is our opinion that the extension of Most-Favored-Nation status for imports
from Romania will enable a strong and positive long-term relationship between
the two countries to develop. This encouragement of International tralle, we be-
lieve, will lead to better understanding and cooperation. It is our serious concern
that a termination of Most-Favored-Nation status for imports from Romania will
inhibit and curtail economic trade and potential understanding. Certainly It will
limit and be detrimental to our sales, distributor sales and retailer sales of Ro-
manian wine in the United States.

We agree with President Carter's remark during President Ceauseseu's recent
visit that the development of good trade relations with Romania is important. We
would favor a change in the law that would treat Romanla on the same basis as
other countries with which we have normal trade relations. We, therefore, submit
our enthusiastic support for the continuation and extension of Most-Favored-
Nation status fok, the Socialist Republic of Romania under the Trade Act of 1974.

STATMRNT OF TRE NATIONAL AssOcIATON OF MANUFACruzs ON TNEZ PMuD2NT'8
WAxvu or Tnz TuDz ACT Fmmom or Bmz&Tiox Pnovxsxons You Huxozay
AND ROMANlIA
The National Association of Manufacturers supports the approval of the Presi-

dent's request for waivers of the freedom of emigration requfr ments applicable
to the Socialist Republic of Romania and the Hungarian People's Republic and
the approval of the Presidential recommendation for further extension of au-
thority to waive the freedom of emigration requirements under section 402 of
the Trade Act of 1974.

NATIONAL AsSocIATroN or MAxurrAcTUU ,
Waeh gton, D.C., July 11, 1978.Hon. ABRAHAM RmROOr,

Charana, Senate Buboommittee on Iaternatitona Trade,
2237 Dirkten BuilWig,
Wosh4ugton, D.O.

DAz MaL CHAI mA: The National Association of Manufacturers supports the
approval of the President's request for waivers of the freedom of emigration
requirements applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romnania and the Hungarian
People's Republic and the approval of the Presidential recommendation for fur-
ther extension of the authority to waive the freedom of emigration requirements
under section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.
_ NAM member companies-large, medium, and small in sie--number 12,000 and

represent about three-fourths of the nation's production of manufactured goods.
The NAM supports the conclusion of bilateral agreements with nonmarket
economy countries based upon general U.S. trade regulations, with certain
necessary provisions made for national security, market disruption and other
problem areas which might arise from very real differences in our national
economic systems. We support the goal of improving economic relations between
the U.S. and Romania and between the U.S. and Hungary. As a corollary to this
support, we also favor the continuation of Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) tariff
treatment to Romania and to Hungary as granted in the waiver of the freedom
of emigration requirements to section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974. The NAM
testified in favor of the United States-Romanian Trade Agreement of 1975. We
viewed that agreement as the first significant step In the expansion of mutually
beneficial trade relations between the United States and countries of Eastern
Europe. We have supported the renewal of the Romanian Agreement and we have
also supported the Pending agreement between the United States and Hungary.

The extension of non-discriminatory trade status to Hungary and the continue.
tion of non-discriminatory status for Romania will allow their exports to com.
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pete fairly with the exports fron our other trading partners for entrance Into
the United States market. MFN status does not give a country's products priv-
ileged treatment over most other nations, but indeed only puts them on par with
the treatment already accorded most nations with whom we trade.

One factor which could improve the bilateral trading relationships of the United
States with Hungary and Romania would be a waiver period longer than the
present twelve month maximum permitted by the Trade Act of 1974. U.8. trade
with these two countries has already grown in a manner generally favorable to the
U.S. Interests over the past few years. The development of sound and mutually
beneficial commercial relations Is extremely difficult in the face of unctrtaintles
arisin from the need for yearly waivers. We would urge that your committee
give serious consideation to improve this spect of trade with non-market
economies.

In licht of the fact thet both of these non-market economies manage their Im.
ports, we believe that It in appropiate and necessary to monitor trade develop.
ments under these agreementL For your consideration we. have attached data on
trade with Hunary and Romania. We find that trade with these countries has
been generally satisfactory in reet years, although some deterioration is evi.
dent In U.S. trade In manufactured goods with Romania during the first three
years of MUN stats. Although It Is not our objective to attain short-term
equilibrium In every trade relationship it Is essential that these bilateral rela-
tionships operate to the overall benefit of the U.S. economy, and to the extent
possible such trade should make a positive contribution to the improvement of
the U.S. trade account which is currently n serious deficit.

In conclusion, we believe that favorable action on these matters will benefit
the U.S. The trade agreWnenta ith Hungary and Romania will make possible
further trade growth between our countries, and extension of the President's
waiver authority will permit the further expansion of two-way trade relation-
ships between the United States and the countries of Eastern Europe.

-NAM appreciate this p lty to present our views for Inclusion In the
written record

Sincerely
LAWWmvo A. Fox, Vie-Pte n.

SL ECTED STATISTICS ON UNITED STATES-HUNGARIAN TRADE

Itn mIl~"ol

Import. Exports Belae ThW 2-wey

1. Total U.S. trade .1i1 Hunary:
1,75 ........................ . ..... 4. $.14.7

17--------------------46 7n.? 3I t?
11. US. trade IN N~AufactMs Withl HANgaY:

197---------------------?.0 35.3 14.4 K6.2
1576 ........................................--- 3 40.05.7 "-
1977 ........................................ 26.1 44.8 4.6 6LI

SELECTED STATISTICS ON UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE

- Total 2-W
Imports EWts Bce

1. ToW U.S. trade with Rsamia'.
1575--------------------------$133 $3$6$2,,,........................................is 2*W5

1977 ........................................ 233 259 2
i. U. trade In masitufres wft Romania:

175 ........................................ 35 5 23
176 ........................................ 95 -

177- - -.............. -Ur e-134 61
Somre: Cemeere Departeet, I'U.S Trade SW@*s Wfth Ceiase"o Coauea," Feb. is, 157
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A A- N.Y.
HoNonAz fin: I am Mrm Paulina Penes, Romanian born and a Political

refugee in the U.S.L since Septmber 29, 1976. I left Communist Romania with a
tourist passport for Turkey on October 28, 197.

I was granted with political asylum by the High Commilocer for Refugee of
United Nations Organisation from Geneva. Then I come In this country where I
enjoy all opportunities of the life in freedom and real democracy.

But painfully I was forced to left behind In Communist Romania as hostages:
1. Mrs Florica Peneseu, born on June 8, 1908, my mother.
2. Nadia SilvlaRadu, born on August 2, 1968, my daughter both residing at;

Plata Mthall Kogainiceanu, Nr 8, Scrara 6, MtaJ 2, Apt. 10, Sector , Bucuresti,
TeL 168687. Since I became a political refugM they were investigated under
hard pressure by security. Our mail was outed. All their claims for applications
for exit visas in order to reunify our forced separated family were rejected bysseurity.

Nleolae Oeausescu, who is Breshnev's spy in the Free World and the Stalinist
Tyrant of Romanian People, violated and to still violating the Paris Treaty of
Peace (1947) the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and all UNO's
resolution about family reunion, nor the condition of easing the emigration from
Communist Romania as he close agreed with the U.S.A. upon the Trade Agree-
ment and the M.F.N. on 1975, 1976 and 1977. He violated and is still violating
too the Helsinki Agreement (1975). -

I joined the Fifth Romanian Hunger strike for family reunion (April 1978)
and I appeal to you, honorable sir to use your Infuence in persuade the
Romanian Communist President Nlcolae Ceausescu to grant the exit visas to
my hostages daughter and mother. I appeal to you, Honorable Sir, and to U.S.
Senate to suspend M.F.N. to Communist Romanian and to put again on rules
Henry M. Jackson-Charles Vanik's amendment, because it is a shame that In our
20th Century despite all International agreements signed by Neolas O-anseeu
and his communist government, there are still hostages of U.S. relatives who
are tortured by security and there Is a flagrant and permanent offense of U.S.
Senate from Nicolas Ceausescu.

Thank you, Honorable Sir, for your humanitarian support.
Sincerely yours,

PAULIA PENZScU.

HoNoama Sn: I am Emilia Popovielu, Romanian born and a Refugee in
the USA since April 19, 1977, residing at: 29-15 86 Ave., Apt. 8-EB, Long Island
City, New York, N.Y. 11106

The Romanlan Authorities refuse to give exit visas to my family in order
to Join me in the USA. My family has been threatened and presecuted by the
Security men which try by all means to stop their emigration proceedings

My family includes: (1) Ellsabeta Popovici, 62, mother; (2) Elena Clout, 26,
sister; (8) Medardus Clout, 6, nephew; all residing at: Str. lxvorulul Nr. 16,
Agnlta Jud. Siblut and (4) Vasile Popovici, 84 brother, residing at: Zona Garil,
Camin Nefamlllsti, Camera 86 Oravtta, Jud. CarasSeverin.

I appeal to you Honorable Sir to use your influence in persuading the Romanian
President Nicolae Ceauseseu to observe his International Commitments about
family reunion and grant immediately exit visas to my hostage family.

Thank you Honorable Sir for your humanitarian support.
Sincerely yours,

EiZrA PovowcIr.

STATEMENT Or THE ROMANIAN BAireT AseocwzroN or Tz Urn STATU Or
AMuzIO. AND CANADA, REV. A. S. LUOACI, HONORARY Pas1DMa A" SDp-
cIAL ADvists, PAsTOR OF THE ROMANIAN BA sT CHURCH, Drraorr, Mx., AND
OGEosaE OmisN LEGAL CoUSMLu; AND TRlE ROMANTAN RADIO Houns or C Lsv D,
Onio, Rev. DAWTLA PASeu, FOUNDEs-DI) ,OR, PASm EMu r Or TIM RO-
MANLIAN BAFTST CHURCH OF CLEVELAND, OHIO

The Association and the Romanian Radio Hour recommend extension of waiver
authority In the President to further extend to Romania the M1N treatment. We
believe the extension will enhance mutual trade benefits and will promote further
and deeper friendly relations with Romnla.
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RBA comprises Romanlan-Engiish speaking Baptist churches throughout the
Mid-West States as well as California and Floida. An Important number of affili-
ate members are living throughout the United States, maintaining strong ties
with the Association because of their ancestry or their interest in promoting
friendly ties with Romania. RBA is in continuous active existence since 1918.

The RRH of Cleveland, Ohio, reaches supporting listen throughout the State
of Ohio and part of Canada. Thousands of listeners are living in remote places.
They are not able to attend church services or learn of any political, relgous or
other news except through Radio. The RRH under the direction of Rev. D.
Pasut, its founder, is active continuously for over 80 years.

We have testified in the past and have supported the extension to Romania of
the MFN treatment. We did so in the past and do so now, because we have per-
sonal knowledge of how the Romanian Government tries harder than ever to
comply with the freedom of emigration clause of the Trade Agreement. In our
churches we have received more new emigrants this past year than ever befo. In
many instances the Romanian Government has authorized emigration ot entire
families to join one single member in the United States. We also reognise that
not all applicants were allowed to emigrate. However, it is our personal ob-
servation that the Romanians are showing good-faith in every instance.

Rev. A. S. Lucaciu has visited Romania many times in the recent past. Last
year, 1977, he was guest of honor attending the 27th Romanian Baptist Congress
In Bucharest where he addressed an assembly of more than 5,000 delegates and
guests. Then, he was invited to preach a~d addressed 15 other congregations
throughout the country. He attended the dedication of the largest Baptist Church
ever built in Romania, in the city of Arad. The church has a capacity of 8,000
seats. He realized that the freedom of religion in Romania Is a fact, certainly,
under the Romanian Constitution and law. He has noticed that in Romania Is a
sincere desire to put in practice the clauses of the HelsInki Statement, that man's
dignity and freedom of conscience be a reality amidst the Romanian populace
regardless of language, creed or ethnical background.

Rev. George Crisan has traveled extensively in Romania. Ue peaks the
Hungarian language and visited many places in the region where the bulk of
Hungarian population live. He has met with the Hungarian Baptist leaders
and pastors. At no time was he aware or apprised of any ethnical discrimination
by the Romanian Government versus Hungarian ethnic group.

Romania is a nation of Romance language and of Western orientation. In the
past history, as today, Romania is a block in the Soviet Russia drive toward open
sea and free ports. We sincerely believe that by the Trade agreement, and by other
political, economical and cultural ties extended to Romania by the United States
it will foster a worthy and reliable friendly nation in that area of the world.

We greatly appreciate this opportunity afforded to us by the Chairman of the
Subcommittee on International Trade of the Committee on Yinance of the
United States Senate.

STAFFORD l'3rWXA27ONA2, Qos,.,
Nrew York, N.Y., Jao 10,1978.Mr. Mio xam. B1mW,

Staff Dre tor,
Renamte Comittee on Pinanoe,
RSS Dirkoe Senate Ofke Building,
Waekfngton, D.O.

DPAR Sm: We respectfully request to take under consideration the following
for your July 12, 1978 hearing, and/or any subsequent hearings and records:

It would be to the advantage of the United States if the Trade Act of 1974
were modified so that the annual examination would be dispensed with in re-
gard to Section 402. In our opinion the establishment of favorable commercial
and political relations with Romania, whose friendly policies with nations of
varied political and economic systems have benefited United States policy in.
terests, should be fostered.

Furthermore, the policies of the Romanian government clearly Indicate that
both the Romanian government and its citizens want to promote better relay.
tlions between our two countries, extend trade and ulumrl excban, ind in.
crease tourism. As history shows, extension of aU the above tends to Increas a
better understanding and cooperation between countries.
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At the time of the establishment of the Act of 1974 it was agreed that the two-
way trade between the United States and Romania would "Promote United
States interests in seeing Roma4ia continue to develop relations with the Western
nations and its independent foreign policies in general."

There are subsections within Section 402 which restrict Romania to the statue
of a nation under annual probationary scrutiny, which does not inspire a mutual
progressive relationship as proposed in Section 402. We feel that rather than
restricting the development of Romania as an independent nation, It would be
better to dispense with the annual waiver extension, which would create a better
understanding between the two nations, by establishing and expanding a mutual
trust.

It is indeed of the utmost importance that commercial enterprises cannot be
properly conducted on an annual basis. No planning can be done by either party
when such restrictions are pending, and hang over our heads as the sword of
Damocles. As we all know, business negotiations are conducted well ahead of time
so that when they are more or less finalized, there Is almost no time left for their
implementation.

Therefore, we respectfully request modification of the clause which requires
annual examination of the objectives of the Trade Act of 1974, Section 402, and
that it be annulled or revised.

We wish to thank you in advance for giving our request your due consideration
and at any time you need additional Inforimation, please do not hesitate to ask.

Respectfully yours,h JACK P. MBIVX4 Prednt.

Mr. MicHAL STnN,
Staff Director,
Committee on Finanee,
U.S. Sente,
Wasington, D.C.

,wAs MiL MrAL S U: I am Eugen Stanciu, former Political Prisoner in
Romania's Communist's Jails and now a Political Refugee In the U.S. I joined
unsuccessfully the Fourth and Fifth Romanan Hunger Strikers for Family
Reunion in the U.S.A. Despite the full support of U.S. Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives, until yet my family Is still hostage in Communist Romania. Please,
Hon. Michael Stern, enlist me at the Oral Hearing of July 12, 197&

If this not be possible, for lack of time, please, Hon. Michael Stern, make that
my case be support on the U.S. Senate floor by Dr. Dmitrie G. Apostoliu, the
Spokesman of Hunger Strikers and that my written testimony be printed in
Congressional Record.

Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

EUGEN STronu.

STATSMENT EuTUs COsTz, EDMzus PRo0738o O INTUNATrONAL RELAToNS,
IN TE NAME OF TH TauH ABOUT ROMAN Coirmzu'

INROUCTION

In the statements presented to the Subcommittee on Trade, at its 1976 and
1977 hearings, we pointed out that the record does not Justify the claim that all
concerned have drawn comparable, if not equal benefits from the extensiOn of the
Most-Favored-Nation treatment to the "Socialist Republic of Romania" (SRR).
This, we submit, also holds for the year that lapsed since the July 18, 1977,
hearings.

The totalitarian regime in Romania Is still, and by far, the most Important
-beneficiary. It has managed to run up a debt of over three billion dollars toward

IThe Truth About Romania Committee is a non-proft, non.lneorporated association of
Americanas and U.S. residents of Romanian descent. It was formed In 1973 and is dedi-
cated to the task of disseminating the truth about conditions In Romania and voleing, in
th ree World, the freedom aspirations of the Romanian people.

Zeritus Professor Brutus Cost*, the spokesman of the committee Is a former Romanian
diplomat who served elevm years as Oecrtary of the Assembaly of Captive Muro.

Sean Nations and-tsaut for ten years international Relations at Fairleigh Dielinsod

82-683--78-----1T
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the Western Industrial countries and toward such International Institutions as the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and the International
Monetary Fund. Oven the extremely low probability of these loans ever being
repaid, It is much more realistic to describe them as grants in aid rather than
business transactions.

Had these loans generated Improved living conditions for the people of Ro-
mania and, more important, had they been conducive to some measure of observ-
ance of elementary human rights, particularly freedom from fear-the absence
of which permeates everyday life in Romania-none would object.

But the point Is precisely that the foreign-mpoSed regime in Romakia, instead
of catering to the needs of the population, continues to be the most faithful imita-
tor of Stalin's economic model:

It runs the most centralized, bureaucratised and corrupt command eebnomy;
It still atigns the highest priority to the development of heavy industry not-

withstanding the fact that its cost of production and the low quality of its in-
dustrial products make It non-competitive on the world market;

It adheres more rigidly and more stubbornly than any other East European
communist-ruled country to the hated and therefore unproductive collectivized
agriculture;

It keeps on allocating every year more than 80 per cent of its G.N.P. to invest-
ments which do not contribute in, any way to the betterment of living conditions.

TUE s35 AND HUMAN RIGHTS

When It comes to human rights, denial or non-observance Is still the rule;
observance-or mere isolated violations-the exception.

In recommending, In June 1977, extension for another year of his authority
to waive, in the case of the SRR, the requirements of subsections (a) and (b)
of section 402 of the Foreign Trade Act of 1974, President Carter had warned that
should the "performance" of the Romanian regime "not accord with the intent of
this provision", he "would want to reconsider the recommendation".

It Is a matter of deep regret for most Romanians that extension is once again
being recommended although the "performance" of the beneficiary is worse than
spotty in regard to emigration and retrogressive in matters of human right.

1'rE TB0 AND FADOM OF EMIGRATION

In regard to emigration the policy of Ceausesecu is as simple an it is effective:
his flunkeys grant passports and exit visas to as few would-be emigrants as
feasible without placing in jeopardy the economic advantages provided by the
U.S. A refinement of this policy is to stall for about six months after the objective
of getting the extension is achieved, and to resume Issuing passports and exit
visas when the time for the U.S. congressional hearings draws closer. In this way
the supporters of the extension (businessmen, U.S. officials, collaborators and
agents of the Bucharest regime) are enabled to furnish fresh data Indicating
that progress from year to year may be modest but 1o steady, and therefore
sufficient to earn the annual extension of the M-F-N.

In other words, on emigration the policy is one of tokeniem. It is also arbitrarily
selective. Elderly people, generally and for obvious reasons, are given preference.
In certain cases, denial of family reunion often reflects the determination to
punish the original defector. The most notorious such case Is that of Washington-
resident Constantin Rauta who, since his defection in 1974, left no stone unturned
to secure permission to leave Romania for his wife Escaterina Gabriela (now 29)
and son Mihai Catalin (now 4).

When asked at his recent press conference at the National Press Club in Wash-
ington, D.C., why were passports dented to Mrs. Rauta and son, Oeausescu
answered that he Is not prepared to talk about traitors "Would the President of
the United States-he went on-discuss with foreigners the case of a deserter
from the U.S. Army ?

None stood up to remind the Romanian dictator of the humane aspects of the
issue. And none told him that both in terms of the general observance of human
rights and in terms of bringing about a family reunion, he was committed under
the International Covenant of Political and Civil Rights of 196 which Roma*U
ratited by Decree 212 of 1974, under the Universal Dedaration ot Human Rights
(article 18), as well as under the Helsinki Final Act--to resolve favorably a
case like that of the Rauta family.
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7 D0M 01 ZMUIftTIN OR aeZCoT FOR HUMAN IGHTS I

This brings us back to a point we made In our 1977 statement: should the sole
condition for.grantlng the multiple benefits of the M-F-N to non-market countries
be the degree to which It permits its citizens to leave their country if they so
wish?

From the strictly legal point of view the answer could have been in the affirma-
tive prior to the ratification by the BRR of the aforementioned covenant and prior
to the adoption of the 1975 Helsinki Final Act. From the moral and political point
of view too the answer could have been In the affirmative prior to President
CArter's elevation of human rights to the rank of a central concern of U.S. foreign
policy. Following these developments, however, the answer can only be in the
negative. As we put it last year: how could the U.S. Justify withdrawing economic
and.milltary aid from authoritarian governments, friendly to the U.S., because of
their partially negative record on human rights-while similar benefits are made
available to the BRR and other East European totalitarian dictatorships at a
much lesser price: permission to a few hundred (or even thousand) would-be
emigrants to leave their country.

What is really called for is to make Western economic aid to communist-ruled
countries conditional upon the genuine observance of the human rights commit.
ments embodied in the Helsinki Final Act and the several earlier covenants under
the U.N. system.

XECEKT EXAMPLES OF SI O0RDUOT IN MATTERS Of HUMAN BIGHTs

1. Annexes 1 to 7 to this statement provide vivid proof that those who still
delude themselves to the point of praising the Ceausescu dictatorship for Its
"sensitivity" to human rights are very much in error. The proof consist of letters,
appeals, statements and legal documents which were smuggled out from Romania
by their authors (in 1977)--mostly young men in their twenties and thirties and
most of them belonging to the working class. In all these documents their authors
call for an Investigation by the participants at the Belgrade Conference of the
manner in which the SRR has complied with the provisions of the Helsinki Final
Act. They all declare that they no longer want to live under an unbearably op-
pressive government and are therefore determined to leave Romania and renounce
their Romanian citizenship.

A common feature of these communications is that they reveal a more subtle
way of camouflaging repression. Criminal proceedings and unconcealed adminis-
trative punishment are now shunned so as to make proof of repression more
diffcult. Dissenters are first dimissed'from their jobs and then, within 24 hours,
are brought before a Borough Court, from which press and public are barred,
under the charge of vagrancy and parasitism involving "systematic refusal to
work". The court would condemn the defendants on the basis of civil law 25 of
1976, to one year of "labor obligation". In a few cases this consisted of an assign-
ment to the lowest kind of menial jobs in the locality in which they resided. In
most cases, however, they would be taken under police escort (masquerading is
guides) to one of the two worst forced labor camps: the camp In the wetlands of
the Danube near the city of Braila, or the recently reopened construction site
for theDanube-Black Sea Canal where in the fifties well over a hundred thousand
political prisoners were exterminated.

2. For many yeazs the communist response to Western concern for human
rights has been to stress the so-called economic and social rights. Their claim
was and still is that human rights and fundamental freedoms are meaningless
if not solidly grounded on socio-economic advance. Such advance can only be
acomplished under communist regimes since communLsm alone can bring and
does bring an end to exploitation of man by man.

Last summer the Romanian coal miners In the Jiu Valley once more resound-
ingly demonstrated that social and economic rights are as little observed in com-
munist-ruled Romania as are other human and civil rights. For several days
miners, the highest paid industrial workers in Romania, expressed by a protest
strike their dlaontent about pensions, wages, unpaid overtime, food and consumer
goods supplies. The miners refused to resume work until "President" Ceausescu
himself would show up and listen to their grievances.,When Ceausescu made an
appearnce he was showered with verbal abuse. David Floyd, the London Daily
Telegraph's communist affairs correspondent gave this account on October 10,19??:
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"A group of Romanian miners who took part in the Jlu Valley strike, in August,
have smuggled an appeal to the West in which they reveal that the whole Valley,
Romania's principal coal mining area, has been declared a "forbidden zone" until
the end of the year. Of the 35,000 miners who took part in the strike, at least 4,000
were dismissed and are still out of work. Many others have been forcibly trans-
ferred to other districts. Speaking In the name of a group of 800 miners, the 22
signatories of the appeal ask for the widest publicity for their plight. "Don't be
afraid to let people kn6w that there has been a strike In a socialist state, the
appeal says. 'There will be others, and maybe we shall have no choice but to go
ourselves and see that justice is done, with our picks and shovels. Such are human
rights in the socialist republic of Romania'."

According to subsequent information from reliable source, upon arriving in
the Jiu Valley, Ceausescu first tried to placate the miners by sharply criticizing
local party officials and mine managers and announcing a substantial purge of the"responsible officials". Then he engaged in negotiations with delegates elected by
the miners. The miners agreed to go back to work In return for a number of con.
sessions and the pledge that no retaliatory steps will be taken against the miners
and their spokesmen. The pledge was crudely violated. The delegates elected to
negotiate with Ceausescu were arrested and some 4,000 of the striking miners
were fired and deported to remote areas.

8. The father of five children, 88 year old Stefan Gavrila was a parish priest
In the village of Valeni, district of Prahova. Soon after his consecration, mord than
ten years ago, he found himself in conflict with the village mayor because of his
refusal to read from the pulpit Party orders and statements. His complaints to
the head of the Romanian Orthodox Church remained unanswered. In May 1973
he was detained by -the State Security and taken to Ploestl, the district capital,
for investigation. It turned out that the charges against him was "disrespectful
attitude toward the Oommunist Party." A month later, a board of priests, made
up of hand-picked collaborationists, was established to investigate Gavrila. In
August 1978 this board ordered the eviction of Gavrila from his church. Reverend
Gavrila then began to officlate In his home. The faithful would fill his home every
Sunday and holiday, despite the heavy fines the authorities would-tmpose on
both priest and parishioners.

In February 1974, the matter went before the Archbishopric of BucharesL
Gavrila was found guilty of deflanea-of the state and Church authorities and
of refusal to pray in church for the head of the State. On these grounds Reverend
Gavrila was defrocked. But he kept conducting services in his home. In Febru.
ary 1975, the Security searched his home under the pretext that he possessed at
home "objects of religious cult." In December 1975 he was arrested and charged
of conducting "clandestine meetings" In his home. Released a year later, he re-
turned to his village. Early In 1977-he called on the U.S. Embassy in Bucharest
and asked political asylum and permission to emigrate to the U.S. Upon emerging
from the U.S. Embassy he and his wife were taken to the Security and were sub-
Jected to lengthy interrogations. A few days later, on February 22, 1977, Gavrila
began a hunger strike In front of the U.S. Embassy. Minutes later six security
agents picked him up and took him to the Rahova station of the State Security.
There he was severely beaten up for several consecutive days and then sent back
to his village.

In April 1977 Reverend Gavrila was once again investigated. This time the
Interrogation was conducted by Ion Ionescu, chief of the Bucharest State Se-
curity, assisted by Colonel Jipa. The interrogation derived from an intercepted
letter in which Gavrila asked a Romanan clergyman in Paris to help him and
his family to leave Romania. This time the security offleers offered a deal: every;
thing will be forgotten and forgiven if Gavrila would write a statement repudiat-
ing his previous behavior and statements. Refusal, said the offlcers-would entail
internment in a mental institution.

Since April 1977 no further news became available about the revered It is
feared that since he is Jobless he can eadly be charged of "parasitism" and
"vagrancy" on the bads of law 25/1976 and assigned to one of the flimsily camou-
flaged forced labor camps.

4. On March 28, 1978, a resolution of the Central Commlttee of the Romanian
Communist Party announced an economic reform aimed at reducing centzalma-
tion in the country's economy. The resolution provides, among others, at work-
ers of industrial enterpris earning significant amounts of hard cuarc may
be rewarded in the form of prmisson to take a trip abroad, at their own expense,
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of course. Here we have a clear admission that for the SRR traveling abroad I
not a right but a privilege and that the widespread wish to travel Is to be used
as an inducement to greater exertion on the part of the workers.

DOM THE ON* CONDUCT AN INDZPENDZEIT YOWIGN POLIOT

The hearings held by both houses of the Congress since 1975 with reqmt to the
M-F-N status for the SRR have revealed that the major argument In support of
a positive U.S. decision In this matter was not the SRR's emigration record but
the belief that the SRR is conducting an Independent foreign policy which served
the Interests of the United States.

On this point too we see no reason for revising the viewpoint we expressed In
the 1976 and 1977 hearings, the more so as most of the thousands of Romanians
who succeeded to leave their country in the last few years fully share these views.

We still believe and want to place on record that the posture of nationalism
and independence the SRR has been displaying since 1964 i overwhelmingly a
substitute for real Internal reforms.

We still hold that this posture is a reflection of the role-playing a stronger and
therefore more confident Soviet Russia has adopted In the late sixties. The role
of "Independent satellite" of the Soviet Union the HIM was permitted to play
has demonstrably served the Soviet policy of d6tente and has made Euro-Oom.
munism, one of the most recent deceptive devices, more credible.

We are still convinced that under the plaudits of the West, the Bucharest
rulers went sometimes farther than permitted. But the Romanian rulers obviously
succeeded each time to persuade the Soviet leadership that their rhetoric, maneu-
vera and gestures of independence were the surest and -least risky road to a
measure of Internal acceptance and that the independence stance represented a
powerful contribution to the success of the Soviet grand strategy in lurope.

(CONCLUSION8

For the several reasons set forth In this statement, the Truth About Romania
Committee holds that the further extension of the M-FoN status to the SUR (and
for that matter to other East European states) is not helpful to the cause of free-
dom, does not serve the best long-term interests of the United States and under.
mines the morale of the freedom-loving people of Romania.

AX~NZ 1

APPEAL AMoZssw TO PATcIlPANT STATuS AT THE B=Lww. CoNwvmz yoz
Szouwm-r MW CoonasTzoN isr Euxon (TzhNsLATioN FtomU RomAziu),
BUCHaRMsT, MAY 26,_1977
To establish freedom, Justice and peace in the world-an aspiration of all

peoples:
We, citizens of the Socialist Republic Romania, wishing to assure to ourselves,

as well as to future generations a happy life, In keeping with the ideals of free
human beings - considering that, in conformity with the Charter of the United
Nations, States are obliged to promote the universal and effective respect of hu-
man rights and freedoms which derive from the Inherent dignity of the human
person:

1. We request the states participating In the 1977 Belgrade conference for
Security and Cooperation In Europe to investigate throughly the manner in which
were interpreted and applied in Romania the provisions of article 1.7 of the Final
Act of the Helsinki Conference with respect to the obligation to respect human
rights and fundamental freedoms, including the freedom of thought, conscience,
religion and belief for all; as well as the provisions of the "Human Contacts"
section of the chapter on "Humanitarian Cooperation in other fields".

2. We request an analysis be undertaken of the manner in which the S.R.
Romania has applied artice 5k, par. 0 of the United Nations Charter-which
provides for the universall rspet fo and observane of human rights and
fundamental freedom or all, without distinctio as to race sex, language or
reliop."

IL We req t an Invetigatl of the manner In which the S.R. Romania has
Interpreted ahd Implem1ted one of the fundamental rights of Man-which Is met
forth in article 182 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: "Everyoe
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has the right to leave any country, Including his own, and to return to his
- country".

4. We demand, on the basis of article 8 of the S.R. Romania Constitution which
declares that every citizen of the S.R. Romania is oblige to respect the Con-stitution and the laws", that the onstituti rovlslm with regard to nallen.able human rights be respected. Thus article 1 provides that the State guaran-tees "the equality o all citsens before the law',and article 80 that "the free.
dom of conscience is guaranteed to all citizens of the SRR. Romania".

5. We ask that the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations exercise
the authority conferred upon it by article 62.2 of the U.N. Charter which statesthat the Council "may make recommendations for the purpose of promoting
respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for
all".

8. We bee President Jimmy Cat and the American Congress to examinethroughly the manner in which the S. Romania conceives and respects theright of free emigat4i a rigt which ii included in the American Foreign TradeAct as a condition for any country enjoying the benefits of the Most Favored
Nation's (auss.

7. We request the U.N. Commimon for Human Rights to investigate the extentto which Decree No. of the Ooneil ot State of the S.R. Romana, datedOctober 81, 1974, infrtnge the International Covenant for Civil and PoliticalRights which Romania has ratified. Parsgrph 2 of said Covenant provides that"everyone is free to leave any country, including his (her) own. Paragraph 2of article 19; paragr0h 1 of article 19 states that none should have to suffer
because of the opinions he holds".

& We appeal to the international public opinion, -to all men and women ofintegrity and good c ence to manifest their adherence to the just causeof those in Romania who dare to ask that human rights and fundamental free-doms be respected and do so with proper regard for domestic law and in thespirit of international Instruments Romana has signed and ratified.We would like to mention that this appeal is not designed to poison the poli-
tical atmosphere in Romania, to subvert the socialist order, to undermine na-tional unity or weaken In any way the sovereignty of the Romanian state. It Ismerely aimed at bringLn about effective respect for the nation's Constitution andfor the international instruments the Romanian state has signed. --

In signing we are led by the desire of ontributing to the'efforts of the entire
human family toward detente and peaceful coexistence.

ION MA ISscU,
loui NrAg,
RADu NZMWUsc,
RAYMOND PAUXzSCU,
NIcoUZa WINDISCH.

AxNNx 2
ExcumP rom Oi LrTU Or MaY 26, 197, rOx NICOLAX WwXScu

TO PUZt=W=T JIMMY AW 'TI
• •. I am young. Experience made me understand the true face of a societyin which only the principles, slogans falsely patriotic rhetorics are socialist. Itis most depressin for a young man of 28 to have become so fed-up with all theabusive denials of rights and liberties set forth in the constitution and the lawsthat he can onlY think of leaving his country. To be Romanian in Romania meansblindly obeying the party. The freedom of condence Is denied and If you complain

YoU are labelled a traitor to your country, a great peril for the party. The righthand of the party--the State Sewurlty-then intervenes and decides whetheryou are to be eondsn4ned beheaded. As a man of this land, I want to live andwork in a country in which dinity, liberty and democracy are sacred rightsof the citien and not mere slogans. I want the imian Sate to understand thatI want to leave the country In keeping with the International Convenant of
Political and Civil Rights of December 16, 19f, whicb Romania ratified by Decree212 of 1974; the Final Act of the Helhnki Conerenee on Security and CooperA
tion in Europe--the chapter on Human Contacts; the Trade Agreement between
Romania and the United tates..L .

acsinmle signatures are to be found is the attached Romanian original of thi appeal
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At the same time I want to renounce my Romanian citizenship, in conformity
with article 22 of Law 24 of 19T--Iie Nationality aw. I would add that after
leaving the country I shall not undertake any action affecting the prestige of
Romania.

I want to express my adhesion to the appeal of Paul Goma and I am convinced
that, In the end, the brave men fighting for the rights of Man will triumph.
The totalitarian state should understand that man must be Man and not a simple
tool of production; that he has a conscience and that he is born with inalienable
rights and liberties. I Join all signers who stand for the Integral respect of the
rights and liberties of Man-wherever they are being Infringed.

NWOLaw WIninsox.

STATMvT BY loN MAUUSCO AND OTHE Six SIrNas (TEANSaM= FROX
PARTIALLY UNIRADA.BLX XnOX oPY Or HAzDwarTrvI TixT. Oa=IxxAL SIPuauw

PM)
For Sen tor HenrV M. J(a*eom:

We, Romanlan citizens, the five signers of the appel for human rights and
liberties consideration, appel which was published by the Swiss maga ine "Die
Welt Woche" at the end of June 1977 and broadcasted by radio Free Europe on
the 30th of June 1977, considering our selves political disidents here, in Romania,
socialist and democratic country, asking for help in saying our lives and liberty,
we let you knbw all the consequeces we held after our appel was made known.
We wish these cofequences to be made well known.

On the 1st of July 1977 we have been picked up by the police and we were
interrogated five days for about tn houm a day. During the Interrogations we
were beaten up and warned in different wayL The only purpose of beating and
warning was to make sure that we retract our connection with the International
human rights movement and also, that we give up Informing the International
public opinion on the way Romania consders and respects the unalienable human
rights and liberties.

As far as our mov nt was a ording the Romanian laws we could not be
blamed for anything, but of course, we had to be punished to be an example for
other Romanian eitiens who intend to stand for their human rights.

The punishment was done. On the 5th of July we were taken under arrest
and we appeared before a Jury who sentenced us at one year work term, In
the worst place In the country: Danube-Black Sea Canal. The trial was secet
we had no defense right, that is no barrister, there was no pqblie exeept the police

-agents It was a very bad show directed by a terrible minded director. We were
sentenced according to the Civil Law 25, 1976, which refers to the people who
systematically and without any reason refuse to work. We declare the senteee
to be abusive so far as we were fired a quarter of an hour before the trial In
spite of the civil sentence which gave us full liberty, we kept being under arrest
and by night thrown In a jail under armed guard, we were taken to the place
where we supposed to live and work, 200 km far from Bucharest, separated and
delivered like any other goods We refused to work. We wee urged. The night-
mare bean. With us the Romanlan Gulag was Inaugurated.

On the 0th of July arrived, under the same einu-sam another disident,
engineer Vaslie Constantinesu and on the 6th of August the seventh, degner
Dragos Neamtu.

As far as this civil law began to be used against disident--five from Ooma
group were treated alike. We have the right to consider ourselves political
prisoners, being under permanent surveillance, sentenced in fact for opinion
depicts. We are afraid of the poslbility that that the civil law 25 1976 could be
used against anyone who stands for human rights. We are afraid that Danube-
Black Sea Canal could be easi. turned Into a real GUIAG and the officially non.
existent political prisoners would become-very r el in Romanla.

I Axwux 4

MNUOAJ0VU7 To COMRAD5 Gnomoxu BOmOou, PuocusAtt (Jzwmt r~ o MX+. .+ S.R.Rt.

(TzAvsLArrox mou RoxAnux)

Coi aon PuocuzaTom GmnmAL: The undersigned Radu Negrescu, residing in
Bucharest 7, Alea Compositorlor No. 5, Bloc -0, apt. 56 submit this mem.
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orandum designed as an extraordinary appeal against civil Judgment 8682 of
July 5, 1977 (final and enforceable) of the Court of the Seventh Borough of
Bucharest, File No. 66/1977.

In point of fact: the Directorate for Problems of Labor and Social Welfare has
asked the Court of the Seventh Borough to oblige me, on the basis of article 9 of
Law 25/1976, to perform work for one year In an economic unit, this request
being grounded on my unjustified refusal to join the labor force.

The Court, judging the case exclusively in the light of documents prepared by
the petitioner, admitted the request and ordered that I be assigned to work for
one year on a Construction-Investment site in the department of Constant.

I consider the decision to be illegal and unfounded for the following:

UZASONS 7o0 AN ZMTAO]INA APPEAL

1. The decision Is illegal and unfounded because the (0ourt which has judged
the case infringed the constitutional principle of defense. The judgment was pro-
nouneed within a single term ond on the exclusive ground of a submission on the
part of the Directorate for Problems of Labor and Social Welfare, a submission
as unknown to me as the documents and evidence on which It was based.

In his capacity of defendant the undersigned has called the attention of the
Court to the fact that I was employed as a mailman--a fact I can prove with my
Labor Booklet which Is in the safekeeping of the Directorate of Postal Transports
and that I was employed from 1971 to date, including the date at which my case
came up for trial.

There is nowhere any mention in the Court decision of my. having informed
the Court that I was employed, as shown by an entry to this effect in my Work
Booklet, at the time when the case came up for judgment,

Given the hurry with which the case came up for judgment and, as shown
above, because Judgment was pronounced in my fit appearance before the Court
when I was In Ignorance of the submission -by the petitioner and when I could
not present my Work Book for the good reason that it was at my place of work

To assess correctly the merit of the positions confronting each other, the Court
should have deferred the case until the Work Booklet could be presented.

2. The decision is unfounded and illegal because It violates articles 9 and 10
of Law 25/1976 which do not apply to my case

& The undersigned is by profession a hotel receptionist. My graduation diploma
bears the No. 5O7/2407. 1975. It was issued by the Ministry of Internal Trade. I
was first employed in the year 1971 as a permanent employee of the Electrecord
record enterprise.

From 1972 to May 80, 1977 I worked as a receptionist at the Intercontinental,
Pare and Nord hotels (in Bucharest). On June 6, 1977, a few days after reslning
from my Job at Hotel Nord, I was hired as a mailman at the Directorate of Postal
Transports, as documented by Identity Card No. 191, Issued on June 6, 19W7. On
June 27, 1977, I gave the requisite 15 days notice to my employer. Accordingly,
my notice (and termination of employment) became effective on July 11, 1977z

The reason behind my resignation was to be found In the fact that I had applied
for a job at UCMB Hand-Made Footwear Factory, of Bucharest, Str. Gabroveni
No. 4, as shown by the application filed with the aboe enterprise and the medical
report clearing me for appointment (No. 9411/1977) which is In my possession
and can be shown to you.

Given my continued employment, on the one hand, and on the other hand the
fact that on July 5, 197, the date when I was tried, I was an employee, articles
9 and 10 of the Law 25, 1976 cannot apply to me. I was earning my living by my
own toll at the institutions and enterprises which are listed In my Work Booklet
and can therefore aft be accused of having led a parasitic life. Inasmuch as I
was employed, the question of refusing uloym t could not arise.

On the basis of this memorandum I ask you to approach the Supreme Court of
the Socialist Republic Romania with an extraordinary appeal which in analyzing
and evaluating the true and concrete conditions would also take Into consideration
the evidence I, as defendant, can furnish with regard, to applicability of Law
25/1976 In my particular cue... A just and equitable solution, conforming to
the principles of socialist Justice would result from such scrutiny and would lead
to the rejection of the submission by the Directorate for the Problems of Labor
and Social Welfare.
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I request, at the samne time, that the enforcement of the enclosed civil decision
be deferred pending Judgment by the Supreme Court of the SA.R.

I furthermore request that, should you find that the above reasons are not legal
and well-founded to bring about the annulment of the aforementioned Court
decision, I petition you to determine that Law 25/1976 does not provide that the
labor obligation has to be discharged In any other place than the one of which one
Is a resident....

RADu Nnmscu, Petimer.
Axmm 5

TRI COurT or Tnz SxgvvtTH BOsOUoH Of THE Crrr or BU0itARST (TANSLATION
Fmou Tra RoMANrAx)

OIIL DECISION NO. $582

Public Session of July 5, 1977; Composition of the Court: President, Glurglu
Liviu; Popular Assessors: Bogdan Ana, Petrescu Aurela; Prosecutor: Zalcescu
Victor; Clerk: Rica Burian.

On the docket: submission by the Directorate of Problems of Labor and Social
Welfare of the City of Bucharest with regard to work-assignment of a person
capable to perform work.

At the roll-call made in public session the respondents were Negrescu Radu
for whom a work assignment was requested, and, on behalf of the Directorate of
Problems of Labor and Social Welfare, Georgescu Dumitru.

The procedure being complete, the report of the case was presented...

FINDINGS Of TE COU

By submission No. 5686/1977, the Directorate for Problems of Labor and Social
Welfare of the City of Bucharest, Office of Manpower, petitioned the Court that,
in conformity with article 9 of Law 25 of 1976, concerning assignments to perform
useful work, Negrescu Radu be obliged to work for one year in an economic unit.

The Directorate for Problems of Labor and Social Welfare grounded Its sub-
mission on the fact that Negrescu Radu unjustifiably refused employment al-
though capable of work and although a work-assignment appropriate to his pro-
fessional qualifications was assured to him. -

In support of the submission, the Directorate for Problems of Labor and Social
Welfare filed for the record of the case documents drawn up before the case was
taken to court.

From the content of the protocol drawn up by the Of0ice of Manpower of the
City of Bucharest it appears that this organ assured to Negrescu Radu the
possibility of employment.

From the same protocol as well as from the employment slip No. 192 p 13/1977
It appears that Negrescu Radu refused any work assignment and declared that he
shall not give up his request to leave the country for good.

The Court, having established that Negrescu Radu- person capable to work-
although assured an assignment In production approriate to his professional
training and although given the necessary support to perform activity useful to
society and apt to provide him with a livelihood-refuses to be assigned to work-
admits the submission and obliges Negrescu Badu to work for one year on a
construction and investnt project in the Department of Constant.

The person whose assignment to work is before this Court, is to be advised (1)
that, in conformity with article 12 of Law 25 of 1976, his employment in the indi-
cated conditions entails all the provisions, rights and obligations of a person as-
signed employment under the Labor Code, and (2) that In accordance with article
11 of the qame law, should.the decision not be respected, the enforcement will be
done by the Popular Council and the organs of the militia who will supervise the
departure and the presence at the place of work.

For these reasons In the name of the Law Decides:
Admits the submission filed by the Directorate for the Problems of Labor and

Social Welfare of the City of Bucharest, Office of Manpower, with regard to
Negrescu Radu, residing In Bucharest 7, Alela Comozitorflor No. 5, Bloc 0 9
Apt. K

Accordingly the Court obliges Negrescu Radu to perform work for one year on
a Construction-site in the Department of Constanta.
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Final and Enforceable. Pronounced in public session on July 5,117
President: LAviu Giurgiu; Popular Assessos: For the Popular awevMs fA-

gaged in production: President LAviu Girgil ; Clerk: Zoicescu
I* T io PazsIDT NcoOL&A CMAUASScu J D'OM A Guouw or SixROx£uI£s

(TxaLAToW FsoM BOMMZu)
BuonAmsT, Heptemiir 1977.

MIL PRESIDENT: Given the critical nature of the situation in which we find
ourselves, we want to underline from the outset that It Is necessary for you to
understand us because we are the victims of an error and we cannot expect any
understanding or leniency on the part of your organ of authority and security.
We face, indeed, one certainty: the individuals operating in these publicl" serv-
ices advisedly and obviously tend to twist the meaning of certain facts and situa-
tions which are outside their narrow visual angle. The weapon of terror which
these organs are using is at odds with the humanistic rhetoric of party poUlices.
Judging from this, we strongly believe that there no longer ia in Romania, that
clarity of vision and straight judgment without which both security and hunan
integrity are seriously endangered.

As long as any application to leave the country is viewed in Romania as an
antisocial act, an act apt to affect the interest and the poUcy of the State, the
very Final Act of the General European Conference at Helsini .. becomes a
meaningless act or at least beyond the reach of Romanian citizens.

The right to emigration, which should normally be enjoyed by all who apple'
for it, as we do, constitute a basic element In the spectrum of elementary human
rights. The way we were dealt with after announcing our intentioh to leave the
country for good is simply shameless. This treatment comprised arbitrary arrests
and the violation of Law 25 of 1976 on the basis of which we were sentenced to
forced labor and were deported to a labor camp in the Great Island oc Brulla
(the Danube Wetlands at Bralla) in which we are deprived of even the simple t
comforts and lack even water fit to drink.

The arrest itself constituted one more evidence of the unjust treatment meted
out to those Imprisoned. This time it included being sheltered in rooms seriously
damaged by the earthquake of last March.

We Just cannot understand how is it poiiible to resort to such practices in a
world in which democracy, humanity and progress should be reigning supreme ; I
a world in which there is struggle for human rights. Judge by yourself. Can this
be called a normal situation from you who militate for rights, peac and
progress we would expect more understanding. The Charter of the United Na-
tions certainly condemne such conduct toward those who seek justice and so do
many international bodies fighting for the rights of Man. What seems even
harder to explain is the fact that in Romania theory is at odds with reality. The
Romanian Constitution guarantees freedom of speech. We spoke out an&, what
was the result? We know that in the socialist society man is supposed tq be free
to shape his destiny. In our case practice demonstrated the opposite. Yet, what-
ever the situation may be, man has the duty to fight, particularly when the cause
is just. We are firmly resolved to carry on the struggle by starting ;-hunger strike
and by sacrificing our very life if needed. As of the time this letter wil be pub-
lished, we shall publicly carry out a hunger strike.

CbBXZL U*DAUWIU,cONLMu loisou,
CAsmN MWos,

OoNGwAM Hv wAX.
All the signers deported to forced labor in the Great Island of Brlla. Three

of their freinds also signed. They are:
GRDMAN CALIN MIXAL
LiviU Buuwnu.
caRITrA ONUTIV

These three friends were not convicted as were we but are bein trogated
day.n, day-out and threatened with the loss of their Jobs and punishment similar
to the one meted out to us-and all this for having applied for a passport
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Oit Ltrr To "PsIs"R" NwouL OLW's3n0-]oM Amux Mu A, or
CA ZA VIorO 95/9, BUoRASMI 1, ROMA-NI (TIULAhTIr hov

This is the only way by which I ma inform the Romanian Government of my
plight.

On July 14, 1971, I forwarded to the proper authorizes my petition to leave
Romania for good, while on July 20 I filed With the Council of State my applica-
tion renouncing my Romanian citizenship. I renewed my applications by letter
mailed on July 25 and 80. Having received no answer, I decided with other friends
who found themselves in the same situation, to bring the matter to the attention
of some international forum, in the hope that our plight will become knowh to the
Momanian Government and would thus be taken into consideration. Accordingly,
we framed several letters. But on July 81 agents of the Ministry of Interior--
armed with a warrant--conducted a search of my apartment. The warrant was
supposedly issued on the basis of a (false) report about concealed weapons, drugs
and foreign currencies. In fact, the purpose of the search was to find the letters
we had planned to pass on to several embassies Following the search, I was taken
to the headquarters of the Bucharest Militia and there subjected to an interroga-
tion of ten hour

Next day I was summoned to the same place and detained without being in-
formed of the charges against me. I was then taken under guard to the offices of
the Labor Forces of Sector 6 of the City of Bucharest (to which I did not belong)
and there illegally assigned for work on a construction site in the Great Island
of Braila. --

Equally illegal Was the decision of the Council of Workingmen to send me
forcibly to work on the above project. On August 2, I became along with five other
friends the victim of legal proceedings staged by the Romanian authorities. (The
friends were: Cristian Ioneseu, Coreliu Urdarianu, Cornelin Munteanu, Con-
stantin Hulduban, Adrain Sinca.) Following these proceedings which lasted about
80 minutes, and in which we were not permitted to have counsel, we were sen-
tenced to one'year of forced labor, on the basis of Law 25 of 1976 which was not
applicable In our case. This decision I consider to be anticonstitutional, contrary
to the policy of detente and international cooperation Romania is conducting, and
contrary to the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference, as well as to the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.

Disregarding the fact that some of us were ailing, we were forcibly taken to the
Great Island of Bralla, an isolated area In which living and working conditions
were subhuman and In which there is no medical assistance whatsoever. We are
entitled to believe that these practices aim at degra4ng us physically and
morally. Doesn't It mirror the tendency of the Romanlsa authorities to consider
the citizen as a modern serf or even slave? We wish It were a mere question mark
and not a reality.

We are aware of the policy of Romania with respect to the right of self-determi-
nation. We believe that this right Is indlssolubly linked to the right of every man
to choose freely his way In life. We hope that the Romanlan Government will
become aware of our situation and will promptly solve It. As an earnest of our
Irrevocable determination to leave Rominia for good, and in protest to the treat-
ment to which we were subjected, I am resolved to declare a hunger strike effec-
tive on the day this letter will become public and until our requests will be fullygranted.

Aoarm Mtmca.

Mr. MiczUAz, STN,
staff Direftor,
U.S. Renate,
Committee on Fnuswe,
Rubommittee on, lternational Trade,
8597 Dirkten Senate Opce BaMng,

0gmr Wi: My name Is Slvin Vernesu, a omanan politi refuges, and I
reside, with my wife and two children, at 15 Vermllyea Ave #, New York, N.Y.
100S4, telephone 2i2 57 5501.

I have requested permission to testify before this committee as a private person
prompted by my desire to reveal a case of grow human rights violation, ruthless
persecution and terror applied to me and my wife's families, ever since the Como
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munist takeover, and exacerbated beyond endurance, after our defection to the
United States, In January 197.

My family lost everything they had: farm land, livestock, house, money and so
forth, in the first years of communist rule. My father was arrested and savagely
beaten on numerous occasions, while my brother was sentenced and did five years
In jails and labor camps for his political and religious convictions whlil m-elf
was denied access to-hlgher education for twelve years. My sister's petition to be
allowed to marry her Italian finance took over six years to be approved; a case
like hers Is generally resolved In about two years.

After our defection all our families' lives turned into a nightmare of endless
persecution and terror: they were summoned to the secret police headquarters
and threatened that unless they persuaded us to return to Romania, they, viL our
parents, will be put behind the bars for the rest of their lives.

As soon as my wife and myself renounced our citizenship in 1974, our parents
and relatives lost their jobs, were subjected to endless Interrogations and threats
for months to an end. As you undoubtedly know, In a country where the state Is
the sole owner and employer, losing one's job is equivalent to starvation as there
is no such thing as social security or civil rights. We keep our families alive by
supplying them with Swiss medicines and American cigarettes and goods so they.
can grease the right palms and get menial jobs here and there and thus survive.

In the spring of 1977, 'The Truth About Romania" committee, sponsored by
Prof. Brutus Coste of New York, organized a rally to protest the visit to America
of Mr. Oeausescu's brother-a ruthless butcher of the Romanian population--as
well as In support of the Romanian dissident writer, Paul Goma, who had, at that
time, been arrested by the secret police& I was on that occasion Interviewed by
Bob Teague of Channel 4 NBC and by Radio Free Europe and I expressed my
views and sentiments towards the totalitarian and Inhuman treatment applied
by the communist regime of Romania to their subjects. Two weeks later we
received word from our parents that the seret police had again visited them,
manhandling them and threatening them that they would suffer the consequences.

I went back to Radio Free Europe and protested against the harassment our
families were subjected to and the war continues to this date with our families
getting harsher and more Inhuman treatment by the day. Our parents have been
for the past five years so much harassed, persecuted and terrorized that they have
now been reduced to silence and abject submission.

In September 1977, I sent my mother an Invitation to visit us for a few months:
her petition for an exit visa was turned down and warned that if she insisted any
more, the state will demolish their house and they will have to relocate
Immediately.

The same merciless, degrading and Inhuman treatment has been "extended" my
wife's family: despite my wife's being an only daughter the Romanlan authorities
have refused them an exit visa. They held our daughter hostage In Romania for
almost 4 years, punishing a child of four because they could not reach us.

I am a professor and my wife a dentist but neither can exercise our professions
as we have two children-one born in this country-aged now 8 and 8, to raise and
care for, so my wife is forced to work as a night nurse with myself acting as
"part-time-night mother", while our parents who could help us are diabolically
denied the right to reunite with their children and grandchildren.

We have, over the years, filed numerous petitions with the Romanian consulate
in Washington as well as with the Romanian State Council-headed, Incidentally,
by Mr. Ceausescu himself, the man who boosts at international conferences and
everywhere else, that he applies .a policy qte socialist humanitarianism
unqte to the refugees' families only as long as the extension of the most favored
nation trade act to Romania is In jeopardy. Once the extension secured he
reverts to his old and shameful slave-owner practices, calling all refugees ,the
scum of the earth and traitors and urging all Western nations to deny them
political asylum.

In view of these facts and of Mr. Ceausescu's notorious- failure to honor his
commitments, I feel strongly that conmnunist Romania which flagrantly violates
the most elementary human rights and abysmally fails to comply with the p"Ti.
slon of the 1974 Tradd-Act, disqualifies itself for the waiver of the Immigrati~n
Act.

I, therefore, urge you, Mr. Chairman and the honorable members of this select
committee, to advise President Carter against the extension of the Most Favored
Nation clause to Romania until thit country understands and sincerely agrees
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to honor its commitments, to ease restrictions on immigration, to guaranty civil
rights to all Its citlans, freedom of speech and of worshipping God, to put an
end to its shameful and barbarian practices of harassment, persecution and
terror to all those who choose freedom in the West and their families.

SzLv VNUSOU.

My parents: Itie and Florica Burtavel; my brother, married, with two children,
aged 18 and 14, live together at Soseaua Bucuresti Nr. 80, Giurglu, Judet lfov,
Romania.

My wife's parents: Geor'ge and Ana Gherase; Str. Vaporul Assan Nr. 9, sector
2, Bucharest, Romania.

JACo0 EaH10 , N.Y.
Hoiroaawz On: I am Nicole Vulpe, Romanian born and a Political Refugee In

the U.S.A. since December 5, 1977.
I left Communist Romania with a tourist passport for a Colective Excursion

for Greece, on May 18, 197.
Over there I ask political asylum and I was granted with by the High Commis-

*loner for Refugees of the UNO.
I arrived in the U..A. as a political refugee on December 5, 1977 and I am

enjoying here all opportunities of a life n freedom. But painfully I was forced
to left behind in Communist Romania as hostages: (1) Ecaterina Vulpe, my wife;
(2) Crlstian Vuipe, my son; both of thea residing at: Strada Dr. Sion Nr 9,
Ntal3, Apt. 151, Section 7, Bucuresti, Romania (TeL 13-0-70).

I worked in my native country Communist Romania as a Lmductor architect
with Bucharest's City Hall. The complete lack of freedom and the Stalinist
Terror of Nicolae Ceausescu made the life over there, Impossible. The lack of
food, too. Since I become a political refugee in the U.S.A., my hostage relatives
were and still are investigated by security. Our mail was cut off. Our phone calls,
too. My son suffered recently a surgeron. I learn about on an underground way...

AU their applications for exit visas were rejected by security. Disperatelly I
Joined the Fifth Romanian Hunger strike for family reunion in the U.S.A.
(April 10, 1978).

I appeal to you, Honorable Sir to use your influence in order to persuade the
Romanian Communist President Nicolae Ceauseseu to grant the exit visas to
my hostage wife and son. The Bomanlan Communist President Nicolae Ceausescu
violated and is still violating the Paris Treaty of Peace (1947) the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and all UNO's resolutions about family
reunion, and the condition of easing the emigration from Communist Romania

--as he close agreed with the U.S. upon the Trade Agreement and the M.F.N. in
1975, 1976 and 1977. He violated and Is still violating the Helsinki Agreement
(1975 too).

I ask that U.S. Seate suspend the MIF.N. treatment to Nicolas Ceausescu and
put again on the rules the Packson-Vanic Amenda Dament until hunger striker's
relatives will be release,

Sincerely yours,
Nroo1LA VunWL

0


